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recounting the great achievements
of the Chinese people under the
leadership of the Communist Party
in the new-democratic revolution,
the socialist revolution and socialist
construction, as the narrative,
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Party are scientifically summarized
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tion, the War of Resistance Against
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The original Chinese edition of this book was published in
August 1991 to mark the 70th anniversary of the founding of the
Communist Party of China. Publication was approved by the
CPC Central Committee's Leading Group for Work on Party
History, headed by Yang Shangkun, then president of the People's Republic of China. The deputy head of the Leading Group,
Hu Qiaomu, appraised the book:
·
I was very pleased to receive the manuscript of this book. It
is a reasonably substantial book giving a comparatively complete history of the Party, a book that we have been long
awaiting.
Hu Qiaomu noted in particular chapters Seven, Eight and Nine
dealing with the Party's more recent history:
These three chapters addressed difficult topics. During
the ten years following the Party's 8th National Congress
[1956-66], there were many convolutions in Party history. The
ten-year "cultural revolution" [ 1966-76] was tragic, though not
everything in that period was bad. In the ten years of reform
and opening to the outside world [1979-89], we scored great
achievements, but two general secretaries of the CPC Central
Committee made serious mistakes. A history must be objective.
Having read these three chapters, I think I can say that this
book is reliable and well worth reading, particularly because it
realistically presents both historical events and the root causes
of those events. Readers will find this to be a book devoid of
propagandistic intent, that honestly recounts the history of the
Party, giving food for thought. This book may be considered
unique in its presentation of Party history. It is certainly
unparalleled in its quality of writing.

The chief editor of A Concise History of the Communist Party
of China (Seventy Years of the CPC) is Hu Sheng, director of the
Party History Research Centre of the CPC Central Committee,
and president of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. He is
also the author of Imperialism and Chinese Politics and From the
Opium War to the May 4th Movement (both published by the
Foreign Languages Press, Beijing, 1985 and 1991, respectively).
This English edition is a translation of the first Chinese edition, published in August 1991 by the Press of the History of the
Communist Party of China. Some textual modifications have
been made for the English version and explanatory notes at the
end of each chapter and an index have been added.
Foreign Languages Press
July 1993
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Seventy years have passed since the Communist Party of China
came into being. Over these seventy years, the Party has rallied
the Chinese people around it and waged an unremitting and
heroic struggle for national liberation, social progress and the
people's well-being.
The struggle has never been easy. To make a victorious revolution and build a new society in a poor and backward country
comprising a quarter of the earth's population, the Communist
Party of China performed feats that astonished the world, encountering seemingly overwhelming difficulties and at times suffering major setbacks. But difficulties or setbacks of any kind
could never hold back its advance; they only made the Party
more steadfast and more mature.
The Chinese people have gained historic victories in revolution
and socialist construction under the leadership of the Communist
Party, and today they are forging confidently ahead towards the
great goal of socialist modernization. The record of the past shows
that the Party serves the people heart and soul and that it can
provide the leadership that will enable them to master their own
destiny and to make the country strong and prosperous.
Looking back over the past seventy years, the Chinese people
are more convinced than ever that their choice of socialism as
their goal and of the Communist Party to lead them there has
been correct. Indeed, it is the inevitable product of China's
modern historical development. The rich store of experience
embodied in these last seventy years of history was a<:eumulated
by pioneers who sought the truth under the most difficult circumstances with no precedent to guide them, and it was paid for in
the blood of innumerable martyers. They deserve our ever enduring remembrance.

CHAPTER ONE
THE FOUNDING OF THE
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA
I. THE SUCCESS AND FAILURE OF THE
REVOLUTION OF 1911
In the miJ<lie of the 19th century, China was plunged in untold
suffering and humiliation under the oppression of foreign capitalist and imperialist powers and of domestic feudal forces. The
country was deprived of its sovereignty, and its economic lifelines
were in the hands of foreigners. Faced with aggression by the
Western powers, the feudal and autocratic Qing Dynasty; which
had reigned over China for two hundred years, took no effective
measures to defend the country. On the contrary, it suppressed
all trends towards political and social' progress and let the imperialist powers carve the country up at will. The Qing regime at its
final stage, traitorous and corrupt, was detested by the people,
because it strangled the country's vitality and kept them in
misery. The Chinese entered the 20th century with the national
humiliation of seeing their capital city, Beijing, occupied by the
Eight-Power Allied Forces sent by Britain, the United States,
Germany, France, Russia, Japan, Italy and Austria. The Chinese
nation seemed to be on the verge of extinction.
The Chinese people, who had created a glorious and ancient
civilization, could not endure such humiliation for long. In 1902,
when the great writer Lu Xun was studying in Japan, he wrote
these lines expressing the grief and indignation that filled the
hearts of a great many Chinese patriots:
"My heart cannot evade the arrow of the god of love .
.3
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"A great storm is sweeping over my homeland in the darkness.
"I place my hopes in the cold stars, but they do not understand me.
"I offer my heart's blood to my dear homeland."
It was the double oppression of imperialism and feudalism that
was the source of the suffering of the Chinese nation and the
misery of the Chinese people. That is what hindered all social
development and political progress. How could the country combat foreign aggression and win na6onal independence? How
could it be extricated from the darkness and ignorance perpetuated by the feudal, autocratic regime? How could it be lifted out of
poverty and backwardness and made prosperous and strong?
These were the principal questions that confronted semi-colonial,
semi-feudal China, the principal questions that the Chinese progressives kept turning over in Llieir minds.
Many brave men and women devoted themselves to the cause
of national progress before the founding of the Communist Party
of China. The Chinese people had never ceased trying to change
the destiny of their motherland. However, their repeated struggles
- tbe wars of resistance against foreign aggression, the peasants'
revolution of the T~iping Heavenly Kingdom in the middle of the
19th century, the Reform Movement of 1898 1 and the Boxer
Uprising (the Yi He Tuan Movement) at the turn of the century
which started from the lower strata of society and grew into a
large-scale anti-imperialist patriotic movement - had all ended
in failure. Many patriots bitterly regretted that their lofty ideals
could not be attained.
Nevertheless, the wheel of history rolled on, constantly bringing new developments. As the nationaJ crisis deepened and new
social forces, especially modern capitalist industry, began to grow
in Chinese society, a new revolutionary movement was started
under the leadership of Sun Yat-sen, the forerunner of the
Chinese democratic revolution.
Sun Yat-sen was a great patriot as well as a great democrat.
When he established the small revolutionary group Society for
the Revival of China (Xing Zhong Hui) in Honolulu in 1894, he
issued a clarion call for "the revival of China." In 1905 he
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sponsored the founding of the Chinese Revolutionary League
(Zhongguo Tong Men Hui). The League put forward a comprehensive political programme for the establishment of a bourgeois
democratic republic and worked hard to carry it out by revolutionary means. It pledged to "drive out the Tartars, revive the
Chinese nation, establish a republic and equalize ownership of
land." The immediate objective of the revolution was to overthrow the government of the Qing Dynasty, which had already
become a tool of the imperialist powers for the domination of
China. Thus, the revolution was essentially anti-imperialist. It
called for the overthrow of the feudal monarchy that had reigned
in China for two thousand years. Before this time, some people
had been so influenced by European and American ideas that
they questioned the monarchy, but they had never dared envisage
its overthrow and the dismantling of the social system it represented. Sun Yat-sen, however, held up the ideal of a democratic
republic and set a new objective for the Chinese people. From
then on, they began to struggle consciously for the establishment
of an independent, democratic state. In Mao Zedong's words,
"Strictly speaking, China's bourgeois-democratic revolution
against imperialism and feudalism was begun by Dr. Sun Yatsen."2
The Revolution of 1911 aimed at capitalist industrialization.
Recalling it in 1924, the Manifesto of the 1st National Congress
of the Kuomintang of China stated: "The objective of the revolution was not merely to overthrow the Manchus, but to carry out
the transformation of China after their overthrow," that is, "to
achieve in the political domain the transition from an autocractic
system to a democratic system and in the economic domain the
transition from handicraft production to capitalist production."3
It is important to note that while many Chinese were eager to
learn from the West, Sun Yat-sen had become aware of certain
drawbacks in the capitalist system of the Western countries. His
conclusion was that "Europe and America are strong, but their
people are impoverished" and that "a social revolution will take
place before long." Influenced by the socialist movement rising
in the West, Sun Yat-sen tried to add some colour of socialism to
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his programme, but whatever his intent, his proposal to "equalize
ownership of land" could only lead to the development of capitalism in China.
For several years following its establishment, the Chinese
Revolutionary League, together with other organizations under
its influence, carried out revolutionary propaganda and agitation.
The League allied itself with secret societies (especially the Triad
Society and similar organizations in southern China) and with the
New Army (a modernized force organized by the government of
the Qing Dynasty after its defeat in the Sino-Japanese War of
1894-95) and launched a series of armed uprisings. The failure of
each uprising expanded the influence of revolutionary ideas
among the people throughout the country and deepened their
hatred of the Qing government. A revolutionary situation was
taking shape across the country.
The outbreak of the Revolution of 1911 and the success it
attained proved that the imperialist powers could not arbitrarily
control the destiny of China after all. The revolution was significant not only because it overthrew the Qing Dynasty, but because
it put an end to the autocracy that had reigned in China for
thousands of years and awakened the people to the concept of a
democratic republic. One should never underestimate the role
played by the Revolution of 1911 in promoting social progress in
China and in liberating the thinking of the Chinese people. The
Qing Dynasty had been not only the chief representative of the
domestic feudal forces but also a tool employed by the foreign
imperialists to dominate China. The people's triumph over this
feudal monarchy that had betrayed them destroyed the old,
reactionary order and paved the way for revolutionary struggles
in the days to come. In this sense, the victory achieved in the
Revolution of 1911 was tremendous.
However, the Revolution of 1911 also had obvious weaknesses.
It failed to set forth an explicit and comprehensive political
programme to combat foreign imperialist aggression and the
feudal social system; it failed to arouse the labouring masses who
were the overwhelming majority of the Chinese population; and
it failed to form a strong revolutionary party that could success-
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fully lead it to its logical conclusion. This was because the
bourgeoisie in China was too feeble. It had ties with the imperialist and feudal forces that could not be completely severed, and
it was almost totally divorced from the labouring masses. The
bourgeois revolutionaries therefore had neither the courage nor
the strength to carry the struggle against imperialism and feudalism to the end.
The Revolution of 1911 ended in a compromise with the old
forces. The imperialist forces in China were as strong as ever, and
there was no great social upheaval in the countryside. The Republic of China was founded, but the fruit of revolution fell into the
hands of the Northern warlords headed by Yuan Shikai, who was
favoured by the imperialists. China was still a semi-colonial,
semi-feudal society, still a country of dire poverty and backwardness. Sun Yat-sen said bitterly, "The political and social darkness
and the corruption of ever y description are even worse than in
the Qing Dynasty, and the people are becoming increasingly
impoverished."4 The revolution had not attained its desired goal,
so in that sense it was a failure.
Nevertheless, the Revolution of 1911 holds an honoured place
in modern Chinese history. As historical materialists who uphold
Marxism, members of the Communist Party of China will never
forget the contributions made by all the revolutionary pioneers
before the founding of the Party and as a matter of fact, the
Revolution of 1911 was the most important revolution preceding
the people's revolution led by the CPC. Looking back over the
entire course of China's modem revolutionary history, we can see
that the Revolution of 1911 did bear fruit after all. The success
of that revolution encouraged the Chinese people to keep up their
struggle. On the other hand, its failure taught the progressives
among them that it was impossible to build a bourgeois republic
under the historical conditions of the time. They came to realize
that to win the independence and prosperity of the country and
the freedom and happiness of the people, they had to explore a
new path.
Mao Zedong made clear the importance of the Revolution of
1911 when he said, "While studying the history of the Communist
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Party of China, we should study materials concerning the Revolution of 1911 and the May 4th Movement before the founding
of the Party. Otherwise, we cannot understand the development
of history." 5
It was only ten years between the outbreak of the Revolution
of 1911 and the founding of the Communist Party of China.
Almost all of the first generation of CPC revolutionaries had
taken part in the Revolution of 1911 or been deeply influenced
by it. These veteran Communists and many democrats who later
cooperated with the Communist Party took that revolution as
their point of departure. Recalling his own ideological evolution,
the Communist Lin Boqu wrote:
"Before the Revolution of 1911, I believed that there would be
peace and tranquillity across the land if only we overthrew the
monarchy. But after I took part in the revolution and experienced
setbacks over and over again, the goal of democracy I had been
trying to attain was still far away. It was through bitter experience
that I gradually came to realize I was in a blind alley and that I
finally chose communism. This is not the experience of only one
person; many people like me can be found in the revolutionary
6
ranks." Thus, the victories of the new-democratic revolution and
of socialism in China can be regarded as the continuation and
development of the Revolution of 1911.

II. THE EARLY STAGE OF THE NEW
CULTURAL MOVEMENT
AND THE INITIAL DISSEMINATION OF
MARXISM
After the failure of the Revolution of 1911, Chinese progressives were in despair, at a loss what to do. Their dreams were
shattered, because the founding of the Republic of China did not
bring about the desired national independence, democracy and
social progress. In 1915, when World War T was at its height,
Japan seized the opportunity to put forwarc;t "Twenty-One De-
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mands" in a bid to obtain exclusive control of China. Yuan
Shikai, the chief of the Northern warlords, restored the monarc?y
and proclaimed himself emperor. Zhang Xun, a former senior
official of the Qing Dynasty, supported an attempt by ~he dethroned Emperor Xuantong to stage a comeback. While t~e
imperialist powers were in bitter rivalry in China, the domestic
warlords were intensifying their internecine warfa_re to set ~P
separatist regimes. Going against the trend
the tlfiles, certam
intellectuals advocated the worship of Confucius and the study of
the Confucian canon. One after another, dramatic events succeeded each other on the Chinese stage. Describing the circumstances
of the time in broad outline, Mao Zedong wrote: "Their repeated
struggles, including such a country-wide movement ~s. the ~evo
lution of 1911, all ended in failure. Day by day, conditions m the
country got worse, and life was made impossible. Doubts arose,
.
increased
and deepene d ."7
.
The reality was grim. The people earned out hard struggles and
made great sacrifices, but they did not obtain what they had
anticipated. A bourgeois democratic_r~public ~as not a p~nacea
for all the ills of China. Multiple political parties, the parhamen- .
tary system and other institutions copied. from th_e West were
tried out in the early years of the Republic of Chma, b11:t they
failed to solve any practical problems and only became mstruments employed by different factions of warlords, bu~eaucrats
and Politicians in their scramble for powe~ an_d profit. ytter
despair replaced the previous ho~s. Yet_ this bitter expenence
had its positive side for the progressives. Smee they found the old
road impassable, they began to look for a new way out. A greater
revolutionary storm was brewing and would soon descend upon
the land.
The early stage of the new cultural movement - the per~od
before the May 4th Movement of 1919 - presaged the commg
storm.
.
In September 1915 Chen Duxi u, who had participated m the
Revolution of 1911, founded the magazine Youth (later renamed
New Youth) in Shanghai, touching off a new cull_ural move~~nt.
Jn January 1917 Cai Yuanpei became the President of Beljlng
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University. He advocated the assimilation of all schools of
thought, engaged Chen Duxiu as the Dean of Liberal Arts and
invited many scholars with new ideas to join the faculty. The
editorial board of New Youth moved to Beijing, and Li Dazhao,
Lu Xun, Hu Shi, Qian Xuantong and Liu Bannong became
members of the board and principal contributors. Thus Beijing
University and New Youth became the main bastions of the new
cultural movement.
The ideologists active at the beginning of the movement
summed up the experience of the Revolution of 1911 and reflected on Hs failure. They came to the conclusion that the struggles
for national salvation waged by earlier revolutionaries had all
ended in failure simply because the Chinese people, as the saying
goes, had looked on indifferently as the house across the river
w~nt up in flames. Accordinglyf they believed that to establish a
republic worthy of the name, it was necessary to thoroughly
remould the national character, and that if problems of ethics
were not solved, politics and academic learning would be of no
avail. They put forward the slogan, "Do away with superstitions!", calling on the people to "break through the net of histo. ry," "cast off the yoke of outworn doctrines" and "emancipate
their thinking."
The ideologists of those days directed their main attack against
the doctrines of Confucius, which had been the orthodox beliefs
of feudalism. Rallying around New Youth and using the theories
of evolution and individual emancipation as their major weapons,
they mounted an assault on the "sages of the past," represented
by Confucius, and vigorously advocated a new ethics and a new
literature. Since the leaders of the Reform Movement of 1898 had
departed from the classics and ·rebelled against orthodoxy under
the cloak of Confucianism, and the revolutionaries of 1911 had
never struck a direct blow against it, the ideologists of the new
cultural movement were the first to consciously challenge feudal
ethics. They had their own weaknesses. For instance, they believed that it was possible to thoroughly remould the national
character through struggle in the ideological and cultural fields
alone, without transforming the social environment that engen-
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dered feudal ideas. They fajled to reveal the social roots of
Confucianism and the necessity of transforming China's basic
social system. They did not express genuine sympathy for the
misery of the workers and peasants who were the overwhelming
majority of the population or wait patiently until they had been
aroused to revolutionary action. And they followed a formalistic
methodology that led them to affirm or negate everything absolutely. Nevertheless, their criticism of Confucianism shook the
dominant position of the orthodox feudal ideas. It lifted the sluice
gate that had checked the current of new ideas, releasing a tide
of mental emancipation in Chinese society. This tide was vigorous, progressive and revolutionary.
The cardinal slogan of the new cultural movement was, "Democracy and science." At a time when feudalism was dominant
in society, it was historically progressive to advocate democracy
as opposed to dictatorshjp and science as opposed to blind faith.
However, according to Chen Duxiu, the proponent of the slogan,
democracy i;eferred to the bourgeois democratic system and bourgeois democratic ideas, and science referred to "natural sciences
in a narrow sense· and social sciences in a broad sense."8 He
emphasized the need to study society with the same scientific spirit and methodology applied to the study of the natural sciences. However, he also regarded as science the ideological
system of idealism (with certain borrowings from the natural
sciences), including William James's pragmatism, Henri Bergson's theory of creative evolution and Bertrand Russell's new
reaJism. 9 He advocated democracy and science because he believed that "in order to survive in the present world," China had
to "build a new state of the Western type and organize a new
society of the Western type" - that is, to build a bourgeois
republic and develop capitalism. 10 This showed that during its
first stage the new cultural movement was essentialJy a struggle
of the new culture of the bourgeoisie againsl the old culture of
the feudal class. The proponents of the movement emphasized the
"independent personality" and "equal human rights," striving
only for the liberation of the individual instead of for the liberation of the w_orking people as a whole. They were therefore unable
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to show the Chinese people the real way out of their misery.
In fact, the defects of capitalist civilization were becoming
increasingly apparent. Shortly after the outbreak of World War
I, Chen Duxiu wrote that when capitalism had replaced feudalism, ."political inequality turned into social inequality, and monarchical and aristocratic repression turned into capitalist repression." There was no denying these defects of modern Western
civilization.11
. ~orld 'Ya~ ~ disclosed the inherent contradictions of capitalism man mc1s1ve way. The unprecedented brutality of the war
and the social chaos that followed shocked the world and cast
doubts on the value of Western civilization. It was the first time
that th_e general public felt that the capitalist system no longer
had bnght prospects and had lost its original attraction. Towards
the end of the war, Li Dazhao said, "The war threw much doubt
on the authority of European civilization, and the Europeans
themselves have to reflect on its true value. " 12 In May 1916 he
said: "Representative government is still the subject of experiments. It is difficult to ascertain whether it is good or not and to
predict whether it will survive or change." 13 In August 1917 Mao
Zedong also said it was true that Oriental ideas did not conform
to reality, but that Western ideas did not necessarily do so either.
He concluded that most Western ideas should be remoulded along
with Oriental ideas. 14 These doubts on the part of Left-wingers in
the new cultural movement led them to seek a new means of
national salvation and prepared the ground for their acceptance
of Marxism.
Why did the October Revolution that broke out in Russia in
1917 call forth such vigorous response in China? Basically, it was
because of the changes taking place in Chinese society. At a time
when the Chinese people were groping desperately in the dark,
the Russian revolution illuminated a path for them, furnishing
new and reasonable replies to the questions they were so anxiously studying.
Earlier, even before the Revolution of 1911, certain Chinese
intellectuals had begun to talk about socialism. However, some of
them only indulged in empty talk about anarchism, q1lk that even
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they themselves did not believe had any connection with reality.
Others held that the theory of socialism was of no practical
significance outside the developed capitalist countries. They were
of the view that certain "socialist" measures could be adopted in
the course of developing capitalism in China so as to "prevent" a
socialist revolution. At the same time, there were also people who
introduced Marxism into China as a school of socialist thought.
After a British missionary made the first mention of Marx and
his theories in the Globe Magazine in Shanghai in 1899, both
bourgeois reformists like Liang Qichao and revolutionaries like
Zhu Zhixin wrote about them. However, until the October Revolution, Marxism was not correctly interpreted in China, and it
was not considered impartant. Conditions were not yet ripe for
Chinese society to embrace Marxism, and its influence was negligible.
It was the October Revolution that for the first time turned the
theories of socialism in books into a living reality. The Russian
revolution held particular interest for the Chinese people because
it had taken place in a country where conditions were very similar
to those in China: severe feudal oppression combined with economic and cultural backwardness. This demonstrated that "a low
level of material civilization could in no way hold back the
progress of socialism," 15 and that when capitalism offered no
solution, one could turn to socialism. The October Revolution was
also a call to resist imperialism, a call that sounded "especially
penetrating and especially significant" 16 to the Chinese people,
who had been so bullied and humiliated by the imperialist powers. This gave a powerful impetus to those Chinese progressiv~s
who were inclined towards socialism, encouraging them to make
a serious study of the theories of Marxism that had guided the
revolution. Furthermore, the mobilization of the Russian worker
and peasant masses under the banner of socialism and the historic
victory they had gained inspired the Chinese progressives to try
new methods of revolution. In short, the October Revolution
aroused a new hope of national liberation in China. Under these
circumstances, a group of intellectuals who supparted the Russian
revolution and embraced the r udiments of communist ideas came
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into prominence in China.
Li Dazhao was the first to hold aloft in China the banner of
the October Revolution. In 1918 he became professor and chief
librarian at Beijing University and emerged as a prominent
Left-winger in the new cultural movement. In July and November 1918, after shrewd observation of the October Revolution and
careful reflection upon it, he published a series of articles with
such titles as "A Comparative Study of the French and Russian
Revolutions," "The Victory of the Common People" and "The
Victory of Bolshevism." With keen insight into historical developments, he declared that the victory of the October Revolution,
a revolution based on socialism, a social revolution known to the
world for its revolutionary colours, was a triumph for the labour
movement, a harbinger of world revolution in the 20th century
and a new dawn for all mankind. He predicted that the tide set
in motion by the October Revolution was irresistible and that the
future would surely see "a world of red flags." In an article
entitled "The New Era," published on New Year's Day, 1919, he
wrote that the October Revolution had opened a new era in
human history, that it would bring forth a new life, a new
civilization and a new world, and that the Chinese people should
take the same road as the Russians.
While radical changes were taking place in the thinking of the
Chinese ideologists, profound changes were also quietly taking
place in China's social structure. During World War I the country's national capitalist economy developed rapidly, because the
Western imperialist countries, busy fighting at close quarters on
the European battlefield, had temporarily slackened their economic aggression against China. (Japan and the United States
were exceptions, continuing to expand their economic influence
in China to some extent.) In the six years from 1914 through
1919, a total of 379 factories and mines were built, or an average
of 63 a year. In connection with this development, the Chinese
working class and national bourgeoisie grew in strength. On the
eve of the May 4th Movement of 1919, the industrial workers
numbered about two million and were becoming an increasingly
important social force. All sorts of social problems, including
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contradictions between labour and capital, caused ever greater
popular concern, providing an ob~ective basis for the acceptance
of Marxism. The rapid increase m the number of students enrolled in various new types of schools and the emergence of many
teachers in such schools and of journalists helped to form a larger
contingent of intellectuals than there had been in the period of
the Revolution of 1911. The anti-imperialist and anti-feudal
democratic revolution of the bourgeoisie had a new and much
stronger body of supporters. The rise of a great new people's
revolution was inevitable.

III. THE MAY 4TH MOVEMENT AND
THE RISE OF SOCIALIST IDEAS
It was China's diplomatic failure at the "peace conference" in
Paris that touched off the May 4th Movement.
In the first half of 1919, the Allied countries held ~ "peace
conference" in Paris. Actually, the conference was mampulated
by a few powers that had emerged victo~ious from W~rld War I.
Since China had joined the Allies dunng the war, it too sent
delegates. However, the conference rejected its sev~n deman~s
(including the liquidation of the foreign spheres of mfluence m
China and the withdrawal of foreign troops) and its call for the
annulment of Japan's "Twenty-One Demands" and of the related
notes exchanged between the two countries. Moreover, the conference ruled that Germany should transfer to Japan all the
privileges it had obtained in Shandong Province. ~he '.'peace
conference" gave China nothing but some astronomical mstruments that had been seized by Germany when the Eight-Power
Allied forces had stormed into Beijing in 1900. Nevertheless, the
delegates from China's Northern warlord government were pr~
pared to sign the "peace treaty." When the .news reached ho~e, ~t
aroused the indignation of people of all social strata. The patriotic
May 4th Movement, pioneered by the students, erupted like a
volcano.
On May 3 students from Beijing University, together with
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representatives of students from other universities and secondary
schools in Beijing, held a rally and decided to send a telegram to
the special envoys in Paris, demanding that they refuse to sign
the "peace treaty." One of the students cut his finger and wrote
in blood the four Chinese characters Huan Wo Qing Dao (Return
Qingdao to China).17 On May 4 more than 3,000 students from a
dozen universities and schools assembled in front of the Tian'anmen gate-tower and held a demonstration. They shouted such
slogans as "Annul the Twenty-One Demands!", "Return Qingdao
to China!" and "Punish the traitors Cao Rulin, Zhang Zongxiang
and Lu Zongyu!" (three pro- Japanese bureaucrats in the Northern warlord government). They wrote in a declaration: "The land
of China may be conquered, but it must not be forfeited! The
people of China may be killed, but they must not bow their heads!
The country has been subjugated! Compatriots, arise!" When the
demonstrators reached the west entrance of the foreign embassy
quarter their way was blocked, so they changed course, marching
towards the residence of Cao Rulin. There they found Zhang
Zongxiang and beat him black and blue. Unable to find Cao
Rulin, they set his house on fire. The government called out
troops and Police to suppress the students, thirty-two of whom
were arrested.
Closing ranks in the struggle, the university and middle-school
students established a federation. Twenty-five thousand of them
staged a general strike. They also made patriotic speeches in the
streets, calling on the public to boycott Japanese merchandise and
buy Chinese-made goods. Under the brutal repression of the
reactionary authorities, the students' struggle ebbed for a time.
Then on June 3, as the government openly commended Cao Rulin
and once again strictly banned any patriotic movement, they
resumed their campaign in the streets. The students spoke tearfully, while the audiences sobbed, their hands covering their
faces. Some 170 students were arrested on the first day, and some
700 on the second. On the third day, when more than 2,000
students turned out into the streets, they were attacked by mounted troops and police.
It was at this juncture that an important event took place: the
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Chinese working class entered the political arena as an independent force. On June 5 in Shanghai, while students were kneeling
down along the streets to appeal to the shopkeepers to go on
strike, about 70,000 workers spontaneously began a sympathy
strike. They were followed by workers in Beijing, Tangshan,
Hankou, Nanjing, Changsha and other places. Shopkeepers in
many large and medium-sized cities joined the strikers. Like a
prairie fire, the struggle spread to more than twenty provinces
and over a hundred cities across the country. The May 4th
Movement was no longer restricted within the narrow limits of
the intelligentsia: it had turned into a nationwide revolutionary
movement with the participation of the working class, the petty
bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie. The focus of the struggle shifted
from Beijing to Shanghai, and the workers gradually replaced the
students as the main force.
On June 10, under the pressure from the people, the Northern
warlords were compelled to release the arrested students and to
announce the dismissal of Cao, Zhang and Lu. On June 27 in
Paris hundreds of Chinese - workers, students and other residents - went to the hospital where Lu Zhengxiang, the chief
Chinese delegate, was staying for medical treatment and demanded that he refuse to sign the "peace treaty." The following day,
the Chinese delegation did not attend the ceremony for the
signing of the Treaty of Versailles.
The May 4th Movement was an epoch-making event in the
history of the Chinese revolution, marking the great beginning of
the new-democratic revolution.
Looking back on it, Mao Zedong wrote, "Its outstanding historical significance is to be seen in a feature which was absent
from the Revolution of 1911, namely, its thorough and uncompromising opposition to imperialism as well as to feudalism." 18
And according to Zhang Wentian, another prominent leader of
the CPC, "The greatest merit of the May 4th Movement lay in
arousing the political consciousness of the masses and achieving
the unity of the revolutionary forces." 19
In the beginning of the movement, the students emerged in the
vanguard of the struggle, while at a later stage the working class
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became the main force, displaying its special sense of organization and discipline and its staunch revolutionary spirit. In the
words of Deng Zhongxia, an outstanding leader of the workers'
movement, "Thus the Chinese working class began a political
strike. Later, it managed to develop independent strength and an
independent struggle of its own, on which this strike obvious~
ly exercised a great influence."20 As they witnessed the great
strength displayed by the working class in the struggle, "some of
the student leaders in the May 4th Movement set out to 'join
the public,' running schools for workers and organizing trade
unions." 21 Later they became the backbone of the newly founded
Communist Party of China.
Around the time of the May 4th Movement, the Chinese
progressives came to realize from the experience of the Paris
"peace conference" that the imperialist forces had joined together
to oppress the Chinese people. This was the main cause of the
further dissemination of socialist ideas in Cltina. Qu Qiubai, a
promjnent Communist and writer, wrote, "The cutting pain of
imperialist oppression awakened the public from the nightmare
of vague democracy.... Therefore, the students' movement swiftly
turned to socialism." 22 The study and propagation of socialism
gradually became the main concern of the progressives. This was
a salient feature of the new cultural movement after the May 4th
Movement.
It took time for people to understand socialism. At first, they
felt an obscure yearning for it, as if, Qu Qiubai continued, "they
viewed the morning mist through a screened window. The different schools of socialism were confusing and its meaning was not
clear."23 For the time being, people could hardly distinguish
between scientific socialism and other schools of socialism. Magazine articles reflected every variety of socialist trunking anarchism, utopian socialism, cooperativism, pan-labourism,
guild socialism, social democracy and so on. It was only after
repeated comparison and judgement that the Chinese progressives
chose Marxist scientific socialism.
Li Dazhao played a major role in the early stage of the Marxist
movement in China. He was the chief editor of a special issue of
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New Youth devoted to Marxism in May 1919. In his own article,
"My Marxist Outlook,'' he gave a comprehensive and .system~tic
introduction to Marxism. Marxism, he wrote, was the mtegrat10n
of the study of history, economics and politics; that is, historical
materialism, economic theory and socialist doctrine, and "class
struggle [ran] through all three, like a gold thread." Unlike the
vague and fragmentary explanations of Marxist theories that had
appeared earlier, Li Dazhao's introduction to Marxism was relatively precise and complete.
Certain young people who had come into contact with Marxist
theories wltile they had been studying in Japan also played an
important role in the early propagation of Marxism in China. For
example, in November and December 1919, Yang Pao'an published in New China Daily in Guangdong Province a series of
articles entitled "Marxism (Also Known as Scientific Socialism)"
in which he gave a systematic account of Marxist historical
materialism, economic theory and scientific socialism. Li Da,
another student back from Japan, published his translations of
such books as Explanations of Historical Materialism, A General
Survey of Social Problems, and Marxist Economic Theory. He
also wrote articles for the press, including "What is Socialism?"
and "The Objectives of Socialism."
Before the May 4th Movement, many intellectuals of different ideological persuasions had participated in the new cultural
movement, but since they concentrated their criticism on Confucianism and promoted science and democracy, their differences
of opinion were not very evident. Now that Marxism was being
widely disseminated, however, distinct splits began to appear in
the movement. Hu Shi, for example, had a passion for the
bourgeois civilization of the West, believed in pragmatism and
advocated reformism. He had declared his determination "not to
talk about politics for twenty years." At this juncture, however,
he felt he "could no longer keep his eyes closed and hold his
tongue." In an article entitled "More Discussions on Questions,
Less Talk about 'Doctrines'!" published in July 1919, he stated
that "every doctrine is a remedy applied by men of high ideals at
a given time and place for a society at that time and place,"
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denying that Marxism was applicabJe to China. Instead, he advocated gradual reform and maintained that the search for "a
fundamental solution" was "absolute proof of the bankruptcy of
ideological circles in China." He asserted that he had "tried to
show people the correct path so that they would not be misled"
and to prevent them from being "led by the nose" by Marx and
Lenin. 24 In other words, he did his utmost to discourage the
Chinese from embracing Marxism-Leninism and from trying to
make a revolution.
To meet the challenge from Hu Shi, the following month Li
Dazhao published an article entitled "More on Questions and
Doctrines." He painted out that socialism was a banner of the
times and that the propagation of doctrines and the study of
practical questions were not conflicting endeavours but rather
supplemented each other. On the one hand, he said, the study of
practical questions must be guided by a doctrine. On the other
hand, "a socialist, if his doctrine is to have some influence in the
world, must study how to apply his ideal, insofar as possible, to
his real surroundings." "As long as we apply a doctrine as a tool
for an actual movement," he continued, "it will bring about
changes that will be suited to the surroundings in accordance with
the time, the place and the nature of the matter." In this way Li
Dazhao gave a preliminary exposition of the idea that the general
tenets of Marxism must be integrated with the actual conditions
of the country and developed in the course of this integration. He
also rebutted Hu Shi's arguments for reformism. In view of the
realities of China at the time, he declared, piecemeal reform
would not work and fundamental social problems had to be
solved before specific issues could be addressed.
The debate on "questions and doctrines" had tremendous repercussions. Many young people in different parts of the country
who had begun to embrace Marxist ideas wrote magazine articles
expressing their support for Li Dazhao's views.
The Soviet Russian Government issued a declaration renouncing all the prjvileges formerly enjoyed by Czarist Russia within
the borders of China. During March and April of 1920, The East
and other journals made this declaration known to the Chinese
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public, breaking the news blockade imposed by the reactionaries.
When the Chinese people, who had been bullied by the capitalist
powers for so long, learned the content of the declaration, they
were overjoyed. New Youth carried comments from its readers
and stated that the declaration embodied the spirit of the Constjtution of Russia, that it demonstrated the will to eradicate capitalist aggressiveness and that the Chinese should study and uphold the doctrines of the worker-peasant government in Russia.
The Soviet declaration gave a fresh and powerful impetus to the
further dissemination of Marxism in China.
Under these circumstances, many progressive intellectuals of
different backgrounds came to Marxism by different routes, after
careful consideration of the alternatives.
As an ideological leader during the initial stage of the new
cultural movement, Chen Duxiu declared after the May 4th
Movement that since militarism and money-worship had caused
endless crimes, it was high time to discard them. He said he had
come to realize that republican politics was manipulated by the
bourgeoisie, which was in the minority, and that it was an illusion
to think it could be used to achieve happiness for the majority.
He warned that China should not take the path followed by
Europe, the United Sates and Japan. In his article "On Politics"
published in September 1920, Chen stated explicitly that it was
the prime necessity for a modern society to establish a state of the
labouring classes (the productive classes), by means of revolution,
and to institute politics and laws that would prohibit plundering
at home and abroad.
At this juncture, a group of prominent young Left-wingers who
had emerged from the May 4th Movement also began to turn
towards Marxism. In the Xiangjiang Review, of which he was the
editor-in-chief, Mao Zedong, then a well-known leader of the
student movement in Hunan Province, enthusiastically praised
the victory of the October Revolution, declaring that it would
spread worldwide and that the Chinese should follow its example.
After he came to Beijing for the second time, he eagerly sought
out books about communism and about conditions in Russia, and
these helped to establish his faith in Marxism. Many years Jater
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be recalled, "By the summer of 1920 I had become, in theory and
to some extent in action, a Marxist."25 Other noted student
leaders, such as Deng Zhongxia, Cai Hesen and Zhou Enlai, one
after another, set out on the same road.
As has been said above, some veteran members of the Chinese
Revolutionary League also began to turn to proletarian socialism.
Many years later, Dong Biwu recalled how he and others had
joined Sun Yat-sen in the revolution. "The revolution forged
ahead, but Sun Yat-sen failed to get hold of it and, as a result, it
was snatched by others. We therefore began to study the Russian
pattern" and to read Marxism. 26 Wu Yuzhang, another veteran
revolutionary, said that at that time, from what he had experienced since the Revolution of 1911, he had come to realize that
"the old methods of revolution used in the past must be changed."
"In the light shed by the October Revolution and the May 4th
Movement," he added, "the idea that we must rely on the people
of the lower social strata and take the path of the Russians
became increasingly clear in my mind." 27
That these men with different experiences came to Marxism by
different routes indicates that it was the historic choice of a
considerable number of Chinese progressives to abandon the
capitalist programme for national construction and to take the
road illuminated by Marxist scientific socialism. This was the
most essential feature of the new cultural movement after the
May 4th Movement.
It is important to note that the first group of Marxists in China
had been fervent fighters for bourgeois democracy. They forsook
their faith in bourgeois democracy and turned to Marxism. They
made this choice of their own accord, in light of their own
experiences and after careful consideration. This was because
Marxism, as a well-knit scientific theory, was more convincing to
them than any other doctrine and because, as Shi Cuntong put it,
"it can solve our problems and bring us benefits."28
After they accepted Marxism, the Chinese progressives did not
discard the respect for science and democracy fostered by the
May 4th Movement. On the contrary, under the guidance of
Marxism they infused those concepts with fresh and more pro-
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found content. Democracy no longer meant narrow bourgeois
democracy but democracy for the majority; that is, for the
labouring classes. For this reason they stressed the need to root
out the class privileges of the minority and, in the words of Chen
Duxiu to change the state of "the majority of proletarian labourers who live in hardship, without freedom," which did not
co~orm to democracy. 29 Science includes both natural and social
sciences but the Chinese Marxists believed that the study of
society ~ould become a true science only when it was based on
historical materialism. As far as science was concerned, therefore,
prime imPortance should be given to the Marxist scientific world
outlook methodology and theory of social revolution.
The dissemination of Marxism did not negate the ideological
struggle against feudalism. On the contrary, it provided an even
sharper weapon for that struggle. Applying historical materialism, the first group of Marxists in China reveal~d the social
ca uses of feudal ideology and culture. They set a higher goal for
their struggle against feudalism, elevating the struggle for liberation of the individual to a struggle for liberation of the masses.
As for the form of the struggle, propagation of the new ideas by
a small number of people changed into revolutionary practice by
the masses, thus deepening their ideological liberation.
From the very beginning, the Chinese progressives looked upon
Marxism not simply as a doctrine but as an instrument for
studying the destiny of the country. Although they were not
adequately prepared theoretically, they took the basic principles
of Marxism as their guide and participated enthusiastically in the
mass struggle. At the beginning of 1920, a number of revolutionary intellectuals in Beijing, at the urging of Li Dazhao, went to
the Jiving quarters of rickshaw men to investigate their miserable
conditions. Deng Zhongxia and others went to Changxindian, a
locomotive repair centre in the suburbs of Beijing, to conduct
revoJutionary propaganda among the workers and begin to forge
links with them. From the very beginning, the participants in the
Marxist ideological movement saw to it that they integrated their
revolutionary ideas with practice arid joined the masses in their
struggle. This was one of the characteristics and strong poin~s of
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the Marxist ideological movement.
At first, however, the dissemination of Marxism was confined
mainly to a small number of intellectuals. Communist groups in
various parts of the country, embryonic organizations of the
Communist Party of China, made it their principal task to
disseminate Marxism and to integrate it with the workers' movement.

IV. THE FOUNDING OF THEtOMMUNIST
PARTY OF CHINA
In view of the dissemination of Marxism in China, its preliminary integration with the workers' movement, and the emergence
of progressives who had embraced Marxism, the task of establishing a new type of revolutionary party of the working class was
placed on the agenda. This was an objective trend of historical
development. In January 1920 an article entitled "Labour Organizations and Political Parties" published in the press urged that
the labour organizations should create a large political party of
their own. In March the same year, Li Dazhao, after repeated
consultations with Deng Zhongxia and others, set up at Beijing
University a society for the study of Marxist theories. This was
the first such body established in China and the first attempt
made by Li Dazhao to assemble those who were interested in
studying the theories of the Marxist school.
Help in establishing the political party of the Chinese working
class came from the Third International (the Communist International) led by Lenin. In April 1920, with the approval of the
Communist International, the Vladivostok Department of the
Far East Bureau of the Russian Communist Party (Bolshevik)
sent Visinsky and others to China to acquaint themselves with the
revolutionary movement there and forge links with revolutionary
organizations. During his stay in Beijing, Visinsky met with Li
Dazhao and discussed with revolutionaries from Beijing University the possibility of establishing a Communist Party. Then he
went to Shanghai to meet with Chen Duxiu and others and help
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them prepare for the founding of such a party. (Shortly after the
May 4th Movement began, Chen Duxiu had been thrown into
prison by the warlord government in Beijing. After his release, he
had moved to Shanghai, where he continued to publish New
Youth.)
China's first Communist group was established in Shanghai,
the major centre of the Chinese working class. In May 1920, Chen
Duxiu sponsored the establishment of a society for the study of
Marxism, the purpose of which was to examine theories of socialism and the question of how to transform Chinese society. In
July, socialists in Shanghai met to discuss the establishment of a
Communist party. In August, the Shanghai communist group was
organized. Among the members were Chen Duxiu, Li Hanjun, Li
Da, Chen Wangdao and Yu Xiusong. The group drafted a document along the lines of a party programme or constitution. As Li
Da later recalled in his autobiography, "At its first meeting the
group elected Chen Duxiu secretary and decided to write to
socialists in various parts of the country about organizing branches." After consulting Li Dazhao in Beijing, Chen Duxiu decided
to adopt the name Communist Party, instead of Socialist Party.
In November 1920, the Shanghai Communist group drew up the
"Manifesto of the Communist Party of China," which stated that
"the aim of the Communists is to create a new society in accordance with the communist ideal." Therefore, the Manifesto continued, it was necessary to overthrow the political power of the
bourgeoisie and establish the dictatorship of the proletariat
through revolutionary class struggle. According to an introduction to the Manifesto signed on December 10, 1921, with the
pseudonym "Chang," "The Manifesto only covers some of the
principles of communism, so it has not been made public and only
serves as a criterion for admitting Party members." As the spon·
soring group and liaison centre, the Shanghai group played an
important role in founding the united revolutionary party of the
working class in China.
In October 1920, Li Dazhao, Zhang Guotao and others formed
a Communist group in Beijing, the birthplace of the new cultural
movement. Li Dazhao became the secretary. The Beijing group
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helped the socialists in Tianjin, Tangshan, Taiyuan, Jinan and
other cities in northern China to establish Party and Youth
League organizations. Between the autumn of 1920 and the spring
of 1921, Dong Biwu, Chen Tanqiu, Bao Huiseng and others in
Wuhan; Mao Zedong, He Shuheng and others in Changsha;
Wang Jinmei, Deng Enming and others in Jinan; and Tan Pingshan, Tan Zhitang and others in Guangzhou also established
Communist groups, propagating communist ideas and carrying
out organizational activities. Most such groups were established
in key cities, where the new cultural movement and the patriotic
May 4th Movement had had a profound influence, where large
communities of industrial workers were located and where there
were the first groups of intellectuals who believed in Marxism. Communist organizations were also formed by progressives among the Chinese students in Japan and France.
These early organizations had different names. The Shanghai
group, for example, was known as the Communist Party of China
from the very beginning. The Beijing group called itself the
Beijing Branch of the Communist Party of China. In later years
all these local organizations, which were soon to form the Communist Party of China, were commonly known as Communist
groups.

Work of the Communist Groups
Once established, the Communist groups in various parts of
China disseminated Marxism in a planned way, doing propaganda and organizational work among the workers and promoting
the integration of Marxism with the workers' movement. This was
ideological and organizational preparation for the founding of the
Communist Party of China. Their main activities were as follows.
1. Studying and propagating Marxism.
In September 1920 New Youth became the organ of the Shanghai Communist group and began to propagate Marxism openly.
The new column "Study of Russia" in the magazine dealt with
the experience of the October Revolution and of Soviet Russia.
In November of the same year, the group launched The Commu-
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nist Party, a semi-clandestine monthly, to spread elementary
knowledge about a potential Communist Party and to give news
of the Communist International and of Communist parties in
other countries, thus preparing the ground for the founding of
such a party in China. The Communist groups in various parts of
the country propagated Marxism through newspapers and periodicals, including those published by themselves, such as Awakening, a supplement to the Republican Daily in Shanghai, the
Wuhan Weekly Review in Hubei, the fortnightly Encourage the
New in Jinan and the Mass Journal in Guangdong. Thanks to
these journals, scientific socialism became a strong trend of
thought in China.
The Communist groups in Shanghai and Beijing also published
many translations of Marxist works. The Chinese translation, by
Chen Wangdao, of The Communist Manifesto was published in
August 1920. About one thousand copies were printed for the
first edition, and the work was reprinted in many other cities. The
same month saw the publication of the Chinese translation of
Socialism: Utopian and Scientific by Engels. Also translated and
published were writings on Marxism such as The ABC of "Capitaf' by Marx, An Explanation of Historical Materialism, Class
Struggle and The History of Socialism. The publication of these
books made it possible for the progressives in China to have a
systematic understanding of Marxism. In their initial propagation
of Marxism, the Communist groups gave paramount importance
to the theories of scientific socialism and class struggle, and these
theories had widespread influence in ideological circles.
In the original or newly established Marxfat societies and other
organizations, some of the Communist groups organized progressive young people to learn the basic theories of Marxism and
study the practical problems of China. In this way they created
the earliest backbone force of the future Party. In particular, the
Society for the Study of Marxist Theories in Beijing University,
under the guidance of Li Dazhao, served this function: many
of its members and correspQnding members were revolutionary
young people who later became Communists.
2. Conducting polemics against anti-Marxist trends of thought.
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While the influence of Marxist ideology was spreading, some
factions that supported bourgeois and petty bourgeois ideology
were also propagating their political views under the name of
socialism. At this time, not all progressives who were see.king the
truth were able to see the essential distinction between Marxism
and these other forms of socialism. The Communist groups had
to struggle to make a clear distinction between scientific socialism
and other forms of socialism and to win over persons who were
patriotic and inclined towards progress but who had been influenced by other schools of thought.
At the end of 1920, Zhang Dongsun and Liang Qichao
launched a debate about socialism. Although they stated that
capitalism was bound to fall and socialism was sure to rise, they
emphasized that since China was industrially backward, there
was no ground for the founding of a political party representing
the labouring classes and that a real worker-peasant revolution
would never take place. They believed that poverty was the major
problem in China and that the solution was for the gentry and
mercantile class to vitalize industry and commerce and develop
capitalism. They called for "a rectified attitude toward capitalists" in order to "bring about sound, gradual development under
the present economic system." They expressed their faith in the
guild socialism advocated by Bertrand Russell, a British scholar,
- bourgeois reformism under the guise of socialism.
These views were firmly rejected by the first group of Marxists
in China. The Marxists declared that one could not think about
ways to solve China's problems without taking into account the
conditions of the times, and that judging from international
conditions and the state of society at home, it was impossible for
the country to develop capitalism independently. "The Chinese
people's position in the world economy," they pointed out, "has
been secured in the mounting tide of the labour movement, and
it is theoretically impermissible and practically impossible to
institute a system that protects capitalists." It was necessary, they
felt, for China to develop education and industry, but it should
do so by means of socialism so as to "uproot the plundering classes
at home and resist international capitalism," instead of "following
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the wrong path taken by Europe, the United States and Japan."
They added that the existence of the proletariat in China was an
undeniable fact and that "the Chinese proletariat is suffering
even greater misery than the proletariat in Europe, the United
States and Japan." "This state of affairs," they concluded, "cannot
be remedied unless the Chinese labourers unite and form revolutionary organizations to transform the system of production."
The first group of Marxists were not aware that, for the
revolution in semi-colonial, semi-feudal China, the first step had
to be democracy, with socialism only as the second step. But from
the very beginning they stressed that capitalism was an impasse
in China, that socialism was the only solution and that it was
necessary to found a party of the working class to lead the
Chinese people in revolution. This understanding was absolutely
correct and of far-reaching significance. They expounded their
views on a theoretical plane and tested them against the actual
circumstances of Chinese society. This showed that scientific
socialism could take root in China.
Among the various trends of socialist thought, anarchism
was dominant for a period of time. Proceeding from ultraindividualism, the anarchists preached absolute freedom of the
individual in his opposition to power, to any form of organization
and discipline, to any authority and to any type of government,
including the dictatorship of the proletariat. They also attacked
private ownership and advocated absolute egalitarianism. China
was a country with a large petty bourgeoisie. In essence, the
proposals of the anarchists, which centred around the interests of
the individual and seemed to be immensely radical and thoroughgoing, echoed the sentiments of the small producers, who were
dissatisfied with the status quo because they had been reduced to
bankruptcy, and of the petty-bourgeois intellectuals, who had
been reduced to despair politically. A number of young people
who were discontent with the old society and looking for a way
out, were also influenced by this ideology because they knew little
about socialism. Before the May 4th Movement, Shi Fu and
others had preached anarchism in China. During the period of
the movement, anarchism had found many adherents, especially
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in Guangdong Province, and more than 70 periodicals and books
were published to propagate their ideas. As anarchism was essentially antagonistic to Marxism, they increasingly directed their
attacks at Marxism, which was being disseminated on an everwider scale. Huang Lingshuang and others wrote articles with
such titles as "Criticism of Marxist Theories" and "We Are
Against 'BoJsbevism,'" posing an open challenge to Marxism. It
became an important task for the Marxists to expose the true
nature of this school of petty-bourgeois socialist ideology.
During the polemics against the anarchists, the Marxists
argued that while the power of the bourgeoisie should undoubtedly be opposed, the power of the proletariat should not. Revolutionary means must be adopted to seize political power and
establish the dictatorship of the proletariat. That was the only
way to protect the interests of the labourers and ultimately to
eliminate classes and make the state wither away. Advocating
absolute freedom of the individual, the Marxists said, would only
make it impossible for the working class to close ranks and
become a powerful combat force, and it would therefore make it
easier for the bourgeoisie to destroy the workers' movement.
Social and economic chaos would result if the principle of distribution "from each according to his ability, to each according to
his needs" were put into effect before the productive forces were
highly developed.
In reality, the social contradictions in modern China were so
acute that only great unity and unremitting struggle could overthrow the old forces. Yet while the anarchists expressed opposition to power, they called for absolute freedom of the individual
and urged the elimination of all discipline and of any restraint by
the collective. In the end, however, this was all empty talk. The
anarchists could form only small, loosely organized groups with
a tiny total membership, and they were unable to play an important role in political life. Accordingly, when they encountered
scathing critjcism from the Marxists, their inf! uence quickly
waned.
The Marxists also rejected the revisionism of the Second Internationa I. Denouncing the assertion that "parliamentary tactics
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should be employed for the elevation of the workers' status and
the shift of political power" in China, they pointed out that
"social democrats try to make use of the parliament as a means
of transformation, but in reality, parliamentary legislation invariably protects the propertied classes." They also declared that as
a result of the misrepresentations of the Second International, the
"cream" of Marxist socialism had disappeared completely. The
social democrats' socialism, they said, had degenerated into liberalism, and their revolutionism had degenerated into reformism.
This revisionist thinking, they continued, found little support in
China, because the class contradictions were extremely acute and
the Chinese parliament had long since become a toy in the hands
of the warlords. The Marxists' criticism of the position taken by
the Second International indicated that from the very beginning
the communist movement in China adhered to a revolutionary
orientation.
Actually, the polemics against the anti-Marxist trends of
thought were a struggle to win over the masses. They helped
progressives who were inclined to socialism to distinguish between scientific socialism and the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois
schools of socialism and to embrace Marxism. Many progressive
young people who had been influenced by anarchistic ideas
became staunch Marxists later on.
3. Conducting propaganda and organizing the workers.
Once formed, the Communist groups in various parts of the
country took a direct and energetic part in the labour movement,
organizing and educating the workers. This was something no
other political party had ever done in China.
The Chinese working class displayed great strength in the later
stage of the May 4th Movement, but it was still young, and a
great many of its members came from among the impoverished
peasants and urban vagrants, devoid of class consciousness. Originally they had had guilds and secret societies; later they had
had so-called trade unions, which were only organizations manipulated by hooligans or by employers.
To propagate Marxism among the workers and awaken their
class consciousness, the Communist groups launched publications
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addressed to them. These included Labour in Shanghai, The
Voice of Labour and the Workers' Weekly in Beijing and the
Jinan Labour Monthly in Jinan. At the same time, they established various types of workers' schools, the most well-known of
which were the school for continuing education in Changxindian
in suburban Beijing, established by Deng Zhongxia and others of
the Beijing group, and a similar one in western Shanghai established by Li Qihan and others of the Shanghai group. Running
such schools was the Party's way of "starting its work among the
workers and of coming into contact with the masses to organize
trade unions." 30
As a result of these efforts at propaganda and education, the
Politically awakened workers demanded organization. In November 1920 the Shanghai Machine-building Trade Union, the first
trade union led by a Communist group, was founded with an
initial membership of about 370. Soon after that, the Shanghai
Printing Trade Union came into existence, with a membership of
more than 1,300. On May 1, 1921, more than a thousand workers
in Changxindian took part in a parade to mark International
Labour Day, and to announce the establishment of a "workers'
club" (trade union). One after another, trade unions were organized by industrial workers and handicraftsmen in Wuhan, Changsha, Guangzhou and Jinan. These trade unions began to call upon
the workers to strike.
Most of the members of the Communist groups were intellectuals. In order to carry out effective propaganda and organizational work among the workers, they put on workers' clothes,
learned to speak their language and joined in their labour, doing
everything possible to become one with them. Yu Xiusong, for
example, wrote to a friend that he had "changed his name and
changed his clothes" to take a job at the Housheng Iron Works,
where he gave lectures to the workers. 31 Li Zhong, a student from
Hunan No. One Normal School and a member of the Socialist
Youth League, worked as a blacksmith at the Jiangnan Shipyard and helped Chen Duxiu and others organize the Machinebuilding Trade Union. 32 So it was that from the very outset the
Marxist ideological movement in China was one in which the
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intellectuals were integrated with the workers.
4. Founding the Socialist Youth League.
As a vigorous social force receptive to new ideas, young people
were, of course, highly valued by the Marxists. On the other hand,
they were generally inexperienced and needed good leadership. To
meet this need, in August 1920 the Shanghai Communist group
founded the Socialist Youth League. Yu Xiusong became the
secretary. After that, Youth League organizations were established in Beijing, Tianjin, Wuchang, Hankou, Changsha and
other cities, where they organized their members to study Marxism and take part in labour struggles, creating a reserve force for
the future Party.
These four activities of the Communist groups gave a powerful
impetus to the dissemination of Marxism and to its integration
with the workers' movement. In the process, those intellectuals
who had only recently come to believe in communism gradually
underwent profound changes in their thinking and in their attitude toward workers. At the same time, a number of workers
learned something about Marxism and raised their class consciousness, becoming advanced elements of the proletariat. All
this helped prepare the ground for the founding of a communist
party.

The 1st National Congress of the Communist Party of China
In March 1921, Li Dazhao wrote an article calling for the
founding of a political party of the working class. "In China
today," he said, "there is no organization that can really represent
the people. If friends of Faction C [the Communists] can establish
a solid and well-knit organization and see to the collective training of its members, there will be support for a great, thoroughgoing reform in China."33 In March of the same year, representatives of Communist organizations throughout the country held a
meeting at which they issued a common statement of objectives
and principles and worked out a provisional programme.34
On July 23, 1921, the lst National Congress of the Communist
Party of China was convened at No. 106 Wangzhi Road (now, No.
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76 Xingye Road), in the French concession in Shanghai. As the
meeting place caught the eye of plainclothes detectives and was
searched by foreign policemen, the delegates had to go to Jiaxing
County in Zhejiang Province, where they held their final session on
a pleasure boat on Lake Nanhu. Attending the 1st Party Congress
were twelve delegates representing fifty-three Party members in
seven localities. They were: Li Da and Li Hanjun (Shanghai),
Zhang Guotao and Liu Renjing (Beijing), Mao Zedong and He
Shuheng (Changsha), Dong Biwu and Chen Tanqiu (Wuhan),
Wang Jinmei and Deng Enming (Jinan), Chen Gongbo (Guangzhou) and Zhou Fohai (residing in Japan). Bao H uiseng, designated
by Chen Duxiu, who was then in Guangzhou, also attended the
congress. Two representatives of the Communist International, G.
Maring and Nicolsky, attended as observers.
The congress decided that the name of the new party would be
"the Communist Party of China" and that its programme would
be "to overthrow the bourgeoisie by means of the revolutionary
army of the proletariat ... to establish the dictatorship of the
proletariat in order to attain the objective of class struggle, that
is, the elimination of classes ... to abolish private ownership of
capital" and to ally itself with the Third International. From the
day of its founding, the Communist Party of China set itself the
goal of socialism and, ultimately, communism, and advocated the
attainment of that goal by revolutionary means. Thus it made a
clear distinction of principle between itself and the social democrats of the Second International, who worshipped bourgeois
democracy and parliamentarianism.
The congress called for "cooperation with other political parties in the struggle against the common enemy" - that is, the
warlords - but it failed to work out an explicit programme for
the stage of democratic revolution. The newborn Communist
Party of China had set socialism and communism as its goal and
was firmly determined to make a revolution, but it had little
understanding of the specific conditions of the country and did
not see the difference and connections between democratic revolution and socialist revolution. Under the social circumstances of
semi-colonial and semi-feudal China, with poorly developed cap-
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itaJism and ruthless oppression by foreign imperialists, the Communist Party of China could not clearly understand such questions as whether it was possible to make socialist revolution
immediately and directly and what steps should be taken to
realize socialism and then communism.
When the congress discussed the plan for practical work, it
became clear that because the Party's membership was so small,
it would be difficult to organize the peasants and armed forces.
Accordingly, it decided to concentrate the Party's energy on
organizing factory workers. The Party's firs t resolution adopted
by the congress provided that the basic task of the Party at the
time would be "the establishment of trade unions of industrial
workers," that "the Party should imbue the trade unions with the
spirit of class struggle" and that it should send members to work
in them. As the vanguard of the working class, the Communist
Party of China did not simply concern itself with propagating
Marxism but paid great attention to establishing close ties with
the working class. This was one of its chief merits.
To ensure that the CPC would be an advanced party, the
congress sought to guarantee the quality of Party members. It
decided to "admit new members only with particular caution and
after strict examination," and since the Party was then composed
almost entirely of intellectuals, to "make special effort in organizing the workers and educating them in the spirit of communism." The programme adopted by the congress also stipulated
that persons who applied for Party membership must not have
any inclination toward non-communist ideas. Before they were
admitted, "they must sever relations with any other party or
group which [was] opposed to the Communist Party programme."
Furthermore, it was stipulated that "the views of the Party and
the identity of Party members should be kept secret until such
time as conditions are ripe for them to be brought into the open."
At a time when the Party had just been born, however, its ranks
could hardly be totally pure. The twelve delegates to the 1st Party
Congress split up later on. Most of them adhered unswervingly to
their faith in socialism and communism and upheld the cause of
the Chinese revolution, for which some of them gave their lives.
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People like Chen Gongbo and Zhou Fohai, however, were not
genuine Communists, and they were expelled from the Party soon
after its founding. Others quit the Party, and some even betrayed
the revolution. This was not surprising in a party that had only
just come into being. Even when the CPC grew into a mass party
composed for the most part of fine, staunch Communists, it was
inevitable that waverers, dissidents and turncoats should appear
in its ranks.
The congress elected Chen Duxiu and two others to form the
Central Bureau, the leading organ of the Party. Chen Duxiu was
to serve as secretary, while Li Da and Zhang Guotao were to be
in charge of propaganda and organizational work respectively.
The 1st National Congress of the Party proclaimed the founding of the Comm uni st Party of China.
The birth of the CPC was an inevitable outcome of the development of the revolutionary movement in China. Almost at the
same time a number of progressives who had no links with the
Shanghai group, which initiated the founding of the CPC, were
also preparing to found a party. In July 1920 a number of Chinese
students who were on a work-study programme in France gathered at a meeting in College de Montargis. According to Li
Weihan, one of those present, Cai Hesen "called for making a
radical revolution, organizing a Communist party and enforcing
the dictatorship of the proletariat, that is, following the path of
the October Revolution in Russia." He also consulted Li Weihan
and others about how to prepare for the establishment of a
Communist party. This was never accomplished, however, Li
recalled, "because Cai was busy leading the Chinese students'
struggle to secure opportunities to study."35 In the summer of
1921, members of the Liqun Study Society met in Huanggang,
Hubei Province, expressing support for the formation of a party
of the Bolshevik type and proposing that the organization be
named "Bo She" (for Bolshevik). Upon hearing of the founding
of the Communist Party of China, Yun Daiying, founder of the
society, immediately called on its members to disband it and join
the CPC. 36 In the winter of 1923, more than twenty people in
Sichuan Province, including Wu Yuzhang and Yang Angong,
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secretly organized the Chinese Youth Communist Party and
began to publish Chixin Pinglun (Sincere Review) as its organ.
Later this party abolished itself and urged its members to join the
CPC as individuals.37 These facts show that the establishment of
a political party of the working class to lead the Chinese people
in their struggle had become the common demand of the most
conscious revolutionaries in China and was an outcome of the
development of the objective situation. That the Communist
Party of China was founded in the early 1920s was by no means
accidental.
The CPC is a revolutionary Marxist party and the vanguard of
the Chinese working class. It came into being under specific social
and historical circumstances. On the one hand, it was founded
after the October Revolution in Russia had been crowned with
victory and after the social-democratic trend of thought espoused
by the Second International had been discredited during World
War I. It embraced Marxism, which was composed of a complete
scientific world outlook and the theory of social revolution;
Leninism, which was Marxism developed in the era of imperialism and proletarian revolution; and scientific socialism, which
was clearly distinguished from bourgeois and petty-bourgeois
schools of socialism in the course of struggle. On the other hand,
it was founded on the basis of the workers' movement in semicolonial and semi-feudal China. The social contradictions in
modern China were extremely acute. The working class was
relatively new, and many workers had been small producers in
the past, but it cherished a fierce desire for revolution, because it
was subject to ruthless oppression and exploitation by the foreign
imperialists and by the domestic bourgeoisie and feudal forces.
Within this class there was no stratum of labour aristocracy such
as could be found in Europe, and no solid economic foundation
for reformism. China had not passed through a stage of "peaceful" development of capitalism as Europe had done, so the
Chinese working class could not carry out peaceful parliamentary
struggles and could have no illusions about bourgeois democracy.
Therefore, the Party was not influenced by the Second International. It was, from the outset, a party with Marxism-Leninism as
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its theoretical basis, a new type of revolutionary party of the
working class.
Being different from the political parties of the past, the
Communist Party of China took a clear stand, analyzing problems in China from the Marxist point of view of class struggle
and carrying out mass work among the workers. By so doing, the
Party, despite its small size, threw all the decadent forces of the
old society into a panic. When the communist movement in China
was only just stirring, it was criticized as "extremist" and repressed jointly by the reactionaries at home and abroad. In April
1920 the Northern warlord government, basing itself on a reporter's despatch in the American newspaper The Chicago Sun that
spoke of the need to guard against extremist preaching, sent
telegrams to the military inspectors, governors and superintendents of all provinces and regions, instructing them to keep a sharp
lookout for "extremists."38 In December, at the request of Wang
Huaiqing, commander-in-chief of the infantry, the State Council
of the Northern warlord government sent a letter to the Ministry
of Internal Affairs instructing it to draft special provisions for
punishing "extremists." In his letter of request, Wang cried out
in alarm that the "scourge" of the propagation of communism was
"worse than fierce floods or savage beasts" and "should be strictly
guarded against so as to nip the trouble in the bud."39 Under these
circumstances, which lasted many years, the CPC had to operate
as an outlawed and clandestine party, whose members were
always in danger of being tracked down, arrested and executed
by the reactionary troops and police. Rarely had a political party
in China had to function under such difficult conditions.
As the political party of the working class, the most advanced
class in the country, the CPC represented the interests not only
of that class but of the vast masses of the people and the nation
as a whole. Using Marxism to clarify its own understanding, the
Party was able to illumine for the Chinese people the goal of their
struggle and the path to victory. That is why it was able gradually
to take root in Chinese soil and to grow into an invincible force.
The founding of the Communist Party brought light and hope
to the disaster-ridden Chinese people. A revolutionary party of
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the working class was the first requirement for the victory the
Chinese revolution. With the birth of the CPC, the Chinese
revolution took on an entirely new complexion.
The Party had to operate in a semi-colonial, semi~feudal com~
try with a vast territory, a huge population, complicat~d conditions and a backward economy and culture. It had to mtegrate
the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of the Chinese revolution, a daunting undertaking f~r which
its forerunners provided no experience to draw on. Inev1t_ably, a
period of time would be required for the Party to grope its way
in the darkness and accumulate experience in the struggle. It
would be a slow hard task for the Party to gain strength and to
work out a Marxist line, guiding principles and policies that were
suited to the conditions of China.

V. FORMULATING THE PROGRAMME OF
DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION
Before the founding of the Communist Party of China, the
Chinese people had waged protracted struggles against foreign
aggressors and domestic feudal rulers. Yet these strug~les had t~o
fundamental weaknesses. First, those who took part rn them did
not see clearly the targets of revolution, and they failed to unite
with their real friends to attack their real enemies. The slogan
"Support the Qing and exterminate the foreigners!" adopted by
the Yi He Tuan movement (the Boxers) and the actions they took
showed that the peasants did not understand the true nature of
the foreign aggressors and the ties between them and the feudal
rulers at home. When the Chinese Revolutionary League, the
predecessor of the Kuomintang, had overthrown the. mona!chy of
the Qing Dynasty, it believed that it had accomplished 1~s task
and as a result, "the revolutionary army prospered while the
revolutionary party waned." For more than ten years after the
Revolution of 1911, the Kuomintang only sought to preserve the
Provisional Constitution promulgated in the first year of the
Republic of China (the so-called pro-Constitution campaign). It
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failed to take a firm stand against imperialism and allied itself
with the local warlords to counter the Northern warlords, thus
proving that the bourgeois democrats, too, were incapable of
identifying the goal for which the Chinese people should struggle.
This was the main reason why little had been achieved in the
revolutionary struggles of the past.
Second, the earlier revolutionaries did not arouse the people on
a broad scale and, in particular, did not go deep among the
workers and peasants to launch organized, sustained mass movements. The activities of the Chinese Revolutionary League were
conducted mainly by a small number of revolutionaries in alliance with some secret societies or the New Army. They did not
integrate themselves with the peasants in the rural areas, and
their activities were divorced from the peasants' spontaneous
struggles. Neither did they integrate themselves with the workers
in the cities. After the Revolution of 1911, although the Kuomintang waged a struggle against Yuan Shikai and opposed the
Northern warlord government, it did little mass work. As Zhou
Enlai remarked years later, the ordinary workers and intellectuals
"were not deeply impressed" by the Kuomintang. 40 This was
another main reason why little had been achieved in the revolutionary struggles of the past. Shortly after the founding of the
Communist Party of China, radical changes took place in these
two respects.
The CPC took an active part in revolutionary activities and
learned, in the course of the struggle, to apply the Marxist method
in observing and analyzing the problems China was faced with.
In January 1922, the introduction to The Pioneers, a magazine,
declared that the first task should be "to study assiduously the
objective conditions of China so as to find the most appropriate
solution to the country's problems."
The Washington Conference convened by the imperialist powers towards the end of 1921 served as a practical lesson for the
young Communist Party of China. At the conference a treaty was
adopted by the nine nations - the United States, Great Britain,
Japan, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Portugal, Belgium and
China (i.e., the warlord government in Beijing). This treaty
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approved the principle of "equal opportunity in China for the
commerce and industry of all nations" and the principle of the
"Open Door," which had been proposed by the United States in
a bid to curb Japan's exclusive domination of China and to
confirm the imperialist powers' joint control of the country.
Manipulated by the imperialists, tbe warlords of various factions
in China intensified their rivalry and fought each other again and
again in large-scale wars such as the Zhili-Anhui War and the
Zbili-Fengtian War, throwing the political situation in China into
utter chaos. These events made it clear to the CPC that what the
Chinese people suffered from most was not ordinary capitalist
exploitation but oppression by imperialists and rule by feudal
warlords. In January 1922 the Party sent representatives to Moscow to attend the first congress of representatives from Communist parties and national revolutionary organizations of the far
Eastern countries, convened by the Communist International.
The congress expounded Lenin's theories on the national and
colonial questions and stated that, so far as China was concerned,
the first thing to do at the time was to "free the country from tbe
shackles of foreign countries, overthrow the military governors"
and establish a democratic republic. These ideas were of direct
assistance to the CPC in working out a revolutionary programme
for that period.

The 2nd National Congress of
the Communist Party of China
The programme of anti-imperialist and anti-feudal democratic
revolution in China was formulated at the 2nd National Congress
of the CPC, held in Shanghai in July 1922. Twelve delegates
attended the congress, representing 195 Party members (21 of
whom were workers) from various parts of the country.
The congress analyzed China's economic and political conditions and brought to light the semi-colonial and semi-feudal
nature of the society. On the one hand, the congress stated, China
had been placed under the control of the imperialist powers both
politically and economically and, indeed, had become "a semi-
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independent country under the domination of international
capitalist-imperialist forces." On the other hand, it said, China
remained under the Political domination of the warlord and
bureaucratic feudal system, which constituted an immense obstacle to the development of the rising Chinese bourgeoisie. It
concluded that the democratic revolutionary movement against
the imperialist and feudal forces was of paramount imPortance.
While the Party's maximum programme was to realize socialism
and communism, the programme for the present stage should be
to overthrow the warlords, to cast off oppression by world imperiaJism and to unify the country as a genuine democratic republic.
Given present conditions, the congress believed, this was a stage
that could not be skipped over.
The congress went on to say that in order to attain the goal of
the revolutionary struggle against the imperialists and warlords,
it was imperative to form a democratic. united front. After
making an elementary analysis of the conditions of all classes in
Chinese society, it noted that the masses of Chinese peasants, with
their tremendous revolution~y enthusiasm, were "the greatest
essential factor in the revolutionary movement." A large section
of the petty bourgeoisie would also join the revolutionary ranks,
because they were suffering untold misery. To free themselves
from economic oppression, the emerging bourgeoisie would have
to rise and struggle against world capitalist imperialism. As for
the working class, it was a great force that would steadily grow
into a revolutionary army that would overthrow imperialism in
China.
Thus, for the first time, the 2nd National Party Congress
proposed for the Chinese people a clearly defined programme of
anti-imperialist and anti-feudal democratic revolution. For a long
time, the participants in that revolution, launched in the previous
century, had had no clear idea of its targets and motive force and
had never come out openly against the imperialist and feudal
forces. But just a year after the Communist Party of China was
founded, these questions had been clarified. Only the CPC, armed
with Marxism, could Point the way for the Chinese revolution.
After the declaration of the 2nd Party Congress was made public,
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Hu Shi published in the weekly Endeavour an article entitled "International China," ridiculing the Party's scientific thesis that the
imperialists were spQnsoring the feudal warlords as "a tall story told
by country bumpkins." He held that the major problem of the time
was to form "a good government" compQsed of "good people," and
that it was not necessary to "involve any problem of world imperialism at this time." However, it was impQssible to establish any
really good government or to achieve any economic and Political
progress unless imperialist oppression and the warlords' regime
were overthrown. What the Communist Party stated in scientific
language was precisely what the Chinese people had dimly perceived from the realities of their own lives. For this reason, the
Party's programme quickly spread far and wide and was accepted
by the public. "Down with the imperialist powers! Down with the
warlords!" became the demand of the people.
Nevertheless, the Communist Party also had some mistaken
views regarding the Chinese revolution. It believed that the
success of the democratic revolution would only bring the proletariat some freedoms and rights. In other words, the victory of
the democratic revolution would be a victory for the bourgeoisie.
The Chinese Communists reached this conclusion by judging
from what had happened in Western countries, but the Western
model was not applicable to the Chinese revolution. The Party
had understood the difference between democratic revolution and
socialist revolution, but not the difference between old democratic revolution and new democratic revolution. And it did not
realize that under the new historical conditions, the democratic
revolution should be a new democratic revolution led by the
·
proletariat.
Besides formulating an explicitly anti-imperialist and antifeudal revolutionary programme, the Communist Party adopted
a brand-new method that had never been, and could never be,
adopted by the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois political parties and
groups - the method of arousing the masses and relying on them
to carry out the revolution.
As the vanguard of the working class, the Communist Party of
China was different from other parties. All its activities were
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undertaken to serve the interests of the working class and the
masses and to achieve their liberation. It dared therefore to trust
the people and rely on them. In its declaration, the Second Party
Congress stated: "Our Communist Party is neither a Marxist
academic society organized by intellectuals nor a utopian revolutionary organization of a few Communists who are divorced from
the masses .... Since ours is a party fighting for the proletariat, we
should go among the masses and form a large mass party." It went
on to say that the Party should have the organization and training
that would fit it for the revolution and that "all the Party's
activities should be conducted in the depths of the masses" and
"must never be divorced from the masses." The upsurge of the
Chinese workers' movement in the early stage of the Party's
existence was an initial manifestation of the might of the Party's
mass line.

The Upsurge of the Labour Movement
To promote the labour movement, the Communist Party established the Secretariat of the Chinese Labour Organization as a
headquarters openly directing the movement. The head office was
set up in Shanghai and later moved to Beijing. The director
was Zhang Guotao, who was later replaced by Deng Zhongxia.
Branches of the organization were established in Beijing, Wuhan,
Hunan, Guangdong, Shanghai and other places. The Secretariat published the journal Labour Weekly, ran workers' schools,
formed industrial workers' trade unions and organized strikes.
These included strikes of workers at British and American cigarette factories in Shanghai, of workers on the Wuchang-Changsha
section of the Guangzhou-Hankou Railway and of rickshaw men
in the foreign concessions in Hankou. The political influence of
the Party was growing among the workers and in society as a
whole.
In May 1922 the Secretariat of the Chinese Labour Organization
convened the First National Labour Conference in Guangzhou to
discuss a number of questions, including ways of strengthening the
unity of workers all over the country. Present at the conference were
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162 representatives from trade unions in different parts of the
country who belonged to different political parties and groups.
"Because the Communist Party enjoyed extremely high prestige at
the conference," wrote Deng Zhongxia, "the different parties and
groups expressed no objections" to the three slogans put up at the
conference hall - "Down with imperialism!", "Down with the
warlords!" and "Long live the Communist Party of China!" "The
conference adopted the proposal that until an all-China federation
of trade unions was established, the Secretariat of the Chinese
Labour Organization should serve as the general liaison office for
the workers' organizations throughout the country, and, actually,
it was acknowledged as the only leader in this field." This was a
confirmation of the leading position of the Party in the labour
movement. The success of the conference "led the working class
onto the road to national unity."41
Around the time of the lst National Labour Conference, there
came a first upsurge of the Chinese workers' movement. It began
with a strike by seamen in Hong Kong in January 1922 and culminated in a strike by the Beijing-Hankou Railway workers in February 1923. Within those thirteen months, more than a hundred
strikes of different dimensions were staged in various parts of the
country, with the participation of more than 300,00? workers ..
The seamen's strike in Hong Kong was the fust orgamzed
battle of the Chinese working class against the imperialist forces.
It started in Hong Kong and spread to the Yangtze River Valley,
lasting about four months. In January 1922 seamen in Hong
Kong went on strike, demanding higher wages. Under the le~der
ship of Su Zhaozheng, Lin Weimin and others, the strikers
persisted in their struggle for 56 days, overcomi_n~ every so~t. of
obstruction and sabotage by the Hong Kong Bnt1sh authont1es.
The strike paralyzed all shipping, urban traffic and production in
Hong Kong, and the authorities were compelled to cancel t~e
order declaring the seamen's union illegal and to increase thelf
wages by 15-30 percent. In the words of Deng Zhongxia, "The
British imperialists, who had been self-assured and awe-inspiring
for seventy years, yielded to the power of Chinese seamen at
last."42 The anti·imperialist strike won the support of Sun Yat-sen
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and the Kuomintang. The Secretariat of the Chinese Labour
Organization also helped the striking sailors along the Yangtze.
The victory of the strike strengthened the courage and confidence
of the working class in their struggle and fostered the growth of
the labour movement all over the country.
Another of the major strikes staged in southern China in this
upsurge of the labour movement was the strike of the workers of
the Anyuan Coal Mines in Jiangxi Province and of the railway
leading from the mines to Zhuzhou in neighbouring Hunan
Province. There were more than 17,000 workers at the Anyuan
mines and on the railway. Mao Zedong went to Anyuan on a
fact-finding mission and then Li Lisan went there to organize the
workers. On May 1, International Labour Day, 1922, the Anyuan
Mine and Railway Workers' Club (trade union) was established.
Early in September, Mao Zedong returned to Anyuan to organize
a strike; he was followed by Liu Shaoqi. On September 14, to
press the authorities for recognition of the club and a wage
increase, the workers went on strike. They put forward seventeen
demands, including protection of their Political rights and improvement of their material benefits. The mine and railway
authorities tried to buy over the workers' leaders and to assassinate Li Lisan, but their schemes ended in failure. Then they sent
a telegram to the local warlords, asking them to set up a martial
law enforcement headquarters in Anyuan. When Liu Shaoqi
walked to the headquarters to negotiate with the authorities,
thousands of workers encircled the building to ensure the safety
of their representative. The Communist Party employed good
tactics in this strike. Liu Shaoqi said, "We should tell the cadres
and Party members beforehand that the aim of the revolution is
to seize political power. The workers cannot be thoroughly liberated before we gain Political power. Therefore we can only put
forward limited demands in the strike. The results of negotiations
will surely be limited, too. So long as wages are raised and the
workers' club is recognized, we should declare the strike victorious and end it."43 Thanks to the valiant struggle of the workers
and the sympathy and support they gained from people of all
walks of life, the mine and railway authorities were compelled to
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meet most of the workers' demands, so the three-day strike at
Anyuan came to a victorious conclusion. The m~mbership of_the
workers' club, which had been 700 before the stnke, grew rapidly
to more than 10,000.
Shortly thereafter, a major strike took place in northern China.
On October 23, the workers at the Kailuan Coal Mines near
Tangshan in Hebei Province struck for higher wages and recognition of their workers' club. Fifty thousand miners at Kailuan
joined in the strike, placing pickets to keep order. The Sec.retariat
of the Chinese Labour Organization appointed Peng Lihe and
others to assume command of this struggle. Several miners were
killed and fifty others were wounded in front of the office of the
mine administration by troops and Police who had been called out
to suppress the strikers. This bloodshed did not dampen the
morale of the strikers, and none of them returned to work. After
more than twenty days, considering that the strike had been going
on for quite a long time and that it was difficult to keep it up any
longer, the strikers accepted mediation and, when the mine authorities increased their wages somewhat, reluctantly returned to
work.
The strike of the Beijing-Hankou Railway workers was designed to win recognition of the General Beijing-Hankou Railway
Trade Union. Zhang Guotao, Luo Zhanglong and other Communists were the principal leaders. The Beijing-Hankou Railway, a
major north-south artery, was controlled by Wu Peifu, chief of
the warlords of the Zhili faction, for whom it was an important
source of revenue with which to finance his troops. The inaugural
meeting of the General Beijing-Hankou Railway Trade Union
was scheduled for February l, 1923, in Zhengzhou, Henan Province. Wu Peifu, who in an open telegram had promised to "protect
the workers," suddenly turned hostile and ordered his troops to
prevent the meeting from being held. On February 1 the troops
and Police took control of the entire city of Zhengzhou and
cordoned off the union headquarters. Representatives of the
workers broke through the lines and crowded into the hall,
shooting "Long live the General Beijing-Hankou Railway Trade
Union!" and other slogans. However, the meeting could not be
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hel? because the hall had been wrecked and the temporary
res!dence of some of the representatives was under siege. The
umon called on workers all along the railway to go on strike "to
fight for freedom and human rights." On February 4, thirty
thousand workers held an orderly general strike. Within three
hours, the entire 1,000 kilometre-long Beijing-Hankou railway
was shut down. On February 7, Wu Peifu, with the support of the
imperialist forces, assembled troops and police to shoot down the
striking workers in cold blood. In Hankou the reactionaries tied
Lin Xiangqian, president of the Hankou Branch of the union (a
Communist Party member), to an electricity pole and tried to
force him to call the strikers back to work. Lin refused to
surrender and died a hero's death. Shi Yang, legal consultant to
the General Beijing-Hankou Railway Trade Union (also a Communist Party member), who had gone to Zhengzhou to attend the
inaugural meeting of the union and had now returned, was
murdered in nearby Wuchang. Struck by three bullets, he shouted
"Long live the workers!" three times before he died. During this
massacre, 52 people were killed and more than 300 were wounded. Afterward, some 40 were thrown into prison, and more than
1,000 others were dismissed or went into exile.
After the February 7th massacre, trade union organizations in
all parts of the country, except those in Guangdong and Hunan
provin~es, were banned. The workers were demoralized, and for
some trme the labour movement across the country remained at
a low ebb.
During this period, the workers' struggles were organized
mainly under the leadership of the Communist Party. These
struggles demonstrated the revolutionary steadfastness and combat capability of the Chinese working class and expanded the
political influence of the Party as the vanguard of that class. This
provided favourable conditions for cooperation between the Party
and other revolutionary forces and for the launching of a great
nationwide revolution.
Through the struggles of this period, the Communist Party
forged closer tics with the working class and increased its own
strength. In June 1922 the Party's Central Committee planned to
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recruit more members from among the workers. With the growth
of the labour movement, a number of outstanding figures emerging from the ranks - such as Su Zhaozheng, Shi Wenbin, Xiang
Ying, Deng Pei and Wang Hebo - joined the Party one after
another. Grassroots organizations of the Party were also established in industrfal and mining enterprises. For example, a Party
branch was set up in the area of the Anyuan mine and railway in
February 1922, and by May 1924 it already had more than 60
members.
The struggles of this period provided important lessons. First,
the enemies of the Chinese revolution were extremely strong. To
defeat such formidable enemies, it was not sufficient for the
proletariat to fight alone, and every opportunity had to be used
to win over all potential allies. Second, in semi-colonial and
semi-feudal China, the workers were not permitted any democratic rights whatsoever, and almost all their large-scale struggles
were suppressed by the reactionary troops and police. It was
therefore impracticable to rely on strikes and legal battles to bring
about victory, without waging revolutionary armed struggles. In
a statement issued after the February 7th massacre, the Secretariat of the Chinese Labour Organization made this point when it
asked, "Would the workers have let themselves be slaughtered
like this if they had had weapons?"~ Bearing these lessons in
mind, the young Communist Party of China entered a period of
great revolution based on cooperation with the Kuomintang.
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CHAPTER TWO
IN THE TORRENT OF THE GREAT
REVOLUTION
I. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FIRST
PERIOD OF COOPERATION
BETWEEN THE KMT AND THE CPC
From 1924 to 192?, a great revolutionary movement swept
across the country. This movement was unprecedented in modern
Chinese history, because vast numbers of people were mobilized
to participate in it. In China it is known as the "Great Revolution." As expressed in the lyrics of a popular song of the time the
a~ _of this revolution was to "overthrow the great powers'and
ehmmate the warlords." "The great powers" was a reference to
the imperialist powers, and of course, even if the revolution were
successful, that woul,d not rid_ the_ worJd of them. But this slogan
expressed the peoples determmatlon to combat the invasion and
op~ression by the im~er_ialist powers, to liberate the country from
thelf rule and to gam mdependence. The imperialists governed
China indirectly through the feudal warlords, of which the
Northern warlords were the most powerful at this time. Accordingly, the objective of the Great Revolution was to overthrow the
regime of t~e imperialists and the Northern warlords; thus, it was
to be a natlonal democratic revolution.
The Great Revolution gave vent to the people's pent-up hatred
and rage against the imperialists and feudal warlords. That it took
place in the mid-1920s can be attributed to the existence of the
Communist Party of China. Although the CPC was still small and
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weak, it clearly articulated the goal of a national democratic
revolution and, moreover, waged a courageous struggle for that
goal. The initial victories in this revolu~ion resulted from political
cooperation between the Kuomintang and the CPC.
The outbreak of the Revolution of 1911 and the founding of
the Republic of China bad kindled hope in the hearts of many
Chinese. However, their hope had been quickly extinguished, and
now they were anxiously groping in the dark, seeking a way out
of their intolerable situation.
By the early 1920s, the people were confronted with two major
problems. First, after the European powers and the United States
had gone through the economic crisis following World War I,
they had staged a comeback and were now redoubling their
efforts to plunder China. They played out their conflicts and
alliances on Chinese soil and controlled the country politically
and economically. The conditions under which the national industries had expanded successfully during the war no longer
existed, and most people were directly experiencing, great pressure from the imperialist powers, so that there was widespread
resentment against them. Second, fighting between the warlords,
each backed by a different imperialist power and each trying to
control the whole country, had become a salient feature of the
socio-political landscape. At this time the Northern warlords, who
controlled the central government in Beijing, were divided into
three principal factions in three different provinces: the Zhili
(present-day Hebei) clique, the Anhui clique and the Fengtian
(present-day Liaoning) clique. These factions engaged in constant
warfare. In 1920 war broke out between the Zhili and Anhui
warlords. In 1922 and 1924 there were two wars between the Zhili
and Fengtian warlords. Some of the warlords in southern China
cooperated with or maintained ties with the Kuomintang, which
was led by Sun Yat-sen. A constant state of war persisted between
them and the Northern warlords. In 1917 the number of soldiers
involved in this internecine fighting was about 55,000. By 1924 it
had reached 450,000. Military expenditures rose sharply, placing
an unbearable tax burden on the people. The nation was disintegrating. In provinces that had experienced several years of con-
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tinuous civil war, the lives and property of the people could
hardly be guaranteed. People of all social strata were hoping for
a great revolution that would change these conditions.
However, it would be extremely difficult to fulfil such hopes.
The imperialist powers and the feudal warlords were deeply
entrenched, and it would be impossible for an isolated minority
or scattered individuals to overthrow them. From the failure of
the Beijing-Hankou Railway workers' strike, the Communists had
learned that in semi-colonial, semi-feudal China, although the
working class was resolutely revolutionary, it was too small to
prevail alone. The only way for the Communist Party to ensure
the victory of the revolution would be to form the broadest
possible united front. The peasant masses were naturally the most
reliable allies for the working class. The national bourgeoisie and
the urban petty bourgeoisie were also potential participants in the
united front, because they too had felt the bitterness of imperialist and feudal oppression. The alliance of all these classes would
be an important characteristic of the Chinese national democratic
revolution. Basing itself on this judgement, the Communist Party
decided to form an alliance with the Kuomintang.
On the whole, the Kuomintang led by Sun Yat-sen represented
the interests of the bourgeoisie and the urban petty bourgeoisie.
Having experienced setbacks over the years, it was quite weak.
Moreover, its members came from different backgrounds and
were divorced from the masses. Nevertheless, the Kuomintang
had strengths that could not be overlooked. First, it still enjoyed
widespread prestige, thanks to Sun Yat-sen, who had led the
Revolution of 1911 that had overthrown the government of the
Qing Dynasty and established the Republic. Afterwards, under
extremely difficult circumstances, Sun had continued to fight
relentlessly against foreign aggressors and domestic warlords. He
had become a symbol of national democratic revolution. Second,
the KMT had already established a valuable revolutionary base
area in southern China. In February 1923 armed forces loyal to
Sun Yat-sen drove general Chen Jiongming, who had betrayed
Sun, out of Guangzhou [Canton]. Sun Yat-sen returned to
Guangdong Province and established his headquarters there as
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generalissimo of the army and navy. He also gained control of the
rich Pearl River Delta and central Guangdong and secured the
loyaty of tens of thousands of soldiers. Although most of these
soldiers were commanded by local warlords, they supported the
national revolution in the areas controlled by Sun's government
and permitted the revolutionary forces to be active openly. In no
other place in China was this allowed. Third, having experienced
setbacks over and over again, Sun Yat-sen had become keenly
aware that many members of the Kuomintang were increasingly
corrupt and that new tactics had to be adopted for the Chinese
revolution. So he began to establish contacts with the CPC with
a view to cooperation between the two parties. He also welcomed
the Soviet Union's offer to support the national revolution in
China. In June 1922, the CPC issued a statement on the current
situation, in which it pointed out that "among the many political
parties in China today, only the Kuomintang is comparatively
revolutionary and democratic and is relatively sincere in ~ts
commitment to democracy, but there is a real need to change its
vacillating policy." Thus, when the CPC prepared to establish a
united front, naturally it first considered reaching out to the
KMT.

The 3rd National Congress of the Communist Party of China
In July 1922 the 2nd National Party Congress had tentatively
raised the possibility of "extra-party" cooperation as one form of
a united front. Another proposal they had discussed was for
"intra-party" cooperation, under which Communist Party and
Youth League members would join the KMT, turning it into an
alliance of the revolutionary classes. This proposal had been made
by G. Maring, the representative in China of the Communist
International, and had its support. In August of the same year,
several leaders of the Central Committee of the CPC had met in
Hangzhou. When Maring made his proposal at this meeting, most
of the participants had at first opposed it, but it was evenually
accepted. In January 1923, the Executive Committee of the
Communist International had adopted a "Resolution on the Re-
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lationship between the Communist Party of China and the Kuomintang" that was based on Maring's proposal. During June
12-20, 1923, the CPC held its 3rd National Congress in Guangzhou and made a formal decision on policies and methods for
cooperation between the CPC and the KMT.
The participants at the congress correctly assessed Sun Yatsen's revolutionary stance and the possibility of reorganization of
the KMT. They decided that the best way to establish cooperation
between the two parties was for CPC members to join the KMT
i~ their individual capacity. This was the only form of cooperation acceptable to Sun Yat-sen and the Kuomintang at the time.
When Sun Yat-sen's wife Soong Ching Ling asked, "Why do we
need to have Communist Party members join the Kuomintang?"
her husband replied, "The Kuomintang is degenerating; to save
it, we need an infusion of new blood."l
When Communists joined the Kuomintang, it helped both
parties develop and advanced the Chinese revolution. In this way,
the CPC was able to have more influence over the policies of the
Kuomintang, promote its regeneration and encourage the bourgeois and petty bourgeois who were under its influence to join the
revolutionary ranks. In addition, by taking advantage of the
Kuomintang organizations, the CPC was able to mobilize the
workers and peasants and secure mass support for the KMT
giving it a n:w lease on life. This also gave the Communist Part;
an opporturuty to expand its previously limited operations, to be
tempered in revolutionary struggles on a broader scale and to
bring about an upsurge in the Great Revolution. The decision
adopted at the 3rd National Congress of the CPC was therefore
of major historical significance.
The congress made it clear that while Party members were to
join the Kuomintang as individuals, the Party itself should maintain its political, ideological and organizational independence. It
emphasized that the interests of the workers and peasants could
never be forgotten, that it was the special responsibility of the
Party to organize ~hem and carry out propaganda among them,
and that encouragmg the workers and peasants to participate in
the national revolution was the Party's central task. All this was

quite right.
However, the congress was wrong in some respects. For example, it failed to point out that the democratic revolution should
be led by the working class. It stated that the Kuomintang should
provide the main impetus for the national revolution, and should
occupy the position of leadership in it. Furthermore, the congress
underestimated the complexity of the Kuomintang's internal
situation, and it did not foresee that relations between the KMT
and CPC would change in the years to come. To some degree,
these oversights were later responsible for Chen Duxiu's Right
opportunist deviation. They also reflected the inexperience and
immaturity of the Party at this early stage.

The Establishment of Cooperation Between the Kuomintang
and the Communist Party
After the 3rd National Congress of the CPC, cooperation
between the KMT and the CPC progressed rapidly. Communist
Part~. organizations at all levels did much propaganda work,
mobilized Party members and revolutionary youth to join the
Kuomintang and actively promoted the national revolution
throughout China.
•
In early October 1923, at the invitation of Sun Yat-sen, Soviet
representative. Mikhail Markovich Borodin arrived in Guangzhou. The Soviet government also provided military and material
assistance to the Guangzhou government. As Borodin was a
politically experienced and capable organizer, Sun asked him to
ser~~ as the !Cuomintang's organizational instructor (later as its
political adviser). Not long after this, Sun Yat-sen wrote a letter
to Chia!1g Ka.i-shek in which he categorically stated, "Our party's
revolution will never succeed without the guidance of Russia."
The Kuomintang soon began a reorganization.
. During January 20-30, 1924, in Guangzhou, Sun Yat-sen presided over the 1st National Congress of the Kuomintang. Of the
_165 delegates who attended to opening ceremony, more than 20
w~re from the Communist Party. They included: Li Dazhao, Tan
Pmgshan, Lin Zuhan (Lin Boqu), Zhang Guotao, Qu Qiubai and
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Mao Zedong. Sun Yat-sen designated Li Dazhao as a member of
the presidium of the congress, and Tan Pingsban delivered a work
report on behalf of the Kuomintang Provisional Central Executive Committee.
The congress approved a manifesto giving a new, updated
interpretation of the Three People's Principles that had been
enunciated years before by Sun Yat-sen. "Nationalism" now
meant anti-imperialism; "democracy" stressed the democratic
rights shared by all the common people, and the "people's livelihood" included the "equalization of land ownership" and the
"regulation of capital." Addressing the congress, Sun Yat-scn
declared, "Now it is time for us to put forward an explicit
revolutionary programme against imperialism and to arouse the
masses of the people to fight for the freedom and independence
of China! To do otherwise would mean staging an aimless, meaningless revolution, which would never succeed."2 Not long after
the congress, Sun Yat-sen also put forth the slogan: "Land to the
tiller." The political programme adopted at the 1st National
Congress of the KMT was essentially compatible with some of the
basic principles in the political programme of the Communist
Party at the stage of democratic revolution, and it became
the common programme for the first period of KuomintangCommunist cooperation.
In fact, the 1st National Congress of the KMT adopted three
great revolutionary policies - allfance with Russia, cooperation
with the Communist Party and assistance to the peasants and
workers. It also elected a Central Executive Committee. Ten
Communists, including Li Dazhao, Tan Pingshan, Mao Zedong,
Lin Zuhan and Qu Qiubai, were elected members or alternate
members of the Committee, representing one-fourth of its total membership. After the congress, Communist Party members holding important posts in the headquarters of the Kuomin·
tang included Tang Pingshan, director of the Department of
Organization; Lin Zuhan, director of the Department of Peasants; and Mao Zedong, acting director of the Department of
Propaganda.
The success of the 1st National Congress of the KMT marked
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the beginning of cooperation between the Kuomintang and the
Communist Party.

II. NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE

REVOLUTION
AFTER THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
COOPERATION BETWEEN
THE KMT AND THE CPC
After cooperation between the Lwo parties was established, the
country's revolutionary forces gathered at Guangzhou, quickly
creating new prospects for Lhe revolution against the .imperialists
and the feudal warlords.
As soon as Communists began to join the Kuomintang, they
worked to help form KMT organizations throughout the country.
Until this time, Kuomintang branches had existed in only a. few
areas such as Guangdong, Sichuan and Shandong provmces,
Shan~ai and overseas, and their work had been limited to the
upper social strata. Although some progressives within the ~uo
mintang wanted to change this situation, they had no expenence
of mass work among the lower classes. The Communists, in
contrast, placed great importance on such work and ha? ~cquired
considerable experience in it. CPC members who Joined the
Kuomintang made a point of doing propaganda and organizational work among the masses in areas where warlords ruled, encouraging them to support the national revolution. Nineteen years
later, looking back on the relations between the two parties, Zhou
Enlai said:
At that time, the Kuomintang relied on us not only ideologically, to revive and develop its Three People's Principles,_ but also
organizationally, to set up its headquarters and expand its membership in the provinces .... Most of the leading members of the
Kuomintang in the provinces at the time were our comrades... .It
was our Party that drew the revolutionary youth into the Kuomintang and it was our Party that enabled it to establish ties with
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the workers and peasants. Members of the Kuomintang left wing
predominated in all its local organizations. The places where the
Kuomintang expanded most rapidly were precisely those where
the left-wingers were in the dominant position and where there
were the largest numbers of Communists.3
In January 1926, after two years of hard work the Kuomintang
convened its 2nd National Congress. By this time, it had established twelve prov~ncial headquarters, four special municipal
headquarters and nme provisional provincial headquarters. The
de facto leading members of many of these provincial or municipal headquarters were Communist Party members. These included Li Da.zhao in Beijing, Lin Zuhan in Hankou, Dong Yongwei
(J:?~ng B1wu) and Chen Tanqiu in Hubei, He Shuheng and Xia
Xi m Hunan, Xuan Zhonghua in Zhejiang, Yu Fangzhou and Li
Yongsheng in Hebei and Hou Shaoqiu in Jiangsu. The labour
movements led by the Communist Party, like the workers' schools
they organized, were all launched in the name of the Kuomintang. Therefore, although conditions in the Kuomintang were
quite complicated, it had allied itself with the workers, peasants,
urban petty bourgeoisie and national bourgeoisie to fight for
democratic revolution.
With the establishment of cooperation between the Kuomintang and the CPC, the workers' movement, led by the Communists, revived and progressed. For example, the workers' and
peasants' movements were legalized in Guangdong, which was
under the jurisdiction of the revolutionary government, and
thereafter developed even more rapidly. In July 1924, in the
Shamian <::oncessions in Guangzhou which were inhabited by
m~ny !ore1gners, se~eral thousand workers staged a political
str~e rn protest against a new police regulation, issued by the
Bntish and French authorities, denying the Chinese free access to
the concessions. Chinese police also participated in the strike
which lasted for more than a month and ended in victory. Den~
Zhongxia, a respected early leader of the workers' movement led
by the Party, praised this strike, saying, "Ever since the failure
of the great strike of February 7, 1923, the workers' movement
had been at a low ebb. In 1924 the great July strike in Shamian
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finally put an end to this ....This strike caused a stir in Guangzhou
and Hong Kong, and its influence spread to central and northern
China." 4
The peasant movement also continued to grow. As early as
1922, Peng Pai had begun to organize peasant associations in
Haifeng County, Guangdong Province, mobilizing the peasants to
demand reductions in land rents. Now peasants all over Guangdong began organizing associations and self-defence corps to
struggle against local tyrants, evil gentry and corrupt officials. To
train personnel to form the core of the peasant movement, the
KMT Central Executive Committee inaugurated the Peasant
Movement Institute in July 1924, at the suggestion of the Communists. At various times Communist Party members, including
Peng Pai, Ruan Xiaoxian and Mao Zedong, served as director of
the institute.
The cooperation between the Kuomintang and the Communist
Party made it possible to establish a revolutionary military force.
Sun Yat-sen had depended on the armies of the old regime to
undertake revolutionary action and had suffered repeated defeats
as a result. This had taught him a bitter lesson. At the suggestion
of the Communists, at its 1st National Congress the Kuomintang
decided to found an army academy. The Whampoa Military
Academy - it was located on Whampoa Island near Guangzhou
- opened in May 1924 with Sun Yat-sen as chairman. To serve
as _president of the academy, Sun appointed Chiang Kai-shek,
chief of staff of the Guangdong Army, who had just returned
from a tour of investigation in the Soviet Union. Liao Zhongkai,
a ~ell-known Kuomintang left-winger, was named the representative of the KMT. General Vasily Blucher (who assumed the
name of Galen during his stay in China) and other generals of
the Soviet Red Army were invited to serve as military advisers.
In November the chairman of the Guangdong Regional Committee of the .CPC, ~hou Enlai, who had just returned from Europe,
was appomted duector of the academy's political department.
The CPC also selected a large number of Communist Party and
Youth League members and other revolutionary young people to
study there. In the first group of students who registered at the
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academy were 56 Communist Party and Youth League members,
representing one-tenth of the total enrollment. They included Xu
Xiangqian, Chen Geng, Jiang Xianyun, Zuo Quan and Xu Jishen.
What distinguished the Whampoa Military Academy from all
military schools of the old type was that it attached equal importance to military training and political education. It emphasized
the cultivation of patriotism and revolutionary spirit among the
students. Zhou Enlai and other Communists were particularly
instrumental in this. The system of military training combined
with political work was later introduced to other military units
under the Guangzhou Revolutionary Government. Not long after
the War of Resistance Against Japan broke out in 1937, Mao
Zedong said:
"In 1924-27 the spirit of the Kuomintang troops was broadly
similar to that of the Eighth Route Army today.... A fresh spirit
prevailed among these forces; on the whole there was unity
between officers and men and between the army and the people,
and the army was filled with a revolutionary militancy. The
system of Party representatives and of political departments,
adopted for the first time in China, entirely changed the complexion of these armed forces." 5
Thanks to the joint efforts of the Communist Party and the
Kuomintang, the idea of national revolution spread from south
to north and throughout the country. In October 1924, during the
second Zhili-Fengtian war, Feng Yuxiang of the Zhili clique
staged a coup d'etat and overthrew the Beijing government controlled by the chief Zhili warlords, Cao Kun and Wu Peifu. Feng
Yuxiang thus gained control over the Beijing-Tianjin area. He
then reorganized his troops into the National Army and sent a
telegram to Sun Yat-sen inviting him to come north to discuss
important matters of state. As Feng encountered many difficulties after the coup, he had to invite the veteran chief of the
Northern warlords, Duan Qirui, to preside over the discussions.
Duan Qirui and Zhang Zuolin, chief of the Fengtian clique, who
was preparing to go to Beijing from the Northeast, also sent
separate telegrams to Sun Yat-sen inviting him to go north. In
November, Sun left Guangzhou for Beijing. Along the way, he
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called for the convocation of a national assembly and the abrogation of all unequal treaties with the imperialists. In Shanghai,
Zhejiang, Guangdong, Hunan, Hubei and other provinces, associations for the convocation of the national assembly were established. Mass organizations everywhere sent him telegrams expressing their support for the assembly. This became a political
propaganda movement.
At the time, the political climate in China was good. The
country seethed with activity and there was a great wave of
anti-imperialist and anti-warlord sentiment, but contradictions
were becoming apparent within the revolutionary camp.
The Kuomintang was a complex organization, and its members
included representatives of the big landlord and comprador classes. In June 1924 right-wingers in the KMT ranks, such as Deng
Zeru, Zhang Ji and Xie Chi, began hostilities against the CPC by
presenting to the Kuomintang Central Executive Committee a
"Proposal to Impeach the Communist Party." On the pretext
that the Communist Party had its own organizations within the
Kuomintang, they declared that the KMT absolutely could not
permit "a party within the party" and called for a split with the
Communists. To counter this attack, the Central Committee of
the CPC issued an inner-Party circular on July 21, asking Party
organizations at all levels to expose the reactionary activities of
the right-wingers in the Kuomintang. Chen Duxiu, Yun Daiying,
Qu Qiubai and Cai Hesen, among others, wrote a stream of
articles defending the political programme adopted at the 1st
National Congress of the KMT and blasting the Right-wingers for
undermining unity in the revolutionary ranks.
On August 20, before leaving for Beijing, Sun Yat-sen presided
over a meeting of the Political Committee of the Kuomintang
Central Executive Committee, which forcefully rejected the
right-wingers' position. It issued a directive stating: "Those who
say that our party has been changed ideologically because the
Communists have joined are mistaken and entirely unreasonable.
There is no need to debate this point.... Those who say that our
party will split because the Communists have joined it are similarly entertaining groundless fears."6 Because of Sun Yat-sen's
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high prestige in the Kuomintang, his firm support for cooperation between the two parties thwarted the Right-wingers' anticommunist activities and their attempt to split the KMT.
As the revolution progressed, the left and right wings of the
Kuomintang grew further apart and relations between the KMT
and the CPC became increasingly strained. There were many new
problems in the revolutionary movement. From January 11 to 22,
1925, the Communist Party of China held its 4th National
Congress in Shanghai. By this time the Party had 994 members.
The historical significance of this congress can be summed up as
follows. First, it raised the question of the leadership of the
Chinese proletariat in the democratic revolution, declaring that
unless the proletariat, which was the most revolutionary class,
participated vigorously in the national revolutionary movement
and exercised leadership over it, the movement would not succeed. Second, it raised the question of the alliance between
workers and peasants, pointing out that the revolution needed the
extensive participation of the workers, the peasants and the urban
petty bourgeoisie. The peasants, it said, were important, since
they were the natural allies of the working class. If the proletariat
and its party did not mobilize the peasants to participate in the
struggle, it would be unable to lead the revolution, and the
revolution would fail. Third, the congress added to the content of
the democratic revolution, stating that while opposing international imperialism, the Party should simultaneously oppose feudal warlord politics and feudal economic relations. This last
statement demonstrated that the Party, having reviewed the
events since its founding and particularly since the beginning of
its cooperation with the KMT one year earlier, had made major
progress in its understanding of the issues involved in the Chinese
revolution. They also demonstrated that the Party had already
elucidated the basic concept of the new-democratic revolution.
Nevertheless, the 4th National Party Congress offered · no
concrete solution to the complex problem of how the proletariat
was to win the struggle with the bourgeoisie for leadership of the
revolution. Also, it did not fully understand the vital importance
of political power and armed struggle. These weaknesses were to
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become more apparent as the revolutionary movement progressed.
.
Less than two months after the congress, Sun Yat-sen died of
liver cancer in Beijing. In his testament, he wrote:
"For forty years I have devoted myself to the cause of t.he
national revolution with the aim of winning freedom and eq~ahty
for China. My experience during these forty years has convmc~d
me that to achieve this aim we must arouse the masses a~d umte
in a common struggle with those nations of the world '"'.h1ch tr~at
us as equals." Naturally Sun believed that the Soviet Umon
would be the first nation to treat China as an equal and !hat to
arouse the masses, the Kuomintang should cooperate with the
CPC and assist the peasants and workers. These were t?e two
basic conclusions reached by Sun Yat-sen, a great patnot an~
revolutionary, as he summed up the political experien~e of his
lifetime. Sun's death caused great sorrow throughout China. The
KMT and CPC organized mourning ceremonies involving people
from all walks of life, so as to disseminate throu~hout the.C?untry
the message of Sun's testament and his revol uuon~ry spmt. The
national revolutionary movement rose to a new height.

III. THE MAY 30th MOVEMENT AND THE
UNIFICATION OF THE GUANGDONG
REVOLUTIONARY BASE AREA
The upsurge of the nationwide Great Revolut~on began in M~y
1925 with the anti-British and anti-Japanese strike of workers m
Shanghai.
.
.
.
At this time Shanghai, China's largest mdustnal city, h~d
800 000 workers almost one-third of the national total. The city
' base for the imperialist powers' aggression
.
.
was' an important
m
China. There were the "International Settlement," controlled by
the British, and the "French Concessi?n," and many !apanese,
British and other foreign-owned factones were located m Shanghai. The imperialists cruelly wrung every ounce of sweat and
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blood out of the Chinese labourers, arousing their hatred.
Shanghai was also the seat of the Central Committee of the
CPC, and the Party was active among the workers there. Using
Shanghai University as their main base, Party members went out
to do propaganda and organizing among the workers. They had
established night schools for workers in seven districts. In the
summer of 1924, under the leadership of Deng Zhongxia, Xiang
Ying and others, they had founded the West Shanghai Workers'
Club, a mass organization with nearly 2,000 members that did
much to advance the workers' movement in Shanghai. In February 1925 the workers at the Japanese-owned Naigai No.8 Cotton Mill had gone on strike because a Japanese overseer had
beaten a Chinese woman worker. The ranks of the strikers sweJled
to more than 35,000, as workers from 20 other Japanese-owned
textile mills joined the strike. Victory in this struggle had greatly
inspired workers throughout the country. On May l, the 2nd
National Labour Congress opened in Guangzhou, and the AllChina Federation of Trade Unions was formally established.
Communist Party members Lin Weimin and Liu Shaoqi were
elected president and vice-president of the federation.

The Nationwide May 30th Movement
On May 15, a Japanese capitalist of the Naigai No.7 Cotton
Mill in Shanghai killed Gu Zhenghong, a worker who was a
Communist. The Central Committee of the CPC met several
times to discuss an appropriate response. Cai Hesen urged that the
economic struggle of the workers be turned into a national
struggle. On May 28 the Central Committee called an emergency
meeting at which it decided to mobilize students and workers to
launch a large-scale anti-imperialist demonstration in the International Settlement on May 30. On that day the Shanghai workers
and students marched and spoke on street corners in support of
·the textile workers. Suddenly, the British police in the International Settlement opened fire on the crowd marching along Nanjing Road, killing 13 and wounding many others. The martyrs
who sacrificed their lives at this demonstration included Shang-
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hai University student and Communist Party member He Bingyi.
For several days after this, there were instances of British and
Japanese police killing Chinese civilians in Shanghai and other
cities.
These incidents enraged the people of Shanghai and throughout the country. All their pent-up fury against the imperialists
suddenly poured out. Students, workers and shopkeepers all went
on strike. On June 11 more than 200,000 people gathered at a
mass rally in Shanghai. Approximately 17 million people parti~i
pated in this movement nationwide. From the great commercial
cities to the most remote areas of the countryside, people cried
angrily "Down with imperialism!" and "Abolish the unequal
treaties!" The wave of anti-imperialism swept the nation with
astounding speed.
While leading the May 30th Movement, the Communist Party
greatly increased its membership. At the time of the Party's 4th
National Congress in January 1925, it had only 994 members. By
October of the same year, it had 3,000. By December, the number
was 10,000. In one year the Party had grown tenfold .. As. the
movement spread across the country, new Party orgaruzations
were established in many provinces where there had been none
before, such as Yunnan, Guangxi, Anhui and Fujian. The Party
was tempered well in the struggle.
On June 3, after news of the May 30th massacre had reached
Guangzhou, people from every section of the city's population
took to the streets in a mammoth demonstration. On June 19
members of the seamen's, trolley workers' and printers' unions
went on strike. Other unionized workers soon joined them, and
the Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions was established. One
slogan of the strike was, "Fight the imperialists to the death!"
Within a fortnight the number of strikers swelled to 250,000. Of
these, more than 100,000 left Hong Kong and returned to Guangzhou. On June 23, the Hong Kong strikers joined 100,000 people
from all walks of life in Guangzhou to hold a rally and a
demonstration. Led by Zhou Enlai, 2,000 instructors, cadets and
soldiers of the Whampoa Military Academy also participated in
the demonstration. As the marchers passed through Shaji, a street
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on the opposite bank of the Pearl River, the British troops and
police from the Shamian Concession suddenly opened fire, killing
52 people and seriously wounding some 170.
After the Shaji massacre, the Guangzhou Revolutionary Government immediately severed all economic relations with Britain
and blockaded the Guangzhou harbour. Workers from Hong
Kong and Shamian convened in Guangzhou a conference of
representatives of the Guangzhou and Hong Kong strikers and
established a Strike Committee, with Communist Party member
Su Zhaozheng as chairman. The committee had subcommittees in
charge of armed self-defence, picketing, legal affairs and so on.
The strikers managed to blockade the port of Hong Kong. The
Guangzhou Revolutionary Government supported them and subsidized the Strike Committee with 10,000 yuan a month. Commu~
nist Party members Xu Chengzhang, Chen Geng and others
served as chairman of the picketing committee, general instructor
and instructors of the armed pickets. The simultaneous strikes in
Guangzhou and Hong Kong lasted for 16 months. They were an
important component of the May 30th Movement and an unprecedented feat in the history of China's labour movement. They
gave a powerful impetus to the Great Revolution, and the several
hundred thousand strikers in Guangzhou became a pillar of the
Guangzhou Revolutionary Government.

The Unification of the Guangdong Revolutionary Base Area
The vigorous development of the May 30th Movement created
favourable conditions in which the KMT and CPC cooperated to
create a revolutionary base area in Guangdong.
Although the Guangzhou Revolutionary Government had
been established two years earlier, it was internally unstable and
had never been able to control all of Guangdong Province. The
major threat to the government was Chen Jiongming's hostile
troops, who were entrenched along the Dongjiang River in eastern Guangdong. Furthermore, there were government troops who
nominally supported national revolution, but who were in fact
loyal to the local warlords Yang Ximin (the Yunnan Army) and

Liu Zhenhuan (the Guangxi Army). These troops dominated
Guangzhou, levying exorbitant taxes and committing outrages.
Sun Yat-sen had once sorrowfully told them, "You operate in my
name, but you ravage my h ometown. "
.
Early in 1925, when Sun Yat-sen was away m the north a~d
seriously ill Chen Jiongming took advantage of the opporturuty
to attack G~angzhou. The Guangzhou government organized the
Eastern Expeditionary Army, which was divided into three columns taking three different routes, and sent it on a punitive
expedition against Chen Jiongming. However, the forces .th~t
were to take the north and central routes were led by Yang Ximrn
and Liu Zhenhuan and refused to go into battle. Two recently
established officers' training regiments from the Whampoa Military Academy and the Guangdong army commanded b~ Xu
Chongzhi took the south route and swiftly routed Chen J10ngming's main force, gaining control of the Dongjiang area. By
April, the first eastern expedition had proved victorious.
In May, Yang Xiwen and Liu Zhenhuan's troops staged a
rebellion in Guangzhou in an attempt to overthrow the Guangzhou Revolutionary Government. Although Yang and Liu commanded a substantial number of troops, their plundering and
corruption had turned the people against them and weakened
their combat effectiveness. The Eastern Expeditionary Army
quickly returned to Guangzhou and quelled their rebellion.
The KMT and the CPC then began to reorganize the Guangzhou government and the armed forces. On July 1 the National
Government was founded in Guangzhou to replace the former
Revolutionary Government. Wang Jingwei, who was regarded as
a member of the Kuomintang left, was elected president. M. M.
Borodin was invited to serve as senior adviser to the government.
However, because the CPC did not fully understand the importance of political power, it decided not to participate directly in
the government and instead opted for a supervisory role. After the National Government was established, the army of the
Whampoa Military Academy, along with the Guangdong, Hunan
and Yunnan armies stationed in Guangdong, were reorganized
into six armies of the National Revolutionary Army, with a total
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of 85,000 troops. The army of the WhampDa Military Academy
was expanded to become the First Army. Many Communists were
given responsibility for political work in the National Revolutionary Army. Zhou Enlai, Li Fucbun, Zhu Kejing and Luo Han
served respectively as deputy Party representative and director of
the political department of the First, Second, Third and Fourth
Armies, and Lin Zuhan served as Party representative and director of the political department of the Sixth Army. Command over
these armies, however, still rested with Chiang Kai-shek and the
olher members of the old military. A major mistake made by the
Communists was to underestimate the importance of military
command. It was only in the beginning of 1926 that Communist
Party member Ye Ting became commander of the Independent
Regiment of the Fourth Army of the National Revolutionary
Army. The Independent Regiment was directly under the command of the Communist Party, but it represented only a small
fraction of the National Revolutionary Army.
On August 20, 1925, Liao Zhongkai, leader of the KMT's Left
wing, was assassinated in Guangzhou. This was a heavy blow to
cooperation between the KMT and the CPC. Xu Cbongzhi,
Minister of Military Affairs of the National Government and
commander-in-chief of the Guangdong Army, was forced out by
Chiang Kai-shek. The forces under Xu's command were then
taken over and reorganized by Chiang, which further strengthened his power and influence in the military.
In September 1925 the remaining troops of Chen Jiongming
took advantage of the Eastern Expeditionary Army's return to
Guangzhou to reoccupy the Dongjiang area. The National Government decided to launch a second eastern expedition, with
Chiang Kai-shek as commander of the expeditionary forces and
Zhou Enlai as director of the General Political Department. By
the end of November the expeditionary army, with the support
of the peasant associations in the Dongjiang area, had wiped out
Chen Jiongming's forces, thus bringing to a successful conclusion
the second eastern expedition. At the same time, another detachment of the National Revolutionary Army launched a southern
expedition and wiped out aJJ the forces commanded by the local
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warlord, Deng Benyin, that had been entrenched ~ sout~ern
Guangdong and on Hainan Island. In the end, the .entue provmce
of Guangdong was unified, which created a solid base for the
coming Northern Expedition against the Northern warlords.

The Emergence of the New KMT Right Wing
and the CPC's Countermove
The revolution was progressing rapidly, but at the same time
a reactionary faction was emerging within the Kuomintang. The
Kuomintang had long been divided, and after the death of Sun
Yat-sen that resolute supporter of KMT-CPC cooperation, the
divisiods became increasingly apparent. Because the different
factions.in the KMT represented the interests of different classes,
their goals in the forthcoming Northern Expedi.tion were also
different. The Left-wingers, who represented the mterests of the
workers, the peasants and the petty bourgeoisie, wanted to e~
nate the imperialist forces and the feudal warlords and establish
a state governed by an alliance of all the revolutionary classes.
The middle-of-the-roaders, who represented the interests of the
national bourgeoisie, sought to overthrow the Northern ~~rlords
and then build a state governed by the national bourgeo1s1e. The
Right-wingers, who represented the interests of the landlord and
comprador classes plotted to use the strength of the workers and
peasants to overthrow the Northern warlords and then build a
regime of the landlord and comprador classes. The.se three factions were at odds over the Political programme laid out at the
KMT's 1st National Congress and Sun Yat-sen's "Three Great
Policies" - alliance with Russia, cooperation with the Communist Party and assistance to the peasants and workers. The conflicts within the KMT intensified day by day. In June and July
1925 Dai Jitao a new Right-winger and a cJose friend of Chiang
Kai-~hek wro;e several pamphlets, including "Philosophical
Foundations of Sun Yat-senism," and "The National Revolution
and the Chinese Kuomintang." In these works he advocated
compromise between opposing classes and criticized the Mar1?5t
theory of class struggle, while demanding that all Commumsts
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who had joined the Kuomintang "separate themselves from all
other Party organizations in order to become true members of the
K_uomintang." In November of the same year, the old Right~rngers of the Kuomintang, including Zou Lu and Xie Chi,
lllegally convened the so-called 4th Plenary Session of the 1st
~entral Executiv~ Committee of the KMT at the Biyun Temple
I~ the Western H~lls outside Beijing. They pronounced the expu lsion of Communist Pa!tY members from the Kuomintang and
announced that Borodm would no longer be an adviser. This
gr~mp ~fold Right-win~ers became known as the "Western Hills
chque. Even mo!e ommously, after the two eastern expeditions
and the suppression of the rebellion by Yang Ximin and Liu
Z;11enhuan~ Chiang Kai-shek expanded his forces and increased
his power m t?e revolutionary ranks. He began to reveal his true
ant1-Co!11mums~ character, using the Society for the Study of Sun
Yat-sen s Doctn_nes, controlled by the new KMT Right-wingers
to carry out anti-Communist activities.
'
Chiang Kai-shek was a two-faced careerist. For a time to
stren~then his own position, outwardly he supported alliance ~ith
Russia and cooperat~on wit~ the Communist Party. Inwardly,
however, he was rabidly anti-Communist, and his ultimate aim
w~s to take the place of the Northern warlords himself. To attain
this goal, he needed to use the Communist Party and the workers
and pcas~n~s under its leadership to bolster his strength and
expand his rnfluence. At the same time, however, he was afraid
that the ~ork~rs and peasants might become strong enough to
o~struc~ his chmb to ~wer. Therefore, while ostensibly cooperatmg with, the Commumst Party, he worked to restrain it, so that
the peoples forces could not grow substantially and independent~Y· In f~ct, he protected and organized the Rightist forces. That
is, he s1mult~neously adhered to two policies, cooperating with
the Communist Party and at the same time restraining it. After
the May 30th Movement, the revolutionary mass movement
reached a peak throughout the country. When Chiang Kai-shek
~aw t~a_t the. pco~le's forces had grown stronger, he gradually
mtcnsif1ed his anti-Communist activities.
This situation posed a formidable new problem for the Com-
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munist Party. Naturally it was· of vital importance to maintain
cooperation with the Kuomintang. However, in the face of growing tensions with the old and new Right-wingers in the Kuomintang, the Party needed to find an appropriate response. It was just
as Mao Zedong wrote in an article on the united front in 1940:
"If unity is sought through struggle, it will live; if unity is sought
through yielding, it will perish."7
At this time many Communist Party members believed that
since the Kuomintang Right wing (especially the new Right) was
openly trying to split the two parties, the Communist Party
should fight back vigorously and appropriately so as to maintain
KMT-CPC cooperation. In December 1925 Mao Zedong wrote an
essay in which he emphasized the importance of distinguishing
between friends and enemies of the revolutionary struggle. To
make this distinction, he proceeded to analyse the economic
status of various classes in Chinese society and their respective
political attitudes. He pointed out that the staunchest and numerically the largest ally of the proletariat was the peasantry, thus
solving the major problem of finding allies in the revolution.
Moreover, he reminded people that the national bourgeoisie held
contradictory and vacillating attitudes: on the one hand, they felt
the need for revolution; on the other hand, they were suspicious
of it. He predicted that the Right wing of the national bourgeoisie
might become the enemy of the revolutionary forces, while its
Left wing might become their friend, but concluded that "we
must be constantly on our guard and not let them create confusion within our ranks." 8
However, in the face of the combined attack of the imperialists
and the warlords, Chen Duxiu, general secretary of the CPC
Central Committee, felt that the Party's strength was inadequate.
He was afraid that struggle against the new Right wing of the
Kuomintang would impair the relations between the two parties
and lead to the isolation and ultimate failure of the revolution in
Guangdong. He hoped that unilateral concessions would help
alleviate the contradictions within the camp of the national
revolutionary forces. This course of action was supported by the
Comintern representatives, and therefore carried the day within
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the CPC.
From January 1 to 19, 1926, the Kuomintang held its 2nd
National Congress in Guangzhou. Among the representatives
elected from different parts of the country, the majority were
Communists and KMT Left-wingers. As a result, the Kuomintang officially continued to oppose the imperialists and warlord
forces, adhering to the Three Great Policies of alliance with
Russia, cooperation with the Communist Party and assistance to
the peasants and workers. Furthermore, the congress decided to
take disc.ipJinary measures against the old Right-wingers who had
attended the Western Hills meeting. In this sense, the congress
was a success.
W~en ~he ~ongress opened, the leaders of the Communist Party
organization m Guangdong were in favour of attacking the Right
wing of the Kuomintang, isolating the middle-of-the-roaders and
expanding the Left wing, while preparing to repel Chiang's attack.
However, under the influence of Chen Duxiu and Zhang Guotao
no action was taken against the new Right wing. The Communist~
and the KMT Left-wingers were definitely in the minority on the
Kuomintang Central Executive Committee and its Central Supervisory Committee. As for Chiang Kai-shek, his standing in the
Kuomintang was not particularly high to begin with. At the 1st
National Congress, he had not been elected to the Central Executive Committee. But at the 2nd congress he became a member of
it and soon after a member of its Standing Committee as well.
Similarly, at the time of the 1st National Congress, he had been
only the commander of one of the six armies in the National
Revolutionary Army. At the second congress, he became chief
inspector of the NRA. Thus, his status both fo the KMT and in
the army rose considerably.
T~e concessions made by the Communist Party did absolutely
nothing to moderate the conflicts within the revolutionary camp.
On the contrary, they only helped encourage the new KMT
Right-wingers. For every inch offered, the new Right-wingers
seized an ell. On March 20, only two months after the 2nd
National Congress of the KMT ended, Chiang Kai-shek suddenly
took grave actions against the Communists. He concocted the
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story that the Communists were secretly moving the Zhongshan
Warship to Whampoa near Guangzhou in an attempt to kidnap
him and take him out of Guangdong. Using this as a pretext, he
enforced martial law in Guangzhou. He put Communist Party
members under surveillance or hou~~ arrest and disarmed the
picket corps of the Guangzhou-Hong Kong Strike Committee. He
had troops surround the Soviet consulate and put the Soviet
advisers under surveillance. At a meeting on March 22, the
Central Executive Committee of the KMT adopted a resolution
proposed by Chiang to exclude CPC members from the Whampoa
Military Academy and from the First Army of the National
Revolutionary Army. Wang Jingwei, president of the National
Government and chairman of its Military Commission, was
forced to resign on account of "illness," clearing the path for
Chiang to advance to the highest and most powerful position in
the Kuomintang. This series of events became known as the
Zhongshan Warship Incident.
The CPC Central Committee was not prepared for such a
drastic turn of events, and had no experience as a guide in coping
with it. In fact, Chiang Kai-shek still had only limited power and
had taken these actions partly to see how the CPC would respond.
No sooner had he completed the manoeuvre than he released all
those he had arrested and returned the guns he had captured. He
apologized for the incident, calling it a "misunderstanding" for
which he asked to be "severely punished." Mao Zedong, Zhou
Enlai and Chen Yannian, among others, called for a counterattack. Because only one of the six armies of the National
Revolutionary Army was directly under Chiang's command, and
because even in that army there were many who were Communists or who sympathized with the revolution, Chiang's position
had not been completely consolidated and such a counter-attack
was feasible. However, Chen Duxiu and the Soviet adviser N. V.
Kuibishev were overwhelmed by Chiang's display of strength,
and they were afraid of a split between the KMT and the CPC.
They believed that only further concessions would persuade
Chiang to participate in the Northern Expedition. In the end,
their yielding stance encouraged Chiang to proceed confidently
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with his activities to restrain the Communist Party.
On May 15 the Kuomintang held the 2nd Plenary Session of
~.ts. 2nd sen~ra~ Executive Committee. On pretext of avoiding
disputes w1thm the KMT and of finding "a concrete method of
removing misunderstandings," Chiang Kai-shek proposed a "Resolution on Rectification of Party Affairs." This resolution stipulated that members of the Communist Party must not exceed
more than one-third of the members of executive committees of
KMT organizations at or above the municipal or provincial levcJ.
It also provided that CPC members could not serve as directors
of departments of the KMT Central Executive Committee and
that the list of all CPC: members who had joined the Kuomintang
should be made pubhc. The KMT Left-wfogers, including Liu
Yazi and He Xiangning, all voted against this draft resolution.
Chen Duxiu and Zhang Guotao, however, still believed that the
reason for the strained relations between the KMT and the CPC
was that the "Communist Party had taken on too many responsibilities" and accordingly advocated further concessions. Thus
Chiang's resolution was adopted. At this point, all directors of
departments of the KMT Central Executive Committee coming
from the CPC had no choice but to resign, and the Communist
Pa~ty had no further say in the affairs of the Kuomintang.
~h1~ng, on the other hand, was appointed director of the Organ1zatlon Department of the Central Executive Committee and
minister of Military Affairs. He then became chairman of the
Standing Committee of the KMT Central Executive Committee
and commander-in-chief of the National Revolutionary Army.
Thus, he became the most powerful figure in southern China.
The.2nd ~ational Congress of the Kuomintang, the Zhongshan
Warship Incident and the adoption of the "Resolution on Rectification of Party Affairs" all took place less than six months
before the Northern Expedition was to begin. At this critical
moment, Chiang Kai-shek did not hesitate to launch one attack
after another against the Communists, gaining positions of lead~rship. as they ~ade concessions. He gathered all available power
mto his own gnp and prepared for an anti-Communist coup.
After the Zhongshan Warship Incident, Chiang was already
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aligned with the big landlords and the big bourgeoisie. In analysing class relations, several leaders of the Communist Party turned
a blind eye to this new development. They did not understand
that the representatives of each class could change their political
stance. While Chiang was openly taking steps to launch an
anfrCommunist attack, they still did not dare to mount a resolute
counter-attack, for fear of a split between the two parties.
Nevertheless, Chiang's power was still limited. To achieve
victory in the Northern Expedition he still needed the support of
the Communist Party of China and the Soviet Union. As a result,
he did not immediately split with the CPC publicly. As late as
May 1926, he still stated, "Not only am I not opposed to Communism, but I very much approve of it."9 For the time being, the
KMT continued to cooperate with the CPC. But the fact that
command over the Northern Expeditionary Army was largely in
Chiang's hands made it clear that while the revolution was
progressing rapidly, it was already in a serious crisis.

IV. THE TRIUMPHANT PROGRESS OF THE
NORTHERN EXPEDITION AND THE
RISE OF THE WORKERS' AND
PEASANTS' MOVEMENTS
The immediate objective of the Northern Expedition was to
topple the Northern warlords who were supported by the imperialists.
The Northern warlords seemed a colossus far mightier than the
Northern Expeditionary Army. For more than ten years they had
controlled the internationally recognized central government and
possessed vast financial and material resources. They directly
commanded an army of 700,000 men, while the National Revolutionary Army had only about 100,000. At the beginning of the
Northern Expedition, this total included both the original six
armies in Guangdong and two new ones: the Seventh of Guangxi, ·
commanded by Li Zongren, and the Eighth of Hunan, command-
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ed by Tang Shengzhi. However, the Northern warlords had two
fatal weaknesses. First, the Chinese people had long felt a deep
hatred for their rule and hoped for an early end to their internecine fighting that had lasted for more than ten years. They longed
for the day when China would be independent and unified, and
thus increasingly placed their hopes in the National Government
in the South. The will of the people would surely play a decisive
role in the coming struggle. Second, the Northern warlords were
internally divided, principally into three factions. The chief of the
already declining Zhili faction, Wu Peifu, still controlled Hunan,
Hubei and Henan provinces and the area around the city of
Baoding in Zhili (now Hebei Province). His forces totalled approximately 200,000 and were still concentrated in the Nankou
area of north China, where they were attacking a part of the
National Army commanded by Feng Yuxiang whose main forces
had already retreated to the Northwest. Sun Chuanfang, whose
forces occupied Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui, Jiangxi and Fujian
provinces, was known as the "commander-in-chief of five provinces." He led 200,000 troops who operated as an independent
force and whose combat effectiveness had surpassed that of Wu
Peifu's army. The most powerful of the warlords was Zhang
Zuolin of the Fengtian clique, who with 300,000 troops at
his command controlled the three provinces of the Northeast
(present-day Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang), Rebe, Chahar,
Beijing, Tianjin and Shandong. Deep contradictions persisted as
these three forces intrigued against each other. They were unable
to coordinate their military operations, and this made it easier for
the Northern Expeditionary Army to destroy them one by one.

The Northern Expedition Launched
Jointly by the KMT and the CPC
It was at the suggestion of the Soviet military advisers led by
Galen that the National Revolutionary Army adopted a strategy
of massing its forces and annihilating the enemy armies one at a
time. First, it would send troops into Hunan and Hubei, quickly
wiping out Wu Peifu's main force, the weakest link in the
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Northern warlords. It would try to keep Zhang Zuolin and Sun
Chuanfang neutral for a time; then, after the troops sent to
Hunan and Hubei had achieved victory, they would turn east to
wipe out Sun Chuanfang's army. Finally, they would move north
to attack the most powerful forces, those of Zhang Zuolin.
In accordance with this plan, in May 1926, a part of_ th,e
National Revolutionary Army's Seventh Army and Ye Tmg s
Independent Regiment of the Fourth Army m?,ved_ as advance
forces to Hunan Provjnce to assist Tang Shengzh1 s Eighth Army,
which had been defeated by Wu Pcifu and was retreating to
Hengyang in southern Hunan. On July 9, the National Revolutionary Army took a mass pledge in Guangzhou and formal~y
launched the Northern Expedition. Two days later, after the marn
body of the Fourth and Seventh Armies joined forces with the
Eighth Army, they succeeded in taking Changsha. On Aug_ust 22,
t)ley occupied Yuezhou, and thereafter they entered Hube1 Province.
The Northern Expedition was enthusiastically supported by
the people in both the battle areas and the rear. CPC organizations at all levels did effective work in mobilizing the workers and
peasants. At this time, Hunan and Hubei .were suffering from
severe food shortages, and as construction of the WuhanGuangdong Railway was not yet completed, it was a ~ajor
problem to keep the troops supplied. u_nder the leadership of
the Guangdong Regional Party Committee, the Hong KongGuangzbou Strike Committee of Guangdong organized 3,000
men into transport, propaganda and medical teams to follow the
troops north. The Hunan Regional Par ty Com~~tee had ~lwa~s
been a strong organization. According to stattstics compiled m
August 1926, the province had 2,699 Party members, a figure
second only to Guangdong's. The Party counted 400,000 peasants
and 110,000 workers in Hunan under its leadership. When the
Northern Expeditionary Army advanced toward Changsha, the
Hunan Regional Party Committee mobjlizcd these people to act
as guides, deliver letters, serve as scouts, help with transP?rt,
sweep mines, carry stretchers, give first aid, bring gifts to ser~1ce
men and create disorder in the enemy's rear. They also orgaruzed
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peasant self·~efence militias to participate directly in the fighting.
Such ent~usiasm had rarely been seen in previous wars in China.
. Knowrng that the Northern Expeditionary Army was advanc·
mg on Wuha~, Wu Peifu hurriedly recalled his troops from the
North: He_ built defences at two strategic points along the railway,
the Tmgs1 an~ Hesheng bridges near Wuhan. Wu personally
com!11anded his guards and organized a special corps to force the
~oldiers at gu~point to fight at the front. In late August, after an
mtense and bitter battle, the main force of the National Revoluti?nary Army'~ Fourth and Seventh Armies and a part of the
Ei~ht~ An~y fmally captured the two railway bridges, routed Wu
Pe1fu s n:am force and marched on Wuhan. Ye Ting's Independent Reg1~ent fought heroically in the fierce battle. Subsequently the mam force of the Eighth Army crossed the Yangtze River
and on September 6 and 7 occupied Hanyang and Hankou On
O~tober 10 the main force of the Fourth Army and a part of the
Eighth Army captured Wuchang, after laying siege to the city for
more than ~ month. The men of Ye Ting's Independent Regiment
were the fus~ to scale the walls. The rest of the armies then
entered ~he city, where they annihilated Wu Peifu's main force.
After this, the Fourth Army, of which the Independent Regiment
was a part, became known as the "Iron Army."
. After the great victories of the Northern Expeditionary Army
m Hunan and Hubei provinces, Sun Chuanfang abandoned his
n~utra~ stan~. In late August, he dispatched massive forces from
!iangxi Provmce, launching a flank attack on Hunan and Hubei
rn an attem~t to cut off the retreat o~ the Northern Expeditionary
Army. Du~rng Sept~mber t~e National Revolutionary Army's
Second, Tl~ird and Sixth Armies and the First Division of its First
Army, which had been ordered to keep watch on the movements
of Sun Chua~fang's army, entered Jiangxi and captured Nanchan~ for a time. Sun Chuanfang threw his main force into a
feroc10us cou~ter attack . and :e~~ptured Nanchang, inflicting
heavy casualties on the F~rst D1v1s1on of the First Army, which
was commanded by Chiang Kai-shek. At this juncture the
~ourth Arm~ and then the Seventh Army entered Jiangxi,'joinmg forces with the other troops there, and in early November
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Jaunched a fierce offensive along the Nanchang-Jiujiang Railway.
finally, they wiped out Sun Chuanfang's main force and captured Jiujiang and Nanchang. This brought about a complete
change in the military situation in Jiangxi. Two divisions of the
First Army that had been stationed in the Guangdong-Fujian
border area took this opportunity to launch an attack on Fujian
Province, and in mid-December they took the city of Fuzhou
without a fight.
While the Northern Expeditionary Army was winning these
great victories, Feng Yuxiang's National Army troops had withdrawn from Nankou, a strategic point near Beijing, to defend
Suiyuan Province (now part of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region). On September 17, in Wuyuan County, Suiyuan, these
troops took a mass pledge to fight the Northern warlords and
started to move south with the help of the Soviet Union and the
CPC. Feng Yuxiang, who had just returned from the Soviet
Union and joined the Kuomintang, became commander-in-chief
of the combined forces of the National Army. Liu Bojian, a
Communist Party member, served as deputy director of the
army's political department. By November, the combined forces
already controlled Shaanxi and Gansu provinces.
Thus, in six months after launching the Northern Expedition,
the National Revolutionary Army had made surprising progress.
By late 1926 it had already wiped out the main forces of Wu Peifu
and Sun Chuanfang and gained control of all the southern
provinces except Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Anhui. Feng Yuxiang's
forces controlled the Northwest and were preparing to move east
through Tongguan, a county of strategic importance in eastern
Shaanxi Province, in coordination with the Northern Expeditionary Army's operation. As most people could clearly see, the
victorious conclusion of the Northern Expedition was at hand
and it was only a matter of time before the regime of the
Northern warlords would finally collapse. Even in the provinces
they still controlled, the people cherished new hope. Everywhere
the people enthusiastically prepared to welcome the arrival of the
Northern Expeditionary Army.
In the early stage of the Northern Expedition there were
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contradictions between the Kuomintang and the Communist Party. Nevertheless, in the face of a powerful common enemy, the
anti-Communist forces within the KMT temporarily ceased their
active opposition and by and large, the two parties maintained
their alliance. The Northern Expedition was launched under the
anti-imperialist and anti-warlord slogans of the Communist Party. In the course of the expedition, Party members made enormous contributions, both by spreading political propaganda in the
army and by mobilizing the peasants and workers. Soviet military
advisers and material assistance also played an important role.
Thanks to cooperation between the KMT and the CPC, the
Northern Expeditionary Army was able to achieve major victories in a short space of time.

The Mass Movements of Workers and
Peasants in Hunan, Hubei and Jiangxi Provinces
As the warlord regime collapsed before the advancing Northern Expeditionary Army, the mass movements of workers and
peasants expanded at an unprecedented rate. This was particularly the case in Hunan, Hubei and Jiangxi provinces.
In these provinces, the peasant movement was the first to gain
momentum. On September I, 1926, Mao Zedong published an
article entitled "The National Revolution and the Peasant Movement," in which he pointed out the overriding importance of that
movement:
"The peasant problem is the central issue of the national
revolution .... A large part of the so-called national revolutionary
movement is the peasant movement.... Unless the peasants in the
rural areas rise to overthrow the privileges of the patriarchal
feudal landlord class, the warlord and imperialist forces will
never be brought down."
In November of the same year, Mao Zedong became the
secretary of the CPC Central Committee's Peasant Movement
Committee, which decided to make Hunan, Hubei, Jiangxi and
Henan provinces the centres of the movement. In Hunan, for
example, from July l 926 when the Northern Expeditionary
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Army arrived there to January of the following year, the membership of peasant associations rose from 400,000 to two million.
A total of ten million people were active under the leadership of
the peasant associations; in other words, about half the peasants
in Hunan were already organized. In many counties almost all
the peasants were members of peasant associations. Once organized, they went into action and brought about an unprecedented
revolution in the countryside. Their main targets were local
tyrants, evil gentry and lawless landlords. They also attacked
patriarchal ideas and institutions, corrupt officials in the cities
and bad practices and customs in the countryside. As Mao
Zedong put it at the time, "In force and momentum the attack is
tempestuous .... [T]he popular slogan 'All power to the peasant
associations' has become a reality." 10 ln Hubei, the total membership of the peasant associations swelled to 200,000 by November.
In Jiangxi, it reached 50,000 by October. A great rural revolution,
unparalleled in Chinese history, was beginning to develop in these
two provinces as well. Mao Zedong underlined its significance:
'1TJhe national revolution requires a great change in the countryside. The Revolution of 191 l did not bring about this change,
hence its failure. This change is now taking place, and it is an
important factor for the completion of the revolution." 11
As the great rural revolution unfolded, the urban workers'
movement also surged forward. In the autumn of 1926 federations of trade unions were formed in Hunan and Hubei. By the
following January they had a total of 700,000 members. In
Wuhan, union membership had risen tenfold, from about 10,000
before the Northern Expedition to 100,000. Trade unions were
also formed in many counties. Shortly after this, a federation of
trade unions was established in Jiangxi Province. Following the
example of the Guangzhou-Hong Kong Strike Committee, the
trade unions in Hunan, Hubei and Jiangxi all formed armed
workers' picket corps. In Changsha, Wuhan, Jiujiang and other
cities, the workers organized large-scale strikes, demanding higher wages, shorter working hours and better working conditions,
and opposing feudal overseers and the indentured labour system
under which the workers were exploited by both capitalists and
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contractors.
.
. . Most of
. these struggles were successful. However, in
certain cities, particularly Wuhan, there was some "Left" deviation in the labour movement. Some workers and shop assistants
demanded wages that were too high and hours that were too short
leaving certain middle- and small-scale industrialists and mer:
chants no profits. Furthermore, some workers took excessive
actions against such employers.
As t~e revolution swept over Hunan, Hubei and Jiangxi in the
South, 1t also made headway in the North. Under the leadership
of the Party, the people struggled to overthrow the Fcngtian
warlords and topple Duan Qirui, chief of the Anhui warlords.
. Ma~or. victories were also achieved in the mass struggle against
1mpenahsm. Jn January 1927 British sailors killed or wounded
several Chinese civilians in Hankou and Jiujiang. Under the
leader~hi~ of Communist Party members, including Liu Shaoqi
and L1 ~1san, workers a~d other residents of Wuhan responded
by entenng and occupymg the British concession in Hankou
w~~e. the National Revolutionary Army's Second Independent
D1v1Slon took over the British concession in Jiujiang. On February 9 the Foreign Ministry of the National Government signed
an agreement with the British government by which China recovered the two concessions.

The CPC Central Committee Falls Behind the Events
While the mass movements of the workers and peasants were
gaining momentum in Hunan, Hubei and Jiangxi provinces the
leading bodies of the Central Committee of the CPC stay~d in
Shanghai, far from the centre of the revolutionary storm. They
lagged far behind revolutionary developments in their understanding and action. At the time, it was important to launch mass
movements to support the Northern Expedition, but basically it
wa~ the ~rmy that fought the war. The Party leadership made a
maJor mistake. As Mao Zedong wrote a decade later, "During the
Northern Expedition it neglected to win over the army but laid
one-sided stress on the mass movement.. .. "12
Before the Northern Expedition began, Soviet adviser Galen
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asked the CPC Central Committee, through Zhou Enlai, to resolve the political question of whether the Communists should
support or weaken Chiang Kai-shek in the course of the expedition. Chen Duxiu had Zhang Guotao hold a meeting on the
question, but there was no real discussion. At the meeting Zhang
Guotao uttered only one sentence: "Our Party's policy during the
Northern Expedition is to both support and oppose Chiang Kaishek." Accordingly, for a long time the Party's policy remained
unclear, and objectively this helped strengthen Chiang's position.
As the Northern Expedition progressed, Chiang tightened his
grip on the military and on political power. The Communists
should have, and could have, taken ad vantage of the favourable
situation to control some military units and local organs of
political power. This would have made it possible to cope with
any eventualities. But with Chen Duxiu as general secretary, the
Central Committee did not allow such a course of action. It sent
a letter to the members of the Hubei Regional Party Committee
instructing them that "From now on, we must use our manpower
exclusively in mass work; we must never participate in government work." 13 Later, the Central Committee criticized the Hubei
Regional Party Committee for allowing Dong Biwu to participate
in the Hubei provincial government and asked those Party members who had participated in the Jiangxi provisional provincial
government, including Li Fuchun and Lin Zuhan, to leave their
posts. It ordered Party members who were magistrates in Jiujiang,
Yongxiu and other counties in Jiangxi to resign or be expelled
from the Party. It also sent a letter to Liu Bojian, deputy director
of the political department of the Combined Forces of the National Army, asking him to see that all Party members and Youth
League members serving as Party representatives in the Combined Forces devoted their attention to political propaganda and
did not interfere in military and administrative matters. 14
Chen Duxiu believed that adopting a concessionary policy
would make it clear that the Communists were not scheming to
seize power and would ease Chiang Kai-shek's concerns. This, in
tum, would prevent a rupture between the KMT and the CPC.
But Chiang did not slacken his attempt to split the two parties,
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and when he suddenly launched a full-scale assault on the CPC,
the Central Committee was unprepared and unable to organize a
forceful resistance. This was a bitter and tragic lesson.

V. BEFORE AND AFTER THE COUP OF
APRIL 12, 1927
The split in the southern revolutionary camp became increasingly apparent after its decisive victory in Jiangxi in November
1926.
In the autumn of 1926 the Northern Expeditionary Army had
won victories in Hunan and Hubei, but Sun Chuanfang continued
to menace its flanks. Sun's forces were more powerful than Wu
Peifu's. If they entered Hunan from Jiangxi, the Northern Expeditionary Army might find itself in the dangerous position of
being cut off from its rear areas. At the same time, however,
actual control over the military forces in Hunan and Hubei was
already in the hands of General Tang Shengzhi, and the worker
and peasant movements were rapidly expanding there. If Chiang
Kai-sbek were defeated in Jiangxi, it would be hard for him to
survive. Under these circumstances, Chiang had no choice but to
proceed cautiously in dealing with the relations between the
KMT and the CPC. After Sun Chuanfang's main force was
defeated in Jiangxi, however, the situation changed drastically.
Chiang, who was stationed at Nanchang, was aware that this was
not only a victory in Jiangxi but also the prelude to victory
throughout the Southeast. The political and military situation in
southern China had totally changed.

Reactionary Forces at Home and Abroad Gather Around
Chiang Kai-shek
At this time, the attitude of the imperialist powers toward
Chiang Kai-shek underwent a subtle change. They had not expected that the Northern warlords would collapse so quickly.
Having weathered the crisis of post World War I and entered a
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period of relative stability, they were prepared to intervene in the
Chinese revolution. The British, centred in the rich Yangtze
valley, had the most special privileges. Not long after the Northern Expeditionary Army entered Hubei, British warships provoked a series of incidents, using them as a pretext to shell
the county seat of Wanxian in Sichuan Province on the upper
Yangtze. More than a thousand soldiers and civilians were killed
or wounded in the Wanxian massacre. Sixty-three foreign warships were stationed on the Yangtze River, and more than twenty
thousand foreign troops were mustered in Shanghai. Combined
with the international business community and police force, the
total number of foreigners in Shanghai was over 30,000. The
foreign powers plotted to use violence and threats to prevent the
continued advance of the Chinese revolution. At the same time,
they saw that the fall of the Northern warlords was already
inevitable and intensified their efforts to split the revolutionary
camp by supporting new agents. The first to do this were the
Japanese. At the end of 1926, the director of the Treaties Bureau
of the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs went to Wuhan and
then Nanchang, where he met with Chiang Kai-shek. He reported
back to the Japanese government that there were sharp contradictions between Wuhan and Nanchang and that in the future the
rifts would inevitably become more apparent. In January 1927
Chiang met with the Japanese consul in Jiujiang, where he stated
clearly that far from planning to abolish the unequal treaties that
China had been forced to sign with the imperialist powers after
the Opium War of 1840, he would respect them to the greatest
possible extent. He also promised to recognize foreign loans to
China and to repay them within the specified time. In short, he
assured the consul that the special privileges enjoyed by foreigners in China would be completely protected. Thus, the imperialist
powers began to view Chiang Kai-shek as the leader of the
"moderate" faction within the Kuomintang. They began to court
him, maintaining that he and his group were the only forces that
could prevent the Communists from controlling the vast area
south of the Yangtze River.
As the political and military situation was increasingly favour-
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able to the South, many of the military forces formerly loyal to
the Northern warlords or to local warlords were incorporated into
Chiang's. Thus his strength increased rapidly. Politicians and
bureaucrats also came from the North to work for Chiang. One
of them was Huang Fu, who had close personal ties to him. When
Huang Fu came through Shanghai on his way south, he went to
see the vice president of the Bank of China, Zhang Gongquan,
who promised him that Chiang would be permitted Lo overdraw
his account by one million yuan. When this incident became
known, it gave rise to the popular saying, "Jn the military there
is the Northern Expedition, while in politics there is the Southern
Expedition."
Against this background, Chiang Kai-shek's anti-Communist
stand became more and more evident. Suddenly, he propcsed
moving the Kuomintang Central Executive Committee and the
National Government from Guangzhou to Nanchang, where the
headquarters of the Northern Expeditionary Army was located.
This would place them under his direct control. On February 21,
1927, he publicly announced his anti-Communist position in a
speech at the Nanchang headquarters. He proclaimed himself the
"leader of the Chinese revolution" and stated that "when Communist Party members do something wrong or behave improperly, I have the respcnsibility and the pcwer to intervene and
punish them." He began to openly suppress the revolutionary
forces of the workers and peasants. On March 6 he ordered the
New First Division of the National Revolutionary Army, stationed in Jiangxi, to trap and kill Chen Zanxian, a Communist
Party member who was the chairman of the Ganzhou Federation
of Trade Unions and vice-chairman of the Jiangxi Provincial
Federation of Trade Unions.
During March 10-17, the 2nd Central Executive Committee of
the Kuomintang held its 3rd Plenary Session in Wuhan. Because
several KMT leaders in Wuhan did not want Chiang Kai-shek to
exercise dictatorial rule, participants at this session rejected his
propcsal to move the capital to Nanchang. They adopted resolutions reaffirming Sun Yat-sen's Three Great Policies, strengthening the party's authority and opposing military dictatorship.
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furthermore, by changing the system of leadership, they in effect
dismissed Chiang Kai-shek from the chairmanship of the Standing Committee of the Kuomintang Central Executive Committee.
However, because Chiang controlled most of the military pcwer,
the resolution strengthening the party's authority had no effect.
Chiang accelerated his anti-Communist activities. Having gone to
Jiujiang from Nanchang on March 16, he instigated thugs from
the Green Band and the Red Band - secret, Mafia-style organizations - to destroy the Jiujiang KMT headquarters and the
offices of the city's Federation of Trade Unions, in which Leftwingers constituted a majority. Three people were killed at the
KMT headquarters, and at the federation one was killed and six
were injured. Chiang then took a warship east to Anqing. On
March 23, at his instigation, a gang of ruffians there destroyed
the Anhui KMT headquarters, which was dominated by Leftwingers, and the offices of the Federation of Trade Unions and
of the peasant association. Again, many people were wounded.
The thugs proudly said: "We have made all the arrangements
with our leader. We will attack Red elements everywhere we go."
On April 9 the deputy director of the National Revolutionary
Army's general Political department, Guo Moruo, who had investigated the violence in Anqing and Jiujiang, published a long
article entitled "Look at Today's Chiang Kai-shek." After reviewing the facts, he wrote, "Chiang Kai-shek is no longer the
commander-in-chief of our National Revolutionary Army. He
is the central force behind a broad spectrum of counterrevolutionaries, including thugs and ruffians, local tyrants and
evil gentry, corrupt officials and traitorous warlords.... Inside the
KMT he is more dangerous than enemies outside it." 15 It was only
a matter of time before the Chiang clique would openly betray
the revolution.

Different Opinions Within the Communist Party of China
There were two different opinions within the CPC as to how
the Party should respcnd to the grave split that might occur in
the revolutionary camp at any time.
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The members of the Guangdong Regional Party Committee
had recognized the impending danger earlier. In November 1926
they had submitted a political report to the Central Committee
of the CPC in which they pointed out that there could be no hope
of long-term cooperation with the new warlords. Therefore, they
advised:
"We should prepare our forces, organize the masses and consolidate power of the people .... We should try to avoid pointless
struggle and prevent the eruption of large-scale struggle (of
course, that is not to say we should avoid struggle completely).
At the same time, we should do everything possible to prepare all
our forces for a great rebellion, and we should have such great
forces. In the event of a large-scale struggle, they said, they hoped
to be victorious."' 6 On December 11 Zhou Enlai published an
article entitled "The Chinese Communist Party in the Present
Political Struggle," in which he stated explicitly:
"For if there were conflicts, they would be conflicts between
the masses of revolutionary workers and peasants and a bourgeoisie that was compromising with the imperialist eneinies; if there
were a split, it would be a split between an alliance of the
revolutionary Left wing of the Kuomintang and the Communists
on the one hand and the Right wing that was abandoning the
revolution on the other." 17 He also warned that the CPC should
prepare, mentally and in practical work, for the divisive activities
of the new Right-wingers within the KMT. But the Central
Committee of the CPC saw this view as "a major, dangerous, and
essential error," one that could "lead to terrible repercussions." 18
It demanded that this error be corrected.
It was at this crucial juncture that, on December 13, 1926, the
Central Committee convened a special meeting. In his political
report, Chen Duxill stated at the outset: "~he imP:Orta!1t is.sue in
the political report to be addressed at this meetrng is still the
Kuomintang. Since the Inilitary victory in Jiangxi, there have
been many new changes in the relationship between the CPC and
the KMT, and we need to discuss that question again." The
resolution adopted by the meeting, in line with Chen Duxiu's
report, sajd:
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"Of all the dangerous tendencies, the most serious is that as the
mass movements gain momentum, the people tend toward the
'Left' while the military regime, terrified of the mass movements,
ends towards the Right. If these 'Left' and Right tendencies
continue to develop, the united front will ultimately rupture, and
that will endanger the entire national revolutionary movement."
In other words, the Central Committee declared that both the
Right tendencies of the military regime and the "Left" tendencies
of the mass movements should be prevented. But the first half of
the statement was merely empty talk. There was certainly no
practical, effective method of countering the rightward swing of
Chiang's forces. In fact, the only course of action available was
to prevent the "Left" tendencies in the mass movements, that
is, to suppress the vigorously expanding workers' and peasants'
movements. At a time when the Kuomintang new Right-wingers
had already resolved to oppose the Communists and cause a
rupture between the KMT and the CPC, and when almost all
military and political power was concentrated in their hands, the
major force that the Communist Party could rely on was the
workers and peasants. If the CPC abandoned the policy of mobilizing and organizing the masses into an effective force, not only
would it be unable to counter a coup staged by the new Right
wing of the KMT, but it would be unable even to control the
vacillations of the upper petty bourgeoisie. Thus, at this special
meeting the CPC Central Committee failed to resolve the question of how the Party was to survive and persist in the struggle
when faced with imminent danger. Worse, it adopted a mistaken
policy toward the mass movements, which led to even more
serious consequences. After the meeting, the capitulationist policy of stifling the workers' and peasants' movements in order to
appease the Right wing of the KMT began to be carried out in
the Party's practical work. Chen Duxiu himself had a talk with
the secretary of the Hunan Provincial Party Committee, ordering
him to put a stop to the "extreme" actions of the peasants.
Some Party members opposed this Right capitulationist error.
From January 4 to February 5, 1927, Mao Zedong spent thirtytwo days investigating the peasant movement in Hunan. In the
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report he submitted to the Central Committee of the CPC, he
wrote: "The masses are now shifting to the Left. Our Party has
in many respects indicated that it is out of step with the revolutionary mood of the masses. The Kuomintang is even further out
of step. This is something we should pay close attention to." In
March, an article entitled "Report on an Investigation of the
Peasant Movement in Hunan" began to be published in the
weekly magazine Soldier. In this report, Mao sharply rejected the
skepticism and criticisms heaped on the peasant movement from
both inside and outside the Party. He explained the great significance of the revolution in rural areas and pointed out that all
revolutionary comrades ought to march at the head of the peasants and lead them, not trail behind them, gesticulating and
criticizing or worse, stand in their way and oppose them. He
emphasized that the Party should rely on the poor peasants, who
were the "vanguard of the revolution" and should unite also with
the middle peasants and other forces that could be won over. The
Party should work to establish peasant associations and peasant
armed forces so that the associations could take all power in the
countryside. Then they should reduce rent for land and interest
on loans and redistribute the land, and so on. This report was the
most important Marxist document of the Chinese Communist
Party on leading the peasant movement. In February, Qu Qiubai
wrote an article entitled "A Controversy over the Chinese Revolution," in which he criticized the Right capituJationist mistakes
that had emerged in the Party, and emphasized the need for the
Chinese revolution to be led by the proletariat.
At this time, Sun Chuanfang's forces had already collapsed,
and Chiang Kai-shek had already essentially taken possession of
the rich regions of Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Shanghai. On March 21,
when the Northern Expeditionary Army was advancing from
Zhejiang to the suburbs of Shanghai, the workers in Shanghai, led
by a special committee that included Chen Duxiu, Luo Yinong,
Zhou Enlai and Zhao Shiyan, organized a general strike and then
staged an armed uprising. (The Shanghai workers had already
launched two armed uprisings, both of which had ended in failure
because of incomplete preparations and bad timing.) After more
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than thirty hours of fighting, they defeated the troops of the
Northern warlords stationed in Shanghai and occupied all districts of the city except the foreign concessions. This was a heroic
feat of the working class during the period of the Great Revolution.
It was only after the victorious workers had occupied Shanghai
that the Northern Expeditionary Army, which had been stationed
in the southern suburbs of Shanghai, finally entered the city
under the command of Bai Chongxi. Three days later, on March
24, the Sixth and Second Armies of the National Revolutionary
Army moved east from Anhui Province and occupied the city of
Nanjing. In the afternoon of the same day, British and American
warships cruising on the Yangtze River, on pretext of protecting
their nationals, suddenly bombarded Nanjing, killing and wounding many Chinese soldiers and civilians. The Nanjing Incident
hastened Chiang Kai-shek's decision to ally himself with the
imperialist forces.

The Anti-Communist Coup of April 12, 1927
Chiang Kai-shek had resolved to oppose the Communists. But
if he was to make a major move against them, he would have to
have the support of the imperialist powers and financial assistance from the Zhejiang and Jiangsu plutocrats. He would also
need to rely on the gangs of Shanghai thugs. Having hurried from
Anhui to Shanghai by warship on March 26, Chiang held a series
of secret meetings with the imperialists, plutocrats and gang
leaders. He sent representatives to the Shanghai consulates of the
five countries involved in the Nanjing Incident (Britain, the
United States, France, Japan and Italy), making an apology and
telling them that the incident would be resolved immediately,
that the workers' armed forces in Shanghai would be disarmed
and that action would be taken to foil any attempt to recover the
foreign concessions in Shanghai by armed force and rebellion.
The imperialists urged him to act quickly and decisively. The
Jiangsu and Zhejiang tycoons gave him generous financial support totalling several million yuan. Huang Jinrong, Du Yuesheng
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and other Shanghai gang leaders promised to use the thugs of the
Green Band and Red Band to disarm the worker's armed picket
corps on his behalf. Chiang also transferred all military units not
completely under his control away from Shanghai and brought
his own troops into the Shanghai-Nanjing area. In early April he
held a secret meeting in Shanghai with Li Zongren, Bai Chongxi,
Huang Shaohong, Li Jishen, Zhang Jingjiang, Wu Zhihui, Li
Shizeng and other KMT right-wingers and pro-Chiang warlords,
at whkh they decjded to "purge the party" by force, thus completing Chiang's preparations for a surprise attack on the Communists.
The Central Committee of the CPC and the Shanghai Regional
Party Committee were aware of some of Chiang Kai-shek's plot,
and tried to strengthen the workers' picket corps to secure the
gains of the revolution. But at that time the Comintern's hopes
still rested with Chiang Kai-shek, and it refused to support a split
with him. In late March Chen Duxiu sent a letter to the Shanghai
Regional Party Committee in which he declared that they should
"stop opposing Chiang.''19 On April 1 Wang Jingwei returned to
Shanghai from overseas and soon afterward had secret talks with
Chiang Kai-shek. Chiang advocated the immediate separation of
the Communist Party from the KMT. Concerned that such a
separation would enable Chiang to arrogate too much power to
himself, Wang proposed that a plenary session of the Central
Executive Committee of the KMT be called to discuss his proposal. He also suggested that Chen Duxiu be notified of the session
and asked to order Communist Party members nationwide to
"temporarily suspend their activities and await the decision of the
session." On April 5 Cfien Duxiu and Wang Jingwei released a
joint declaration dismissing as rumours the assertions that the
"KMT leaders would expel the CPC and crack down on the trade
unions and the workers' picket corps" and asking everyone to
"forget their suspicions, ignore the rumours, respect each other
and sincerely discuss all their concerns.'' This declaration led
some Communist Party members to relax their vigilance, thinking that the tension bad been dissipated. After this, Chen Duxiu
and Wang Jingwei left for Wuhan together. The Central Commit-
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tee of the CPC also moved its headquarters from Shanghai to
Wuhan.
A few days later, Chiang Kai-shek suddenly staged a counterrevolutionary coup in Shanghai. At dawn on April 12, a large
number of well-prepared, well-armed thugs of the Green Band
and the Red Band rushed out of the foreign concessions and
launched a surprise attack on the workers' picket corps stationed
at the Shanghai Federation of Trade Unions and elsewhere. The
pjckets immediately rose to resist them. At this time, the Twentysixth Army of the National Revolutionary Army (the former
forces of the warlord Sun Chuanfang, which had been reorganized by Chiang) arrived, claiming that they were going to mediate
and would first disarm the thugs. The workers' pickets believed
this lie and opened the gates. Caught completely unprepared, they
were forced to hand over their arms. Some of the workers resisted,
but because of the great disparity in numbers, they were defeated.
Wang Shouhua, a Communist Party member who was chairman
of the Shanghai Federation of Trade Unions, had been tricked
and murdered by Du Yuesheng the day before. On the morning
of April 13, over 100,000 Shanghai workers and other citizens
held a mass rally and a protest march, demanding the release of
those who had been arrested and the return of the weapons of the
workers' picket corps. When the marchers reached Baoshan Road,
a unit of the Twenty-sixth Army, lying in ambush, suddenly
opened fire on the crowd, killing more than one hundred people
and wounding countless others.
After the coup of April 12 in Shanghai, in the name of
"purging the party" large numbers of Communists and other
revolutionary people were killed in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui,
Fujian, Guangdong and Guangxi. In Guangdong alone, more
than 2,000 people were arrested and executed, including outstanding Communist Party members such as Xiao Chunfi and Xiong
Xiong. On April 18, Chiang Kai-shek established in Nanjing a
"National Government" representing the interests of the big
landlord class and the big bourgeoisie, in opposition to the National Government in Wuhan. Yan Xishan, the warlord of Shanxi, and Liu Xiang, the warlord of Sichuan, also began to "purge
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the party" in their domains and expressed their support for the
Nanjing government. At the same time, the Fengtian warlord,
Zhang Zuolin, executed a large number of Communists and other
revolutionary people in northern China. On April 28 Li Dazhao,
one of the founders of the Cominunist Party of China, was
hanged in Beijing. The Great Revolution suffered a major setback.
The counter-revolutionary coup of April 12 was proof that
Chiang Kai-shek had already become the rallying point for the
anti-Communist forces dependent on the imperialists and consisting of big landlords and the big bourgeoisie. Outwardly, however,
he continued to espouse bourgeois reformism in order to deceive
the public.
Chiang Kai-shek's counter-revolutionary coup won the support
of the big bourgeoisie and of certain individuals from the upper
strata of the national bourgeoisie. The Shanghai Federation of
Commerce sent a telegram expressing its "backing for the government authorities' effort to purge the party." lndividuaJ representatives of the bourgeoisie were drawn to Nanjing to participate
in the government and became ornaments of the counterrevolutionary military dictatorship of the big landlord class and
the big bourgeoisie.
The angry people denounced the coup staged by the Chiang
Kai-shek clique. On April 14 seven prominent persons in Shanghai, including Hu Yuzhi, Zheng Zhenduo and Wu Juenong,
signed a letter sharply criticizing the military brutality. In
Wuhan, Changsha and other cities, rallies of several hundred
thousand people were held to express opp6sition to the imperialists and denounce Chiang. On April 20 the Central Committee of
the CPC issued a delcaration on Chiang's massacre of the people,
exposing him as the "public enemy of the national revolution"
and calling on the revolutionary people to overthrow the new
warlords and the military dictatorship. On April 22, thirty-nine
members and alternate members of the KMT Central Executive
Committee, and its Central Supervisory Committee, including
Soong Ching Ling, Deng Yanda, He Xiangning, Tan Pingshan,
Wu Yuzhang, Lin Zuhan and Mao Zedong, signed an open
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telegram denouncing Chiang. "If," they wrote, "our people and
comrades, especially those in the military, do not want the revolution to be destroyed by Chiang, they must act in accordance
with the orders of the Central Executive Committee and overthrow this traitor to Sun Yat-sen, the party and the people. All
forces of the National Revolutionary Army should erase this deep
disgrace." 20
At this time, the KMT was still cooperating with the CPC in
Wuhan. The KMT leadership there, including Wang Jingwei, did
not wish to see alJ power in Chiang's hands. On April 17, the
Central Executive Committee of the KMT in Wuhan issued an
order expelling Chiang from the party and stripping him of all
posts.

VI. THE FAILURE OF THE GREAT
REVOLUTION
After the coup of April 12, the political situation in China
underwent a fundamental change. There were now three centres
of power: two counter-revolutionary governments - one in Beijing led by Zhang Zuolin and one in Nanjing led by Chiang
Kai-shek - and one revolutionary government - the National
Government in Wuhan, which still maintained cooperation between the KMT and the CPC.
The Wuhan National Government had direct control over the
provinces of Hubei, Hunan and Jiangxi. It faced threats from two
directions: the new warlord Chiang Kai-shek to the east and the
old warlord Zhang Zuolin to the north. After the armies of Wu
Peifu and Sun Chuanfang were defeated, Zhang Zuolin had
transferred his troops south. His main force was stationed along
the Beijing-Hankou Railway and controlled Henan, thus posing a
major threat to the Wuhan government. Also, the situation within
the Wuhan government was extremely complex. Wang Jingwei,
who had recently arrived in Wuhan and was acting under the
pretence of opposing Chiang, quickly assumed leading positions
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in the Central Executive Committee of the KMT and in the
National Government. At this time, he was posing as a leader of
the Left wing. He called on those who wanted to participate in
revolution to come to the Left and those who did not to go away
at once. At heart, however, he was eager to expel the Communists; the time, he wrote, was not yet right, but "people must make
the necessary preparations."21 Wang Jingwei joined forces with
Tang Shengzhi, who controlled the KMT troops in the area of
Wuhan. Together they began to restrict the activities of the
workers' and peasants' movements, manoeuvred to take control
of the situation in Wuhan and waited for the right moment to
betray the revolution.
After moving to Wuhan, the CPC Central Committee continued to cooperate with Wang Jingwei's faction of the Kuomintang.
The tasks the Communists faced were even more complex than
before. How should they deal with their enemies outside the
Wuhan government? How should they deal with their unreliable
allies within the government? Should they and could they prepare
for the possibility of another sudden change? These were the
problems the Party had to consider.

The 5th National Congress of the Party Convened at
a Critical Moment
Two heated disputes arose within the Party at this time: one
was about "deepening vs. broadening," the other about "the
eastern expedition vs. the northern expedition." "Deepening"
meant initiating an agrarian revolution in Hubei, Hunan and
Jiangxi provinces in order to consolidate the existing revolutionary base areas and then expand them. "Broadening" meant expanding into other areas and taking Beijing before launching an
agrarian revolution. Advocates of an eastern expedition supported a punitive expedition against Chiang, while advocates of a
northern expedition supported a military campaign against the
troops of the Fengtian warlords in Henan.
These disputes were resolved in favour of a plan put forward
by Borodin and Chen Duxiu, which called for a northern expedi-
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tion against the Fengtian warlords. This was in accor~ with the
intentions of Wang Jingwei's National Government m Wuhan.
There were four reasons that Borodin and Chen Duxiu proP?sed
this plan. First, the Comintern and the CPC Central Conumttee
naively trusted the combined forces of the National Army commanded by Feng Yuxiang, who at the time was preparing to move
his troops from Shaanxi east into Henan. They believed that he
was a reliable ally and that by cooperating with him in a punitive
expedition against the Fengtian warlords and joining. forces ~t
Zhengzhou, capital of Henao Province, they could build a sohd
base in the Northwest, open up an international route between
China and the Soviet Union and then advance to the east. Second,
they believed that the imperialist powers were too strong in th.e
Southeast. They feared that if they launched an eastern expedition immediately, they would come into direct conflict with the
imperialists and would surely be defeated. Third, since the area
of Wuhan was surrounded on four sides by enemy forces, commerce and banking could not function normally and goods were
in short supply. Borodin and Chen believed that if they did not
fight their way out, they would be unable to surmount the
economic difficulties. Outward expansion, they thought, was the
key to survival. Fourth, they believed that since the leaders of the
National Government in Wuhan represented the upper petty
bourgeoisie, their support for the revolution tended to waver. If
the Communists initiated an agrarian revolution, it would drive
them to abandon the revolution and make a compromise with
Chiang Kai-shek. This line of reasoning was known at the time as
the "Northwest doctrine."
The advocates of the "Northwest doctrine" were afraid to
launch a thoroughgoing agrarian revolution and arm the masses
of workers and peasants. Instead, they tried to keep the revolution
within the limits imposed by Wang Jingwei so as to stabilize the
Kuomintang government in Wuhan. It was just as Zhou Enlai
later analysed it: "The central idea of the 'go north' group was to
steer clear of the peasant movement in Hunan and Hubei...." 22
Those who supported this plan thus expressed their lack of faith
in the people's forces and their fear of the enemy. They placed
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their hopes primarily on an alliance with Feng Yuxiang and not
on the mobilization of the workers and peasants.
On April 19 the National Government in Wuhan held a
meeting and pledged to continue the Northern Expedition. Its
main army marched north into Henan. Thus, there would be no
eastern expedition against Chiang and no thoroughgoing agrarian
revolution.
At this critical moment in the Chinese revolution, the Communist Party held its 5th National Congress in Wuhan. There were
now many more Party members than before the Northern Expedition: nearly 58,000.
The 5th National Party Congress was convened on April 27,
1927, just two weeks after the coup of April 12. The entire Party
expected this congress to make a sober assessment of the situation
and to answer the most pressing question: how to save the
revolution. It did not do so. The congress declared that although
the bourgeoisie had already betrayed the revolution the revolu.
'
tlon had entered the stage of a democratic dictatorship of the
workers, peasants and petty bourgeoisie. The Party, it said, should
use a programme of agrarian revolution and democratic government to mobilize the peasants and the petty bourgeois; it should
make the revolution skip over the capitalist stage of development.
But statements like that were only empty talk, far removed from
the actual situation of the time. The congress viewed Chiang's
betrayal of the revolution as a betrayal by the national bourgeoisie as a whole. This view was unrealistic and later led to ultra-Left
actions against the bourgeoisie. It saw Wang Jingwei as a representative of the petty bourgeoisie and his Wuhan government as
a reliable ally - an alliance of the workers, peasants and petty
bourgeois. This misconception led to the adoption of Right concessionary policies towards Wang and the Wuhan government.
Furthermore, because of it, the Party did not anticipate their
possible betrayal and consequently failed to prepare for it. The
proposal for agrarian revolution was sound, but the emphasis on
winning the support of the petty bourgeoisie - or, in effect, the
suppart of Wang Jingwei and his clique - rendered it meaningless. At the congress there was no talk of expanding revolutionary
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troops directly under the leadership of the CPC. Under these
dangerous circumstances, when the entire Party expected emergency measures to save the revolution, talk of "skipping over the
capitalist stage of development" was simply irrelevant and unrealistic. The congress criticized the Right opportunist errors, but
proposed no measures to correct them. Moreover, it reelected
Chen Duxiu general secretary. As a result, while the CPC hovered
on the brink of disaster, the congress failed to determine an
appropriate course of action and provide powerful leadership
for the Party. Furthermore, having let this opportunity slip, it
watched passively as the overall situation continued to deteriorate.

The Right Capitulationism of the CPC Central Committee
After the 5th National Party Congress, the situation in the area
under the jurisdiction of the National Government in Wuhan
became increasingly critical. Because this area was surrounded
and blockaded by reactionary forces, business stagnated, factories
closed, everyday necessities became extremely scarce, prices skyrocketed and currency depreciated. The government ran up a huge
deficit. Many workers and shop assistants lost their jobs. Local
tyrants, evil gentry and reactionary officers fished in the troubled
waters. Wang Jingwei and his government increasingly spoke and
acted in ways destructive to the workers' and peasants' movements. On May 13, 1927, Xia Dou yin, commander of the Fourteenth Independent Division of the National Revolutionary
Army, stationed in Yichang, sent an open telegram denouncing
the Wuhan government. On the 17th, he attacked Zhifang, near
Wuchang. The attack was repulsed by Ye Ting, commander of
the Wuchang garrison. On May 21 Xu Kexiang, commander of
the 33rd Regiment of the National Revolutionary Army's 35th
Army, which had been reorganized from warlord troops, staged
a counter-revolutionary coup in Changsha. His troops disarmed
the workers' pickets and arrested and killed more than one
hundred Communists and other revolutionaries. The city of
Changsha was overwhelmed by White terror. On June 6 Zhu
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Peide, the governor of Jiangxi Province and commander-in-chief
of the National Revolutionary Army's Fifth Front Army, expelled a large number of Communists and Kuomintang Leftwingers from the province. He began to close down revolutionary
organizations and to arrest leaders of the workers' and peasants'
movements.
Under these circumstances, Borodin and Chen Duxiu, among
others, still pinned their hopes on the junction of the National
Revolutionary Army carrying on the Northern Expedition and
Feng Yuxiang's troops. The National Revolutionary Army's
troops marching north fought bloody battles, suffering 14,000
casualties. (The Fourth and Eleventh Armies, which had the most
Communists, lost the most men, including the talented commander and Party member Jiang Xianyun.) The National Revolutionary Army routed the Fengtian warlords' main force in Henan,
enabling Feng Yuxiang's troops, who had marched east through
Tongguan, to capture Zhengzhou on May 31. From June 10 to
12, the leaders of the Wuhan National Government, including
Wang Jingwei, Tan Yankai and Sun Ke, held talks with Feng
Yuxiang in Zhengzhou. They decided to give Feng complete
military and political control in Henan and the Northwest and to
send the Northern Expeditionary Army back to Wuhan. Feng's
political attitude had changed substantially: he now proposed
putting an end to the conflict between the Wuhan and Nanjing
governments. On June 20 he went to Xuzhou to hold talks with
Chiang Kai-shek and openly sided with him. After this he sent a
telegram to the National Government in Wuhan demanding that
Borodin be removed from his post and sent back to the Soviet
Union. He further demanded that all Communist Party members
and large numbers of political officers in the combined forces of
the National Revolutionary Army be dismissed.
Consequently, the "Northwest doctrine" advocated by Borodin
and Chen Duxiu came to nothing, and the Wang Jingwei clique
intensified its anti-Communist activities.
The situation was growing more ominous. Chen Duxiu and the
Soviet advisers, lacking confidence and afraid of provoking Wang
Jingwei and Tang Shengzhi, were unable to offer any practical
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solutions. They continued to pursue a concessionary policy, believing that in this way they could avoid providing Wang and
Tang with further pretexts for a split. They cancelled the plan to
stage an armed uprising in Hunan an~ disba~ded the :V~>rkers'
picket corps in Wuhan. These actions did nothing to stabilize the
National Government in Wuhan and only encouraged fu~ther
displays of arrogance by the reactionary f ~rces. A.~. Bakulin, a
Soviet adviser, wrote in his diary: "Wuhan is becoming more and
more like Nanjing." 23 A counter-revolutionary coup in Wuhan
was becoming increasingly likely.
At this critical juncture, the Executive Committee of the
Communist International adopted a resolution on China, and
issued a directive (known as the "May Directive") to the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China. This directive
urged the CPC to transform the Kuomint~n~ b.y encouraging
large numbers of workers and peasants to JOlil it; to tum the
peasant associations into organs of village governme.nt and con·
fiscate the land held by the landlords; and to orgamze an army
of 70 000 men of which 20,000 should be Communist Party
members. Alth~ugh the Comintern had made a series of errors. in
its advice to the Chinese revolutionaries, this particular directive
correctly addressed the crucial question of the time: how to.save
the revolution. Of course, this is not to say that the revoluuonaries could have easily achieved victory, but if the CPC had
resolutely followed these recommendations, it would hav~ bee~
well prepared to struggle effectively against the Wa~g Ji~gw~1
clique and in a stronger position to confront the react~onanes m
all eventualities. Thus it could have prevented a crushmg defeat.
However the Central Committee of the CPC believed that it
would b~ too difficult to accomplish the tasks proposed in the
Comintern's "May Directive," and it still hoped that at the last
minute its capitulationisl tactics would succeed in winning over
the Wang Jingwei clique.
Dissatisfaction with Chen Duxiu's Right capitulationist errors
was growing within the Party. Ren Bishi, the secretary of the
Central Committee of the Communist Youth League, wrote a
letter criticizing Chen Duxiu. Chen Duxiu ripped the letter to
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shreds in front of him. On July 4 the Standing Committee of the
Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee held an enlarged
meeting at which Mao Zedong proposed that the peasant armed
forces go to the mountains or join military units connected to the
Party. "Unless we preserve our own armed forces," he said, "we
shall be helpless to cope with emergencies." In mid-July, the
Central Committee of the CPC was reorganized in accordance
with an instruction of the Comintern Executive Committee. Its
Provisional Standing Committee was now composed of Zhang
Guotao, Li Weihan, Zhou Enlai, Li Lisan and Zhang Tailci. On
July 13 the Central Committee issued a statement declaring that
China had reached a critical moment when the revolution was at
stake. It condemned the KMT Central Executive Committee and
the National Government in Wuhan for "recently and publicly
preparing for a coup," for "acting against the interests of the vast
majority of the Chinese people and against the basic principles
and policies of Dr. Sun Yat-sen" and for "destroying the national
revolution." lt therefore decided to recall all Communist Party
members serving in the National Government. At the same time,
it proclaimed that it would continue to support the revolutionary
struggle against imperialism and feudalism and that it wished to
continue to cooperate with revolutionary elements in the Kuomintang. Even though this announcement was released rather
late, it helped heighten the revolutionary spirit within the Party.
On July 14 Soong Ching Ling (Mme. Sun Yat-sen), a prominent representative of the left wing of the KMT, wrote a "Statement Issued in Protest Against the Violation of Sun Yat-sen's
Revolutionary Principles and Policies," which was later published
in Hankou. In this statement she said: "Sun Yat-sen's policies are
clear. If leaders of the party [the KMTJ do not carry them out
consistently, then they are no longer Sun's true followers, and the
Party is no longer a revolutionary party, but merely a tool in the
hands of this or that militarist." "Feeling thus," she declared, "I
must disassociate myself from active participation in the carrying
out of these new policies of the party."24
On July 15 in Wuhan, Wang Jingwei called an enlarged
meeting of the Standing Committee of the KMT Central Execu-
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tive Committee at which a formal decision was made to break .off
relations with the CPC. This action definitively ended the flfst
period of cooperation between the ~T and the CPC and
marked the failure of the Great Revolution of 1924-1927.
Launched during the first period of cooperation between the
Communist Party and the Kuomintang, the Great Revolution
was an unprecedented revolutionary movement in which workers
and peasants played the major role. Essentially, it overthrew the
rule of the hated Northern warlords and struck heavy blows
against the imperialist and feudal forces. Through this mov~ment
people came to have their first understanding of the m~a~g of
revolution. Even though it failed, it exerted an endunng influence. It marked a new starting point for subsequent advances in
the Chinese revolution.
There were two reasons for the failure of the Great Revolution.
First, at that time the strength and political experience of the
combined imperialist and feudal forces far surpassed those of the
revolutionary camp. Furthermore, the Kuomintang suddenly betrayed the revolution and launched a surprise attack on the
Communist Party and on the workers' and peasants' movements
under its leadership. Second, the CPC Central Committee, represented by Chen Duxiu, committed Right capitulationist errors.
During the early stages of the Great Revolution, the Party's
line was by and large correct. Party members, both cadres and
rank and file, all played active roles and as a result achie~ed gre~t
successes. However, the Party was still immature and mexpenenced and did not fully understand either Chinese history and
society or the special characteristics and laws of the C~inese
revolution. Moreover, it still lacked a deep understandmg of
Marxist-Leninist theory and of the concrete practice of the
Chinese revolution. Therefore, its leading bodies vacillated on
certain key questions, and at the later stage of the Great Rev<;>lution they failed to lead the Party in taking appr~priate action.
Instead, they were tricked by the counter-revolutionary forces,
and. this led to the failure of the Great Revolution.
As a branch of the Communist International, the Communist
Party of China received direct guidance from it. While actively
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contributing to the Great Revolution, the Comintern and its
representatives in China ultimately failed to understand the
actual conditions in China. Some of their ideas were correct, but
others were wrong, and these were partly responsible for the
Right capitulationist errors made by the leadership of the CPC.
It was difficult for the immature Chinese Party to reject the
mistaken guidance of the Comintern.
Although the Great Revolution failed, it still had enormous
significance .. Through this revolution, the anti-imperialist, antifcudal programme put forward by the CPC came to be resoundingly supported by the masses. The Party rapidly spread its
political influence among the people and greatly expanded its
organizations. Millions upon millions of workers and peasants
were organized under the leadership of the Party, and the Party
began to control part of the troops. In addition, the ordeals the
Party went through during this period served to temper it, and its
victories and defeats provided it with valuable experience. All of
this helped to prepare the ground for the next stage, when, with
the leadership of the Party, the Chinese people would push their
struggle to a higher plane.
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THE AGRARIAN REVOLUTION
I. THE REVOLUTION AT A LOW EBB AND
ARMED RESISTANCE BY
THE COMMUNISTS
Following the betrayal of the revolution by Chiang Kai-shek
and Wang Jingwei, the political situation in China took a sharp
turn for the worse. The Great Revolution came to a premature
end. The southern part of the country, where the revolutionary
movement had been vigorous, descended into bloodshed.
The Communist Party of China was subjected to the severest
test since its founding. According to incomplete statistics provided by the 6th National Congress of the Party, during the period
from March 1927 to June 1928, some 310,000 people had been
killed, of whom more than 26,000 were Party members. Chen
Yannian, Zhao Shiyan, Luo Yinong, Xiang Jingyu, Chen Qiaonian, Xia Minghan, Guo Liang and other respected Party activists who had been much loved by the people were killed by the
Kuomintang reactionaries. Communist organizations had no
choice but to go underground, and the Party suffered great losses.
Many local Party ~rganizations were broken up, and many members Jost contact with the Party. Those without firm commitment
quit the Party or the Youth League, some openly announcing
the~ dep~rture in the press and expressing their repentance for
havmg JOmed, some even leading the way for enemy agents in
their search for Communists. Party membership, which had
reached nearly 60,000 at the height of the Great Revolution,
dropped to 10,000. Those who remained in the Party were at a
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loss what to do. Trade unions and peasant associations, which had
thrived throughout the country, were outlawed or disbanded.
Under the White terror, the worker-peasant movement sank to a
low ebb.
A great number of people took a middle course, constantly
shifting their political a!legiance. When the revolution was developing successfully, they would turn to the Left; when it suffered
setbacks or was in decline, they would turn to the Right. In these
dark days, although some political activists outside the Party and
other persons of integrity persisted in their revolutionary stand
and refused to side with the Kuomintang led by Chiang Kai-shek
and Wang Jingwei, many of those taking the middle course
distanced themselves from the Communist Party. Some of them
were frightened by the KMT's bloody slaughter and had been
driven to despair; others still had unrealistic hopes for the KMT,
seeing it as a party that had a revolutionary history, that was still
flying the banner of Sun Yat-sen and that was continuing the
Northern Expedition.
The stark reality was that the Chinese revolution was at a very
low ebb. The counter-revolutionary forces far surpassed the revolutionary forces led by the Party, and the Party itself was in
danger of disintegrating or of being wiped out.
In this time of savage repression, when the future of the
revolution seemed so bleak, when to be a revolutionary meant
risking death, it was not easy to remain steadfast in one's belief
and to carry on the struggle. Yet the Communist Party of China
was indomitable. As Mao Zedong said more than ten years later,
"The Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese people were
neither cowed nor conquered nor exterminated. They picked
themselves up, wiped off the blood, buried their fallen comrades
and went into battle again." 1 Unlike those who left the Party in
the time of danger, some staunch revolutionaries, including Peng
Dehuai, He Long and Xu Teli, chose this moment to join it. Many
workers and peasants raJlied around the Party again and continued the fight. When the reactionaries hung Guo Liang's head at
the gate of the city wall of Changsha, Lu Xun, a true friend of
the Party, said, "Revolutions have seldom been defeated by
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hanging a head .... It was precisely because there was darkness and
no future that the revolution was begun."2
Faced with the reactionaries' policy of butchering all revolutionaries, the Communists had only one choice. If they were not
simply to wait for death and allow the whole country to be
plunged into darkness, they must hold high the revolutionary
banner and carry out armed resistance. But the question remained: under such difficult circumstances, how was that to be
done?

The Nanchang Uprising, the August 7th Meeting,
the Autumn Harvest Uprising and the Guangzhou Uprising
The Nanchang Uprising represented the Party's first unequivocal reply.
Because when the Great Revolution was forging ahead, the
CPC Central Committee had failed to recognize the vital importance of controlling armed forces, the overwhelming majority of
the troops in the South were in the hands of the Kuomintang.
Those that the Party could control or influence were mainly
among the Second Front Army of the Fourth Group Army led
by Zhang Fakui of the Kuomintang, including the units under
the command of He Long and Ye Ting, which at this time were
stationed in northern Jiangxi Province. These forces attracted the
attention of both the revolutionary and the counter-revolutionary
sides. On July 15, 1927, the Wuhan government officially adopted
the policy of "separating from the Communists" and immediately
sent troops to encircle this area. Also Zhang Fakui declared that
"senior officers, like Ye Ting, who are Communists must withdraw from the army or leave the Communist Party." The situation had become so critical that the slightest hesitation would
bring about the doom of the small revolutionary armed forces.
Under these circumstances, the Central Committee of the CPC
decided in mid-July to stage an armed uprising in Nanchang,
Jiangxi Province. A Front Committee was formed, headed by
Zhou Enlai. On August I Zhou Enlai, He Long, Ye Ting, Zhu De
and Liu Bocheng, leading twenty thousand troops of the Northern
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Expeditionary Army under the control or influence of the Party,
declared an armed uprising in Nanchang. Afte~ four hours of
fierce fighting, the insurgent forces took the city. Then, they
promptly pulled out and headed for ~he C~aozhou-Santou ~rea of
Guangdong Province via southern Jiangxi an~ ~estern FuJ_ian, as
planned. The purpose of this move was to JOtn forces w.1th the
militant peasants of the Dongjiang area of Guangd~ng, which ~ad
a revolutionary tradition, so as to start the agrarian revolution.
Then the plan was to march to Guangzhou, re-establish the
Guangdong revolutionary base area, o~cupy an o~tlet to the sea
to obtain assistance from the Commumst International and continue with the Northern Expedition. By the end of September the
revolutionary forces had occupied Chao'an County and Shantou
City in Guangdong Province, and the main units had marched to
Jieyang County and then westward to Tangken Town in the same
province. Their numbers were now greatly re~uced because of
battlefield casualties, desertions and the fatigue of constant
marching under a blazing summer sun. In early October ~he
troops stationed in the Chaozhou-Santou area and those headmg
west were encircled, attacked and eventually defeated by_ a superior enemy force. Some of the remaining troops made theu way to
the Haifeng-Lufeng area, where they joined forces with the local
armed peasants; others, led by Zhu De and Chen Yi, moved
to southern Hunan, by way of southern Jiangxi and northern
Guangdong, and started guerrilla warfare there.
.
The Nanchang Uprising of August l, 1927, marked the begmning of a new era in the history of the Communis~ ~arty of China.
Zhou Enlai said later that the August 1st upnsmg led by the
Communist Party had fired the first shot at the Kuomintang
reactionaries and that overall, it had been a correct move. F~r
millions of revolutionary people, after repeated defeats, this
uprising was a torch held aloft in the darkness. The peop~e's
armed forces under the leadership of the CPC were born dunng
this uprising.
However there were important lessons to be learned from the
Nanchang Uprising. As Zhou Enlai put it, at t~at t~me the
purpose of the armed uprising was not to go straight into the
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surrounding countryside, mobilize and arm the peasants start the
agrarian revolution and establish rural base areas. R~ther, the
plan was to go south to Guangdong, rely on foreign aid and attack
the big cities in the name of a national revolutionary government
of the Left. This, said Zhou, was the basic policy mistake. Such
a mistake was natural enough. Up until this time the CPC had
only had experience of regular battles to occupy key cities during
the Northern Expedition, when revolutionary armed forces in the
rural a~eas wer~ considered merely supplementary. In the history
of the mternational Communist movement, there had been no
precedent for taking the rural areas first. It was inevitable that
the P.arty should handle new problems according to the experience it had already had.
At this time it was imperative for the Party to criticize and
rectify the serious mistakes of the past and to decide on new lines
and policies. s.ix days after the Nanchang Uprising, the CPC
Central Comffilttee held a secret emergency meeting in Hankou
Hubei Province, to deal ith the problem. B. Lominadze, a Russia~
who was the newly arrived representative of the Communist
International, made a report entitled "The Past Mistakes and
New Line of the Party." Qu Qiubai delivered a work report on
behalf of the Standing Committee of the Central Committee. A
number of resolutions were adopted, including a "Message from
the CPC Central Executive Committee to Members of the Whole
Party," and a new Provisional Political Bureau was elected
headed by Qu Qiubai.
'
~t t~e August 7th Meeting, the mistakes of the Right opporturust lme represented by Chen Duxiu in the later stage of the
Great Revolution were unequivocally criticized. One of the resolutions adopted at the meeting stated that in handling relations
with the Kuomintang, the opportunist leaders abandoned the
independent political stand of the CPC and made one concession
after another. The resolution criticized these leaders who had
never .thought of arming the workers and peasants and forming
them mto a rruly revolutionary army. It also pointed out that
intimidated by the leaders of the KMT, the Right opportunists
had proposed no programme of revolutionary action to solve the
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problem of land. Of course, Chen Duxiu ~lone could not be
blamed for the failure of the Great Revolution, and not all ~he
criticism of past policies that was made at the A u~~s~ 7th _Meetmg
was justified. However, without that shrewd cntic1sm, it would
not have been possible to rapidly reinvigorate the whole Party
and to bring about a fundamental change of guiding ideology.
It was at this meeting that the Central Committee for~ulated
the general principle of agrarian revolution and arme~ resistance
to the Kuomintang reactionaries. The Party had arnved at the
correct conclusion at the cost of much blood. Speaking ~~ the
meeting, Mao Zedong emphasized the importance of mi~t~ry
affairs. "From now on," he said, "we must be aware that pohtical
power is to be obtained by the gun."3
Thus, the August 7th Meeting pointed out a new road for the
CPC which had been mired in ideological confusion and organizati~nal disintegration, making a great contribution to saving the
Party and the revolution. It was the historic ~urning point fr?m
the failure of the Great Revolution to the nse of the agranan
revolutionary war.
.
Nevertheless, owing to the "Left" ideas of the Communist
International and its representatives and to the "Left" tendency
within the CPC while the Central Committee corrected Right
mistakes at this' meeting, it did nothing to prevent "Left" mistakes. On the contrary, adventurism and commandism were allowed and even encouraged. Although the "Left" tendency within
the Party was only of secondary importance at the meeting, its
later development was to cause enormous damage to the Chinese
revolution.
After the August 7th Meeting, the Provisional Political Bureau
of the CPC Central Committee dispatched many cadres to different places to disseminate the decisions take~ at .the meet~g and
to reestablish and rebuild the Party organizations. Earlier, on
August 3, the Central Committee had already drawn up a "Plan
for the Autumn Harvest Uprising of the Peasants in the Provinces of Hunan, Hubei, Guangdong and Jiangxi," where the
peasant movements bad been well organized during the Great
Revolution. As soon as the meeting ended, Mao Zedong was sent
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to Hunan as a special envoy of the Central Committee to reorganize the CPC Hunan Provincial Committee and to lead the
uprisin.g there. ~t a meeting of the Hunan Provincial Party
Committee held m Changsha, two main subjects were discussed:
the question of the uprising and the question of land. Mao
Zedong made important remarks on both questions. So far as
staging an uprising was concerned, he argued that it was not
enough to rely on the peasants alone; they must have help from
the military. "One of the Party's mistakes in the past " he said
"was that it neglected the military. Now we must pa; sixty
cent of our attention to the military movement. We must seize
and build political power by means of the gun." As for the
question of land, he held that the needs of the peasants could not
be met by confiscating the land of big landlords alone. "We must
confiscate the land of all the landlords," he said, "and give it to
the peasants."4 The Provincial Party Committee decided that
instead o~ staging an ~~rising in the whole province as originally
planned, it would do 1t m the seven counties around Changsha in
central Hunan. A Front Committee was established with Mao
Zedong as its secretary. The main forces to take part in the
Autumn Harvest Uprising included two sections. One was the
former Guards Regiment of the General Headquarters of the
Second Front Army of the Fourth Group Army of the National
!levolutionary Army. This unit had not been able to participate
m the Nanchang Uprising, but it included many Communists.
The other was the First Division of the Workers' and Peasants' Revolutionary Army, composed of armed peasants from
Pingjiang and Liuyang counties in Hunan and from Chongyang
and Tongcheng counties in southern Hubei, and workers' armed
forces from the Anyuan Coal Mines in Jiangxi Province totalling
about five thousand.
'
Thus, the Autumn Harvest Uprising was to differ from the
Nanchang Uprising in that it was to be an action involving not
only the military but also a huge number of armed workers and
peasants. For the first time, the flag of the Workers' and Peasants'
Revolutionary Army was to be publicly raised. However the
objective of the uprising was still to take Changsha, the ce~tral

pe;
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city of Hunan Province. The key elements of the ~l~n ~ere as
follows: the regiments were to set off separately and JOm with the
local peasant forces to encircle Changsha; then, when all the
detachments were in place, they were to capture Changsha in a
single attack, combined with a simultaneous rising of the workers
within the city. The uprising was launched on September 9. At
one point the revolutionary forces took over some towns, including the county seats of Liling and Liuyang. But as the reactionary
forces were far superior, the different columns of insurgents
approaching the city by different routes suffered major setbacks
one after another.
It was then that Mao Zedong showed his outstanding ability to
learn from practice. Realizing that Changsha could not be captured, he promptly decided to change the plan. On September 19
the Front Committee held a meeting in Wenjiashi, Liuyang
County, at which, after heated debate, the idea of attacking
Changsha via Liuyang was rejected. At Mao Zedong's urging, it
was decided to withdraw immediately from Pingjiang and Liuyang, enter Jiangxi Province and move south through the Luoxiao Mountains. The revolutionary forces would seek a foothold in
the mountain areas, where the enemy's control was relatively
weak, in order to preserve their strength for future development.
This was another decisive turning point in the history of the
people's revolution: the change from attacking big cities to advancing into the rural areas.
After the revolutionary forces arrived at the village of Sanwan
in Yongxing County, Jiangxi, the famous "Sanwan reorganization" was accomplished under the leadership of Mao Zedong. The
Front Committee reorganized the former division, which now
had fewer than one thousand men, into a regiment, established a
Party branch for every company and founded soldiers' committees at various levels, so that the officers and men were politically
equal and democratic management was practised. This was the
beginning of a new type of people's army under the leadership of
the proletariat. Mao Zedong also sent men to contact the peasant
armed forces under Yuan Wencai and Wang Zuo in the Jinggang
Mountains. On October 7 he led the Workers' and Peasants'
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Revolutionary Army to Maoping in Ninggang County at the
north foot of the Jinggang range and began the struggle to set up
a revolutionary base area in the mountains.
Following the Nanchang Uprising and the Autumn Harvest
Uprising, the CPC launched an uprising in Guangzhou.
At this time the forces led by Zhang Fakui had already come
south and were stationed in Guangzhou. They included the
Training Regiment led by Ye Jianying, an undercover Communist. The worker-peasant movement in Guangzhou and the surrounding area had built a good foundation during the upsurge of
the Great Revolution. In November, a war broke out between
Zhang Fakui on one side, and Li Jishen and Huang Shaohong on
the other for control of Guangdong. Zhang sent most of his troops
to fight in Zhaoqing and Wuzhou, leaving only a few in Guangzhou. The Training Regiment and other revolutionary units in
Guangzhou had already aroused the suspicion of the enemy.
Unless they took immediate action, they were likely to be disbanded or wiped out. On December 11, on the instructions of the
CPC Central Committee, the Guangdong Provincial Party Committee launched an uprising.
This uprising was led by Zhang Tailei, secretary of the Provincial Party Committee, Ye Ting and Ye Jianying. The forces
participating were the Training Regiment and part of the Guards
Regiment of the Fourth Army of the National Revolutionary
Army, seven detachments of the Guangdong Workers' Red
Guards and some groups of armed peasants from the suburbs of
Guangzhou. After more than ten hours of heavy fighting, the
insurgent forces occupied most of the urban area of Guangzhou,
where they set up the Guangzhou Soviet Government - the
Russian word soviet means a council of representatives - with
Su Zhaozheng as chairman. (As Su was ill and did not assume
office, Zhang Tailei served as acting chairman). They put forward
such political slogans as "Down with imperialism!'', "Down with
warlords!" and "Suppress landlords and despotic gentry!", and
announced that an eight-hour day would be instituted for workers
and that all land distributed among the peasants. At this time,
however, the main forces under Zhang Fakui hurried back to
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Guangzhou. Because of the great disparity in strength between
the enemy and the insurgents, it was impossible for the la~ter to
hold on in Guangzhou. Ye Ting argued that the revol~tionary
forces should withdraw from the city before Zhang Faku1 s troops
arrived. But this wise proposal was severely criticized by Heinz
Neumann, the German representative of the Communist Int~r~a
tional who held that the uprising could only centre around c1t1es,
that the insurgent forces had to "attack, attack and attack again"
and that any retreat represented "wavering." As a r~sult, the
insurgents Jost the chance of evading an attack by supenor .enemy
forces. Greatly outnumbered, they were defeated on ~he th_ud ~ay
of the uprising. Zhang Tailei and many other revolut1onanes died
a heroic death.
The Guangzhou Uprising was another valiant counterattack
against the Kuomintang reactionaries' policy of butchery. The
insurgent forces took full advantage of the internecine warf~re
among the new warlords of the Kuomintang. But, once agam,
events showed that the enemy armies were too strong for the
revolutionaries to achieve victory by staging armed urban uprisings or trying to take big cities. When the insurgent forces we~e
outnumbered by the enemy, even if they gained control of the big
cities, they would be unable to hold on to them and would suffer
crushing defeat.
Besides these large-scale uprisings, by early 1928 the CPC had
initiated quite a few smaller armed uprisings in other parts of the
country. The major ones were as follows:
- In Guangdong, the Dongjiang Uprising, centred around
Haifeng and Lufeng, and the Qiongya Uprising;
- in Jiangxi, the Southwestern Jiangxi Uprising, centred around
Donggu in Ji'an County, the Northeastern Jia~gxi Up!i.sing,
centred around Yiyang and Hengfeng, and the Wan an Upnsmg;
- in Hunan, the Southern Hunan Uprisings led by Zhu De and
Chen Yi who had brought the surviving forces of the Nanchang
Uprisin~ from Guangdong into the area ai:id who, ~ith the
cooperation of the CPC Southern Hunan Special Committee and
local peasant armed forces, succeeded in occupying seven counties including Yizhang and Chenxian;
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- in the Honghu Lake area of Hubei and the Sangzhi area of
Hunan, the Western Hunan-Hubei Uprising led by Zhou Yiqun
and He Long;
- in the Hubei-Henan border region, the Huang'an and Macheng Uprising led by the CPC Huang'an-Macheng Special Committee;
- in Fujian, the Western Fujian Uprising led by Guo Diren
Deng Zihui and Zhang Dingcheng;
'
- in Henan, the Queshan Uprising led by Ma Shangde (Yang
Jingyu); and
- in Shaanxi, the Weinan and Huaxian Uprising led by Liu
Zhidan.
All these uprisings demonstrated that the fire of revolution
could never be put out by military suppression by the counterrevolutionaries, because the uprisings were just and corresponded
to the demands of the people. Many of them were organized by
Communists and other revolutionaries who had gone through the
storms of the Great Revolution, adhered to their political belief
and returned to their hometowns where the reactionary regime
was relatively weak. Making use of their former social connections, they mobilized the oppressed masses of workers and peasants, gradually building forces for the uprisings. Some of these
uprisings soon failed, either because wrong policies were followed
or because the enemy forces were far superior. Others were
continued, mainly in areas bordering several provinces, or in
mountain areas remote from the key cities under Kuomintang
rule. In such places, the insurgent forces conducted guerrilla
warfare on a growing scale, laying the foundation for the later
large-scale development of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army
and the establishment of rural revolutionary bases.

Left Putschism
. !he revolution had virtually come to a standstill. The key
c1t1es were under the powerful economic, political and military
con_trol of the imperialists and of the reactionary Kuomintang
regime. In those places, which had never experienced the Great
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Revolution, it was not easy for uprisings to take place or to
survive for any length of time. In the rural areas, however, where
the reactionary forces were relatively weak, and especially in
places where the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers had
been actively irtvolvcd in the Great Revolution, there was still
room for the Communists to manoeuvre. Al this time there could
be no question of their launching another movement like the
Northern Expedition, that is, of attempting to take key cities and
areas, which would immediately bring about a revolutionary
situation all over the country. Instead, they had to withdraw to
the rural areas that did not attract much attention, so as to
preserve and nourish the sparks of revolution. The peasants
wanted a revolution, but it was not easy to organize them into
fighting units because they were reluctant to leave their homes,
and because the villages were widely scattered. Still, the revolutionary forces could survive and gradually deveJop, as long as
they relied closely on the suffering people and pursued correct
policies. Because of the realities of semi-colonial, semi-feudal
China, if they had not kept firmly to this road, the revolution
would have failed.
At the time, the members of the CPC Central Committee did
not have a correct assessment of the situation and failed to
identify tasks appropriate for the struggle. They held that as the
fundamental contradictions in Chinese society had not been
resolved, the tide of revolution could only continue to rise. They
did not take into consideration the political and economic realities of Chinese society and the uneven development of the revolution. They made no effort to distinguish between places where
there were conditions for staging an armed uprising and places
where it was only possible to organize an orderly retreat. Instead,
they ordered Party members, who were few in number, and the
masses to organize armed rebellion everywhere, regardless of the
strength of the enemy or the discouragement of the people after
the failure of the Great Revolution. They even staged hopeless
uprisings in some areas that were strictly controlled by the enemy,
hoping to astonish and hearten the whole nation. They claimed
that the idea of refraining from any rash move so as to preserve
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the Party's forces was "a manifestation of oppQrtunism that
would eventually obstruct the development of rebellion among
the masses."s Disciplinary action was taken against c~dres who
were accused of such oppQrtunism. The representative of the
Communist International, B. Lominadze, who did not know
much about the realities in China, gave much misguided advice
of this nature and put forward the proposition of "uninterrupted
revolution," which confused democratic revolution with socialist
revolution.
..
..
Through an enlarged meeting of the ProvlSlonal Political
Bureau of the CPC Central Committee held in Nove~ber 1?27,
"Left" putschism came to dominate the ~arty for a penod of tlfile.
[n the resolution adopted at that meetmg the Bureau decl~red
that "the present situation of China is a situation ready for duect
revolution." On the basis of this assessment, it formulated the
general strategy of a nationwide .a~med upris~~· with urban
uprisings as the "central and gmdmg ele~ent. Further, t~e
Bureau predicted that "the present revolutionary struggle ""'.ill
certainly go beyond a democratic revolution and d~~elop rapidly." At the meeting, leaders of the Nanchang U~nsmg and the
Autumn Harvest Uprising, including Zhou Enla1 and Mao Zedong, were accused of having made oppQrtunist mistakes and
were disciplined.
.
Both before and after this meeting, reckless actions were undertaken in places where the Party organization ~as weak and
where the enemy was militarily strong. Ill-considered armed
uprisings were staged, for example, in Wuxi. a~d Yixing. ~ost of
them were quickly suppressed. Thus, the limited revolution~ry
forces that had survived after the failure of the Great Revolution
again suffered heavy losses.
Nevertheless, it was clear that although none of the fundamental contradictions in Chinese society had been resolved, the reactionary forces could not establish a lasting and stable rule, and
that the people would not give up fighting. But there was ~nother
side of the story. After the failure of the Great Revolutton, the
reactionary forces were strengthened, while the revol~tion~ry
forces were seriously weakened. In view of the overall s1tuauon
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of the country, the revolutionary tide, far from rising, had come
to a low ebb.
How was it, then, that at such a time the Party could make the
mistake of "Left" putschism? It was wonderful that so many
Communists were able to carry on the struggle under extremely
difficult conditions, but they did not have enough experience to
deal with complex problems. Their outrage at the massacres
perpetrated by the enemy, their desire for revenge and their
abhorrence of Right opportunism, like a fire burning in their
hearts, drove them to desperate acts. They could see only one side
of the picture and went to extremes, mistaking the awareness of
advanced elements for the awareness of the masses. These "Left"
attitudes were very common among revolutionaries at the time.
Indeed, they were a historical phenomenon that could not have
been completely avoided.
Nevertheless, the dismal failure of the premature uprisings had
a sobering effect and led the Party to give second thought to the
problems. In February 1928 the 9th Enlarged Session of the
Executive Committee of the Communist International adopted a
resolution on China that criticized putschism and Lominadze's
mistakes. In April the Political Bureau of the CPC Central
Committee issued a circular endorsing that resolution and admitting that "Left" mistakes of putschism had been made. By this
time, most of those mistakes had been eliminated in the Party's
practical work throughout the country.

The 6th National Congress of the Communist Party of China
With the help of the Comintern, the CPC held its 6th National
Congress in Moscow from June 18 to July 11, 1928. This congress
was of major historical significance. It reviewed th.e Party's
experience since the failure of the Great Revolution and gave
basically correct answers to a series of essential questions concerning the Chinese revolution over which there had been heated
controversies. Thus, by and large, the congress unified, the thinking of the whole Party, which had been in ideological chaos.
The line of the 6th National Congress was basically correct. It
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stated that since China was still a semi-colonial, semi-feudal
country and since none of the basic contradictions that had given
rise to the revolution bad been resolved, it was still a bourgeoisdemocratic revolution. At the time, quite a number of Party
members believed that since the bourgeoisie had already withdrawn from the revolution, it was no longer a bourgeoisdemocratic revolution. Addressing this question, the congress
decided that the nature of the revolution was determined by its
mission rather than by its motive force. The congress also made
a correct assessment of the situation of the Chinese revolution
and the tasks ahead. The firs t wave of revolution, it said, had
passed with the failures, and the new wave had not yet come. The
forces of counter-revolution were stronger than those of the
workers and peasants, and the Party's general line at this stage
must be to win over the masses. Putschism and commandism were
identified as the most dangerous tendencies, as either of them
would divorce the Party from the people. In short, at the 6th
National Congress the Party decided to shift its efforts from
organizing uprisings by every pcssible means to undertaking
patient, long-term work among the masses, while guarding against
"Left" tendencies. These were major changes in the work of the
Party, and when the congress's resolution was made known to all
members for implementation, it produced far-reaching effects.
The 6th National Congress elected a new Central Committee.
Xiang Zhongfa, a dock worker from Wuhan, was selected to be
chairman of the Political Bureau and of its Standing Committee,
while Zhou Enlai was elected member and secretary-general of
lhe Standing Committee and head of the Central Committee's
Organization Department. The election of Xiang Zhongfa as the
principal leader of the Party was due to the influence of the
Communist International, which in selecting cadres put undue
emphasis on the workers' class status. In reality, Xiang Zhongfa
did not have the ability to play the principal role in the Central
Committee. For a period of time after this, the actual leader of
the Party was Zhou Enlai.
There were other shortcomings in the work of the congress,
especially the following. First, the congress still placed primary
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emphasis on work in the cities, without taking into account how
long and complex the revolution would be or recognizing the
special importance of the rural areas. Second, because it did not
correctly assess the important role played by the rniddle-of-theroaders and the internal contradictions among the reactionary
forces, it continued to regard the national bourgeoisie as an
enemy of the revolution. Thus, the Party lost the opportunity to
win over another force and gain its cooperation.
At this time the CPC was in a period of major historical
change, a period in which it was raced with many complicated
problems new to Marxism. In the early stage of the revolution, it
was not possible for the Party to reach a correct understanding of
all these problems at once. The problem of the relations between
urban and rural areas was an example. In the classic works of
Marxism, the focus of revolutionary activity had always been the
urban proletariat. But China was a country in which the overwhelming majority of the population were peasants. Class contradictions were very acute in the rural areas, and it was impossible for the reactionary rulers to maintain tight control over
every part of the vast countryside. Under these circumstances, the
Party had to shift the focus of its revolutionary activity first to
the rural areas. Only through repeated trial and error in concrete
practice could the Party come to a clear understanding of the
special rules of the Chinese revolution, and only then could it
begin to resolve the problems one by one.

II. FROM THE STRUGGLE IN THE
JINGGANG MOUNTAINS TO
THE GUTIAN MEETING
After the failure of the Great Revolution, the struggle in the
Jinggang Mountains revolutionary base area, under the leadership of Mao Zedong and Zhu De, represented the correct orientation of the Chinese revolution.
How was it that in the Jinggang Mountains an independent
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revolutionary regime, although surrounded by areas under Wh.i.te
terror, was able not only to survive but to expand greatly? In a
report to the Central Committee dated November 25, 1928, Mao
Zedong gave the answer:
"We find on analysis that one reason for this phenomenon lies
in the incessant splits and wars within China's comprador and
landlord classes. So long as these splits and wars continue, it is
possible for an armed independent regime of workers and peasants to survive and grow. In addition, its survival and growth
require the following conditions: (1) a sound mass base, (2) a
sound Party organization, (3) a fairly strong Red Army, (4)
terrain favourable to military operations, and (5) economic resources sufficient for sustenance."6

The Establishment of the Revolutionary Base Area
in the Jinggang Mountains
The Jinggang Mountains are situated at the middle section of
the Luoxiao Mountains in the border region between Hunan and
Jiangxi provinces. Mao Zedong had chosen this place to set up
the first revolutionary base area for a number of reasons, including the following:
- There was a good mass base. During the Great Revolution,
Party organizations and peasant associations had been established
in various counties in the border region.
- Local peasant forces of the old type led by Yuan Wencai and
Wang Zuo were ready to unite with the worker-peasant revolutionary army.
- It was strategically located, easy to defend but hard to
attack.
- The self-supporting agricultural economy in the surrounding
counties made it easy for the army to raise funds and grain.
- It was relatively far from the centre of the Kuomintang
regime. Also there were contradictions between the warlords of
the two provinces of Hunan and Jiangxi, and their control over
the area was fairly weak.
When Mao Zedong arrived in the border region with his forces,
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new splits were occurring within the ruling class. In southern
China, Li Zongren's forces were at war with those of Tang
Shengzhi. Warlord forces in the locality were busy moving north,
leaving the border region between Hunan and Jiangxi empty.
Mao took advantage of the situation, doing everything possible to
build up the Party, the army and political power there. In early
November 1927, chairing a meeting of leading Party members
from the various border counties, he urged them to establish or
reestablish Party organizations as soon as possible. The previously
existing ones had all been destroyed after the May 21st Incident;
only some Party members had survived, gone into hiding and
were living dispersed. Without an organized Party leadership, it
would not be possible to open up a revolutionary base area. After
three months of work, Party organizations in the region were
gradually restored. Mao Zedong called on the worker-peasant
revolutionary army to change the old tradition of undertaking
only military operations. The army, he said, must not only fight
the enemy, but also expropriate funds from the local tyrants and
do propaganda work among the people. In this way, the army
would be able not only to win battles, but also to mobilize the
masses and to solve the problem of economic resources. After
reviewing the army's experience in doing mass work, Mao Zedong
set down Three Rules of Discipline and Six Points for Attention.
The three rules were:
1. Obey orders in your actions.
2. Don't take anything from the workers and peasants.
3. Turn in aJl things taken from local tyrants.
The six points for attention were:
l. Put back the doors you have taken down for bed-boards.
2. Put back the straw you have used for bedding.
3. Speak politely.
4. Pay fairly for what you buy.
5. Return everything you borrow.
6. Pay for anything you damage.
Later two more points were added: Don't bathe within sight of
women, and don't search the pockets of captives.
These regulations demonstrated the nature of the people's
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army, and because they were strictly enforced, the army was able
to establish close ties with the local people and to win their trust
and support. The revolutionary army also reorganized the peasant
armed forces led by Yuan Wencai and Wang Zuo and helped
organize the Red Guards and other local units for the border
counties and townships. It defeated the "suppression campaign"
of the Kuomintang army units sent against it and took the county
seats of Chaling, Suichuan and Ninggang countjes, setting up
worker-peasant-soldier governments there. Thus, the revolutionary base area in the border region of Hunan and Jiangxi. began to
take shape with Ninggang as its centre.
Just at this time, the less than ten thousand troops that had
survived the Nanchang Uprising, led by Zhu De and Chen Yi,
were moving towards the Jinggang Mountains after the Southern
Hunan Uprising. In late April of 1928 the troops under Zhu De
and Mao Zedong joined forces in the Jinggang Mountains and
were reorganized into the Fourth Army of the Chinese WorkerPeasant Revolutionary Army (shortly thereafter renamed the
Fourth Army of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army), with
Zhu De as commander and Mao Zedong as Party representative
and secretary of the Army Committee.
. This joining of forces was a momentous event. It raised the
number of troops in the Jinggang Mountains revolutionary base
area from two thousand to over ten thousand. The backbone of
the forces that had survived from the Nanchang Uprising, now
under the leadership of Zhu De and Chen Yi, was the Independent Regiment led by Ye Ting, a well-armed, well-trained unit
that had distinguished itself during the Great Revolution. Tan
Zhenlin, a senior officer who had taken part in the joining of
forces, recalled it in these words:
"With the joining of the forces led by Zhu De and Mao
Zedong, the army was expanded, and we were then able to take
Yongxing County. Of course, we had already attacked Chaling
and Suichuan counties and occupied the seat of Ninggang County. But we had not dared to go too far afield, as we would not
have been able to win if the Kuomintang had sent two regiments
against us. We became much stronger after Zhu and Mao joined
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forces."7 After this, the CPC established a Special Committee for
the Hunan-Jiangxi Border Region and a Worker-Peasant-Soldier
Soviet Government of the Border Region.
At this time there was a temporary lull in the war between the
new Kuomintang warlords. The reactionary rule in the South
was relatively stable. Chiang Kai-shek ordered the Kuomintang
troops in Hunan and Jiangxi to mount one "suppression campaign" after another against the base area in the Jinggang Mountains. In response, the Special Committee of the Border Region
and the Army Committee of the Fourth Red Army laid down the
following policies:
- The army should stand firm against the enemy and not flee;
- The Party should deepen the agrarian revolution in the
border region;
-The Party organizations in the army should help develop
Party organizations in the localities, and the regular army should
help develop local armed forces;
- The army should take a defensive position toward the comparatively strong ruling forces in Hunan and an offensive position toward the comparatively weak ruling forces in Jiangxi;
-The army should concentrate its forces to fight the enemy,
confronting him when the time is opportune, and not divide its
forces, lest they be destroyed one by one; and
-The base area should be expanded by advancing in a series
of waves and not by making adventuristic thrusts.
Thanks to these proper tactics, to the terrain of the border
region, which favoured the operations of the revolutionaries, and
to the inadequate coordination between the different Kuomintang forces invading from Hunan and Jiangxi, the Red Army, in
four months of fighting, was able to break up three successive
"suppression campaigns," despite the fact that the superior enemy
forces numbered from eight to 18 regiments. The biggest victory
was won in the Battle of Longyuangou on June 23, when one
enemy regiment was wiped out and two more were routed. After
this victory, the revolutionary base area in the Jinggang Mountains was extended to cover all of Ninggang, Yongxing and
Lianhua counties and parts of Ji'an, Anfu, Suichuan and Ling-
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xian counties. This was the period of greatest expansion of the
base area.
The Front Committee attached great importance to the building of the revolutionary army. Members of the Fourth Red Army
were drawn mainly from two sources: the peasants and the old
army. The first concern was to strengthen Party-building and
political work among the new troops in order to turn them into a
people's army of a new type under the leadership of the Communist Party. The Party organization was divided into four levels:
the company branch, with a group in each squad; the battalion
committee; the regimental committee; and the army committee.
The number of Party members rose until they represented about
a quarter of the army. In his November report to the Central
Committee, Mao Zedong summed up the results of this policy:
"After receiving political education, the Red Army soldiers
have become class-conscious, learned the essentials of distributing
land, setting up political power, arming the workers and peasants,
etc., and they know they are fighting for themselves, for the
working class and the peasantry. Hence they can endure the
hards.hips of the bitter struggle without complaint."8 Such men
took every opportunity to serve the masses and were ready to
sacrifice their lives for the revolution.
Another means of building the Red Army was to ensure
democracy in the ranks. In the same report, Mao explained the
importance of this policy:
"Apart from the role played by the Party, the reason why the
Red Army has been able to carry on in spite of such poor material
conditions and such frequent engagements is its practice of democracy. The officers do not beat the men; officers and men
receive equal treatment; soldiers are free to hold meetings and to
speak out; trivial formalities have been done away with; and the
accounts are open for all to inspect. The soldiers handle the mess
arrangements and, out of the daily five cents for cooking oil, salt,
firewood and vegetables, they can even save a little for pocket
money, amounting to roughly six or seven coppers per person per
day, which is called 'mess savings.' All this gives great satisfaction
to the soldiers. The newly captured soldiers in particular feel that
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our army and the Kuomintang army are worlds apart. They feel
spiritually liberated, even though mat~rial conditions in the ~ed
Army are not equal to those in the White army. The very soldiers
who bad no courage in the White army yesterday are very brave
in the Red Army today; such is the effect of democracy."9
So far as military operations were concerned, Mao Zedong and
Zhu De summed up the Red Army's practice as follows: "The
enemy advances, we retreat; the enemy camps, we harass; the
enemy tires, we attack; the enemy retreats, we pursue." These
were the simple and basic principles for guerrilla warfare. They
corresponded to the circumstances of the time and proved an
excellent guide for the Red Army's operations.
The military struggle could not be separated from the agrarian
revolution. The Jinggang Mountains base area was situated in an
agricultural region cut off from other parts of the country, whe~e
the overwhelming majority of the residents were peasants. Therr
fundamental interest lay in the land, and the land question was
their primary concern. In the Hunan-Jiangxi border region, over
· 60 percent of the land was in the hands of the landlords, while
the peasants owned less than 40 percent. The peasants who had
no land, or very little, had to rent land from the landlords to
survive. They had to turn over more than half of the harvest to
the landlords as rent, in addition to providing them with various
corvee services and suffering from exploitation by tradesmen and
usurers. This land system was the very foundation of the feudal
system in China. For generations it had been the dream of poor
peasants to acquire land. In the new-democratic revolution there
would be no agrarian revolution without victory in the armed
struggle, and there could be no victory in the armed struggle
without an agrarian revolution to secure the full support of the
peasants. In the early stage of the founding of the Jinggang
Mountains base area, the masses were mobilized to strike down
local tyrants and evil gentry, while the distribution of land was
carried out in only a few places on a trial basis. From May to July
1928, when the situation in the base area had become more stable,
a movement for general distribution of land swept across the
counties in the border region.
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At this time, the method of distributing land was as follows.
Land committees composed of poor peasants at the county, district and township levels were established to take charge of the
process. Officers of the Red Army were also sent to help in the
villages. In general, the township was taken as the basic unit, but
in a few hilly places where there was little farmland, three or four
townships were taken as one unit. All the inhabitants, men or
women, old or yoqng, were given equal shares of land, and fertile
and Jess fertile land was equally apportioned. Then the distribution was examined to ensure that it had been done fairJy. The title
deeds for land owned by the landlords were burned in public.
Bamboo slips with names were set up along the demarcation .lines
of the various households' plots, and a land tax was then levied.
In December 1928 a Land Law was promulgated in the Jinggang Mountains. This was of great significance, because it was the
CPC's first experiment in land reform in so large an area as
several counties. This first Land Law, however, had some weaknesses. First, it provided that all the land was to be confiscated
and redistributed, not just that of the landlords. This encroached ·
upon the interests of the middle peasants. Second, it provided that
the land was to be owned by the government, not by the peasants,
who had only the right to use it and were forbidden to sell it.
Nevertheless, since they were given the land, the poor peasants
became aware that the Red Army was struggling on their behalf,
and they began to support it enthusiastically. This was the social
foundation for the survival and development of the revolutionary
base area in the Jinggang Mountains.
If the revolutionary forces were to wage a long-term struggle,
it was essential for them to have a reliable base area and to build
the people's political power. The slogan for the rural areas put
forward by the Central Committee at its meeting of August 7,
1927, was still, "Political power belongs to the peasant associations." Later, Party documents called for the establishment of
revolutionary committees or of worker-peasant Soviets. Soviet
governments were set up in Lufeng and Haifeng counties in
Guangdong. On November 28, 1927, after the Jinggang Mountains base area was founded, a worker-peasant-soldier Soviet
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government was established in Cha}jng County, with Tan Zhenlin
as chairman. In May 1928 a worker-peasant-soldier Soviet government of the Hunan-Jiangxi border region was set up at Maoping in Ninggang County. At the Lim~ of greatest expa~sion there
were six such county governments m the border region. These
governments enjoyed high prestige amon~ the people.
a report
to the Hunan Provincial Party Committee, Du XrnJmg, the
Committee's representative, wrote: "Since the toppling of the
local tyrants, the people believe. in ~ommander Mao, and s~nc~
the distribution of land, they believe m the Party and the Soviet.
There was one setback in the development of the Jinggang
Mountains revolutionary base area. In June 1928, the Provincial
Party Committee of Hunan, under the influence of putschism,
sent a representative to the Jinggang Mountains instructing the
Fourth Red Army to go immediately to southern Hunan. Now, it
happened that the 29th Regiment of the Fourth Red Army was
composed mainly of peasants from Yizhang County in southern
Hunan. While they had proved resolute in the Southern Hunan
Uprising, they still had the weaknesses of small peasant producers
who felt a great nostalgia for their home villages and were not
used to the hard life in the Jinggang Mountains. When these
peasants learned of the Hunan Provincial Party Committee's
instructions, they insistently deman1ied to return to southern
Hunan and, despite persistent opposition by Mao Zedong and
repeated attempts by Zhu De and Chen Yi to dissuade them,
prepared to move off on their own. Fearing that if they moved
independently they would be wiped out by the ene~y, Zhu De
and Chen Yi had no choice but to lead the 28th Regiment on the
march to southern Hunan along with them. By this time the
reactionary rule in that area had become relatively strong. When
the Red Army took Cbenxian County, the enemy started a
counterattack. At this juncture, the soldiers of the 29th Regiment
deserted and returned to their home villages. The surviving forces
were led by Zhu De and Chen Yi to eastern Guangxi, where they
were met by Mao Zedong, who had arrived at the head of part of
the 3 lst Regiment; then they all returned to the Jinggang Mountains base area. During this operation, the Fourth Red Army and
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the Jinggang Mountains base area suffered heavy losses. The
whole episode, known as the "August defeat," showed that it was
not easy to transform peasant armed forces into a new type of
people's army under the leadership of the CPC. It was inevitable
that such losses should occur in the early days of the people's
army.
After the main forces of the Fourth Red Army returned to the
Jinggang Mountains, they won several battles in succession, recovering most of the territory they had lost. They defeated the
enemy's "suppression campaigns" and largely restored the base
area. The CPC Central Committee decided to reestablish a Front
Committee, with Mao Zedong as secretary, to take charge of the
work of the Border Region Special Committee and the Army
Committee of the Fourth Red Army. In October 1928 the Second
Party Congress of the Hunan-Jiangxi Border Region was convened. The congress adopted a resolution drafted by Mao Zedong,
the first part of which dealt with the question of why it was
possible for Red political power to exist in China. Mao analysed
the conditions under which a small, independent worker-peasant
regime had been able to emerge and survive, discussed its significance and answered the question, which had been raised by some
people in the Red Army, of how long such a regime could last.
In November, in his report to the CPC Central Committee, Mao
pointed out the importance of proletarian leadership: "The Party
organizations in the border area counties," he wrote, "which are
composed almost exclusively of peasants, will go astray without
the ideological leadership of the proletariat." 10 This showed that
the leaders of the Fourth Red Army clearly understood the
distinction between the people's revolution led by the CPC and
peasant warfare of the old type.
At a time when the revolution throughout the country was at a
low ebb, the establishment of the Jinggang Mountains revolutionary base area represented a remarkable achievement. By founding
a revolutionary army, by advancing the agrarian revolution and by
building a political power, the area not only set an example and
provided comprehensive experience for insurgent forces elsewhere,
but also kindled new hope among the masses of revolutionaries.
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Nevertheless, the Jinggang Mountains area had disadvantages
as a revolutionary base. First, although easy to defend and
difficult to attack, the area had fewer than two thousand people
and produced less than 500 tons of grain a year. As the Red Army
grew rapidly in numbers, and as the Kuomintang army carried
out repeated "suppression campaigns" and tightly blockaded the
region, economic difficulties became so serious that even daily
requirements of the army and the people for food, clothing and
other necessities could not be met. Second, the Jinggang Mountains were situated in a long, narrow strip of land between the
Xiangjiang River to the west and the Ganjiang River to the east,
both of which were too deep to be forded. And it was not easy to
expand toward the north or south, so the army did not have
enough room for manoeuvre. These disadvantages were not so
prominent in the beginning, but as the Red Army grew, they
became increasingly evident.
During July 1928, part of the Kuomintang troops staged a
rebellion in Pingjiang County, Hunan, under the leadership of
Peng Dehuai, Teng Daiyuan and Huang Gongltie, and formed the
Fifth Army of the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army. For several
months the troops of this new branch of the Red Army fought
the enemy in the border region of Hunan, Hubei and Jiangxi, east
of Pingjiang. Then, on December 11, Peng Dehuai and Teng
Daiyuan led more than seven hundred of them to the Jinggang
Mountains and joined forces with the Fourth Army of the Red
Army. Before long, six brigades of the KMT army in the two
provinces of Hunan and Jiangxi, totalling about 30,000 men,
started to attack the Jinggang Mountains by five different routes.
A joint meeting of the Front Committee, the Special Committee
of the Hunan-Jiangxi Border Region, the Army Committee of the
Fourth Army and the Army Committee of the Fifth Army was
held at Bailu Village in Ninggang County. At this meeting it was
decided that a part of the Red Army, led by Peng Dehuai and
Teng Daiyuan, should stay to defend the Jinggang Mountains,
while the main forces of the Fourth Army, led by Mao Zedong,
Zhu De and Chen Yi, should march to southern Jiangxi to launch
an attack there.
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The March to Southern Jiangxi and Western Fujian
and the Gutian Meeting
Conditions in southern Jiangxi were much better for the
Fourth Red Army. The undulating hills and thick forests of
the area were favourable for guerrilla warfare, it was rich in
natural resources and it was linked to the mountainous regions
of western Fujian and northern Guangdong, providing a large
space for manoeuvre. Party organizations had a good foundation there, and the masses were Politically aware. After the
failure of the Great Revolution, the 2nd and 4th Independent
Regiments of the Red Army of Jiangxi were formed under the
leadership of Li Wenlin and others, and a small, secret Soviet
area was established in Donggu, Ji'an County. The reactionary
troops stationed there were weak and did not have much
fighting capability. In particular, most of them came from other
provinces and therefore had no close links with the local
landlords and despotic gentry. The area was remote and far
from big cities, transPortation was poor and it would be hard
for enemy troops to concentrate there. These were favourable
conditions for developing guerrilla warfare.
On January 14, 1929, the main forces of the Fourth Red Army
numbering 3,600, came down from the Jinggang Mountains'.
They encountered great difficulties in the beginning. On more
than one occasion they were in danger, because they had left the
original base area and were being pursued and attacked by strong
enemy forces. On February 11, however, they laid an ambush at
Dabaidi in Ruijin County in southern Jiangxi and at one stroke
wiped out most of the enemy brigade led by Liu Shiyi, which was
following closely. This great victory enabled them to regain the
initiative. They went north to Donggu, where they joined forces
with the 2nd and 4th Independent Regiments of the Red Army
of Jiangxi , led by Li Wenlin and others, and began to gain a
foothold in southern Jiangxi.
The leaders of the Fourth Red Army analysed the situation
and used their forces in a flexible way. First, they took advantage
of the enemy's weakness in western Fujian to make a swift move
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there. On March 14, at Changlingzhai, they wiped out Guo
f engming's brigade of the KM T's f ujian Provu:icial Defei:ice
Army and occupied the important town of Changtmg, captunng
large quantities of arms and supplies. After that, they. returned ~o
southern Jiangxi and on April 1 in Ruijin joined up with the marn
forces of the Fifth Red Army, which had broken out of an
encirclement in the Jinggang Mountains. From May to October,
when the main forces of the local warlord army of Fujian had
gone to participate in the war between the warlords of Gua~gd~:mg
and Guangxi, the Fourth Red Army made two more sorties, mto
western Fujian. There, with the support of the local workers and
peasants' armed forces, it eliminated the two brigades led by ~hen
Guohui and Lu Xinming. Soviet governments were established
successively in southwestern Jiangxi and in western Fujian, and
the local armed forces of the two regions were greatly expanded.
Thus, a foundation was laid for the establishment of a central
revolutionary base area.
At this time, a difference of opinion appeared in the Fourth
Red Army's Party organizations and among the leaders. On June
22 at the 7th Party Congress of the Fourth Red Army, held in
Longyan, Fujian, an argument broke out regarding the establishment of an Army Committee. Jiang Hua, who was then secretarygeneral of the Political Department of the Fourth Red Army later
recalled the outcome:
•'Although the argument as to whether an Army Committee
should be set up was resolved, the difference of opinion on the
relationship between the Party and the army, which was behind
the argument, was not finally settled.... During the argument,
certain elements of non-proletarian thinking, such as the purely
military viewpoint, the ideology of roving rebel bands, ultrademocracy and vestiges of warlordism gained some ground in the
army."tt These ideas persisted because most members of the Red
Army had come from the peasantry and from old armies. It
would take time and effort to change their old concepts and
habits. Since no agreement was reached on these questions at the
7th Party Congress of the Fourth Red Army, Mao Zedong, ~ho
had originally been appointed secretary of the Front Committee
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by the CPC Central <?ommittee, was not reelected to that post;
he remamed a member. Then he left for Jiaoyang
m Shanghang County, where the Special Committee of Western
Fujian was located, to help guide the Party's work there.
On August 21 the CPC Central Committee sent to the Front
Committee of the Fourth Red Army a letter, drafted by Zhou
Enlai, in which it criticized the 7th Party Congress of the Fourth
Red Army. The Central Committee emphasized that the Red
Army was not only a fighting organization but also had a great
role to play in propaganda and politics. It pointed out that the
Red Army must have a relatively centralized leadership, that it
was by no means patriarchal for the Party secretary to have more
re_s~nsibilitics, and that demanding that everything be discussed
w1thm the Party branch was an expression of ultra-democracy.12
Soon, Chen Yi went to Shanghai to report in detail to the Central
Committee on the work of the Fourth Army. On September 28
the Central Committee again sent a directive to the Front Committee. "Now '."'e have the Red Army in the countryside," the
Central Committee wrote, "and later we will have political power
in the cities. This is the characteristic of the Chinese revolution.
It is a product of the Chinese economic base." The directive went
on to list the basic tasks of the Red Army:
( 1)
mobilize the masses in struggle, accomplish the agrarian
revolution and establish Soviet regimes.
(2) To carry on guerrilla warfare, arm the peasants and expand
the Red Army.
(3) To extend guerrilla areas and our political influence
throughout the country.13
. The directive analysed conditions within the Party organizations of the Fourth Red Army and pointed out that "the only
wa!' to combat ~as~nt ideology [among the soldiers was] to
build up proJetanan ideology and make it predominate."•4 The
reason for the combat effectiveness of the Party and the
people's army was that ideological and political unity was
guaranteed by a strong sense of organization and discipline.
The directive stressed that all the Party's power must be
centralized in the Front Committee as the leading organ, and
~evertheless,
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that the charge of "patriarchalism" must not be made
indiscriminately to weaken it and to serve as a cover for
ultra-democracy. At the same time, it said, the Front Committee should not concern itself with everyday administrative
affairs, which should be handled by the administrative organs.
Thus, the Central Committee put an end to the argument
within the Party organizations of the Fourth Red Army. It also
urged the Front Committee and all officers and men to support
the leadership of Zhu De and Mao Zedong and asked that Mao
Zedong be reinstated as secretary of the Front Committee.
In late December the 9th Party Congress of the Fourth Red
Army was held in Gutian, Shanghang County, Fujian Province.
At the meeting, Mao Zedong delivered a report, and a number of
resolutions were adopted. The most important of these was one
drafted by Mao on correcting mistaken ideas in the Party. This
resolution stated that the Chinese Red Army was "an armed body
for carrying out the political tasks of the revolution" and that it
must subject itself to the absolute leadership of the Party. It
criticized Party members who were exclusively concerned with
military affairs and who argued that military affairs and politics
were opposed to each other. It reiterated that the Red Army must
be integrated with the people and take up the combined tasks of
fighting, raising funds and doing propaganda and organizational
work among the masses. It criticized those who wanted only to
move from city to city to seek an easy life and engage in roving
guerrilla actions, refusing to do the hard work of building revolutionary political power. It also criticized manifestations of
ultra-democracy and the disregard of organizational discipline,
pointing out that its root causes were petty-bourgeois individualism and aversion to discipline. The danger of ultra-democracy,
the resolution said, was that it could weaken or even completely
undermine the Party's fighting capacity, rendering the Party
incapable of fulfilling its fighting tasks and thereby causing the
defeat of the revolution. The resolution emphasized the importance of strengthening ideological education in the Party, analysed the various expressions of non-proletarian ideas in the
Fourth Red Army's Party organizations and insisted that the
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Party and the army must be built on proletarian ideas.
The resolution of the Gutian meeting was a programme for the
building of the Communist Party of China and the Red Army. It
answered the fundamental question of how to turn a revolutionary army that was mainly composed of peasants and operating in
an environment of rural warfare into a people's army of a new
type. Never in the history of China had there been such an army.
The resolution of the Gutian meeting was implemented not only
by the Fourth Red Army but also by other un.its of the Red Army
to some extent in other parts of the country. It was a milestone
in the history of the people's army of China.
At the Gutian meeting a new Front Committee was elected
with Mao Zedong as secretary. In June 1930 the Red Army units
in southwestern Jiangxi and western Fujian were merged into the
First Army Group of the Red Army, with Zhu De as commanderin-chief and Mao Zedong as political commissar and secretary of
the Front Committee. The new First Army Group comprised
more than 20,000 troops and was thus the strongest Red Army
force in the country.
Jn the revolutionary base areas in southern Jiangxi and western
Fujian, the agrarian revolution too developed to a new stage. In
April 1929 Mao Zedong, who was in charge of drafting the Land
Law for Xingguo County, Jiangxi, initiated a major change of
principle. While the Land Law for the Jinggang Mountains had
stipulated that "all the land" was to be confiscated and redistributed, in the new law this provision was changed to read "all the
public land and the land of the landlord class." In July the 1st
Party Congress of Western Fujian adopted a resolution providing
that land held by peasants was not to be confiscated and that the
principle of "taking from those who have a surplus and giving to
those who have a shortage" was to be introduced. After this
congress, land distribution was carried out in an area of nearly
40,000 square kilometers in western Fujian. As a result, more
than 600,000 poor peasants received land. Following the Gutian
meeting in December, the main forces of the Fourth Red Army
returned to southern Jiangxi. On February 7, 1930, the Front
Committee of the Fourth Red Army called a meeting in Ji'an,
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Jiangxi with the local authorities at which it was decided that the
agrarian revolution must be deepened in Jiangxi as well. Accordingly, land distribution was carried out in the whole area of
Xingguo and five other counties and in parts of Yongfeng and
other counties. A year later, following a decision by the CPC
Central Committee, Mao Zedong directed governments at different levels to issue a proclamation making it clear that, once the
land had been distributed (according to the principles of "taking
from those who have a surplus and giving to those who have a
shortage, and taking from those who have better and giving to
those who have worse"), the distribution was final. Anyone who
had been given land was to manage it himself. The land belonged
to him, other people must not encroach upon it and he could rent
it out or sell it as he pleased. Produce from the land belonged to
the peasant, except that he was expected to pay a land tax to the
government. This policy represented a reversal of the Land Law
of the Jinggang Mountains, which had provided that land belonged to the government and not to the peasant, who had the
right to use it but not to sell it. Through repeated trial and error,
the Party gradually developed a complete programme for land
reform that corresponded to the realities of the Chinese countryside.
Following the land reform in the revolutionary base areas of
southern Jiangxi and western Fujian, a fundamental change took
place in the social structure and the relations between classes. In
October 1930 Mao Zedong conducted a one-week survey of the
rural areas in Xingguo, after which he concluded that the situation with regard to the struggle for land throughout southern
Jiangxi was more or Jess the same as in Xingguo. Jn his report on
this survey he wrote that the poor peasants had benefited from
the land reform in twelve respects:
1. They had been given farmland, which was the fundamental
benefit.
2. They had been given the hills.
3. The grain of the landlords and counter-revolutionary rich
peasants had been distributed to them.
4. All the debts owed before the revolution had been cancelled.
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5. Rice was cheaper.
6. It was no longer necessary to have money in order to take a
wife.
7. It was no longer necessary to pay funeral expenses to bury
the dead.
8. The price of an ox was lower than before.
9. They no longer needed money for ritual gift-giving and
superstitious practices, as both had been done away with.
10. Drugs, gambling, thieves and bandits had disappeared.
11. They could now afford meat.
12. Most important, political power was now in their hands.
The middle peasants too, Mao wrote, had benefited from the
agrarian revolution both economically and politically. Most of
them had received land, and they were no longer under the
rule of the landlords and rich peasants, ordered about in
everything. Now they too had the right to speak out, along
with the poor peasants and farm labourers. Thus, the overwhelming majority of the peasants supported the agrarian
revolution and the Communist Party. Everywhere their enthusiasm for the revolution ran high, and major successes were
being achieved in the struggle against feudalism. At about this
time, the agrarian revolution was also begun in other revolutionary base areas, one after another.
The agrarian revolution was one of the basic com1xments of
the Chinese democratic revolution. Without changing the feudal
land system it would be impossible to dismantle feudalism. In
China there was no political party that represented solely · the
peasants. The political parties of the national bourgeoisie and
the petty bourgeoisie and their representatives either were not
concerned with the peasants' land problem or only talked about
it and did nothing. Only the Communist Party took practical,
resolute action. Only the Communist Party led the masses of
poor peasants in a fierce struggle to overthrow the feudal
system that had ruled Chinese society for thousands of years.
The peasants were realistic about their own interests. The fact
that the CPC was leading the agrarian revolution helped them
understand the difference between it and the Kuomintang. By the
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same token, it greatly mobilized their support for the revo~ution
ary war and their eagerness to defend and build the revolutJ.onary
base areas. As small producers, the peasants naturally had weaknesses, such as short-sightedness and aversion to discipline; therefore, they had to be educated and remoulded. However, they bad
a vast reservoir of hatred for imperialism and feudalism, far
exceeding the resentment of other classes in society. It would be
a mistake to stress the negative aspects of the peasantry at that
time without recognizing its positive aspects. After the failure of
the Great Revolution, the national bourgeoisie withdrew from the
revolution and the urban petty bourgeoisie wavered a great deal.
If the Chlnese revolution was to continue to develop into an
irresistible force, it was essential for the Communist Party to rely
firmly on the peasants, who accounted for the overwhelming
majority of the population, winning their support through a
thoroughgoing agrarian revolution.
The people's revolution led by the Communist Party followed
a unique strategy: to encircle the cities from the countryside and
seize state power by armed force.
This unique strategy, developed by the collective efforts of
the Party and the people, took shape only after serious setbacks,
through repeated trial and error and constant reviewing of
experience. Mao Zedong made the most outstanding contribution to this process. He was the first to advocate shifting the
focus of armed struggle to the countryside and to insist on
developing rural revolutionary base areas; moreover, it was he
who explained the theoretical basis for the strategy of the
Chinese revolution. He criticized the idea that there was a
contradiction between adhering to the leadership of the proletariat and relying on the peasants as the main force of revolution. "for in the revolution in semi-colonial China," he wrote,
"the peasant struggle must always fail if it does not have the
leadership of the workers, but the revolution is never harmed
if the peasant struggle outstrips the forces of the workers." 15
He emphasized the importance of persisting in the struggle in
rural revolutionary base areas:
"Only thus is it possible to build the confidence of the revolu-
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tionary masses throughout the country, as the Soviet Union has
built it throughout the world. Only thus is it possible to create
tremendous difficulties for the reactionary ruling classes, shake
their foundations and hasten their internal disintegration. Only
thus is it really possible to create a Red Army which will become
the chief weapon for the great revolution of the future. In short,
only thus is it possible to hasten the revolutionary high tide." 16 A
few years later, Mao pointed out in more explicit terms that in
semi-colonial, semi-feudal China, the Communist Party had to
proceed differently than communist parties in capitalist countries. "Basically," he said, "the task of the Communist Party here
is not to go through a long period of legal struggle before
launching insurrection and war, and not to seize the big cities first
and then occupy the countryside, but the reverse."17
After the decision was made at the meeting of August 7, 1927,
to resist the murderous policies of the Kuomintang reactionaries
with armed struggle, the Party was faced with the fundamental
question of how to win that struggle. For a time the Party
continued to focus its work on the cities. The first three famous
insurrections in key cities after the defeat of the Great Revolution
had failed to achieve their goals. But the idea of trying first to
gain control of the cities did not quickly disappear. Instead, as
will be seen, it continued to emerge, bringing repeated losses to
the revolution. If the Chinese Communists, instead of turning to
the rural areas, where the reactionary forces were weak, had
merely adhered to the dogma in books, blindly copied the model
of other countries and continued to concentrate on the cities, the
revolution would have soon failed.
But the Chinese Marxists represented by Mao Zedong persisted
in proceeding from the realities in the country and in learning
through practice and from the masses. Thus, displaying admirable initiative at a critical moment when the revolution was at
stake, they were able to determine the correct strategy of surrounding the cities from the countryside and seizing state power
with armed force, something that had never been done before.
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III. THE "LEFf" MISTAKES DURING
THE RESURGENCE OF
REVOLUTION AND THE RED ARMY'S
VICTORY IN THE COUNTER-CAMPAIGNS
. AGAINST "ENCIRCLEMENT AND
SUPPRESSION"
During the two years immediately follo~ing t~e 6th National
Congress of the CPC in 1928, the revolution rev1~ed across the
country. Through arduous struggle, the CPC, which seemed to
have fallen into hopeless straits after the failure of the Great
Revolution, reemerged as an important political force.
.
There were both objective and subjective reasons for this.
The objective reasons were as follows. A period of relative
stability prevailed after the founding of the KMT government
in Nanjing, but after war broke out between Chiang Kai-shek
and the Guangxi clique in March 1929, the country relapsed
into incessant tangled warfare between the new warlords. Many
of the troops that had previously been engaged in attempts to
encircle and suppress the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army
were moved to other battlefields to take part in that warfare, .
leaving a vacuum in certain areas and an opportunity for the
Red Army to grow. Moreover, under the rule of the KMT
government, the national crisis was aggravated_- Every one _of
the fundamental contradictions in Chinese society. became ~n
tensified and the Nanjing government grew increasmgly fascist.
The ordinary workers and peasants and e~en . the na~i?nal
bourgeoisie bad won not an iota of emanc1~at1on, political,
economic or ideological. Discontent was growmg even arn?ng
those who had cherished illusions about the KMT. The subJeCtive reason for the revival of the revolution at this time was
that the CPC Central Committee adhered to a basically correct
line and did a great deal of fruitful work by proceeding from
the actual conditions in the country.
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The Resurgence of Revolution in 1929 and Early 1930
In its political resolution, the 6th National Congress of the
CPC wrote: "Since the revolution has suffered serious defeats, it
is essential to shift from direct armed uprisings on a broad scale
to the day-to-day work of organizing and mobilizing the masses ....
The general line of the Party is to win over the masses." A sharp
change in the Party's work was effected in the wake of the
congress.
The Party faced a grim situation in the areas under KMT
rule. The "Left" putschism that had emerged in November 1927
brought further heavy losses to the forces that had managed to
survive the failure of the Great Revolution. For a time, the
Central Committee regarded Hunan, Hubei and Guangdong
provinces as centres from which to relaunch struggles, but it was
precisely those areas that suffered the heaviest losses. Local Party
organizations were ill adapted to the new and perilous environment, since they had mushroomed when the revolutionary activity was at its height and had had only two kinds of experience.
Either they had engaged in open or semi-open activities during
the period of the Great Revolution, or following the instructions
of putschist leaders, they had relied only on a small number of
people who acted recklessly, without regard for consequences or
even for their own lives. Things had begun to change around the
time of the 6th Party Congress, but there was no fundamental
turn for the better. Most of the key Party members were concentrated in provincial Party committees, special committees and
certain major cities and townships, forming a huge secret organization. The Party was estranged from the masses. Many Party
branches had become inactive and existed in name only.
Under these difficult conditions, many outstanding Party
members immersed themselves in hard, solid work. After the 6th
Party Congress, the Central Committee laid down the following
principles for the Party's work. First, it was essential to go into
the midst of the masses and start work from the grassroots. Only
when the organizations at lower levels had been consolidated and
become active could organizations at higher levels be set up.
Second, secret work should be integrated with open work. Party
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organizations in every locality should use all means (including
legal and semi-legal means) to get in touch with workers and
peasants, so as to truly understand their hardships and demands
and to patiently mobilize them and lead them in daily struggles.
Thus gradually, over a Jong period of time, the Party would
accumulate strength and fulfil its objective of "winning over the
masses." Third, Party cadres should have regular jobs and social
relations with people in different milieus, so as to be able to make
full use of the cover provided by their professional and social
connections.
While endeavouring to rectify the "Left" mistakes, the Party
also struggled resolutely against the Right views and actions. At
this time Chen Duxiu and others, despairing of the future of the
revolution, gradually turned liquidationist. Embracing Trotskyite
views, they held that after the defeat of the Great Revolution in
1927, the Chinese bourgeoisie had triumphed over the imperialist
and feudal forces and stabilized its rule over the people; capitalism had gained the upper hand in Chinese society and would
enjoy peaceful development. They concluded that since the
bourgeois-democratic revolution in China had ended, the Chinese
proletariat could not bring about a "socialist revolution" until
some time in the future. Meanwhile, it could only engage in a
legal movement, which would centre around the call for a national conference, attended by representatives from all walks of life,
to seek a political solution to the country's problems. They
advocated abolishing revolutionary movements and slandered the
Red Army's military operations as the actions of "roving rebel
bands." Instead of accepting criticism, they tried to split the Party
by secretly setting up small opposition factions. This led to their
expulsion from the Party.
In the face of the cruel White terror, the arrests and massacres
in the vast areas under the reactionary KMT regime, it was
extremely hard to keep the Party organizations there intact, let
alone to consolidate and expand them. It took not only courage
and tenacity but also resourcefulness and correct guidance.
After a year's preparation, the 2nd Plenary Session of the 6th
Central Committee of the CPC was held in June 1929. It made
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the following judgement on the condition of the Party: ''The
Party has been rescued from weakness and inactivity and has
regained its unity. At the same time, the Party has made progress
in its work, gaining ground in its relations with the people,
increasing its political influence among the masses and expanding
its capacjty to lead struggles." 18 According to statistics, Party
membership grew from a Jittle over 40,000 in July 1928, at the
time of the 6th Party Congress, to 69,000 in June 1929, at the time
of the 2nd Plenary Session of the 6th Central Committee, and to
100,000 in March 1930. In spite of some grave setbacks during
this time,. the Party gained much valuable experience in underground work in areas strictly controlled by the reactionary forces.
This experience was of great importance for the Party's future
work in such areas.
More important, the strengthening of the CPC Central Committee's leadership of the Red Army and the rural base areas
brought about a tremendous expansion of the revolutionary
forces. By March 1930, the Red Army had grown to I 3 armies
with over 62,000 men. And in addition to the base areas in
southwestern Jiangxi and western Fujian led by Mao Zedong and
others, there were major bases in the border regions of western
Hunan-Hubei, Hubei-Henan-Anhui, Fujian-Zhejiang-Jiangxi,
Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi and Hunan-Jiangxi, as well as in certain
areas of Guangxi and Guangdong.
Early in 1928, He Long, Zhou Yiqun and others arrived in the
Honghu Lake area of Hubei and the Sangzhi area of Hunan.
Using his social connections in his hometown of Sangzhi, He
Long built a new revolutionary force by merging several peasant
guerrilla units and reorganized them into the Fourth Army of the
Workers' and Peasants' Revolutionary Army. On March 19, 1929,
the CPC Central Committee wrote to He Long and the other
leaders of the Front Committee of the Fourth Army, instructing
them to concentrate on mobilizing the rural population to deepen
the agrarian revolution, rather than on taking big cities. Jn July
1930 the newly formed Fourth Army joined forces in Gong'an
County, Hubei Province, with the Sixth Red Army, which had
been established by expanding the Western Hubei Guerrilla
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Corps. Together, the two armies formed the Second Red Army
Group, totalling more than 10,000 men, with He Long as
commander-in-chief and Zhou Yiqun as political commissar.
Soon after that, a Soviet government was set up in the western
Hunan-Hubei base area.
The Red Army guerrilla forces also grew rapidly in the HubeiHenan-Anhui base area. Al first they were divided into three
parts, one in the Hubei-Henan border base area, formed after the
Huang'an-Macheng Uprising; one in the southeastern Henan base
area, formed after the Southern Shangcbeng Uprising; and one
in the western Anhui base area, formed after the Lu'an-Huoshan
Uprising. The Military Commission of the Central Committee
assigned Xu Xiangqian to command the Hubei-Henan border
base area. In January 1930, seeing the necessity of unifying the
leadership of the Party organizations and the command of the
Red Army units, the Central Committee decided to set up a
Special Committee for the entire Hubei-Henan-Anhui border
base area and appointed Guo Shushen as secretary. It also merged
the three separate units into the First Army of the Red Army
with Xu Jishen as commander, Xu Xiangqian as deputy commander and Cao Dajun as political commissar. The Special Committee and the First Army were the predecessors of the HubeiHenan-Anhui Bureau of the Central Committee and the Fourth
Front Army of the Red Army.
Having returned to the Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi border region
from southern Jiangxi, the Fifth Army of the Red Army, led by
Peng Dehuai and Teng Daiyuan, joined with local guerrilla forces
to form the Third Army Group of the Red Army. Peng Dehuai
became commander-in-chief of the group and secretary of its
Front Committee, and Teng Daiyuan was named political commissar. This army group opened up the Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi
Revolutionary Base Area.
In the western part of Guangxi Province, Deng Xiaoping,
representative of the CPC Central Committee, and Zhang Yunyi,
Wei Baqun and others led part of the Guangxi army and local
peasant forces influenced by the Party in the Bose Uprising of
December 1929 and the Longzhou Uprising of February 1930.
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T?ey f?un~ed t~e Seventh and Eighth armies of the Red Army,
wit?. L1 Mmgr~1 as commander-in-chief and Deng Xiaoping as
political ~omm1s.sar of both armies, and established the Zuojiang
and YouJiang Rivers Revolutionary Base Area.
Thanks to these events, the Chinese revolutionary movement
soon took on a very different aspect. In an article written in April
1930, Zhou Enlai declared: "Peasant guerrilla warfare and the
agrarian revolution are the main features of the Chinese revolu·
tion today." 19 This was a highly important new assessment, based
on the Party's practice during the nearly two years since its 6th
Congress.

The Emergence of "Left" Adventurism
As the situation improved, "Left" impetuosity gradually grew
within the Communist Party. The renewal of the warfare between
new warlords representing various KMT factions, triggered by
the wa~ between Chiang .Kai-shek and the Guangxi clique, and
the Chinese Eastern Railway Incident20 led the CPC Central
Committee to a wrong assessment of the situation and encouraged
a resurgence of "Left" thinking. More important, in 1929 the
Communist International sent the CPC Central Committee a
series of four letters stressing the "struggle against Right tendencies." The most influential of these, dated October 26 asserted
'
that the time was ripe for decisive action:
"China has entered a period of profound national crisis... .lt is
now possible and necessary to prepare the masses for the revolution that will overthrow the political power based on the alliance
between the landlord class and the bourgeoisie and establish the
dictatorship of the workers and peasants in the Soviet form to
eng~g~ energ~tically in the revolutionary forms of class stru~gle
(polihcal strikes by the masses, revolutionary demonstrations
guerrilla warfare, etc.) and to keep expanding them." The lette;
added that by and large, the putschist mistakes had been corrected. On January 11, 1930, the Political Bureau of the CPC Central
Committee adopted a resolution concurring with the view of the
Communist International that the country was in profound crisis.
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"The pace at which the revolution develops," the resolution went
on, "depends on the pace at which the reactionary regime is
overthrown directly through armed rebellion.... We should act on
the instructions of the Communist International, start at once to
prepare the masses to fulfil this task and energetically initiate and
expand revolutionary forms of class struggle."
Jn 1928, when the revolution had suffered grave setbacks, it
bad been easy to see that the "Left" tendencies in the Party were
wrong and to quickly put an end to putschist mistakes. But at this
time, when the KMT warlords of different factions were fighting
among themselves, and when the revolutionary movement appeared to be reviving, many Party members overestimated revolutionary developments, and this fostered a more intense and
sustained growth of "Left" impetuosity.
The war in the Central Plains that broke out in May 1930
between Chiang Kai-shek on one side and Yan Xishan and Feng
Yuxiang on the other marked a struggle between new warlords on
an unprecedented scale. At the time, Zhou Enlai was in the Soviet
Union reporting to the Communist International. Li Lisan and
others, who were actually in charge of the work of the Central
Committee, considered that the revolutionary crisis had come to
a head nationwide. On June 11 the Political Bureau adopted a
resolution, drafted by Li Lisan, entitled "The New Revolutionary
High Tide and Winning Victory First in One or More Provinces."
"Left" adventurism (later known as the Li Lisan line) thus
became dominant in the Central Committee.
In this resolution "Left" adventurism manifested itself in several ways. First, the Political Bureau made a totally incorrect
assessment of the situation, maintaining that the decisive battle
not only for the Chinese revolution but for the world revolution
was just around the corner. "The fundamental economic and
political crisis in China," the Bureau wrote, "continues to sharpen
in an identical manner in every part of the country without the
slightest essential difference.... The general situation shows that a
new revolutionary upsurge in China is upon us .... The situation
for direct revolution is already in existence on a national basis
and is very likely to be turned into nationwide victory of the
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revolution." Moreover, the outbreak of the Chinese revolution, it
said, would immediately "set off a great revolution worldwide
and give rise to the possibility of the final decisive class battle the
world over."
Second, the Political Bureau argued that it was no longer
necessary to gradually accumulate and prepare the subjective
forces of revolution, since the masses, who aspired to large-scale
action, would be content with nothing less than a nationwide
armed uprising.
Third, the Political Bureau continued to espouse the mistaken
"city centre theory." "The great struggle of the proletariat is the
decisive force," the resolution declared. "Without an upsurge in
working class strikes and without armed uprisings in key cities, it
is absolutely impossible to achieve victory in one or more provinces." lt rejected "encircling the cities from the countryside" as
a grossly incorrect concept and called for "a drastic change in the
guerrilla tactics of the past."
Fourth the Political Bureau again confused the bounds of the
'
. .
democratic revolution and the socialist revolution. It mallltamed
that the bourgeoisie had become part of the reactionary alliance
and that if the revolution succeeded first in one or more provinces, "the factories, enterprises and banks owned by the Chinese
bourgeoisie should be confiscated" and "the workers' and peasants' dictatorship must be turned into the dictatorship of the
proletariat."
Guided by this sort of thinking, Li Lisan and his followers
formed an adventuristic plan to launch armed uprisings in all the
key cities of China with Wuhan as the centre and to concentrate
all the Red Army forces to attack major cities. The plan emphasized the importance of uprisings in Wuhan and Nanjing and of
a general strike in Shanghai, and instructed all Red Army units
to "join forces in Wuhan" and "water their horses in the Yangtze
River." In late July the Third Red Army Group, taking advantage of the enemy's weak defence, captured Changsha, the provincial capital of Hunan, and occupied it for a time (pulling out
on August 5). Li Lisan was so delighted with this victory that he
considered it a vindication of his views and plan. In early August
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a National General Action Committee was set up as the supr~me
commanding body for the armed uprisings and the general strike.
The leading bodies of the CPC, the Youth League and the trade
unions were merged into action committees at various levels, and
the normal activities of those organizations were suspended. A
detailed plan was put forward to prepare for nationwide uprisings, and appeals for cooperation were sent to ~ongolia~ which
was asked to send troops, and to the Soviet Umon, which was
asked to prepare for war.
Although the mistaken "Left" line held sway for only a little
more than three months (from June to September 1930), the
Party paid dearly for it. In the areas under KMT rule, many local
Party organizations, impatient to organize uprisings, exposed
their few members in open actions. This led to the destruction of
eleven provincial Party committees and to nearly total disintegration of the Party organizations in Wuhan, Nanjing and other
cities. In addition, the Red Army suffered huge losses during its
attacks on large cities.
An important feature of "Left" adventurism was that its adherents were divorced from reality - that is, they proceeded
purely from subjective thinking or imagination and were impatient for success. Naturally, this attitude was resisted by those
Party cadres who knew the actual situation and looked the facts
in the face. For example, He Mengxiong, a member of the
standing committee of the Jiangsu Provincial Party Committee,
at a meeting sharply criticized Li Lisan's mistake of neglecting
both subjective and objective conditions; he was silenced and
attacked. In June the Central Committee ordered the First Army
Group of the Red Army, led by Mao Zedong and Zhu De, to
attack Nanchang and Jiujiang. As they approached Nanchang,
however, recognizing that their forces were greatly outnumbered
by the enemy, they decided against an attack. By this time, the
Third Army Group had already pulled out of Changsha. The
First and Third Army Groups joined forces and formed the First
Front Army of the Red Army, totalling over 30,000 men. Zhu De
became the commander-in-chief and Mao Zedong the general
political commissar and secretary of the General Front Commit-
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tee. They were ordered to retake Changsha but failed after fierce
fighting. Flexibly changing tactics according to circumstances,
Mao Zedong decided to withdraw from Changsha and enter
Jiangxi. In other revolutionary base areas, some leaders of the
Party and the Red Army were also doubtful about the Li Lisan
line and resisted it in varying degrees. Thus, it was not implemented in an all-round way in practical work, especially in the
army and the base areas.
Li Lisan's "Left" adventurism had also gone beyond the tolerance of the Communist International. In late July, the Executive
Committee of the Comintern adopted a resolution on the question
of China stating, "For the time being, we have not yet achieved
an objective situation of revolution throughout China." Zhou
Enlai and Qu Qiubai were sent home to rectify Li Lisan's mistake,
which they started to do as soon as they returned.
During September 24-28, 1930, in Shanghai, the CPC held the
Enlarged 3rd Plenary Session of the 6th Central Committee. In
his report transmitting the resolution of the Communist International, Zhou Enlai pointed out the uneven development of the
Chinese revolution and concluded that "the present situation is
not yet a situation for direct armed uprising throughout the
country." He criticized Li Lisan for having made the mistake of
"Left" adventurism in planning the Party's work. Li Lisan made
a self-criticism, and Qu Qiubai delivered a summary of the
political discussion at the session.
The 3rd Plenary Session corrected the ultra-Left assessment of
the revolutionary situation in China made by Li Lisan and others,
and after the meeting Li left his leading position. The programme
for urban uprisings was canceled, and after the failure of the
second attack on Changsha, the Red Army discontinued its
attacks on big cities. Action committees for the central and local
levels were dismantled, and the Party, Youth League and trade
union organizations were rehabilitated. Work in the rural revolutionary base areas and the Red Army was given an increasingly
important position. Nevertheless, the 3rd Plenary Session failed
to make a thorough ideological and theoretical criticism of the
"Left" mistake, represented by Li Lisan. It tolerated his thinking
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to an extent and wrongly criticized He Mengxiong who had
opposed Li Lisan. Still, those mistakes, which were the main
reflection of the Li Lisan line in practical work, were rectified,
the problem was basically solved and the work as a whole gradually returned to normal.
But soon there was a sudden change. In October the Communist International wrote a letter to the CPC Central Committee
declaring that the Li Lisan line was opposed to that of the
International. At this time, Wang Ming (Chen Shaoyu) and Bo
Gu (Qin Bangxian) had just returned from Moscow, where they
had been studying and where they had won the confidence of
Pavel Mif, deputy head of the Comintern's Far Eastern Bureau.
Through abnormal channels, Wang and Bo learned the contents
of the letter before the Central Committee did. They immediately
called for "opposing conciliation" and violently attacked the
Central Committee as constituted at the 3rd Plenary Session.
Wang Ming also distributed his programmatic pamphlet TwoLine Struggle (later revised and renamed Strive to Make the CPC
More Bolshevik). He and Bo Gu exaggerated the proportion of
capitalis~ in the Chinese economy and the importance of strugglmg agamst the bourgeoisie and the rich peasants at the present
sta?e of the.revolution, and they denied the existence of a camp
of mtermediate forces. They insisted that there was a nationwide
rev?lutionary upsurge and, eager for quick victory in one or more
ma1or provinces with key cities, urged that the Party launch
nationwide attacks. A "true" Red Army and a government
fo~med by a conference of workers, peasants and soldiers, they
said, should already have been established in China, and the main
?a~gers wit~in the Party were Right opportunism in its line, and
m its practical work and the defence of the interests of rich
peasants. They called on Party members to form a provisional
central leading organ and demanded that leading organs at dif~erent levels be transformed, consolidated and staffed with "mil1~ant cadres" who vigorously supported and implemented their
lme. The statements and activities of Wang Ming and Bo Gu
threw the Party into ideological disarray. Some local Party cadres
and organizations that had been criticized by Li Lisan and the
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3rd Plenary Session demanded that the Central Committee be
reorganized. With the National Federation of Trade Unions in
their hands, Luo Zhanglong and others manoeuvred to split the
Party. Amid this chaos, the Central Committee found it impcssible to carry out its normal work.
The 4th Plenary Session of the 6th Central Committee of the
CPC was convened in Shanghai on January 7, 1931. It was
dominated by Pavel Mif, who had come to China. The main
theme of the session was criticism of the 3rd Plenary Session's
so-called conciliatory attitude towards the Li Lisan line. "Right
deviation" was identified as the chief danger within the Party,
and it was decided that "leading organs at different levels should
be transformed and consolidated." Qu Qiubai, Zhou Enlai and
others were severely criticized at the meeting. With the support
of Mif, Wang Ming, although he was only 26 and had little
experience in struggle, was elected not only to the Central Committee but also to the Political Bureau. Nothing positive came out
of the 4th Session of the 6th Central Committee. For four long
years afterwards, the Central Committee was dominated by the
"Left" dogmatism represented by Wang Ming.
How was it that Wang Ming was able to gain such ascendancy?
There were several reasons. Ever since the August 7th Meeting,
there had been heavy "Left" tendencies in the Party, which had
never been eliminated from its guiding ideology. Many Party
cadres were enthusiastic about revolution but ill prepared with
theory and practice. When Wang Ming and his followers tried to
intimidate them with a lot of Marxist terms and received full
support from the representative of the Communist International,
many of them were unable to judge his pcsition correctly and
resist it.
Wang Ming and his faction argued that the Li Lisan line was
not a "Left" deviation but a Right deviation that denied the
possibility of winning victory first in one or more provinces.
Wang Ming had written in his pamphlet, "At present we have not
yet achieved a situation of direct revolution in the whole country,
but such a situation could be achieved in one or more major provinces soon, as new waves of revolutionary movement
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throughout the country arc growing and developing at different
speeds." Accordingly, he called for efforts to achieve victory in
the provinces of Hunan, Hubei and Jiangxi, which would pave
the way for nationwide victory. He and his supporters demanded
continued attacks on the intermediate forces and the launching
of a nationwide offensive. Generally speaking, Wang Ming and
his faction were more determined and more arrogant than Li
Lisan and those who had followed his line of "Left" adventurism,
and clothed their arguments in more theoretical verbiage. Therefore they caused greater damage.
After the 4th Plenary Session in 1931, the Party's work in the
areas under Kuomintang rule was completely disrupted. A number of outstanding Party cadres, including He Mengxiong, Lin
Yunan and Li Qiushi, were arrested and executed because renegades informed against them. Luo Zhanglong and others formed
an "Extraordinary Central Committee" in oppcsition to the policies of the 4th Plenary Session and attempted to organize a
separate party; they were therefore expelled from the CPC. In
late April Gu Shunzhang, an alternate member of the Political
Bureau who had assisted in running the Party's security work and
had access to many of the Central Committee's top secrets, was
arrested in Wuhan and betrayed the Party. He proposed that the
Kuomintang authorities wipe out the headquarters and principal
leaders of the CPC Central Committee at one blow in a surprise
attack. This highly confidential piece of information was made
known to Qian Zhuangfei, an underground Communist who had
made his way into the Investigation Section of the KMT's Central
Organization Department and worked there as a confidential
secretary. He immediately sent a courier from Nanjing to Shanghai to repcrt to Li Kenong, who was in charge of the Section of
Special Tasks of the CPC Central Committee and who would then
convey the information to the Central Committee. At this critical
moment, Zhou Enlai, assisted by Chen Yun and others, calmly
acted to protect the Central Committee and thus averted disaster.
In late June Xiang Zhongfa, who was then chairman of the
Political Bureau, was arrested because of his imprudence, and
soon he too betrayed the Party. Under these circumstances, Wang
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Ming left Shanghai for Moscow, and Zhou Enlai was forced to
leave for Ruijin, Jiangxi, in the Central Revolutionary Base Area.
Because both the Central Committee and the Political Bureau in
Shanghai had lost more than half their members, a Provisional
Central Political Bureau was set up in accordance with instructions from the Communist International. Bo Gu, Zhang Wentian
(Luo Fu) and Lu Futan became members of the Standing Committee of the CPC Central Committee, Bo Gu being given overall
responsibility, and they continued to follow the "Left" adventurist line represented by Wang Ming.

The Red Army's Victories in the CounterCampaigns Against "Encirclement and Suppression"
The Central Committee formed at the 4th Plenary Session sent
representatives, representative organs or new leading cadres to
the various revolutionary base areas to carry out the struggle
against what it called Right deviation. However, in many of them,
especially the Central Base Area under the leadership of Mao
Zedong, there was no time to carry out the "Left" policies
promoted by these emissaries before the KMT began launching
its "encirclement and suppression" campaigns. For this reason, it
was still possible for the Red Army to defeat the enemy on several
occasions.
The Kuomintang ruling clique was shocked by the growth of
the Red Army and the base areas, and particularly by the Red
Army's adventurist attacks· on key cities during the period when
the Party was following the Li Lisan line. By October 1930 the
six-month war on the Central Plains between Chiang Kai-shek on
one side and Yan Xishan and Feng Yuxiang on the other, involving more than a million men, was over. Immediately after he had
won, Chiang turned back and concentrated large forces to "encircle and suppress" the Red Army in the revolutionary base areas
in southern China. By this time the Red Army had expanded to
more than 100,000 men. It was now possible to make the major
change from waging chiefly guerrilla warfare to waging chiefly
mobile warfare. Wherever the Red Army went, it established
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party organizations and revolutionary political power. It conducted a struggle for the distribution of land, winning the support of
the masses. Stable revolutionary base areas were established,
providing broad combat theatres for the Red Army and plenty of
room for them to manoeuvre. These conditions had not been
available to the Red Army in the past. Thus, in its countercampaigns against the KMT troops' "encirclement and suppression" during this period, the Red Army fought on a larger scale
and gained greater victories than ever before.
The main target of the Kuomintang army's "encirclement and
suppression" campaigns was the First Front Army of the Red
Army, led by Mao Zedong and Zhu De. Beginning in October
1930, Chiang Kai-shek gathered over 100,000 troops and mounted
the first "encirclement and suppression" campaign, directed by
Lu Diping, Governor of Jiangxi. As they underestimated the Red
Army, the KMT forces adopted the tactic of driving straight into
the revolutionary base area and making a concerted attack by
converging columns, hoping to wipe out the main forces of the
First Front Army at one blow. On October 30 the General Front
Committee and the Jiangxi Action Committee held a joint meeting in Luofang. Noting that the 40,000 men of the First Front
Army were greatly outnumbered and that the enemy forces in
Hunan were strong while those in Jiangxi were weak, they decided to retreat to the centre of the base area and look for a
favourable opportunity for combat. The plan was to lure the
enemy troops in deep, wait for them to wear out their strength
and then eliminate them in mobile warfare. And indeed, when
the KMT army had penetrated deep into the revolutionary base
area, it found that its battle line was overextended and its forces
were spread too thin. On December 30 the division headquarters
and two brigades led by Zhang Huizan, commander of the 18th
Division of the "encirclement and suppression" army, entered the
narrow mountain paths in the Longgang area and were ambushed
by the Red Army. In just one day of heavy fighting, the Red
Army wiped out some 10,000 enemy troops and captured Zhang
Huizan. It followed up this victory with an attack to the east that
eliminated half of Tan Daoyuan's division in Dongsbao. The first
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large-scale "encirclement and suppression" campaign was
smashed.
Before long, the Kuomintang regime sent He Yingqin, Minister
of War and concurrently director of the Nanchang provisional
headquarters of the commander-in-chief of the army, navy and
air force, to command 200,000 forces in a second "encirclement
and suppression" campaign. Drawing the lesson from the failure
in the previous campaign, he changed tactics, advancing by
stages, attacking only when sure of success and consolidating his
position at every step. He also imposed a tight economic blockade
on the Soviet base area. The Soviet Area Bureau of the Central
Committee held several meetings to consider counter-measures.
A proposal to withdraw from the area and another to divide the
Red Army forces in an attempt to push back the enemy were both
rejected in favour of the former tactic of luring the enemy in
deep. Utilizing the favourable conditions of the base area, the
First Front Army concentrated its main forces, identified the
enemy's weak links and made sure that it had superior forces for
every battl.e. First it attacked where the enemy was weak, then
moved rapidly from west to east, wiping out the enemy units one
by one. During the period of May 16-31, starting from Futian,
the Red Army won five battles in succession, sweeping across 350
kilometres from the Ganjiang River in Jiangxi to Jianning in
Fujian and eliminating over 30,000 enemy troops. Thus, the
KMT's second "encirclement and suppression" campaign was also
smashed.
As soon as the campaign was over in June, Chiang Kai-shek
personally took up the post of commander-in-chief of the "encirclement and suppression" army, making He Yingqin front line
commander, and gathered 300,000 troops for a third attempt.
Counting on their tenfold numerical superiority, Chiang and He
reverted to the tactic of driving straight into the base area in an
attempt to force the Red Army back to the east bank of the
Ganjiang River, disperse it and then "mop up" the smaller units.
Mao Zedong and Zhu De decided to avoid the main forces of
Chiang'.s army and attack its weak spots. Accordingly, they Jed
the mam body of the Red Army on a 500-kilometre detour to
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)(ingguo in southern Jiangxi. By this time, the enemy forces were
closing in on them by different routes. Suddenly, however, the
Red Army broke through a gap in their lines and won three
successive battles, eliminating more than ten thousand enemy
troops. Chiang immediately ordered all his units to turn east in
pursuit. The Red Army disguised a small number of troops as its
main force to lead the Kuomintang army far to the northeast,
while its real main force again moved west, making its way
through a mountain pass between concentrations of enemy
troops. Then they returned to Xingguo to hide, rest and regroup.
By the time the enemy discovered the deception and turned west,
the Red Army had already had a fortnight's respite. The enemy
troops were· so hungry, tired and demoralized that they had to
withdraw. The Red Army took advantage of this and wiped out
another thirty thousand of them. In this way, the KMT's third
attempt at "encirclement and suppression," personally directed by
Chiang Kai-shek, was defeated like the first two.
After this campaign, the two revolutionary base areas of southern Jiangxi and western Fujian were linked up to form the
Central Revolutionary Base Area, an area of fifty thousand
square kilometres with twenty-one county towns and a population
of two and a half million.
Not long after, .on December 14, over 17,000 men of the KMT's
26th Route Army (formerly part of the Northwestern Army
under Feng Yuxiang) staged a mass defection in Ningdu, Jiangxi
Province, under the leadership of Zhao Bosheng, the army's chief
of staff who was an underground Communist, and generals Ji
Zhentong, Dong Zhentang and Huang Zhongyue. These troops
were reorganized as the Fifth Army Group of the Workers' and
Peasants' Red Army. This was the first time that a big regular
army unit of the Kuomintang, with strong fighting capacity, had
defected on the battlefield and gone over to the Red Army. This
showed that the KMT's policy of civil war was unpopular and
that the Red Army had grown much stronger.
At about this time major victories were also achieved in the
struggle against "encirclement and suppression" in the revolutionary base areas of Hubei-Henan-Anhui and western Hunan-Hubei.
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The Red Army and the base areas in those regions had likewise
grown enormously.
The basic reason that the Red Army was able to defeat one
KMT "encirclement and suppression" campaign after another in
extremely difficult circumstances, even though greatly outnumbered, was that it had the enthusiastic support of the masses of
poor peasants in the base areas. These peasants had ·been given
land in the agrarian revolution, and they vied with each other to
join the army and to help in the revolutionary war in every way
possible. Without that support, the Red Army's victories would
not have been possible. The able leadership of Mao Zedong and
others was also indispensable. In essence, their strategy was to
concentrate the revolutionary forces and destroy the enemy units
one by one. Tactically, this meant finding the enemy's weak links
while he was on the move and engaging him in quickly decided
battles, fighting only when the Red Army could win and retreating when it could not. These strategic and tactical principles
solved the complex and difficult problem of defeating a strong
enemy by means of inferior forces with backward weapons. They
took shape gradually in practice, in response to the specific
conditions of the revolutionary war in China. A few years later
Mao Zedong was to explain them systematically in his "Problems
of Strategy in China's Revolutionary War."21

IV. CHANGES IN THE DOMESTIC
POLITICAL SITUATION AND
GRAVEDAMAGEBROUGHTABOUTBY
"LEFT" ERRORS IN THE
PARTY AFTER THE SEPTEMBER
18TH INCID.E NT
Late in the night of September 18, 1931, an event took place
that shocked the whole country and changed the destiny of China.
The Japanese Kwantung Army, which, in accordance with the
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terms of an unequal treaty, was stationed in northeast China,
attacked Beidaying, where the Northeastern Army was garrisoned, and the city of Shenyang. The next day the Japanese
army, encountering only light resistance, occupied Shenyang,
Changchun and some twenty other cities. In four months' time,
the three provinces of Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang fell into
enemy hands, and the people of northeast China sank into the
miserable life of slaves in a conquered land. On January 28, 1932,
the Japanese army launched a fresh attack in Shanghai. On
March 9 it declared the founding of a puppet Manchukuo regime
with Pu Yi, the last emperor of the Qing Dynasty, as the "Executive" (a title that two years later was changed to Emperor).

The Awakening of the Nation After the
September 18th Incident
The September 18th Incident was a natural result of the
expansionist policy of aggression against China that had long
been followed by the Japanese militarists. It was a major step
toward turning China into a colony exclusively occupied by
Japan. China had been subjected more than once to the threat of
being divided among imperialist powers, but this time it was in
imminent danger of being conquered. "The Chinese nation faces
its greatest danger; from each one the urgent call for action comes
forth." The words of the "March of the Volunteers" expressed the
indignation in the hearts of hundreds of millions of Chinese.
As a result of the Japanese imperialists' invasion of China, the
national contradiction between the two countries became the
principal one and brought about major changes in the relations
between different classes in China. The Chinese workers and
peasants wanted to resist the aggression. After having remained
inactive for more than four years, the student youth and the
urban petty bourgeoisie also began to call for resistance. Cities
that had been quiet for some time were again the scene of
indignant protests. In Beiping,22 Shanghai, Nanjing, Guangzhou
and Wuhan, students, workers and other residents organized
demonstrations and strikes and published open telegrams to the
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government demanding that it resist Japanese aggression. On
September 28, 1931, several thousand students from Shanghai
and Nanjing went to the Kuomintang government and tlie central
headquarters of the Kuomintang in Nanjing to demand a declaration of war against Japan; some of them even beat Wang
Zhengting, the Foreign Minister. The national bourgeoisie also
began to change its attitude and take an active part in the protests.
The Shen Bao and Xin Wen Bao, two newspapers in Shanghai,
carried a students' manifesto of resistance. Businesses in Shanghai, Hankou, Tianjin and other cities boycotted Japanese goods
and asked that economic relations with Japan be severed. In
northeast China under Japanese occupation, large numbers of
volunteers rose in resistance. Under conditions of extreme hardship and difficulty, they carried out guerrilla warfare in the area
between the Changbai Mountains and the Heilongjiang River,
winning the admiration of the whole country.
In the face of the Japanese invasion, the government in Nanjing made repeated concessions. At the time of the September
18th Incident, the Japanese Kwantung Army had only 10,000
men, while the Chinese Northeastern Army had 165,000 troops
stationed in northeast China, in addition to 70,000 who had
moved into the area south of Shanhaiguan, the east end of the
Great Wall, before the conclusion of the Central Plains campaign.
But two months earlier, Chiang Kai-shek had alrea<ly announced
the policy of "internal pacification before resistance to foreign
invasion," and he insisted on using his main forces to "encircle
and suppress" the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army, which stood
for resistance to the Japanese. When the September 18th Incident
took place, the Nanjing government telegraphed the .Northeastern
Army: "This act of the Japanese Army is merely an ordinary act
of provocation. To prevent the incident from developing further,
you must keep to absolute non-resistance."23 This attitude of the
Nanjing government allowed the Japanese imperialists to launch
large-scale attacks recklessly. But as the national crisis came to a
head, divisions appeared within the Kuomintang. Ma Zhanshan,
Li Du and other generals of the Northeastern Army resisted the
Japanese in northeast China. In January 1932, when the Japanese
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attacked Shanghai, the 19th Route Army under the command of
Jiang Guangnai and Cai Tingkai fought them heroically. As
Shanghai and Nanjing were the heart of the Kuomintang regime,
and as the Japanese were receiving large-scale reinforcements, the
government also sent into battle troops of the Fifth Army under
the command of Zhang Zhizhong. However, its basic principle
was still to sue for peace. On May 5, through the mediation of
Britain and the U.S.A., the government signed the WusongShanghai Armistice Agreement with the Japanese aggressors,
surrendering the country's sovereign rights under humiliating
terms. The following year, when Rehe Province had fallen into
enemy hands and the battle of resjstance along the Great Wall
had failed, it signed the Tanggu Agreement, which similarly gave
away sovereignty over north China. In Zhangjiakou, Feng Yuxiang organized the Chahar People's Anti-Japanese Allied Army,
but he met with only obstruction and sabotage from the Nanjing
government.
From the time of the September 18th Incident, the Communist
Party of China stood firmly for resistance against Japan. On
September 20 the CPC Central Committee issued a "Declaration
on the Brutal Occupation of the Three Northeastern Provinces by
the Japanese Imperialists," in which it unequivocally demanded
opposition to the seizure, immediate withdrawal of all the Japanese ground, naval and air forces occupying the three Northeastern provinces and nullification of all unequal treaties. On November 27 the Provisional Central Government of the Chinese
Soviet Republic, which had just declared its founding in Ruijin,
Jiangxi, issued a statement calling on the people of the whole
country to mobilize and arm themselves to combat Japanese
aggression and the reactionary regime of the Kuomintang. The
CPC Provincial Committee of Manchuria instructed local Party
organizations to strengthen their contacts with the people's volunteers and to organize armed resistance forces under the Party's leadership. The Central Committee sent Yang Jingyu, Zhao
Shangzhi, Zhou Baozhong and Zhao Yiman to the Northeast to
strengthen the leadership of Party organizations there. By early
1933, guerrilla units had been founded successively in Bayan,
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Hailong, Ning'an, Tangyuan and Hailun and in southern and
eastern Manchuria; these were eventually to become the main
armed forces resisting Japan in northeast China.
In this unprecedented national crisis, the Party faced the
questions of how to understand the profound changes in class
relations in the country and how to advance the national democratic revolution. At this time, "Left" adventurism represented by
Wang Ming was already dominant in the Provisional Central
Committee. The Committee failed to understand and deal with
these questions correctly. It adopted a series of resolutions that
only reinforced the tendency towards "Left" adventurism in
practical work.
The Communist International held that the Japanese occupation of northeast China was to be regarded chiefly as "a further
step towards war against the Soviet Union." 24 Following its instructions, the CPC Provisional Central Committee raised the
slogan, "Defend the Soviet Union with arms." This demand was
far removed from reality and naturally unacceptable to the
Chinese people.
The Provisional Central Committee did not understand the
changes in class relations in China that had been touched off by
the Japanese aggression. It failed to see the positive change in the
attitude of the middle-of-the-roadeIS, who were demanding resistance, or to recognize the splits that were taking place in the
Kuomintang. On the contrary, they held that the middle-of-theroaders would help the Kuomintang maintain its rule and prevent
the masses from overthrowing it. Therefore, it said, "these sections are the most dangerous enemy, and we should use our
main forces to fight these counter-revolutionaries who seek
comprornise."25 In this way, some middle-of-the-roaders who
might have been friends were pushed into the arms of Chiang
Kai-shek.
In the new situation, instead of calling for a national united
front against Japan, the Provisional Central Committee emphasized the antagonism between the Kuomintang regime and the
Soviet political power. It declared that the collapse of the Kuo·
mintang regime was imminent and that the central political

conflict in China was "a life-and-death struggle between counterrevolution and revolution."26
Jn leading workers' movements in cities, the Provisional Cen·
tral Committee followed adventuristic policies. For example, it
demanded that in Shanghai and other cities the workers do
everything possible to prepare for general strikes, declared that
the most pressing task was to arm the workers and peasants to
resist Japanese imperialism and refused to organize legal workers'
struggles. Ignoring objective conditions, it insisted that Party
organizations in Shanxi, Henan and Hebei should immediately
create "a Soviet area in the north" by organizing mutinies by
K.MT soldiers and insurrections by workers and peasants.
Having made these arbitrary decisions, the Provisional Central
Committee wrote with full confidence, "the Central Committee is
absolutely convinced that the various Party organs will accomplish these urgent tasks one hundred percent in the shortest
passible time!" 27
In the areas under KMT rule, these much advertised policies,
which were based on "Left" adventurism and closed·doorism and
showed no regard for objective reality, were criticized and resisted by leading cadres who had practical experience. These included Liu Shaoqi, head of the Workers Department of the CPC
Central Committee and secretary of the Leading Party Group of
the All-China Federation of Trade Unions, and Li Tiefu, secretary of the Leading Party Group of the Beiping Anti-Imperialist
Alliance and Head of the Propaganda Department of the Hebei
Provincial Party Committee. Liu Shaoqi maintained that in work
among the masses, open and legal means should be used as much
as possible, so that underground Party organizations could gradually accumulate strength and consolidate themselves. These
leading cadres published articles in Red Flag, the weekly organ
of the CPC Central Committee, criticizing the policy of having
Party members quit the "yellow trade unions" controlled by the
Kuomintang, but their position was not accepted. On the contrary, they were accused of making opportunist mistakes and
dismissed from their leading posts.
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Work in the Areas under Kuomintang Rule
in the Early 1930s
It was extremely difficult for the CPC to operate in the areas
under Kuomintang rule. And "Left" adventurism and closeddoorism led to foolhardy acts that inflicted heavy losses on the
Party, making things even more difficult. During 1931 and 1932
the Hcbei Provincial Party Committee was decimated on three
separate occasions by arrests of its members. By January 1932
membership in the Red trade unions had been reduced to 3,000.
By early 1933 it had become too dangerous for the Provisional
Central Committee to stay on in Shanghai, and it was obliged to
move to the Central Soviet Area. The Shanghai Bureau of the
Central Committee was established to lead the Party's work in the
KMT-controlled areas and to maintain contact with the Communist International. Between March 1934 and February 1935, this
Bureau was nearly wiped out no less than six times, and the
following July it was forced to suspend operations. By that
time, all but a handful of the Party organizations in the KMTcontrolled areas had been destroyed.
It is worth noting that even under such harsh conditions, a
number of Communists and progressives outside the Party still
continued their struggle in the KMT areas. They made a great
contribution by promoting the movement for resistance to Japan
and for national salvation, opposing Chiang Kai-shek's dictatorship, disseminating Marxism and using literature and the arts to
expand the influence of the Party. How could this happen?
Two factors were at work. First, even though after the September 18th Incident the national crisis reached unprecedented proportions, Chiang's ruling clique stubbornly followed the traitorous policy of "internal pacification before resistance to foreign
invasion" and intensified its fascist dictatorship. This was extremely unpopular and could not but arouse growing indignation
among the people and cause splits among the middle-of-theroaders and even within the KMT ruling clique. Despite the
serious "Left" mistakes made by the Provisional Central Committee, many progressives could see that the Communist Party was
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standing firmly for resistance t~ Japanese aggress~on, deman?~g
a democratic politics and workmg for the benefit of the toiling
masses. for this reason, they drew closer .a?d closer to the Part_Y.
Second the "Left" theories of the Provmonal Central Committee did n~t work in practice. Although it ~ad. imposed those
theories in many places, some Party orgamzat10ns a~d many
individual members, taught by objective realities, consciously_ or
unconsciously broke away from them for the sake of advancmg
the revolution. They gradually adjusted their practical. ~ork,
adopting flexible and effective measures. When .the ProvlSlonal
Central Committee had moved to the Central Soviet Area and the
Shanghai Bureau had been repeatedly sabotaged, s01.ne_ Party
organizations in Shanghai - for example, the Comm1ss10~. for
Cultural Work of the CPC Central Committee and the Proy1s1onal Party Committee of Jiangsu Province - lost contact with the
higher levels. In the extremely complicated circumstances, t~ey
did some exploring on their own and blazed a few new trails,
refusing to be guided by the subjectivism of ~ few le_aders. .
Their abandonment of "Left" thinking mamfested itself chiefly
in a new concern for uniting with other social forces and for
making full use of legal means of propaganda. ~lthough at the
time people working in this way did not necessanly have a clear
understanding of the right political line, facts proved that they
were doing the right thing. Some leaders in t~e Pr~visi~nal
Central Committee also showed signs of a change m their thinking. In October 1932 Zhang Wentian published in .struggl~,
another organ of the CPC Central Committee, two articles entitled "Closed-doorism in the Field of Literature and Art" and "On
Our Propaganda and Agitation Work." In these articles he declared that it was chiefly "Left" closed-doorism that had prevented the Left-wing movement in literature and art from expanding
beyond the narrow confines of underground work. "It is absolutely essential," he wrote, "to combat "Left" phrase-mo?ge~ing and
closed-doorism, if the present Left-wing movement m hterature
and art in China is to become a movement of the masses. Only a
broad revolutionary united front can transform our underground
activities within narrow confines, enabling us to work openly or
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semi-openly and to reach a wide range of people."28
In August 1931 Soong Ching Ling returned home from Europe
because her mother had died. She immediately threw herself into
the international campaign to secure the release of Paul Noulens
the leader of the Far Eastern Bureau of the Communist Interna~
tional, who had been arrested in Shanghai. When Deng Yanda
the former poli~ical director of the Northern Expeditionary Arm;
and her old fnend, was murdered on orders from Chiang Kaishek, in grief and indignation she issued a statement entitled
'The Kuomintang Is No Longer a Political Power." "I firml;
believe," she wrote, "that only a revolution built on mass support
a?-d for the masses can break the power of militarists and politicians, throw off the yoke of foreign imperialism and truly realize
socialism. "29 Soong Ching ling played a leading role in the
founding of the Society for Wiping Out National Humiliation
and for Self-Salvation, the China League for the Protection of
Civil Rights (together with Cai Yuanpei and Yang Xingfo, who
was later murdered by Kuomintang agents for his part in it) and
the Chinese People's Committee for Armed Self-defence. She
served as the most prominent spokesperson for all these organizations, evoking much favourable response both at home and
abroad. Certain Communists kept in close contact with her.
In many of his essays the great writer Lu Xun, who had
already become a Marxist and kept in close contact with the
P~rty, ruth~essly exposed the dictatorial nature of the ruling
clique of b1g landlords and compradors, their subservience to
f?reign powers, their shameful failure to resist Japanese aggress10~ and t~eir brutal "_encirclement and suppression" campaign
against wnters and artists. He also sharply criticized manifestations of ultra-Leftism in cultural circles. In March 1930, in a
speech at the inaugural meeting of the League of Chinese LeftWing Writers, he said: "Our failure to form a united front shows
that we do not have a common objective, or that our objective is
only to serve small groups or individuals. If our objective were to
serve the masses of workers and peasants, then the front would
naturally be united." Years later, Mao Zedong was to pay him
this tribute: "Representing the great majority of the nation, Lu
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Xun breached and stormed the enemy citadel; on the cultural
front he was the bravest and most correct, the firmest, the most
loyal and the most ardent national hero, a hero without parallel
in our history. The road he took was the very road of China's new
national culture."30
The help that Communists gave to Zou Taofen, editor-in-chief
of Life Weekly, was a successful example of uniting with patriots
and developing progressive forces. Originally, the magazine was
devoted chiefly to self-improvement, a subject on which it offered
its readers "professional guidance." Its political position was
generally that of the patriotic national bourgeoisie. The September 18th Incident, however, had an enormous effect on Zou
Taofen. With the help of Hu Yuzhi and other Communists, he
soon espoused the cause of resistance and national salvation and
drew closer to the Party. From then on, Life Weekly became a
lively and popular publication with a circulation of over 100,000.
Zou Taofen's words gained great influence among young people.
In July 1932 he founded the Life Bookstore, which also published
a large number of progressive books on the social sciences,
literature and the arts. The bookstore became an important
bastion of progressive culture in areas under Kuomintang rule.
Many Communists worked for the bookstore.
Notwithstanding the KMT's policy of brutal repression, some
Communists and progressives were able to make full use of legal
means to conduct their propaganda. In the spring of 1929 Cai
Yuanpei, one of the founding members of the Kuomintang,
president of the Central Research Academy and director of the
Social Sciences Institute, appointed the distinguished scholar
Chen Hansheng, a Party member, deputy director of the Institute.
To gain a better understanding of the nature of Chinese society,
Chen organized a Marxist survey group, which over a period of
six years carried out extensive, thoroughgoing investigations of
Chinese rural society. In 1933, together with Xue Muqiao and
others, he founded the Society for Research on the Chinese Rural
Economy and the monthly Chinese Countryside. This magazine,
which was published openly, printed many survey reports and
treatises on the necessity of reforming the feudal land system,
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supporting the agrarian revolution led by the Communist Party.
Left-wing writers and artists also worked hard to cooperate
with the middle-of-the-roaders. Articles by Lu Xun, Qu Qiubai,
Mao Dun and Zhou Yang appeared in "Free Talk," a supplement
of the daily newspaper Shen Bao, edited by Li Liewen, and in the
monthly magazine Literature, edited by Fu Donghua. The famous novel Midnight by Mao Dun was published by the Kaiming
Bookstore in February 1933 and reprinted four times in three
months, which was rare at the time. Communists Xia Yan, Yang
Hansheng and Tian Han, through the Mingx.ing Film Studio and
the Lianhua Film Studio, made many progressive films that
attracted large audiences. The "March of the Volunteers" - the
theme song from the film Heroes and Heroines, written by Xia
Yan and produced by the Diantong Film Studio - swept the
country. This stirring song, with music by Nie Er and words by
Tian Han, did much to mobilize the people for national salvation.
Left-wing social scientists translated many Marxist works. The
first complete Chinese translations of volume I of Marx's Capital,
Engels' Anti-Duhring, Marx's A Critique of Political Economy,
Lenin's Materialism and Empirio-Criticism were all published in
the early 1930s. Progressive social scientists took part in debates
on the history and nature of Chinese society, using the tools of
Marxist analysis and criticizing views that did not correspond to
the realities. Guo Moruo's Studies of Ancient Chinese Society,
written while the author was in exile in Japan and published in
1930, was the first book on Chinese history written from a
Marxist viewpoint. More and more, Left-wing social scientists
were introducing dialectical-materialist and historical-materialist
viewpoints into their studies of China and the world. They
propagated Marxism in a number of ways, making it easily
accessible to young people.
Although many of the members of the League of Chinese
Left-Wing Writers, the League of Chinese Social Scientists and
similar organizations were affected at this time by "Left" ideas,
the cultural movement they championed made a great contribution to China's modern ideological development. In particular,
the movement played a historic role in disseminating progressive
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thinking and promoting the anti-Japanese movement for national
salvation. It tempered a strong group of revolutionary intellectuals, many of whom later became the backbone of the .Party in
the fields of ideology and theory, literature and the arts.

The Failure of the Central Red Army in the Fifth
Campaign Against "Encirclement and Suppression"
Since the CPC Provisional Central Committee was still in
Shanghai in the early 1930s, it was some time before its "Left"
policies penetrated the Red Army and the revolutionary base
areas.
During November 1-5, 1931, the Party organizations in the
Central Soviet Area held their first congress (known as the
southern Jiangxi meeting) in Ruijin, Jfangxi. At this meeting,
which was presided over by the delegation sent to the Central
Soviet Area by the Central Committee after its 4th Plenary
Session, Mao Zedong's correct views were denounced as reflecting
"narrow empiricism," "the rich peasants' line" and "extremely
serious and consistent Right opportunism," and stressed that
concentrated efforts should be made to fight against Right opportunism. Immediately after this meeting, the 1st National Congress of the Chinese Soviet was held in the same city from
November 7 to 20. At this congress the Provisional Central
Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic was founded, Mao
Zedong was elected chairman of the government and Xiang Ying
and Zhang Guotao vice-chairmen. The congress also established
the Central Revolutionary Military Commission, with Zhu De as
chairman and Wang Jiaxiang and Peng Dehuai as vice-chairmen.
At this time the different Soviet areas were separated from each
other. The establishment of the Provisional Central Government
and the Central Revolutionary Military Commission helped to
centralize command over them and over units of the Red Army.
However, the Provisional Central Committee based its policies on
the directives of the Commun.ist International, which put undue
emphasis on the antagonism between the Soviet pclitical pcwer
and the Kuomintang regime and demanded that the separate
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Soviet areas be linked up to form a whole, as if national victory
of the revolution were at hand. This assessment was not realistic.
Accordingly, some "Left" policies were laid down in the documents drafted by the Provisional Central Committee and adopted
by the 1st National Congress of the Chinese Soviet - for example, the policy of giving no land to landlords and only poor land
to rich peasants, which hampered the development of the base
areas. In the second half of 1930, in the complicated struggle
in the Central Soviet Area, the need to eliminate counterrevolutionaries was greatly exaggerated. Confessions were elicited
by force and then given credence, with the result that many
cadres and soldiers loyal to the revolution were executed as
members of the A·B Group 31 or the Social Democrats. This was
a bitter lesson for the Party.
In the summer of 1932, as soon as it had signed the WusongShanghai Armistice Agreement with Japan which humiliated the
Chinese nation and betrayed its sovereignty, the Kuomintang
regime dispatched a large number of troops for a fourth "encirclement and suppression" campaign against the revolutionary
base areas. Their strategy was to proceed in two stages: an attack
on the Hubei-Henan-Anhui and Western Hunan-Hubei revolutionary base areas, followed by a concerted attack by all forces
on the Central Revolutionary Base Area.
First, in July 1932 Chiang Kai-shek massed more than 300,000
troops under his personal command to attack the Hubei-HenanAnhui Revolutionary Base Area. The main forces of the Red
Army in that area were the Fourth Front Army commanded by
Xu Xiangqian. Through long, hard struggle, the Fourth Front
Army had grown to 45,000 seasoned men. It had worked out a set
of effective principles for combat, including the following:
- when the enemy is strong and the revolutionary forces are
weak, keep the initiative and lure him deep into Red territory;
- avoid engagement with strong enemy units and attack the
weak;
-encircle and outflank the enemy;
- besiege a point to annihilate an enemy relief force;
-concentrate a superior force to eliminate enemy units one

by one;

. .. .
-under special conditions, take the lfilt1ative and attack the
enemy, and thwart the enemy's scheme of "encirclement and
suppression."
..
However, Zhang Guotao, whom the Prov1S1onal Central_ Committee had sent to the area after the 4th Plenary Session as
secretary of the Hubei-Henan-Anbui Sub-Bureau .o~ the Centr~l
Committee and chairman of the Military Comm1~s10?, to fulf11
his own ambitions, got rid of dissidents and dismissed Zeng
Zhongsheng, the former leader of the border regi?n. B~fore long,
during the campaign to eliminate counter-revolut10nanes, he had
Xu Jishen an outstanding general of the Red Army, executed,
along with many other loyal cadres and soldiers. Some time
afterwards, Zeng Zhongsheng was also executed. Thi~ produced
chaos in the ranks of the revolution. When the Kuommtang was
preparing to launch a large-scale attack on the base area,_ Zhang
Guotao underestimated the enemy and made no preparations for
defence. On the contrary, be ordered the Red Army to press south
over a long distance. Although the Fourth Front Army ~ought
heroically and inflicted heavy casualties on the Kuommt~g
troops, it suffered heavy losses and was exhausted from contm·
uous fighting. A large KMT force bore down upon the border,
reducing the Red Army to a passive position and repeatedly
defeating it. Zhang Guotao was alarmed by these events and
decided that more than 20,000 of the main forces of the Fourth
Front Army should cross the Beiping-Hankou Railway and move
west. After more than two months of marching they entered
northern Sichuan and established the Sichuan-Shaanxi Revolutionary Base Area.
In July 1932 when an attack was launched on the HubeiHenan-Anhui Revolutionary Base Area, more th.an 100,000 KMT
troops attacked the Western Hunan-Hubei Revolutionary Base
Area. Beginning in the winter of 1930, the Sec?nd f.--rmy Group
of the Red Army (with He Long as commander-in-chief and Zhou
Yiqun and Deng Zhongxia, successively, as po~itical c?m~fssa:),
had won several battles in the counter-campaign agamst encuclement and suppression." In the region of Honghu Lake, they
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had utilized the advantageous terrain for guerrilla warfare, inflicting heavy casualties on the enemy. However, after the 4th
Plenary Session of the Central Committee, Xia Xi was sent to be
secretary of the Western Hunan-Hubei Sub-Bureau of the Central
Committee and political commissar of the Second Army Group
(now reorganized into the Third Army of the Red Army), and he
too followed the policies of "Left" adventurism and sectarianism.
Duan Dechang and many other outstanding generals were
wrongly executed in the movement to eliminate counterrevolutionaries. At first the Third Red Army underestimated the
enemy and advanced too rapidly; then, it was forced onto the
defensive, suffered heavy losses and eventually had to withdraw
from the western Hunan-Hubei region (Xia Xi died during the
march). After protracted fighting, it was finally able to open
the Eastern Guizhou Revolutionary Base Area. Then, the Sixth
Army Group led by Ren Bishi (with Xiao Ke as commander-inchief and Wang Zhen as political coinmissar) came there to join
forces. The Third Army resumed its designation as the Second
Army Group and was reorganized with He Long as commanderin-ehief, Ren Bishi as political commissar and Guan Xiangying
as deputy political commissar. The merger of the Second and
Sixth Army Groups greatly strengthened them. Together they
opened the Hunan-Hubei-Sichuan-Guizhou Revolutionary Base
Area.
The CPC Provisional Central Committee, which was still in
Shanghai at this time, sent instructions to the Central Revolutionary Base Area: "At present, you should go on the offensive to
eliminate the enemy's armed forces, expand the Soviet area and
take one or two. key cities, so as to bring the revolution to victory
in one or more provinces." In August 1932 the First Front Army
of the Red Army, under the command of Zhou Enlai, Mao
Zedong, Zhu De and Wang Jiaxiang, took first Le'an County and
then Yihuang County, both in Jiangxi, wiping out three enemy
brigades. At this time, however, a difference of opinion arose in
the Central Committee's Soviet Area Bureau between leaders at
the front and in the rear. Leaders of the rear wanted the First
Front Army to take the initiative in the face of the enemy's
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large-scale offensive, to attack cities, strike enemy reinforcements
and win quick victories. Zhou, Mao, Zhu and Wang, who w~re
ponsible for command at the front, telegraphed the Soviet
~~ea Bureau in late September, arguing that under present conditions if they followed such a pla~ th~re wo~ld be no assurance
of victory. "If," they said, "we are 1tchmg to fight and act r'.15~ly,
we shall waste our efforts, tiring out the troops and achiev~g
nothing. It will be a case of more haste and less speed, and w.111
only put us at a greater disadvantage." In early Oct~ber t~e Soviet
Arca Bureau held a plenary session in Ningdu, Jia~gxi. .~t. the
meeting, the plan of the leaders at the front w~s ~ca.v1ly c~lt1cized
as "a purely defensive line" and a Right-~~viatiorust policy that
"focuses on making preparations and waitmg for the enemy to
attack.1' A heated argument took place about whether ~ao. Zedong should remain at the front. Zhou, Zhu and Wang m.s1sted
that he should be kept there, but most of the participants did not
agree. After the meeting, Mao was transferred to the rear, on the
excuse that he should preside over the work of the Ce!1~ral
Government. He was relieved of his pest as general political
commissar of the First Front Army, and it was given to Zhou
Enlai as an added responsibility.
At the end of 1932, the Kuomintang concentrated mor.~ th~n
thirty divisions and in February 1933 launched the fourth encirclement and suppression" campaign against the. Central Revolutionary Base Area, approaching in three converging columns. The
twelve divisions under the command of Chen Cheng served as t~e
central army of 160,000 men, who were to carry out the main
attack. At this time, the First Front Army had about 70,000
troops. The Soviet Area Bureau repeatedly sc~t telegrams to the
front urging the First Front Army to launch its own attack and
quickly occupy Nanfeng and Nancheng. Zhou _Enla~ :eplied that
the present conditions were not good for attacking cities and that
the Red Army should rather seek to wipe out the enemy through
mobile warfare. This view was based on a correct assessment of
the situation, but it was rejected by the Soviet Area B~reau.
Having failed to take Nanfeng, Zhou Enlai and Zhu De llDmediately decided that their main forces should move elsewhere
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secretly and wait for an opportunity to attack. In two ambushes
in Huangbei and Caotaigang, they were able to wipe out three
divisions of the well-equipped main force of Chen Cheng and
capture more than 10,000 guns. By so doing they smashed the
Kuomintang army's fourth "encirclement and suppression" campaign against the Central Soviet Area and set an example of
ambush by a large force that was unprecedented in the history of
the Red Army.
It was during this campaign that the CPC Provisional Central
Committee moved to the Central Soviet Area. More than a year
before, it had already declared: "We must achieve victory first in
several key provinces (Hunan, Hubei, Jiangxi and Anhui). This
revolutionary task is not for the future but for the present. All
our work must be focused on accomplishing it."32 After moving
to the Central Soviet Area, the Provisional Central Committee
implemented its "Left" adventuristic policies throughout the Party, the Red Army and the base area. To overcome resistance,
organizationally it took a sectarian approach, regarding all cadres
who disagreed with its policies as "opportunists," attacking them
mercilessly. Luo Ming, acting secretary of the CPC Fujian Provincial Committee, and Deng Xiaoping, head of the Propaganda
Department of the Jiangxi Provincial Committee, opposed this
"Left" line of going on the offensive. However, they were denounced as followers of a Right opportunist line who were pessimistic about the revolution and were trying to flee before the
enemy. The Provisional Central Committee struggled first against
the "Luo Ming line" in Fujian, and then against the "Jiangxi Luo
Ming line" of Deng Xiaoping, Mao Zetan, Xie Weijun and Gu
Bai in Jiangxi. Its main target was the views of Mao Zedong. This
suppression of dissenting opinion threw everyone into a state of
anxiety and created an abnormal political atmosphere in the
Central Soviet Area.
In the second half of 1933, after six months of preparation,
Chiang Kai-shek launched a fifth campaign of "encirclement and
suppression" against the Central Soviet Area, with himself as
commander-in-chief. He had learned from previous failures and
now relied "thirty percent on military means and seventy percent
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litics." He imposed a tight economic blockade on the Central

~n0 :et Area and utilized the new tactic of building blockhouses

d advancing one step at a time. He had already sent a total of
an million troops to attack the Red Army in different places.
~;w, beginning in late September, he sent half a million to attack
the Central Soviet Area.
.
By this time, the number of Red Army troops m the Central
soviet Area had grown to more than 80_,000. Bo<?"~· the leader of
the Provisional Central Committee, relied for military command
on Li De (the Chinese name of the German. Otto Brau_n), a
military adviser associated with the Commu~~t International.
Braun had experience only of the formal p0sitlona~ ~arfare of
World War I and knew nothing of the characteristics ?~ the
revolutionary war in China. Under his guidance, the Provisio~al
Central Committee abandoned the policy of active defence, which
had been effective against the earlier "encirclement and suppr_ession" campaigns. It called the impending conflict "a wart~ decide
between two opposing visions of China's future" and raised the
slogans, "Don't give up one inch of the base are~!" and "Engage
the enemy outside the gates!" It ordered the main forces of the
Red Army to march north to fight, with the result that they we~e
obliged to move between the main forces of the enemy and his
blockhouses and were reduced to passivity. When the Red Army
failed to launch an attack, the Provisional Central Committee
shifted to a policy of passive defence. It maintained .that the Red
Army should be divided for defence pur~ses an~ ~1ght a war of
short, swift thrusts, attempting to substitute positional w~rfare
for guerrilla and mobile warfare and to fight the well-equipped
KMT forces in a war of attrition. Thus, as the war progressed,
the Red Army found itself increasingly at a disadvantage.
One good opportunity did arise for the Red Army to smash the
fifth "encirclement and suppression" campaign. In November
1933 the generals of the KMT's 19th Route Army, which the year
before had tried to defend Shanghai against the Japanese, founded the People's Revolutionary Government of the Chinese Republic and appointed Li Jishen as its chairman. They openly decl~red
that they would resist Japanese aggression and oppose Chiang
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Kai-shek and sent representatives to negotiate cooperation with
the Red Army. The two sides signed an initial agreement. On
January 17, 1933, the Provisional Central Government of the
Chinese Soviet and the Revolutionary Military Commission of
the Chinese Workers' and Peasants' Red Army had issued a
statement that they were ready to sign an agreement on joint
operations to resist Japanese aggression with any armed forces on
the following three conditions:
1. they must immediately stop attacking the Soviet areas;
2. they must immediately guarantee the democratic rights of
the people (freedom of assembly, association and speech, the right
to strike and the right to publish);
3. they must immediately arm the people and establish armed
volunteers to defend China and strive for its independence, unity
and territorial integrity.
This statement was enormously important. However, Bo Gu
and others continued to regard the middle-of-the-readers as the
most dangerous enemy. They refused to accept the advice of Mao
Zedong, Zhou Enlai, Zhang Wentian and Peng Dehuai. They
held that the action taken by the leaders of the 19th Route Army
to resist Japan and oppose Chiang was merely designed to deceive
the people, and they refused to cooperate with them in military
affairs. As a result, in January 1934, isolated and cut off from
help, the Fujian People's Government was defeated by Chiang's
military attack and political trickery. Since the Red Army Jet slip
this golden opportunity, Chiang, having defeated the Fujian
People's Government, was able to complete his encirclement of
the Central Soviet Area.
In that same month, the CPC Provisional Central Committee,
acting for the 6th Central Committee, held the 5th Plenary
Session in Ruijin, Jiangxi. At this meeting the "Left" adventuristic line was pushed to an extreme. The Provisional Central
Committee reaffirmed that the fifth counter-campaign against
"encirclement and suppression" was to be a "struggle for the
complete victory of Soviet China," a struggle that would decide
whether the country would take "the road of the Soviet or the
road of colonialism." Once again identifying the main danger as
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· ht opportunism and warning against any compromise with it,
be tor_n _b y fa~
. al strife. Even under the attack of a strong enemy, 1t mtens1~o~ the "Left" policy of giving no land to the landlords and only
ie r land to the rich peasants, broadening the struggle unneces~Jy and creating social disorder. But the worst consequence of
san
· • continue
·
d "Le f t" ad ven t urh Provisional Central Committees
~ e was the failure of the Red Army in the fifth counterism
· " w hich 1ed t o
campaign
against "encirclement and. suppression,
.
the abandonment of the Central Soviet Area.
In mid-April 1934 the KMT army gathered a supenor force.to
attack Guangchang, the northern gateway to the Central Sov1~t
Area. Bo Gu and Otto Braun decided to concentrate the mam
forces of the Red Army and build fortifications to hold the town,
regardless of the enemy's numerical s~periority, and they ~rson
ally went to the front to direct operations. At the end of eighteen
days of bloody battle, the Red Army had suffered heavy casualties and Guangcbang had fallen. In early October the KMT arn:y
pushed into the heartland of the Central Soviet Area. Th~ ma_m
forces of the Red Army were compelled to start a strategic shift
of position. The Provisional Central Committee and the Cent_ral
Red Army (the First Front Army of the Red Army), !otalling
more than 86,000 men, withdrew from the Central Soviet. Area
and marched west to break out of their encirclement. This was
the beginning of the Long March.
In July 1934 the Seventh Army Group of the Red Ar~y was
ordered to reorganize as the Vanguard Detachment to Resist the
Japanese Invaders in the North and e~te:e? the border ~rea of
Fujian-Zhejiang-Anhui-Jiangxi. There it JOmed forces with the
Tenth Army of the Red Army, led by Fang Zhimin, to fo:m the
Tenth Army Group, which continued the march north m two
columns. However, in January 1935, intercepted and pursued by
greatly superior forces of the KMT army, the newly formed army
group was routed. Fang Zhirnin was captured and ex~cuted.
As we have seen, in the grim aftermath of the failu~e of the
Great Revolution, the Party, learning lessons paid fo: ifl: blood
and going through trial and error, had begun to revitalize the

~;Provisional Central Committee continued to
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:,evo~ution. In the early period of the Kuomintang's large-scale

encuclement and suppression" campaigns against the Soviet
areas and th~ Red Army~ thanks t? correct policies, the Party and
army were still able to wm great victories, even though the enemy
was mu~h. stronger. ~fter the September 18th Incident, national
contrad1~t10ns were mt~nsilied and great changes took place in
t~e relations between different classes, creating excellent conditions f?r the ~a~ty and the Red Army to unite with the overwhelmm~ maJont~ of the people and to advance the national
democratic revolution. However, at this time the leadership of the
CPC Central Commi~tee fell into the hands of "Left" dogmatists
who understood nothmg _about conditions in China but who were
tD:1sted by the Communist International. This almost led to the
failure of the revolution.

V. THE ZUNYI M:EETING AND
THE TRIUMPH OF
THE RED ARMY'S LONG MARCH
The ~n~ March of the Red Army was a heroic feat unprecedented m history.
In October 1934 the Central Red Army (the First Front Army)
~egan the Long March as the forced response to its defeat in the
filth co~nte.~-camp~ign against the enemy's "encirclement and
suppress1?n. In trymg to break out of the encirclement and effect
a strat~g1c shift of position, the leaders of the CPC Central
Committee, who had already made "Left" errors, made the further mistake _of all?wing the troops to flee in disorder, trying to
tak~ everything ~1th them. The army. carried with it printing
equipment, machmery for manufactunng munitions and other
cumbersome ge~r. The entire force of over 80,000 had to travel
throug~ mountains along ~inding trails so narrow that often they
could flle through only a smgle pass in one night.
~he KMT army o_f '.'pursuit and suppression," consisting of 77
regunents from 16 divisions deployed on four blockade lines, was
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made up of the Guangdong Army, the Hunan Army and the
Guangxi Army, each of which tried to obstruct and intercept the
Red Army. Although the Red Army broke through the four blockade lines one after another, it suffered heavy losses. When it was
going to break through the last line along the Xiangjiang River,
conflicts between the Hunan and Guangxi warlords brought about
a breach in the line. On November 27, 1934, vanguard troops of the
Red Army occupied the major ferry point at Jieshou on the east side
of the Xiangjiang River. If the troops had been marching with light
packs, they might have been able to cross the river quickly, but
because they were so heavily laden, they advanced too slowly.
Leading organs of the Central Committee were not able to reach the
ferry for two days. By this time, the KMT's Hunan and Guangxi
armies were already mounting a rapid pincer attack on the ferry,
with air support. The Xiangjiang River battle was the fiercest yet
fought by the Central Red Army since it had begun the Long March
and involved the heaviest losses. The Red Army troops entrenched
at the ferry made a tremendous sacrifice to cover the other troops
crossing the river. By December 1 the main body of the Red Army
had crossed the river, but it had lost on the east bank the entire 34th
Division of the Filth Army Group and the 18th Regiment of the
Third Army Group. The Red Army and the detachment from the
Central Committee had been reduced from more than 80,000 men
to just over 30,000. After this bitter experience, the troops began to
feel that the current leadership was no longer satisfactory and that
it needed to be changed. Some leaders who had supported the
mistaken "Left" line also began gradually to change their attitude
in the light of harsh realities.

The Zunyi Meeting
At this time Chiang Kai-shek, realizing that the Red Army was
advancing towards western Hunan Province to join forces with
the Second and Sixth Army Groups, shifted the concentration of
his troops, arranging them in a pocket-formation to await the
entrance of the Central Red Army and then draw the net tight.
At this critical juncture, Mao Zedong suggested that, under the
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circumstances, it would be best to give up the plan to join forces
with the Second and Sixth Army Groups and, to march instead
to Guizhou Province, where the enemy was relatively weak. This
proposal was approved. After occupying the county of Tongdao,
on the southwest border of Hunan Province, the troops entered
Guizhou. On November 18 the Political Bureau of the CPC
Central Committee held a meeting at Liping, where it forma11y
abandoned the plan to advance towards western Hunan and
decided lo march to northern Guizhou instead. On January 7,
1935, the Red Army captured Zunyi, a town of strategic importance in northern Gu1zhou. Because the Red Army suddenly
changed direction, it was able to elude the enemy who had been
in hot pursuit, and to have 12 days to rest and regroup in Zunyi.
From January 15 to 17 the CPC Central Committee held an
enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau in Zunyi. The meeting
focused on rectifying the ..Left" errors in military and organizational matters of decisive importance. Major speeches were made by
Mao Zedong, Zhang Wentian and Wang Jiaxiang, all of whom
sharply criticized two mistakes - the purely defensive action undertaken during the fifth counter-campaign against the enemy's
"encirclement and suppression" and the flight carried out during
the Long March. After heated debate, most of those present came
to agree with the opinions expressed by Mao and the other two and
rejected the views presented in the report by Bo Gu concerning the
fif~h count~r-campai~n. The Political Bureau elected Mao Zedong
to Its Standmg Committee and assigned Zhang Wentian to draft for
the Central Committee a resolution evaluating the fifth countercampaign. Not long after this meeting, the Standing Committee
decided that Zhang Wentian should take over all responsibility
from Bo Gu, and it set up a group of three persons - Mao Zedong,
Zhou Enlai and Wang Jiaxiang - to take command of all the Red
Army's military operations.
The Zunyi Meeting actually established the correct leadership
of the Central Committee with Mao Zedong at the core. In this
critical situation, the meeting saved the Communist Party, the
Red Army and the Chinese revolution. It was a life-or-death
turning point in the history of the Party.
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After the Zunyi Meeting, it was as though the Central Red Army
bad suddenly obtained a new lease on life. Under the command of
Mao Zedong and the others, it became more flexible, changing the
direction of battle as the situation changed, turning first east, then
west and moving circuitously to go around areas of heavy enemy
troop concentration. It took the initiative everywhere. West of
Zunyi, on the border of Sichuan and Guizhou provinces, the Red
Army crossed the Chishui River four times, confusing the enemy
and tiring him out by keeping him on the move. Late in March, it
crossed the Wujiang River in the south to feign an attack on Guiyang. Chiang Kai-shek, who was supervising operations at Guiyang
at the time, hurriedly moved his Yunnan troops up as reinforcements. Mao Zedong had said long before, "If we can just get the
Yunnan troops moved out of the province, it will be a victory."33 As
soon as this had happened, the Red Army launched a long-range
raid on Yunnan, its vanguard troops pressing on the provincial
capital, Kunming. At this time Kunming was only lightly defended,
so reinforcements were hastily caUed up from the forces defending
the Jinsha River, which were thus seriously weakened. The Red
Army again suddenly changed direction to head north, moving
rapidly so that by May 9 the entire force had crossed the Jinsha
River. In this way it got neatly away from the encirclement, pursuit,
obstruction and interception of the KMT army, a force hundreds
of thousands strong, and attained a decisive victory in its strategic
shift of position.

The First and Fourth Front Armies Join Forces
After the Central Red Army crossed the Jinsha River, it rested
in Huili County in Sichuan for five full days and then continued
north. When the army entered the Yi minority area in the
Daliang Mountains, Chief of Staff Liu Bocheng, in accordance
with the Party's policy on nationalities, participated in a sacrificial ceremony to form an alliance with Xiao Yedan, leader of the
Guji tribe of the Yi nationality. He persuaded the other tribes to
remain neutral, so that the army was allowed to pass without
hindrance through the Yi nationality area and to reach the ferry
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at Anshunchang on the south bank of the Dadu River. In the area
around Anshunchang the river was swift and the mountains
steep; it was here that in 1863 during the Taiping Revolution, Shi
Dakai's troops were unable to cross to the north and finally met
their downfall. Led by seventeen brave men, a part of the Red
Army successfully crossed the river. But the main body of troops
would have been unable to cross at this point in a reasonable
amount of time. It was therefore decided to make a race for the
Luding Bridge 170 km. upstream, which the enemy had not yet
had time to destroy. The troops covered the distance in two days.
A shock force composed of 22 soldiers braved intense enemy fire
to climb across the cables of bridge and wipe out the defenders,
allowing the Central Red Army to cross.
Having overcome this obstacle, the army had to cross the first
great snow-capped mountain it was to encounter on the Long
March - Jiajin Mountain, south of Maogong. · To climb this
mountain and descend on the other side required a trek of 35
kilometres. And at an altitude of more than 4,000 metres, the
concentration of oxygen was low on the high peaks, causing the
men to gasp for breath and feel light-headed; some who sat down
to rest could not get up again. By June 12 an advance party of
the Central Red Army had crossed the Jiajin Mountain and
reached Dawei, southeast of Maogong, where they were met by
Li Xiannian, the political commissar of the 30th Army of the
Fourth Front Army. (The Fourth Front Army, after emerging
victorious from the Jialing River campaign in April, had left the
Sichuan-Shaanxi Soviet Area and shifted to the west.) Then the
First Front Army (the Central Red Army) and the Fourth Front
Army joined forces at Lianghekou, north of Maogong. Present at
this meeting were Mao Zedong, Zhu De, Zhou Enlai and Zhang
Guotao, leader of the Fourth Front Army.
With the joining of these two major forces, the concentration of
Red Army troops in the area reached more than a hundred thousand. On the second day after they had come together, the Central
Committee called a meeting of the Political Bureau at Lianghekou.
Zhou Enlai gave a report on the current strategic principle. At this
time, the two front armies had left their former base areas, and the
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chief problem they confronted now was where to establish a new
one. In his report Zhou suggested that the new base area should meet
three conditions: 1) it should cover a wide area and allow for highly
mobile operations; 2)itshould have a large population and a fairly
sound mass base; and 3) it should have good economic conditions.
The conclusion was that they should go to the Sichuan-ShaanxiGansu border region. No one at the meeting made a counterproposal, and this strategic principle was adopted unanimously.
Accordingly, the Political Bureau made a decision stating, "Our
strategic principle is to concentrate the main forces to attack to the
north, wipe out large numbers of the enemy in mobile warfare and
seize southern Gansu first in order to build a Sichuan-ShaanxiGansu Soviet Base Area." 34
With the joining up of the two main forces, the Red Army's
strength was greatly increased, and with the correct strategic principle the situation seemed very favourable. But the Fourth Front
Army had over 80,000 men, while the First Front Army had only
around 30,000, and the numerical superiority of the men under his
command fed Zhang Guotao's ambition. At the Lianghekou meeting he had nodded his head and indicated that he agreed with the
principle of moving north. Afterwards, however, he raised all kinds
of objections, putting pressure on the Central Committee to appoint
him the general political commissar of the Red Army, while all the
while secretly considering a move south to the border between
Sichuan and Xikang provinces. On August 3 the General Headquarters of the Red Army reorganized the army into left and right
columns to march north for the Xiahe River-Taohe River campaign. The right column consisted of the First and Third armies of
the First Front Army (at this time, the First, Third, Fifth and Ninth
Army Groups of the First Front Army had become the First, Third,
Fifth and Thirty-second Armies) and the Fourth and Thirtieth
Armies of the Fourth Front Army, accompanied by the detachment
from the Central Committee and the Front Command. The left
column was composed of the Ninth, Thirty-first and Thirty-third
Armies of the Fourth Front Army and the Fifth and Thirty-second
Armies of the First Front Army, led by Zhu De, commander-inchief, Zhang Guotao, general political commissar and Liu Bocheng,
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chief of staff.
On August 21 the right column began to cross the grasslands
in northern Sichuan. The great stretches of grassland were wild
and uninhabited, full of weedy swamps and black, stinking sludge
pits. The weather changed unpredictably; sometimes fierce winds
would blow from all sides with torrential rain, at other times
there would be whirling snow and sudden hail. If a man made the
slightest miscalculation when approaching a quagmire, he would
be swallowed up. The cadres and soJdicrs had to trek over long
distances with little food and salt, and the cold and hunger sapped
their strength; in the end many died on the grasslands. Nev·
ertheless, after marching six days and nights, the right column
emerged at last to wait for the pre-arranged meeting with the left
column.
At this point, however, unexpected news arrived: Zhang Guo·
tao, giving all kinds of pretexts, refused to march north and,
instead, wanted the right column to march south. Attempting to
split the Central Committee and endanger its safety, on Septem·
bcr 9 Zhang sent a telegram without the knowledge of the
Committee to Chen Changhao, the right column's political com·
missar, ordering him to lead the column south. When Ye Jian·
ying, who was serving as chief of staff of the right column, saw
the telegram, he immediately reported it to Mao Zedong. Mao,
Zhou Enlai, Zhang Wentian and Bo Gu held an urgent discussion
and decided that to avoid possible internal conflicts in the Red
Army, they should set out that very night to lead the First and
Third Armies and a detachment of the Military Commission
north, in accordance with the strategic principle. Some cadres of
the Fourth Front Army did not understand the true situation
and advocated the use of force to bar their way. However, Xu
Xiangqian, commander-in-chief of the Fourth Front Army, for·
bade any such action, preserving the unity of the Red Army.
The next day the Central Committee sent a telegram to Zhang
Guotao demanding that he immediately lead his troops north,
which he still refused to do. On September 12 at Ejie, the Political
Bureau held an enlarged meeting at which it adopted a "Decision
On Comrade Zhang Guotao's Errors" and renamed the part of
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the Red Army that was marching north, the Shaanxi·Gansu
Detachment.

The Red Army Marches North and
Its Three Main Forces Join Together
After the Ejie meeting, the Central Committee led the Shaanxi·
Gansu Detachment rapidly north. On September 17, 1935, they
reached Lazikou, a natural barrier of steep cliffs and overhanging
rocks on the Sichuan·Gansu border. Scaling the cliffs, the vanguard
troops made a surprise attack on the rear of th.e defending ~T
troops and in one stroke broke through to the w1de~pen terrarn of
southern Gansu. Immediately after that they occupied the town of
Hadapu. Here they learned from a newspaper that in northern
Sbaanxi there was a very large Soviet area and a big contingent of
the Red Army. On the 27th the Standing Committee of the Political
Bureau held a meeting at Bangluo Town and decided to press on to
northern Shaanxi. On October 19 the Red Army that was marching
north reached Wuqi Town in the Shaanxi·Gansu Soviet Area. At
the beginning of November, in Ganquan, it joined up with the
Fifteenth Army Group, led by Xu Haidong, Cheng Zihua and Liu
Zhidan, which had been active in the Shaanxi-Oansu Soviet Area.
The Long March of the Central Red Army, which had covered
12,500 kilometres and crossed eleven provinces, finally came to an
end, bringing victory for the Communist Party of China and the
Red Army and defeat for the enemy.
Late in September Zhang Guotao, still persistently moving
south in his split with the Central Committee, ordered the former
left column and part of the former right column to recross the
grasslands, planning to head for the area of Baoxing? Lushan ~nd
Tianquan counties in western Sichuan, where gram was fairly
plentiful. On October 5 he openly established a separate "Central
Committee," of which he appointed himself chairman. Zhu De
and Liu Bocheng resolutely struggled with Zhang, patiently
trying, along with Xu Xiangqian and others who o~posed the
split, to convince the officers and men that he had misled them.
On January 22, 1936, the Central Committee adopted the "Deci·
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sion on Comrade Zhang Guotao's Establishment of a Second
'Central Committee,"' instructing Zhang to immediately dissolve
his "Central Committee" and to stop all anti-Party activity.
Zhang Guotao's attempt to split the Party was not popular in the
Fourth Front Army. The troops who moved south again suffered
heavy casualties in battle, and by April only about 40,000 men
were left, less than half the original number. At this time, the
Central Committee again sent one telegram after another urging
the Fourth Front Army to head north. Meanwhile, the Second
and Sixth Army Groups were about to arrive in western Sichuan
Province. Zhang Hao, in the name of the CPC's delegation to the
Communist International, also sent a telegram to Zhang Guotao,
asking him to dissolve his "Central Committee" and establish a
Southwest Bureau of the Central Committee instead. Under these
circumstances, Zhang Guotao had little choice but to announce
the dissolution of his "Central Committee" on June 6, t 936.
Meanwhile, in November 1935, the Second and Sixth Army
Groups Jed by Ren Bishi, He Long and others, which had been
active in the Hunan-Hubei-Sichuan-Guizhou Revolutionary Base
Area, had also set out for the north from Sangzhi County, Hunan.
They too experienced many hardships and perils, crossing the
Jinsha River and snow-capped mountains to join up al last, on
July 2, 1936, with the Fourth Front Army at Ganzi in western
Sichuan. The Central Committee ordered the Second and Sixth
Army Groups to combine with the Thirty-second Army to become the Second Front Army, with He Long as commander-inchief and Ren Bishi as political commissar.
Through the efforts of Zhu De, Ren Bishi, He Long and others,
and with the support of many of the officers and men of the
Fourth Front Army, the Second and Fourth Front Armies finally
marched north together. On October 9, the staff of the Fourth
Front Army headquarters reached Huining County in Gansu to
join forces with the First Front Army. On the 22nd the staff of
the Second Front Army headquarters arrived at Jiangtaibu, north
of Jingning County, Gansu, where it too joined up with the First
Front Army. This marked the victorious completion of the Long
March for the Second and Fourth Front Armies as well.
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Late in October a part of the Fourth Front Army received
instructions from the Central M.ilitary Co~mi~sio~ to ~ross the
Yellow River to the west and begin a campaign m Nmgx1a. In the
first half of November, in accordance. ~ith a decisi.o°: of the
Central Committee and the Central Military Comm1ss1on, the
troops crossing the river changed their name to the West Route
Army. Under conditions of extreme hardship, they fought alone
for four months, annihilating more than twenty thousand enemy
troops, until in March of 1937, being greatly outnumbered, they
were defeated.
After the main forces of the Red Army set out on the Long
March, the part that had remained behind, both north and south
of the Yangtze River, under the leadership of Xiang Ying, Chen
Yi and others, together with guerrilla forces, independently carried out three years of guerrilla warfare in fifteen areas spread
over eight provinces. Although they met with great hardship they lost contact with the CPC Central Committee, and the
enemy broke them up and blockaded them - with the support
of the masses they were able to overcome one difficulty after
another, maintaining their own strength, holding their ground
and making a great contribution to the Chinese revolution.
Meanwhile, the anti-Japanese armed forces in northeast China,
under the leadership of the Communist Party, continued the
struggle in extremely difficult circumstances. They included· the
First, Second, Third and Sixth Armies of the Northeast People's
Revolutionary Army, the Fourth Army of the Northeast AntiJapanese Allied Army, the Fifth Army of the Northeast AntiJapanese United Army, the Tangyuan Guerrilla Corps, etc. Later
these units became the main armed strength of the Northeast
Anti-Japanese United Army.
The triumph of the Long March of the Workers' and Peasants'
Red Army was the turning point for the Chinese revolution. The
officers and men of the Red Army maintained unswerving faith
in the victory of the revolution. Eluding pursuit and breaking
through blockades by large numbers of KMT troops, overcoming
the natural barriers of snow-capped mountains and the grasslands, suffering cold, hunger, wounds and sickness, surmounting
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the crisis of the internal split in the Party and victoriously
completing the Long March, all under conditions of extreme
hardship, they demonstrated amazing stamina, courage and resourcefulness. The legendary stories of the Long March, which
have circulated both in China and abroad, show that the Communist Party of China and the Chinese Workers' and Peasants'
Red Army were invincible. Before the KMT's fifth "encirclement
and suppression" campaign, the Red Army had grown to 300,000
men. Because of the errors made by the Party leadership, the
revolution suffered a grave setback, and when the three main
forces of the Red Army joined together at the end of the Long
March they numbered less than 30,000. However, these troops,
which were what remained after rigorous testing, were the cream
of the Communist Party and of the Red Army, and they were to
become the core force in the War of Resistance Against Japan
and the People's War of Liberation. During the Long March they
had spread the seeds of revolution everywhere along the way. Just
as the flames of war with Japan were about to ignite across the
country, the three Red Army contingents joined forces in northern Shaanxi, not far from the anti-Japanese battlefront. The
historic importance of the victory of the Long March cannot be
overestimated.

VI. THE PARTY'S STRUGGLE TO ESTABLISH
AN ANTI-JAPANESE NATIONAL
UNITED FRONT
After the September 18th Incident of 1931, the Japanese
invaders incessantly attacked in an effort to occupy the whole of
China exclusively. The KMT authorities, while devoting all their
strength to "encircling and suppressing" the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army on the Long March, steadily retreated before the
Japanese. In February 1935 Chiang Kai-shek, speaking to a
Japanese reporter, said, "China and Japan need to cooperate with
each other.... The Chinese people have taken no action to fight
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the Japanese, have no desire to fight them and, furthermore, have
need to do so."35 However, the deep penetration of the country
0
~y a heavily armed e:nemy r~ised a nati?nwide w~ve of res_istan~e
to the invaders, gomg agamst the will of Chiang Ka1-shek s
Kuomintang.

The North China Incident and the December 9th Movement
Shortly before the Red Army, marching north under the
Jeadership of the Central Committee of the CPC, reached the
Shaanxi-Gansu Border Region, the Japanese militarists took advantage of the KMT's policy of non-resistance to intensify their
efforts to take north China. Their first step was to use the June
1935 He-Umezu Agreement (an agreement between the KMT
commanding officer in Beiping, He Yingqin, and the commander
of the Japanese troops stationed in north China, Yoshijiro Umezu) to force the KMT Central Army to evacuate Beiping, Tianjin
and Hebei Province. The second step was to instigate the "autonomy" movement in the five provinces of north China (Hebei,
Chahar, Shanxi, Shandong and Suiyuan). In October the director
of the Japanese secret service in Shenyang, Kenji Dohihara, in
the name of the Japanese Kwantung Army that had occupied the
city, made several demands of Song Zheyuan, commander of the
29th Army, which was garrisoned in Beiping, Tianjin, Hcbei and
Chahar. These included that he announce the establishment of a
North China Autonomous Government in an open telegram and
dismiss all the north China officials appointed by Nanjing. On
November 6 Kenji Dohihara even insolently ordered Song Zheyuan to announce autonomy before November 20 or the Japanese
would send five divisions to take Hebei and six to take Shandong.
The Japanese army then began shifting large masses of troops to
north China. At the instigation of the Japanese secret service, Yin
Rugeng, the supervisory commissioner of the KMT government's
Jimi Prefecture in Hebei Province, set up a separatist regime
consisting of 22 counties in eastern Hebei and established the
Eastern Hebei Anti-Communist Autonomous Administration in
Tongxian County on the outskirts of Beiping. In December the
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K!'-tfT established the Hebei-Chahar Political Council in Beiping
with Song Zheyuan as chairman, imposing a special administration in north China. Dark clouds gathered over the skies of
Beiping and Tianjin, and all of north China was in imminent
danger.
The reaction of the people in north China was naturally
intense, particularly among the students, who were closely following the development of the political situation. Beiping students
shouted with grief and indignation, "North China is vast, but
there is no room in it now for qulet study!" At a time when almost
all the Party organizations in the KMT area had been destroyed,
one provincial Party committee in Hebei survived and over thirty
Party members no longer connected with an organization remained in Beiping. In late spring and early summer of 1935, Li
Changqing, a special representative .from the Hebei Provincial
Party Committee went to Beiping to establish a CCP Interim
Work Committee there. The committee, composed of Peng Tao
and others, appointed Zhou Xiaozhou to take charge of the work
of the Beiping branch of the Chinese National Armed Selfdefence Council. With the people's anti-Japanese sentiment growing stronger every day, students in Beiping, led by the CPC
Interim Work Committee and organized and directed by Huang
Jing, Yao Yilin, Guo Mingqiu and other Party members, raised
a cry of protest in a demonstration held on December 9. Students
of Qinghua, Yanjing and other universities in the suburbs started
marching downtown but were blocked by military police, and a
conflict broke out at Xizhimen Gate at the northwest corner of
the city wall. At Xinhuamen, in the centre of town, one or two
thousand students broke through the military police lines, shouting, "Down with imperiaHsm!" "Stop the civil war!" "Unite
against the enemy!" and other slogans as they tried to present a
petition to the government. Because they got no response, they
began a protest march. By the time the procession reached Wangfujing Street, the crowd had increased to 3,000. The military
police suddenly turned a water cannon on the demonstrators and
charged them from both sides, brandishing whips, gunstocks and
billyclubs. The demonstrators were dispersed, and more than
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forty students were injured. The next day, the student body of
every school in Beiping boycotted classes en masse.
. .
The storm quickly swept the whole country. Begmmng on
December 11, student gatherings and demonstrations .took place
in Tianjin, Baoding, Taiyuan, Hangzhou, Shanghai, Wu~an,
Chengdu, Chongqing, Quangzhou and other large and ~edmm
sized cities. Factory workers in many areas went on stnke. Patriotic societies and individuals in Shanghai and other places
established national salvation committees, sent open telegrams
and launched publications calling for an end to the civil war and
for the despatch of soldiers to fight the Japanese. Late i~ December the Students' Union of Beiping, under the leadership of the
Party, organized a propaganda team for the area sou~ of Beipin~
and Tianjin. This team went out into the countryside. ~f _Heb~1
Province to spread anti-Japanese propaganda, thus JOmmg m
solidarity with the workers and peasants. The propaganda team
was expanded into the Chinese National ~iberation Vang~a.rd
Corps. The students of Shanghai, Wuhan, Jman and other cities
also went to the countryside to spread the word. Some professors
and scholars who had formerly been unwilling to participate in
political activities wrote articles supporting resistance. to the
Japanese and nationwide cooperation. The struggle agamst _the
Japanese and for national salvation grew into a turbulent nationwide mass movement.
The December 9th Movement, as it came to be called, not only
raised the people's awareness of the crisis facing the nation, but
demonstrated to them their own strength. It showed that only by
uniting all forces within the country could the Japanese invasion
be defeated, and it increased the people's determination to fight
to save China.
These events demonstrated that in the winter of 19 35 the political
situation in China was on the eve of a great change. The KMT was
neither willing nor able to lead the anti-Japanese forces among the
people; instead, it stood in their way. The KMT with its many
internal factions all jockeying for supremacy, which often led to
large-scale internecine strife, was also incapable of effecting nationwide unity. Under the KMT, the feudal land relations had not
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changed one iota. Since it could not alter China's semi-colonial,
semi-feudal status, it could not turn China into a capitalist country.
At this time China's heavy industry was negligible. In 1933 total
output of steel was onJy 35,000 tons, and the most deveJoped light
industry was cotton textiles. However, between 1927 and 1936, the
number of spindles owned by foreign capital increased from 42.9
percent of the total to 46.2 percent, while the share held by capital
of the nationaJ bourgeoisie dropped from 57.1 percent to 53.8.
During the same period, the share oflooms owned by foreign capita]
increased from 54.8 percent to 58.1, with a corresponding drop from
45.2 percent to 41.9 in the share owned by capital of the national
bourgeoisie. When the KMT authorities began to take over political power throughout the country, the middle class expected they
would develop China's capitalist economy, but instead they brought
the country to the brink of national subjugation. The mission of
bringing together the various forces calling for resistance to Japan
and organizing an anti-Japanese national united front fell to the
Communist Party. Whether the Party could carry out this mission
would determine whether it could introduce the next stage of the
Chinese revolution.

The Wayaobu Meeting
On July 25, 1935, the Communist International held its Seventh Congress. At this meeting General Secretary Georgi Dimitrov, a renowned Bulgarian activist, delivered a report entitled
"The Fascist Attack and the Communist International's Task for
the Unity of the Working Class in Its Anti-fascist Struggle," in
which he raised for the worldwide communist movement the
question of creating a united front to combat fascism. On August
1 the CPC delegation to the Communist International drafted
"An Appeal to All Fellow-Countrymen for Resistance Against
Japan and for National Salvation" in the name of the Chinese
Soviet Central Government and the CPC Central Committee.
Soon afterwards this document was publicly promulgated and
became commonly known as the "August 1st Declaration."
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Shortly after the Red Army ~inished_ its 12,500-km Long
M ch to northern Shaanxi and gamed a f um foothold there, an
~~rcred meeting of the Political Bureau was held at Way~~bu
~:OmDecember 17 to 25 to discuss military strategy, t~e polit~cal
·t ation in China and the Party's tactical line. At this meetrng,
~:o Zedong asserted that the ~trategic prin~ipJe should be t?
ge a resolute national revolutionary war, fust of all subord1waf ng the civil war to the national war and the entire war effort
~; ~he fight against the Japanese invaders. He believed that
China's national bourgeoisie had a dual nature and could b~ wo~
er The Political Bureau adopted the Central Committees
~~es~lution on the Present Political Situa~ion and ~he Tasks ?f
the Party," drafted by Zhang Wentian. This resolution stated m
part:
. h
·
"Changes have taken place or are taking place rn t e re1at1o~s
between all classes, strata, political parties and an:ned ~orc~s rn
China's political life .... Therefore, the ~arty's tacucal line is to
arouse unite and organize the revolutionary forces through~ut
the co~ntry and among all the nationalities. to oppa~e the chief
enemy confronting them, namely, Japanese lillpenalIS~ and the
arch-traitor Chiang Kai-shek."36 It added that the marn danger
within the Party was "closed-doorism."
Two days later, at a meeting of Party activist~, Mao Zedong
made a report in the spirit of the Wayaobu ~~etm,~. In a report
entitled "On Tactics Against Japanese lmpenahsm, he began by
asking, "What is the present sit~ation?" ~nd answering, "Its m~in
characteristic is that Japanese rmperrahsm wants to turn C:~na
into a colon~.''3 7 "!his," he sa~d, "faces all class.~:S and pol~tlcal
groups in Chma wlth the question of what to do. Mao pomted
out that the workers and peasants were all demanding resistance,
as was the petty bourgeoisie, and that even_ the attitude .of the
national bourgeoisie was likely to change ill the. new ~H~~m
stances. "When the national crisis reaches a crucial pornt, .he
added, "splits will occur in t~e Kuomi~ta~~ camp."_39 Summu~g
up the question of class relat10ns, he said, The ?as1c change m
the situation, namely, the Japanese invasion of Chrna south o~ the
Great Wall, has changed the relationship among the vanous
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C~ina,

strengthening the camp of national revolution
a~d we~keru~g that of counter-revolution."40 Therefore, the Party~ basic tactical ~ask. was to form a broad revolutionary national
uruted front. ReJecting the closed-door tactics advocated by
some, ~e declared, "In order to attack the forces of the counter:evolu_ti~n, what the revolutionary forces need today is to organize m1l!1ons upon ~illions of the masses and move a mighty
revolutionary army mto action."41
The Wayaobu meeting was one of the most important held in
the turbulent period between the Second Revolutionary Civil
War and th~ War of Resistance Against Japan. It showed that the
Part~, ~~vmg overco~e the "Left" adventurism and "closedd~nsm that had dominated the thinking of the leadership in the
penod ~efore the ~ong M~rch, had lost no time in formulating
the pol~c~ of_a -~at~ona_l united front against Japan, thus gaining
the political iruttattve m the period to come. It also showed that
~he ~art~ had matured through the lessons it had learned from
its v1c_tone~ and defeats, and that it was capable of adapting to a
new sttuation and creatively carrying out its work.
After the Wayaobu meeting, the troops of the First Front
Army, called the "Anti-Japanese Vanguard Corps of the Chinese
People's Red Army," prepared to march east to directly engage
the Japanese army in battle. Their purpose was to expand the base
areas and the ant_i-Japanese armed forces. Led by Mao Zedong
and Pe?g Dehua1, they crossed the Yellow River in northern
Shaan~ and entere? Shanxi, beginning the Eastern Expedition
campaign: Meanwhile, practical measures were taken to strengthen the un.ll~~ front. The_ work was done between two groups, the
ge~eral c1v1han population and the high-ranking KMT military
officers.
~irst, the P~rty did all it could to foster the anti-Japanese
national salvation movement, which had begun to grow after the
December 9th. students' movement. In the spring of 1936, the
Central Comrruttee of the CPC sent Liu Shaoqi to Tianjin to serve
as secret~ry of the P~rty's Northern Bureau and strengthen Party
leadership of the national salvation movement there. This movement of the students of Beiping and Tianjin, severely suppressed

by the K.MT authorities, was flagging. After arriving in Tianjin,
Liu Shaoqi began publishing articles in the spirit of the Wayaobu
meeting, with such titles as "Eliminating 'Closed-doorism' and
Adventurism," systematically explaining the Party's line and
p0licies. He emphasized the need to expand the revolutionary
forces in preparation for a decisive battle, as well as the need to
build long-term relations with the masses. This last would enable
the Party to carry out intensive propaganda work, consolidate and
enlarge the anti-Japanese national united front, increase its own
strength and improve its position. Referring to the problems
relating to the Beiping and Tianjin students' movement, he called
for a correct implementation of the united front policy in handling relatjons with the teachers and school officials as well as
with the 29th Army and General Song Zheyuan, encouraging
them to move in the right direction. Liu worked hard to rebuild
and strengthen Party organizations in north China, which had
been seriously damaged, opening a new chapter in their work.
The Central Committee of the CPC and its delegation to the
Communist International sent Feng Xuefeng and Pan Hannian
to Shanghai to reestablish connections with Party organizations
there that had lost contact with the Central Committee and to
expand united front work. In May 1936 a number of patriots,
including Soong Ching Ling, Shen Junru, Zou Taofen, Tao Xingzhi and Zhang Naiqi, announced in Shanghai the establishment
of the AU-China Federation of All Circles for Resisting Japan
and Saving the Nation, which called for cessation of the civil war
and united opposition to the Japanese. One after another, antiJapanese national salvation associations in Shanghai, Nanjing,
Beiping and many other cities joined the new federation. Later,
the All-China Students' federation was founded, giving further
impetus to the nationwide patriotic movement of youth working
to save the nation.
Second, the Party did everything possible to persuade senior
KMT officials and army generals to suppor t the anti-Japanese
national salvation movement. Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai sent
many letters to them. In the case of the KMT's Northeastern
Army headed by Zhang Xueliang, this work was notably success-
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ful. The majority of the officers and men of the Northeastern
Army, already appalled to see their hometowns fall into enemy
hands and eager to return there to fight, had no wish to combat
the_ Red Army, which supported resistance to the Japanese. Their
attitude had an effect on Zhang Xueliang and the senior officers
Progressives who were born in northeast China, such as D~
Zhongyuan and others, also did a great deal of work to convince
Zhang Xueliang. The CPC Central Committee twice sent Li
Kenong, chief of the Liaison Bureau, to talk with Zhang about
cooperating to r~sist the invaders. On the evening of AprH 9,
1936, Z~ou E~lai and Zhang Xueliang had a secret meeting in a
church m Yan an. They agreed on the need to stop the civil war
and work together in the resistance, exchanged ideas on a number
of issues and finally reached an agreement. The Party's efforts to
achieve a united front were also effective with Yang Hucheng
who, as commander-in-chief of the KMT's Seventeenth Rout~
Army and head of the Pacification Headquarters in Xi'an, was
the leader of those who were in actual control of Shaanxi Province. Yang was in favour of resistance to Japan had certain other
. .
'
progressive ideas and was friendly with some members of the
CJ>C..The ~entral Committee sent a succession of people to see
him'. 1~cludmg Wang Feng and Wang Shiying, and concluded a
prelimmary agreement of cooperation with him. In this way, by
the summer of 1936 hostilities between the Red Army and
the Northeastern and Seventeenth Route Armies had virtually
ceased. This was the first major victory of the Party's united front
policy in northwest China.
A similar victory was achieved in Shanxi. In October 1936 the
Northern Bureau of the CPC Central Committee sent Bo Yibo
and f?ur ot~er Party members (later increased to a total of 16)
to Taiyuan, m response to an invitation from Yan Xishan. Yan,
who was the leader of those who were in actual control of Shanxi
Pr~vince, had asked for the Party's help in preparing for armed
resistance. The Northern Bureau decided to establish the CPC
Shanx! Working Committee, with Bo Yibo as secretary. This
committee was set up especially to direct overt, legal activities
carrying out high-level united front work and developing th~
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anti-Japanese national salvation movement. It reported directly ·
to the Northern Bureau and was ~ept str~ctl~ separate_ from t_he
ty's underground Shanxi Intenm Provincial Committee, with
.
Par
which it had no horizontal connecllons.
.
.
At this time there was an important anti-Japane~e group m
Shanxi called the "League of Self-Sacrifice for National Salv~
f n " or the "Self-Sacrifice League" for short. Because of opposit~~n' from the K.MT authorities, within a month after _the founding of the organization, it essentially ceased ~o fu~cuon. I~ the
first half of November, however, after he arrived m Shanxi, B?
Yibo took over as secretary of the League and assumed r~sponsi
bility for its activities. After that, the L~ag~e evolved mto an
anti-Japanese national united front organization under ~he leadership of the CPC. The organization spread from Taiyuan to
every county in the province, and. with its encouragement_ the
national salvation movement flourished through~ut Shanx~. In
the early months of 1937, the CPC Shanxi Worku~g Com~1ttee
began to train military and governm~nt cadres .with a view to
building a revolutionary armed force m the provmce.

The Approach of KMT-CPC Cooperation
The attitude of Chiang Kai-shek and the Central Executive
Committee of the KMT towards resistance to Jap~n b_egan to
change after the North China Incident. Under the 1llus10n that
the problems between the two countries could be solved through
diplomacy, Chiang had backed down time after. time before t~e
Japanese. But the illusion was destroyed as the invaders st~adily
pressed on. When the North China Inciden_t. took place, dIIectly
threatening the very existence of the NanJmg gov_ern~ent, ~he
Kuomintang had no choice but to consider changmg its pohcy
towards Japan.
On November 19, 1935, the 5th Natioi:ial Cong~ess of the ~M!
adopted a resolution proposed by ~h1ang K~1-shek. Chiang s
statement recommending this resolution contamed a key sentence: "White there is still some hope of peace, we ~ust under no
circumstances give up on peace, and while the tune for self-
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sacrifice is not yet at hand, we must not speak lightly of selfsacrifice." This sentence implied that when the time was at hand,
there would be no choice but to "give up on peace" and resolutely
face "self-sacrifice." In January of the following year Japan's
foreign minister, Hirotake Hirota, announced three principles,
which, among other demands, called for "coordination of the
economies of China, Japan and Manchuria." This meant recognition of Manchukuo, which Chiang found it hard to accept. Later
he wrote, "The situation of the time was very clear: if we rejected
his principles it would mean war, and if we acceded to his
demands it would mean extinction."42 The voracious appetite of
the Japanese militarists left Chiang Kai-shek less and less room
to manoeuvre. Faced with this situation, at the end of 1935 the
Nanjing government began to look for a way out, asking for
assistance from the Soviet Union and even seeking ways to make
contact with the Communist Party of China. Chiang later explained his policy this way: ''War between China and Japan was
now inevitable and, while the National Government was negotiating with the Soviet Union, it was also looking for ways to solve
the problem of the Chinese Communist Party."43
After this, the KMT and the CPC made secret contacts
through a variety of channels. With the help of Soong Ching Ling,
the leadership of the KMT sought out Dong Jianwu, a Protestant
minister and a Communist Party member. On February 27, 1936,
Dong secretly made a trip to Wayaobu to see Bo Gu, carrying the
message that the KMT authorities wanted to negotiate with the
CPC Central Committee. On March 4 Zhang Wentian, Mao
Zedong and Peng Dehuai, who were at the front lines in Shanxi
at the time, sent a telegram to Dong Jianwu through Bo Gu
expressing the Party's eagerness to negotiate. "We enthusiastically
welcome this wise and sensible gesture from the Nanjing authorities," they said, "and we should like to begin concrete, practical
negotiations with them in order to bring together all forces in the
country to resist Japan and save the nation." In addition, they
made five concrete demands:
1. All civil war should stop and there should be no distinction
between Red and White troops in the armed forces: all must resist
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Ja~~nA government of natio~al defence and a united antiese army should be organized.
Japan
· f
s of the Red Army throughout the country
3 The roam orce
· H b ·
that
h ~ld be allowed to concentrate without delay in e ~i, so
~h~Y can first of all resist the advance of the Japanese rnvaders.e
4 All political prisoners should be released, and the peopl
ho~ld be allowed political freedom.
. .
s S. Preliminary essential re~?rms should be introduced minternal affairsJ.and ~h~:~n~\ecret document back to Nanjing.
·
d h CPC hich had
Dong ianw
Hi h-level contact between the KMT an t e
' w
be:n broken off more than eight years earlier, had been reestab-

lis~od.show

their sincerity, the entire Anti-J.apanese Vangua~d
Cor s of the Chinese People's Red Army' which had crossed t e
Yeifow River from Shaanxi into Shanxi, crossed b~ck and sent an
open telegram to the Nanjing gove~nment. In this telegram the
army abandoned its anti-Chiang Ka1-shck stand and ~a.lied upon
the K.MT to enter into peace negotiations to stop the civil war and
to ·oin the CPC in fighting Japan. On August 25 the CP~ ~entral
C~mmittee sent an open letter to the Kuomintang explalIDllg that
the current'peril facing the whole nation had been brought abo~t
by the wrong policy pursued by the KMT' a policy that must e
radically changed. In the letter the CPC. declared:.
.
"We are ready to form with you a sohd, revolutionary~ uruted
front like the one against imperialist and .feudal oppression that
existed during the great revolutionary penod of 192~-27, ~or tha~
is the only way today to save the nation from subJugauon. an
.
. . , 1 Only if the Kuomintang and the Chrnese
ensure its surviva ....
d
te with
Communist Party once again work together an coopera . .
every political party, group and sector acr~ss the ~oun~.ry will it
be possible to save the country and ensure. its s~rv1val. .
On September 1 the CPC Central Committee issued an mterna1
. .
. .
·
k d the
directive on the subject:
"With the Japanese impenahsts contmurng theu attac an
.
national revolutionary movement growing across the country, it
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is possible that Chiang Kai-shek's entire army, or at least the
greater part, may join in resisting Japan. Our general policy
~hould .be to force Chiang Kai-shek to resist Japan.... We are now
1Ilformmg [the KMTJ that to facilitate negotiations, the CPC
Central Committee is prepared to send representatives immedia!ely or ~o rec~ive representatives from the Kuomintang and
Chiang Ka1-shek m the Soviet Area." The Central Committee was
n~w considering the possibility of holding high-level negotiations
wllh the KMT, perhaps sending Zhou Enla i as its representative.
!he shift from ?pposing Chiang Kai-shek to forcing him to
res1st Japan, made rn accordance with the changing class relations
in the ~ou~try, was an important change of policy for the Party.
But. it did n~t prove easy to carry out the new policy. Chiang
wa~, still. committed to opposing the Communists. When he spoke
of solvrng the problem of the Chinese Communist Party," what
he actually wanted was that the CPC should surrender to the
KMT and accept reorganization, meaning, in particular, that the
Party's armed forces would have to be dissolved to "effect a
solution by political means." Naturally, this was impossible. He
therefore continued to seek such a solution by force. Thus, in
the autumn of 1936, when Chiang Kai-shek had settled the
G_uangdong~Guangxi Incident, he moved swiftly, concentrating
his tr<>?ps m preparation for a new attempt to suppress the
revolu~1ona.ry base area in northern Shaanxi.44 The steadily
mounting tide of the anti-Japanese national salvation movement
in .the count~y was also causing Chiang great anxiety. In Shanghai, on the mght of November 22, the KMT government arrested
seven leaders of the All-China Federation of AU Circles for
Re~is.ting Japan and Saving the Nation, Shen Junru, Zhang
~a1q1, Zou Taofen, Li Gongpu, Sha Qianli, Wang Zaoshi and Shi
Liang, and took them to a jail in Suzhou. This created a stir for
a while, and the case became known as "the jailing of the seven
patriotic leaders." Shortly thereafter the KMT government arrested. the leaders of the ~anjing National Salvation Society, Sun
Xiaocun and Cao Mengiun. These arrests aroused the indignation
of people from every sector across the country and provoked a
vast movement calling for the prisoners' release. Jn the midst of
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this movement came the Xi'an Incident.

The Peaceful Resolution of the Xi'an Incident
The KMT general Zhang Xueliang had on many occasions
strongly urged Chiang Kai-shek to stop the civil war and join in
the fight against Japanese aggression, but each time Chiang had
refused. On December 4, 1936, he mustered the army of approximately 30 divisions directly under his control and prepared to
set out from Henan for Shaanxi and Gansu to "suppress the
Communists." Chiang flew to the city of Xi'an in Shaanxi Province. There he ordered General Zhang Xueliang and General
Yang Hucheng to lead all their troops to the front line in northern
Shaanxi to fight the Red Army. Zhang and Yang pleaded with
him for several days on end, but he harshly rebuked them. On
the afternoon of December 7 Zhang went to Huaqingchi in
Lintong County on the outskirts of Xi'an, where Chiang was
staying, and tried once more to explain to him the gravity of the
Japanese threat. The two men argued for two or three hours, until
Zhang was in tears. Finally Chiang pounded the table and shouted, "Even if you were to take a gun and shoot me dead, it
wouldn't change my policy of suppressing the Communists."45
This forced Zhang and Yang to the conclusion that the only way
to convince him was to start a mutiny.
Before dawn on December 12, a contingent of the Northeastern
Army under Zhang's command, acting on the plan worked out by
Zhang and Yang, swiftly surrounded Huaqingchi and seized
Chiang Kai-shek. Meanwhile, the KMT's Seventeenth Route
Army was moving to take control of the entire city of Xi'an, and
had taken Chen Cheng, Wei Lihuang, Jiang Dingwen, Zhu Shaoliang and other important KMT officers and officials into custody. Zhang and Yang also sent an open telegram explaining the
reasons for the mutiny and making eight proposals, as follows:
1. The Nanjing government should be reorganized to accommodate all parties and groups and make saving the nation their
common responsibility.
2. The civil war must stop altogether.
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3. The patriotic leaders imprisoned in Shanghai should be
immediately released.
4. All political prisoners in the country should be released .
5. The ban on mass patriotic movements should be lifted.
6. All political rights including freedom of assembly and
association should be guaranteed.
7. Dr. Sun Yat-sen,s Testament should be executed to the Jetter.
8. A national salvation meeting should be convened without
delay.
This was the Xi'an Incident, which shook China and the rest
of the world.
NaturaJly, it came as a great shock to the Nanjing government.
Among the authorities two views emerged as to how to handle the
incident. Some supported sending a punitive expedition against
Zhang and Yang, while others advocated negotiations to free
Chiang. He Yingqin, the pro-Japanese Minister of War, having
obtained authorization to conduct a troop transfer, mustered the
East and West Column Armies in preparation for an assault on
Xi'an. In the meantime, Soong Mei-ling [Madame Chiang Kaishek], H. H. Kung, T.V. Soong and other relatives of Chiang who
belonged to a faction aligned with Britain and the United States,
in spite of opposition from He Yingqin, worked to find a peaceful
resolution of the Xi'an Incident and to secure Chiang's release.
The Communist Party had no prior knowledge of the Xi'an
Incident. Immediately after Chiang's arrest, Zhang Xueliang sent
a telegram to the CPC Central Committee asking for suggestions.
In response, the Central Committee despatched Zhou Enlai to
Xi'an, where he arrived on December 17. The Central Committee
completely approved of Zhang and Yang's stand and of their
purpose in detaining Chiang. After careful analysis of the situation, it came to the following conclusion. If Xi,an were put in a
position antagonistic to Nanjing, it might prove extremely dangerous for the Chinese nation, igniting a new, large-scale civil
war, which would be welcomed only by Japan and the proJapanese faction. At present it was still possible to work for a
peaceful solution, thus ending the civil war and creating conditions for a unified effort to resist Japan. This would be welcomed
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b all the people in the country, and especially by all parties,
Y ups sectors and armies who were in favour of resistance. For
~~se r~asons, the CPC Central Committee supported a peaceful
.
settlement of the Xi'an Incident.
When the KMT authorities in Nanjing understood tha_t neither
Zhang Xueliang and Yang Hucheng nor the Commumst Party
had any intention of harming Chiang Kai-shek and that they
wished to resolve the incident peacefully, they sent ~.V. Soong
and Soong Mei-ling to Xi'an on December 22 to negotiate. Zhou
Enlai participated in the negotiations ~i~h ~hang and -yang.
After two days of discussion, Soong Me1-lmg issued a senes of
statements promising, among other things, that the KMT would
cease its suppression of the Communists, and that in three mon~hs
it would launch a war of resistance against Japan. On the everung
of December 24, Zhou Enlai, accompanied by the two Soongs,
went to see Chiang Kai-shek. Once again Chiang told Zhou to his
face, "The suppression of Communists will stop, there will be an
alliance with the Red Army to resist Japan ...." #
The next day Zhang Xueliang, without notifying Zhou Enlai,
accompanied Chiang on a flight back to Nanjing. As soon as they
arrived, Chiang placed Zhang under arrest. When the_ news
reached Xi'an there was pandemonium, and once agam the
danger of civll war seemed imminent. In this most difficult
situation, Zhou Enlai carefully set to work, preserving the peaceful resolution of the incident at last.
After this the civil war basically ceased, and relations between
the Communist Party and the Kuomintang developed rapidly.
The Xi'an Incident showed how intense the demand for a united
resistance had become throughout the country, even within the
ranks of the KM'r. The CPC, instead of taking advantage of
Chiang Kai-shek's predicament, had done everything possible to
see that the incident was settled peacefully, thus showing the
sincerity of its intentions to unite with the rest of the country to
resist Japan. The Xi'an Incident took place just as the objective
conditions for renewed KMT-CPC cooperation were ripening,
and its effect was to push those conditions to fruition. At a
meeting of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee
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on December 27, 1936, Mao Zedong said, "The Xi'an Incident
was the key to the transformation of the KMT. If not for that
incident, the transformation might have taken longer, since a
certain degree of compulsion was definiteJy needed to force the
transformation upon it.... What put an end to the civil war after
ten years? It was the Xi'an incident."
In an effort to ensure that cooperation between the KMT and
CPC was actually carried out, on February 10, 1937, the CPC
Central Committee sent a telegram to the Third Plenary Session
of the Central Executive Committee of the KMT. In this telegram
the CPC asked that the KMT make it the national policy to do
the following:
( l) end all civil wars and concentrate the country's strength in
a united effort to meet the foreign aggression;
(2) guarantee freedom of speech, assembly and association, and
release all political prisoners;
(3) call a conference of representatives of all political parties,
peopJe of all walks of life and aJJ armies, and concentrate the
nation's talents in a common endeavour to save the country;
(4) speedily complete all preparations for resisting Japan; and
(5) improve the livelihood of the people.
.
If the KMT adopted this policy, the telegram said, the CPC
would pledge the following:
( 1) the policy of armed insurrection to overthrow the National
Government will be discontinued throughout the country;
(2) the Workers' and Peasants' Democratic Government will
be renamed the Government of the Special Region of the Republic of China and the Red Army will be redesignated as part of the
National Revolutionary Army, and they will come under the
direction of the Central Government in Nanjing and its Military
·
Council respectively;
( 3) a thoroughly democratic system based on universal suffrage will be put into effect in the areas under the Government
of the Special Region; and
( 4) the policy of confiscating the land of the landlords will be
discontinued and the common programme of the anti-Japanese
national united front resolutely carried out. 47
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Making these four .Pl~dges meant yielding a great deal to the
was the on~y
o
stop
the
confrontation
between
the
two
political
powers m
t
way
· cooperat10n
· m
· t h c resis
· t ce
the country and bring about their
an
against Japan.
When the five demands and four pledges of the CPC became
known they received widespread support, including support from
the fa~tion of the KMT that favoured r~sistance. ~t the 3rd
Plenary Session of the 5th Central Executive Committee of the
KMT it was proposed that the KMT should retur~ to the "Th~ee
Great Policies" of Sun Yat-sen: alliance with Russia, cooperatlon
with the Communist Party and assistance to the peasants and
workers. The group calling for this move included not only Soong
Ching Ling, He Xiangning and others who .had always taken a
revolutionary stand, together ~ith Feng Yux~ang and others who
had vigorously supported resistance ever smce the Sept~mber
18th Incident, but also founding members of th~ K_u?mmtan.g
like Zhang Jingjiang, Li Shizeng, Sun Ke and Li L1eJu~. This
broad spectrum of supporters reflected the great populanty the
proposal had already achieved.
In January 1937 the leading organs of the CP~ Centra~ Committee moved from Bao'an in northern Shaamu to Yan an. In
May the Party held a National Conference. there (known .then ~s
the Representative Conference of the Soviet Areas), wh_lcb was
attended by representatives from the Soviet areas, the White areas
and the Red Army. Mao Zedong gave a report entitled "The
Tasks of the Chinese Communist Party in the Period of Resistance to Japan" and a concluding speech entit.led "Win. the Masse~
in Their Millions for the Anti-Japanese Natlonal Uruted Front.
Afterwards, the representatives from the White areas held a
separate meeting. In July and August Mao Zed~~g lectured ~n
philosophy at the Anti-Japanese Military .~nd Pohll~al,~olle~~ m
Yan'an and wrote his celebrated essays On Practice and On
Contradiction." These two essays were written to counter the
dogmatism rampant in the Party at the ti1!1e, but they are also
.
Marxist philosophical works of permanent 1mport~nce. .
On various occasions the CPC sent Zhou Enla1, Ye Jianymg,

KMT, but it was a pnncipled and necessary step.
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Lin Boqu, Bo Gu and others to Xi'an, Hangzhou, Lushan and
Nanjing to meet KMT leaders. Although there were ups and
downs in the development of the situation, the civil war had
already been stopped, high-level talks between the two parties had
begun and the tide of history would irreversibly turn in favour
of a united resistance to the Japanese invasion.
During the ten years between the defeat of the Great Revolution and the eve of the War of Resistance Against Japan, the
Communist Party of China persisted in its struggle under conditions of extreme hardship, maturing politically along the way.
During this period the CPC passed through two great trials - the
defeat of the Great Revolution and the defeat of the fifth countercampaign against "encirclement and suppression." These two
defeats greatly weakened the Party, bringing it to the very brink
of extinction. Some members, who were less determined, panicked and became utterly dejected, even defecting to reactionary
forces. Enemies both in China and abroad believed that the CPC
would be thoroughly defeated. The steadfast Party members,
however, consistently maintained their revolutionary optimism,
indomitable will and complete faith in the future, under conditions of unimaginable peril and hardship. They kept their heads
and focused on the task at hand, surviving through the darkest
hours.
This ten-year experience also demonstrated that the strength of
the Chinese Communists came from combining the universal
truth of Marxism-Leninism with the specific practice of the
Chinese revolution, from working closely with the great majority
of the people, seeking truth from facts, adhering to the mass line
and maintaining the principle of independence. It demonstrated
that any method that ignored realities, dogmatically copied the
experience of other countries, relied simply on subjective hopes
or prematurely sought quick result was doomed to fail. During
these ten years, although several times the Party leadership made
"Left" mistakes in thinking that resulted in serious setbacks for
the revolutionary cause, the Party finally corrected these mistakes. Thus, as the new period of war with Japan approached,
despite the complexity of the contradictions between the Chinese
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d the foreign invaders and between the various classes
nation anthe Party was able to adopt correct polic1es
· th a t wou ld
at home,
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The Formal Establishment of an
Anti-Japanese National United Front

CHAPTER FOUR

-THE MAINSTAY IN THE WAR OF
RESISTANCE AGAINST JAPAN
I. THE LINE OF TOTAL RESISTANCE AND
THE PRINCIPLE OF PROTRACTED WAR
On the night of July 7, 1937, near the Lugouqiao (Marco Polo
Bridge) southwest of Beiping, the Japanese aggressor troops,
nominally conducting a military exercise, suddenly attacked the
local contingent of the KMT's 29th Army stationed there. The
Chinese troops fought back, and thus began the War of Resistance
Against Japan.
The Japanese attack on the Marco Polo Bridge marked the
long-premeditated launching of all-out war on China. This war
was the largest imperialist invasion ever experienced by China.
By the end of July the Japanese army had occupied Beiping
and Tianjin. Three hundred thousand troops traveled along the
Beiping-Suiyuan, Beiping-Hankou and Tianjin-Pukou rail lines,
expanding their attack on north China. On August 13 they turned
their guns on Sha11ghai, hoping to fight a war of quick decision.
Relying on their highly developed industry and superior military
might, the Japanese believed they were fully capable of forcing
China to surrender within a short time and with little cost to
themselves. In the "Outline Guide to the Use of Armed Force in
North China in the War on China," drawn up by the headquarters
of the general staff of the Japanese army, two months were
allotted for "mopping up" the KMT's 29th Army and three
months for defeating its Central Army. 1
212

Japan's full-scale invasion bro~ght the <?hi~ese people_ face_ to
face with the grave peril of national extmction. The s1tuat~on
before them was clear: the only way for the country to surv~ve
the crisis threatening its very existence was for the whole nauon
to join together in a war of resistance. Every _class and every
political group must put aside its o~n interests 1~ favour of the
interest of the nation as a whole, which was to resist the Japanese
aggressors. Otherwise, there would be no fu~ure for any of them.
This was recognized both by the Communist Party and by the
vast number of patriots throughout the country. .
The day after the incident at the Marco Polo Bndgc, the CPC
Central Committee issued a manifesto that was ~ ~all to_ arms:
"Beiping and Tianjin are in peril! North China is lD peril! 1:'he
Chinese nation is in peril! A war of resistance by the whole nation
is the only way out." The Central Committee called upon "the
people of the whole country, the government and the armed
forces to unite and build the national united front as a Great W~ll
of resistance to Japanese aggression." It called upon the Kuonu_ntang and the Communist Party to "cooperate closely and re~ist
the new attacks of the Japanese aggressors." "The whole nation
from top to bottom," it said, "must at once a?andon any idea
of being able to live in submissive peace with the Japanese
aggressors." 2
That same day Mao Zedong, Zhu De, Peng De~uai and _other
leaders of the Red Army sent a telegram to Chiang Ka1-shek
saying that the officers and men of the Red Army wish~d ~~
"engage the enemy to defend the country and save the nation.
Next, Ye Jianying was sent to Xi'an, where he issued a statement
on July 14 on behalf of the Central Committee of the C~C. The
statement addressed to the Nanjing government, earned the
following 'message: "Desiring to resist the enemy vigorously under the command of Chiang Kai-shek, the main force of the Red
Army is preparing to set out as soon as possible to resist. the
Japanese. All armies have been ordered to complete preparations
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within ten _da~~ and await orders to move to the Beiping-Suiyuan
defence line. On July 15 Zhou Enlai, Bo Gu and Lin
Boqu .presented to Chiang Kai-shek an "Announcement of
Kuommtang-Communist Cooperation by the Central Commi ttee
of the CPC." In this announcement the Central Committee empha.sized t~e need for national unity: "As we all know, with our
na~1on facmg extreme peril today, it is only through internal
umty that we can defeat Japanese imperialist aggression." 4 The
announcement set forth three basic objectives - to launch a
national war of resistance, to put democracy into effect and to
improve the lives of the people. [t reaffirmed the Co~munist
Party's four pledges for KMT-CPC cooperation.5 On July 17 the
representatives of the Central Committee held negotiations with
Chiang Kai-shek, Shao Lizi and Zhang Chong at a summer resort
in the Lushan Mountains in Jiangxi. The CPC representatives
pro~sed using the announcement as the _political basis for cooperauon between the two parties, and it was agreed that the
document would be released through the Central News Agency
of the KMT.
That same day, under pressure of the swelling nationwide
m?vemen.t to resi~t Japan and of the CPC's insistence on cooperation, Chiang Ka1-shek gave a speech calling for a united resist~nce. "Once war ?reaks out," he said, "every person, young or old,
m ~h~ north or m the south, must take up the res_ponsibility of
res1stmg Japan and defending our homeland and should be resolv~d to ~acr~fice everything for the cause." But Chiang still
chenshed 1llus1ons of making peace with the Japanese and continued to view the attack at the Marco Polo Bridge as a "local
incident." Song Zheyuan, chairman of the Hebei-Chahar Government Administration Council, continued negotiations with the
Japanese army in north China. On July 19 the Foreign Affairs
Ministry of the National Government pro_posed to the Japanese
embassy that the two governments cease military operations and
return all troops to their former locations, then find a peaceful
settlem~nl through diplomacy. This proposal was rejected. The
occupa.tLOn.o~ Beiping and Tianjin shocked the entire country and
made it difficult to continue any negotiation. The attack on
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Shanghai was an even more direct threat to the heartland of the
KMT's ruling clique and to the interests of Britain and the
United States in China. On August 14, under pressure of a flood
of demands from all over the country to take up the war of
resistance, the Foreign Affairs Ministry of the National Government released a statement declaring, "Forced by the unrelenting
invasion of Japan, China must now act in self-defence and resist
this violence."
The leaders of the KMT had been hoping that the Japanese
aggressors would stop before they went too far. The Japanese had
been urging them to join in "mutual defence against the Communists," and the KMT leaders had been ready to succumb to their
wiles. However, the facts showed that the pur_pose of the Japanese
invasion was to take over the whole of China. If that happened,
it would be a death blow not only for the Chinese nation but for
themselves. They had no choice but to change their tune and
accept the proposal of the CPC and other Chinese patriots that
they work together to resist Japan.
Chiang Kai-sbek very much wanted the Red Army to move to
the front, and during the KMT-CPC negotiations he began to
express his desire for unity and cooperation with the CPC, agreeing not to send KMT personnel into the Red Army. In August of
1937 the two sides agreed to redesignate the main force of the Red
Army, currently in northern Shaanxi, as the Eighth Route Army
of the National Revolutionary Army, to set up liaison offices of
the Eighth Route Army in various cities in KMT-ruled areas and
to publish the newspaper New China Daily. On August 22 the
Military Council of the National Government issued an order
redesignating the Red Army as the Eighth Route Army of the
National Revolutionary Army. Three days later the Military
Commission of the CPC Central Committee issued an order to
reorganize the Red Army as the Eighth Route Army of the
National Revolutionary Army, which consisted of the 115th,
120th and 129th Divisions.6 Zhu De was designated commanderin-chief with Peng Dehuai as his deputy, Ye Jianying was named
chief of staff with Zuo Quan as his deputy and Ren Bishi became
director of the _political department with Deng Xiaoping as his
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deputy. Lin Biao was appcinted commander and Nie Rongzhen
deputy commander of the I 15th Division, which was made up
chiefly of the former First and Fifteenth Army Groups of the
First Front Army of the Red Army. He Long was appointed
commander and Xiao Ke deputy commander of the 120th Division, which was composed mainly of the former Second Front
Army; and Liu Bocheng was appcinted commander and Xu
Xiangqian deputy commander of the 129th Division, mainly
composed of the former fourth Front Army. All these divisions,
with a total of more than 45,000 men, were sent to join the KMT
army in combating the enemy. In September of 1937 the ShaanxiGansu-Ningxia Revolutionary Base Arca was redesignated the
Shaanx.i-Gansu-Ningxia Border Arca Government. It included 23
counties with a total pcpulation of 1.5 million, and the CPC
Central Committee was located there. It can be seen that the
second cooperation between the KMT and the CPC started with
the military. At the urging of the Communist Party, on September 22 the KMT Central News Agency published the "Announcement of Kuomintang-Communist Cooperation by the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China," and the next day
Chiang Kai-shek made a statement recognizing the legality of the
Communist Party. The CPC's announcement and Chiang's statement proclaimed the intention of the two parties to cooperate for
the second time and the formation of an anti-Japanese national
united front. The acceptance by the top leader of the KMT of a
second period of cooperation with the CPC and his agreement to
undertake a war of resistance against Japan represented a great
service to the people of the country. At this time the KMT was
the ruling party and had at its disposal an army of two million
men. The shift in its policy made it possible to launch a total war
of resistance.
The renewal of cooperation between the KMT and the CPC
was welcomed throughout the country. 1n November of 1937 the
great patriot Soong Ching Ling issued a statement caWng for
unity:
"The Communist Party is a party which stands for the interests
of the working classes, both industrial and agricultural. Sun
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Yat-sen] realized ·that without the keen support ~nd cooperat~on

~f these classes, the missi?n of completii:tg the national rev?l.ution

could not easily be earned out.. .. During the present ~nsis, all
former differences should be forgotten. ~he whol~ n~tion must
· in together in opposing Japanese aggression and f1ghtmg for the
}'Iaa1 victory."7 The National Revolutionary Le~gue of Chin~, _led
by Li Jishen and other high-ranking KMT officers ~nd offlcia~s
who stood for resistance, had originally opposed C_h1ang. N~w.1t
changed its position and supported him: The Nat1~nal Socialist
Party, the Chinese Youth Party, the Chmese Vocational _Ed~ca
tion Society, the Rural Construction Party and others all indicated their support for the resistance effort. Workers, peasants,
intellectuals and other patriotic persons added to the flood of
anti-Japanese sentiment. Capitalists engaged in industry and commerce also joined in the struggle, buying national salv~t~on
bonds, donating money and supplies to the front and orgamzmg
factories and firms to move to the interior. In Singapore the
General Association of Overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia for
Aid to Refugees of the Motherland was established with Tan Kah
Kee as chairman and branches were set up in various countries
in Southeast Asi~. Ethnic Chinese living in Europe, the United
States and other countries set up national salvation groups to
spread anti-Japanese propaganda, collect money and materiel and
organize young men to return to China and join the army. Ma~s
participation in the resistance grew to a scale unprecedented m
modern Chinese history. The Japanese invaders suddenly discovered they were facing a united front composed of the entire
Chinese nation.

The Conflict Between the Line of Total
Resistance and the Line of Partial Resistance
Because of the War of Resistance Against Japan, the situation
at home and abroad was complex.
Internationally, there were several forces with differing attitudes towards the war. The Japanese imperialists intended to
annex China a11d pretended to be preparing an attack on the
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Soviet Union in an attempt to induce the anti-Soviet British and
U.S. imperialists to make concessions to Japan. The German and
Italian fascists supported Japan's invasion of China. The Soviet
Union, although it explicitly supported China, considered the
Kuomintang to be the most important force in the country and
tbe main force in the resistance. On August 21, 1937, the government of the Soviet Union and the National Government of China
signed a treaty of mutual non-aggression. After that, Soviet
national defence minister K.Y. Voroshilov declared that the
Soviet Union would never sit idly by as an indifferent observer
of the war between China and Japan. The Soviet Union sent to
China first military advisers and then a team of air force volunteers. In addition, it provided the Chinese government with
financial and materiel aid. As for Britain and the United States,
they had a two-sided policy with regard to the China question. As
Japan's war of aggression encroached on their interests in China
and in the East as a whole, their conflicts with Japan increased.
At the same time, they were busy dealing with the tense situation
in the West caused by Germany and Italy, and they feared the
rise of the Chinese revolutionary force. Thus, on the one hand
they hoped that China would resist Japanese aggression and gave
China some support; on the other hand, they appeased Japan and
tried to alleviate their contradictions with that country by sacrificing China's sovereignty over some of its territory. They also
encouraged Japan to attack the Soviet Union, in the hope that
this would be to their benefit.
In China, too, there were several forces with differing attitudes
towards the Japanese aggression. The people were firmly in
favour of resistance and determined to defend their motherland.
Faced with the threat of national subjugation, not only the
workers, peasants and the urban petty and national bourgeoisie
but also some landlords, the enlightened gentry of the landlord
class in particular, favoured resistance to Japan and refused to be
slaves of a foreign power. Many of them, however, were at a loss
bow to resist and had no understanding of the Communist Party.
The middle-of-the-roaders, who constituted the bulk of the population, favoured the resistance, though they still did not fully
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understand the situation. The Kuomintang was the ruling party
and had an internationally recognized legitimate government as
well as an army of two million men. Accordingly, most of the
middle-of-the-roaders recognized the legitimacy of the Kuomintang and, though they resented its corruption and undemocratic
practices, pinned their hopes of resistance on it. Inside the Kuomintang, some members were democratic advocates of resistance
to Japan, others were hidden traitors and still others - the
majority, who had real power in their hands and worked in the
interest of the big landlords and the big bourgeoisie - belonged
to the pro-British, pro-American Chiang Kai-shek clique. The
members of this clique had a dual character. On the one hand,
the country was under full-scale invasion and in danger of being
subjugated. If they refused to resist, the people would not tolerate
them, and it would be impossible for them to remain in power.
furthermore, there were contradictions between them and Britain and the U.S., as well as contradictions between them and
Japan. For these reasons, they resisted Japanese aggression quite
actively in the initial period of the war. On the other hand, they
continued to oppress the people, were reluctant to see them
mobilized on a broad scale and hoped to win the war by relying
on international aid. They even tried to take advantage of the war
to eliminate, or at least weaken, the people's revolutionary forces
led by the Communist Party. Throughout the war, the National
Government was controlled solely by the Kuomintang and was
not based on a national, democratic united front. It was because
of this dual character of those in power in the Kuomintang that
even though the KMT and the Communist Party had agreed to
cooperate in the War of Resistance, it was very difficult to
consolidate and expand that cooperation.
From the very beginning, the two parties had serious differences over how to conduct the war, and they followed two
completely different lines.
The Kuomintang, representing the interests of the big landlords and the big bourgeoisie, prosecuted the war only to the
extent it judged necessary to hold on to its position in power after
the Japanese aggressors were defeated. Therefore, it pursued a
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line of partial resistance. That is to say, adhering to its one-party
dictatorship, it engaged only the government and its troops in the
resistance, refused to carry out any fundamental reform that
would facilitate the war effort, denied the people democratic
freedoms and rights and refused to improve their living standards
so as to prevent them from taking part in the war and expanding
their strength. In its Programme for Resisting Japan and Rebuilding the Nation, adopted at a provisional national congress that
met from March 29 to April I, 1938, the Kuomintang took a
positive attitude towards resistance, but it also imposed a number
of restrictions on the development of the people's movement.
On the other hand, the Communist Party, representing the
fundamental interests of the Chinese nation, put forward a line
of total resistance. The Party maintained that China had the
strength to resist the aggression and would eventually triumph.
The ultimate source of that strength was the vast number of
people. Only by mobilizing and organizing the people could
China resist the powerful enemy. It was therefore necessary to
introduce Political and economic reforms nationwide, putting an
end to the one-party dictatorship of the Kuomintang, granting the
people full democratic rights to resist Japan and improving the
living standards of the workers and peasants. Everything possible
had to be done to mobilize, organize and arm the people, so as to
make the War of Resistance a true people's war. The Ten-Point
Programme for Resisting Japan and Saving the Nation, adopted
at an enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central
Committee held in Luochuan, in northern Sbaanxi, August 22-25,
1937, set forth this line of total resistance.s
These two lines led to two different outcomes. If the Chinese
people followed the line of total resistance, they would expel the
invading Japanese imperialists and gain their freedom and liberation. But if they followed the line of partial resistance, they
would never win the war, and China would remain occupied by
Japan.
These two completely different Jines inevitably gave rise to
conflicts throughout the War of Resistance. At the beginning of
the war, Mao Zedong made the basic contradiction clear:
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"Will the proletariat lead the bourgeoisie in the united front,
or the bourgeoisie the proletariat? Will the Kuomintang draw
over the Communist Party, or the Communist Party the Kuomintang? In relation to the current specific political task this
question means: Is the Kuomintang to be raised to the level of
the Ten-Point Programme for Resisting Japan and Saving the
Nation, to the level of the total resistance advocated by the
Communist Party? Or is the Communist Party to sink to the level
of the Kuomintang dictatorship of the landlords and bourgeoisie,
to the level of partial resistance?" He gave a straight answer to
this question: "The key to leading the anti-Japanese national
revolutionary war to victory is to explain, apply and uphold
the principle of 'independence and initiative within lhe united
front'."9 Events were to prove him correct.

The Strategic Principle of Protracted War
To mobilize and organize the people for an all-out war of
resistance, the CPC had to formulate a strategic principle for the
war. Even before lhe Japanese attack on July 7, 1937, the CPC
Central Committee bad predicted that the War of Resistance
would be long drawn out. At the meeting of Party activists held
at Wayaobu jn northern Shaanxi Province in December 1935,
Mao Zedong had declared, "To defeat our enemies we must be
prepared to fight a protracted war." After the attack, at a meeting
on military affairs convened by the Nanjing National Government in August 1937, the CPC representatives Zhou Enlai, Zhu
De and Ye Jianying stated that strategically, the nationwide War
of Resistance should be a long-term defensive war, but that
tactical offensives, or active defence, should be carried out within
the strategic defensive. They also recommended that the war
zones in north China increase their capacity to operate independently for a long time to come by shifting from positional warfare
to mobile warfare. At the same time, they said, these zones should
mobilize the people on the flanks of the enemy and in occupied
areas to engage in guerrilla warfare and to sabotage transport
lines, in an effort to wipe out Japanese troops or pin them down.
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However, these suggestions were not accepted by the leading body
of the Kuomintang.
It was not long before the Communist Party noted again, in its
Resolution on the Present Situation and the Tasks of the Party,
adopted at the Luochuan meeting, "It should be realized that the
war will be an arduous and protracted war." 10 How should such
a war be conducted? What tasks should the Red Army fulfil? At
the same meeting, Mao Zedong declared that the basic tasks of
the Red Army were as follows: to pursue independent guerrilla
warfare, to undertake mobile warfare when conditions were favourable, to estabUsh anti-Japanese base areas in the enemy's
rear, to pin down and wipe out enemy troops, to give strategic
support to friendly armies and to preserve and expand its own
ranks. The meeting decided that the strategic tasks of the Red
Army were to freely carry out independent guerrilla warfare,
mainly in mountainous areas in the enemy's rear in support of
front-line battlefields, to open up new battlefields and to establish
anti-Japanese base areas behind the enemy lines. After the Luochuan meeting, Zhang Wentian, Peng Dehuai, Zhou Enlai and
others published articles explaining both inside and outside the
Party the principle of protracted war, in light of the events since
the Japanese attack of July 7.
Nevertheless, a great many people still believed either that
China would be subjugated or that it would win a quick victory.
In the Kuomintang camp, some said, "China is inferior in arms
and is bound to lose. Continuing the war means subjugation."
Others said, "If we fight for just three months, the international
situation is bound to change. The Soviet Union will most probably send troops to China, and Britain and the United States may
intervene in Shanghai." Before the fall of Nanjing, Chiang Kaishek sent Stalin a telegram asking him to send troops as soon as
possible. In the Communist Party, meanwhile, some members
took the enemy lightly and held that China would achieve a quick
victory by relying on the Kuomintang's regular army of two
million men. Both Party members and non-Party members belittled the importance of guerrilla warfare and pinned their hopes
for victory on regular warfare. But the course of the war during
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the ten months between the Marco Polo Bridge Incident of July
7 1937, and May 1938 proved that neither the theory of inevitabie subjugation nor the theory of quick victory was correct. How
would the Sino-Japanese war proceed? Could China win? If so,
how? These were the questions that had to be answered. In late
May and early June of 1938, to review the experience already
gained in the war, to refute the prevailing ideas about its future
course and to expound the Party's principle of a protracted war
of resistance, Mao Zedong gave a series of lectures in Yan'an
entitled "On Protracted War."
In these lectures Mao explained the objective basis for his
conclusion that the War of Resistance Against Japan would be
long and that the final victory would be China's. "The war
between China and Japan," he wrote, "is not just any war, it is
specifically a war of life and death between semi-colonial and
semi-feudal China and imperialist Japan, fought in the Njneteen
Thirties." 11 In this war, China and Japan had four basic sets of
contrasting features. First, Japan was a powerful imperialist
country, while China was a weak semi-colonial and semi-feudal
country. Second, Japan's war of aggression was retrogressive and
barbarous, whereas China's resistance was progressive and just.
Third, although it had great war capabilities, Japan was a comparatively small country, deficient in manpower and in military,
financial and material resources, and it could not stand a long
war. China, on the contrary, was a big country with vast territory,
rich resources, a large population and plenty of soldiers, and was
capable of sustaining a long war. Fourth, Japan would find
meagre international support for its unjust war, whereas China
would find abundant support for its just resistance. Because of
the first set of contrasting features, the Japanese invaders would
run rampant for a time, and as Mao put it, China would "not be
able to oust the Japanese quickly" and would inevitably "have a
hard stretch of road to travel." 12 Because of the other features,
however, China could not be subjugated and would win the final
victory.
Jn "On Protracted War" Mao predicted that for the Chinese,
the war would go through the three stages of strategic defensive,
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strategic stalemate and strategic offens.ive. As far as the relative
strength of the belligerents was concerned, in the three stages
China would inevitably move from inferiority to parity and then
to superiority, while Japan would inevitably move from superiority to parity and then to inferiority. The stage of strategic stalemate would Jast quite a long time, and it would be the most trying
period but also the pivotal one in the war as a whole. In this stage,
China's form of fighting would be primarily guerrilla warfare
supplemented by mobile warfare. The fighting in this stage would
be ruthless, but the guerrilla warfare would be successful. The
exponents of quick victory, Mao wrote, did not realize that war
was a contest of strength and that before a certain change had
taken place in the relative strength of the belligerents, there was
no basis for trying to fight strategically decisive battles.
'Whether China becomes an independent country or is reduced
to a colony will be determined not by the retention or loss of the
big cities in the first stage but by the extent to which the whole
nation exerts itself in the second. If we can persevere in the War
of Resistance, in the united front and in the protracted war,
China will in that stage gain the power to change from weakness
to strength.' 13
Mao emphasized that the army and the people were the foundation of victory and that the richest source of power to wage war
lay in the masses. He made it clear that the only way to win the
war with Japan was to mobilize and rely on them and make it a
people's war.
In "On Protracted War" Mao set forth a programme for the
Communist Party to follow as it led the people in the long War
of Resistance. He not only predicted that China would achieve
the final victory in that war but outlined the methods by which
it could do so, constantly weakening the enemy and expanding its
own forces.
Written soon after the war began and at a time when many
people could not foresee how it would proceed, "On Protracted
War" presented a clear blueprint for the entire war and offered
answers to all kinds of questions about it. Few articles had been
us convincing and inspjring as these lectures. And as the war
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folded, events were to prove that Mao's analysis of the situaun
d. .
t
tion had been sound and his pre 1ct1ons correc .

II. CARRYING OUT GUERRILLA WARFARE
BEHIND THE ENEMY LINES
The stage of strategic defensive in China's ~ar of R~sistance
Against Japan began with the Marco Polo Bridge Incident on
July 7, 1937, and ended with the fall of ~uangzhou a~d.Wuhan
in October 1938. This stage had two ma1or characteristics. ~ne
was that the invading Japanese troops penetrated ~urther ~nto
China's vast territory along separate routes, and their offensives
on front-line battlefields reached a peak. The ot~er was t~at the
army of the Chinese people opened up new battlefields behmd the
enemy lines and expanded rapidly.
.
.
At this time the Japanese invaders directed their attack chiefly
against the Kuomintang. Both strategically .and in te~ms of campaigns, front-line battlefields were the mam battl.eflelds for resisting the invasion. The Kuomintang ~~s rel~tl".'~ly eager to
resist and had its troops wage the Beipmg-TianJlll, WusongShanghai, Northern Shanxi and Xuzhou ca~paigns. and the ~at
tle to defend Wuhan. These troops won a victory m the Tai erzhuang campaign in Shandong P~ovince, f ~ustr~ting the plan of
the Japanese imperialists to subjugate ~hina m ~hree months.
Nevertheless, the situation on the front-lme battlefields ~as very
unfavourable, because the enemy was strong whereas Chma ~as
weak and because the Chiang Kai-shek clique followed the ~ne
of p~rtial resistance and implem~nted the .,Principle of pass~ve
defence. Even the great victory m the Tai erzhuang. ~ampa1gn
failed to extricate the Chinese side from its passive pos1t10n m the
war as a whole. Between July 1937 and October 1938, the Japanese troops seized Beiping, Tianjin, Shangh~i, Nanj~ng, Guangzhou and Wuhan and occupied a vast terntory with a dense
population, inflicting untold suffering ~~n the Chi°:ese people.
For six weeks after they seized Nanjing, the capital of the
Kuomintang government, on December 13, 1937, the Japanese
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milit~rists ~arried

out a shocking, bloody slaughter, shooting and
burymg alive more than 300,000 Chinese troops and civilians
there.

The Eighth Route Army Marches to the Front
After th~ Red Army ~as reorganized as the Eighth Route Army
of the National Revolutionary Army in August 1937 it marched
to the front without delay. In order to exercise m~re effective
lea~ership over i~, the Central Committee of the Communist Party
decided to establish a front-line military subcommission under the
leadership of the Central Military Commission, with Zhu De as
secretary and Peng Dehuai as his deputy. The Central Committee
also set two strategic tasks for the Eighth Route Army. One was to
support ~he Kuomintang troops in the front-line battlefields by
outflanku:_ig the Japanese troops invading Shanxi Province, so as to
check theu ad.vance and cover the retreat of friendly armies. The
other was tose1ze all opportunities to penetrate the enemy-occupied
areas and develop guerrilla warfare there.
Before the fall_of Taiyuan early in November 1937, the Eighth
R~~te Army ~amly supported the Kuomintang troops in their
military operations, while dispatching a small number of its men
to mobili:Z~ and arm_ the masses. As a leader of the League of
Self-Sacnf1ce for Nallonal Salvation in Shanxi Province Bo Yibo
.
'
twice proposed to Yan Xishan, the warlord of Shanxi that a new
army be organized there to expand the anti-Japa~ese armed
forces. Yan ~ishan !irst approved the establishment of one regin;ient ~n a tnal basis and later authorized Bo Yibo to organize
five bngades. The Shanxi New Army, also known as the Shanxi
Youth Resistance "Daredevil" Corps, was a de facto revolutionary army organized and led by the open Shanxi Working Committee of the CPC. Later, the New Army expanded to 50 rcgi~ents under th_e leadership of the Party. This unit played an
1mportant role m the war by fighting in close cooperation with
the Eighth Route Army.
In mid-September 1937, the 115th Division of the Eighth
Route Army marched to northeastern Shanxi and made Mount
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Hengshan its base. On September ~2 some units of ~apa~'s Fifth
o·vision began to close in on Pingxmgguan, a strategic pomt close
1
to the Great Wall in northeastern Shanxi. The next day, Zhu De
and Peng Dehuai sent a telegram to Lin Biao, commander of the
115th Division, ordering him to set out for the are~ between
Pingxingguan and Lingqiu County and launch ~exible flank
attacks against the invaders. On September 25 a umt of the 115th
Division successfully carried out its first ambush, wiping out
more than 1,000 troops of the 21st Brigade of the Itagaki Division, destroying more than 100 Japanese vehicles and capturing
a quantity of supplies and weapons. This was the first great
victory of the Chinese army in the War of Resistance and it put
an end to the myth that Japan's [mperial Army was invincible. It
enormously enhanced the confidence of the army and the people,
increased the prestige of the Communist Party and of the Eighth
Route Army and convinced many people that the Communist
Party was not only resolutely resisting the Japanese but also
capable of defeating them. After the Pingxingguan campaign, the
three divisions of the Eighth Route Army and the Kuomintang
troops fought together in the Xinkou campaign, which lasted over
20 days. The Kuomintang and the Communist Party cooperated
fairly well in this campaign, the fiercest and the largest ever
fought in north China.
After the fall of Taiyuan, in accordance with the decision
adopted at the Luochuan meeting of the CPC Central Committee
in August 1937, the army under the leadership of the Party
concentrated on penetrating the enemy's rear areas to open up a
second battlefront and establish base areas there, so as to give
the Kuomintang armies strategic support. Thus, two battlefronts
emerged that supported each other in the War of Resistance: the
front-line battlefront, for which the KMT army was chiefly
responsible, and the battlefront behind enemy lines, for which the
CPC army was chiefly responsible.

Opening Up the Battlefront Behind Enemy Lines
At this time something curious happened on the Shanxi front:
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when the Japanese troops, taking advantage of their superior
forces, forged ahead, the Kuomintang armies staged one retreat
after another, whereas the poorly equipped Eighth Route Army,
in small groups, rapidly penetrated the enemy's rear areas.
The policy of opening the battlefront behind enemy lines,
adopted at the Luochuan meeting, was correct and essential.
First, because the enemy was strong while the Chinese side was
weak, the invading forces were able to seize vast areas in a very
short period of time. lf the Japanese troops were allowed to
remain in these areas undisturbed, they would make them their
military bases and launch fiercer offensives elsewhere. Fighting
the enemy in his rear areas would make him lose some of his
occupied territory, harass him and pin him down. It would ()Ose
a serious threat to Japan, which had a shortage of troops. Second,
it would help mobilize and expand the people's own anti-Japanese
forces. Having undergone the inhuman atrocities committed by
the Japanese aggressors who were burning, killing and plundering
everywhere, the people in the occupied areas longed to avenge the
sufferings inflicted upon their families and on the motherland as
a whole. However, as they were scattered, disorganized and
inexperienced in armed struggle, their SPontaneous resistance was
often short-lived. There was therefore an urgent need for a
people's army like the Eighth Route Army to penetrate behind
enemy lines and serve as a centre around which all anti-Japanese
forces could rally. Only by resisting the Japanese for a long time
could the people in the occupied areas enhance their understanding of the war, organize themselves effectively and gradually
expand their forces. And only by waging a large-scale people's
war in those areas could China win final victory.
The conditions in occupied territory made it possible for the
Eighth Route Army to wage such a war. Having limited troops,
the Japanese could only take control of cities and transport lines,
while in the vast countryside and small towns their rule was weak.
In those places the original government organs of the K uom intang had collapsed because of the invasion, and anarchy prevailed. The masses in the occupied areas were determined to fight
Japan. Except for a small number of traitors, all classes, including
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ds were demanding that the invaders be repelled, so
.
h
the lan dlor '
there was a solid mass base for the r~1stance ther~. Moreover, t e
b · ally self-sufficient economy m the occupied rural areas
:~~ided favourable conditions for surviving the tight blockade
fmposed by the enemy. For these reasons, when the ~en of the
Eighth Route Army, tempered in th~ long revolut1on~ry war
under the leadership of the Communist Party, moved mto the
rear areas of the enemy, they were able to ~erve as the backbon_e
of the resistance, to mobilize and orgamze po_werful peoples
armed forces and to establish democratic anti-Japanese base
areas.
.
How should the Eighth Route Army fight the enemy once it
bad penetrated the occupied areas? The Commu~ist P~rty formulose
la ted the combat prindplc ' "Guerrilla warfare b1s basic,d'but
.
"14
no chance for mobile warfare under favoura le con 1t1ons.
This represented a major change in military strategy, a cha~ge
from the mobile warfare used in the later stage of the Agranan
Revolutionary War to guerrilla war fare, a form of fighting well
suited to a weak nation resisting a powerful enemy.
To conduct guerrilla warfare behind enemy Jines, the people's
armed forces had to establish anti-Japanese base areas. Such
warfare had to be carried ou t without the support of the country's
general rear areas, so base areas must serve that fun~tion. ~there
were no base areas behind enemy lines, it would be 1mposs1ble to
continue guerrilla warfare for any length of t~me. There were two
basic conditions for establishing and expandmg base areas: 1) to
have armed forces and use them to organize the people to defeat
enemy offensives, and 2) to mobilize the people for all the w_ork
in the base areas, especially for the establtshment and consolidation of democratic organs of political ()OWer.
In mid-November 1937 the three divisions of the Eighth Route
Army and the Shanxi New Army began their stra~egic ~eploy
ment in the occupied areas of Shanxi. In cooperation with the
local Party organizations, they organized working groups and
established battlefield mobilization committees and anti-Japanese
associatjons for national salvation in effect which exercised political power.
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After the beginning of the War of Resistance Against Japan in
July 1937, many county magistrates in Shanxi Province fled or
were afraid to perform their duties. Taking advantage of the legal
status of the League of Self-Sacrifice for National Salvation Bo
Yibo and others sent a large number of cadres from the Le~gue
and from the Shanxi New Army to replace them. Of the 105
counties in Shanxi, 70 had Communists as their magistrates. Most
of them were special representatives sent by the League. As a
result, the League became an quasi-political organization. At a
meeting of representatives of the army, the government and the
people of the Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei Border Area, convened at
Fuping in western Hebei on January 10, 1938, a Provisional
Administrative Council of the Border Area was formed by democratic election. 15 This was the first united front anti-Japanese
democratic government led by the Communist Party behind
enemy lines.
In October 1937, when the Eighth Route Army was marching
to the front, the KMT and the CPC reached an agreement in
Nanjing on redesignating the Red Army units and guerrilla
forces that remained in the border areas of Hunan, Jiangxi,
Fujian, Guangdong, Zhejiang, Hubei, Henan and Anhui provinces (not including the Qiongya Red Army Guerrillas in Guangdong) as the New Fourth Army of the National Revolutionary
Army. In December the headquarters of the New Fourth Army
was established in Hankou, Hubei, and soon thereafter it was
moved first to Nanchang, Jiangxi, and then to Yansi in southern
Anhui. Ye Ting was appointed commander and Xiang Ying
deputy commander of this army, which consisted of four detachments. The first three detachments comprised the Red Army
units and guerrilla forces in provinces south of the Yangtze River
while the fourth detachment was made up of the Hubei-Henan~
Anhui, southern Henan and northeastern Hubei Red Army units
and guerrilla forces north of the Yangtze. The New Fourth Army
had a total of 10,300 men. At the same time, the Southeast
Sub-Bureau of the CPC Central Committee and the New Fourth
Army Subcommission of the Military Commission of the CPC
Central Committee were established. Xiang Ying was appointed
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secretary of both units and Chen Yi was named deputy secretary
of the subcommission. After the New Fourth Army was formed,
the army units under the command of Chen Yi and Su Yu
marched into enemy-occupied territory to conduct guerrilla warfare and establish base areas.
For more than a year the Eighth Route Army and the New
fourth Army successfully carried out guerrilla warfare mainly in
the mountains; then they gradually moved into the plains. By
October 1938 they had fought over 1,600 engagements with the
Japanese troops, killing, wounding or capturing more than 54,000
of them. As the people living under the occupation were eager to
join the army to fight Japan, the Eighth Route Army expanded
to over 156,000 men and the New Fourth Army to 25,000. In
north China they established anti-Japanese base areas in ShanxiChahar-Hebei, northwestern Shanxi, Daqing Mountain in Suiyuan, Shanxi-Hebei-Henan, southwestern Shanxi, the HebeiShandong border and Shandong, and in central China they set up
bases in southern Jiangsu, central Anhui, eastern Henan and
other places. Many people, including Chiang Kai-shek, had not
expected that the Eighth Route Ar my and the New Fourth Army
could create such a situation behind enemy lines within so short
a period of time.
In the winter of 1938 the CPC Central Committee made
another strategic decision: it sent the three main forces of the
Eighth Route Army from the mountainous areas of Shanxi
Province to the plains of Hebei and Shandong. Late in November
the main force of the 129th Division entered southern Hebei, the
main force of the 120th Division penetrated into central Hebei,
and the headquarters staff of the 115th Division led its 343th
Brigade to the Hebei-Shandong-Henan border area and Shandong
Province to establish new base areas in those places. This important strategic action did a great deal to strengthen anti-Japanese
guerrilla warfare in the plains. The units of the New Fourth
Army also took advantage of the varied terrain of mountains,
rivers, lakes and branching streams to carry out guerrilla warfare.
All this created a new situation in the war behind enemy lines.
When the Eighth Route Army and the New Fourth Army
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marched to the areas behind enemy lines, the Northeast AntiJa~anese United Army led by the Communist Yang Jingyu,
which had long been engaged in armed struggle against Japan in
northeast China, became more active than ever before. Its soldiers
of the Han, Manchu and Korean nationalities dealt heavy blows
to Japanese and puppet troops.
The strategic general rear area of the Eighth Route Army and
the New Fourth Army was the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border
Region. To consolidate the region, the government there, which
was under the chairmanship of Lin Boqu, suppressed bandits and
fought traitors, secret agents, reactionary landlords and despotic
gentry. The Central Committee of the CPC and the government
of the_ region, both based in Yan'an in northern Shaanxi, opened
a vanety of schools that trained a large number of cadres in
different disciplines. They included the Chinese People's AntiJapanese Military and Political College, the Northern Shaanxi
College, an institution for training young cadres, the Lu Xun Art
Academy, the Institute of Marxism-Leninism, the Party School
of the Central Committee of the CPC, the School for Workers and
Staff Members, the Women's University of China and the Public
Health School. Tens of thousands of patriotic young people journeyed to Yan'an from every corner of the country. After studying
and being tempered in practical work, many of them became
staunch revolutionaries determined to fight the Japanese. The
consolidation and development of the general rear area enabled
th~. CPC Cent~al Committee to concentrate on commanding
military operations behind enemy lines and made it possible for
the Party to unite with the people of the whole country in
resisting Japanese aggression.
The guerrilla warfare carried out behind enemy lines by the
armies under the leadership of the CPC was one of the most
difficult undertakings in military history. Confronted by the
pow~rful Japanese. invaders, the poorly equipped Chinese troops
received no replemshment of guns or ammunition from their rear
areas. _Encircled by the enemy, they created anti-Japanese base
areas m remote areas with strikingly poor material conditions.
For example, when Nie Rongzhen led some units of the l 15th
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ffvision to the Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei border area in November
~37, it began to snow on Mount Wutai. However, the troop~ were
still wearing unlined clothes and straw s_hoes and_ campm~ at
night in ruined temples. In spite of all this, they fmally gamed
firm control of the ground. The key element that enabled them
to do so was the support of the local people. As Nie Rongzhen
put it, "The people, once mobilized, became 'mountains and_ seas'
to check the Japanese aggressors." 16 It would have been ummaginable for them to persevere in guerrilla warfare, let alone to
expand it in such a difficult environment if they had not been
an army ~f the people and had not formed the closest ties with
the local masses.
The guerrilla warfare led by the Communist Party develope?
rapidly and pinned down a great number of enemy troops. This
was an important prerequisite for the war to pass from the stage
of China's strategic defensive to the stage of strategic stalemate.

1

Strengthening the Party's Work in the Kuomintang Areas
After the establishment of the anti-Japanese national united
front, the Communist Party did much to improve its work in the
areas under the control of the Kuomintang. During the ten-year
civil war, CPC members, hounded and repressed by the Kuo~in
tang authorities, had found it very difficult to make duect
contacts with non-Party people. In the KMT-controlled areas,
only a few people had a good understanding of the Comm~1nist
Party, and many middle-of-the-roaders had doubts .about it. It
was no easy job to help people of all strata acquue a better
understanding of the Party and to establish close ties with them.
After the outbreak of the War of Resistance Against Japan, the
Eighth Route Army set up liaison offices in Nanjing, Wuha~ and
other cities. In Hankou the Communist Party openly publlshed
its weekly magazine The Masses and its newspaper New China
Daily. This was the first time the Party had a newspaper and a
periodical published in the Kuomintang area. When the people
there directly heard the voice of the Party, they responded
enthusiastically. In December 1937 the Changjiang (Yangtze)
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Bureau of the CPC Central Committee was set up in Wuhan, the
centre of resistance in the Kuomintang area. The representatives
of the Communist Party stayed in contact with members of the
Kuomintang and consulted with them on important issues in the
relatively cooperative atmosphere that existed for a time. Later,
with the approval of the Central Committee of the CPC, Zhou
Enlai was appointed deputy director of the Political Department
of the Military Council of the National Government, and Guo
Moruo was named director of the same department's Third
Division, which was in charge of culture and propaganda. Communists also participated in the People's Political Council convened by the Kuomintang. The restrictions of the earlier period
having been lifted, they again had the opportunity to contact
people openly. They made friends and cooperated with persons
who opposed the invasion but held political attitudes different
from theirs. The Communists also made friends with a number
of people from other countries, and to enhance their understanding of and sympathy with the Party, explained to them the Party's
principle of uniting to resist Japan. It was at this time that
renowned foreign friends of the Party, such as Dr. Norman
Bethune of Canada and Dr. D. S. Kotnis of India, stopped over
in Wuhan on their way to the anti-Japanese democratic base
areas. The Third Division of the Political Department of the
Military Council of the National Government, which included
Communists and progressives, mounted big propaganda campaigns against Japan. It launched the "Week of Anti-Japanese
Propaganda" and similar activities in Wuhan and formed ten
opera groups, four publicity teams and a children's troupe to
arouse popular feeling against the enemy.
Under the Leadership of the CPC's Yangtze Bureau, the Party
organizations in southern China that had been seriously damaged
in the later period of the ten-year civil war gradually recovered
and expanded. Between September 1937 and September 1938,
CPC provincial committees or working committees were established in Henan, Hubci, Jiangsu, Sichuan, Hunan, Guangxi,
Guizhou, Anhui, Guangdong, Yunnan, Zhejiang, Jiangxi and
Fujian. By September 1938 the number of Party members (ex-
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eluding those in the army) exceeded 67,000.
.
Generally speaking, the work done by t~e Pa~ty m the ~uhan
ti.JlleS was effective. It opened up a new situation, and this had
far-reaching effects.

III. OVERCOMING RIGHT-DEVIATIONIST
MISTAKES AND MAINTAINING
THE INDEPENDENCE AND INITIATIVE OF
THE PARTY IN THE UNITED FRONT
During the War of Resistance Against Japan, because of the
complex international and domestic situation and because of the
two different lines followed by the Kuomintang and the Communist Party, the key to the success of the resistance lay in. the
Party's correct handling, in the united front, of the relauons
between unity and independence, between solidarity and struggle.
At the very beginning of the war, the CPC Central Committee
declared that the Party must follow the principle of independence
and initiative within the united front. This meant that there
would be both unity and independence, that the Party would both
unite with the Kuomintang and struggle against it, seeking unity
through struggle. The CPC would remain independent ideologically, politically and organizationally and follow its own political
line of freely mobilizing the masses and leading the people of the
whole nation in resistance to Japan. It would maintain its absolute leadership over the Eighth Route Army, the New Fourth
Army and other people's armed forces, break the restrictions
imposed on it by the Kuomintang and work hard to expand the
people's armed forces. To uphold the principle. of independen~e
and initiative in the anti-Japanese national united front was, m
essence, to strive for leadership in the War of Resistance.
When this principle was first formulated by the CPC Central
Committee, it was not fully understood by the whole Party. After
the united front was established, certain Party members made
Right mistakes. For example, some of them yielded to the Kuo-
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mintang when it interfered in, and even suppressed, the mass
campa~gn for nati~nal ~alvation. W~en one unit of the Red Army
was bemg reorgaruzed mto the National Revolutionary Army, its
commander lowered his vigilance against the anti-Communist
schemes of the Kuomintang, with disastrous results. 17 Some Party
members in KMT areas, having too much faith in the Kuomintang, tended to carry out all their activities openly. Others, who
were in the army, tried to secure appointments by the Kuomintang government. When they succeeded, they refused to continue
to lead a hard life and to accept the leadership of the Party. Still
others were not bold enough to struggle against the Kuomintang
secret agents who were sabotaging their base areas. This Right
dcviationism violated the Party's principle of independence and
initiative and was delrimental to the preservation of the united
front based on cooperation between the KMT and the CPC. Party
organizations at all levels struggled successfully to overcome it.
At the end of November 1937, Wang Ming, the CPC's representative to the Communist International, member of the International's Executive Committee and presidium and alternate
secretary of its Secretariat, was sent back to China. Before he left,
the Secretariat of the International held a special meeting on the
situation in the Sino-Japanese war and on the tasks for the CPC.
The General Secretary of the Executive Committee, Georgi Dimitrov, maintained that as the CPC and the Chinese working class
were relatively weak, in the War of Resistance China should rely
on the Kuomintang with Chiang Kai-shek as its head. The CPC,
according to Dimitrov, should draw on the practice of the French
Communist Party, summed up in the slogan, "Everything for the
popular front and everything through the popular front," and
share responsibility and leadership with the Kuomintang. As a
matter of fact, the practice of the French Communist Party had
not been successful. If the CPC were to give up its proletarian
stand of independence and initiative, make no distinction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, refrain from arousing
the masses and try to appease the bourgeoisie in all matters so as
to maintain the united front, it would only weaken the position
of the proletariat, put the united front at the mercy of the
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eoisie and eventually bring about China's defeat. .
.
after he arrived. i~ Yan'a~, ~ang Mmg did
eve!)'thing possible to carry ou~ this new poh~y of the Communist International. At a meetmg of the Pobtburo of the CPC
Central Committee held from December 9 to l~, 19~7, he made
a report entitled "How to Car:y On the Nat10nw1de War of
some
. forward
.
Res1·stance and Win It." In this report he put
correct ideas on persevering in the war and contrnum~ to coo?Crate with the Kuomintang. But he .also set forth a senes. of Right
capitulationist jdeas on the qu.est1on of. how to consobd~te and
expand the anti-Japanese national united front. Denyi:ig the
differences of principle between the CPC's line of total reSlStai:ice
and the Kuomintang's line of partial resistance, w:ang Mmg
maintained that the Kuomintang should be the leader m the war,
negating the leading role played by the Com~u~st .Party: ~e also
rejected the principle of independence and m1tiat1ve. w1thm the
united front, saying that "everything must be subnutted to .the
united front" and that "everything must go through the uruted
front." In this way, he confined the activity of the P~rty to the
limits imposed by the Kuomintang and Chiang Ka1-shek and
opposed the free mobilization and arming of the masses. He
belittled the role of guerrilla warfare, the people's armed forces
and the anti-Japanese base areas behind enemy lines under ~he
leadership of the Communist Party, and asserted. that a qu~ck
victory could be achieved by relying on the Kuomm~ang arnues.
Wang Ming confused many participa~ts in th~ meeti~g when he
said that in bis report he was relaymg the mstructtons of the
Communist International.
Towards the end of December 1937, Wang Ming went to
Wuhan as a member of the CPC delegation. There, without the
approval of the CPC Central Committee, he published ''.Ma~ifes,:
to of the Communist Party of China on the Present S1.tuation,
"The Key to Saving the Present Situation" and other articles, and
he delivered a speech at Wuhan University entitled "On the
Anti-Japanese National United Front," propagating his wrong
ideas. At a meeting held by the Politburo of the CPC Central
Committee in Yan'an from February 27 to March 1, 1938, Wang
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Ming presented the report "The Present Situation of the AntiJapanese War and How to Carry On the War and Win It."
Although he admitted that in his "Manifesto of the Communist
Party of China on the Present Situation" he had made too many
concessions to the Kuomintang, he compounded his mistakes by
setting forth the strategic principle that mobile warfare, supported by positional warfare, was primary and guerrilla warfare
supplementary. He also agreed with the Kuomintang proposal
that there should be only one army under unified command. He
demanded that the people's armed forces led by the Communist
Party come under the command of the Kuomintang and insisted
that they and the KMT armies have uniform organization, arms,
discipline and material treatment as well as unified operational
plans and combat operations. That the Kuomintang would ever
agree to the people's armed forces having the same arms and
material treatment as its own was only wishful thin.king on Wang
Ming's part. And if the Communist Party agreed that the two
armies would carry out unified combat operations under unified
command in accordance with unified operational plans, it would
restrict itself in expanding the people's guerrilla warfare. After
the meeting, in violation of the Party's principle of democratic
centralism, and in defiance of criticisms by Mao Zedong, Zhang
Wentian and others, Wang Ming wrote "A Summary of the
March Meeting of the Politburo" and published it in the weekly
magazine The Masses.
Why did Wang Ming oppose the principle of independence and
initiative within the united front? Why did he shift from his
"Left" deviation during the Agrarian Revolutionary War to Right
deviation at the beginning of the War of Resistance? Because he
never understood the Party's policy regarding the united front.
When the Kuomintang suppressed the Communist Party militarily, the "Left" forces, with Wang Ming at their head, emphasized
struggle to the neglect of unity, negating the need for the Party
to unite with all kinds of middle-of-the-roaders. When the Kuomintang took a turn in favour of joint resistance to Japan, Wang
Ming put good relations with the Kuomintang above everything
else and thought that, for the sake of the war effort, the Party
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alternative but to listen to the KMT in all matters.
had .nog the united front would collapse if the KMT were offendfeann
· to th~ neg le~t of strug~1e.
ed
he stressed the importance of umty
These ideas made him shift from "Left" to Righ~ mistakes, which
were duplications of those the Party had made m the later stage
of the Great Revolution.
. . .
.
Another reason for Wang Ming's Right-dev1a11om~t mistakes
was chat he worshipped the instructions of th~ Co1l1l_Jltern and
blindl y followed the foreign poUcy of the S~~1et Uruon ..There
was nothing wrong in the Soviet Union's dec1~1on at the time to
maintain foreign relations only with the Kuommtang governme.nt
in China. But some leaders of the Comintern ~nd of the ~0~1et
Union overestimated Chiang Kai-shek's ~nth.us1asm ~or .res1stmg
Japan while underestimating his determrnat1~n to ehmmate the
Comm unists, and their thinking had a great mfluence on Wang
Ming and his like.
.
Wang did some useful work in promoting cooperation. between
the Kuomintang and the Communist Party and conducting propaganda against the Japanese. However, he rejected ~h~ . C~C
Central Committee's principle of independence and m1tiative
within the united front, always acting within the limits imposed
by the Kuomintang. As a result, he impeded.the Party's work. For
example, in the winter of 1937 and the spnng of 19!8, he m~de
it impossible for the Party to conduct more extensive guerr~a
warfare and to establish more anti-Japanese base areas behmd
enemy lines "in central China, as it should ~ave done. .
The Central Committee struggled determmedly to reJect W~ng
Ming's Right-deviationist mistakes. It insisted that in n~rth China
the Party conduct guerrilla warfare independently behind enemy
lines, and that strategy was brilliantly successful. In central
China, despite Wang's interference, the Yangtze Bureau of t~e
Central Committee for the most part implemented the Committee's principle of independence and initiative. It did n:iucb united
front work, helped local Party organizations with tbeu .work a~d
provided leadership in the campaign for national ~alvation,. while
also expanding the armed forces. Mao Zed~ng, Lm .sha~q1, Zhu
De and others reviewed the practical expenence gamed m guer-
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:ma ~a~fare and made a theoretical generalization of the strateg~c pnnc1ples for such warfare, refuting Wang Ming's erroneous
ide_as. As the Party was determined to be independent within the
umted front, it confined the influence of those ideas to certain
areas and was able to eradicate it in a comparatively short time.
After the Politburo meeting of March 1938, the Central Committee sent Ren Bishi as its representative to the Soviet Union to
expJain to the Communist International the actual situation in
China's anti-Japanese national united front. The leaders of the
International, who now had a better understanding of China, said
they agreed with the political line of the CPC Central Committee
headed by Mao Zedong. This helped the Party to correct Wang
Ming's mistakes before too long.
At the Enlarged 6th Plenary Session of the 6th CPC Centr al
Committee, held in Yan'an from September 29 to November 6
1938, Mao Zedong made a political report and summarized th~
work of the session. Many other comrades delivered speeches a bout
their experience in the anti-Japanese war over the previous 15
months. The session basically put an end to Wang Ming's mistakes
and reiterated that the CPC must independently lead the people rn
the fight against the Japanese invaders. Thus, it further unified the
thinking and action of the whole Party. This was a vital meeting in
the history of the Party, as it upheld the principle of integrating
Marxism-Leninism with the realities of the Chinese revolution a nd
reaffirmed the leadership of Mao Zedong. If these problems had not
b_een solved at the beginning of the war, it would have been impossible for the CPC to lead the people to victory.

IV. UPHOLDING TlIE PRINCIPLE OF
RESISTANCE, UNITY AND PROGRESS
After the Japanese troops seized Guangzhou and Wuhan in
Octobe! 1938, t_he War of Resistance passed from the stage of
strategic defensive to the stage of strategic stalemate. This was
possible because changes had taken place in the relative strength
of China and Japan.
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After 16 months of fighting, the Japanese troops had occupied
· 's maJ·or industrial cities and other econonncally developed
c~a
.
b .
t
eas. In terms of campaigns, Japa~ was the ~mner, ut it wa~ n~
ar strategically. The full-scale invasion had failed to de~troy Chin_a s
~istance forces, let alone the people's dete~mination to resist.
During the Wuhan campa~gn, the deputy chief of the Japa_nese
general staff said that even if Wuhan and Guangzhou were seized,
China would not give up and the Japanese forces would be dragge~
deeper into the interior, which w~uld be greatly to Japans
disadvantage. is As the invaders occupied more a~d mor~ terntory,
as their front line extended and as they were mcreasmgly worn
down by protracted warfare, Japan's ~undamental weaknesses, such
as its shortage of financial and matenal resou~ces and of troops had
come to light. As its difficulties increased daily, Japan was una?le
to wage any more large-scale strategic offensives. The guerr~lla
warfare led by the CPC had expanded in the occupied a~eas, leaving
the Japanese troops in control of only major transport l~nes and key
cities. Their so-called security zones were actually ~estncted t~ only
a few kilometres on either side of major transport lmes. The Eighth
Route Army and the New Fourth Army were in control of th~ v_ast
rural areas and carried out constant attacks on the enemy, givmg
rise to a "jigsaw" pattern, in which the Chinese and Japanes~ ~roops
encircled each other. The Japanese aggressors had not_ antic1pa_ted
such a pattern. As for the Chinese, in the ~tage of str~teg1c defensive,
the Kuomintang troops had retreated time after time from frontline battlefields. And although the people's anti-Japanese forc~s
had expanded, they were far from being able to carry out a strateg~c
counter-offensive; before they were ready to do that they would still
have a long, hard struggle to go through. For these reasons, the war
had entered upon a stage of strategic stalemate.

Major Changes in Class Relations
During the Stage of Stalemate
When the stalemate began, major changes took.place in Jap~n's
policy for the conduct of the war. From the time they se12ed
Wuhan in October 1938 to the beginning of 1944, the Japanese
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ceased their strategic offensjves on the front lines and began to
use more and more of their main forces to fight the Eighth Route
Army and the New Fourth Army in their rear areas. So far as the
Kuomintang government was concerned, the Japanese invaders
reversed their policy of making military offensives primary and
political inducement to capitulate secondary. In the occupied
areas the Japanese stepped up their efforts to prop up puppet
governments and to establish traitors' organizations.
At the time, the economic crises of the capitalist countries were
further aggravating world contradictions. War clouds hung over
the European continent. The fascists in Germany, Italy and
Japan exploited and collaborated with each other. To deal with
the war started by Germany and Ttaly in Europe, Britain and the
United States tried to appease Japan by sacrificing China to some
extent, in the hope that the Japanese would not side with Hitler
against them. Accordingly, Britain and the United States also
tried to persuade the Kuomintang government to capitulate.
Under these circumstances, the capitulationist, divisive and retrogressive activities within the Kuomintang ruling clique became
more serious every day. In December 1938 the pro-Japanese Kuomintang group, headed by Wang Jingwei, vice-president of the
KMT, chairman of the Central Political Council, vice-chairman of
the Supreme National Defence Conference and chairman of the
People's Political Council of the Kuomintang, openly capitulated
to the Japanese. In 1940, as directed by the Japanese military, Wang
Jingwei and other leading puppets from both southern and northern
China were to hold negotiations with each other and establish a
united puppet central government - the "National Government of
the Republic of China." The pro-British and pro-American Kuomintang group headed by Chiang Kai·shek continued to resist but
without conviction, pursuing the policy of passively resisting J~pan
and actively opposing the Communist Party. At the 5th Plenary
Session of the 5th Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, held in January 1939, the political situation in China took a
turn for the worse. The Kuomintang gradually shifted its focus
from external affairs to internal affairs and adopted the reactionary principle of "corroding," "guarding against," "restricting" and
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. 11·ng" the Communist Party. After the meeting, a committee
"combatablished
· ou t tru s
to draw up specific methods of carrymg
w~s e~plc In certain areas friction between the KMT and the CPC
prin.Cl .
.
. "d t t k
increasingly intense, and a series of serious mc1 en s oo
· p· ..
d Queshan In
became
lace, such as those at Boshan, Shenxian, .1~~ian an
· _
ihcse incidents anti-Japanese troops an~ c1v1hans and cad:es ~ork
· · the rear areas under the leadership of the Communist Party,
~:r:suddenly killed or attacked by Kuomintang troops and secret
~~·
.
The CPC responded to this adverse current of co1!1p~omise,
dissension and retrogression by setting forth the pnnc1ple. of
resistance, unity and progress. It rcso.lutely f?ught t~e traitor
Wang Jingwei, tried to win over the Chiang Kai-she~ cllque so as
to maintain the cooperation between the two. parties and ~ade
every effort to consolidate and expand the anu-Japa.ncse ?at1onal
united front. On July 7, 1939, the Central. Committee issued ~
"Manffesto on the Present Situation, Marking. tbe Second Anruversary of the War of Resistance," in which 1t put forward the
slogans, "Persevere in the resistance to the end and. oppo~e compromise half way through!" "Con~olidate d~mest1c uruty and
oppose any inlernal split!" and "Slnve for national pr~gress and
oppose retrogression!"l9 These slogans unified the actJ.on of the
whole Party and helped many people outside. the Party to rec?gnize the serious political crisis that was emergmg and to see which
side was in the right.
Just before the fall of Wuhan, the Kuomintang gov~rn~ent
moved to Chongqing. In view of the changes in the war s1tua~10n,
the 6th Plenary Session of the 6th CPC Cen~ral Committee
decided to abolish its Yangtze Bureau based in Wuhan and
establish a South Bureau instead. On January 13, 1939, the Sout?
Bureau was officially set up in Chongqing. Led by Zhou _Enla1,
the bureau did hard but very effective work in the ~u~mmtang
areas. It scored outstanding achievements in Party bmldrng ~both
underground and open), united front work (among people of both
upper and lower classes), cultural propaganda and work am~ng
the masses (both legal and illegal). Mainly through New China
Daily and the weekly magazine The Masses, the South Bureau
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publicized the proposals of the Co

.

worker~ and peasa.nts, united people ~~~t~ss~:rty,

PC

mobilized
r
an~ supported
the resistance against Japan behind
enemy. mes. Usmg flexible
tactics, it also waged a resol
ists and die-hards who were augtea_strtuggl_e agamst the capitulationms resistance unit
d
so as to ensure that the whole nation f
h' h
an progress
S~uth Bureau paid particular attentii:gt~ twe apanese. The
. ork among the
m1ddle-of-the-roaders. While i·n th K
E I ·
e uommtang areas Zh
n ai and others contacted representatives of d
. '
ou
prominent persons without party affli cmocrat1c p_arties,
Kuomintang, members of re ional
I at10n, democrats m the
intellectuals. They discusseJ state ~~"'F'a~r gr~u~s ~nd outstanding
gradually gained their understandin ~~s wit t ese people ~nd
the anti-Japanese national united fro!t d trust, thus expandmg

i

. Expanding GuerriJla Warfare Behind En
Lmes and Building the Anti-Japanese Base~as
When the Japanese invaders bega
·
.
.
attack the resistance forces in the n u~i~g theu mam armies to
to shoulder the chief responsibilit;cf~upr h a_reas, the CPC began
The Japanese concentrated th . "r ig _tmg the aggressors.
the base areas in north China I err _moppmg-up operations" on
" 1 ~
. n spnng 1939 they form 1 t d
P an ior public security and the elim.
.
'
uae a
launched a "total war" includin matio~.of Communists" and
cultural domains and involving ;h th~ lmil~ary, economic and
commander-in-chief of the invadi: ; P o secret agents. The
what he called a "butcher's knife tag. ?,Panese. forces proposed
the army led by the CPC was sm 11 _ctlc, meanmg that although
force. In the two years of 1939
l~ ~~s\~e ~ttacked with great
109 large-scale "mopping-up 0 erati ,: . e apanese_ launched
using a total of more than 500
ons m north Chma alone,
ing more than t ,000.
'
troops, each operation invoJv-

:nd
Coo

.
. Following the instructions of the CPC Central C
Eighth Route Army persevered .
_
ommmee, the
China, relying on the population a~ guer~1lla warfare in north
gcous terrain in the mountainous a mTakhmg use of the advantareas. e army and people also
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jointlY sabotaged railways and highways and developed guerrilla
warfare in the vast plains, taking advantage of irrigation ditches
for concealment. Again in coordination with the local people,
armY units travelled to different areas to spy on the regular
movements of the Japanese troops and accumulate a superior
force to ambush them. Immediately after a successful ambush,
the army would leave the scene and begin to search for other
opportunities to wipe out enemy troops and enlist more men.
Early in November 1939, with the support of the 120th Division
of the Eighth Route Army, the Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei army unit
ambushed and wiped out more than 900 Japanese and puppet
troops, including Lieutenant General Norihide Abe, commander
of the Japanese Second Independent Mixed Brigade. In the process of fighting, the Shanxi New Army expanded to 50,000 men.
Meanwhile, in order to develop guerrilla warfare in central
China, in February 1939 the CPC Central Committee sent Zhou
Enlai to southern Anhui Province to consult with the leaders of
the New Fourth Army. They agreed that the strategic tasks for
the army were to consolidate the south, fight battles in the east
and expand to the north. After thjs the New Fourth Army and
the guerrilla warfare in central China expanded considerably. In
May 1940 the Central Committee sent 12,000 men of the Eighth
Route Army south to join the New Fourth Army in developing
the anti-Japanese base areas in central China. In November 1940,
in order to unify the leadership of the two armies in central
China, the Central China General Headquarters was established
with Ye Ting as commander-in-chief, Liu Shaoqi as political
commissar and Chen Yi as deputy commander-jn-chief. (Chen Yi
was acting commander-in-chief until Ye Ting came north of the
Yangtze to take up his post.)
As for south China, after the fall of Guangzhou in 1938, the
Guangdong Party organizations led the people in carrying out
guerrilla warfare and establishing the Dongjiang Anti-Japanese
Base Arca. The Red Army Guerrilla Corps that had been operating on Hainan Island for a long time conducted guerrilla warfare
and later expanded to become the Qiongya Column.
For more than two years, from the winter of 1938 to 1940, the
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war effort Jed by the CPC behind enemy lines pinned down a
great number of invading Japanese troops. In the vast rear areas
of the enemy, guerrilla forces carried out countless small-scale
surprise attacks, gradually wiping out Japanese effectives and at
the same time increasing their own numbers and combat effectiveness. By the end of 1940, the armed forces under the leadership of the CPC had expanded from 50,000 men to 500,000, not
counting a large number of local armed units and militiamen. In
north, central and south China, 16 new anti-Japanese base areas
had been established, in Shanxi-Chahar-Hcbei, Shanxi-HebeiHenan, Shanxi-Suiyuan, Hebei-Shandong-Henan, Henan-Hubei,
Shandong, Northeastern Anhui, Eastern Anhui, Central Anhui,
Southern Anhui, Southern Jiangsu, Central Jiangsu, Northern
Jiangsu, Henan-Anhui-Jiangsu, Dongjiang and Qiongya. Together with the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region, the base areas
under the leadership of the CPC had a population of 100 million
and played an increasingly important role in the national war of
resistance.
To sustain the war for a long time, the base areas in occupied
territory had to be not only expanded but consolidated. To this
end, the CPC attached great importance to promoting all undertakings there.
The first of these was to establish organs of political power. The
Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region set the example in this
respect. At the First Assembly of Representatives of the Border
Region, held in Yan'an from the middle of January to the
beginning of February 1939, the "Administrative Programme of
the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region During the War of
Resistance Against Japan" was adopted, and a government council for the region was elected, with Lin Boqu as chairman. The
programme was of great importance, because it contained the
basic policies that would be implemented by the CPC in all
anti-Japanese base areas.
Later, the CPC Central Committee issued a series of directives
on the establishment of organs of political power in base areas.
These were as follows:
I. The organ of democratic political power of an anti-Japanese
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base area W ould be a united front. led. by the CPC.
. f In other words,
1
.1t wou Id be the joint democrauc d1ctatorsh1p
.
.o severa 1 revo u· ary classes over the traitors and reacuonanes.
uon. In employing government staff.' a " th ree t h.u d s syst em" was
2
be implemented, with Communists, non-Party Left progres!~ves and middle-of-the-roaders each taking a third of the posts.
This system included people from all backgrounds and helped to
unite anti-Japanese clements of all classes:
.
3. The leading position of the Communist P~rty m the go~e!n
ment was to be maintained through the Party s correct policies,
the exemplary conduct of its members and the support of the
people.
.
. ,
4. The government should constantly improve democrauc s~stems in all spheres of work. Communists mus~ coo?Crate w1t_h
non-Party members in a democratic manner, hsterung to t~eu
opinions and discussing ma~ters with theT? whenever possible.
They should not act arbitranly or monopolize all power.
5. The policy measures of the government would be to o~P?se
the Japanese imperialists, protect the people w~o were resIStmg
Japan, properly adjust the interests of all the anti-Japanese classes
and improve the life of the workers and peasants.
In Auaust 1940 in accordance with the directives of the
CPC Cen~ral Com~ittee, the Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei Border Region promulgated its own Administrative Programme. In the
autumn of the same year, a general election was held throughout
the region. One after another, the other anti-Japanese base areas
established organs of political power based on the "three thirds
system." The governments at the grassroots level were formed
through direct, democratic elections and enjoyed the support of
the local people.
.
.
The main task of the Party in the War of Resistance behmd
enemy lines was to mobilize and organize the peasants to resist
the Japanese. In essence, it was the peasants, le~ by the CPC, who
were the main force in the resistance. By the time the war broke
out the CPC had abandoned its agrarian policy of confiscating
the '1and of landlords. To mobilize the peasants and improve their
material life, the Central Committee decided to introduce the
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IJ?licy of re?ucing land rents and interest and protecting tenants'
rights. The implementation of this policy could not solve the land
problem once for all, but politically, it shook the feudal regime
and e~nomically, i~ wea~ened feudal exploitation. Thus, d urin~
the national war, this pobcy gave consideration to the interests of
both peasants and landlords, integrating the need to maintain the
united front with the need to deal with the peasant question.
From the winter of 1939 on, all base areas began to reduce rents
and interest. The original rents were cut by 25 percent and the
gene~al annual interest rate was fixed at ten pcrccn( (with a
maximum rate of 15 percent). Other miscellaneous rents, corvee
and all forms of usury were brought to an end. Thanks to this
policy, the peasants not only benefited economically but also
enhanced their political status and became more enthusiastic
about farming than ever before. On the basis of the progress in
agricultural production, industrial production and all other economic undertakings developed in the base areas.
The base areas also actively promoted culture and education.
The Central Committee proposed that as many intellectuals as
possible be encouraged to take part in the War of Resistance. The
goverll!11ents of base areas organized intellectuals to develop
educauon. In spite of the difficulties presented by the lack of
necessary materials, the poverty of the people and constant harassment by the enemy, the governments made full use of their
poor facilities to establish primary and secondary schools and to
promote education in the society at large, so as to raise the
educational level of the masses. At the same time, a number of
cadres' schools were set up in Yan'an and in all base areas the
graduates of which became the backbone of the people's ai~med
forces and major contributors to the development of these areas.
The Central Committee also attached great importance to developing science and technology in the base areas. In February 1940
the Research Association of Natural Sciences was formed in
Yan'an. In August of the same year, the Academy of Natural
Sciences was launched, the first of its kind in the history of the
CPC, to train scientific and technological personnel.
The progress in all undertakings in the base areas greatly
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engthened the ties between the CPC and the local people and
1
~inrcreased their confidence in the Party and the people's armed
.
forces. This was vital, if t~e resistance forces .were to conunue
operating behind enemy lines~ w~ere t?e envuonment .was extremely challenging, and to win f!llal victory. Through ~ts wo~k
in the base areas, the Party accumulated much ~xpenence 1.n
establishing organs of political power and promotmg economic
development, culture and education. Later, this experience would
prove highly valuable in the building of New China.
In northeast China, the Japanese aggressors repeatedly
launched merciless attacks on the Northeast Anti-Japanese United Army. Under the leadership of the Communist Party, the
army conducted guerrilla warfare and, in May 1939, was reorganized into the first, Second and Third Route Armies. In 1940
Japan sent more troops to northeast China, making it even more
difficult for the United Army to operate than before. On February 23, 1940, Yang Jingyu, commander-in-chief of the First
Route Army laid down his life heroically in a battle fought in
Mengjiang County, Jilin Province. Towards the end of the same
year, the United Army moved to the Sino-Soviet border to
reorganize and train and continue to fight the Japanese and
puppet troops.
During 1939 and 1940 the Japanese troops launched some
small-scale offensives against the Kuomintang troops. These included the Nanchang, Suixian-Zaoyang, First Changsha, Southern Guangxi, and Zaoyang-Yichang campaigns. However, the
KMT forces put up strong resistance and the Japanese failed to
make great advances. During this period, when the Japanese
invaders launched frontal attacks, fierce battles were fought.
Many Kuomintang officers and men fought valiantly, but these
campaigns pinned down only a small part of the Japanese troops
and came to an end when the Japanese stopped their offensives.

The 100-Regiment Campaign
In north China, behind enemy lines, as the people's armed
forces and the anti-Japanese base areas were rapidly expanding,
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from August 20 to the beginning of December 1940 the General
Headquarters of the Eighth Route Army launched large-scale
offensives against the Japanese troops. As more than 100 regiments of the Eighth Route Army with a total of more than
200,000 men took part in these operations, they were called the
100-Regiment Campaign.
Why did the General Headquarters of the Eighth Route Army
launch these offensives? Mainly because there had appeared "the
gravest danger of capitulation and unprecedented difficulties in
the War of Resistance."20 In September 1939 Hitler had sent his
troops to attack Poland, and Britain and France had declared war
on Germany. The arrogance of the German fascists greatly encouraged the Japanese aggressors. They stepped up their efforts
to force or induce the Chiang Kai-shek clique of the Kuomintang
to capitulate. In May and June 1940 they occupied Yichang in
the Xiangyang-Yichang Campaign in Hubei Province, thus seizing the entrance to Sichuan Province from Hubci. Then they
imposed blockades on the transportation line from Yunnan Province to neighbouring Vietnam. And on two occasions - in March
1940 in Hong Kong and again in June in Macao - representatives of the Japanese army and representatives of the Chongqing
government held secret negotiations on the conditions for a truce.
At the same time, in the occupied areas the invading troops
stepped up the implementation of their "prisoners' cages" policy, using railways, highways and blockhouses, supplemented by
blockade walls and trenches, to divide the anti-Japanese base
areas into small pieces and encircle them. Then they carried out
"mopping-up operations" against these areas and "nibbled at"
them. Under these circumstances, the general headquarters of the
Eighth Route Army concluded that to combat capitulationism,
inspire the army and people fighting the Japanese and temper its
own forces, it was essential to organize large-scale sabotage operations against the enemy. 21
In the first stage of the 100-Rcgiment Campaign (from August
20 to September 10, 1940) transportation lines were sabotaged. At
the same time, army units, guerrillas and the militia launched
offensives against the Japanese and puppet troops. They damaged
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the Zbengding-Taiyuan, ~~tong-~uzhou, ~e~ping-Hankou,
Shijiazhuang-Dezhou, Bei pmg-S u iy uan, Bc1p~n~-Shenyang,
Tianjin-Pukou and Baigui-Jincheng railways, ann~lulated a lar~e
umber of enemy troops and even seized for a wh1le the strategic
~iangzi Pass, a fortified pass held by the Japanese on t~e border
between Shanxi and Hebei. Caught off guard and assailed from
many sides at once, the Japanese and puppet troops had to accept
battle without preparation and suffered heavy losses. On September 20 in Yan'an the people held a rally to celebrate the victory
of the 100-Regiment Campaign. They also sent a telegra~ t? the
Eightl1 Route Army, encouraging it to "advance unremittingly
from victory to victory."
In the second stage (from September 22 to early October), the
Eighth Route Army continued to launch s:u~prise ~1tta~ks on both
sides of railways, destroyed Japanese fortified pornts rn the base
areas and attacked the county seats of Yushe, Liaoxian, Laiyuan
and Lingqiu. However, because the Japanese troops now remained on the alert and the Eighth Route Army was worn out
from continuous fighting, the army suffered heavy casualties. It
seized only one county scat, Yushe, and was unable to clear all
the enemy fortified points in the base areas, as it had expected to
do. From early October, the Japanese dispatched all the 20,000
troops that it could concentrate in north China, in additio~ to a
large number of puppet troops, to carry out des~rate retaliatory
"mopping-up operations." The army and people rn the base areas
fought valiantly against them.
During the JOO-Regiment Campaign the officers and men of
the Eighth Route Army fought the enemy courageously. By the
beginning of December, they had fought 1,824 battles, large and
small, killed or wounded more than 25,000 Japanese and puppet
troops and captured more than 280 Japanese troops and. 18,000
puppet troops, as well as guns, artillery and other !11atenel. The
Eighth Route Army itself suffered 17,000 casualties. The campaign dealt a heavy blow to the "prisoners' cages" policy that was
designed to carve up the armed units and people in t~e antiJapanese base areas into isolated groups. The campaign also
pinned down many Japanese troops and deflated their aggressive
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arrogance. It not only tempered the people's armed forces and
enhanced the prestige of the Communist Party and the Eighth
Route Army, but also inspired the nation at a time when the War
of Resistance was at low ebb. The fact that the Communist Party
had persevered for so long in resisting Japan behind enemy lines
and had launched the 100-Regiment Campaign was a convincing
refutation of the view, held by some, that in the War of Resist·
ance the Party's guerrilla warfare consisted of just moving around
without fighting.
In spite of the extremely difficult conditions, the army of the
Communist Party not only survived but kept a large number of
Japanese and puppet troops pinned down in occupied territory.
The army and the people fought countless small engagements and
also, when conditions were ripe, large-scale battles such as in the
100-Regiment Campaign. During that campaign, on September
11, 1940, Chiang Kai·shek sent Zhu De and Peng Dehuai a
telegram reading, "Your army has unhesitatingly seized this good
opportunity to launch offensives and has dealt a heavy blow to
the enemy. I therefore send this telegram as a citation." This
shows that the Kuomintang authorities officially recognized the
achievements of the CPC's Eighth Route Army in the War of
Resistance.

V. REPULSING THE ANTI-COMMUNIST
ONSLAUGHTS LAUNCHED BY THE KMT
Throughout the period of the War of Resistance Against Japan
there were contradictions that had an important bearing on
China's destiny: first, the national contradiction between China
and Japan, which determined whether the Chinese nation would
survive; second, the class contradiction between the Communist
Party and the Kuomintang, which determined whether the people
would be able to carry the War of Resistance through to the end
and afterwards build a new China. These two contradictions were
closely interrelated.
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Unlike Wang Jingwei, Chiang Kai·shek, the chief ~e~der of the
Kuomintang, never forgot to make a pretense of res1s~mg J~pan,
b when the war was at a stalemate, he adopted a passive attitude
utard the War of Resistance and even went so far as to ·cry
tow
.
. h . d
H
.d t
secretly to reach a compromise with t e mva ers. e carr~e ou
an anti-democratic policy that damaged the efforts for uruty and
resistance. Furthermore, in the KMT·controlled area~ he beg~n
to actively oppose the Communist Party, stren~thenmg fasc~st
rule and the activities of secret agents, destro~rng Com~~~ist
Party groups and other progressive organizations and Jailmg
Party members and other patriots. He instigated frequent provo·
cations of the Communist Party, attacking the ~ople's arm~,
arresting and killing cadres who supported the r~s1stance, engi·
neering incidents of "friction" bet ween the Kuommtang and the
Communist Party and even launching armed attacks on the
Communist-led anti-Japanese base areas. 22 All these acts made the
class contradiction between the CPC and the KMT more acute.
How then was the contradiction to be handled? This was an
import~nt and complicated question. The CPC ~ntral Comm~t
tee held that during the war with Japan, the nattonal contrad1c·
tion between China and Japan was primary and the domestic class
struggle should be subordinated to it. The class struggle should
not be denied but it should serve the national struggle. Accord·
ingly, while r~llying the people arou?d its~lf in the war.effort, the
CPC sought to maintain its cooperation with the Kuommtang and
to carry on the war to the end by follo"'.ing a P?licy of .both
alliance with and struggle against the Chiang Ka1-shek clique.
Alliance with Chiang Kai·shek meant that the Party would do
everything possible to persist in the War of Resistance an? ~o
secure unity and progress, and that it would support the patr~ot~c
forces both inside and outside the Kuomintang so as to keep it m
the anti-Japanese united front. The troops commanded by the
Communist Party behind enemy lines tied up a great number of
Japanese soldiers, which reduced the pressure on the KMT forc~s
in the front-line battlefields. This was an important factor m
persuading the KMT to continue its efforts in the War of Resist·
ance. Struggle against Chiang Kai·shek meant that the Party
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would resist any attempts by the KMT diehards to capitulate
cause splits or retrogress and that it would make no unpr inci:
pled concessions. When the Kuomintang launched its campaign
against th~ Communist Party, the latter, upholding the principle
of the a nu-Japanese national united front, united firmly with the
democratic parties and with patriotic and progressive people
of ~ll s~rata and waged the necessary and appropriate struggle
agarnst Jt. The purpose of this class struggle was not to overthrow
the KMT government, but to prevent it from capitulating to the
Japanese invaders and fighting the Communists and to keep it in
the united front.
The policy of uniting with the Chiang Kai-shek clique and at
the same time struggling against it was based on the lessons the
Party had learned from following a policy of alliance without
struggle during the period of the G reat Revolution and a policy
of struggle without alliance during the period of the ten-year civil
war. The formulation of the new policy represented a major
· development of the Party's thin.king on the question of the united
front. Bearing this policy in mind, the Party was able to approach
problems coolly and in an all-round way and to control the
development of the overall situation.

Repulsing the First Anti-Communist Onslaught
In the winter of 1939 and the spring of 1940 the Kuomintang
diehards launched their first onslaught on the Communists.
At the 6th Plenary Session of its 5th Central Executive Committee, held in November 1939, the KMT established the policy
of making the military restriction of the Communist Party its
principal objective and the political restriction of the Party subsidiary. [n December Kuomintang troops attacked the ShaanxiGansu-Ningxia Border Region, took five county seats there and
planned to attack Yan'an. The army led by the CPC resolutely
counter-attacked. In Shanxi, Yan Xishan used all his troops to
attac~ the New Army (the Anti-Japanese Daredevil Corps) and
the Eighth Route Army. In the Zhongtiao Mountains in Shanxi,
several corps under the command of Chiang Kai-shek likewise
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attacked the Communist-led armies. The New Army, supported
by the Eighth Route Army, repelled these attacks. By January
1940 northwestern Shanxi had become an anti-Japanese base area
under the leadership of the Communist Party. In February and
March, the Kuomintang troops attacked the anti-Japanese base
areas in southern Hebei and the Taihang Mountains in southeastern Shanxi, where the General Headquarters of the Eighth Route
Army was located. The Eighth Route Army, subjected to a pincer
movement by the Japanese invaders and the Kuomintang troops,
nevertheless repulsed the latter's attacks. Soon after this demonstration of its strength, the CPC Central Committee sent Zhu De
to negotiate with Wei Lihuang in Luoyang, Henan Province and
Xiao Jingguang and Wang Ruofci to negotiate with Yan Xishan
at Qiulin Town in Yichuan County, Shaanxi Province. They
reached agreement on stopping the armed conflict between their
forces, dividing up the areas where their respective troops were
to be stationed and where they were to resist the Japanese.
While repelling the Kuomintang's first military onslaught, the
Communist Party also frustrated its political and ideological
attacks. The Kuomintang set all its propaganda machines in
motion, promoting the view that Communism did not suit China's
reality and that there was no need for a Communist party in
China. Ye Qing, a reactionary scholar, said: "The Three People's
Principles can satisfy all China's present and future needs. If
these principles are implemented, there is no need for China to
practise socialism or to organize a political party to strive for
socialism." The people were worried by the KMT's attacks on the
Communist Party, and many of them raised the question of what
direction China should take. The representatives of the national bourgeoisie were dissatisfied with the autocratic rule of the
Kuomintang and its passivity in the War of Resistance, but they
were skeptical about the Communist Party's proposals. Some of
them were under the illusion that after Japan was defeated, a
capitalist society of the European and American type would be
established in China.
At this crucial moment, the Communist Party had to make
clear to the Chinese people its views on the revolution and to
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answer the question, what direction should China take? In October_ and December of 1939 Mao Zedong published two articles
ent~tled respecti~ely "Introducing The Communist" and "The
Chmese Revolution and the Chinese Communist Party." In Januar_y 1940 he p~blished another called "On New Democracy," in
which he explicitly expounded the views of the Communist Party.
He answered three fundamental questions: 1. What kind of state
should be built in China? 2. What kind of political, economic and
cultural sys_tems should th is state have? 3. What were the prospects for this state? [n essence, he replied as follows:
l. The basic contradictions in the semi-colonial and semi~eudal society o~ China.were the contradiction between imperialism and the Chmese nation and the contradiction between feudalism and the great masses of the people. The first of these was
the principal one. Because of the society's semi-colonial and
semi-feudal nature, the Chinese revolutjon must go through two
stages: first, a democratic revolution, and second, a socialist
revolution.
2. After the May 4th Movement of 1919, the Chinese democratic revolution was no longer a general one but a newdemocratic revolution. It .was an anti-imperialist and anti-feudal
revolution of the masses, and it was led by the proletariat this
being the essential difference between it and the old dem~ratic
revolution. During the period of this revolution, which was based
on the worker-peasant alliance, the proletariat united the national
bourgeoisie and, under special circumstances, a part of the big
bourgeoisie to form a broad united front, so as to isolate and
strike the main enemy.
3. The political programme of the new-democratic revolution
was to end the oppression by imperialism and feudalism and to
estabJis~ a democratic republic under the joint dictatorship of all
revolutionary classes, led by the proletariat and based on the
alliance of workers and peasants. Its economic programme was
first, to confiscate the big banks and the big industrial and
commercial enterprises that dominated the livelihood of the
people ~nd convert them into state-owned enterprises, and second,
to conf1scate the land of the landlords and distribute it to the
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ts encouraging them to establish a cooperative economy.
s~me time, the new-democratic republic would all?w the
~evelopment of a national-capitalist economy and the existence
of a rich-peasant economy. Its cultural programme was to ~weep
feudal comprador culture and develop a national,
away the
'
scientific and mass culture.
.
4. The new-democratic revolution would ultimate_ly. lead to
socialism. The new-democratic rev~lution and the socialist revolution were two different revolutionary stages, and the latter
could be carried out only after the former was completed. It
would be impossible to accomplish the tasks of the two stages at
one stroke, but the second must follow immediately u~n. the
first, without allowing any intervening stage of bourgeois dictatorship.
.
5. The new-democratic revolution was guide~ by the communist ideology. Communism was both an ideological system and a
social system. A distinction should be made ?e~ween the newdemocratic society on the one hand and the socialist and comm~
nist societies on the other. Without the leadership of the proletanat and without the guidance of the communist i~eolog~, the
Chinese revolution could not be carried out, and victory m ~he
anti-imperialist and anti-feudal political and cultural revolution
could not be assured.
.
The enunciation of this theory of the new-democr~t1c revolution was a major event in the history of the Commurust Party of
China. It enabled the whole membership to get a clear an~
complete understanding of the nature of the new-~emocratlc
revolution the tasks it entailed, who should lead it and the
prospects before it. The theory guided ~he ~hinese people as they
made their way forward in a complex situation and played a great
role in ensuring the victory of the revolution.
.
This theory was the outcome of the integration. of Marxis~
Leninism with the practice of the Chinese revolution. Before 1t
was established Party members often confused the tasks of the
democratic rev~Lution with those of the socialist revolut~on. The
Trotskyite liquidationists like Chen Duxiu held that smce the
revolution was in the democratic stage, it should be led by the
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bourgeoisie. 23 The Comintern declared that the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution would not necessarily lead China onto the
capitalist road, but that idea was not clearly explained. With the
theory of the new-democratic revolution, many of the problems
that had arisen during that stage were solved satisfactorily. It
should be remembered, however, that the Party was able to set
forth this theory only after it had been through nearly twenty
years of arduous struggle and, especially, only after it had reviewed what it had learned, both from its successes and from its
failures in the Great Revolution, in the ten-year civil war and in
the anti-Japanese war.
Having repulsed the first anti-Communist onslaught, the CPC
Central Committee made a serious analysis of the domestic
sit~ation. It stated that at a time when the Japanese were invading
Chma, the principal contradiction was the one between China and
Japan, and the domestic class contradiction was subordinate.
There was still a Possibility, it said, of preventing the situation
from deteriorating and of changing it for the better, and the
Party's present task was to consolidate and expand the antiJapanese national united front. After reviewing its experience in
united front work, the Central Committee formulated several
imPortant tactical principles for such work. These principles were
as follows:
1. In the period of the united front, the Party should develop
the progressive forces, win over the middle-of-the-roaders and as
far as possible, try to isolate the diehards. These three things V:ere
related, but the main emphasis should be on developing the
progressive forces. The middle-of-the-roaders tended to vacillate
and were bound to break up as a group. They might often be a
decisive factor in the struggle between the progressive forces and
the diehards, so it was very important for the Party to win them
over.
2. Jn the struggle against the Kuomintang dichards the Party
should adhere to the principle of self-defence. That is, it should
not attack unless it was attacked. In that case, it should counterattack, but only on just grounds, when the situation was to its
advantage and with restraint. By fighting only on just grounds,
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tbe party would win the sympathy and suppor~ of ~he people ?f
the whole country. By fighting .onl~ when the s1tuat~on was to its
advantage and only with restramt, lt would ensu~e v1c~ory ~n~ be
careful to stop at the appropriate time. By observm~ this pnnc1p!e
the Party would be able to develop the pr?gress1ve forces, wm
over the middle-of-the-roaders, isolate the diehards and carry the
.
War of Resistance to the end.
3. In the period of the anti-Japanese united front, struggle was
the means to unity and unity was the aim of struggle: As Mao
Zedong put it, "If unity Iwas] sought through struggle, it ["."ould]
24
live· if unity [wasJ sought through yielding, it [would] pensh."
4'. While trying to improve the situation, the whole ~a!tY and
the whole army should be on the alert for any eventuaht1es on a
local or national scale and prepared to deal with them. The
mistake of 1927 must not be repeated.
.
These important tactical principles guided not only the united
front work at that time but also the long revolutionary struggle
that came afterwards, enabling the Party to tackle all kinds of
thorny problems more skillfully and to achieve ever more suecesses.

Repulsing the Second Anti-Communist Onslaught
Despite the failure of its first onslaught on the Communists,
the Kuomintang did not give up. In September 1940 Germany,
Italy and Japan signed a pact of alliance. Britain and the Un~ted
States tried hard to win over the Kuomintang government. Thinking this was a favourable moment, Chiang Kai-shek i°:tensified
his anti-Communist activities, shifting the focus of his armed
attacks from north China to central China. In mid-September
1940, Han Deqin, the Kuomintang governor of Jiang~u Province
and deputy commander-in-chjef of the Shando~g-J.1angsu war
zone ordered his main force to attack Huangqiao m northern
Jian~su, an important base of the New Fourth Army, in an
attempt to wipe out the units stationed there. From October 4 to
6 the northern Jiangsu command of the New Fourth Army fought
back in self-defence and .annihilated 11 ,000 of Han Deqin's
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troops.
After the Huangqiao campaign, Chiang Kai-shek launched the
second anti-Communist onslaught. In a telegram to Zhou Enlai
who was then in Chongqing, Mao Zedong warned that the CPC
should prepare for the most difficult and dangerous situation
making all arrangements accordingly. On January 4, 1941, i~
accordance with orders from the Military Council of the National
Government and with the consent of the Central Committee of
the CPC, the headquarters staff of the New Fourth Army and
more than 9,000 New Fourth Army troops in southern Anhui
began ~o move north of the Yangtze River. As they were approaching the area of Maolin in Jingxian County on the 6th, they
were ambushed by seven divisions totalling more than 80,000
Kuomintang troops. Surrounded and greatly outnumbered, the
New Fourth Army troops nevertheless put up heroic resistance.
After a bloody battle that lasted seven days, their supplies of food
and ammunition were exhausted. Only some 2,000 of them broke
through the enemy lines, while the rest laid down their lives or
were cap.tured. Ye Ting, commander of the New Fourth Army,
was detamed when he went to the headquarters of the Kuomintang troops to negotiate. Xiang Ying, deputy commander of the
Army, was murdered after breaking through the siege.
Strictly speaking, this engagement was not a war but a trap laid
by Chiang Kai-shek, who was taking advantage of his post of
supreme commander to get rid of dissidents. On January 17 he
even spread the rumour that the New Fourth Army had staged a
mutiny. He cancelled its official designation and declared that Ye
Ting would be handed over to a military court for trial. This was
the Southern Anhui Jncident, which shocked China and the
rest of the world and was the culmination of the second anticommunist onslaught launched by the Kuomintang.
Before these events, Xiang Ying, the secretary of the Southeast
Bureau of the CPC Central Committee and one of the leaders of
the New Fourth Army, bad made contributions to the revolution
by carrying on guerrilla warfare for three years in southern China
and organizing the New Fourth Army. But he did not correctly
understand the principle of maintaining independence and initia-
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tive in the united front and the Central CoJ?mittee'~ policy. of
expanding the armed forces to the north and m occupied, ter~1to
ry. He was reluctant to carry out the Central <?ornffilttee s duective to move north, and when he finally did so he w~s not
sufficiently aware of the danger of attacks by the Kuomintang
diehards. He was therefore not adequately prepared for an e~er
gency. Also, before the enemy's attack he made some tactical
mistakes. As a result, he was unable to avoid or reduce the grave
losses suffered by the New Fourth Army in the Southern Anhui
Incident.
After this incident, some people both insjde and outside· the
Party thought that the situation would be a repetition o~ the one
in April 1927, that cooperation between the Commumst Pa:ty
and the Kuomintang would soon break down and that the civil
war would expand. Indeed, the Southern Anhui Incident staged
by Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang was quite similar to the coup
of April 12, 1927. But the situation in 1941 was different from
the one in 1927. In 1941, facing the Japanese invasion, the people
throughout the country opposed the civil war and demanded
unity and resistance to Japan. Also, the balance of strength
between the CPC and the Kuomintang was different from what
it had been in 1927. More important, the Communist Party
already had a mature leadership that frequently reviewed the
experience it had gained in revolutionary practice. This leadership did not panic in the face of any eventuality; it did ~o~ make
unlimited concessions to the reactionary forces, nor did 1t take
any adventurist actions that might serve them as a pretex~ for
sabotaging unity and the resistance. Confronting the grave situation after the Southern Anhui Tncident, the CPC Central Committee still put the interests of the resistance above everything
else and upheld the policy of both unity and strug~le a.n~ of
seeking unity through struggle. So far as the KMT s rruhtary
offensives were concerned, the CPC persisted in the policy of
self-defence, and as for the political offensives, it resolutely
crushed them.
On January 20, 1941, the Military Commission of the CPC
Central Committee issued an order to reeslabUsh the New Fourth
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Army Headquarters. ~ week later this was done in Yancheng
County of nor.them J1angsu, Chen Yi being appointed acting
commander, Lrn Shaoqi political commissar and Zhang Yunyi
deputy commander. The army was reorganized into seven divisions and one indepen~ent brigade with a total strength of 90,000
men. These forces earned on the War of Resistance on both sides
of t~e Yangtze. In the meantime, the Central Committee made
pubhc a host of facts exposing the Kuomintang's scheme to
undermine the resistance, and it demanded that twelve steps be
taken to solve the problems caused by the Southern Anhui
lncident. 2S
In Chongqing, Zhou Enlai lodged a strong protest with the
Kuomintang authorities. In a phone call to He Yingqin, chief of
the KMT general staff, he denounced the KMT saying, "What
y~u have done has grieved our friends and gladdened our enemies. You have done what the Japanese invaders tried but failed
to do. You will be condemned for all time as a traitor to the
Chinese .nation-'.' New China Daily, defying the KMT's press
censorship, earned two commemorative "inscriptions" by Zhou
Enlai. One was: "Mourn for the martyrs of the Southern Anhui
Incident." The other was: "It is as great a wrong as history has
ever known that Ye Ting has been thrown into jail. How brutal
some people are to have killed their own family members!" These
two inscriptions, written with grief and indignation had wide
repercussions in Chongqing and throughout the K~omintang
controlled areas. Liao Chengzhi, a prominent Communist, exposed the truth of the Southern Anhui Incident in a statement in
Hong Kong. He made the following clear to the world:
. "Th~ Comrnun~st Party of China has no intention of changing
its pohcy of resistance and unity after the Southern Anhui
Inc~dent, but .it wi~l. have to remain on the alert for a possible
anti-C~~mumst m1l_itary attack. It does not want to see a largescale c1v1l war, and 1f those who have provoked a civil war form
greater plots from which the Japanese will benefit, the future of
~he War. of Resistance in China will be jeopardized. We hope the
mtcrnat10nal community will join in averting this danger."26
The Communist Party's determination to give priority to the
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War of Resistance won widespread sympathy among t~e .Chinese
ople, including the middle-of-the-roaders and patriotic memb:rs of the Kuomintang, and also among people abr?ad. Many
w that it was the army led by the Communist Party of
peOP1e kne
· d enemy l'me~. 0 n
China that was carrying on the resistance beh111
the other hand, the Kuominta~g di~ha.rds, confronted with. a
formidable enemy, the Japanese 1mpenall~ts, nevertheless contmed to attack the Communists, thereby losrng ~11 popular s~pport.
~oong Ching Ling, He Xiangning, Liu Yaz1, Peng ~~mm and
others launched a protest campaign in Hong K~mg, wntu~g letters
to Chiang Kai-shek and to the Central Execuuve Committee and
Supervisory Committee of the KMT. They denounced .the Kuomintang authorities for their encirclement and suppress1on_of the
New Fourth Army and demanded that they renounce the~ suppression of the Communist Party and plan to cooperate with lt,
instead, expand all the anti-Japanese forces and protect all the
anti-Japanese parties.
.
Huang Yanpei, a noted democrat, declared that the Kuommtang authorities were utterly wrong to bav~ attac~ed the New
fourth Army in Southern Anhui. Feng Yuxiang said ~hat .everyone knew the New fourth Army bad made great contnbutlons to
the resistance and that the Kuomintang government would be
condemned by the people for having annihilated that army.
Several hundred people in cultural .circles issu~d a state~ent
denouncing the Kuomintang for havmg turned its guns ag~mst
the people. Tan Kah Kee, a patriotic leader of th~ Ch~~ese
community in Singapore, sent a telegram t~ the P~ople s P?lltlc~l
Council, appealing for unity and condemmng Chiang Ka1-sh_ek s
betrayal. The majority of the middle-of-t~e-road~rs sympat~zed
with the CPC. Internationally, the Soviet Union, ~he United
States and Britain were dissatisfied with the Kuommtang and
urged China to continue its resistance to J~pan. In F~bruary ~941
President Roosevelt sent his representative Laugh~ C~rr1e to
China. While in Hong Kong, Currie told So~ng Chmg L1?'g that
he would warn Chiang Kai-shek not to contmue to deceive an~
attack the troops of the CPC. In Chongqing h.e told ~hou Enla1
that the United States wanted to see China united agamst Japan.
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. The Kuomintang diehards had not expected that the Commumst Part~ would be so uncompromising towards them and that
the reactions to the Southern Anhui Incident would be so strong
both at home and abroad. As they were in an extremely isolated
and awkward position, they had no choice but to restrain their
anti-Communist activities. On March 6, 1941, in a speech delivered at the second session of the People's Political Council
C~ang Kai-shek pledged that absolutely no further militar;
a~tions woul~ be undertaken against the Communists. Then Dong
Biwu, a leadmg member of Lhe CPC, was elected a non-voting
member of the Council. Chiang Kai-shek invited Zhou Enlai for
talks to solve the problems concerning relations beLween the two
parties. T~us, the second anti-Communist onslaught mounted by
the Ku?mmtang was re~ulsed. Far from achieving the object of
de~troyIBg the.Comm~rust Party, Chiang's policy served only to
bnng about his own isolation by revealing the truth to many
people who had formerly harboured illusions about him.
On May 8, 1941, the CPC Central Committee issued a directive
laying down the policy for Party organizations in the great rear
areas: to have well-selected cadres working underground for a
Jong period, accumulating strength and bid.ing their time. In
January 1942 in Chongqing, at a meeting of the Southern Bureau
of the CPC Central Committee, Zhou EnJaj stated that to build
a strong and militant Party organization, Party members in the
Kuomintang-controlled areas must work and study assiduously.
They should make more friends and hold regular jobs so as to
have a place in society as cover. Guided by these correct principles, the Party organizations working underground in the KMTcontrolled areas ~anaged to preserve, consolidate and expand
themselves and strike deep roots among the masses, despite the
fact that the KMT authorities tried every means to undermine
them.
The ability of the Communist Party to repulse the two onslaughts of the Kuomintang and its determination to persevere in
the poli~y of resistance, unity and progress proved that the
leadership of the CPC Central Committee had become politically
mature and that despite the complex circumstances, it could
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andle correctly the relations between the national strug.gle ai:id
bbe class struggle. As if it had lifte~ a rock only ~o dr?P ~t on its
t
f t Chiang Kai-shek's Kuommtang had failed m its camown
·gnseeto' wipe out the troops under the leadersh"IP o f t h e Compal · t Party. More and more people had come to see clearly that
rounis ·
· 1
but
the CPC worked not for the interest of a s1~g e party or ~r~up
for that of the whole nation. Thanks to its correct polic.ies, t.he
p rty had been able to turn a bad situation around, to umte with
middle-of-the-roaders and to. ~ake the ruling clique. of the
Kuomintang think twice about givmg up the W~r of Resistance.
Thus, it had succeeded in isolating the Japanese invaders and t~e
Chinese traitors to the greatest extent possible. Th~ Commumst
Party had shown by its actions t~at it was the mamstay of t~e
Chinese nation in the War of ResIStance, and for that reason its
political standing had greatly risen.

t:e

VI. THE ARDUOUS STRUGGLE AGAINST
"MOPPING-UP" OPERATIONS
WAGED BY THE ARMY AND THE PEOPLE
BEHIND THE ENEMY LINES
Jn 1941 and 1942 the War of Resistance Against Japan fought
by the people in th~ enemy's rear areas was at its most difficult
stage.
The 100-Regiment Campaign of 1940 had been a shock to the
aggressors. Jn January 1941 T~e Japane~e Ministry. of War drew
up a plan of operations accordmg to wh1~~ ~11 possible me~sur~s
were to be taken and all military capab1htles used to ~~mtam
"public order" in the occupied areas. The Japanese Exp~d1t~onary
Force determined to enforce "complete order and secunty, .especially in north China. In February Yasuji Okamura was ?es1gnated commander of Japan's North China Front Army. He issued an
order that the Communist Party an~ the ~ig.hth Route Army b~
completely eliminated from the region within four months. H1deki Tojo, Japan's Minister of War, declared that the Japanese
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army would exterminate everyone in north China who refused to
yield and that it would establish a "Greater East Asia Coprosperity Sphere" in a sea of blood. Accordingly, the Japanese
troops began massacring Chinese soldiers and civilians. In late
January, for example, 1,500 Japanese troops "mopped up" the
village of Panjiayu, Fengrun County, in eastern Hebei Province.
They burned more than 1,000 houses and, in a massacre of
unparalleled savagery, drove all the villagers - some 1,300
including women, children and old people - into a courtyard
and mowed them down with machine-gun fire.
On June 22, 1941, Nazi Germany launched a full-scale invasion of the Soviet Union. The Soviet people immediately began a
heroic defence of their country. Earlier, on April 13, 1941, the
Soviet Union and Japan had signed a treaty of neutrality. The
Soviet Union, which had to cope with a tense situation in Europe,
wanted to avoid fighting on two fronts. Japan hoped that if it
marched into the area south of China, the treaty would remove
any apprehensions for the safety of its rear. In October Hideki
Tojo formed a new cabinet and expanded the aggressive war. 1n
the small hours of the morning of December 8, 1941 (Tokyo
time), Japan made a surprise aerial attack on Pearl Harbour in
Hawaii, the U.S. naval base in the Pacific. Thus began che Pacific
War between Japan and the United States and Great Britain.
The outbreak of the Soviet-German war and the Pacific War
greatly enlarged the scale of World War II, which eventually
involved 61 countries and regions. China's War of Resistance
Against Japan became an important component of the worldwide
anti-fascist war, coordinated with the efforts of other allied
countries. On the second day of the war in the Pacific, the CPC
Central Committee declared that the Eighth Route Army and the
New Fourth Army, which were enduring great hardships, would
persist in their War of Resistance in the enemy's rear in north and
central China, thwart his "mopping-up" operations and tic up
large numbers of his troops. On January 1, 1942, in Washington,
D.C., twenty-six countries involved in the fight against the Axis
powers, headed by the United States, Great Britain, the Soviet
Union and China, signed the Declaration of the United Nations,
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!ling the formal establishment of an international anti-

sign~ t united front. This created a favourable condition for the

f asc1s
·
w fR ·
Chinese people in .their cf.forts ~o wm the .ar o esi~tance.
During this penod, Chma still had to resist the main strength
of Japan's ground forces. By the end of 1941 Japan's .total forces
had increased to more than 2,400,000 men (300,000 m the navy
and over 2,100,000 in the army). About ~OO,?OO troops we~e
stationed in Japan, another 400,000 were f1ghtmg els~where. m
Asia and in the Pacific and the. remaining 1,30.0,000, mcludmg
the Kwantung Army stationed m northeast China, .were all deployed in China. If Japan's main ground troops, which made up
more than half of the country's total military strength, had been
available for use elsewhere in Asia and the Pac~fic regi~:m, the
whole war would inevitably have presented quite a different
picture. The Chinese people's effort to tie up the ~ai~ forces of
the Japanese army was therefore a great contnbution to the
worldwide anti-fascist war.

The Struggle Against Mopping-Up Operations
To turn China into a rear base for the war in the Pacific, the
Japanese aggressors instituted a brutal colonial rule in _the occupied areas and proceeded to plunder them cconom1cally. In
addition the Japanese and puppet armies were mustered to
conduct ' repeated "mopping-up" operations against !he antiJapanese bases in their rear areas led by the Communist Party.
During 1941 and 1942, in the north China base areas, there were
132 such operations involving between 1,000 and 10,000 men
each time and 27 operations involving between 10,000 and 70,000 men. Sometimes the "mopping-up" lasted for three or four
months in a single area, with the Japanese following a policy of
"burn all, kill all and loot all." In some places they even used
poison gas and germ warfare to create depopulated zones.
In central China, too, the Japanese army launched large-scale
attacks against the army and the people in its rear. After t~e
Pacific war broke out, the Japanese still had 290,000 troop~ m
central China. They and the puppet troops set up blockade lines
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aroun~ anti-Japanese base areas in an attempt to consolidate the
occupied areas, ensure control over the main transportation lines
and plunder strategic materials. They also targeted the central
and. southe:n parts of Jiangsu Province, "mopping up" the countryside agam and again.
Under the ruthless attacks of the Japanese, the army and the
people behind enemy lines suffered heavy casualties. By 1942 the
Eighth Route Army and the New Fourth Army had been reduced
from 500?000 ~o. about 400'.000. Some organs of anti-Japanese
democratic poht1cal power m the North China Plain had been
destroyed. The base areas had shrunk, and their total population
had fallen from 100 million to less. than 50 million. Much of the
~rable .land in t~e e~emy's rear areas was damaged, so it was
unposs1ble to mamtam normal production. Marauding Japanese
trO?ps also looted grain and domestic animals, causing a famine.
This was done deliberately, to ruin the economy of the base areas
and thus deprive the anti-Japanese forces of their means of
survival.
During this period, in the Zhongtiao Mountains of southern
Shanxi Province, in the city of Changsha in Hunan and in
Zhejiang and Jiangxi provinces and other areas the Kuomintang
troops also resisted the attacks of the Japanese ~rmy. In addition
they organized a Chinese Expeditionary Army to march int~
Burma in support of operations conducted by the anti-fascist
alli~s. After_ the Pac!fic war broke out, however, since the Chiang
Ka1-shek clique believed that it could rely on the United States
and Great Britain to fight the war against Japan, it continued to
increa~e the friction between itself and the Communist Party. The
Kuommtang ~overnment suspended the pay of the Eighth Route
Army and withheld ammunition, bedding, clothing and other
suppli~s. Moreover, it gathered several hundred thousand troops
to encucle the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region and enforce an economic blockade, cutting off support from the outside.
Although the people in the Communist-led anti-Japanese bases
and the resistance fighters behind enemy lines faced serious
hardships, the Communists were not dismayed. The CPC Central
Committee made it clear that these difficulties in the War of
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Resistance were difficulties encountered as the people were advancing and that they were only temporary, because victory was
drawing near. They could be overcome by the revolutionary
spirit, the spirit that made one seek truth from facts and serve the
people wholeheartedly, the spirit of self-reliance and hard struggle, of unity and solidarity, the spirit that later came to be called
the "Yan'an spirit."
The Japanese army, reviewing its experience of fighting in its
rear areas, concluded that it could not depend on force of arms
alone to suppress the Communist Party. Vigorous and tenacious
efforts had to be made to combine military measures with civilian
ones. Using "mopping-up" as the main form of action, the Japanese troops also combed areas to find resistance fighters and
"nibbled" at the territory controlled by the Communists, mounted
campaigns to "tighten public security" and employed other tactics. From March 1941 to December 1942, the Japanese army,
having undertaken to "wipe out Communism" and "establish a
new order in East Asia," carried out no less than five such
campaigns. They divided all of north China into three classifications: "secure zones" (the occupied areas), "quasi-secure zones"
(guerrilla areas where their control was contested) and "nonsecure zones" (the anti-Japanese base areas). Different policies
were adopted for each classification. Throughout the occupied
areas, Chinese traitors were formed into "associations for the
preservation of order," the bao-jia system was tightened and
villages were merged and stockaded.27 The Japanese also organized villagers into "self-defence corps," "garrison forces" and
"security forces." They checked household registers, issued identification cards to "disciplined citizens" and practised coilective
punishment (if one household was found to be anti-Japanese, the
members of ten neighbouring households would be killed as well).
They arrested Communist Party members and anti-Japanese activists and suppressed all anti-Japanese movements. At the same
time, the Japanese controlled steel, iron, zinc and other strategic
materials, monopolized or swallowed up Chinese factories and
commercial firms, compelled the peasants to plant opium, pillaged great quantities of grain and introduced a rationing system.
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In addition, they organized "teams of labour for public service"
to oppress and exploit the labourers. The Japanese aggressors also
spread lies and propaganda to justify the enslavement of the
Chinese people and their own brutal colonial rule. In the guerrilla
areas, the Japanese army built a network of roads and clusters of
blockhouses and constructed ditches, walls and watchtowers to
prevent the people's armed forces from gaining a foothold in the
guerrilla areas and the occupied areas. As for the anti-Japanese
base areas, the Japanese army unceasingly "nibbled" away at
them and conducted ruthless and devastating "mopping-up" operations.
In view of these ferocious attacks, the Communist Party held
that the power of the people's war had to be fully utilized in an
all-out struggle against the enemy. The struggle should not consist
merely of reckless fighting but should be waged on the political,
economic, ideological, cultural and other fronts as well. Only
in this way could the enemy be constantly weakened and the
strength of the resistance forces be preserved and accumulated.
The key to achieving this goal was to practise unified leadership
and to coordinate the work in all areas. According to a decision
on centralized leadership in the base areas made by the CPC
Central Committee on September l, 1942, the agency of the
Central Committee (its bureau or sub-bureau) and the Party
committees at all levels were to be the supreme leading organs in
the base areas. Secretaries of the Party committees at all levels
were to serve concurrently as political commissars in army units
at the same levels. In the meantime, the military system, which
consisted of the main formations of the regular army, the local
formations and the self-defence corps of the people's militia,
should be organized in such a way that the main formations of
the regular army were the backbone of the armed forces and the
other two types of units were strong reserves. When the enemy
posed a serious threat, the main formations could be separated
and dispersed. When the situation took a favourable tum, the
local formations and the people's militia could be concentrated to
coordinate with, or act as, main formations carrying out largescale operations. In sum, various forms of struggle should be
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d to repel the enemy when he attacked the anti-Japanese base
wages and to foil his campaigns
·
to. " t1·ghten pu,bl.ic sec un"ty"
.
area
In central China, the struggle m the ~nemy s rear areas was as
intense as in north China. From the sprmg of 1942 to t~e e~d. of
t 943, the New Fourth Army streamlined its troop~, sunplif1ed
its administration and combined armed struggle with unarmed
struggle. The main formations of the regular army watched for
opportunities to move from one place to another or make a
surprise assault on the enemy, while the regio~al a!med forces
and the people's militia kept up guerrilla warfare m the same
areas. The local Party and government organization~ were totally
militarized, so that they were able to adapt to t.hc cu~umstances
of guerrilla warfare. They were dispersed and hidde~ m t.he local
areas, persisting in the struggle no matter what the situation was.
The New Fourth Army harassed the concentrated enemy troops,
while they surrounded and annihilated those that were scattered.
The New Fourth Army also made it difficult for the puppet
troops to return safely from the villages they had attacked to the
places where they were stationed. If the Japanese and pupp~t
armies concentrated their forces to "mop up" an area, the peoples
armed forces in neighbouring areas would strike simultaneou~ly,
so that the enemy could occupy one area only at the cost of losmg
others. Thanks to these flexible tactics, the "mopping up" plan of
the Japanese and puppet troops was foiled, and the army and the
people in the anti-Japanese base areas beca~e stronger. .
In the course of this hard struggle behind enemy Imes, the
army and the people devised a number of very effective tact~cs.
They included "sparrow" warfare, tunnel warfare, land-mrne
warfare, sabotage operations, guerrilla warfare on the lakes and
rivers and the use of armed work teams. These tactics represented
a further development of the people's war.
.
"Sparrow" warfare was conducted mainly in the mountam
areas, where the terrain was rough and the paths rugg~d. ~~~u
rally, the people's self-defence arme~ forces (the peoples militia)
were familiar with the local conditions. When the Japanese and
puppet troops entered the anti-Japanese base areas, the people's
militia, like a flock of sparrows, would cluster one moment and
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di~~rse ~he next, attacking them everywhere. The enemy, unfam11l~r with the terrain, had to rush here and there and take a

I

I

!

beatmg on the roads.
~unnel warfare and sabotage operations were conducted in the
pla~s. Th~ army and the people in the base areas in the North
Chma Plain dug trenches in the roads to slow the advance of the
Japa~ese mechanized forces, thus protecting their own retreat. As
t~e CHcumstances worsened, each household in a village would
dig a cellar or burrow, and connecting tunnels would be built
between them. These tunnels were later developed into extensive
networks.linking many villages and suitable for attacking, hiding
and movmg from place to place. The Japanese soldiers tried to
fill the tunnels with smoke, water and poison gas but all these
~ethods were wit~ou~ avail. By depending on the ;unnels, single
villages and even md1viduals could effectively attack the enemy
and protect themselves.
In both mountain areas and plains, land mines were used. The
people made mines of different kinds out of local resources such
as scrap iron, glas_s bottles, clay pottery and even stones. They
would l~y these mmes at the entrance to a village or a road, at a
door or m the corner of a courtyard, endangering the lives of the
Japanese and puppet soldiers as soon as they entered a village or
a house. The army and the people even laid mines under the exits
of the Japanese blockhouses, often killing or wounding enemies
who came out and shaking the morale of the others.
Guerrilla warfare on the water was waged largely on the river
net~orks of central China. Thousands of soldiers and civilians
takmg advantage of the varied terrain of rivers, lakes and branch~
ing streams, built dams and underwater barriers to make it
d~ficult for ~he motorboats of the Japanese army to navigate.
With small, s1Jent wooden boats that could go everywhere in the
vast water areas, they themselves found opportunities to strike the
enemy heavy blows.
.
1:he armed w~rk te_ams were organized by the army and people
behmd enemy Imes m an attempt to gain the initiative in the
struggl~ against the ~opping-up operations. In the spring of 1942,
the pohcy of advancing as the enemy advanced was initiated in
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th China. When the Japanese and puppet troops attacked the
~~~i-Japanese base areas there, the soldiers and civilians would
use a part of their forces to pe~etrat.e. the enemy's. ~ear areas.
There they would launch ext~ns1ve m~htary and ~lit1cal offen·ves eliminating diehard Chinese traitors, persuadmg members
~f the puppet army and organizations like the "a.ssociations ~or
the preservation of order" to cross over to the anu-Jap~nese side
or educating them so they would work for the people msofar as
circumstances allowed. These people's armed f ~rc~s gradua_lly
developed into armed work teams operating deep ms1de occup1~d
territory. Each of them, not only a fightc! b~l al~o a propagandist
and an organizer, was capable of .funct1onmg mdependently .fighting, educating the masses and mobilizing them. By combming military struggle with political struggle and ove~t struggle
with covert struggle, they were able to conduct extensive education among the masses, expose the enemy's t~ue colours: gather
information, eliminate traitors and combat spies. They dISrupted
the order of the Japanese and puppet regimes, won over members
of the puppet army and organizations, built secret armed fore~
and established dual regimes, or covert base areas. Thus, areas m
the very heart of the territory controlled b~ .the Japanese ~nd
puppet armies were turned into forward positions for attacking
them. In the vicinity of the block.houses, the enemy could hear
members of the armed work teams shouting political propaganda.
The members also called on the families of soldiers in the puppet
army, asking them to urge their men to give up evil and return
to good as soon as possible. When the Japanese and puppet troops
came to loot the grain in a village, the armed work teams would
appear in time to help the villagers resist and protect their stores.
Under these circumstances, the Japanese army could have no
sense of security even in the "secure zones."
Although the Japanese and puppet troops made. desperate
attacks it was inevitable that they would be drowned m the vast
ocean ~f the people's war. During 1941 and 1942 the Eighth
Route Army, the New Fourth Army, the guerrilla forces a_nd the
people's militia fought more than 42,000. engagements with the
enemy troops, killing, wounding or captunng 331,000 of them. In
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particular, in their struggle against mopping-up operations behind enemy lines, rhe army and the people tied up or eliminated
a large number of Japanese troops, making a major contribution
to the protracted war of resistance against Japanese aggression
and giving great support to the anti-fascist war fought by the
Allies.
In the struggle in occupied territory, soldiers and civilians alike
fought indomitably and performed countless acts of heroism. On
August 1, 1941, for example, puppet troops encircled Dongxin
Village in Xianxian County in central Hebei Province. They tried
to force the villagers to identify the mother of Ma Benzhai, the
brave and capable commander of the Hui Nationality Detachment. A few villagers who refused to inform against her were
killed on the spot; others were cruelly tortured. Ma's mother, who
could not tolerate seeing people beaten or killed for her sake
stepped forward bravely. The enemy alternated threats and in~
ducements to compel her to write a letter persuading her son to
surrender. She denounced them scathingly: "I am Chinese, and J
do not know the word 'surrender."' She remained unyielding and
starved herself to death. In another incident, on September 25,
194 I, on Langya Mountain near the Yishui River in western
Hebei Province, under attack by Japanese and puppet troops, five
soldiers of the Eighth Route Army - Ma Baoyu, Hu Delin, Hu
Fucai, Song Xueyi and Ge Zhenlin - deliberately drew the
enemy fire on themselves to allow the members of Party and
government organizations and the people in the area to move to
a place of safety. They retreated to a steep cliff and from this
vantage point repelled four successive assaults by the Japanese
troops. When their last bullet had been fired, they resolutely
smashed their guns and leaped from the cliff. Three fell to their
death. The other two were caught on the branches of trees and
eventually made their escape. The five soldiers became known as
the five Heroes of Langya Mountain. Again, on May 25, 1942,
in a critical situation in which the General Headquarters of the
Eighth Route Army stationed in Liaoxian County was encircled
by the enemy, Zuo Quan, the deputy chief of staff, broke through
the encirclement at the head of his men. As he was leading the
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. t group of soldiers through the enemy lines, Zuo Quan was
1as uck by a bullet and gave his life for his country. Thousands
~~n thousands of sue~ national. ~eroes emerged in. the War of
Resistance. The revolutionary spun of the Co.~mumst-led army
nd people in the enemy's rear areas - the spmt that bade them
~nite as one, resist aggression and defy brute force - was the
source of strength that brought them victory in the struggle
against the enemy's mopping-up operations. The Chinese people
will always remember the great deeds performed by the heroes
and martyrs in the War of Resistance Against Japan.

Overcoming Economic Difficulties and Initiating
the Great Production Campaign
During that hard time, the CPC Central. C?m~ittee adopted ~
number of effective policies to overcome d1ff1cult1es and consolidate the anti-Japanese base areas. To lighten the burden on the
people, the troops were streamlined and administration was simplified. The "three thirds system" of political power and the
policy of reducing land rents and interest rates were furth.er
implemented to arouse the enthusiasm of th~ peasants and ~~te
people of all social strata in the War of Resistance. In addition,
to keep closer relations between the army and the government
and between the army and the people, a movement was launched
in the army to support the government and cherish the people and
a movement was organized among the masses to support the army
and give preferential treatment to the families of revolutionary
soldiers and martyrs.
In the effort to overcome the grave difficulties in material life
and to persevere in the War of Resistance without unduly increasing the people's burden, the great production campaign in the
anti-Japanese base areas played a decisive role. The general
principle of this campaign was to develop the economy and ensure
supplies. Bearing in mind that the rural . economy .w~s based on
individual producers, that the countryside was d1v1ded by the
enemy politically and that it was in a state of gue~rilla w~r.fare,
the CPC Central Committee formulated the followmg pol1c1es:
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b - ~n production: first priority should be given to agricultu
ut arumal husbandry, industry, handicrafts, transportation a~ed,
commerce should also be developed;
- On t_he relationship between the public and private sector .
both pubhc and private interests, both the army and the pco
should be taken into account·
Pe,
- On the relationship bet~een the higher and lower econom .
zc
departments: leadership should be centralized and
decentralized·
management
'
- ?n. the relationship between production and consum 1 . .
the g~1dmg. principle should be to work hard in producti:0 :nnd
practise stnct economy in consumption.
- On organizing economic developm~nt: cooperation and mutua~hel~ should be promoted, emulation should be encouraged in
f
pro ucuon and rewards should be established ~or "he
labour."
roes o
. Economic self-sufficiency of the army, government organizations a~d schools was a creation of the production cam , . .
the anll-Jap_anese base areas. The idea that the army s:;~f~ ~~
s~~-s:portmg appeared to go against the principle of the division
o a u~ and to be a step backward. In essence, however it was
progre~~1ve. It. enabled the army to relieve the scarcity ~f basic
n;~ess1t~es, to improve its living conditions, to lessen the burden
o a~at1on on the people and still to have sufficient resources to
sustai_n a ,prot_racted wa~. The_ CPC Central Committee took the
lead m car~ymg out this pohcy in the Shaanxi-Gansu-Nin xia
Reron. At the beginning of 1941, it ordered the 3;9th
nga ~ o the 120th Division of the Eighth Route Arm to
march mto Nanniwan, a region not far from Yan'an the se:t of
~he CPC Central Committee, that was desolate and ~1ninhabited
ut_ end~wed ~ith_ fertile soil. In March, after Zhu De had made
aNafield· mvestigat10n,
. d e mto
.
· Wang Zhen led the 359th Bnga
nmwan co reclaim the wasteland and plant grain U d
extreme~y difficult circumstances, lacking funds and ;ool; f~~
production
of th b · dand relying only on themselves' th e off"icers and men
b \ ~1gad e dug cave dw~llings to live in, surveyed the areas to
e rec a1me 'learned fanmng techniques, made tools and opened
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up the wasteland. At the same time, tens of thousands of people
from the Party, government, army, schools and other circles in
Yan'anjoined in the production campaign. Mao Zedong, Zhu De,
Zhou Enlai, Ren Bishi and other leaders took part in productive
labour.
This campaign in the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region
and in the anti-Japanese base areas behind enemy lines was
highly successful. The output value of agriculture and industry
and the volume of commerce increased rapidly, the tax burden
on the people was greatly alleviated and the material conditions
of both soldiers and civilians were markedly improved. During
the three years from 1942 through 1944, more than two million
mu (over 130,000 hectares) of wasteland were brought under
cultivation in the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region. By
1945 the majority of peasants jn the region had saved out of
three years' harvests enough grain to last them for an additional
year. Some had even saved that much out of a single year's
harvest. In 1944 the 359th Brigade of the Eighth Route Army,
which had done this and bad been self-sufficient in other basic
necessities as well, was declared a model for the whole army.
In 1941 the "public grain" collected. from the peasants in the
region as a form of taxation made up 13.58 percent of the total
yield, but in 1942 the proportion dropped to 11. l 4 percent and
in 1943 to less than 9 percent. From 1943 on, most of the
Party and government organizations in all anti-Japanese base
areas behind enemy lines could grow enough grain and vegetables to supply their own needs for three or even six months.
The tax burden on the people constituted only about 14 percent
of their total revenue. In terms of the standard of living at
the time, the cadres had sufficient food and clothing, and it
had been provided mainly by the work of their own hands.
The great production campaign was a paean to self-reliance. It
supported the bard struggle in the enemy's rear areas, and at the
same time it served to train numbers of cadres in economic
development and give the CPC some experience in this area.
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VII. THE DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT
IN AREAS RULED BY THE KMT
From 1943 on, the Allies in the anti-fascist war advanced
rapidly toward victory. On the European front, following its
victory in the battle of Stalingrad, the Soviet army moved on
to an all-out counteroffensive, driving deep into the Germanoccupied areas and into Germany itself. The British and American troops landed at Normandy, opening up the second front in
Europe. On May 8, 1945, the German fascists surrendered unconditionally. On the Asian and Pacific fronts, the United States
launched a frog-hopping attack in the Pacific Ocean, while the
Chinese and British troops organized the battle of north Bu rma
and captured the city of Myitkyina. The CPC-led War of Resistance behind enemy lines entered a new stage of development. In
1943 the army and the people in north China, having survived
the difficult years 1941 and 1942, were able to launch an offensive against the Japanese army. In 1944 all base areas in
north, central and south China opened regional counteroffensives against the Japanese and puppet armies, extending the
existing base areas and marching into the enemy's rear areas to
open up new ones in Henan, on the Hunan-Guangdong border
and on the Jiangsu-Zhejiang-Anhui border. By the spring of 1945,
there were nineteen Communist-led anti-Japanese base areas,
covering 950,000 square kilometres and having a population of
95.5 million. The Eighth Route Army, the New Fourth Army and
local people's armed forces had increased to 910,000 and the
people's militia to 2.2 million.
I '

I

I

Halting the Third Anti-Communist Onslaught
While the CPC-led War of Resistance in the enemy's rear was
entering a new phase, the Kuomintang authorities in the main
took a wait-and-see attitude, avoiding engagements with the Jap~
anese. On the one hand, they hoped to rely on Britain, the United
States and the Soviet Union to win the war; on the other hand,
they were still trying to eliminate, or at least weaken, the
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communist-led revolutionary forces so that they could maintain
their autocratic rule after the victory. In the spring of 1943, the
KMT launched the third anti-Communist onslaught. In his book
China's Destiny, Chiang Kai-shek preached Chinese fascism and
openly opposed Communists and liberals, implying that the Communist Party and all other revolutionary forces would be eradicated within two years. Soon after this, the K.MT diehards took
advantage of the dissolution of the Communist International in
May 1943 to demand that the Chinese Communist Party be
disbanded and the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region abolished . They secretly ordered a massive concentration of troops
stationed ir. northwest China under the command of Hu Zongnan
to prepare for an attack on the region.
To halt this third anti-Communist onslaught by the Kuomintang diehards, the CPC launched a vigorous political counterattack. Liberation Daily, the official newspaper of the CPC Central
Committee published in Yan'an, carried articles criticizing China's Destiny and exposing the KMT diehards' plan to launch a
civil war. On July 4 and 6, 1943, Zhu De telegraphed Hu
Zongnan and Chiang Kai-shek respectively to protest Hu's armed
provocation and to appeal for unity. On July 9, 30,000 people in
Yan'an held a rally and adopted a statement opposing civil war
and calling for unity in the fight against Japan. On July 10, to
conceal his plan to attack the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border
Region, Hu Zongnan arranged a reception for Zhou Enlai, who
was returning from Chongqing to Yan'an via Xi'an. Zhou announced at the reception that he had asked Hu Zongnan personally if he had sent his troops defending the Yellow River west to
prepare an attack on the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region.
"Deputy Commander Hu told me," he said, "that he had no
intention of attacking the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region
and that the troops under bis command would take no such
action. I was very happy to hear this, and I believe everyone else
will be happy, too."28 Thus Hu's scheme to attack the region was
made known to the public. On July 12 Mao Zedong wrote for
Liberation Daily an editorial entitled "Some Pointed Questions
for the Kuomintang," bringing to light the KMT's moves to wreck
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uni~Y. and

calling on the people of the whole country to prevent
a civil war. Eventually, the KMrs third anti-Communist onslaught was brought to a halt before it could develop into a
large-scale armed attack.

The Rise of the Patriotic and Democratic Movement
in Areas Ruled by the Kuomintang
Nevertheless, the KMT did not abandon its one-party dictatorship and, indeed, became even more autocratic. After the outbreak of the Pacific war, Chiang Kai-shek was appointed supreme
commander of 'the ground and air forces of the allied armies in
the China theatre (which included Vietnam, Thailand and other
countries). General Joseph W. Stilwell was sent by the United
States to serve as Chiang's chief of staff. After his arrival in
China, Stilwell realized the role the CPC was playing in the war
with Japan and believed that the Kuomintang and the Communist Party should cooperate in the war effort. However, as the
anti-fascist forces worldwide were making good progress, the U.S.
government began considering what was to be done after the war.
In accordance with its overall strategy for the postwar period of
contending for world hegemony and in line with its aim of
replacing Japan as the dominant imperialist power in China, it
adopted new policies towards China. In January 1943 the United
States signed a bilateral treaty with the KMT government abrogating U.S. extraterritorial rights in China, so as to indicate U.S.
support for the KMT government and enhance the latter's international standing. From then on, the United States' China policy
gradually changed from favouring cooperation between the KMT
and the CPC to supporting Chiang and opposing the Communists.
In the autumn of 1944, the U.S. government recalled Stilwell and
sent General Albert C. Wedemeyer to take over. Patrick J. Hurley
was sent to China as a personal envoy of the President and then
was made Ambassador to China. Hurley's mission was to prevent
the KMT government from collapsing and to help Chiang unify
the country. After the shift in United States policy, the KMT
government, feeling secure with U.S. support, became increasing-
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lY corrupt and degenerate and eventually reached a grave c~sis.
The corrupt and reactionary nature of the KMT was manifest
in every aspect of society.
.
.
.
.
politically, the Kuomintang persISted m one-party dictatorship
and strengthened the secret service and the bao-jia syst~m. The
KMT secret agents, ignoring legal procedures, clandestmely arrested many Communists, revolutionary you~g. people and I?atriotic democrats, cruelly torturing them or killing them at will.
The people were deprived of their rights of free speech, assembly
and publication, and not even their lives and property were safe.
A commentary in the American newspaper Evening and Sunday
News said that the Kuomintang, led by Chiang Kai-shek, who
arrogated all power to himself and whose position was. as high ~s
that of emperors in the past, was controlled by Chen Lifu and his
brother Chen Guofu, who believed that the thinking of individuals should be dominated by the state, a view that might well be
regarded as fascist.
Economically, the four families of Chiang Kai-shek, Foreign
Minister T.V. Soong, Finance Minister R.H. Kung and the Chen
brothers, which represented bureaucrat-capitalism in China, controlled the country's main lifelines by taking advantage of the
privileges granted them. By monopolizing banking and commerce, grabbing land, swallowing up factories and mines, controlling transportation and increasing already-exorbitant taxes, they rapidly extended comprador and feudal bureaucratcapitalism and made huge fortunes in the midst of national
calamity. In 1944 the property of T.V. Soong in the United States
alone exceeded U.S.$47 million. The expansion of bureaucratcapitalism greatly worsened the situation in the areas under
Kuomintang rule, where the economy crumbled, prices skyrocketed and the people, living in destitution, boiled with resentment.
But it was in military affairs that the weaknesses of the
Kuomintang were even more evident. In the face of attacks
launched by the Japanese, the KMT army, whose morale was low,
almost lost its capacity to fight. Beginning from April 1944, in
order to open up north-south transportation lines, Japan renewed
its strategic attacks on Henan, Hunan, Guangxi and other prov-
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inces along the Beiping-Hankou, Guangzhou-Hankou and
Hunan-Guangxi railway lines. The Japanese army named these
attacks its No.I Operation. In these engagements, all but a few of
the KMT troops were defeated at the first encounter or fled
without a battle. The KMT armies were utterly routed. During
April and May 1944 Japanese troops attacking Henan occupied
Zhengzhou and Xuchang, opening up the Beiping-Hankou Railway. In June and August those attacking Hunan took Changsha
and Hengyang and then went on to attack Guangxi, seizing
Guilin and Nanning in November. The Japanese pursued the
fleeing KMT troops as far as Dushan County, not far from
Guiyang, capital of Guizhou Province. This posed a grave threat
Lo Chongqing in neighbouring Sichuan Province. The KMT authorities then sent the troops it had stationed in Burma and those
blockading the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border Region to reinforce its army in Guizhou. In early December, Dushan was
recovered, but the Japanese plan to open up land transportation
had been realized. In eight months, the Kuomintang authorities
had lost more than 200,000 square kilometres of land and 146
cities in Hcnan, Hunan, Guangxi, Guangdong and Fujian provinces. Conseq uently, more than 60 million of their countrymen
were subjected to great suffering under the cruel oppression of
Japanese imperialism.
On October 31, 1944, when the KMT had been utterly defeated
on all fronts, some 4,000 men from the 359th Brigade of the
Eighth Route Army, with Wang Zhen as commander and Wang
Shoudao as political commissar, were organized .into a detachment to march south from Yan'an. Their mission was to enter
enemy-occupied territory in Henan, Hubei, Hunan and Guangdong and establish new anti-Japanese base areas there.
The defeat of the Kuomintang troops in Henan, Hunan and
Guangxi, especially when compared to the victories of the AJlies
elsewhere, exposed the corruption and incompetence of the KMT
government and completely discredited it. The defeats at the
front also formed a sharp contrast with the situation in the
enemy's rear. People saw what was happening and drew their own
conclusions: the Kuomintang ruling clique was unable to win the
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W r of Resistance Against Japan; it could neither defend China's
. ;ependence nor promote its economic development. It was o~ly
:. obstacle to progress. This dis~llusionmen~ ~ith the Kuoffil~... a was a major reason for the nse of a patnotic and democratic
ta•ae
d .
movement in the areas un er its contro1.
Another reason was that the Communist Party had united with
the democratic parties and with ~naffiliated_ patriotic ~emocrats
in the struggle against the Kuomintang. Dunn? the penod of the
second anti-Communist onslaught, the KMT d1ehards persecuted
not only Communists but also non-Communist patriots. ~a. Yinchu a well-known economist, was arrested and sent to Jatl for
reb~king the wealthy families for their control of capital. The
KMT authorities also cancelled the membership in the People's
Political Council of Shen Junru, Zhang Bojun, Shi Liang and
other prominent democrats. The contradictions between the
middle-of-the-roaders and the Kuomintang ruling clique became
increasingly acute. More and more middle-of-the-roaders began
to understand the CPC's policies and to voice their support for
the Party. After the Southern Anhui Incident, the high-handed
Policies of the Kuomintang diehards, instead of estranging the
great number of middle-of-the-roaders from the Communist Party, drew them closer. In the struggle to save the nation, the CPC
fought alongside these people through thick and thin. On March
19, 1941, the China Federation of Democratic Political Groups,
whose social base was the middle bourgeoisie and the upper petty
bourgeoisie, was founded in Chongqing. Because the KMT authorities created various difficulties for the Federation, it was
unable to function openly in Chongqing and had to send some of
its members to work in Hong Kong, where they received support
from the local CPC office affiliated with the Southern Bureau of
the Central Committee. On September 18 the Federation started
publishing its official newspaper, the Guangming News. On October IO it published a summary of its views on the current
situation and a declaration of the establishment of the Federation.
In these articles it maintained that the KMT government should
resolutely resist Japan, strengthen unity, put an end to one-party
rule, introduce a constitutional system, practise democracy and
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guarantee the people's democratic freedoms. The cooperative
relationship between the Communist Party and the democratic
parties was further strengthened as they struggled side by side.
In the first half of 1944, the struggle for democracy in the areas
under Kuomintang control became unprecedentedly dynamic.
During January and February of that year Huang Yanpei, a
well-known figure in industrial and commercial circles, convened
in Chongqing a forum on democratic constitutional government.
He advanced ten proposals, including that a provisional constitution be adopted, that the freedom of the people be respected, that
politics be renewed, that corrupt practices be abolished and that
the people be mobilized and supplied with arms. These proposals
evoked a positive response from people of all walks of life. The
CPC Central Committee decided to participate in the movement
for constitutional government and asked Party members to unite
with all democrats so as to defeat the Japanese aggression and
establish a democratic state. In May of the same year, the China
Federation of Democratic Political Groups published another
statement on the current situation, denouncing the Kuomintang
for eliminating dissidents and for refusing to carry out democratic reform. ln September the Federation was renamed the China
Democratic League and admitted many people who had no party
affiliations. In the meantime, a group of writers and artists set
forth three objectives for their colleagues, namely, to resist Japan,
to unite and to advocate democracy. More than fifty writers and
other intellectuals, including Zhang Shenfu and Cao Yu, held
a meeting demanding freedom of speech and publication. In
Guangxi, Liu Yazi, Li Jishen and other enlightened members of
the Kuomintang established the Anti-Japanese Association of
Cultural Circles in Guilin, calling upon the KMT to mobilize the
masses, resist the Japanese and uproot defeatism.

A Proposal for the Establishment of
a Democratic Coalition Government
To persevere in the anti-Japanese war being waged by the
entire nation, the CPC Central Committee decided to renew
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tiations with the Kuomintang. Starting on May 4, 1944, Lin

=-~. the Central Committee's representativ~, held several ta~s
"th Zhang Zhizhong and other representatlves of the KMT in
wX~' and Chongqing. The Communist Party demanded that
i an
· ·
f h
·
the Kuomintang acknowledge the democratic nghts o t ~ antiJapanese base areas, enlarge the armies led by the CPC •. give t~e
people democracy and freedom ~nd g_ran~ ~he democrau~ parties
I al status. Owing to the KMT s unJUStiflable obstructions, the
t~~ks came to nothing. As the failed tal~s ~oin~ide~ with the
KMT's crushing military defeat, popular md1gnation 1.ncreased.
The withdrawal and defeat of the KMT troops, which .started
in Henan and Hunan provinces, fully revealed the corruption and
incompetence of the Kuomintang government. People of all persuasions including many middle-of-the-roaders, demanded that
to incre~se unity in the fight against Japan, the KMT's one-party
dictatorship be abolished and democratic politics intro~uced.
This was something new. On September 15, 1944,_at a_meetm~ of
the People's Political Council, Lin Boqu, following instructions
from the CPC Central Committee, submitted a formal proposal
for the establishment of a democratic coalition government:
"We hope that the Kuomintang will inu1:1ediately end the
domination of a single party and that the National Gover~ent
will call a conference on state affairs, in which represeptatives ~f
all parties, anti-Japanese armies, local governments. and peoples
organizations will participate, to discuss the estabhshment o~ a
coalition government to be formed by all anti-Jap~nes~ pa~t~es.
The new government, by claiming the world's attention, mspmng
the people of the whole country and raising the mor~le of ~he
army at the front, will help strengthen national un.ity, bnng
together all talented people and concentrate all the anti~Japanese
forces. Thus, in coordination with the counteroffensive to be
launched by the Allied armies, we shall be ab~e to defea~ the
Japanese aggressors."29 Lin's speech to the Council was pu_blish~d
in full in New China Daily. Afterwards, the CPC submitted m
written form the proposal for the establishment of a democrati~
coalition government. On October 10 in Yan'an, Zhou Enlai
delivered a speech explaining the specific steps and methods for
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carrying it out.
This proposal produced strong repercussions at home and
abroad. The Japanese army was continuing to attack Guangxi
from Hunan. The question of uniting the country to check the
enemy attack assumed the greatest urgency and was of concern
to everyone. During September and October 1944 the democratic
movement in the Kuomi~t~g-controlled areas expanded day by
day. More than 500 patnotic democrats from various circles in
Chongqing, !ncludi~g Zhang Lan, Shen Junru and Feng Yuxiang,
held a meetmg callmg for democracy and the termjnation of the
KM~'s one-party dictatorship. Dong Biwu also attended the
m_eetmg. Seventy-two prominent people, including Soong Ching
Lmg, Guo ~o!u~ and Z~ang Lan, sponsored a memorial meeting
for the pa~notic Journalist Zou Taofen, who, being persecuted by
the Kuommtang, bad died in exile the previous summer. (According to ?ou's wish~ unrealized during his lifetime, the CPC Central
Comnuttee admitted him posthumously as a Party member.)
Seve~al thous~nd people from all walks of life attending the
meeting unammously denounced the Kuomintang for trampling
o~ de~ocracy and persecuting patriots and declared their deternunation to struggle against its fascist regime. More than 2 000
people from five universities including West China Union Univ~rsity and Jinling University and twelve learned societies in the
city of Chengdu, Sichuan, held a symposium on state affairs and
demanded that the !<-uomintang government and its supreme
comm.and be reorganized and a democratic coalition government
e.stablished. On <?ctober 10 ~he China Democratic League published a. declara_t1on o~ the frnal stage of the anti-Japanese war,
dema~dmg the 1mmed1ate abolition of the one-party system, the
establi.sJ:iment of a multiparty coalition regime and the institution
of pohtlcal democracy. Under the influence of the Communist
P~rty, the progressive forces were uniting more closely, and the
m~ddle-of-the-roaders were becoming politically active and inclmed towards progressive views. The patriotic and democratic
movement in th~ ~reas ll?.der K~om.intang rule was increasingly
focused on a def1rute political obJect1ve - the establishment of a
coalition government.
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Taking a flexible approach to negotiations, the CPC also
waged a determined struggle against the U.S. policy of supporting Chiang and opposing the Communists. When Hurley first
came to Chirta, the U.S. government tried to prevent the KMT
government from collapsing. Realizing that the CPC had become
the most dynamic force in China, while the Kuomintang and the
National Government were falling apart day by day, it asked
Hurley to mediate between the two parties. It also understood
that the Communist Party led an army of high combat effectiveness and that, since the KMT government was corrupt, if a civil
war with the Communists broke out before the Japanese were
defeated, the Kuomintang would face the danger of dissolution.
The United States therefore hoped that Chiang Kai-shek would
allow a little democracy so as to induce the Communist Party to
hand over its army to the Kuomintang. It believed that if the CPC
did so, when the anti-Japanese war was over Chiang's dominant
position could be stabilized. In the meantime, the United States
could avoid conflict with the Soviet Union on the China question.
On November 7, 1944, Hurley flew to Yan'an, where he indicated
his consent to the CPC's proposal to abolish the one-party dictatorship of the Kuomintang and to form a democratic coalition
government. After three days of negotiations, Hurley and the
CPC leaders drew up a draft agreement between the National
Government and the Kuomintang on the one hand and the
Communist Party of China on the other. However, the agreement
was rejected by Chiang Kai-shek, and Hurley himself later abandoned his endorsement of a democratic coalition government. In
the various contacts and negotiations between the KMT and the
CPC, Hurley's position was that a measure of democracy could
be permitted only after the CPC had turned its troops over to the
KMT. On April 2, 1945, when this political manoeuvring had
failed, Hurley announced that the U.S. government would coop~
erate only with the KMT, not with the CPC.
Now that the U.S. policy of supporting Chiang and opposing
the Communists was openly avowed, the reactionary KMT government became even more arrogant, and the likelihood of civil
war in China increased. From May 5 to 21, 1945, the 'Kuomintang
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held its 6th National Congress. At this congress, the KMT refused
to form a democratic coalition government and decided to persist
in its dictatorship and prepare for civil war.
Neither the machinations of the U.S. imperialists nor the
threats and deceit of Chiang Kai-shek could halt the advance of
the C:hines~ people in their drive for independence, democracy
and liberation. However, they foreboded another long and bitter
struggle to be waged after the victory over Japan.
I

I
VIII. THE RECTIFICATION MOVEMENT
In the spring of 1942, the Communist Party of China launched
a rectification movement throughout the Party. Its purpose was
to combat s.ubjectivism in order to rectify the style of study to
combat sectarianism in order to rectify the style in Party relati~ns
an~ .to combat Party stereotypes in order to rcctify the style of
wntrng. The movement not only added an important page to the
annals of the CPC but was also an innovation in the international
communist movement.
Why did the Party need a rectification movement? Because it
had to adapt to the actual situation in which it was leading the
Chinese revolu tion forward. The movement was initiated against
a specific historical background.
The Communist Party had existed for more than twenty years.
During those years, the Chinese revolution had not only won
tremendous victories but also suffered grave setbacks; thus, the
Party had ample experience of both success and failure. The
dogmatist errors made by Wang Ming and his faction had been
the most damaging. From the Zunyi Meeting in 1935 to the 6th
Plenary Session of the 6th Central Committee of the CPC in 1938
the Party criticized and corrected the "Left" mistakes Wang had
made during the later stage of the Agrarian Revolutionary War
and the Right-deviationist mistakes he had made in the initial
period of the anti-Japanese war. However, the Party had not had
time for the entire membership to make a systematic review of
its historical experience and, in particular, it had not thoroughly
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sed the kinds of thinking that were at the root of the "Lef~"
an~lyRight mistakes of the past. Accordingl;, t~e~e ~ere still
a~ erences of opinion with regard to the Party s gu_1dmg ideology,
difid h e continued to be damaging to the revolutionary cause at
antes
.
.
certain times and places and in certain respects.
If a mistake were not truly recognized as such, it ~?uld
· bly be repeated in various forms under other
inev1ta
. conditions.
The CPC Central Committee therefo_re .deemed it neces~ary to
conduct a rectification movement within the Party, usmg the
correct stand, viewpoint and method to overcome erroneoll:s ~nes.
At the same time, the Party was in the m~d.st o~ the most d1ff1cult
pen'od of the War of Resistance.
. A rectification
.
.movement
. l
. wasd
also indispensable to achieve ideological ~nd. pollt~ca unity an
ensure that the Party acted in unison to wm fmal victory over the
Japanese.
.
In 1938 the 6th Plenary Session of the 6th Cent~al C~mnnttee of the CPC helped correct the Party's ideol~g1cal _lm~, by
setting the task of "applying Marxism concretely m China. In
May 1941 at a cadres' meeting in Yan'~n, ~ao Zedo~g ~ade
a report entitled "Reform Our Study," m which. he said, The
twenty years of the Communist Party of Chm~ have . ~n
twenty years in which the universal truth .of Marx1sm-Lerumsm
has become more and more integrated w~t~ _the ~on~r~te practice of the Chinese revolution." 30 He cntic1zed mc1.~1vel~ ~he
"subjectivist style" of some Party members who were unwilling
to carry on systematic and thorough investigation and study ~f
the specific conditions ... and issue orders on no oth~r basis
than their scanty knowledge and 'It must be so because it seems
so to me."'31 He proposed that the Party should reform the
method and the system of study. From September 10 to Oct?ber
22, 1941, the Political Bureau of the CPC Cent.ral ~omm1ttee
held an enlarged meeting to study the Party s history. a?d
summarize its experience, so that the members co~ld dist~n
guish between right and wrong political line~ ~nd .achieve umty
of understanding. Thus, conditions .for a recttficat1on movement
were gradually growing ripe.
.
_
The Party-wide rectification movement was launched in Feb
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ruary 1942, when Mao Zedong gave two speeches, "Rectify the
Party's Style of Work" and "Oppose Stereotyped Party Writing."
The Central Committee set up a general study committee under
Mao's direction to provide guidance for the movement. The
movement had five stages: understanding the importance of the
movement, examining the style of study, examining the Party's
style of work, examining the style of writing and reviewing the
Party's historical experience. This was a Marxist-Leninist educational movement throughout the Party - in other words, a
movement in which the Party's style of work was brought into
line with the guiding principles of Marxism-Leninism.
The most important task of the rectification was to combat
subjectivism.
Historically, subjectivism had dominated the Party for quite a
long time. The Right and "Left" opportunist mistakes that had
been repeatedly made all stemmed from subjectivism, which
separated theory from practice and failed to conform subjective
thinking to objective reality. The leading cadres who had made
such mistakes did not truly understand the reality but tried to
find solutions to problems in books, in their subjective wishes or
in the experience of other countries. As a result, the Party had
been seriously damaged and the Chinese revolution had almost
collapsed. Since for a long time the ideological roots of these
mistakes had not been recognized, the mistakes had been frequent. After the Zunyi Meeting, however, the CPC Central
Committee represented by Mao Zedong, acting firmly but flexibly in accordance with objective reality, formulated and put into
practice lines, principles and policies suitable to the actual conditions. It soon enabled the Chinese revolution to enter a new phase.
These facts ·showed that it was a matter of life and death for the
Party to correct the subjectivism that dominated its guiding
ideology.
In his report "Reform Our Study," Mao Zedong emphasized in
particular the importance of "seeking truth from facts." He
explained what this meant:
"Facts" are all the things that exist objectively, "truth" means
their internal relations, that is, the laws governing them, and "to
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ek" means to study .... And in order to do that we ~ust rely not
se b·ective imagination, not on momentary enthusiasm, not on
~e~~; books, but on facts that exis~ objectively; we must_ a~pro
. te the material in detail and, guided by the general pnnc1ples
·
f rom it.
· 32 I n his
pna
f Marxism-Leninism, draw correct conclusions
0
h "Rectify the Party's Style of Work," Mao called upon all
speec
. Le . . t d
p ty members "to learn how to apply the Marxist- mmst s an ,
~~point and method in the serious study of China's history, and
~}eChina's economics, politics, military affairs and culture, ~nd
to analyse every problem concretely on the basis of detailed
. 1 cone1usions.
.
"33
material and then draw theoreuca
.
According to Mao, stereotyped Party writing was an exp~ess10n
of subjectivism. If H was not corre~t~d, no v~orous revolutionary
thinking could be inspired, the spmt of se~ki~g truth from f~cts
could not prevail and subjectivism could still f1~d a. p~ace ~o hide.
Therefore if the Party wanted to root out subJecuv1sm, it must
'
..
also put an end to stereotyped Party wntmg.
Another major task in the rectification movement was to
combat sectarianism.
To achieve unity in the Party, unity of thinking alone was not
enough; it had to .be guaranteed by unity of organization. ~en
subjectivist thinking had been domina~t ~ the Party, s~ct~1an
ism had inevitably been practised orgaruzat1onally, and dissidents
who persisted in proceeding from reality had been attac~ed. After
the Zunyi Meeting, sectarianism was no longe~ doi:imant, but
remnants of it still existed and found express10n m both the
Party's internal and external relations. . .
.
.
The remnants of inner-Party sectanarusm appeared ~n vanous forms such as the "mountain-stronghold" mentality and
disunity.34'in his speech "Rectify the Party's Style of Work," Mao
Zedong first criticized the assertion of "independence," because
it was most harmful to the revolution:
Some comrades, see only the interests of the part and not the
whole; they always put undue stre~s on that part of ~he work for
which they themselves are responsible and. always wish to _subordinate the interests of the whole to the mterests of theu own
part.... We should encourage comrades to take the interests of the
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whole into account. Every Party member, every branch of work
every statement and ~v~ry action mu_st proceed from the interest~
of. th~ whole Party; 1t is absolutely impermissible to violate this
pnnc1ple. Those who assert this kind of "independence" are
usually wedded to the doctrine of "me first" .... Although in words
t~ey profess respect for the Party, in practice they put themselves
f ust and the Party second .... Whenever they are put in charge of
a_ branch of work, they assert their "independence." With this
aun, .they draw some people in, push others out and resort to
?oastmg, flattery and touting among the comrades, thus impor tmg the v.ulgar style of the bourgeois political parties into the
Commumst Party. It is their dishonesty that causes them to come
~o grief. Mao was unequivocal in his condemnation of sectarianism: "We must build a centralized, unified Party," he said, "and
make a clean sweep of all unprincipled factional struggles. We
must combat individualism and sectarianism so as to enable
our whole Party to march in step and fight for one common
goaI."35
. Sectarianism still manifested itself in the Party's external relations also. Some leading Party members had no respect for
~on-Party ~?ple an~ refused to cooperate with them, showing a
closed-door mentality that had emerged during the time when
"Left" opportunism was dominant. In his "Speech at the Assembly _of ..~epresentatives of the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Border
Region m 1~41, M~o Zedong stressed that the Communist Party
should work m the interests not of just one section of society but
of all ~h~ people. "Chinese society," he said, "is small at both ends
and big m the middle; that is, the proletariat at one end and the
landlord class and big bourgeoisie at the other each constitute
only_ a small minority, while the great majority of the people
consists of the peasants, the urban petty bourgeoisie and the other
inte~medi~te classes." It was therefore essential, he said, to give
consideration to the interests of these classes. Mao held that Party
members should pay careful attention to the opinions of nonParty people:
"<?ommunists must listen attentively to the views of people
outside the Party and let them have their say. If what they say is
I

I
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· ht we ought to welcome it, and we should learn from their

r;~ong points; if it is wrong, we should let them finish what they
~re saying and then patiently explain things to them. ~ Communist must never be opinionated or domineeri~g, or t.hink that he
is good in everything while others are good m nothmg; he must

never shut himself up in his little room, or brag and boast and
lord it over others ... Affairs of state, are the public affairs of the
whole nation and not the private affairs of a single party or group.
Hence Communists have the duty to cooperate democratically
with non-Party people and have no right to exclude them and
monopolize everything. The Communist Party is a political pa~ty
which works in the interests of the nation and people and which
has absolutely no private ends to pursue. It should be supervised
by the people and must never go against their will. Its members
should be among the people and with them and must not set
themselves above them."36
In the rectification movement, the Central Committee paid
great attention to strengthening the Party ideologically, especially through ideological and political education of the members.
Among others, Chen Yun's How to Be a Communist Party Member and Liu Shaoqi's How to Be a Good Communist were regarded
as important documents for study. They did much to heighten the
members' Party spirit.
The policy of the rectification movement was, as Mao put it,
to "learn from past mistakes to avoid future ones" and to "cure
the sickness to save the patient."37 This was in sharp contrast to
the policy of "ruthless struggle" and "merciless blows" pursued
by the leaders who had made "Left" mistakes.38 The rectification
began with a serious study of relevant documents, followed by
criticism and self-criticism. By examining their own thinking,
work, past records and the work in their areas or dcpart!11ents,
Party members were expected to ascertain under what circumstances and for what reasons they had made mistakes and what
the nature of those mistakes was. Thus they gradually achieved
unity of understanding and learned how to correct their mistakes.
In this process, particular emphasis was laid on self-criticism.
In May 1942, the CPC Central Committee held the Yan'an
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forum on Literature and Art. Speaking at this forum, Mao
Zedong declared that the basic function of revolutionary literature and art was to serve the masses and, first of all, the workers
peasants and soldiers. He clarified many hotly debated questions'
emphasizing that revolutionary literary and art workers had t~
understand clearly the problem of class stand and to adopt the
correct attitude toward three different groups: the enemy the
Party's allies in the united front and the masses. After the fo~um
writers and artists too began to study as part of the rectificatio~
movement.
In March of 1943, the Political Bureau of the CPC Central
~om:"1ittee adopted a "Decision on the Readjustment and Simpliflcauon of the Central Organs." Mao Zedong was elected chai rman of the Political Bureau and of the Secretariat of the Central
Committee.
In the rectification movement, the Party's senior cadres reviewed and summed up the Party's experience. The Central
~o~ttee held many forums to discuss the Party's history,
rncludrng forums on the experience of Party organizations in the
Hunan-Hubei-Jiangxi, Hunan-Jiangxi, Hubei-Henan-Anhui and
fujian-Guangdong border regions, and in the northeastern Jiangxi, western Fujian and Chaozhou-Meixian areas. There were also
forums on the experience of the Seventh Army of the Red Army
and the Fifth Army Group of the Red Army and of Party
organizations in north China. All these forums helped the cadres
to understand through their own experience which Party lines
had been right and which wrong and to deepen their understanding of Marxism. In July 1942 Zhu De wrote: "Our Party has
accumulated rich experience in struggle, correctly understood
Marxist-Leninist theory and established in practice a Chinese
theory of Marxism-Leninism to guide the Chinese revolution."39
On July 8, 1943, in his article "The Communist Party of China
and the Chinese Nation's Road to Liberation," published by
Liberation Daily, Wang Jiaxiang presented for the first time the
concept of "Mao Zedong Thought," which found wide acceptance
in the Party. On April 20, 1945, after a thorough review of the
Party's experience, the 7th Plenary Session of the 6th Central
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C JDittee of the CPC adopted the "Resolution on Certain Qu~
_oms i·n the History of Our Party." The conclusions set forth m
uon
. Party membership,
· especia
· 11Y
this resolution helped the entire
· r cadres reach a common understanding, on the basis of
0
seru
'
.
d.
h
Marxism-Leninism, of the fundamental qu~st1ons regar m_g t e
Chinese democratic revolution. The resolution stat~ th~t if the
party hoped to win greater victories, it mu~t take a~ i~s gm~e Mao
Zedong Thought, which integrated Marx1sm-Lemrusm with the
practice of the Chinese revolution. This meant that tlie Communist Party of China had truly chosen the correct course of
remaining independent and of making the fundamental tenets of
Marxism-Leninism applicable to the situation in China: The
resolution laid an ideological foundation for the convocation of
the 7th Party Congress and advanced the cause of the C~ese
revolution. It marked the successful conclusion of the rectification movement.
Between early September and the beginning of December 1943,
when the rectification movement was in its later stage, the CPC
Central Committee, wishing to analyse the Party's exper~ence,
called three successive meetings of the Political Bureau to dIScuss
the "Left" mistakes Wang Ming had made during the Agrarian
Revolutionary War and the Right mistakes he had made at the
beginning of the War of Resistance Against Japan. At these
meetings, many comrades criticized Wang's mista~es and ~o~e
criticized themselves. Mao Zedong stressed that m exammmg
Wang's mistakes, Party members should take a historical vi~w,
proceed from reality, make self-criticisms and ensure the umty.
He said- they should refrain from employing wrong meth~ds of
struggle that had been used in the past, "learn from past m1s_take~
to avoid future ones" and "cure the sickness to save the patient.
Wang Ming pleaded illness and did not attend the. meetings. The
Party leaders made painstaking efforts to help him understand
his mistakes. Mao Zedong called on him several times and sent
people to listen to his views. Zhou Enlai also visited ~iin and_ had
a heart-to-heart talk with him. As a result, Wang Mmg admitted
his mistakes and wrote to the Central Committee stating that he
fully agreed with the judgments expressed in the "Resolution on
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Certain questions in ~he History of Our Party." At Mao's urging,
Wang Mmg was agam elected to the Central Committee at the
7th Party Congress.
For a short tjme during the rectification movement in Yan'an
a mistaken campaign was conducted. On April 3, 1943, the CPC
Central Committee issued a "Decision on Continuing the Recti·
fication Movement," stating that in the process of rectifying the
Party's style of work, an in-depth investigation should be made
into the backgrounds of all Party cadres. In the decision the
Central Committee overestimated the number of counterrevolutio~aries hiding in the Par ty. On July 15 Kang Sheng, the
deputy director of the General Study Committee and director of
the Social Department of the Central Committee, made a report
at a cadres' meeting in Yan'an, entitled "Redeem Those Who
Have Made Mistakes." This report set off a so-called redemption
campaign in which confessions were obtained by coercion and
then given credence. For ten or fifteen days, a great number of
people were fal sely accused and unjustly dealt with. This mistake
should never have been made in the rectification movement. But
since the anti-Japanese base areas were cut off from the outside
~orld , it was difficult to investigate the cadres' backgrounds and,
m fact , no real effort was made to do so. The result was that in
eliminating counter-revolutionaries, some leading cadres failed to
recognize the real number of counter-revolutionaries hiding in
the Party, to proceed from the specific conditions in each unit, to
seek truth from facts and to deal differently with different cases.
Still, because the Central Committee soon put a stop to the
"redemption" campaign, it was only a minor aspect of the rectification movement as a whole. It cannot be cited to negate the
tremendous achievements of that movement.
Above all, the rectification movement had generated a great
debate both inside and outside the Party on some major questions.
These included how to apply the principles of Marxism-Leninism
by proceeding from reality instead of taking a dogmatic approach ; how to relate the fundamental tenets of MarxismLeninism to the realities of the Chinese revolution and how to
understand the two-line struggle that had taken place in the Par ty
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. the early 1930s. This debate had .strengthened the positions of
M
xism-Leninism inside and outside the Party. Moreover, the

r~~ication movement had greatly raised the ideological level of
the cadres and enabled the Party to become more mature a~d ~o

achieve unprecedented unity. It was therefore of profound s1gmficance.

IX. THE 7TH NATIONAL PARTY CONGRESS
AND THE CHINESE VICTORY IN THE WAR
OF RESISTANCE AGAINST JAPAN
As victory in the war with Japan drew near, the Chinese people
were presented with a choice between two different visio':ls of the
postwar future, one bright, the other dark. The. Commumst Party
was proposing the establishment of a new Chma that would~·
in the words of Mao Zedong, "independent, free, democratic,
united, prosperous and powerful."40 The Chiang K~i-shek clique,
on the other hand, was insisting on the perpetuatioi:i of the old
China - semi-feudal, semi-colonial, ruled by the big landlords
and the big bourgeoisie, a China in which the people would
remain sunk in poverty, Communists would be ~rsecuted and
the nation would be split. In view of these alternatives, the CPC
believed it was its duty to lead the people toward the future that
offered hope.

The 7th National Congress of the Communist Party of China
The 7th National Congress of the Party was held in Yan'an
from April 23 to June 11, 1945. Five hundred and forty-seven
regular delegates and 208 non-voting delegates attended the congress, representing 1.21 million Party ~embers. Sevent~en years
had passed since the 6th Party Congress m 1928. ACC?rdmgly, the
7th Party Congress had both to review the expenence of the
revolution and to prepare for victory in the war with Japan. Mao
Zedong made a political report entitled "On Coalition Govern-
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ment," Liu Shaoqi made a "Report on the Revision of the Party
Constitution," Zhu De made a military report entitled "The
Battlefront in the Liberated Areas," and Zhou Enlai delivered an
important speech entitled "On the United Front." Ren Bishi
'
Chen Yun and others also spoke.
By the time the 7th Party Congress was convened, the Communist International had been dissolved for two years. For tbe
Chifl:cse Pa~ty the congress was an opportunity to put an end to
the 1~eologic~l. trend, represented by Wang Ming, of making
Marx1sm-Lemmsm a dogma and worshiping the Soviet experienc~ and the resolutions of the Comintern. It was also an opportunity for the Party to solve independently the problems of tbe
Chinese revolution in the light of Chinese conditions.
The congress's keynote was unity for victory. Its three major
achievements were as follows.
1. The congress reviewed the experience gained over the 24
years during wh.ich the democratic revolution, led by the CPC,
bad been foll?wmg a tortuous course, and especially the experience of the e1ght years of the War of Resistance. Then, on the
basis of that review, it worked out a strategy for defeating the
Japanese aggressors and a programme for building a new China.
The congress declared that at a time when victory in the War
of Resistance Against Japan was at hand, the task for the Party
was to boldly mobilize the masses, expand the people's forces and
lead them to victory over the Japanese aggressors, liberate all the
people of China and establish a new China that would be independent, free, democratic, united, prosperous and powerful. The
new China could not,.a~d should not, be a country of the old type,
ruled by the bourgeome. Nevertheless, it could not be made into
a socialist c?untr.y all at once. It should be a country governed by
a democratic alliance of all revolutionary classes, based on the
united front of the overwhelming majority of the people and
under the leadership of the working class - that is, a newdemocratic country.
To build such a country, the congress again called for the
aboliti~n of the Kuomintang's one-party dictatorship and the
formation of a democratic coalition government. It also expound-
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ed in detail the political, ec~momic and ~ultural program~es to
be carried out. Howev~r, ~m~e t~e polic~ of the Kuomrntang
ruling clique was to mamtam its dictatorship, betray the count!Y
and launch civil war, the congress decl~r~ that the Party, while
striving for the establishment of a coalition gover~~ent, should
prepare for another eventuality: the outbreak of civil war. I_f the
KMT waged a civil war, the people would respon~ by wagm~ a
revolutionary war to overthrow the reactionary regime and bmld
a new China. .
.
.
.
2. The congress criticized certain wrong ideological trends m
the Party and enunciated the major elements of the Party's fi_ne
traditions and style of work, enabling all Party members to unify
their thinking on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought.
.
.
The proceedings of the congress were highly democratic. In
discussing the various reports and speeches, many delegates,
speaking their minds freely, analysed the mistakes made by
certain Party members in the past, especially the "Left" adventurist mistakes made by Wang Ming and his followers during the
Agrarian Revolutionary War. Many delegates, starting from the
desire for unity, criticized those who had made mistakes, and
most of the persons criticized made self-criticisms as well. By
sum.ming up the experience and lessons of the past, the Party
strengthened its unity based on the programme adopted at the 7th
Congress.
The congress noted that most Pary members were working
in the countryside and came from families of peasants or petty
bourgeois. However, the nature of the Party was not defined
by the family background of its members. Rather, it was
defined by its political struggle, its inner-Party activities, its
ideological education it provided and its ideological and political leadership. The congress defined the Party's excellent style
of work, which had developed over the course of its long
struggles, a style of work which, as Mao Zedong put it,
"essentially entails integrating theory with practice, forging
close links with the masses and practising self-criticism." 41 This
was the hallmark distinguishing the Communist Party from
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o.ther political pa;tie~, and it ensured the smooth implementation of the Party s bnes and policies.
The Party Constitution adopted at the congress stipulated th
the CPC sho~ld take as the guide for all its work Mao Zedo:t
Thou~ht, ~bich was the. integration of Marxist and Leninis~
theones with the revoluti?nary practice of China, and that it
should correct any dogmatic or empirical mistakes. The congress
stat~d that ~ao Zedong Thought provided a solid theoretical
ba~1s .on which all Party members could achieve unity in their
thmkmg and in their action.
~he c~n.gress especially emphasized that the mass line was the
basic political and organizational line of the Party. Party members mu~t serve the Chinese people heart and soul and oppose an
tendencies .to enforce. unquestioning obedience to authority, b~
bureaucratic or act ~ke warlords, which would alienate them
from the .masses. I~ mt~rnal affairs, the Party should adhere to
~emocrattc centralism, mtegrating strict centralism with extensive dem?cracy; by the same token, Party members should integrate a. high sens~?~ o~ganization and discipline with individual
enthusiasm and rmtiative. This would guarantee that the Party
could carry out its political tasks and take concerted action in its
struggle.
3. The cong:ess selected a new Central Committee with Mao
Zedo~g as chairman, enabling the Party to achieve unprecedented umty.
Forty-four ~embers and 33 alternates were elected to the
C~nt~al Committee at the congress. In the election process three
prmc1ples were followed:
. -:- .Persons who had gone astray would not be considered
mehg1~le, so long as they recognized their mistakes and were
determined to correct them.
- Since ~he revo~utionary forces had long been scattered in
the countryside, fac~1ons had inevitably formed. They should be
a~knowledged and given proper consideration, while at the same
time they shou.ld b~ weakened until they were eradicated. Howe~cr, outstanding figures from various localities and different
fields of work should be elected to the Central Committee.
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_ Not every member of the Central Committee need be
tile but the Committee as a whole should be composed of
'/CfSa
'
.
persons having
a wide _sp~ctrum of knowledge and a b"li
1 ues.
following these prmciples, the congress formed a Central
eommittee of unprecedented prestig~ and unity, ~ith outs~and~g
members bringing to it a great variety ?~ expenence gamed m
different positions and in different locallties. On June 19, at the
1st Plenary Session of the 7th Central Committee of_t~e CPC'.13
Central Committee members were elected to the declSlon-makmg
Political Bureau; Mao Zedong, Zhu De, Liu Shaoqi, Zhou Enlai
and Ren Bishi were elected to the Secretariat, which was in charge
of the day-to-day work of the Central Committee; and Mao
Zedong was elected chairman of the Central Committee.
The 7th Party Congress was the last one held during the period
of the democratic revolution and the most important. It went
down in the annals of the CPC as a congress of victory, a congress
of unity. From that time on, the Party, rallying closely arou~d
the Central Committee beaded by Mao Zedong, threw all its
energy into gaining a final victory in the War of Resistan~e
Against Japan and a nationwide victory in the new-democratic
revolution.

The Final Victory in the War of Resistance Against Japan
After mounting offensive operations against the Japanese
troops in the summer of 1945, the Eighth Route Army and ~he
New Fourth Army tightened their encirclement of the occupied
places. Many scattered Liberated Areas were linked up, which
enabled the people's armed forces to take the initiative militarily.
Gradually, they turned guerrilla warfare into mobile warfare,
creating the conditions necessary for a full-scale counteroffensive.
On July 26, 1945, the United States, Britain and China issued
the Potsdam Declaration, an ultimatum to Japan to surrender
unconditionally. On August 8 the Soviet Union declared war on
Japan. The participation of the Soviet army dealt a heavy blow
to the Japanese troops entrenched in northeast China, thus hastening the end of the war. At this point the anti-Japanese forces
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in China entered a period of full-scale counteroffensive.
At the time, the main formations of the Kuomintang army
were in the western part of the country, while most of the cities,
towns, communication lines and the coastal areas occupied by the
Japanese troops were in the East, surrounded by base areas under
the leadership of the Communist Party. The task of launching a
full-scale counteroffensive was therefore carried out mainly by
the people's armed forces in the base areas. On August 9, 1945,
Mao Zedong made a statement entitled "The Last Round with the
Japanese Invaders." On orders from the Yan'an headquarters, the
people's armed forces in the anti-Japanese base areas launched a
major counteroffensive against both the Japanese and puppet
troops.
On August 14 the Japanese government sent a note to the
governments of the United States, Britain, the Soviet Union and
China, expressing acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration. The
next day Emperor Hirohito publicly announced Japan's unconditional surrender. On August 16 the Japanese supreme headquarters ordered its troops to "cease military operations," but at the
same time it ordered them to "carry out military operations in
self-defence when they had no alternative." Thus, although the
Japanese troops had officially surrendered, they had not laid
down their arms. Consequently, the armed forces under the
leadership of the CPC continued their counteroffensive, which
had begun on August 11. Jn the course of these operations, the
Eighth Route Army, the New Fourth Army and the other peo·
ple's armed forces liberated 150 cities and counties.
On September 2 the Japanese representatives signed the act of
capitulation. The I .28 million Japanese troops in China surrendered. This brought to an end the War of Resistance Against
Japan and also the Second World War.
The War of Resistance had been won through bitter fighting
and at an extremely high price paid by the people of all nationalities in China. The number of Chinese soldiers and civilians
killed and wounded during the war came to more than 21 million,
property losses were estimated at U.S.$60 billion and the expense
of the war at U.S.$40 billion.
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nist party and the Kuomintang as the two major political forces.
The Communist Party's influence on the social and political life
of the country was much greater than it had been before the war.
In the War of Resistance, Mao Zedong Thought, the integration of Marxism-Leninism with the revolutionary practice of
China, came to maturity, and the Communist Party gained a
better grasp of the laws of development of China's democratic
revolution and was able to solve correctly the many complex
problems it entailed. Before the War of Resistance, the Party had
already been through two revolutionary civil wars and had had
the experience of a number of successes and of two major failures
(in 1927 and 1934). Those two failures were due mainly to the
immaturity and weaknesses of the Party, but also in part to wrong
guidance from the Communist International. Indeed, the Comintern had a positive influence on the CPC and the Chinese revolution, but many of the principles it urged upon the Party were
divorced from the realities of China and proved to be wrong.
Practice showed that only the Chinese themselves had a correct
understanding of the objective world of China. During the War
of Resistance Against Japan, the CPC managed politically and
ideologically to break away from the old, inappropriate formulas
and shake off the yoke of dogmatism, maintaining its independence in the face of advice from other countries and instructions
from the Comintern. As a result, it was able to sum up its own
historical experience in a scientific way and to make thorough
investigations into the actual conditions in China. Adhering to
the principles of integrating Marxism-Leninism with the revolutionary practice of China, seeking truth from facts and following
the mass line, the Party skillfully wielded two cardinal weapons:
the united front and armed struggle. Thus it guaranteed that the
leadership remained in the bands of Marxists. Events have shown
that even when an objective opportunity arises, if it is not seized
by a politically mature party, the expected revolutionary goal will
not be reached. Thanks to the greater maturity of the Communist
Party, the lines, principles and policies it established during the
War of Resistance Against Japan conformed to China's realities.
As a result, it was able to lead the Chinese people to victory in
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thhe. war and to l~y a solid foundation for later development of th
e
C rnese revolution.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE STRUGGLE FOR NATIONWIDE
VICTORY IN THE DEMOCRATIC
REVOLUTION
I. THE POSTWAR POLITICAL SITUATION
ANDTHEPARTY'SSTRUGGLEFOR
PEACE AND DEMOCRACY
After having suffered through eight years of bitter fighting
and great national sacrifices, the Chinese people finally won the
War of Resistance Against Japan. During these years of hardship,
the people had learned lessons not to be learned in times of peace;
their political consciousness had been heightened and they had
become more closely united. Furthermore, the situation of every
political group had undergone profound changes.
The Communist Party of China consistently espoused the great
cause of national liberation. Under the most difficult circumstances, it persevered in the War of Resistance behind enemy
lines and adhered to the policy of the anti-Japanese national
united front, uniting with the overwhelming majority of the
people throughout the country. As a result, it won the trust of the
people and expanded its own strength. At the time of victory the
CPC had more than 1.2 million members and controlled antiJapanese base areas covering nearly one million square kilometres
with a population of almost 100 million. The people's armed
forces had grown to more than 1.2 million, and the people's
militia incorporated another 2.2 million. In the Kuomintang
areas, the membership of the democratic parties had increased
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enormously, as had the number of unaffiliated democrats, and
they had established close ties with the CPC. In 1945, therefore
the role of the CPC in Chinese society was quite different fro~
what it had been during the early years of the war.
During the War of Resistance, the Kuomintang ruling clique
persisted in exercising autocratic control, and during lhe middle
and late phases of the war it followed a policy of passive resistance to the Japanese while doggedly fighting the Communist
Party. This policy alienated it profoundly from the masses. With
the approach of V-J Day, the KMT focused increasingly on the
elimination of the CPC and other democratic clements. Jn May
1945, at the KMT's 6th National Congress, Chiang Kai-shek
announced: "Now our major goal is the elimination of the Communist Party! Japan is our external enemy while the CPC is our
internal enemy! It is only with the elimination of the CPC that
we shall complete our mission!" 1
Immediately after the victory over Japan, the KMT ruling
clique made plans to deprive the people of the rights they had just
gained and to turn China into the same kind of semi-colonial,
semi-feudal society it had been before the war. The Chinese
people, of course, would not tolerate this.
The U.S. government supported the anti-Communist policy of
the KMT. After World War II the United States relied on its
great economic and military might for overseas expansion, attempting to strengthen its dominant position in the world. Control over China was an important component of America's global
strategy. As was stated in a report prepared by the National
Security Council, "The basic long-range objective of the United
States in China is the furtherance of a stable, representative
government over an independent and unified China which is
friendly to the United States,. .. however, lhe most important
objective which it is practicable to pursue in the short run is the
prevention of complete communist control of China."2
In sum, the situation at the end of the War of Resistance
Against Japan was as follows: With U.S. support, the KMT
government was plotting to monopolize the fruits of victory, but
it was doomed to fail for two reasons: politically, the people did
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t trust it, and militarily, its vast army had never fully <l?d
~ ctively participated in the war effort. In contrast, havrng
e ;ured the hardships of war, the people's armed forces under the
~:adership of the Communist Party were a.ble to gather some of
the fruits of victory, although they were still unable to tu:n that
victory into a total triumph for the people. The fate of China Ia_y
ith both the CPC and the KMT, and as a direct result of theu
:ctions during the war, one party was gaining strength, while the
other was beset with crises.
How, then, did events unfold after the war?
.
The CPC strove to avoid civil war and to build a new China
by peaceful means; it wanted to introduce social and polit.ical
reforms while strengthening the national economy. After eight
cruel years of war, the Chinese people were eager for such
reforms. If the KMT had been willing to accevt a peaceful
solution and cooperate with other parties and groups in the
process of reconstruction and reform~ the.n despite the co~plicat
ed struggles which that effort would rnev1tably have entailed, the
CPC would have been willing to compromise, because, after all,
that would have benefitted the people.
Chiang Kai-shek, however, chose to maintain his policy of
autocracy and civil war. Failing to see bis own political weakness,
he believed that since his military strength far exceeded that of
the CPC, he could do whatever he liked. On August 11, 1945,
immediately after Japan announced its intention to surrender, the
Supreme Command of Chiang's government issued orders to all
KMT officers and men in the various war zones "to step up the
war effort and , in accordance with
plans . and,,
. existing military
.
orders to actively push forward without the slightest relaxation.
At th~ same time, a different order was issued to the Eighteenth
Group Army (also known as the Eighth Route Army) led by the
CPC: "All units of the Eighteenth Group Army should stay
where they are, pending further orders" - in other words, they
should wait passively for the enemy to attack them. Puppet troops
in enemy-occupied areas were ordered to "maintain order" and
were allowed to be incorporated only into the KMT forces.
Chiang Kai-shek's next step was going to be to launch civil war
0
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in_ an effort to eliminate the Communist Party and to destroy the
Liberated Areas and the people's armed forces under its leadership.
The CPC, however, was no longer what it had been in 1927
when it was unable to withstand adversity. It would not obtai~
peace and national reconstruction at the expense of the people's
fundamental interests, by allowing China to return to its prewar
status. On August 13 the Xinhua News Agency issued a commentary written by Mao Zedong, entitled "Chiang Kai-shek Ts Pro·
voking Civil War," in which he stated poillt·blank that Chiang's
"orders" were from beginning to end "provocations to civil war."
"Can there be any doubt," the commentary continued, "that the
grave danger of civil war will confront the people of the whole
country the moment the War of Resistance is over? We now
appeal to all our fellow-countrymen and to the Allied countries
to take action, together with the people of the Liberated Areas,
resolutely to prevent a civil war in China, which would endanger
world pcace."3 On the same day, at a meeting of cadres in Yan'an,
Mao Zedong made a speech again warning of civil war:
"With regard to Chiang Kai-shek's plot to launch a civil war,
our Party's policy has been clear and consistent, that is, resolutely
to oppose civil war, be against civil war and prevent civil war. In
the days to come, we shall continue, with the utmost effort and
greatest patience, to lead the people in preventing civil war.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to be soberly aware that the danger
of civil war is extremely serious because Chiang Kai-shek's policy
is ~lready set."4 "In short," he concluded, "we must be prepared.
Bemg prepared, we shall able to deal properly with all kinds of
complicated situations."s
Chiang Kai-shek had misgivings about immediately launching
full-scale civil war. After eight years of tenacious resistance and
such a costly victory, people across the land were longing to
rebuild their country in peace. A civil war would be diametrically
opposed to their wishes. Furthermore, at that time, the United
States, Britain and the Soviet Union were all opposed to civil war
in China. Jn addition, during the War of Resistance, most of
Chiang's crack troops had retreated to southwest and northwest
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China, and it would be difficult for them to ~dvance sw~tly into
orth and east China, let alone northeast China. Lastly, smce the
~pc unequivocally warned him of the consequences, he dared
not take reckless action. He still needed more time to prepare.
It was under these circumstances that Chiang sent three telegrams to Yan'an inviting Mao Zedong to Chongqing to ~iscuss
important questions of the time. Chiang calculated that if Mao
refused to come, he could accuse the CPC of rejecting peace
negotiations, and he could then blame the civil war on the
communists. If, on the other hand, Mao did come, he could use
the peace negotiations to put the CPC off guard, inducing it to
hand over the people's armed forces and political power in the
Liberated Areas and at the same time gaining the time he needed
to deploy his troops for civil war.
The Communist Party truly wished to pursue peace, but it was
also soberly aware of the situation. The CPC Central Committee
believed that no matter what happened, it was necessary to enter
into peace negotiations with the KMT for three reasons. First, the
people desperately wished for peace, democracy and unity after
the war. If there was the slightest possibility of bringing about
progress and development by peaceful means, the Party should
try to do so. Second, since Chiang Kai-shek could hardly complete
his military deployment for civil war within a short period of
time, it was possible for the Party and the people to achieve peace,
even if only a temporary peace, and that would be useful to the
revolutionary forces, which also needed time to prepare for any
exigencies. Third, the peace negotjations would clearly demonstrate to the nation whether the KMT reactionaries truly wanted
peace and democracy or were only trying to bring about civil war
and totalitarianism under cover of negotiations. This would greatly enhance the people's revolutionary awareness. But while trying
to achieve peace and democracy, the Party would never let down
its guard or abandon its preparations for a war of self-defence.
On the night of August 25, the CPC Central Committee
decided to send Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, and Wang Ruofei to
Chongqing for peace negotiations with Chiang Kai-shek.
The next day the Central Committee issued an inner-Party
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drafted by Mao Zedong, entitled "On Peace Negotiations wit~ the Kuomintang." It analysed the situation at the time
and outlmed the Party's pcsition with regard to the negotiations·
. "At present t~~ Sovie~ Uni~n, the United States and Britain ali
disapprove of civil warm Chma; at the same time our Party has
put f?rward.the three great slogans of peace, democracy and unity
and is. sending ~mrades .Mao Z~dong, .Zhou Enlai and Wang
!luofeL to ~hongqmg ~o discuss with Chiang Kai-shek the great
issue~ ~f urnty and national reconstruction; thus it is possible that
the c1v1l w~r plot of the Chinese reactionaries may be frustrated.
The Kuo.mmta~~ has now strengthened its position by recovering
~hangha1 •. NanJmg and other places, reopening sea communicatlons, takmg o~er t.he arms of the enemy and incorporating the
puppet troops i~to its own forces. Nevertheless, it is riddled with
-a thousand gapmg wounds, torn by innumerable internal contradictions and beset with great difficulties. It is possible that after
the negotiations the Kuomintang, under domestic and foreign
pressure, may conditionally recognize our Party's status. Our
Party too may conditionally recognize the status of the Kuomintang. This would bring about a new stage of cooperation between
the two parties (plus the Democratic League, etc.) and of peaceful
development. In that event, our Party should strive to master all
methods of legal struggle and intensify its work in the Kuomintan~ areas in the three main spheres, the cities, the villages and
t~e .army (all weak. pcints _in our work there). During the negotiations, the Kuommtang is sure to demand that we drastically
reduc~ the ~ize of the Liberated Areas, cut down the strength of
the L1bcrat10n Army and stop issuing currency. We on our side
are prepared to make such concessions as are necessary and as do
not damage the fund~mental interests of the people. Without such
concessions, we cannot explode the Kuomintang's civil war plot
cannot gai~ the p~litical initiative, cannot win the sympathy of
world pubhc op1mon and the middle-of-the-roaders within the
country and cannot obtain in exchange legal status for our Party
and a state of peace. But there are limits to such concessions· the
principle is that they must not damage the fundamental inte~ests
of the people.
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"If the Kuomintang still wants to launch civi~ war after o~r

p tY has taken the above steps, it will put itself m the wrong m

;: eyes of the whole nation and the whole world, and our Par:y
will be justified in waging a war of self-defence to crush its
attacks. Moreover, our Party is powerful, and if anyo~e atta~ks
us and if the conditions arc favourable for battle, we will certamly act in self-defence to wipe him out resolutely, thoroughly,
wholly and completely (we do not strike rashly, but when we do
strike, we must win). We must never be cowed by the bluster of
reactionaries. But we must at all times firmly adhere to, and
never forget, these principles: unity, struggle, unity through
struggle; to wage struggles with good reason, with advantage and
the
with restraint; and to make use of contradictions, win over
6
many, oppose the few and crush our enemies one by one."

II. THE PEACE NEGOTIATIONS
IN CHONGQING AND THE POLITICAL
CONSULTATIVE CONFERENCE
On August 28, 1945, in accordance with the Central, Committee's decision, Mao Zedong flew from Yan'an to Chongqing with
Zhou Enlai and Wang Ruofei for peace negotiations with the
Kuomintang authorities. They were accompanied by the KMT
representative Zhang Zhizhong and by U.S. ambassador Patrick
J. Hurley.
This event attracted much attention both at home and abroad,
enabling many people to see more clearly that the CPC was
sincere in seeking a peaceful solution. Mao's action was widely
praised and suppcrted. The poet Liu Yazi wrote a poem extolling
it as an act of "overwhelming courage." Zhang Zhizhong also said
that this was a major event in Chinese history.

The Achievements of the Peace Negotiations in Chongqing
While in Chongqing, Mao Zedong discussed matters of peace
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and national reconstruction several times directly with Chiang
Kai-shek. Most of the negotiations on specific issues were
carried out by CPC representatives Zhou Enlai and Wang
Ruofei, and KMT representatives Wang Shijie, Zhang Qun,
Zhang Zhizhong and Shao Lizi. Chiang Kai-shek's plans for
this round of negotiations can be seen in a passage from his
diary written on August 28 and 29, 1945: "Political and
military questions should all be resolved. With regard to politjcal issues, however, we should adopt an extremely generous
attitude, while making no concessions in military matters."
Moreover, he wrote, "Government administration and military
command should be unified." These political and military
questions were, according to Chiang, "at the heart of the issue."
In fact, however, Chiang was never extremely generous in
political matters; he merely made a few empty promises of
democracy. What he was actually interested in was "unifying"
government administration and military command - in other
words, eliminating the Liberated Areas and the people's armed
forces. On this point, Chiang would brook no concessions. The
CPC Central Committee realized beforehand what his attitude
would be. To force him to fulfil his promises of democracy, to
secure the peace and democracy the nation needed and to
disprove the rumour that the Communist Party did not want
peace and unity, the CPC Central Committee was prepared, as
stated in its internal circular, to reduce the size of the Liberated
Areas and the people's armed forces, insofar as such concessions
did not harm the fundamental interests of the people.
On October 10, 1945, after 43 days of negotiations, the two
sides signed a "Summary of Conversations Between the Representatives of the Kuomintang and the Communist Party of
China" (also known as the "October 10th Agreement").
In this summary, the KMT authorities agreed with the "basic
policy of peace and national reconstruction", accepted "long-term
cooperation ... resolute avoidance of civil war and the building of
a new China, independent, free, prosperous and powerful." They
also agreed to bring the KMT's political tutelage to an end,
acknowledged some of the people's democratic rights and consent-
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d to "actively carry out local self-government and conduct
e neral elections from the lower level upw~rd."
ge During the course of negotiations, both sides agreed to c~nvene
litical consultative conference attended by representatives of
3
and noted public figures, to discuss plans for peace and
f°parties
a1
.
national reconstruction.
.
.
The Liberated Areas and the army were t~e .rr.1aJ?r pomts. of
contention. The CPC representatives to?k the 1mtlat1ve, of~~rmg
to move troops stationed in base areas m Guan.gdong, ZheJ1ang~
southern Jiangsu, central and southern Anhm, Hunan, Hube1
and Henan (excluding northern Henan) to the north. A.t the
same time, they also stated that on condition of "an equitable
and rational reorganization of the armed forces of the whole
country," they would be willing to reduce their troo~s. ~rom
l.2 million to 24 divisions or to a minimum of 20 d1vlSlOOS,
if this represented one-seventh of the total number .of reorganized troops. Despite the willingness of the Commumst. Party to
make such major concessions, these two issues rcmamed outstanding because the Kuomintang was determined to eliminate
the peo~le's armed forces and the people's regi..1)1e in the
Liberated Areas.
The result of the Chongqing negotiations was a victory for
the people's forces. The day after the signing of the October
10th Agreement, Mao Zedong returned to Yan'~~ and made
the following statement at a meeting of the Political Bureau:
"The first positive aspect of the negotiatio~s is ~hat ~hey. were
conducted in an equal manner. For the f ust time lfl: history
both sides formally signed an agreement. Second, the six agreements already signed are all beneficial to the peop~e." Through
the negotiations, the KMT had accepted the pollcy of peace
and unity. Even though the agreements were mer~ ~ords o~
paper, if the KMT once again tried to provoke c1v1l. war, it
would put itself in the wrong in the eyes of the nation and
the world and would lose all political initiative. The agreements, therefore, could still give powerful impetus to the
democratic movement in the KMT areas.
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The KMT Launches a Military Offensive
During the Peace Negotiations
. Eve~ though the KM.T aut_horities were holding peace negotiations. w~th the CPC, their mam plan was still to use armed might
~o eliminate t~e. peo~le's revolutionary forces. Furthermore, during :he negot~ations i~ Cho~gqing, the KMT authorities secretly
repr~ted <;h1ang ~a1-sh~k s Handbook on the Suppression of
Ban~:ts wntten dunng his 1933 campaign to "encircle and sup~ress the Red Army. The October 10th Agreement was no sooner
signed than Chiang secretly ordered his troops to attack the
~iberat~d A~eas, calling upon his generals to act according to his
mstruct10ns m the handbook - that is, urge their officers and
men to do, their utmost to suppress the "bandits" with all speed.
The KMT s strategy was to take complete control of the region
south of ~he "'!an~tze ~ver and to capture strategic areas and key
commumcat10n Imes m north China, thereby dividing the Liberated Areas and reducing their size, while opening up a route to
northeast China. After this, they would proceed to occupy the
wbol~ of nor!hcast China, taking advantage of the provisions of
the Smo-Sov1et Treaty of Friendship and Alliance.1 During the
two months from the time of the Japanese surrender on August
14, 1945, to October 17, 1945, KMT troops occupied thirty cities
in the Liberated Areas.
While working hard for peace and democracy, the Communist
Party ~ntertained no illusions about the Kuomintang authorities.
In the mner-Party circular of August 26, the Central Committee
ha.ct firmly .stated: "You must definitely not hope that the Kuommtang will be kind-hearted, because it will never be kindheart~d .. ~ou must rely on your own strength, on correct guidance
o_f act1~1ties, on brotherly unity within the Party and good rela~10ns with the people."8 Only then could the Party's position be
mvulnerable, only then could it Jay a solid foundation for peace
and democracy and for the building of a new China.
. On Se~tember 19, to protect the fruits of the people's victory
m the antt-Japanese war and to expand the people's revolutionary
forces, the CPC Central Committee issued a directive to aIJ its
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bureaus succinctly stating its nationwide military strategy: "Expand to the North, while taking a defensive position in the
South." The most important components of this strategy were to
make concessions in the South by shortening the line of defence
there; to consolidate north China and the Liberated Areas in east
and central China; and to gain control over Rehe and Chahar
provinces, while concentrating forces to capture the strategically
important areas in northeast China.9
To implement this plan and lead the Party's work in northeast
China, the CPC Central Committee transferred 110,000 military
personnel and 20,000 political cadres there and established its
Northeast Bureau, with Peng Zhen as secretary and Chen Yun
and others as members. At the same Lime the KMT, wishing to
penetrate deep into north China and open a route to the Northeast, dispatched three units to attack the Liberated Areas in north
China. One unit attacked eastward along the Beiping-Suiyuan
Railway, the second attacked northward along the TianjinPukou Railway, while the third pushed toward Beiping along the
DatongrPuzhou, Zhengding-Taiyuan and Beiping-Hankou rail·
ways. The people's armed forces resolutely fought back. In the
Shanxi-Hebei-Shandong-Henan Liberated Area, the people's
armed forces, under the command of Liu Bocheng and Deng
Xiaoping, wiped out 35,000 men of the attacking troops under the
command of Yan Xishan in Shangdang, Shanxi Province. This
contained the KMT assault on the Liberated Areas and strengthened the position of the CPC at the Chongqing negotiations,
facilitating the signing of the October 10th Agreement. In midto late October, the people's armed forces in the Liberated Areas
fought three battles along the Beiping-Suiyuan Railway, the
Tianjin-Pukou Railway and the Beiping-Hankou Railway (near
Handan), annihilating 110,000 attacking KMT troops. By so
doing they delayed the KMT's penetration of north China and
s1owed its advance toward northeast China. During the Handan
campaign, the CPC succeeded in winning over the deputy com·
mander of the KMT's 11th War Zone and commander of its New
Eighth Corps, Gao Shuxun, who, on the battlefield, ordered the
10,000 troops under his command to join the people's armed
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forces. The KMT was so unpopular for having started a civil war
after the victory over Japan that even this high-ranking officer
broke with it. The event had tremendous repercussions throughout the country.
The people's armed forces, acting on the CPC Central Committee's directive, recovered territory from the Japanese and puppet
troops. At the same time, they fought a war of self-defence against
the KMT troops. By January 1946, the Liberated Areas covered
an area of 2,391,000 square kilometres with a population of 149
million, and they included 506 cities.
The KMT, hgwever, did not learn from its failures and stop its
attacks on the Liberated Areas but continued to move large
numbers of troops to the civil war battlefront. By early December
1945, the KMT had thrown against the Liberated Areas a total
of 1.9 million men, including 1.2 million regular troops, 350,000
puppet troops and even 350,000 Japanese troops. Naturally, this
aroused the fury of the people, who wanted peace and democracy.
On November 19 in Chongqing, Guo Moruo, Shen J unru and
others staged a protest against the civil war and established the
Anti-Civil War Association of All Circles. On November 25 in
Kunming, more than 6,000 university and secondary-school students assembled at Southwest Associated University (formed by
Beijing University, Qinghua University and Nanlcai University,
which had all moved there at the beginning of the anti-Japanese
war) to discuss current affairs and protest the civil war. Faced
with pressure .from reactionary soldiers, police and secret agents,
30,000 students in Kunming went on strike. The CPC Working
Committee of Yunnan Province led the students in this struggle.
On December l a large band of armed thugs sent by the KMT
attacked the campus of Southwest Associated University and
other schools with hand grenades, killing four students and
wounding several dozen. This incident, which shook the entire
nation, <;ame to be known as the December 1st Massacre. The
students of Kunming, supported by teachers and individuals from
all walks of life, nevertheless continued their struggle. In Chongqing, Shanghai and other cities, there was an outpouring of
support for them in the form of strikes and demonstrations by
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bring about the unification of the country. But he also stated that
the e.xisten~e of au~onom~~s armi~ such as the Communist army
~as mcons1st~nt with political umty and actually made it impossible. Accordmgly, once a representative government was established, the autonomous armies and all other armed forces in
China should be incorporated into the National Army. On December 27 the Soviet, U.S. and British foreign ministers published
an agreement on China they had reached at a meeting in Moscow
stating, "In China unity and democratization must be reali zed
under the leadership of the National Government democrats
must be recruited into all organs of the National Government
and the internal struggle must stop." 10 Marshall's mission was t~
persuade the Chinese government to convene a national conference attended by representatives of all major parties in order to
"bring. about China's unification," a plan that deliberately denied
the existence of the Communist-led people's armed forces. At the
same time, he was to help the KMT move troops into northeast
China and prepare to move others into north China. His main
objective was ~o implement the established policy of helping the
KMT expand its authority in China as much as possible.

The Political Consultative Conference
Under these circumstances, Chiang Kai-shek agreed to hold a
political consultative conference as stipulated in the October 10th
Agreement.
On December 16 Zhou Enlai arrived in Chongqing as the head
of the CPC delegation to attend the Political Consultative Conference. To create better conditions for the conference the CPC
delegation first proposed an unconditional cease-fire.' After rep~ated negotiations, on January 5, 1946, it signed an agreement
with the KMT authorities on the cessation of hostilities. On
January 10 both sides issued orders that from midnight of January 13, their armies should hold their positions and halt all
military activity_. Thus, for a period of time the fighting truly
stopped (except in northeast China), kindling a new hope in the
hearts of a people who had suffered through so many years of war
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and chaos - the hope that civil war might be averted.
on the same day that the cease-fire order was issued, the
political Consultative Conference opened in Chongqing. A total
of 38 delegates attended, including r epresentatives of the KMT,
the CPC, the Democratic League and the Youth Party and
individuals without party affiliation. The CPC and the rniddleof-the-roaders, represented by the Democratic League, had much
in common with regard to basic political questions: they all
supported peace as opposed to civil war, and democracy as
opposed to one-party dictatorship by the KMT. During the conference, the CPC and Democratic League delegations and some
other representatives often discussed major issues among themselves so as to reach a consensus and act in concert.
The conference, which lasted twenty-two days and ended on
January 31, adopted five agreements: on government organization on a national assembly, on a programme for peace and
'
.
national reconstruction, on military affairs and on a draft constitution.
According to the first of these agreements, the one-party government of the KMT was to be reorganized with a Government
Council as the supreme organ. Half of the councilors were to be
from other parties. During the transition period between the
termination of the KMT's political tutelage and the formation of
a constitutional government, the Council would be responsible for
convening a national assembly to draft a constitution.
According to the agreement on the draft constitution, a Legislative Yuan would be the highest legislative organ and would be
elected by popular vote. An Executive Yuan would be the highest
administrative organ and would be responsible to the Legislative
Yuan. If the Legislative Yuan collectively lacked confidence in
the Executive Yuan, the latter would have either to resign or to
request that_the President dissolve the Legislative Yuan. This
. central government structure was equivalent to the parliamentary
or cabinet system in Britain and France; It could restrict Chiang
Kai-shek's dictatorial powers. The agreement also stipulated that
central and local government should be separate. The province
would be tbe highest unit of local self-government, the provincial
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?c

governor wo~ld
elected by the people, and the province would
have a c?nst1tutl?n, etc. This provided a potential safeguard for
the continued existence of democratic governments in the Liberated Areas.
The agreement on military affairs mandated that military
power _should be separate from political parties, that military
a~t~onty shou ld be separate from civil authority and that the
m1htary system should be reformed in line with a democratic
system of. governme~t .. It provided that a three-man military
sub-committee (consisting of CPC representative Zhou Enlai
KMT representative Zhang Zhizhong and U.S. special envo;
George Marshall) should reach an agreement on measures for
reorganizing the troops of the CPC and that the troops of the
KMT should be reorganized according to the plan already
worked out by the KMT's Ministry of War.
The various agreements reached at the Political Consultative
Conference ~id not represent new-democracy, but they did help
break up Chiang Kai-shek's dictatorship and promote democracy,
and they advanced the cause of peace and national reconstruction. In varying degrees, therefore, they were beneficial to the
people and were welcomed by them. These agreements aroused in
the hearts of hundr~ds ~f millions of the Chinese people the
fer~ent hope for nat10nw1de peace, democracy, unity and unification. B~cause the agreements embodied many of the opinions
of t~e n,uddle-of-the-roaders, their response was particularly enthusiastic. As a result, for quite a long time in the KMT areas the
agreements served as the criterion by which people judged right
a.nd wrong: those who upheld the line of the Political Consultative Confe~ence had the support of the people, while those who
abrogated lt were in clear opposition to them.
. T.he CPC was prepared to implement these agreements. When
issumg the cease-fire orders, Chairman Mao Zedong had said that
a new stage of pe~ce and democracy in China was about to begin
and that the entire Party should strive to consolidate domestic
peace, carry out democratic reform and build an independent,
fre~,. prosperous and powerful new China. The day after the
Political Consultative Conference ended, the CPC Central Com-
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[Jlittee issued an inner-Party directive repeating that the country
as entering upon a new stage of peace and democracy. The
wrincipal form of revolution in China, it said, had shifted from
~rmed struggle to unarmed mass struggle and p~r~amentary
struggle. Domestic problems would be solved. by poh~1cal .means,
all of the Party's work must be adapted to this new situation and
the entire Party must work for the realization of the agreements
reached by the Political Consultative Conference. The CPC, the
Central Committee said, was sincerely prepared to realize domestic peace, advance economic development ~nd ~ocial and politi~al
reform and work for progress and prospenty, m accordance with
the wishes of the great majority - provided it could protect and
preserve the basic rights gained by the i:>eopl~ duri~g the wa.r of
Resistance Against Japan. At the same ume, 1t contmued, Chiang
Kai-shek had accepted the agreement only under pressure, and
Britain, the U.S. and the big bourgeoisie in China still bad many
hidden schemes. The road to democracy in China would be long
and tortuous, it warned, and people should be prepared for the
possibility of war. Because of this possibility, the Central Committee advised that it was important for the people's forces to
remain on guard and to defend and expand their positions. The
three most important tasks for the Liberated Areas, it declared,
were to train soldiers, reduce rents and increase production.
The KMT represented the interests of the big landlords and big
bourgeoisie and was therefore based on a very narrow segm~nt of
society. Consequently, it could not tolerate any democratic reforms. The Chiang Kai-shek clique believed that neither people's
democracy nor Western-style bourgeois democracy could be realized in China. The U.S. Secretary of State Dean Acheson later
mentioned this in his memoirs, noting that "more and more the
Kuomintang evinced the conviction that pursuit of a united and
11
democratic China meant that they would lose all." Precisely for
this reason, the KMT was never prepared to fulfiJ the agreements
adopted at the Political Consultative Conference.
While the conference was still in session, the Anti-Civil War
Association of All Circles in Chongqing had held a series of
lecture meetings at Cangbai Hall. The KMT had sent secret
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agents to disrupt the meetings, beat people and prevent the
lectures from continuing. As soon as the conference was over, at
a meeting of the Standing Committee of the KMT Central
Executive Committee, many of the diehards angrily denounced
the agreements, complaining that they were not favourable to the
KMT and, indeed, represented a failure for the party. Chiang
Kai-shek himself said, "I am not satisfied with the draft constitution either, but since the matter has already reached this point,
there is no way to turn back. For the time being, we have to adopt
it and see what we can do in the future." 12 On February 10, 1946,
in Chongqing, KMT secret agents disrupted a public meeting held
to celebrate the success of the Political Consultative Conference.
In March, at the Second Plenary Session of the Sixth Central
Executive Committee of the KMT, Chiang Kai-shek told his
followers to take remedial measures with regard Lo the main
points of the agreements. He then intensified the civil war,
thereby turning them into mere scraps of paper.

III. SMASHING THE KUOMINTANG'S
OFFENSIVE BY A WAR OF SELF-DEFENCE
Despite the agreements, the KMT ruling clique still sought
to weaken and then destroy the people's revolutionary forces
by military means. In the first half of 1946, a political storm
was brewing in China. On the surface, the truce agreement
signed in January was being carried out. To maintain the
cease-fire, the Executive Headquarters for Military Mediation,
consisting of representatives of the KMT, the CPC and the
United States, sent mediators wherever military clashes occurred. Although the KMT troops never stopped nibbling away
at the Liberated Areas, no large-scale military confrontations
occurred except in northeast China. But this was merely the
calm before the storm. Chiang Kai-shek was using the I ull to
prepare for full-scale civil war.
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The Kuomintang Intensifies Preparations for
Full-Scale Civil War
It was largely because Chiang could count on the support and
ssistance of the U.S. government that he dared tear up the
:greements of the Political Consultative Conference and prepare
for civil war.
.
.
h·
To launch full-scale civil war, Chiang fust need~d to move is
crack troops swiftly to north and east ~h~na to gam. co~trol over
rich cities like Shanghai, Nanjing, Be1pmg and T1anJm. .f'.rom
September 1945 to June 1946, the United States used ,m_il~tary
planes and warships to transport 14 KM~ corps <.41 d1v1Slons)
and eight regiments of the communications pohce c?rps, or
540 000 men in all, to north, east, northeast and south Chma: The
u nited States also landed 90,000 marines in Chi~a and stationed
them in Shanghai, Qingdao, Tianjin, Beiping, Q1.nhuangdao and
other places with orders to hold those areas until they could be
turned over 'to the K.MT troops. In a short time, the ~! forces
took over military equipment from more than one million Japanese troops and several hundred thousand puppc~ troops. They
also incorporated a large num?er ?~ puppet troops rnto theu own
armies greatly increasing theu m1htary strength.
Having gained control of all the major cities south of the G~eat
Wall the KMT troops focused their attack on northeast ~~a.
Befo~e the victory over Japan, there had been no KMT m~1tary
presence in that part of the country, and only the Commumst-l~d
people's resistance forces were active there. After the ~ov1et
Union declared war on Japan in August 1945, the Commumst-led
troops of the Hebei-Rehe-Liaoning command routed faJ?anese
and puppet troops, moving quickly to recapture .shanha1guan,
Jinzhou, Chengde, etc. Other units also advanced -~to northea~t
China recapturing broad areas, except the large c1t1es and n:iam
comm~nications lines. However, after t~~ K.MT forces gamed
control of Beiping, Tianjin and other cities, they launched .an
attack on northeast China. During November they rcocc:up1ed
Shanhaiguan, Jinzhou and other places held by Commurust-l~d
forces. At the time of the signing of the truce agreement m
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January 1946, the KMT government had excJuded northeast
China on the pretext that "sovereignty had not yet been regained
there." In February the U.S. Seventh Fleet used transport vessels
to move crack KMT troops (five corps including the New First
and Sixth Corps) to Qinhuangdao, from which point the troops
advanced to northeast China. In this way, the KMT military
presence in the Northeast increased dramatically to 285,000 men.
In early March the Soviet army, acting in accordance with the
Sino-Soviet Friendship Treaty, began to withdraw from the cities
and rail lines in northeast China. The KMT army immediately
seized Shenyang and advanced against the Liberated Areas from
several directions. Beginning on April 18, the main forces of the
Communist-led Northeast Democratic Allied Army fought an
intense, month-long battle to defend Sipingjie. After annihilating
10,000 enemy troops, they withdrew from the city. In late May,
the KMT army captured Changchun and gained control over
most of the area south of the Songhua River in Heilongjiang
Province.
Because the KMT government announced that it would move
the capital from Chongqing back to Nanjing in early May, the
site of the negotiations between the KMT and the CPC also
moved to Nanjing. Zhou EnJai led the CPC delegation to Nanjing
and Shanghai, continuing the arduous negotiations and trying
hard to avert a full-scale civil war at the last moment. But since
Chiang Kai-shck had already committed himself to his course of
action, the negotiations were doomed to failure.
In the meantime, the U.S. government increased its aid to the
KMT. In March 1946 the United States successively organized
army and navy advisory teams. On June 17 the two governments
signed the Sino-American Lend-Lease Agreement, which transferred U.S.$51.7 million worth of military equipment to the
KMT. Secretary of State Acheson later admitted the importance
of the U.S. role. In a letter to Presjdent Truman on July 30, 1949,
he noted: "Indeed during that period, thanks very largely to our
aid in transporting, arming and supplying their forces, they
extended their control over a large part of North China and
Manchuria."IJ These facts shattered the myth of U.S. "media-
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. "
uo~.h actions by Chiang and the United States caused ~e
at:st anxiety among the people, including many democr~tlc

gre .

and unaffiliated democrats. In mid-June the Federation
~r~:~ple's Organizations of Shanghai formed ~ .delegatio1:1 to go
to Nanjing with a petition to the KMT authont1es appealmg ~o~
The group included well-known persons from the Associa
~acefor Promoting Democracy the Democratic National Contton
. .'
· L O J
23 the CPC
struction Association and rehg1o~s ClfC cs. .n une
c tral Committee's Shanghai Bureau orgamzed more than 100,0~; people from all walks of life to see t~e petitio~ers off at ~he
railway station. That night, when they arrived at Xiaguan Sta~1?n
in Nanjing, a group of thugs dispatched by the KMT a~thonties
surrounded them and beat them in a mclee that lasted five hours.
Ma Xulun, leader of the delegation, and .sever~l other repres~nt
atives were seriously injured. Zhou EnJa1 burned to the hospital
to express his sympathy and concern. ~a took Zh~u's hand and
said to him that the hopes of all China were pinned on the
Communist Party.
. .
New developments indicated that th~ ru.n-scale civ~ war
sought by Chiang Kai-shek was already imminent. _Despite the
Communist Party's many efforts to achieve peace, it could not
prevent the outbreak of war. While d~ing its best to uphold the
agreements of the Political Consultative Conf~rence, the Part~
was forced to prepare to defend itself. On ~pnl 16 Z~ou Enlai
sent a telegram to the CPC Central Comrru~tee. warmng o~ ~he
grave danger. "To fool the people," he wr.ote, Chiang supe~flcia~
ly seeks to reach a compromise, but he is covertly deploymg his
troops. He is hatching formidable plots." On May 21 the Central
Committee issued a document telUng all Party members that the
Kuomintang was preparing for nationwide civil :var. "We, for our
part," the Central Committee direct~d: "should i:icrea~e our own
preparations (and especially the trammg of sold1~rs) in or~er to
stop him." Earlier, on May 4, the Central Comrruttee had issued
a directive (known as the May 4th J?irective) to solve t~e rural
land question. 14 This was designed to increase the peasants enthusiasm for revolution and production and to lay an even stronger
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foundation for mass support in the impending war of self-defence.
On June 19, the eve of the outbreak of civil war, the CPC
Central Committee issued an inner-Party directive assessing the
situation:
. "Chiang Kai-shek is bent on launching a major attack, which
will be hard to prevent. Once he starts, we judge that if, after
about six months of fighting, we win a great victory, peace
negotiations can certainly be held. If it is a stalemate, peace talks
are also possible. If Chiang's forces win a great victory, there will
be no peace talks. Therefore, to win peace our troops must defeat
Chiang's attacking forces." Subsequently, in a directive issued to
the commanders of all military units, the Central Committee
stated, "Even though our Party is doing everything in its power
to arrive at a compromise, making major concessions at the
negotiations in Nanjing, you should harbour no illusions." facts
show that the CPC took action only when its very existence was
at stake and when it could no longer avoid defending itself.
Moreover, even after being forced into a war of self-defence it
'
was prepared to make concessions to stop the war. It was entirely
due to the machinations of the KMT ruling clique that civil war
broke out in China after the victory over Japan, and the KMT
should therefore bear full responsibility for it.

Full-scale Civil War Breaks Out
As soon as they had completed their preparations for war, the
KMT authorities revealed their true nature - their contempt for
the truce agreement and for the agreements of the Political
Consultative Conference - by launching a full-scale attack on
the Liberated Areas. On June 26, 1946, two hundred and twenty
thousand KMT troops began the assault by besieging the Central
Plains Liberated Arca in the border region between Hubei and
Henan provinces. On the night of the same day, the main forces
of the Central Plains Command, led by Commander Li Xiannian
and Political Commissar Zheng Weisan and divided into two
columns, broke through the enemy siege. Then the KMT forces
mounted major offensives against the Liberated Areas of cast
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China, Shanxi-Hebei-Shandong-Henan, Shanxi-Suiyuan, the
Northeast and Hainan Island. These attacks marked the outbreak
of full-scale civil war.
.
.
.
On July 11 K.MT secret agents in Kunnung assassmated ~1
Gongpu, a member of the Central <;omm~tt_ee ~f t~e Democr~tic
League and an activist famous for his participation m the Patnot·c National Salvation Movement on the eve of the outbreak of the
~ar with Japan. On July 15 Wen Yiduo, a P?et a;rid scholar wh?
was a professor at Southwest Associated Umvers1ty, was assassinated in the same city. At the end of the anti-Japanese war,
outraged by the lawless acts of the KMT, Wen h~d taken an
active part in the democratic movement. It was obvious that the
KMT reactionaries were aiming their guns not only at the Communists but also at all people of good will who called for peace
and democracy.
As the K.MT government overestimated its own st~ength,_ it
was confident of the outcome of the war and hoped to wrn a quick
victory. for the assault on the Liberated Areas it had assembled
193 brigades (divisions), or 1.6 million of its regular t!oops,
representing 80 pe~cent of ~ts. total strengt~ o~ 2~8 bngades
(divisions), numbenng two IIlllhon. The KMT s pnnc1pal strategy
was to follow the trunk rail lines, attack from south to north and
seize and control the cities and lines of communication of the
Liberated Areas, wiping out the main clements of t~e people's
armed forces or forcing them north of the Yellow River, where
they could then be rounded up and annihilated. Chiang Kai-shek
claimed that in view of the KMT's superior military strength,
with proper cooperation and flexible tactics the war could be
brought to a speedy conclusion. His chief of staff, Chen Cheng,
estimated that the Communist-led people's armed forces could be
wiped out in three to five months at most.
.
The situation of the people's revolutionary forces at the beg~
ning of the war was truly grim. In terms of military and economic
strength, the KMT was clearly superior. At the ti~e, the pe?ple's
armed forces consisted of 1)7 million men equipped bas1c_ally
with weapons captured from Japanese and puppet foot soldiers.
They had only a few pieces of artillery. The Liberated Areas
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c?vered a region measuring approximately 2.3 million square
kilometres, populated by 136 million people. Feudal forces within
these areas ha~ not yet been eliminated, and the rear areas were
not y~t consolidated. Moreover, the Liberated Areas were geographically separated from each other by KMT forces and we
there~ore unable to obtain material assistance from outside. re
With such a wid~ dispari~y between its own strength and that
of the enemy, the first question the Communist Party was forced
to ~nswer was whether it dared to fight a revolutionary war
agamst the counter-revolutionaries.
As we have seen~ ?ne major reason that the KMT dared to
launch a full-scale civil war was the support that it received from
~he.u . s. govern~~nt. At that time, the United States seemed
invmc1ble, combmmg great .economic strength with its monopoly
?f the secret of the atomic bomb. The Chinese reactionaries
inv?ke~ the power of their backer to intimidate others. At the
begmrung of the war, some middle-of-the-roaders were misled by
th~ outward strength of the reactionaries and overcome by pessimlSI!l and fca~. ~~me J?COple even went so far as to advocate that
soldiers and c1vll~ans m the Liberated Areas, faced with attack,
should compromise and make concessions. Internationally the
U .s. was escalating the "cold war." At the time a clamou; was
raised that the United States and the USSR were bound to fight
and.many people believed that World War III was imminent. Th~
So~1et leader~ to?~ a pessimistic view of the situation: they
beheved tha~ if c1v~l war broke out in China, the United States
and the Soviet Umon might be drawn into the conflict. China
wo~Jd then be. the battlefield in a world war, and the Chinese
nat10n would nsk exter.i;n~nati?n. For this reason, they proposed
that t~e CP~ ought to JOtn with Chiang Kai-shek's government
and disband its own army.
~espite all this, the CPC remained calm and was determined
to fight ?ack. After the outbreak of the civil war, all of the
Communist-led people's ar~ed forces were compelled to fight in
self-defence. The Party believed that Chiang's offensive not only
must but could be defeated.
Could the Chinese civil war lead to a world war? To answer

this question, in April 1946 Mao Zedong wrote an essay, "Some
points in Appraisal of the Present International Situation." He
declared that while there was a danger of world war, the democratic forces of the people of the world were forging ahead and
that they must and could avert that danger. The United States,
Britain and France and the Soviet Union would arrive at a
compromise sooner or later. But, he added, "such compromise
does not require the people in the countries of the capitalist world
to follow suit and make compromises at home. The people in
those countries will continue to wage different struggles in accordance with their different conditions." 15 Jn August of the same
year, not long after the civil war broke out, when talking with the
American correspondent Anna Louise Strong, Mao Zedong put
forward his famous thesis, "All reactionaries are paper tigers."
"ln appearance," he said, "the reactionaries are terrifying, but in
reality they are not so powerful. from a long-term point of
view, it is not the reactionaries but the people who arc really
powerful." 16 Mao's views greatly strengthened the confidence and
resolve of the entire Party membership, the army and the people,
convincing them that the Chinese reactionaries could be defeated.
But, what would it take to repulse the KMT's military attack?
This was another question the CPC had to answer.
The Central Committee enunciated this fundamental principle: "In order to smash Chiang Kai-shek's offensive we must
cooperate closely with the masses of the people and win over all
who can be won over." 17 The people's armed forces were in an
inferior position both in numbers and in equipment. If they were
to defeat Chiang, they had to rely on the people and fight a
people's war; there was no other alternative. This was the key to
victory. For this purpose, the Party had to solve the rural land
problem, rely on the poor peasants and farm labourers and unite
with the middle peasants, while distinguishing the ordinary rich
peasants and middle and smaJl landlords from the traitors, bad
gentry and local tyrants. It had to consolidate the Liberated Areas
and obtain unending human and material resources to support
the war. Jn the cities, the Party should rely on the working class,
the petty bourgeoisie and all progressives and take care to unite
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with the middle-of-the-roaders and isolate the reactiona .
Among the ~~T troops, it should win over all the
~ies.
of
war
isolate the bellicose elements.
t~e Party s Pohtlcal pnnciple was to mobilize the masses
wtth all the .forces that could be united with and
broadest possible people's democratic united front
e
The Pa~ty's military strategy was based on the princi le
concentratmg a superior force to destroy the enemy forces tne
o';;'.
lhe tactic of dispersing forces for guerrilla warfar:
w ic a een the one chiefly used in the anti-Japanese war
,
the ost part supplanted by the tactic of concentrating
or mo I 1e warfare. And to implement a strategy of active deratherd than
fence,
the CPC
r trying
· · to hold or seize a specif'ic c1.t Y or p1ace
D . ma e c 1~mat1on of enemy effectives its main objective'
unng the penod_ from June 1946 to June 1947, the peo le'~
arri:ied
m a stage of strategic defensive, fi
the Liberated Areas. During the first eight
o7
this_ penod, they repelled a general KMT attack on all fronts·
dunng the last four months, when the KMT troops launched
concentrated ~tta_cks on key sectors, they repelled those as well
. ~t the begmnmg of the war the KMT, relying on its superio~
f~b 10 n~mbers a~d equipment, mounted fierce assaults on the
l erate_ Areas m an attempt to wipe out the people's armed
forces with one blow. The CPC Central Committee, however, had
al~a~s been prepared for two eventualities. While it had been
stnv1~g for peace, it had also been preparing to deal with any
surpnse hattack by ,the K.MT· When the KMT tr 00ps ad vanced en
m~ss~, t e people s. troops in the Liberated Areas fought back
s~ead1ly, co?centra_tmg superior forces and trying to annihilate
t e enemy m mob~le warfare. Not long after breakin the sie e
on the Central Plains, the Central China Field Army gunder
command
of. Su Yu.' .wo n seven successive
· v1ctones
·
· ' in central
·
.
!tangsu Provmce, w1pmg out six enemy brigades and five battalions of the enemy's. co~munications police corps, totalling more
than 50,000 !Den. y1ctones were also reported from the area north
rbthe ~u~he River, from the Shanxi-Hebei-Shandong-Henan
J erate
rea, from the Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei Liberated Area
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and from the Northeast. These victories dulled the edge of the
J{M.T attack and gave the people's troops their first experience in
wiping out the enemy mainly on interior lines, that is, in the
Liberated Areas. Although from late June to October 1946 the
J{M.T occupied 153 cities in the Liberated Areas, the people's
armed forces recaptured 48, wiping out 298,000 enemy troops.
After October, the number of troops that the KMT could use in
the front lines gradually decreased, their morale sank and their
offensive slowed. From November 1946 to February 1947, the
people's armed forces gradually expanded their annihilation campaign: during those four months they wiped out a total of 410,000
men. While the KMT troops took 87 cities in the Liberated Areas,
the people's troops recaptured or liberated the same number, ·
blocking further enemy attacks. The KMT was weakening, because a large part of its effectives had been destroyed and because
it had to divide its forces for garrison duty in the occupied areas
abandoned by the people's armed forces. In the end, the KMT
troops lost the initiative and failed in their attempt to annihilate
the people's revolutionary forces swiftly through a few decisive
victories.
While the KMT was attacking the Liberated Areas militarily,
it was also trying to break off negotiations with the CPC.
Even after the full-scale civil war broke out, Zhou Enlai and
others remained in Nanjing and Shanghai to continue negotiations with the KMT. The CPC showed extreme forbearance, but
the KMT authorities not only provoked the civil war but continuously fanned the flames. This only made it clearer to the people
which side had destroyed all hope for peace and democracy. On
August 10, 1946, General Marshall and the newly appointed U.S.
ambassador to China, Leighton Stuart, issued a joint statement
declaring that the dispute between the KMT and the CPC was
difficult to resolve and that in fact "mediation" had already
failed. On September 30 the CPC delegation headed by Zhou
Enlai sent a letter to Chiang Kai-shek with regard to the breakdown of the negotiations. "[n truth," the letter said, "it is already
clear that the government does not hesitate to use the attack on
Zhangjiakou, one of the political and military centres of the
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CPCs Liberated Areas t

the CPC t? the final
stern warning:

h

,

.

CPc

·

e letter contained a

br~a~g ~~t:?.~8s ~tween the KM_T and

"We have received spec· 1 d
.
ernment does not i~rne~~at~f ers wh1~h sta~e. that if the govagainst Zhangjiakou and the Y cease . its military operations
have no alternative but to . surrounding areas, the CPC will
~ublic declaration of compr;~;f~~lch actions as the_ g~vernment's
frnal rejection of a political solutio:re of the neg?t~~tlons and its
grave consequences arising th f . F ull respons1b1lity for all the
the government." On October ~r~ ~om will, of cours_e, be borne by
the repeated CPC warnings la t : ~MT army, without heeding
and occupied it. The KMT ~ut~nc_ ~ an ass_ault on Zhangjiakou
judgment and immediately ab onties let this victory cloud their
Conference agreement on the r~:tt_ed ,the Political Consultative
ment provided that the Natio al lonal Assembly. That agree?ot by the one-party governm~nt 0 /~:mbly should be convened
ized coalition government of all
. e KMT but by a reorgan.. p;rtles. Yet on the very afternoon of the capture of Zh
nounced that it was going to ~n&Jia ou, the KMT formally aneven more people came to see~:;~~~ ~1::, tssembly. In thi~ way,
peace and democracy, while the CPC 1 f he_ KMT that re1ected
had been forced into a war of s lf ' e t with no other choice,
of the people was with the Co e -d_efence. Thus, the sympathy
mmumst Party
·
The KMT asked all orga · ·
i~al Consultative Conferen~z~i~:~h~t ~ad attended the Politt1ves they would send to th N .
m lists of the representarefused to do so and the ~ at10na_l Assembly. The CPC flatly
KMT-dominated National A~moc~~t1c Leagu~ did likewise. The
November 1946 (apart from t~~~opened m ~anjing in midonl~ by a few politicians from th YT members, it was attended
crat1c Socialist Party). It adopted t~ outh Party and the DemoRe?ublic of China, designed to s e so-called_Const~tution of the
b upport the dictatonal regime of
Chiang Kai-shek On N
·
ovem er 19 Zh
E 1 ·
attempts to negotiate peace wh·1 h h d ou n a1 concluded his
lasted more than twelve
months, and returned to y~ , \
shall issued a statement of h~ a~. n . anuary 1947 GeneraJ Maris mtent1on to leave China and then
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returned to the United States. On January 29 the U.S. government announced the withdrawal of its representatives from the
Executive Headquarters for Military Mediation. On February 21
the KMT authorities forced the CPC representatives to the Executive Headquarters for Military Mediation, including Ye Jianying, to return to Yan'an. Next they ordered the CPC representatives stationed in Nanjing, Shanghai and Chongqing, including
Dong Biwu, Wu Yuzhang and their colleagues, to leave those
three cities by March 5. New China Daily, published in Chongqing, was ordered to shut down. At this point, the KMT blocked
all possible avenues to peace and broke off all relations with the
CPC.
In March 1947 the KMT tr oops began to suffer repeated
setbacks in their full-scale offensive and had to shift the focus of
their attacks to key sectors in the Liberated Areas. In the ShanxiHebei-Shandong-Henan and Shanxi-Chahar-Hebei areas and in
northeast China, they were forced to go on the defensive. The
KMT concentrated its main strength on wiping out the people's
armed forces in the Northern Shaanxi and Shandong Liberated
Areas before turning to others. The people's armed forces continued to follow their strategy of active defence.
In Shandong Province in late Febr uary, the East China Field
Army, under the command of Chen Yi and Su Yu, launched a
surprise attack in the Laiwu area. It wiped out over 56,000 men
of the KMT's 2nd Pacification Zone, who had been advancing
south under deputy commander Li Xianzhou. This dealt a crushing blow to the enemy troops, and made it possible for the entire
East China F ield Army to focus on fighting in the South. In early
March the commander-in-chief of the KMT ground forces, Gu
Zhutong, ordered 60 brigades, approximately 450,000 men, to
advance steadily in close formation, launching a new attack on
the Shandong front. Acting on orders of the CPC Central Military Commission, the East China Field Army lured the enemy in
deep, carefully biding its time and keeping its main contingents
in reserve. Then in mid-May it finally seized the initiative and
put out of action 32,000 of the KMT's American-equipped crack
troops, the Reorganized 74th Division, at the battle of Mengliang-
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gu. Th~s smashed the KMTs attack on key sectors in the Sbandong Liberated Area.
In northern Shaanxi, the KMT launched a sudden assault 0
Yan'an, seat of the CPC Central Committee and General Head~
quarters of the People's Liberation Army (PLA). Two hundred
and fifty thousand troops, under the command of Hu Zongnan
and others, engaged the 20,000 CPC troops. Although outnumbered te~ to one, for six days of round-the-clock combat the
Com~un1st tro.ops held back the KMT forces south of Yan'an,
co~cnng the withdrawal of the CPC central officials and other
r:s1.dcnts. <?n M.arcl~ l~ they abandoned Yan'an, beginning a
penod of ?itter f1ghtmg m northern Shaanxi. The KMT generals
were ove!Joyed at the capture of Yan'an, but they soon reali zed
that their happiness was premature.
After withdrawing from Yan'an, the CPC Central Committee
decided to s~nd to north China a working committee consisting
of several of Its members, including Liu Shaoqi and Zhu De from
the Secretariat, to carry out certain tasks on its behalf. The
majority o~ t~e Secr~taria.t, including Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai
and Ren. Bish1, remaI?~d m northern Shaanxi. From there, they
led the sunple but efficient organs of the Central Committee and
the PLA Gene.ral ~cadquarters, directing military operations on
all fronts nationwide. Ye Jianying and Yang Shangkun took
charge of the Central Committee's Rear Area Commission and
moved. to northwestern Shanxi to manage the work in the rear.
Taking advantage of the favourable conditions in northern
Shaanxi, including a good mass base, mountainous terrain and
plenty of room for manoeuvre, the PLA's Northwest Field Army
Group, later called the Northwest Field Army, used the tactic
that Mao Zedong described as "wearing the enemy down to
~ompJete .exha~1st~on and then wiping him out." 19 Acting according to. th ts pnnc1ple, t~e Northwest Field Army, led by Peng
Dehua1, dealt the attackmg enemy forces heavy blows. Within 45
days.after ab.andoning Yan'an, the army won three battles fought
at Qmghuabian, Yangmahe and Panlongzhen, wiping out more
than 20,000 enemy troops. They then turned to fight in northwestern Shaanxi and at Shajiadian completely wiped out the
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eadquarters staff of the Reorganized 36th Division Headquarh
d its two brigades under Hu Zongnan. By August the KMT
:a~~ on key sectors of northern Shaanx.i had been srr_ias~ed.
During the period from March t~ June 194 7, while m the
fending themselves aga111st KMT attacks on key
· the N ort heast,
process Of de its began a partial
. counterattack m
Un
PLA
sectors,
Sh · AlRehe, eastern Hebei, northern Henan and s01~thern anxi.
though 95 cities in the Liberated Areas remained und~r enemy
ccupation, the people's armed forces managed to recapture or
~berate 153 cities and to annihilate over 400,000 enemy troops.
Within the one year period from July 1946 through June 194~,
the People's armed forces wiped out 97 and a half regular brigades, or 780,000 men, as well as 340,000 puppet t~o~ps, peace
preservation corps and others - altogether, 1.12 million o.f ~he
enemy. At the same time, its own ranks swclle~ to 1.9 million
men In view of these circumstances, the peoples armed forces
wer~ able to complete the phase of strategic defence as they
entered the second year of the War of Liberation.

IV. THE OPENING OF THE SECOND FRONT
At this time the Kuomintang ruling clique was growing increasingly corrupt, incrcasi~gly div~rced from the .peopl~ ..To
carry on the civil war, it relied heavily on the .u.s. 1mpenal~sts
and sold out the rights and interests of the nation. U.S. soldiers
stationed in China behaved like a domineering army of occupation. The KMT bureaucrat-capitalists w~xed fa~ on the wealth
they stole from the people. A great many .1~dustnal and commercial enterprises of the national bourgeolSle shut down, the rural economy stagnated and prices skyrocketed. The areas under
people
KMT control sank into economic crisis. Huge numbers
struggled on the brink of starvation. People of all political persuasions (including the middle-of-the-roadcrs) grad ~ally came to
realize that in this war the central issue was not. wh1ch part~, the
KMT or the CPC, would win, but whether Chma would fm~lly
become independent, unified, free and prosperous, as generauons
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of Chinese had longed for it to be.
While the army and people of the Liberated Areas were achieving great victories in their war of self-defence, the people of the
KMT areas launched a momentous patriotic and democratic
movement. With the students in the van, this movement against
the reactionary KMT government gradually crystallized into a
second front in the people's War of Liberation.

The Movement to Protest U.S. Atrocities
Th is movement stemmed from the U.S. policy of supporting
Chiang in the civil war and opposing the Communist Party. ln
exchange for U.S. aid, the KMT authorities signed the Sino-U.S.
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, one of a num·
ber of agreements and treaties, both open and secret, which
surrendered the nation's sovereignty under humiliating conditions. Taking advantage of special trading privileges, American manufacturers flooded China's markets with their products, quickly gaining a monopQly. For example, 80 percent of the
goods on the shelves of the department stores in Shanghai were
made in the United States. U.S. investment accounted for 80
percent of the total foreign capital in China. These percentages
were the result not of normal international investment and fair
economic exchange but of the unequal treaties signed by the
KMT government at the expense of national sovereignty. These
circumstances were a mortal blow to the already precarious
Chinese national bourgeoisie. Areas controlled by the KMT after
the War of Resistance Against Japan had essentially become
American colonies.
With the connivance of the KMT government; U.S. military
personnel jn China had been made subject to U.S. rather than
Chinese law, and the soldiers stationed in China ran rampant.
According to incomplete statistics, between August 1945 and
November 1946, they committed at least 3,800 violent acts in the
five cities of Shanghai, Nanjing, Beiping, Tianjin and Qingdao,
killing or wounding more than 3,300 Chinese. Such crimes could
not but fire the indignation of the Chinese people, who had long
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·
· li t press ion.
since bad their fill of unp:~~ s ;~nesc that while the Uni~ed
These events showed . YWorld War II, its postwar policy
States bad been an ally dunng . the Communist Party was a
of supporting Chian_g antf o~po:1~hcn American soldiers g~ng
major source of th~u s~ ermg . t in the Dongdan Playing Field
raped a Chinese umvebrsit~t~~~~ the incident triggered a mass
in Bciping on Decem er '
'
ban five thousand stude~ts f7~m
protest.
.
On December 30, · ~ore t U . s·ty and other universities
.
·ty
Qmghua
mvcr i
.
Beijing U m~ersi . '.
a demonstration to protest the cnmes
and colleges m Be1pm.g held ld.
The marchers called for the
committed by American so f iers. China and the protection of
withdrawal of U.S. for~es ro~ cc The great majority of the
China's sovereignty and. indepen r~~·or. the protest. Young shop
residents expressed their SUPJX? . d the ranks of the student
assistants and office wor~ers ~~~~nly broke the long silence. of
protesters. Th~ demonstrKaMt10; rule but also caused a nationwide
this ancient city under
.
surge of anti-American s~~~~~tral Committee issued a dir~cOn December 31 the
. fons
in the KMT areas, urgmg
1
tive to its underground org~n~~ cities in response to the student
them to mo~ilize ~h~ masses ~edl~he organizations to "build. th~
movement m Be1pmg. I,~ as this movement, "take brave action
broadest base of support f~r
d so as to isolate the U.S. and
and "lead the movement orwarh U S attempt to colonialize
Chiang Kai-shek and oppose t :niz~tions intensified the strugChina." Everywhere the Party org
f China'" In Tianjin,
gle with the s~?gan "U.S. ~r~o~hi:;q~g, Gua~gzhou, Taipei
Shanghai, ~~nJmg, Hang~~ld ~cetings and demonstrations and
and other c~t1es, students 500 000 participated nationwide. .
'ct well-known cultural figures m
went on strike. As many as
Many professo~s, scholars ~~cs denounced the outrages perl?eBeiping, Shanghai ~nd ot~er .c1 J lt to the Chinese people, descnbtrated by U.S. soldiers as an i~s~ uggle for individual and nationing the student movement. as~ s rer of the Democratic Nation~l
al dignity. The Sh~n~hai chha~~anghai Association of IndustnConstruction Associauon, t e
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alists and Merchants for Progress and the Chongqing Chamber of
Commerce, among others, issued statements in support of the
students' patriotic actions and demanded the withdrawal of U.S.
troops. The student movement developed into a broad-based
people's movement, a united front against the U.S. and Chiang
Kai-shek.
The anti-atrocity movement demonstrated that the Chinese
nation would tolerate no humiliation. It helped the people understand the underlying connections between American interference
in China's affairs and Chiang Kai-shek's autocratic regime and
policy of civil war. It also advanced the patriotic democra tic
movement.
ln Dece~ber 1946, to strengthen its leadership of the people's
movement rn the KMT areas, the CPC Central Committee made
Zhou Enlai director of its Urban Work Department. Under the
Party's unified leadership, the movement made great advances.

The Movement Against Hunger and Civil War
ln the KMT areas China's bureaucrat capital, combined with
U.S. monopoly capital, controlled the economic lifeline of the
nation. In 1947 it made up two-thirds of China's total investment
in industry and 80 percent of its fixed assets in industry and
transportation. The bureaucrat-capitalists took advantage of all
sorts of political privileges to bleed the labouring people white
and mercilessly annex capital of tbe national bourgeoisie, thus
creating a severe recession in the national economy.
As the civil war continued, the KMT government's military
expenses soared to 80 percent of its total expenditures. To make
up for the huge deficH this caused, the government printed
money at an appalling rate. At the end of the War of Resistance
Against Japan, the annual rate of currency issue was 1.5 trillion
yuan. By the end of 1947, it had reached 40 trilJion. Drastic
inflation drove consumer prices skyward. An Associated Press
report from Shanghai on July 24, 194 7, depicted this fact vividly:
"In 1940, 100 yuan bought a pig; in 1943, a chicken; in 1945, a
fish; in 1946, an egg; and in 1947, one-third of a box of matches."
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This vicious inflation was actually a widespread form of plunder
of the masses.
.
.
Under these circumstances, national mdustry and commerce
actually went bankrupt and were on the verge of total collapse.
ri.om October 1946 to Feb:~ary. 194 7, .as many as 27,000 factories
and shops closed in 20 c1t1es rncludmg Shanghai, Wuhan and
Guangzhou. Total industrial output fell by more than 30 percent
of its prewar (1936) level. The number of .unemployed increased
sharply. The vast majority of workers, city d~~llers and even
members of the middle and lower petty bourgeoisie w~re brought
to the brink of disaster. The rural economy also went mto a sharp
recession. In 1946 agricultural production sank 8 to 12 percent
below its 1936 level, and in 1947 it sank a further 33 to.40 percent.
Starving people became a common sight in many villages, and
bodies of the starved lined the roads. Government employees,
teacjiers and students were also in desperate straits. By July 1947
prices had soared to 60,000 times their prewar levels, and the cost
of Jiving had increased by a factor of 6,000 to 7,000. Those who
lived on fixed salaries or school subsidies could not afford adequate food and struggled on the edge of starvation.
On February 28, 1947, the CPC Central Committee issued a
directive on work in the KMT areas. On the foundation of the
struggle for survival, the Central Committee said, the Party
should try to build a broad front against the betrayal. of the
nation civil war dictatorial rule and the terror practised by
secret 'agents. Th~s, it gave the right orientation to the people's
movement.
In May the patriotic students initiated a movement on an even
larger scale than the one launched the previous December against
U.S. soldiers' atrocities. This time the targets were hunger and
civil war. On the 15th in Nanjing, the capital of the KMT
government, students from Central University .and other sch~ols
marched to the KMT Executive Yuan and Mimstry of Educat19n
to present petitions. On the 18th students from Beijing University
and Qinghua University took to the streets and called on the
people to oppcse hunger and civil war. The KMT government
issued an order forbidding groups of more than ten to gather to
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and banning all protest marches and all strikes
mcl~dmg strikes by students. Chiang Kai-shek issued a wa · '
stat!n g tha.t "drasti~
· action
· " would be taken against the student
rmng'
s.
But they did not give in.
On May 20 in Nanjing more than 5,000 students broke through
a blo~kade of military police and marched through the stre t
c~rrymg a ?ann.e: that read "Demonstration of Students fr~~
sixteen Umversmes and. Colleges in Nanjing, Shanghai, Suzhou and Hangzhou Agamst the Crisis in Education." As they
marched,
· "l
,,,they shouted the slogans "Oppose hunger!" and "Oppose
civ1 war. 0 n the same day, in Beiping, more .than 7,000 students
took to the streets carrying a banner that read "Demonstrat"o
o~ ~tudent~, from_ B~iping and North China Ag~inst Hunger ~n~
Civil W.ar. Patriotic students in Tianjin, Shanghai, Hangzhou
Chong~1~g, _F~zbou, Guilin, Jinan, Changsha, Kunming and
other cities JOmed the struggle with strikes and marches. Many
professors and secondary school teachers sympathized with their
~ovemen.t. The Shangh~i Bureau of the CPC Central Committee,
Its ~ha~-Cha~~r-He~1 ~ureau and underground Party organizations m NanJrng, Be1pmg and other cities organized and led
these struggles, which became known as the May 20th Movement.
The May_ 20th Movement served to unmask and isolate the
KMT reactionaries politically. Not long before this in April
1947, the ~T g_overnment had already used the ruse 'of government reorgaruzauon to draw members of the Democratic Socialist
Part~ and ~?e Youth Party into its cabinet, calling itself a "liberal,
multlp~rty government. The KMT-controlled People's Political
Council, was scheduled to open on May 20 in Nanjing. The
stu~~nts large protest march on that day was therefore a major
poht~~al blow to the KMT government. The KMT authorities in
NanJmg sent troops and policemen to suppress the students and
more t.han 1~0 students were wounded or arrested. But the
:ep~ess1ve action of the reactionary government failed to achieve
its mtended result; it only served to spread throughout the
country the student movement against hunger and civil war.
. Int~~ KMT_ areas, other aspects of the people's movement also
mtens1f1ed rapidly.

on February 28, 1947, the people in Taiwan rose in armed
rebellion against the despotic rule of the Kuomintang. People of
the Han nationality and of the native Gaosban nationality fought
shoulder to shoulder, paralyzing the rea~tionary government in
most of the province. The KMT sent a large detachment of troops
from the mainland, who landed at the port city of Jilong. In the
bloody suppression of this rebellion more than 30,000 people were
killed.
During 1947 about 3.2 million workers went on strike in more
than twenty cities in the KMT areas. In September Shanghai
workers went on strike to protest the authorities' use of force to
take over three democratic trade unions. The workers fought the
troops and police who had been sent to suppress them.
In the rural areas, the peasants rebelled against press-ganging
and the requisition of grain and taxes. By January 1947 rebellions
had occurred in more than 300 counties. Between May and June
1947, the grain riots had spread to more than 40 cities, including
Nanjing, Shanghai, Bciping, Wuxi and Wuhu.
There were new developments in the revolutionary movement
in minority-nationality areas as well. In April 1946 the people of
Inner Mongolia held a conference to unify the movement for
autonomy in the region and decided on a policy of struggle for
equality, autonomy and national liberation. In April 1947 they
convened the Conference of People's Representatives of Inner
Mongolia, at which a provisional people's political council was
elected. The council in turn elected the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Government with Ulanhu, a Mongol and member of the
Communist Party, as chairman. On May 1 the Inner Mongolia
Autonomous Region was formally founded. The revolutionary
movement in northern Xinjiang, which began in September 1944
in Iii, Tacheng and Altay, also continued to expand during this
period.
As Mao Zedong pointed out in a commentary written for the
Xinhua News Agency on May 30, 1947, the tide had turned
against the Chiang Kai-shek government. "On both the military
and political fronts," he wrote, "it has met defeats, is now besieged by the forces it has declared to be its enemies and can find
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no way of escape." "The march of events in China," he added, "is
faster than people expected .... The Chinese people should quickly
prepare all the necessary conditions for the establishment of a
peaceful, democratic and independent new China."20

V. THE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY
SHIFTS TO THE STRATEGIC
OFFENSIVE
By the end of the first year of fighting, the situation in the civil
war had changed dramatically. By July 1947 the Kuomintang's
total military strength had already fallen from 4.3 million men to
3.73 million, its regular troops having dropped from two million
to 1.5 million. Because its battle lines were overextended and most
of its troops were needed for garrison duty, the number of men
available for combat was greatly reduced. As a result of successive defeats, it had lost large numbers of men, and morale
continued to sink: the mood among the officers and men was
defeatist and war-weary. Moreover, the people in the KMT areas
rose up in struggle, making the KMT army's rear insecure. Jn
contrast, the People's Liberation Army had grown from 1.27
million men to 1.95 million, with the number of regular troops
approaching one million. Furthermore, having captured a large
quantity of materiel from the enemy, they were now better
equipped. Because the PLA did not need to divide its troops to
defend supply lines or cities, the number of men available for
combat duty had also increased greatly. Lastly, as most of the
Liberated Areas were undergoing agrarian reform, the peasant
masses had greater enthusiasm for revolution and production,
and the PLA's rear area was therefore secure.
On July 4, 1947, in an attempt to get out of his predicament,
Chiang Kai-shek issued the "General Mobilization Bill." This was
a desperate attempt to extend the war to the Liberated Areas, so
as to wear them down and make it difficult for the PLA to sustain
the war.
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Advancing Towards the Central Plains
At this time the KMT .forces. still enjoyed supe!iority in
numbers and, in particular, Ul equipment. The PLA still fa~d a
difficult situation. Nevertheles~ •. the. CPC C~ntral ~omm1tt~e
made an unexpected polic~ dec1~1on: it w~u.ld 1mmed1ately sh~t
to a country-wide offensive, without wa1t111g for the enemy s
strategic offensive to be completely defeated and f?r the PLA to
ain numerical superiority. It formulated the basic task for the
:econd year of the War of Liberatjon in th~se terms:
"To launch a countrywide counter-offensive, that is, to use _our
main forces to fight our way to exterior lines, carry the war mto
the Kuomintang areas, wipe out large numbers of the. enem7
on the exterior lines and completely wreck the Kuommtang s
counter-revolutionary strategy, which is, on the contrary, to continue to carry the war into the Liberated Areas, further dama~e
and drain our manpower and material resources and make it
21
.
impossible
for us to h o ld out very long. "
.
.
The CPC Central Committee chose the Dab1e Mountams of t~e
Central Plains as the main target of their assault, because this
region, bordering on three provinces (~ubei, Henan and !'-nhui),
was strategically located between NanJmg, the KMT capital, and
the important city of Wuhan on the . middle reaches of ~e
Yangtze River. Relying on the Yellow River as a natural barn~r,
the KMT had concentrated its troops on the eastern flank ~
Shandong Province and the western flank in northern Shaanx1,
deploying only a small number of troops to defend the central
region. Furthermore, the Dabie Mountains had ~een an old
revolutionary base area, and mass support, wa~ rela~1vely strong,
which would make it easy for the Peoples Liberation Army to
gain a firm foothold there. Once the PLA took the Dabie Mountains, it would constitute a threat to Nanjing to the east, Wuhan
to the west and the Yangtze River to the south. It would therefore
be in a position to force Chiang Kai-shek to recall the troops he
had sent to attack Shandong and northern Shaanxi so they could
contend with the PLA for control of this strategic region. Although it would be most difficult for the PLA to ca~ture the
region, success would immediately bring about a dramatic change
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i~ the course of the war, carrying the fighting away from the
Liberated Area~ into the !CMT areas. The CPC Central Commit·
te~ further decided that rn advancing towards the Dabie Mountarns, the P1:-A should refrain from consolidating each city it
captured, as it had _done during the Northern Expedition in 1926
and 1927. I~stead, it should_advance by leaps, penetrating swiftly
an~ deep.ly rnto enemy terntory and abandoning any attempt to
build s~hd rear areas: It should first occupy vast rural territory,
then build up revolutionary base areas and finally take the cities.
To .carry out this strategic plan, the CPC Central Committee
coo~dmated the movements of three armies and deployed troops
to uc dow? the ~nemy on the flanks. That is, the main force of
the Shanx1·Hebei·Shandong·Henan Field Army led by Liu Bo·
chcng and Deng ~aop~g, was to launch an ~ssault along the
cen.tral route, heading duectly for the Dabie Mountains. The
mam force of the East China Field Army, led by Chen Yi and Su
~u, was to take the eastern route, pushing into the area between
Jiangsu, Shandong, Henan and Anhui. Part of the Shanxi-HebeiShandong-Henan Field Army, led by Chen Geng and Xie Fuzhi,
was to tak~ the western route, advancing into western Hcnan. The
three armi~ were t~ annihilate the enemy forces through coordinated mobile operatlons. For the containing action on the flanks
the Northwest Field Ar~y was to attack Yulin to draw the enem;
troops that were attackmg northern Shaanxi up north, and the
Shand?ng. Army of the East China Field Army was to start an
offensive in eastern Shandong, driving the enemy troops toward
the sea.
The 500-kilometre driv.e on the Dabie Mountains was a unique
at~ack. Mao Zedon~ predicted the serious difficulties involved in
t~1s strategy. He pointed out that in fighting towards the exterior
Imes, there we.re three possible outcomes. Having paid the price
~o conquer a given terntory, the PLA might 1) be unable to hold
~ts ground and be forced back; 2) be unable to completely hold
its ~round and be forced to engage in guerrilla warfare on the
penphery; or 3) hold its ground. He urged the commanders to
prepare for the worst and strive for the best.
On the night of June 30, 1947, Liu Bocheng and Deng Xiao-
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ping led 120,000 troops in a surprise manoeuvre, crossing the

natural barrier of the Yellow River and thus raising the curtain
the PLA's strategic offensive. In 28 days of continuous fight00
ing in southwestern Shandong, the PLA troops annihilated 56,000
of the enemy, opening a route to the south. Then they began their
heroic 500-kilometre march south, fighting all the way against
hundreds of thousands of KMT troops who intercepted and
pursued them. They crossed 15 kilometres of marshes inundated
by the Yellow Rjvcr, waded the Shahe River and fought their way
across the Ruhe and Huaihe rivers. In late August, after more
than twenty days of exhausting marches and heavy combat, they
reached the Dabje Mountains.
The advance of Liu and Deng's army forced the KMT to move
its main forces back as reinforcements, quickly increasing the
troops surrounding the Dabie Mountains to more than 30 brigades, totalling 200,000 men. Liu and Deng's men were worn out
from continuous marching and fighting. Also, they had never
fought in the south before. After arriving in a new area, they
needed time to establish political power and to mobilize the
masses, and they were short of food, clothing and ammunition.
In view of these circumstances, Liu and Deng deployed one part
of their forces in the northern foothills of the mountains and
moved the remainder to western Anhui and eastern Hubei. With
firm support from the masses, the troops fought tenaciously,
repulsing repeated attacks by the KMT troops on key sectors. By
November they had annihilated over 30,000 enemy troops and set
up democratic governments in 33 counties. These were the preliminary successes in the Dabie Mountains.
In late August, while Liu and Deng's troops were on their 500kilometre trek to the Dabie Mountains, a detachment of 80,000
men from the Shanxi-Hebei-Shandong-Henan Field Army, led by
Chen Geng and Xie Fuzhi, crossed the Yellow River into western
Henan. By late November they had wiped out 50,000 enemy
troops and established democratic governments in 39 counties,
fulfilling their strategic mission in the Henan-Shaanxi border
area. In September the East China Field Army, led by Chen Yi
and Su Yu, crossed the Longhai Railway and marched south into
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the Henan-Anhui-Jiangsu plains to fight on exterior lines. By late
November they too had carried out their strategic mission.
At. thi~ point, the three armies had fought their way to the
exten?r lines. They had advanced together in a triangle forma tion
sweeping through the vast area bounded by the Yellow River to
the north, the Yangtze to the south, the Hanshui River to the west
and the s~a to the east. Supporting each other like the three legs
of an ancient bronze vessel, the three armies pressed forward and
~pp~oached the KMT's. ~ine of defence along the Yangtze, posing
a dHect threat to NanJrng and Wuhan. This action pushed the
battlefront south from the Yellow River to the north bank of the
Yangtze, transfor~ing the Central Plains - once an important
rear area from which the KMT troops had launched attacks on
the Liberated Areas - into a base from which the PLA troops
would advance to nationwide victory. Not long after, a spokesman for the General Headquarters of the PLA said that as the
three armies moved south they had "manipulated and drawn
to"".ards rh~mselves some 90 out of the 160-odd brigades which
Chiang Ka1-shek had on the southern front, forced bis armies into
a pas~ive position, played a decisive strategic role and won the
acclaim of the people all over the country."22
. Other PLA units were still fighting on the interior lines. These
mcluded the Northwest Field Army led by Peng Debuai, the
Shand?ng Army of. the East China Field Army led by Tan
Zhenlrn ~nd Xu Shiyou, the Sbanxi-Chahar-Hebei Field Army
led by Nie Rongzhen and the Taiyue Army of the Shanxi-HebeiS_h~ndong:Hen?? Field Army led by Xu Xiangqian. They intensifled thelf military operations and gradually went over to a
counteroffensive. During the summer of 1947 the Northeast
Democratic United Army launched a strategic c~unteroffensive
completely changing the military situation in northeast China. '
Conducting offensive operations on every front the PLA had
in fact, switched to a strategic offensive nationwide. This was a~
event of historic significance. Mao Zedong said at the time:
"This is a turning point in history. It is the turning point from
growth .to extinction for Chiang Kai-shek's twenty-year counterrevolutionary rule. It is the turning point from growth to extinc-
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tion for imperialist rule in China, now over a hundred years old.
Tbis is a momentous event ... and, having occurred,2 it will
certainly culminate in victory throughout the country." 3

Reform of the Land System
As the PLA went over to the strategic offensive, the new
situation demanded an intensive land reform movement throughout the Liberated Areas. Such a movement was necessary to
arouse the peasants' enthusiasm for revolution and production
and to win their support, which was vital to successful operations
in the War of Liberation.
In 1946 the CPC Central Committee issued the "May 4th
Directive," which marked the CPC's change from a policy of
reducing rent and interest to a policy of confiscating the land of
the landlords and distributing it among the peasants. During the
period from May 1946 to June 1947, the land question was
essentially resolved in two-thirds of the Liberated Areas. A total ·
of 600,000 peasants had enlisted in the PLA and another 60
million were doing support work at the front lines. However, the
reform had not yet reached one-third of the Liberated Areas, and
in some places it had not been carried out thoroughly. From July
to September 1947, to facilitate further advances in land reform,
the Working Committee of the CPC Central Committee held the
National Land Conference under the chairmanship of Liu Shaoqi
at Xibaipo Village in Pingshan County, Hebei Province. On
October 10 the Outline Land Law of China formulated by the
conference'was approved and promulgated by the Central Committee.
The Outline Land Law of China presented a thoroughly revolutionary programme. First, it stipulated, "The land system of
feudal and semi-feudal exploitation is to be abolished and the
system of land to the tillers put into effect." This was a public
demonstration of the Party's commitment to overthrowing the
feudal system of land ownership.
Second, the Law stipulated, "All the land of the landlords and
the public land in the villages is to be taken over by the local
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peasant associations and, together with all other land there, is to
be equally distributed among the entire rural population, regardless of sex or age." The method to be used was to take from those
who had a surplus of land and give to those who had a shortage
and to take from those who had better land and give to those who
had worse. In general, these provisions served to meet the need
of the peasants - especially the poor peasants and farm labourers
- for land. They also helped avoid the mistake made in the past
of allotting no land to landlords and only poor land to rich
peasants. However, equal redistribution of all land tended to
encroach upon the interests of the middle peasants. This method
was therefore changed when land reform was conducted in the
newly-liberated areas and in all other parts of the country.
Third, the Law stipulated that peasants' congresses and their
elected committees were to be the lawful bodies responsible for
carrying out the land reform. It also provided for the establishment of people's courts to ensure implementation of the policies
and decrees relating to .land reform and to maintain revolutionary
public order. Thus, while the peasants were mobilized to overthrow the landlords and acquire land themselves, the government
promulgated laws and decrees to support them in their struggle,
guaranteeing the complete success of the movement.
As the War of Liberation progressed, under the guidance of
the Outline Land Law hundreds of millions of peasants oppressed under the feudal system participated in a great democratic revolution. However, while the National Land Conference made an enormous contribution, it overestimated the
deficiencies in the land reform in the Liberated Areas and
overstated the problems within the Party. It did not adopt
specific policies to prevent the reform from encroaching upon
the interests of the middle peasants and to protect national
industry and commerce, and it stressed only the need to guard
against Right tendencies, without mentioning the danger of
..Left" tendencies. This was one of the reasons why during the
land reform and the related Party consolidation, serious "Left"
errors were made in many areas.
After the National Land Conference, leading Party and gov-
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rnent organizations at all levels in the Liberated A.reas sent
er~ e numbers of land reform work teams to the villages .to
la ~Tze the peasant masses. The people were urged to orgamze
rno 1 i sant leagues and peasant associations, denounce the
j°~1tr: confiscate their land and punish those who were ~oc~l
::Spots. Land reform was soon being carried out enthusiasti· d by a
a while the spread of the reform was accompame
"Lei~ deviati~n from Party policy, which harmed ~everal sectors
of society. First, the interests of a number of the middle pe~sants
were encroached upon. For instance, some of them were rmsclassified as rich peasants or l~ndlords, others. were barred fro~
participating in decision makrng and an unfa1:1' s~are of the gra1~
tax was imposed on them. The "Left" deviation. also ~arme
national industry and commerce. For example, the m?ustnal an~
commercial enterprises run by landlords. were co~1~cat~d, an
the taxes levied on enterprises were too high. No distinction w_as
made between the landlords and rich peasan~s, or between bi?,
middle and small landlords, or between despotlc and non-de.spouc
landlords. All these people were denounced and t!eated m the
same way. Some landlords were driven out of theu homes and
left with no means of support. In other places they were beaten
or killed. As soon as the CPC Central Commi~tee fou~d o~t about
these things, it took determined steps to rectify the situation and
gradually put the reform back on a sound course.
The land reform conducted across such a vast ~rea represented
a social transformation unparalleled in Chinese_histo~y. It uprooted the feudal system from the land of China, libera~ed the
peasants who had so long been subjected to cruel .oppression and
exploitation by the landlords and made them thelf o~n ~aste~.
The CPC Jed the people not only ~ their stru~gle aga1~st imper~~
alism but also in their struggle agamst feudahsm, makmg ~n.tn
butions to Chinese society unmatched by any other poliucal

cally.

F

pa~~· the autumn of 1948, feudal !ela~ions ?f production. ha~
been eradicated among the 100 million 1nhab1tants of the Libe~
ated Areas. once the masses of the peasants had thrown off tbeu
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Political and economic shackles, their Political consciousness and
organizational level reached unprecedented heights. In response
to the Party's call, "Join the army to protect your land!" ablebodied peasants swarmed into the people's armed forces. Peasants
everywhere sent grain, bedding and clothes to the front. Moreover, they organized themselves into transport teams, stretcher
teams, railway and road sabotage teams and other military support units. Many established or strengthened people's militia
units, which cooperated with the PLA in the defencc of the
Liberated Areas. The people's armed forces thus found an inexhaustible source of manpower and material assistance, enough to
win the War of Liberation. It was precisely as Mao Zedong had
said: "The whole Party must understand that thoroughgoing
reform of the land system is a basic task of the Chinese revolution
in its present stage. [f we can solve the land problem universally
and completely, we shall have obtained the most fundamental
condition for the defeat of all our enemies."24

VI. THE PARTY'S PROGRAMME TO
OVERTHROW CHIANG KAI-SHEK

AND LIBERATE ALL CHINA
After the War of Liberation entered the stage of strategic
offensive, the General Headquarters of the Chinese People's
Liberation Army issued a manifesto containing the resounding
slogan, "Overthrow Chiang Kai-shek and liberate all China!"
The pace of historical progress sometimes exceeds human
expectations. As Zhou Enlai put it in the autumn of 1947, "For
a time after the Japanese surrender, the Party hoped to establish
a new China through peaceful means, though without any relaxation of armed self-defence."25 However, Chiang Kai-shek tried
every means possible to frustrate the efforts for peace of the
Communist Party and the Chinese people and imposed on the
people the unprecedented calamity of nationwide civil war. After
the outbreak of that war, the Party, while responding with armed
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elf-defence, still did everything in its Power to salvage peace.

~hiang Kai-shek, for his part, ceaselessly ~xpanded the war, at

arne time convening the bogus National Assembly that

t~e psted a so-called Constitution and forcing the CPC represent-

:ti~es to leave the KMT areas, thus closing th_e door t~. peace
negotiations. In July 1947 the KMT government issued_ an Order
for General Mobilization to Suppress the. lnsurrecuon. of .the
Communist Bandits." This order indicated m le~al ~or~ its ~mal
and complete break with the Chines~ peopl~. By issumg 1t, Chiang
Kai-shek lifted a rock only to drop 1t ?n his ow? feet. He left the
Chinese people with only one alternative: to umte and overthrow
him. In the second half of 1947, the mili~ary sit~atio~. changed
greatly to his disadvantage. As Zhou Enla1 explamed: We have
shown the people with facts that we are strong enough to overthrow him, and the people don't want him anywa~. Even i:>eople
in the upper social strata (except for a few reactionary cliques)
and the middle class are getting tired of t~e load and w?nt to
overthrow him. Thus, it is oppQrtune to raise the slogan: Overthrow Chiang Kai-shek!"'26

Formulating a Programme of Action for the New Period
In December 1947 the CPC Central Committee he~d a
meeting at Yangjiagou, Mizhi Count.y, nor~hern S~aamo, to
draw up a specific plan for overthrowmg Chiang Ka1-shek and
liberating all China. At this meeting Mao Zedon.g presented a
report outlining a political, military and economic programme
for the new period.
,
.
He began by declaring, "The Chinese peoples ~evolutionary
war has now reached a turning point."27 This was a victory bought
at enormous cost, a victory won after long years of str':1ggle by
the Chinese people under the leadership of the Commumst Party
of China.
,
-~
f
Mao reiterated the main points of the PLA s Mam1esto o
October 1947, which listed eight basic Policies of the army. The
first of these was:
.
"Unite workers, peasants, soldiers, intellectuals and busrness-
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men, all oppressed classes, all people's organizations, democratic
parties, minority nationalities, overseas Chinese and other patriots; form a national united front; overthrow the dictatorial
Chiang Kai-shek government; and establish a democratic coalition governmcnt."28 This, he said, was the fundamental political
programme of the CPC. Practice had demonstrated that without
the broadest possible united front, consisting of the·overwhelming
majority of the population, it would be impossible to bring the
Chinese revolution to victory. And without firm leadership by the
Party, it would be impossible for any revolutionary united front
to consolidate and expand.
From the military point of view, Mao analysed the methods
that the PLA had been using and that would enable it to carry
the War of Liberation to a victorious conclusion. He highlighted
ten principles of operation, all of which centred around the basic
principle of concentrating a superior force in every engagement
so as to destroy the enemy forces one by one. He emphasized the
need for the PLA to suit its methods of operation to the new
situation, now that it had shifted to the strategic offensive. For
example, one of the principles was: "Strive to wipe out the enemy
through mobile warfare. At the same time, pay attention to the
tactics of positional attack and capture enemy fortified points and
cities." Another, designed to leave the enemy no time to breathe,
was: "Give full play to our style of fighting - courage in battle,
no fear of sacrifice, no fear of fatigue, and continuous fighting."29
The army, Mao said, should replenish its strength with all the
arms and most of the personnel captured from the enemy, making
the front its main source of manpower and materiel. (This was
particularly important for main forces fighting far from their
bases or without a rear area to fall back on.) Military leaders in
world history have seldom made such an open statement of their
strategy and tactics while fighting was still going on. But Mao
pointed out that because the PLA's strategy and tactics were
based on a people's war, no army opposed to the people could
either adopt them or counter them.
With nationwide victory in sight, the CPC also felt it necessary
to proclaim a basic economic programme for the new China.
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Aceordingly, in his report Mao set forth the CPC's plans in this

reg,.a~~iscate the land of the feudal class and turn it oyer to th.e
nfiscate monopoly capital, beaded by Chiang Ka1peasants
· Co
· an d turn 1·t over to
T v.
Soong R.H. Kung and Chen Lifu,
s::k~e~-democratic state. Protect the industry and .commerce ~f
th national bourgeoisie. These are the three maJor ec?n~IDJC
t ~·cies of the new-democratic revolution." 30 "The pnnc1ples
po·~ing the new-democratic national economy," he a~ded, "must
~~~sely conform to the general o~jec~v~ of de~elop1~g production, promoting economic prospenty, g.1~rng cons1derat1on to bot~
public and private interests and beneflung both l~bour and cap~
tal. Any principle, policy or measure that deviates from this
•
•
•
l'3 l
general ob1ectwe 1s wrong.
,
Mao emphasized that to ensure achievement of the Par~y s
political, military and economic objectives, th.?. Part~ ~~~~ first
consolidate its ranks by solving the problem of !Illpuntie~ ~the
class composition and style of work o.f its local orga~1zat1ons,
especially those at the primary level 1ll the. countryside. Only
when these "impurities" were removed, he said, coul~ the Party
and the broadest masses of working people all march m the same
direction and could the Party lead the masses forward.
"The
Mao concluded his report with these forceful words:
" 32
dawn is ahead, we must exert ourse1ves.
.
,
.
A decision adopted at the CPC Central ~omnuttee s ~eetmg .
in December 1947 stated that Mao Zedong s report was a pr?grammatic document in the political, military and eco?om1c
fields for the entire period of the overthrow of t~e reactionary
Chiang Kai-shek ruling clique and of the founding of a newdemocratic China."33

Formulating New Policies and Tactics for the New Situation
During the period fallowing its December meeting, the <?~C
Central Committee concentrated on developing concrete policies
and tactics appropriate to the new situation. There were three
reasons for this. First, as the PLA progressed triumphantly, new
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areas were liberated, including many cities, and these presented
the Party. with unfamiliar circumstances and tasks of which it had
no experience. Second, the Party and army consisted mainly of
peasants and petty bourgeois. Some of them were inclined to
approach ur~an work from the perspective of small producers or
to apply their methods of rural work empirically to the urban
work. Without guidance from the Party, such tendencies could
become deslructive. Third, historical experience had shown that
in periods when the Party had broken with the KMT "Left"
deviations were likely to occur, and that when succes;es were
scored in revolution, some people were prone to become arrogant
and imprudent, which likewise led to ." Left" deviations.
According to Mao Zedong, in spite of the fact that the line
basic principles and policies of the CPC Central Committee wer~
correct, in practical application "Left" deviations had occurred
"to a greater or lesser extent in all the Liberated Areas and in
some cases had developed into serious adventurist tendencies."34
In rural work, such deviations consisted in encroaching on the
interests of the. middle peasants, neglecting the tactical importance of narrowmg the scope of attack in land reform in the new
Liberated Areas (that is, neglecting to neutralize the rich peasants
and small landlords) and lacking the patience to work step by
step. In urban work, "Left" deviations manifested themselves in
encroachment on the interests of the industry and commerce of
the national bourgeoisie, one-sided stress in the labour movement
on the .immediate interests of the workers to the neglect of
production and construction in the cities, and destruction of
production facilities there. As for relations between the Party and
the mas~es, "Left" deviation was seen in the sweeping slogan, "Do
everythmg as the masses want it done," which rejected the Party's
leadership role and encouraged the tendency to let the Party "Lail
after" the people.
In view of these problems, Mao Zedong strictly admonished
the Party:
. "All comrades ": the Party should understand that the enemy
1s now completely isolated. But his isolation is not tantamount to
our victory. If we make mistakes in policy, we shall still be unable
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in victory. To put it concretely, we shall fail if we make, a.nd

~o:ot correct, mistakes of principle v,:ith regard to any of. the five

. ·es - on the war Party consolidation, land reform, mdustry
Pold1c1commerce and the
'
· "3s I
suppression of counter-revo1uuon.
~a

~:ter inner-Pa;ty circular, Mao emphasized, "Policy and tactics
are the life of the Party; leading comrades at all levels must
give them full attention and must never on any account be
negligent."36
.
To correct the "Leff' deviations that had emerged dunng t~e
land reform, Mao Zedong drafted for the CPC Central Committee the inner-Party directive "On Some Important Problems _of
the Party's Present Policy," emphasizing th~ importance of avoiding any adventurist policies towards the m1d?le pea~ants and the
need to protect the ind us trial and commercial holdings of landlords and rich peasants in general. He also stressed the. n~ed to
distinguish between landlords and rich p~as~nts .and, w1thm the
framework of the principle of equal d1stnbution of land, to
distinguish among the big, middle and small landlords, as well as
between those landlords who were local tyrants and those who
-were not. Indiscriminate beating and killing, he sai~, must be
strictly prohibited. The Central Commit~ee also rei_ssued two
documents that bad been circulated dunng the penod o~ the
Agrarian Revolutionary War (1927-37), entitled "H<?w to Differentiate the Classes in the Rural Areas" and "De~is1on o~ S~me
Problems in the Struggle for Land." These provided guidelines
for local organizations in dealing with such problems.
In January 1948 Ren Bishi, a member of the CPC Central
Committee's Secretariat, delivered a speech on land reform a~ an
enlarged meeting of the Front Committee of the Nort~w~st Field
Army. Entitled "On Some Problems in Land Refor~, ~is spe~ch
was very much in the spirit of the Central Committees meeting
of the previous month. Ren Bisbi analysed the causes of the
"Left" mistakes that had been made during land reform and put
forward principles and methods to correct them. He also elaborated the criteria according to which the rural clas~es shoul?. be
differentiated and explained the importance of fumly urutmg
with the middle peasants. He further pointed out the need to
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adopt a policy to protect intellectuals and to win over as many of
them as possible so they might serve a people's republic. He also
stressed the need to avoid adopting any adventurist policies
towards industry and commerce. He declared that the CPC was
strongly against indiscriminate beating and killing and the torturing of criminals. The CPC Central Committee distributed copies
of this speech to Party organizations at all levels and published it
in the Party's newspapers. It proved very helpful in putting the
land reform and other mass movements back on the right track.
With Mao Zedong's approval, the "Report on Some of the Problems in Land Reform" by the secretary of the Northwest Bureau,
Xi Zhongxun, and the "Report on Problems in Work in the New
Areas" by the secretary of the Central Plains Bureau, Deng
Xiaoping, were also distributed to Party organizations everywhere. Thanks to the Party membership's hard work, by the
spring of J948 the "Left" mistakes in land reform had for the
most part been rectified, and the land reform movement had
returned to its proper course.
Because the peasants in most villages in the new Libera ted
Areas were not yet organized and public order was still unstable,
the conditions there were not yet ripe for reform of the land
system. Accordingly, the CPC Central Committee decided that in
those villages the methods developed during the War of Resistance Against Japan could be used. This meant that in the beginning the policy would be to reduce rent and interest, to readjust
the distribution of seed and grain and to institute a rational
distribution of the grain-tax burden. This would provide the
peasants with material benefits and. shift a larger percentage of
the tax burden to the landlords and rich peasants. Only when the
necessary conditions were present for enforcing the Land Law
would land reform be introduced. The reform would be conducted in two stages. During the first stage, efforts would be made to
bring the rich peasants to a neutral stand and struggle would be
directed exclusiveJy against the landJords. During the second
stage, land would be equally distributed, including the surplus
land previously rented out by the rich peasants. These methods
were applied in the new Liberation Areas, where they served not
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f sf the needs of the peasants but also t<:> reduce .t~e
onlybto saf1pe~sons subjected to political attack, rapidly stabiliznum er o
d .
.
.
ublic order and stimulating pro uction.
ingJ·th the successive liberation of a series of large and medium1
.
cities the CPC was confronted with many new pro~lems.
si~ei gh the Party itself was founded in an urban context, it had
A tn~~ong years operating in the countryside. Many cadr~s were
spe iliar with urban work, and this led to some.confusion.
unfamF b
1948 the CPC Central Committee issued a report
•
·
· Urban Work
In e ruary
b its Working Committee entitled 'Expenence 1~
.
f.rter the Recapture of Shijiazhuang." The Workmg Con:m1ttee
t essed that its policy had been construction, not destruction. No
~:dres or soldiers had been allowed to take goods by fore; ;l?o~
terin the city, to have new uniforms made or to eat.an rm
en
.g
The had been urged to preserve their .styl.e of
e~t-::v~;::;i:~d ha;d struggle. All individuals ~nd orgaruza~ions,
Pt~ r than the government authorities (includmg .the public se~ur~ty bureau), had been prohibited from makmg arrests or
ed f
the
confiscating property·
In April, a few days after the PLA had r~captur
ron:
KMT troops the important city of Luoyang lJ1 B:enan Provmce,
Mao Zedong drafted for the CPC Central Co!Ilnntt~e a telegr~
to the headquarters of the Luoyan~ front m which he ma e,
amon others the following four pomts :
"1 gBe ver~ prudent in the liquidation o~ the .organs of Kuomint~ng rule, arrest only the chief reacttonanes and do not
involve too many persons.
.
. d f' .
bureaucrat"2 Set a clear line of demarcation rn e mmg
.
it~l· do not designate as bureaucrat-capital and do not conf1s~:fe ali the industrial and commercial enterprises. run by Kuomintang members .... Encr~achment .01:1 any enterpnse run by the
national bourgeoisie is stnctly proh1btted.
.
seize
"3. Forbid peasant organizations to enter the city to
landlords and settle scores with them....
f
1ogans o
entering
the
city,
do
not
lightly
advance
s
n
4. O
. h
» 37
raising wages and reducing working ours.
.
"
In June the CPC Central Committee approved and ISSued The
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on Protecting Newly Recaptured
~1tles, which emphasized that when dealing with urban matters
1t was ?ecessary to abandon practices· suited to guerrilla warfare
?r to vtllages. Instead, newly recaptured cities should be governed
m the short term b~ a system of military control. In December
the Central Committee approved and distributed Chen Yun's
repor: on t~e takeover of Shenyang in Liaoning Province. The
experience m Shenyang helped solve the two most difficult probIen:is: how to ensure complete control over a city and how to
quickly restore public order. Chen Yun enumerated the specific
methods to be used as follows:
different aspects of the work should be assigned to different
div1s10ns;
b) in each enterprise or government department the military
control con;in:iission should start from the top;
c) the ongma~ s~aff of each unit should be left unchanged; and
d) the comm1ss1on. s~ould. take over all units before placing
each under the admmIStrat1on of the appropriate division."38
These methods, Chen Yun said, had been used successfully in
Shenyang ~nd had served to ensure a quick takeover, so as to
allow no time for sabotage and to avoid confusion and social
unrest. At the same time, he considered it imperative to solve the
ke.y political and econ~rnic problems in order to set people's
m~nds at. rest .- restonng electricity, stabilizing currency and
pnces, d1sarm1~g. enemy police, using the media to publicize
government JX!~1c1es and calm th~ publ~c, issuing wages, and so
?n. He added, To ensure success m takmg over a city, it is most
lillportant that the troops be well disciplined."39
It was necessary to enforce social reform measures systematically•. only when condi~i~ns were ~ipe. Because the Party adopted
a. ~enes of cor.r~ct poh~1es, pubhc order in the newly-liberated
c1t1es was stabilized qmckly, production resumed and increased
and. the Par~y established good relations with the city dwellers of
vanous social strata. These newly-liberated cities contributed
g~eatly to the war effort and to the economic prosperity of the
Liberated Areas.
To ensure rigorous application of the Party's line, principles
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d Policies for all fields of work, Mao Zedong repeatedly urged
::e entire Party membership to acquire a soli? understanding of
the Party's general line. In April 1948, speaking at a conferei;ice
of cadres, he summed up that line as follows: "T~e :evolution
against imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat-capitalism waged
by the broad masses of the people under .the leade:ship of t~e
proletariat - this is China's new-democratic revolution, and this
is the general line and general policy of the Communist Party of
China at the present stage of history." "If we actually forget the
Party's general line and general policy," he warned "then we shall
be blind, half-baked, muddle-headed revolutionaries, and when
we carry out a specific line for work and a specific policy, we shall
lose our bearings and vacillate now to the left and now to the
40
right, and the work will suffer."
•
.
.
He also insisted that the Party must determme its tactics
according to the circumstances. In applying the policies adopted
by the Central Committee, the Party organizations must make
concrete plans, taking into account different local conditions and
avoiding over-simplification.
.
Mao emphasized the need to translate the Party's policies into
the people's actions. He pointed out that exponents of the slogan,
"Do everything as the masses want it done," were absolutely
mistaken: they were denying the leadership role of the Party and
encouraging cadres to "tail after" the masses.. "The Pa~ty," ~e
said "must lead the masses to carry out all theu correct ideas m
the iight of the circumstances and educate them to correct any
wrong ideas they may entertain."41
To ensure thorough implementation of the Party's policies, it
was essential to uphold the Party's centralized, unified leadership
and to increase Party members' sense of organization and discipline. The problem was particularly important at this point,
because the revolution had already made tremendous progress.
Many of the Liberated Areas had been linked together, and many
cities had been or were about to be liberated. The War of
Liberation had become much more of a regular war. These
changes required that the Party move quickly to do away with
the indiscipline, anarchy, localism, and practice of operating
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f special Criminal Courts" and "Martial Law." The areas under

il;1dependently that had grown up during the long years of
rilla warfare when the various army units had been se guerfrom each other by the enemy. The Central Committee r~~~~ted
that all local Pa_rty organizations strictly enforce its policies~~~
th~t they es~ablish ~ regular system of asking the Central Com~1ttee for mstruct10ns. and submitting reports to it at stated
intervals. At the same time, they were to strengthen inner-Part
democ~acy and the Party committee system.
Y
Havmg come to an historic turning point the Commu .
Party, as the political party of the proletariat 'had to . t. . rust
and t d
·
·
,
an ic1pate
s u y n~w situations and problems as they arose, and formulate a?pr?pnate and. effecti~e measures to deal with them. The
CPC msututed practtcal policies and worked hard to help all "t
members ~ndcrstand their importance and maintain a high de~
gree of urut~ based on a correct line. Thus, work in all fields was
?onducted m an ~r~erly manner. All this provided the most
~portant precond1t10ns for nationwide victory in the revoluuon.

VII. CONSOLIDATION AND EXPANSION
OF THE PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC
UNITED FRONT
As _the People's Liberation Army went over to the strategic
offen~1ve, the KMT authori~ies, in an effort to maintain their

tottenng rule, ~tepped up _thelf oppression and exploitation of the
people a~d t?eJI suppression of the patriotic democratic forces
After issm~g the "Order for General Mobilization to Suppre.ss
the lnsurrect10n of the Commu_n~st Bandits" in July 1947, the
K~T governm~nt drafted all ehg1ble men and requisitioned all
~vallable ma_tena! resources to continue the civil war. It arbitrarily a!r~sted, impnsoned and executed workers, students and other
patnouc dem?Crats and promulgated a series of reactionary laws
a~d ~ecrees, including "Methods for Dealing with th C
msts m Rear Areas," "Regulations Governing the Est:b;i:i~~t

KMT
cont!ol ~ere d~vastated by_White terror.
To give its d1ctatonal rule an au of democracy, from March to
MaY 1948 the KMT held in Nanjing a Constitutional Congress,
at which Chiang Kai-shek was "elected" President. Because of
factional conflicts within the .KMT administration, and because
the United States government was considering finding another
leader of the KMT to replace Chjang, the leader of the Guangxi
faction, Li Zongren, was "elected" vice-president. At the same
time, the KMT authorities were deploying their remaining regular army forces and local troops to reinforce the Sou th and
outlying regions in preparation for a last-ditch struggle against
the revolutionary people.
In 1948 the economy of the KMT areas was on the brink of
collapse. Prices rose sharply. In June of that year, the price of rice
in Shanghai reached eight million yuan per hectolitre, eight times .. ·
the January level. In August the KMT government issued a
document entitled "Emergency Measures for Handling t~e Financial and Economic Situation" and in October another called
"Supplementary Measures for Improving Economic Control." It
also issued "gold yuan" notes to replace the original currency. The
exchange rate was three million yuan for one "gold yuan" note.
However, the new currency also depreciated quickly, and prices
soared. Thus, all the KMT government's efforts to alleviate the
economic crisis were in vain. They served only to worsen the
situation for both urban and rural working people and brought
national industry and commerce to the verge of disaster.
As the KMT regime crumbled, the People's Liberation Army
advanced triumphantly. Under the influence and leadership of
the Communist Party of China, the people's movements in the
KMT areas began to gain momentum.
The student masses increasingly pinned their hopes on victory
in the War of Liberation. Accordingly, they dropped the slogan
"Oppose civil war!" and instead called on people to "Oppose
persecution!" In October 1947 the chairman of the Zhejiang
University Autonomous Student Association, Yu Zisan, was arrested and tortured to death in jail. When they learned of this
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atrocity, more than 100 000 stud
, CPC
cities, including Hangzho~ N .. ents demo~strated in twelve
waged a struggle against p~rs::~~;~ Si~l~~~~ai and Beiping. They
arrests, secret police
and the killing of young peopl 1 '
authorities had students at Ton\~ ~arly_ 1948, when the KMT
in Shanghai, Beiping and other~i . n~vers1t~ _massa~red, students
~pr~ students in north China pro~::t~~tens~1ed thcu protests. In
ities suppression of the North Chi S agamst the KMT authorthe slogan "Oppose persecuti
na tudents' Association with
~ion!" Moreover, they joined ~:~ rrotect the Students' Associam Beiping and Tianjin in de
~~chers and other school staff
The teachers, workers resean~~:~s mgd ~tter material benefits.
octors all held strikes.
The movement grew ~nd becam kan
During May and J
.e nown as the "April storm"
.
une, a nationwide t d
agamst U.S. support for the Ja
~ .u ~nt-led movement·
elude people from all sectors o pane~e m1litansts swelled to inrulers were thus completely isol~t~~~1ety. The reactionary KMT
All the democratic parties and th
. .
without party affiliation became dail e maJ~nt~ .of democrats
the people's revolution A
Y more mclmed to support
Liberation, the KMT ~uths s~t~cesses were scored in the War of
. .
on 1es stepped up pe
.
rsecution of the
patnot1c democratic forces, and as the
,
deep roots among the people so
d CPC s propaganda struck
committed persons began to t~r me emocrats and hitherto unsearch for a "third road."4 2
n away from the once widespread
Although the Youth Party and the D
.
. .
once par ticipants in the Democr f L emocrat1c Socialist Party,
KMT, the Democratic Lea ue a IC eague, had go?e over to the
most of the independent dgem and other democratic parties and
ocrats stood with th CPC
re f used to participate in the "N f
e
. They
1
government and opposed the a iona As~em?ly" or the KMT
1946, the eve of the full-scale ~~g~s co~st1tut1on. On June 28,
the CPC Central Committee st:tedw~r au~ched by the KMT,
. of m a· cucular
on the current situation·. "On th e quest10n
·
ic League advocated that the CPC negotiations, the Dcmocratoppose any concession. If the KMT take a strong position and
CPC should fight back. They believedwahnts
war,was
the~mevitable."
think the
t at war
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rne Democratic League, the CPC Central Committee said, had
also expressed the wish to "stand by the Communist Party in
tiJneS of difficulty." The democratic parties and individual democrats played an active role in the struggle against the KMT's
dictatorial rule and its policy of civil war. They cooperated with
the CPC and became more progressive in the course of struggle.
This was the major characteristic of all the democratic parties at
tbeThe
time.
KMT authorities not only bitterly hated the CPC but were
also hostile towards all democratic parties and individuals. AlthOugh the Democratic League and other parties consistently
advocated the use of democratic means to achieve democracy and
legal means to achieve legal status, the KMT authorities continually used violence to persecute them. After the assassinations of
Li Gongpu and Wen Yiduo, another prominent democrat, Du
Bincheng, was assassinated in Xi'an. Many members of local
branches of the Democratic League were arrested or kidnapped.
Several of its newspapers were demolished or raided. In May 1947
the KMT published a document purporting to be "The CPC's
Programme for Underground Struggle." This phony document,
prepared by the KMT, described the Democratic League, the
Association for Promoting Democracy, the Federation of Comrades of the Three People's Principles and other progressive
organizations as "receiving orders from the CPC and prepared to
be the willing tools of the CPC in their next riot." In October the
KMT authorities declared the Democratic League an illegal
organization and banned all its activities. A commentary published by the Xinhua News Agency on November 6, 1947, protested: "The Democratic League is an unarmed organization. Its
members have no guns, nor any plans to acquire them. Their only
weapons are speech and publishing, and they were long ago
deprived of even these by Chiang Kai-shek." That Chiang could
not tolerate the existence of the Democratic League, the commentary went on to say, showed that "any illusion that any peaceful,
legal reform movement could develop under Chiang Kai-shek's
rule has finally been shattered." On the same day as the commentary appeared, the Democratic League headquarters in Shanghai
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was forced to announce the d.
.
E CPc
known that from this d
ISsolution of the party: "Let 1.t b
·
.
ay onward the
be
.
e
t1on will cease all political ac . . , .
mem rs of this organizaq uarters will resign from th t.1v1ttes, all members of this head
hereby dissolved as of today .~H posts and this headquarters i~

T~e CPC made every · ·b
.
cratic parties and individ~~s1~.t e¥ort to urute with the demoCPC leaders and the Part
. ~o .edong, Zhou Enlai and other
with the leaders of they dorg~nizat~ons maintained close con tact
s
.
emocratlc part"
.
upportmg them in their strug I
.
ies, ~ncouragmg and
KM!. This also helped strengt~een atta1~s~ th~ dictatorship of the
part1es.
e e t·wmg factions in those
I~ January 1948 Shen Junru and
crat1c ~eague convened the 3rd Pl other l~ader~ .of the Demo·
Committee, at which the d 1 . enary SeSSion of its 1st Central
dissolution of the Leagu: ~ ared they would not accept the
The participants in this s~~o woluld restore the headquarters.
would "absolutely not adopt n c early stated that the League
~nd wrong." They also poin:e~eutral stand in matters of right
!~dependent "middle road" was ;ut that the argument for an
cucumstances in China. The Lea u~tenable under the prevailing
to take the people's democratic g 'the~, had no alternative but
the struggle to overthrow the ~volut~ona~ stand and join in
feudal_system of land ownershi
·ruling cliqu~, eradicate the
of Chma and achieve a people'~·d nve the U.S. rmperialists out
the session affirmed that th C emocr~cy. The participants in
"
h
e ommurust p
.
wort Y of every patriot's adm·ua t.ion' ' and th arty
t f of China was
Le
a~ue would cooperate with it Thi
. a rom then on the
cratic League's conversion to the s s sess1~m marked the Demo·
revolution. As the leader of th L tandpomt of new-democratic
years later, "This political chan ee :~gue, Shi L~ang, said many
the Democratic League. Fromg this1ll g? down m the history of
L~ague took the right path of t t I pomt. on, the Democratic
mst Party of China and
.o a cooper~tlon with the Commuleadership."43
'practically speakmg, accepted the CPC's

l

At about this time the dem
.
.
to form a revolutiona~y alli ocroatic factions in the KMT began
ance. n November 12' 1947, m
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l{ong, the Federation of Comrades of the Three People's Principles, the KMT AssoCiation for Promoting Democracy and the
oemocratic Revolutionary League, along with various democrats
in the KMT, convened the Congress of Representatives of Democratic factions of the Crunese Kuomintang. On January l, 1948,
they founded the Revolutionary Committee of the Kuomintang,
with Soong Ching Ling as honorary chairwoman and Li Jishen as
chairman. At the congress they announced, "Our immediate
revolutionary task is to overthrow the traitorous, dictatorial regime of Chiang Kai-shek and realize independence, democracy
and peace in China." The new Revolutionary Committee of the
Kuomintang firmly committed itself to cooperation with the
Communist Party and recognized the basic principles of the
new-democracy programme. As the revolution progressed and as
the Revolutionary Committee learned through practical struggle,
it came to publicly acknowledge the leadership of the Communist
Party.
Other democratic parties, including China Democratic National Construction Association, China Association for Promoting
Democracy, the Chinese Peasants' and Workers' Democratic Party, the Jiu San Society, China Zhi Gong Dang and the Taiwan
Democratic Self-Government League, all expressed their commitment to the new-democratic revolution.
On April 30, 1948, the CPC Central Committee issued a May
Day slogan that called for the convening of a new political
consultative conference which would exclude all reactionaries
and for the establishment of a democratic coalition government.
This slogan won the enthusiastic endorsement of the democratic
parties and independent democrats. Starting in August 1948,
representatives of those parties and individual democrats entered
the Liberated Areas to prepare, under the leadership of the CPC,
for the convening of the new political consultative conference and
the founding of a new China under the people's democratic
dictatorship.
Historical experience had irrefutably proved that as Mao Zedong said a year later, "There are bourgeois republics in foreign
lands, but China cannot have a bourgeois republic because she is

#
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a cou~try suffering under imperialist oppression."44 With the
excepuon of. a few exponents of bourgeois democracy who had
t~rned re~ct1onary, the .great majority of them had gradually
~1scard~d. lt and now beheved that the Communist Party's pol" _
1cal pos1~1on on ~uilding socialism through the establishment ~f
a peoples r~pubhc was correct. It was this belief that provided
the ~oundation for the Communist-led system of multiparty coo _
erauon and political consultation.
P

VIII. THE GREAT DECISIVE BATTLES
I~. the autumn of 1948 the War of Liberation entered the
dec151ve. ph~se for nationwide victory of the people's forces.
At this·t1m~, .the People's Liberation Army had expanded to a
tota~ of 2.8 million men, of which l.49 million were in the field
armies, as compared to 1.27 million at the beginning of the war.
It was als? much better equipped, great quantities of new equipment h~vrng been captured from the enemy - one could say that
the United Stares was supplying the PLA through the K.MT
tr~ps. ~he PLA had now established powerful artillery and
eng1:11~enng ~~rps, which made it ?05sible for it to attack strongly
fortified positions and thus to gam experience in positional war~are. Moreover, the ideological education movement carried out
m the army by the methods of "pouring out grievances'~ and the
"three check-ups" had greatly enhanced the political consciousness of the troops and their combat effectiveness.4s The Liberated
Areas had gradually been linked to form a continuous area of
2,355,000 square kilometres, or 24.5 percent of the total territory
of the country. Their population was now 168 million, or 35.3
percei;it of the total. Land reform had been completed in most of
the Liberated .Areas, and the enthusiasm of the peasant masses .for revolution and production had reached unprecedented
heights. The rear areas of the PLA were therefore increasingly
secure.
In contrast, the KMT troops had decreased from 4.3 million
men at the start of the war to 3.65 million. Because a significant
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umber of them were deployed for garrison duties, only 1.74

~lion were available for use at the front lines. Moreover, morale

was low and the troops lacked combat effectiveness. Even though
the KMT reactionaries still controlled three quarters of t.he
territory and two-thirds of the population, they were face? with
a hostile people and were extremely isolated. Under these cucumstances, they were forced to abandon their strate~y of. "to.ta!
defence" and adopt one of "defence of key sectors. Theu five
strategic armies (under Hu Zongnan, Bai Chongxi, Liu Zhi, Fu
zuoyi and Wei Lihuang) had been cut off from each othe~ by the
PLA and had been operating separately in northwest Chma, the
Ce~tral Plains, east China, north China and northeast China,
without adequate coordination. As a result, the onl_Y t~ing ~hey
could do was to guard strategic areas and commumcat1on lines,
leaving only a small number of troops available fo: strate~ic
manoeuvring. They had already lost the advantage of a contmuous battlefront. The KMT regime was on the verge of collapse.
All these circumstances showed that the moment for decisive
battles between the PLA and the KMT troops was at hand. But
the total military strength of the KMT still exceeded that of the
PLA. The Communist Party was therefore faced with two major
strategic questions. First, did it dare launch decisiv~ ~attles,
fighting on an unprecedentedly large scale? Second, ct.id. it da~e
attempt to capture the enemy's key cities and ~~ anmhil~te his
strongest corps? At the time, the KMT authont1es were 1Il the
process of making a major strategic change in troop deployment.
In August 1948 they convened a "military self-criticism meetin~"
in Nanjing, during which they decided: 1) to concentrate theu
forces in the area between the Yellow River and the Yangtze, 2)
to strengthen the defence of Liaodong and Rehe in northea~t
China in order to stabilize north China and to defend theu
positions south of the Yellow River, and 3) to do al.I they could
to defend the Central Shaanxi Plain and Hanzhong m northwest
China in order to protect their line of defence in southwest China.
If the PLA allowed time for the KMT to conduct this strategic
concentration of forces, it would find it very hard to carry on
military operations later. The CPC Central Committee, headed
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by Mao Zedong, analysed the military situation and decided to

seize the opportunity for decisive battles. It organized three
consecutive major campaigns - the Liaoxi-Shenyang campaign,
the H uai-Hai campaign and the Beiping-Tianjin campaign. These
campaigns were correlated with each other, so that they proceeded from one victory to another.
The overall strategy called for annihilation of the enemy by
groups. The Central Committee chose the correct target for the
first strike and began the decisive phase of the war in northeast
China. This would prevent the KMT from carrying out its
strategic plan of concentrating its forces. At the same time, some
of the PLA troops in northeast China could move to fight south
of the Great Wall. Moreover, the CPC could take advantage of
the industry there to support the war effort nationwide. At this
time the military situation in northeast China was most favou rable to the PLA, which was quite sure of victory. Although there
were still 550,000 KMT troops in the region, they had been cut
off from each other in three areas - Changchun, Shenyang and
Jinzhou. The PLA, for its part, had 700,000 regular troops
stationed in northeast China, which, together with 300,000 local
troops, totalled one million men, far outnumbering the enemy.
The Liberated Areas covered 97 percent of the region's total land
area and contained 86 percent of its population. Of the 2,100
kilometres of railways, 2,000 km. were in the people's hands.
After land reform and the elimination of bandits, the PLA's rear
areas were secure. Such favourable conditions were absent in
other sectors. The Central Committee accordingly decided to
begin the final push in northeast China, so as to be certain of
victory in the first campaign.
The opening shot in this series of decisive battles was fired on
September 16, 1948, in Shandong, in the battle of Jinan, which
ended on September 24. The East China Field Army had massed
a pcwerful force to attack this strategically important city. After
eight days and nights of fierce fighting, 20,000 men from the
KMT's reorganized 96th Corps, under the command of Wu
Huawen, revolted and crossed over to the people's side. A further
110,000 enemy troops were wiped out, and the commander of the
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l(MT's 2nd Pacification Zone, Wang.Yao~u'.was c~ptured. This
the beginning of a series of v1ctones m ~h1ch the PLA
~~s ated the enemy's heavily fortified cities, and 1t was therefore
~h:~eginning of the total collapse of Chiang ~ai-sh~k's def~nce
which was dependent upon them. The liberation of Jman
~~~~~'up the North China and East China Liberated. Areas and
reatly improved conditions for support of the front Imes: I.t also
~ d the East China Liberation Army to move south and J~m the
~:~tral Plains Liberation Army in its lar~e-sc~le campaign to
annihilate the enemy south of the Longha1 Railway. For these
reasons, the victory at Jinan was of great consequence.

The Liaoxi-Shenyang Campaign
On September 12 the Northeast Liberation Army concentrated
its main force of 700,000 men and launched the i:nomentous

Liaoxi [Western Liaoning Province)·Shei:yang campaign.
On the basis of strategic cons1derati~ns, the CP~ Ce~tral
Committee believed that it would be wise .to. hem m Chiang
Kai-shek's troops in northeast China and annihilate them one by
one Chiang did not know what to do with his 550,000 troop~
stra.nded north of the Great Wall. If these troops, led by Wei
Lihuang, were to retreat south of the Great Wall, th~ KMT wou~d
be able to retain them as a relatively complete un~t of st:ategic
im rtance. Moreover, they could then be combined with Fu
zu:i's army in north China, to cause trouble. for the PL~ l~~er
on Mao Zedong pointed out the need to consider the po~s1bility
of ·such a retreat and to wipe out all the e.nemy troops while t~ey
were st.ill in northeast China. To do th1~,. the ~ort.heast ~1eld
Army had first to gain control over the Beipm~-Liaomn.g Railway
and then to capture Jinzhou, in Liaoning Provmce, sealmg off the
exit from the Northeast. But the commander of the ~o!the~st
F ld Army Lin Biao put undue emphasis on the difficulties
~~olved in ~oving sodth for the ?J?Cra.tion and advocated ~ttacki
ing the city of Changchun, in J1hn, instead. After a ~enod ?
hesitation and repeated criticism by the Central Committee, Lm
Biao resolved to move his troops south.
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On September 12 the Northeast Field Army under the command of Lin Biao and Luo Ronghuan began the attack on
Jinzhou. To reinforce the city's defence, Chiang Kai-shek hurriedly summoned a portion of his troops from north China and
Shandong and organized them into an army to move east. [n the
meantime, he organized the main body of his troops at Shenyang
into an army to move west. The first of these two armies was
blocked by the PLA in the Tashan-Hongluoxian sector, and the
second was intercepted northeast of Heishan and Dahushan. On
October 14 the Northeast Field Army launched its final assault
on Jinzhou. In 31 hours of intense fighting, it succeeded in
annihilating nearly 90,000 enemy troops and capturing Fan Hanjie, deputy commander-in-chief of the KMT's Northeast "Bandit
Suppression" Hcadq uarters.
The liberation of Jinzhou impelled part of the KMT troops
defending Changchun to revolt and the remainder' to surrender.
Seeing that the retreat route out of northeast China was now cut
off, Chiang Kai-shek gave Liao Yaoxiang, who was in command
of the army moving west, strict orders to recapture Jinzhou. The
Northeast Field Army immediately encircled Liao's army which consisted of crack troops of the New First Corps and the
New Sixth Corps - from the north and south. After stiff fighting
lasting two days and one night, it completely wiped out the
100,000 troops of that army and captured Liao Yaoxiang. The
Northeast Field Army followed up this victory and on November
2 took Shenyang and Yingkou. Thus, the whole of northeast
China was liberated.
During the 52 days of the Liaoxi-Shenyang campaign, 472,000
enemy troops were wiped out.. From this time onward, the PLA
was numerically superior to the KMT, a change that marked
another turning point in the Chinese revolution. The liberation
of northeast China not only turned the one-million-strong Northeast Field Army into a powerful strategic reserve but also provided favourable conditions for the subsequent liberation of
Beiping, Tianjin and the rest of north China. Moreover, it provided the PLA with a secure strategic rear area where there was
a certain amount of industry.
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The Huai-Hai Campaign
Immediately foJlowing the conclusion of the Liaoxi-Shenyang
campaign, 600,000 men from the ~ast China Field Army, the
Central Plains Field Army and regional armed forces from ea~t
China, the Central Plains and north China, launc~ed the Hua~
Hai [Huaihe-Haizhou] campaign. Unprecedented m scope, this
campaign was centred at Xuzhou in J~angsu and ex~ended east as
far as Haizhou, west as far as Shangqrn, north to Lmcheng (now
Xuecheng) and south to the Huaihe River.
In November 1948 the KMT convened a military conference
at Xuzhou, where it decided to transfer the armies under Liu Zhi
and Du Yuming to Xuzhou, with orders to fight if they could. If
they could not, then they were to retreat south across the Huaihe
River to defend the Yangtze. This showed that the KMT General
Headquarters was still wavering between defence and withdrawal.
At the time there were 800,000 KMT troops deployed around the
intersection' of the Tianjin-Pukou and Longhai railways at
Xuzhou.
Early in September, Su Yu, deputy commander
th~ East
China Field Army, had suggested organizing the Hua1-Hru ca.mpaign. He recommended that the main forces of the. East Chi.na
Field Army leave southwest Shandong for northern J1angsu •. with
the aim of wiping out the right flank of the KMT army stationed
at Xuzhou. The Military Commission of the CPC Central Committee had agreed. In November the Military Commission decided to expand the scope of the Huai-Hai campaign, with the over~ll
plan of separating Xuzhou and Bengbu and wiping out L~u Zh1's
main forces. In a telegram sent to Liu Bocheng, Chen Y1, Deng
Xiaoping and others on November 16, the Military Commission
pointed out that victory in this campaign would not only .secure
the situation north of the Yangtze but also lay the foundation for
the resolution of the situation nationwide. On that day the CPC
Central Committee decided to organize a General Front Committee consisting of Liu Bocheng, Chen Yi, Deng Xiaoping, Su ~u
and Tan Zhenlin with Deng Xiaoping as secretary. The comnuttee was to assu~e unified leadership of the East China Field
Army and the Central Plains Field Army.

o!
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. Th_roughout the Huai-Hai cam~aign, the KMT's troop strength
m this sector exceeded the PLA s. Its equipment was also far
superior. Under these circumstances, the PLA's tactic was to
repeatedly divide the enemy's troops, massing a superior force to
annihilate his forces one by one. The campaign was divided into
three phases.
.The ~irst phase lasted from November 6 to 22, 1948. During
this penod, the KMT army under Huang Baitao was statfoned
along the Longhai Railway between Lianyungang in the east and
Xuzhou in the west. As Mao Zedong stated in a telegram addressed to the forces which we.re to take part, in this first stage of
the campaign, the central task was to concentrate forces to wipe
out that army. The PLA decided to use more than half of its total
effectives to cut off and attack the enemy troops that were coming
to reinforce Huang's army; this would prevent the two units from
joining forces and ensure that Huang's troops did not escape. On
November 6 the battle began. Huang's army tried to escape to the
west. At Jiawang and Taierzhuang, the 23,00() men led by He
Jifeng and Zhang Kexia, who were deputy commanders of the
KMT's Third Pacification Zone and underground members of
the CPC, suddenly revolted. The main forces of the East China
Field Army immediately crossed the area those troops had been
defending and quickly cut off Huang Baitao's line of retreat as
he approached Xuzhou. The enemy reinforcements from all
directions were checked. Huang's army had no choice but to turn
back to Nianzhuang. Thus forced into a pocket no more than 10
kilometres in length and breadth, Huang's entire unit was wiped
out on November 22.
The second phase of the campaign lasted from November 23
to December 15. The main objective now was to annihilate Huang
Wei's army, which had been dispatched as reinforcements and
was to march alone all the way from southern Henan to the
Huai-Hai area. The 120,000 men of Huang's army were Chiang
Kai-shek's own personal troops, and their combat effectiveness
was relatively strong. The 18th Corps of Huang's army was part
of the KMT's crack force. The main forces of the Central Plains
Field Army and part of the East China Field Anny adopted the
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tactic of surrounding the enemy while allowing him one channel
of escape, which was designed as a trap. On November 25 the
PLA troops encircled Huang Wei's army south of the Kuaihe
River at Shuangduiji. The enemy reinforcements were either
wiped out or intercepted. From December 6 to 15, the PLA
conducted a general offensive and destroyed the enemy's entire
force in the area. During this peiiod, the KMT armies under Qiu
Qingquan, Li Mi and Sun Yuanliang, all commanded by Du
Yuming, deputy commander-in-chief of the KMT's "Bandit Suppression" Headquarters at Xuzhou, withdrew from the city. They
were besieged by the main forces of the East China Field Army
near Chenguanzhuang, and Sun Yuanliang's entire army was
annihilated.
The third phase of the campaign lasted from December 15,
1948, to January 10, 1949. The chief objective now was to wipe
out Du Yuming's forces. However, in order to coordinate this
action with the Beiping-Tianjin campaign, in the beginning of this
phase the PLA troops on the front line of the Huai-Hai campaign
were ordered to stop their attack on Du's army for two weeks to
give Fu Zuoyi's army on the north China front a false sense of
security. In the meantime, the PLA concentrated on a political
offensive, urging Du and others to surrender with their troops.
On January 6, 1949, after the PLA had succeeded in dividing and
surrounding Fu Zuoyi's army, it launched a general attack on the
troops under Du Yuming, who refused to surrender. After four
days and nights of intense fighting, the armies led by Li Mi and
Qiu Qingquan were completely annihilated. The units wiped out
included the 5th Corps, one of the KMT's crack units. Du
Yuming was captured. This marked the successful end of the
Huai-Hai campaign.
The campaign had lasted 66 days. During this time the KMT
had lost 555,000 men, and its crack troops along the southern
front had been destroyed. The area north of the middle and lower
reaches of the Yangtze had been liberated and linked up with the
North China Liberated Area. The PLA had pressed south to the
north bank of the Yangtze. Thus, the KMT capital of Nanjing
Jay exposed directly in front of the PLA forces. The reactionary
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Kuomintang regime was disintegrating.
The Beiping-Tianjin Campaign

With the successful conclusion of the Liaoxi-Shenyang campaign, and with victory on the horizon in the Huai-Hai campaign,
one million men from the Northeast Field Army and the Second
and Third Armies of the North China Military Command joined
forces to launch the Beiping-Tianjin campaign.
At the time, the KMT's north China forces, not counting the
50,000 of Fu Zuoyi's men stationed at Guisui and Datong, numbered more than 500,000. These men were stationed in a narrow
stretch of land extending 500 kilometres east from Shanhaiguan
along the Beiping-Liaoning Railway and west to Zhangjiakou
along the Beiping-Suiyuan Railway, with Tanggu as their opening
to the sea. Of these troops, 17 di visions were commanded by Fu
Zuoyi, and 25 were directly under Chiang Kai-shek. Earlier,
Chiang had told Fu to withdraw his troops southward to reinforce
the defence line along the Yangtze. Fu was deeply suspicious of
Chiang's discrimination against those who were not his own men
and had not wanted to withdraw. At this time, his troops were
already shaken by the PLA's victories in northeast China. However, he calculated that the Northeast Field Army would need
three to six months of rest to recuperate from the LiaoxiShenyang campaign and would not be ready to fight south of the
Great Wall until the following spring. For this reason, he decided
to defend Beiping and Tianjin, control an escape route by sea,
seek to expand his forces and wait to see what would happen.
Accordingly, he began to withdraw forces from other areas under
his control, including Chengde, Baoding, Shanhaiguan and Qinhuangdao, and prepared to flee south by sea or west toward
Suiyuan if necessary. If Fu Zuoyi withdrew, the PLA could seize
Beiping and Tianjin without fighting. But then Fu's troops would
help reinforce the KMT units along the Yangtze River defence
line or, in any event, make it possible for the KMT to maintain
greater military strength. That would be disadvantageous to the
PLA in later battles. Therefore, the CPC Central Committee
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believed that the key to success was to postpone the enemy's
decision to flee south or west and hold him in north China so the
PLA could wipe him out t~ere.
. ,
Acting in accordance with the Central Committees plan, the
main forces of the Northeast Field Army ended their .period of
rest and consolidation early, not long after the conclusion of the
Liaoxi-Shenyang campaign. Starting on November 23, they took
a short cut and covertly moved south of the Great Wall. There
they joined forces with the Second an~ Third ~rm.ies of the
North China Military Command. Applymg the prmc1ple of encircling the enemy troops without attacking them or separating
the enemy troops without encircling them, with lightning speed
the combined forces made a strategic encirclement and cut
the iinks between the enemy forces in Beiping, Tianjin and
Zhangjiakou, but did not make a tactical encirclement. This
action cut off their escape routes to the south and west and at the
same time drew the KMT's 92nd, 94th and 105th corps, originally
stationed at Tianjin and Tanggu, to the area around Beiping.
After that, the PLA started a general assault by taking enemy
positions on both wings and then capturing the ones in the
middle. In late December, the PLA troops conquered Xinbao'an
and Zhangjiakou on the west wing. At Xinbao'an they annihilated 16,000 men from the 35th Corps, the main force directly under
Fu Zuoyi's command. At Zhangjiakou they destroyed the headquarters of the enemy's 11th Army and the 105th Corps, wiping
out more than 54,000 men. On January 10, 1949, the CPC Central
Committee decided to form a General Front Committee for the
Beiping-Tianjin campaign under Lin Biao, Luo Ronghuan and
Nie Rongzhen. On January 14, when the enemy defending Tianjin on the east wing refused to surrender, the PLA used a
powerful force to launch a general offensive against the city.
After 29 hours of intense fighting, the solidly fortified and
heavily defended city fell. The 130,000 enemy troops had all been
wiped out, and Chen Changjie, commander of the KMT's Tianjin
garrison, had been captured. After Tianjin was liberated, the
enemy troops defending Tanggu took to their boats and fled
south.
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In order to avoid destroying the world-famous ancient capital
of Beiping, the PLA first surrounded the city and then dispatched
representatives to meet with Fu Zuoyi. Thanks to the PLA's great
strength and the speed with which it had carried out its deployment, and thanks also to the CPC's patient persuasion and to the
urging of people from all social strata, in the end Fu Zuoyi was
obliged to give in. Acting in accordance with the will of the
people, he ordered the troops under his command to leave the city
to await reorganization. On January 31, 1949, Fu's army completed its move, and the PLA entered the city. The peaceful liberation
of Beiping was proclaimed.
The Beiping-Tianjin campaign had lasted for 64 days. More
than 520,000 KMT troops had been put out of action or reorganized as part of the PLA, and most of north China had been
liberated. A few enemy troops were allowed to remain in Suiyuan.
In September 1949 these troops, led by Dong Qiwu, indicated
their willingness to revolt and accept incorporation into the PLA.
Thus, three patterns were set for disposing of the KMT troops
- the Tianjin pattern (fighting-them), the Beiping pattern (reorganizing them into PLA units), and the Suiyuan pattern (keeping
them intact for a time, winning them over or neutralizing them
politically, and reorganizing them at a later date).
In terms of the]r scope and achievements, the three great
campaigns of Liaoxi-Shenyang, Huai-Hai and Beiping-Tianjin
were unprecedented in Chinese military history and unusual even
in world military history. Over the course of four months and
nineteen days, from September 12, 1948, to January 31, 1949,
these campaigns led to the annihilation of more than 1.54 million
KMT troops. Essentially, they caused the collapse of the military
strength that had propped up the reactionary KMT regime and
thus provided a firm foundation for nationwide victory of the
Chinese revolution.
The success of the three campaigns was a great victory in the
people's war. During the course of the campaigns, the commanders and fighters of the People's Liberation Army displayed a
high degree of revolutionary commitment and initiative, fighting
heroically and resourcefully against the KMT troops. The people
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of the Liberated Areas showed incomparable enthusiasm a~d
ceaselessly provided enormous amounts of human and matenal
support for the front.. The underground CPC orga~izations and
revolutionary people m the KMT areas also contributed to the
PLA's victory in the campaigns. At the time, although the PLA's
equipment had improved, transport conditions remained extremely poor. To ensure the needs of the vast army at the front,
people helped transpor~ s?pplies on their should~r~ or in pushcarts. According to statistics, no less than 5.43 million labourers
were mobilized to support the Huai-Hai campaign, and they
carried 7,300 tons of ammunition and 480,000 tons of grain and
other goods. Chen Yi once gratefully remarked that victory in the
Huai-Hai campaign had been brought in pushcarts by the people.
This mass participation was powerful proof of the enthusiastic
popular support enjoyed by the Communist Party in the War of
Liberation.
The victory in the three campaigns was also a victory for Mao
Zedong Thought. The CPC Central Committee and its Military
Commission, headed by Mao Zedong, with their great revolutionary prowess and superior military command skills, seized the
right moment for decisive strategic action and selected the proper
course. They mapped out different concepts of operation in the
light of the different situations in northeast, east and north
China. All of these factors contributed to victory in these great
campaigns.

IX. CARRYING THE REVOLUTION
THROUGH TO THE END
By the end of the three campaigns, the KMT government's
military strength north of the Yangtze River had crumbled. It
was even having trouble organizing its defence south of the river.
On November 9, 1948, Chiang Kai-shek sent a letter to President
Truman asking him to quickly provide more military support and
even to send U.S. military advisors to help conduct the war. The
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United Stat:s gover~ment, however, sensed Chiang's imminent
doom and did not wish to accede to his request. On January 8
1949, Chiang's government sent messages to the governments of
the United States, Britain, France and the Soviet Union asking
them to "mediate" in the Chinese civil war. AJ1 four governments
tactfully cited their own particular considerations and declined
At this point, Mao Zedong summed up the situation as folJows: ·
"The U.~. gov~rnment has chan~ed its policy of simply backing
the Kuommtang s counter-revolutionary war to a policy of embracing two forms of struggle:
"l. Organizing the remnants of the Kuomintang's armed forces
a~d th~ so-called local forces to continue to resist the People's
L1beratJon Army south of the Yangtze River and in the remote
border provinces, and
"2. Organizing an opposition faction within the revolutionary
camp to strive with might and main to halt the revolution where
it is or, if it must advance, to moderate it and prevent it from
encroaching too far on the interests of the imperialists and their
running dogs."46
Li Zongrcn, leader of the Guangxi faction, was prepared to
take a chance. He stood ready to replace Chiang Kai-shek, and in
order to gain time to implement his scheme of instituting two
governments divided by the Yangtze River, he was willing to
negotiate with the Communist Party. With this in the background, on December 24, 1948, Bai Chongxi, another leader of
the Guangxi faction, sent a telegram to Chiang urging him to hold
peace talks. In response to Bai's hint - or perhaps under his
influence - the KMT's Hubei Provincial Political Council and
the governors of Henan and Hunan provinces recommended
resumption of peace talks. In that interest, they also demanded
Chiang's resignation.
.
~s a result of these internal and external pressures, Chiang
Ka1-shek was forced to issue a statement on New Year's Day,
1949, suing for peace. However, in his statement, he demanded,
among other things, the preservation of the KMT-manufactured
Constitution, (which had never been approved by the people) of
his so-called legally. constituted authority and of his reaction~ry
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arIDY· Unless these conditions were fulfilled, he said, he would
..fight to the finish" with the Communist Party. Clearly, these
were conditions not for peace but for the continuation of war. At
this time there were also some bourgeois Right-wingers who
insisted that the Communist Party immediately put a stop to the
War of Liberation, accept Chiang's "conditions for peace" and
refrain from eliminating its enemies completely.
Should the Chinese people carry the revolution through to the
end, or should they abandon it halfway, allowing the reactionary
forces the breathing-time to stage a comeback? At this historic
moment, with victory already in sight, this question took on vital
importance. In the last hundred years, had not the people had
enough bitter experience to know the answer?
With these thoughts in mind, on December 30, 1948, Mao
Zedong issued through the Xinhua News Agency a New Year's
message that was a great call to carry the revolution through to
the end:
"We must use the revolutionary method to wipe out all the.
forces of reaction resolutely, thoroughly, wholly and completely;
we must unswervingly persist in overthrowing imperialism, f eudalism and bureaucrat-capitalism; and we must overthrow the
reactionary rule of the Kuomintang on a country-wide scale and
set up a republic that is a people's democratic dictatorship under
the leadership of the proletariat and with the worker-peasant
alliance as its main body."47 This, he went on to say, would then
make it possible for China to develop into a socialist society. But
if the revolution were abandoned halfway, it would mean giving
the reactionaries a chance to heal their wounds, so that one day
they might stage a comeback and again plunge the whole country
into darkness. What was required of all those who wished to
participate in the revolutionary cause, he said , was "unanimity
and cooperation, not the setting up of any 'opposition faction' or
the pursuit of any 'middle road.'" ..
On January 14, 1949, Mao Zedong, in his capacity as chairman
of the CPC Central Committee, issued a statement indicating the
Party's willingness to negotiate:
"Although the People's Liberation Army has ample strength
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and abundant reason to wipe out completely the remnant armed
forces of the reactionary Kuomintang government in not too long
a period and has full confidence that it can do so, nevertheless
in order to hasten the end of the war, bring about genuine pea~
and alleviate the people's sufferings, the Communist Party of
China is willing to hold peace negotiations with the reactionary
Nanjing Kuomintang government or with any local governments
or military groups of the Kuomintang.... "48 These negotiations
would be held, he said, on the basis of eight terms, including that
war criminals were to be punished, that the bogus constitution
and the bogus "constituted authority" were to be abolished and
that all reactionary troops were to be reorganized on democratic
principles.
Mao's statement was warmly received by the democratic parties, democrats without party affiliation and other people from
all social strata. On January 22, 55 individuals, including Li
Jishen, Shen Junru, Guo Moruo and Tan Pingshan, who had just
arrived in a Liberated Area, issued a joint statement expressing
their firm support of Mao's statement and their readiness to help
advance the cause of revolution and build a new China under the
leadership of the Communist Party of China.
On January 21 Chiang Kai-shek announced that he would
resign from the position of President and that Vice President Li
Zongren would serve as Acting President. The next day, Li
Zongren expressed his willingness to accept the Communist Party's eight terms as the foundation on which to begin peace talks.
After Chiang Kai·shek resigned, he returned to his hometown
of Xikou in Fenghua County, Zhejiang Province. However, he
continued to run the government from behind the scenes. He
decided that the peace talks should be limited to dividing the
country at the Yangtze River. In other words, he insisted that
"the integrity of certain provinces south of the Yangtze should be
ensured."49 At the same time, Chiang ordered his followers to
prepare for war by strengthening the armed forces. His plan was
to reorganize and train two million troops south of the Yangtze
over a period of three to six months in order to stage a comeback.
At the same time, he began to make arrangements for his final
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o Taiwan. Li Zongren's government also intended to
t t
retrea
·
· the territory south of the Yangtze. It was o bv1ous
t h at the
~;'s acceptance of the CPC's eight terms was only a smokescreen.
· .of th e
from March 5 to 13, 1949, the 7th Central c omm1ttee
Communist Party of China held its 2nd ~lenary. Session ~t
Xibaipo Village in Pingshan County, Hebe1 ~r~vmce. In his
port to the session, Mao Zedong set forth policies to promote
~~e speedy achievement of the country-wide victory of the revolution and· to organize this victory. He proposed that afterwards
the Party should shift the focus of its work from t~e r ural ar~as
to the cities and defined the basic political, econonuc and foreign
policies the Party should adopt. He also set the ~eneral tasks and
main course for transforming China from an agn~ultur~l co_untry
into an industrial one and from a new-democrauc society mto a
socialist one. He appraised the new situation in the class struggle
both at home and abroad and gave timely warning that t~e
"sugar-coated bullets" of the bourgeoisie wo~ld be~ome. the mam
danger to the proletariat. He stated the Party s poli~y ~1th regard
to negotiations: "Our policy is not to ~efuse neg~Uat.J.o~s, b1:1t to
demand that the other side accept the eight terms m therr entuety
and to allow no bargaining."so He added that if negotiations on
an overall basis succeeded, that would have great ad~antages. If
they failed, then separate negotiations on a local basis would be
.
.
held after the PLA had made further advances.
To bring the war to an early conclusion and realize. genume
peace, on April 1 a CPC delegation headed by Zhou Enla1 entered
into negoticltions in Beiping with the KMT go~ernment represent·
atives, headed by Zhang Zhizhong. On Apnl 15, after .the two
sides had had repeated exchanges of views and consult~tions, the
CPC representatives presented a final amended version of the
Agreement on Internal Peace, demanding a response from the
KMT government by April 20. The KMT. government represent·
atives agreed unanimously to accept this agreement and sent
Huang Shaohong back to Nanjing with the docu~ent. It ha~
pened that at this moment the KMT Cent!al Executi~e Committee was holding a session of its Standmg Comnuttee and a
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Political Conference in Guangzhou. The Central Executive Committee issued a statement rejecting the agreement and instructed
Li Zongren and He Yingqin to act accordingly. On April 20 Li
and He sent a telegram to the KMT government representatives
in Beiping telling them not to sign the Agreement on Internal
Peace. The failure of the negotiations was announced. Nevertheless, at the request of the Communist Party, the KMT government representatives remained in Beiping, and most of them later
participated in the preparations for the People's Political Consultative Conference of new China.
Because the KMT government refused to sign the Agreement
on Internal Peace, on April 21 Chairman Mao Zedong and
Commander-in-Chief Zhu De issued an order to the army for
a countrywide advance. The Second and Third Field Armies
(formerly the Central Plains Field Army and the East China
Field Army), which had been placed under the command of
Deng Xiaoping, secretary of the General Front Committee
started to cross the Yangtze River from north to south. In thi~
operation they had rhe support of troops from the Central
Plains Military Command and of the people along the north
bank, as well as the cooperation of the guerrilla forces south
of the river. The battle line stretched for more than 500
.kilometres, from Hukou in Jiangxi Province in the west to
Jiangyin in Jiangsu in the east. One million troops divided into
three columns fought their way across the Yangtze on boats.
The KMT defence line along the river, which had been painstakingly built up over a period of three and a half months
.
'
collapsed rnstantly.
On April 20 and 21, while the PLA was crossing the
Yangtze, four British warships, including the Amethyst, intruded into the Yangtze, an inland waterway of China, and proceeded to areas defended by the PLA, trying to prevent the
crossing. The British and Chinese exchanged fire. The British
killed or wounded 252 PLA men. The Amethyst was disabled
by the PLA and forced to anchor on the river near Zhenjiang.
The other three ships escaped. After this, the British government declared that British warships had the legal right to
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· ate the Yangtze. The Conservative Party leader Winston
navig
·
·
be d"
h d t
Churchill even proposed t~~t air~raft earners
~p~tc .~
o
Chinese waters to provide effective_ powe~ of re~aliation. The
General Headquarters of the PLA 1m~ed1ately ISSU~d a s_tatement declaring, "The Chinese peo~le will defen_d theu terntory
nd sovereignty and absolutely will not penmt encroachment
~Y foreign governments." This statement demonstrated that
China was not afraid of threats and would. resolutely oppose
any imperialist aggression. It made the Chinese people, long
bulJied and oppressed by the imperialists, proud and elat~d .
This event showed that the time when ~oreign ~n_vaders, relym~
on their military might, could commit atrocities on Chma s
sovereign soil was gone forever.
.
When the PLA troops broke through the KMT defence lines
along the Yangtze, the government in N~njing fled to Gu~ng
zhou. On April 23 the PLA captured N~nJmg, the _KMT capital,
announcing the downfall of the reacttonary regime ~at _had
lasted for 22 years. The PLA troops then continued their victorious advance to the provinces in south-central, northwest and
southwest China. By either military or peaceful means, most of
the remaining enemy forces were put out of a~tion. T~e va~t
territory of the country was liberated an~ Chiang Ka1-shek s
Kuomintang clique was driven from the mamland.

X. THE GREAT VICTORY OF THE CHINESE
DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION
Now that the reactionary Kuomintang regime had been overthrown conditions were ripe for the founding of the People's
Repub.tic of China. In June 1949 in B~iping, the Preparatory
Meeting for the New Political Consultative Conference was convened, and a standing committee headed by Mao_ Zedong was
established. This committee was in charge of draftmg the Co~
mon Programme and working out a go~crnment structure. This
was the beginning of the comprehensive preparatory work to
build a new regime in China.
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As early as March 1949, in a report to the 2nd Plenary Session
of the 7th Central Committee of the CPC, Mao Zedong put
forward a plan for the basic line of China's development: China
sho~ld be transformed from a new-democratic, agricultural coun~ry mt~ a socialist, industrial one. On June 30 of the same year
m an important article entitled "On the People's Democrati~
Dictatorship," he restated this idea. Historical experience, he
wrote, showed that the plan to build a bourgeois republic in China
could ~ome to nothing. The only solution was to found a people's
~epubh~, transform China from an agricultural country into an
mdustnal o~e. and realize the transition from new--democracy
through soc1ahsm to communism. "To sum up our experience,"
he conclu?ed'. "and co~centrate it into one point, it is: the people's
democratic dictatorship under the leadership of the working class
(through the Communist Party) and based upon the alliance of
work~rs and peasants."51 Mao emphasized that the people's dicta!,~~h1p must be und_er the leadership of the working class, because
it is only the working class that is most far-sighted, most selfless
and most thoroughly revolutionary." 52 The dictatorship was to be
based on the alliance of the working class, the peasantry and the
urban petty bourgeoisie, and mainly on the alliance of workers
and peasants, because those two classes were the main force in
o~~rthrowing imperialism and feudalism and in making the trans1~1on from new--democracy to socialism. It was necessary to unite
with the national bourgeoisie, Mao said, so as to ·resist the
op~ression of im~.rialism and develop China's economy, but the
nat10nal bourgeoISJe could not be the leader of the revolution or
have the chief role in state power. This article, together with
Mao's report to the Central Committee, laid the political basis for
a common programme to be adopted by the New Political Consultative Conference.
On September 21, 1949, the New Political Consultative Conference - renamed the Chinese People's Political Consultative
~nference - was solemnly inaugurated in Beiping. In his openmg address Mao Zedong proudly proclaimed the founding of the
People's Republic of China:
"...[T]he Chinese people, comprising one quarter of humanity,
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have now stood up.... We have closed our ranks and defeated both
domestic and foreign oppressors through the People's War of
Liberation and the great people's revolution, and now we are
proclaiming the founding of the People's Republic of China.
From now on our nation will belong to the community of the
peace-loving and freedom-loving nations of the world and work
courageously and industriously to foster its own civilization and
well-being and at the same time to promote world peace and
freedom. Ours will no longer be a nation subject to insult and
humiliation. We have stood up."5 3
The Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference was an
organ of the people's democratic united front, based on the
alliance of workers and peasants and led by the Communist
Party. It consisted of representatives of the CPC, the democratic
parties, public figures without party affiliation, various people's
organizations, the People's Liberation Army, all the localities and
nationalities and Chinese living overseas. The conference adopted
its "Organic Law" and elected the lst National Committee of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (Mao Zedong
was elected its chairman on October 9). Until the National
People's Congress was convened after a general election, the
plenary session of the CPPCC was to act in that capacity.
The conference also approved a "Common Programme." The
Programme made the following stipulations regarding the state
system and the form of government:
"The People's Republic of China is a new-democratic or a
people's democratic state. It carries out the people's democratic
dictatorship led by the working class, based on the alliance of
workers and peasants, and uniting all democratic classes and all
nationalities in China." "The people's congresses and the people's
governments at all levels are the organs for the exercise of state
power by the people." "The organs of state power at all levels shall
practise democratic centralism."
The basic principle for economic construction, the document
stated, was "to develop production and bring about a prosperous
economy through the policies of taking into account both public
and private interests, of benefiting both labour and capital, of
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mutual aid between the city and countryside, and circulation of
goods between China and other countries." The document noted
that the state would coordinate and regulate the state-owned
economy, individual economy, private capitalist economy, etc.
"In this way," it continued, "all components of the social economy
can, under the leadership of the state-owned economy, carry out
division and coordination of labour and play their respective
parts in promoting the development of the social economy as a
whole." With regard to the policy towards nationalities, the
Common Programme stated:
"All nationalities within the boundaries of the People's Republic
of China are equal. They shall establish unity and mutual aid
among themselves, and shall oppose imperialism and their own
public enemies, so that the People's Republic of China will become
a big fraternal and cooperative family composed of all its national·
ities." "Regional autonomy shall be exercised in areas where national minorities are concentrated." As for foreign policy, the document
declared that it was to be based on the principle of "lasting interna·
tional peace, and friendly cooperation between the peoples of all
countries, and opposition to the imperialist policy of aggression and
war." This Common Programme became the great charter for the
Chinese people, and served for a time as a provisional constitution.
The conference also adopted the Organic Law of the Central
People's Government. It unanimously elected Mao Zedong chair·
man of the Central People's Government and elected Zhu De, Liu
Shaoqi, Soong Ching Ling, Li Jishen, Zhang Lan and Gao Gang
vice-chairmen. Fifty-six other persons, including Chen Yi, were
elected members. (Afterwards, the Central People's Government
Council appointed Zhou Enlai Premier of the Government Administration Council and Minister of Foreign Affairs.)
The conference approved Beiping as the capital of the People's
Republic of China and changed the city's name back to Beijing.
It also adopted the Western calendar as the chronological system,
the "March of the Volunteers" composed by Nie Er as the new
national anthem and a national flag with five stars on a field of
red, symbolizing the great unity of the people of the whole
country under the leadership of the Communist Party.
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on September 30 the First Plenary Session of the Chinese
e's Political Consultative Conference came to a successful
peopl
ld . T' ,
s a
c1ose. In the evening, a ceremony was he 10 ian an~enp qu r,e
1
to Jay the foundation stone for the Monument to t e eop es
Heroes. The epitaph on the Monument, composed by Mao Ze·
dong, was to be as follows:
.
.
"Eternal glory to the heroes of the people who laid down t~eir
lives in the people's war of liberation and the people's revolution
in the past three years! Eternal glory to the her?es of. the people
who laid down their lives in the people's war of liberation and the
people's revolution in the past thirty years! Eterna~ g~ory ~o the
heroes of the people who from 1840 laid d~wn theu .lives m the
many struggles against domestic and foreign enem1~s and for
national independence and the freedom and well·bemg of t~e
people!" Thus, while celebrating their victories, the Commurust
Party of China and the people of the whole country comme.morated with reverence the revolutionary martyrs who ha.ct her~1cal·
ty given their lives to the long-term struggle for national mdependence and the people's liberation.
The founding of the People's Republic of China marked the
victory of the new-democratic revolution and the moment when
the Chinese people became masters of their country. !~ ushered
in a new era in Chinese history, a period of trans1t1on from
new-democracy to socialism.
How had the Chinese people's revolution come about, and how
.
had it succeeded?
Lenin said: "A revolution cannot be 'made' ... .revolutio_ns
develop from objectively (i.e., independently of the
w1l~ of p~rt~es
54
and classes) mature crises and turns in history." The 1mpenalist
and feudal forces ruthlessly oppressed and exploited the Chinese
people, which prompted them to begin a series of ~eat revolu·
tionary struggles against those forces. In ~odern Chma, from the
Revolution of 1911 until 1927 it was mainly the Northern ~ar
lords who represented the interests of i~peri~lism and feudalls~,
while after 1927 it was mainly the ruhng cltque of the Kuommtang. That clique, headed by Chiang Kai·s.hek, relying on support
from foreign imperialists and the domestic feudal landlord class
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and bure~ucrat-comprador bourgeoisie, placed itself in opposition
to the Chmese people. When the War of Resistance Against Japan
came to an end, the Chiang Kai-shek clique ignored the fervent
aspir~tions of the Chinese people to build an independent, democratic, strong and prosperous new China. Instead, it pursued a
policy of autocracy and civil war, bringing the entire people to
the brink of starvation and death. As a result, the people had to
rise to save themselves. Thus it was profound social problems that
touched off the revolution, and a solid mass basis provided the
condition for its expansion.
The Chinese people had always been heroic in their resistance
to aggression and oppression. However, during the period of
nearly eighty years from the Opium War in 1840 to the May 4th
Movement in 1919, they had failed in all their struggles because
they lacked the leadership of an advanced revolutionary party. It
was the Communist Party that clarified for the people the aim of
their revolution. And it was the Communist Party that, over a
long course of struggle, found the way for them to bring that
revolution to victory. It was the Party that cemented the Chinese
people - who had always been considered "a plate of loose sand"
- into an unconquerable force with one heart and one mind. It
was under the leadership of the Party that the Chinese people,
through twenty-eight years of arduous and courageous struggle,
won their historic victory at last. Thus, from the revolutionary
practice of modern times, the people have drawn a scientific
conclusion: without the Communist Party there would have been
no New China. This is the great truth confirmed by their own
experience.
The leadership position of the Communist Party was not the
result of some individual's desire or will. For a long time, the
Chinese people were presented with a choice of three plans for
building the country, three visions of its future. The first, represented by the Northern warlords and later by the Kuomintang
ruling clique, was that China should be under the dictatorship of
the landlord-comprador class and retain its semi-colonial and
semi-feudal status. The second, advocated by some middle-of-theroaders, was that China should be a bourgeois republic and
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velop capitalism independently. The third, put forw~rd by t~e
de munist Party was that China should be a peoples republic
c:irr:,y the workin~ class and based on the alliance of workers ~nd
1 sants, and that it should move from new-democr~cy t? social: . These three plans were put to the test of pract~ce time and
again. As a result, the first was abandoned by the Chmese people,
and the regime of its representatives was overthrown. The secor:id
likewise failed to win the people's appro~al, and. even n:ost o~ its
roponents later admitted that it was impracticable m China.
~nly the third plan gained the support of ~~e vast masses,
including the national bourgeoisie and its P?htical r~presenta.
Thus 1"t was the inevitable and conscious choice of the
c
· t p ty
uves.
Chinese people to accept the leadership of the ommums ar
and to advance from new-democracy to socialism. That was an
historic choice.
The reason the Communist Party was able to lead ~e ~evolution to victory was that it always adhered to t~e. pnnc~ple of
integrating the universal truth of Mar~sm-Lenu~ism with the
concrete practice of the Chinese revolution. Th~t it must follow
that principle was the most fundamental lesson it had lea~ned.
Marxism is the scientific world outlook of th~ pr?let~n~t and
a theory guiding social revolutio~. The so_urce of its v1t_allty IS that
it is closely integrated with social practice and that it can open
up a way for people to understand the truth. The CPC as
represented by Mao Zedong, led the Chinese people _through a
long~drawn difficult and complex struggle .. It considered the
question of the Chinese revolution from an _mdependent standpoint adopting the scientific attitude of seeking truth from facts
and the work method of the mass line - that i~, '.'from_ the masses,
to the masses."55 By integrating Marxism-~mrus~ with t~e ~eal
.t · China the Party devised a whole senes of Imes, principles
~~dmpolicies' suited to the actual conditions in the country and
presented them in forms that were easily understO?d and accepted
by the Chinese peopie. Mao Zedong Thought ~ ~he re~ult of
integration of the basic tenets of Mar~sm-L~mmsm wi_th ~he
concrete practice of the Chinese r~v?lut~on. I~ is the appl~cation
and development of Marxism-Lenm1sm m China. It contams the
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correct th~oretical princi~les gui~ing the_ Chi~ese revolution and
a summ.at1~n of the Party s expenence gamed m practice. It is the
crystall1zatl?n of the collective wisdom of the Communist Party
The forma!1on and development of Mao Zedong Thought mean;
t~a~ ~ar:xism ~ad. already taken deep root in China. Once this
~m1c1zed Marxist ideology
was accepted by the Chinese peopl~
.
1_tbecame ~great matenal force in the revolutionary transformat10n of Chmese society. Seeing this point, even Dean Acheson, the
U.S. Secret.ary of State, who adamantly opposed Communism
~ad to a~m1t at the end of 1949: "We must face the fact that ther~
is no Chmese basis of resistance to Communism."56 He said this
even though he would not resign himself to defeat and was still
under the illusion that someday democratic individualists would
prevail again and establish a capitaUst system in China.
Following the principle of combining Marxism-Leninism with
the_ Chines.e reality, the CPC accumulated valuable experience
while lca?mg the new-democratic revolution. As Mao Zedong
summed it up:
"J:-. _well-di~ciplined Party armed with the theory of MarxismLerurusm, usmg the method of self-criticism and linked with the
masses of t?e people; an army under the leadership of such a
~arty; a umted front of all revolutionary classes and all revolutionary grou~s under the leadership of such a Party - these are
the three mam weapons with which we have defeated the enemy .... Re~ying on them, we have won basic victory."57
The victory o~ the C~~ese people's revolution eloquently
proved that Marx1sm-Lemmsm can guide not only the liberation
~truggle~ of people in capitalist countries but also those of people
m colonial and semi-colonial countries.
In 194~, in an article com~emorating the 28th anniversary of
th~,foundmg ?f the Commumst Party of China, Mao Zedong said:
Twenty-eight years of our Party is a long period in which we
~ave accompl~shed only one ~bing - we have won.basic victory
m the revolutionary war. This calls for celebration because it is
the people's victory, because it is a victory in a co~ntry as large
as C~ina. But we still have ~uch work to do; to use the analogy
of a Journey, our past work 1s only the first step in a long march
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of ten thousand li [five th?usand k~lometres]." Hav~g won
victory in the new-democratic revolution, the Coll1!11unISt ~~rty
of China, integrating the universal truth of MarXIS?1-Lerum~m
with the concrete practice in the country, would continue leadmg
the people in the long and difficult struggle to build the new
China.
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CHAPTER SIX FOUNDING OF PRC AND TRANSITION TO SOCIALISM

CHAPTER SIX
THE FOUNDING OF PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA
AND TRANSITION TO SOCIALISM
I. THE EARLY PERIOD OF NEW CHIN.A AND
THE PARTY'S TASKS
.
The victory of the Chinese pe 1 ,
ing_ of the People's Republic of ~hf; revolut10n and the foun~Chinese history The Comm . p a opened a new chapter m
. d
·
unISt arty of China hi h
ize and led the revolution to .
' w c organpow~r, shouldering the heavy ~~~~r~f ~ss~~ed nationwide state
ethruc groups in the construction of a ea ~ the people of all
was opened in the Party's hist
new e. A fresh chapter

On October l, 1949 300 oo~~ltize
.
in Tiananmen Squar~ to 'hold
ns of the ca~1tal assembled
Amidst their cheers Chairman Ma g~and foundmg ceremony.
Rostrum, solemnly 'proclaimed. "~~ ~ong, on the Tiananmen
ment of the People's Republic .of c~· e~tral People's Governpr.essed a knob and hoisted the . ma .1s founde~ today." He
His action was followed by firs\~mght red five-star flag.
Commander-in-Chief Zhu De a. m1 ltary review, in which
forces of the People's Liber ~~v1e~d the land, naval and air
celebrations were held in va ~ion ~my .<PLA). Enthusiastic
the country.
nous maJor hberated cities across
.
.
The founding of the Peo le's R
end of a century in which ~ol . el?ublic of .Chma marked the
orated with feudal rulers to e o~ahsths and. imperialists collabns ave t e Chmese people as well
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as a time of chaos caused by frequent civil wars and foreign
aggression and the breakup of the country. The Chinese people
stood up and became masters of the new state and new society.
An independent, united and new democratic China long anticipated by the populace was eventually born. Inspired by this
great victory, Chinese of all ethnic groups exhibited soaring
revolutionary fervour. The Communist Party of China and
PLA officers and enlisted troops displayed wholehearted service
to the people, and the spirit of hard work and plain living and
strict discipline in their work in the new areas. People were
struck by the freshness and new beginnings all around them.
Workers, peasants and other labouring people rejoiced over
their emancipation. Filled with exultation, numerous young
students and other intellectuals joined in the revolutionary
work. Youthful overseas Chinese and students studying abroad
returned to China in large numbers. Many middle-of-tberoaders, including those forces broken away from the reactionary enemy, moved close to the people on their own initiative.
Many desired to study anew and change old ideas in order to
adapt to the changed circumstances. Party forces and the
revolutionary forces from the liberated areas and in the original
KMT-ruled areas joined to play an even more effective core
role. A situation in which everything appeared fresh and new
emerged over the vast land of China.
The great victory of the Chinese people's revolution was not
only historically unprecedented nationally, but also one of world
significance, ranking after the triumph of the October Socialist
Revolution and the World War II defeat of fascism. A great
nation with one-fourth of the world's population broke through
the Eastern imperialist front; greatly changed global political
patterns; expanded the forces of world peace, democracy and
socialism, and inspired the world's oppressed nations and peoples
in their struggles for liberation. Thus the victory was welcomed
and supported by the world's people.
The victory of the Chinese people was also one for MarxismLeninism in China. It combined the universal principles of
Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of the Chinese
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revol~tion, makin~

it the victory of Mao Zedong Thought
It raISed the prestige of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zed ·
Th_o~ght_ among the Chi~ese populace and it was accepted as~~!
~uidm~ id~ol?gy for vanous undertakings of the People's Republic, while its mfluence spread worldwide.

Tests Facing the Newly-Born Republic
The great revolutionary triumph of the Chinese people reprethe main prev_ailing stream of the time. In the initial
penod after the foundmg of New China, the Chinese Communist
~arty and the Chinese people were confronted by many difficulties and numerous severe tests.
. In military terms, despite a basic victory, the People's Liberation W~r was yet to be fully concluded. The one million KMT
troops m southwest and south China and on coastal islands still
put up desperate str_nggles. In the new liberated areas, the remnant ~orces le~t behi?d by the fleeing KMT struck by disorder
were. m colh~s1on . with local despotic forces. They waged local
ban~1t gue~nlla warfar~ aga~n~t the people's political power,
placing theu hopes on tmpenalist intervention in China's civil
war and on the outbreak of a third world war in a vain attempt
to stage a comeback.
In economic terms, New China had carry-overs from the
s~am~les of the old soc:iet~ characterized by decreased produch?n, impeded commumcat10ns, hard lives for the people and a
~igh rate of unemployment. The long-term, indiscriminate issumg of p~per money by the KMT government, in particular,
resulted m ~emented skyrocketing prices, rampant speculation
and a ,chaotic market. The Chinese Communist Party and the
pe?J?l~ s government faced a new, severe test, in regard to their
abilmes. to ~hec~ runaway inflation and price rises, stabilize the
econom~c situatlo~,. and restore production to provide a firm
econo~1c and ~httcal foothold, that was more difficult than
launchmg offensives to suppress bandits.
In inter~ational terms, as soon as it was founded New China
was recogmzed by the Soviet Union and various people's democsen~ed
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racies in Europe and Asia. India, ~urma, ~wedei: and Switzerland negotiated to sever diplomatic relatl~ns with th~ KMT
government and establish diplon:iatic ties wit~ New Chm~. A~
though Britain was among the first to ree<?gmze Ne~ C~a, it
adopted an ambiguous attitude on the question of cut.ting diplomatic relations with the KMT government and resto~mg the ~egal
status of the government of New China in the United Nations.
Negotiations on the establishment of diplo?1atic ~ies ~hus came to
a deadlock. Mao Zedong's visit to the Soviet Umon m December
1949 and the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and
Mutual Aid signed in February 1950 represented very important
international support for China. However, .the rapid victory for
the Chinese revolution was unanticipated by Soviet lea~~rs.
While calling it a welcome victory, they harboured political
apprehensions. The Soviet Union wa~ unable to e~tend much
economic assistance to China. The United States, which attempted to dominate the globe, after its support for Chiang Kai-shek
in opposition to communism policy failed, stil! refused to re- ·
nounce its stance of hostility towards the Chinese people. It
refused to recognize New China and tried its utmost to prevent
other countries from extending recognition to New China. The
United States obstructed the restoration of China's legal seat in
the United Nations in an attempt to isolate New China politically, blockade it economically and encircle it mi~tarily. The question of whether or not the Chinese Commurust Party and the
Chinese people could win in the trial of strength with U.S.
imperialists represented another severe test.
The Chinese Communist Party's own ranks also faced new
challenges. This entailed the need to cultivate new !_earning and
surmount difficulties in the face of new tasks. More importantly,
it referred to whether the Party,under completely new historical
conditions as it moved into urban areas, held state power and
engaged i~ peaceful construction, could coi:it~ue _to mai~t~in
flesh-and-blood ties with the masses and re tam its f me tradition
of realism, modesty, prudence and hard work while resis~i1:1g
corruption by power, status and the flattery of the bourg~olsie.
This was the warning given at the Party's 2nd Plenary Session of
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the 7th Party Central committee as well as the deep conce
shown by many friends of the Party.
rn
In brief, New China had been founded, but many still questioned
wh~ther the new ~ople's regime could keep a firm foothold and the
Chmese Commumst Party could be a successful administrator. This
had to be answered by practice. International friends and foes also
looked on attentively and waited for an answer.
In the face. of the complex situation and various difficulties in
the ea~ly penod after the inception of New China, the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party kept a clear head
full.Y co.nfi~ent of meeting the challenge. In line with variou~
basic principles formulated at the 2nd Plenary Session of the 7th
Party Central Committee, the Party methodically adopted a series
of measures and waged effective struggles to consolidate the new
People's Republic.
Rear combat t~ eliminate remnant KMT troops went on
sm??thly. The Chu~ese People's Liberation Army, following a
umf1ed Central Military Commission, continued to advance
through south and southwest China. Seeing the collapse of enemy
forces ~as ? foreg~ne concl~sion, our army adopted outflanking
and encuclmg tactics and, like a thunderbolt, heroically pursued
and attacked the stragglers, winning successive victories in the
Hengyang-Baoqing Battle and the Guangxi Battle that eliminated
~he Bai Chongxi group, and the Guiyang Battle and the Chongqm~ .and Chengdu Battle that wiped out the Hu Zongnan and Song
X1h~n groups. After drawing a lesson from reverses in its attacks
on Jmmen Island, the PLA successfully crossed the sea to liberate
H~~an Is~and .in April 1950. Against the backdrop of sweeping
~1htary v1ctones on the Chinese mainland, the PLA peacefully
liberated vast areas in Yunnan, Sichuan and Sikang, one after
a~other. By June 1950, after eight months of fighting, the PLA
wiped out a t~ta.l of 1.3 million regular KMT troops, making a
total of 8.07 mllhon KMT casualties in the entire Liberation War.
T?us was completed the task of liberating all Chinese territory
with the exception of Tibet, Taiwan and a few islands. In May
1~51, the Agreement on Measures for the Peaceful Liberation of
Tibet was reached between the Central People's Government and
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tbe Local Government of Tibet. In October, the PLA :°1oved into
Lhasa to be stationed there and Tibet was peacefully liberated. ~n
tbe newly-liberated areas, the PLA launched large-scale band1tuppression operations. With the support of the broad masses ?f
~he people, by June 1950, nearly one million armed KMT bandits
..
had been wiped out, leading to initial social stability.
In conjunction with the victorious advance of the PLA, military control committees were first set up in .the n~wly-lib.e~a~ed
areas to suppress counter-revolutionary disruptive acuv1tles,
maintain social order, take over all public institutions of the
KMT and organize the restoration of production. When conditions ~rmitted, conferences of people's representatives fro~ all
circles were convened. These gradually exercised the functions
and powers of the people's congress, discussed and determined
local government administrative policies and major matters needing development or reform, and elected local people's governments. The system of people's representative conferences became
an appropriate form for the transition from a military contr?l
system to a formally elected people's congress. Echelo?s of poh~
ical power from the central to local levels of t~e Peoples Republic
of China were set up on a completely new basis after the thorough
smashing of the reactionary ruling machine of the KMT. Government functionaries were mostly cadres of the PLA, cadres
from old liberated areas and intellectuals who had newly joined
the revolution. The top level consisted mainly of Communist
Party members and included considerable numbers of patriotic
democrats from various fields. This was a state power of the
united front with multi-party cooperation led by the Chinese
communist Party. It was a government under the people's den:iocratic dictatorship, one unprecedented in Chinese history which
truly and effectively exercised power nationwide from the central
down to the grassroots level.
Confiscation of bureaucratic capital was an important task for
the military control committee in newly-liberated cities. ~n. consideration of overall experience gained in taking over admm1stration of cities during the Liberation War in northeast and north
China, the Party decided to adopt different methods in handling
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bureaucrat-capital enterprises from those used to deal with the
KMT organs of power. It would not smash these bodies, but
instead first adhere to their original organizational institutions
and production systems, "maintaining original posts, salaries, and
systems." The military control committee took them over intact
exercised supervision over production and then gradually con~
ducted democratic reform and production reform. This made it
possible to rapidly enact takeover tasks and prevent chaos, basically avoiding the phenomenon of stoppage of production and
damage to equipment. By early 1950, a total of 2,800 bureaucratcapitaJ industrial and mining enterprises and over 2,400 financial
enterprises had been taken over. They formed the main sector of
the state-owned economy in the early period after the founding
of the People's Republic.
The people's government abrogated the economic prerogatives
gained by imperialists in China through taking advantage of
unequal treaties, and recovered control over China's customs
offices where imperialists had long been entrenched, exercising
control over foreign trade and foreign currency. They safeguarded the state's independence, sovereignty and economic interests.

Price Stabilization and Financial-Economic Integration
Confronted by an extremely difficult financial and economic
situation, the Party carefully led a major struggle to stabilize
prices and unify finances and the economy.
Financial and economic problems of the time were due to
several causes. One was the on-going military conflict, which
entailed massive supporting expenditure. Another was the government's shouldering of responsibility, for the sake of social
stability, for all the millions of military and government employees and teachers left behind by the old government, so long as
they did not oppose the new order. These steps were necessary,
but the resultant numbers of national personnel divorced from
production whom the government provided for or paid salaries to
exceeded 9 million. This constituted a very heavy burden. Large
amounts of funds were also needed to restore production and
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creating trouble in newly-liberated cities ~n pnces contmued to
skyrocket. In order to check the market disorder worsened by the
manipulation of speculative capital, the Party and government,
relying on the forces of the state-owned economy an~ the suppo~t
of peasants in old liberated areas, adopted effective econ?mic
measures and necessary administrative means. They. success1v~ly
organized two large-scale campaign~ ~gainst sp~c~latlo~. The f ust
was the "silver dollar battle." Military adm1rustrative -~epart
ments and the people's government in various larg~ citi.es, to
counter the rampant silver dollar speculation of the tune, issued
explicit orders strictly forbidding the free circulation of gold bars,
silver dollars and foreign currencies on the market. They could
only be sold to the People's Bank and it was stipulated that the
Renminbi (people's currency) was the sole legal currency. The
speculators, however, turned a deaf ear to the government ?rder
and continued to disrupt financial marke~s. In Shan~hai, the
country's largest industrial and commercial metropo~1s, some
people even hectored that the PLA could enter Shanghai, but not
the people's currency. On June 10, 1949, only ha.If a month ~fter
Shanghai's liberation, the military control comIIllttee em~hauc~l
ly sealed the securities building, the headquarters of fmancial
speculation, and arrested more than 200 specul~tors. Ther_ ~~re
brought to justice, dealing a heavy blow to illegal activities
designed to disrupt finances. Speculators changed over. to hoarding foodgrains, cotton yarn, cotton cloth and coal, Jacked up
prices and disrupted the market. KMT special agents clamour~d
that controls on rice, cotton and coal alone ~ere enough to kill
Shanghai. Then the "war of rice and co~ton ~as waged. Ch~n
Yun who was in charge of the Central Fman.cial an~ ~cono~c
Commission pointed out that the key to pnce stability lay m
amounts of main materials which the people's government controlled in the market. He said, "In the city, rice is the factor that
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determ_ines feelings of mental well-being of citizens." Large-scale
allocat10n, transportation and concentration of grain, cotton .Yarn
and cloth, and coal were organized nationwide by the people's
gov7rnment.- On No.vem.~r 25 when prices were soaring the most
rapidly, vanous maJor cities across the country took united action
in line with the unified arrangements of the central government
to sell large quantities of goods without restriction. This resulted
in the rapid fall of prices. Simultaneously, they tightened the
money supply, with the result that speculators went bankrupt, one
after another, since their funds could no longer turn over. The
heavy blow administered at capital speculation represented the
first round of victory won in the struggle between restriction and
counter-restriction on the bourgeoisie. This won extensive support
from the masses, including capitalists who were willing to engage
in normal and legal business. Subsequently, a representative of
the national bourgeoisie in Shanghai acknowledged that the silver
dollar unrest in June was suppressed by the Chinese Communist
Party with political force, and this time the price was stabilized
with economic clout alone, giving Shanghai industrial and commercial circles a lesson. After this, the socialist state-owned
economy gained the first initiative to stabilize the market.
To further fu ndamentally stabilize prices, it was necessary to
ensure a balance between state financial revenue and expenditure
and between market material supply and demand. To achieve
this, it was essential to move from methods of decentralized
management adopted in various liberated areas to cope with
enemy-imposed isolation and encirclement. The new situation
after the founding of New China led to the introduction of
integrated management and unified leadership over the nation's
financial and economic work. In March 1950, the Party Central
Committee issued a circular on the basis of the Decision on
Unifying the State's Financial and Economic Work promulgated
by the Government Administration Council, calling on Party
committees at all levels to use every means to guarantee full
implementation of this resolution. Its main contents entailed:
unification of national monetary income so the main part would
be held by the central government and used in principal state
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xpenditure; unified allocation of national materials, so the bulk
~f dispersed important varieties would be gathered by the state,
which would make rational use of them a?d regulate supply and
demand ; and unified manageme?t ~f n~t1onal money: The cash
of all military and government mstitut1ons and pubhcly-ow~ed
enterprises, except .for shortly-needed funds, should be deposited
in state banks and allocated under a unified plan. This resolution was immediately carried out conscientiously throughout the
country. The government also adopted such measures as reductions in staff, takeovers of stock, strengthening of taxation, issuing of government bonds and curtailment of expenditure: All
these measures yielded remarkable results. After March, financial revenue and expenditure approached equilibrium, inflation
was haJtcd and prices assumed daily stability. The following
figures convincingly show this situation. While Shanghai's wholesale price index was 100 in the first month after the city's
liberation (June 1949), the figure jumped to 2,097.9 in February
1950, a more than 20-fold rise. Following attacks on speculation
and monetary-economic integq1.tion, with the nation's wholesale
price index standing at 100 in March 1950, the figure was 85.4 in
December 1950, 92.4 in December 1951, and 92.6 in December
1952, demonstrating maintenance of stability and a slight fall.
The work of stabilizing prices and unifying finances and the
economy was a victory of great importance on the monetary and
economic front after the founding of New China. A subsequent
end was put to the inflation and price rises which had brought
untold suffering to the people for the twelve years following the
War of Resistance Against Japan during the period of KMT rule.
A stop was also made to the decades of unbalanced financial
income and expenditure of old China, creating favourable conditions for winning a secure livelihood for the people, while restoring and developing industrial and agricultural production. This
wonderful achievement won the admiration and praise of those
people at home and abroad who doubted whether the Communist
Party could make the economy a success. It proved that the
Chinese Communist Party was not only invincible militarily and
strong politically but had economic clout.
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The 3rd Plenary Session of the 7th Central Committee
The 3rd Plenary Session of the 7th Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party held in Beijing in June 1950 analysed
the international and domestic situation. It summed up the work
since the 2nd Plenary Session of the 7th Party Central Committee
over the year around the time of the founding of New China. Mao
Zedong gave a written report at the session entitled "Fight for a
Fundamental Turn for the Better in the Nation's Financial and
Economic Situation." In it the Central Committee outlined the
central task for the whole Party and people nationwide. The
session pointed out that the group of victories won on China's
economic front indi.cated the beginnings of an improvement in
the financial and economic situation but there was still no fundamental turn for the better. A fundamental upturn needed
about three years and the creation of three conditions. These were
the accomplishment of agrarian reform, a reasonable readjustment of industry and commerce, and a massive reduction in
funds needed by state organizations.
Mao Zedong delivered a speech entitled, "Don't Hit Out in All
Directions." It pointed out: "To accomplish agrarian reform, we
must combat the remnant forces of imperialism, feudalism and
the KMT reactionaries; the enemies confronting us are as numerous as they are powerful. We must properly handle the relations
between classes, political parties and national races at horn~ so as
to isolate and attack current main foes. We should not hit out in
all directions. Making too many enemies will create unfavourable
nationwide tension. We must create concessions and easing in one
aspect, so workers, peasants and small craftspeople support us and
the overwhelming majority of the bourgeoisie and intellectuals do
not oppose us." The cable regarding taxation and unemployment
which Mao Zedong sent to the secretary of the Shanghai Party
committee before the session mentioned such tactics. "We are now
in an intense period of change, whose successful progress we
should ensure with no unnecessary or minimal destruction. A
firm grip on this can help reduce resistance and gain initiative." 1
At that time, due to historical reasons and social and economic
reorganization resulting from the victory of the revolution, the
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number of unemployed workers, craftsmen and intellectuals mowas very heavy,
tarily increased. The burden on the peasants
·
lbo
· · we~e
men
d uite a few of the industrial and commerc1a
urgeolSle
~~ tinterhooks. Disruptive activities and the brilliant triu~ph m
the attack on speculative capital caused some comrades m t~e
Party to mistake the main targets o~ the s~~u?gle as t~e bourge~1s
ie. In light of this situation, the sess1~n ~ntic1zed the 1~ea, h~ld_mg
that it was possible to eUminate cap~talism and practise socialism
ahead of time, pointing out th~t. it was an e~roneous conc~~t
inappropriate for national cond1t1ons. The national bourgeo1.s1e
would be eliminated in the future, but they should now be rallied
with us to jointly develop the national e.conomy and ~?t be
pushed away. Our policy towards th.e national bou.rgeome _remained one of unity and struggle, with the empha~is on uruty,
and one of controlling funds and not of squeezmg out and
eliminating capital.
.
The 3rd Plenary Session of the 7th Party Central Committee
was one of the most important meetings of !he Party Cen~ral
Committee in the early period after the foundm~ ~f Nev: C~a.
The resolution of the session laid down an explicit tactical line
and programme of action for the Party's work during the three
years of economic rehabilitation.

II. THE WAR TO RESIST U.S. AGGRESSION
AND AID KOREA, REFORM OF LAND
SYSTEM AND OTHER DEMOCRATIC
REFORMS
After the 3rd Plenary Session of the 7th Party Central Committee, just as the Chinese people were fig~t~g fo~ a fundamefl:tal
improvement in the financial and economic s1tuat10~, New China
was again faced with the threat of externa~ aggression.
.
On June 25, 1950, civil war broke out m Korea. The split of
North and South Korea was the result of the separat~ acce~tance
by the armed forces of the United States and the Soviet Uruon of
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th~ surrend~r of Japanese troops at the 38th parallel of north

latitude which marked the dividing line of Korea after World
War II. On the third day after the outbreak of Korea's civil war
U.S. imperialism announced arms assistance to South Korea'
interfering in the country's internal affairs. At the same time i~
ordered its Seventh Naval Fleet to move into the Taiwan Str~its
"to prevent any attack on Taiwan," brazenly interfering in China's own affairs and setting foot in China's territory of Taiwan.
Subsequently, the · UN Security Council, manipulated by the
United States, adopted a resolution, dressing up the aggressor
troops of the United States and the other countries it patched
together against Korea as UN forces, appointing General McArthur, commander-in-chief of U.S. forces in the Far East, as the
commander-in-chief of UN forces, further expanding the war
against Korea. The Chinese Government voiced strong protest
against the United States for its crimes of aggression against
Korea and Chinese territory. On June 28, Mao Zedong delivered
a speech, pointing out, "The affairs of various countries around
tbe world should be governed by their own citizens. Asia's affairs
should be handled by Asians and not be run by the United States.
The U.S. aggression against Asia can only arouse the extensive
and resolute resistance of the Asian people." On July 13, the
Central Military Commission promptly made the "Decision on
Defence of the Northeast Frontier," and the Northeast Frontier
Force was organized. On September 15, U.S. troops landed in
Inchon, cutting off the retreat of the south advancing forces
of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. The aggressors
pressed up to the mouth of the country and there was the
possibility that the war flames would spread to China's northeast
border. On September 30, Zhou Enlai, premier of the Government Administration Council and foreign minister, gave a stern
warning: "The Chinese people ardently love peace, but in the
defence of peace, they have not been and will never be, afraid of
fighting against wars of aggression. The Chinese people will never
tolerate foreign aggression, nor will they allow the imperialists to
commit wanton aggression against their own neighbours and turn
a blind eyes to it." On October 3, Zhou asked the Indian ambas-
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dor to China to transmit this message to the United States: "The
~orean incident should be resolved peacefully, and the Korean
ar must be stopped immediately. If the U.S. forces attempt to
~ross the 38th parallel to expand the _con_fiict, we ,;'ill not si~ by
idlY and remain indifferent. We will mt~rfer_e. The Uruted
States, however, underestimated the determm~uo_n and st~ength
of the Chinese people who had stood up, behevmg that i_t was
improbable that China would dispatch troops to take part m the
war, so there was no cause to worry, and that they were sure to
win their war of aggression against Korea.1 In early October, the
U.S. invading troops brazenly crossed the 38th parallel line,
mounted a large-scale offensive in the north and swiftly pressed
towards the Korean-Chinese border. faced with these serious
circumstances, the Korea Party and government requested the
Chinese Party and government for help with a dispatch of troops.
Conflict between the armed forces of the Chinese people and U.S.
imperialists eventually became inevitable.

Beating Back U.S. Aggressor Troops
Would New China, founded for only a year, dare to meet the
United States, the most powerful imperialist country in the world,
head-on? This was no small matter in light of the .situation
prevailing in China at that time. Economic rehabilitation had just
begun and the wounds from protracted war needed recuperation.
The financial situation remained very difficult, while agrarian
reform had not begun in the newly-liberated areas and the
people's political power had not been completely consolidated.
The weapons and equipment of the People's Liberation Army
were still quite backward, and navy and air forces were still in
the initial stages. If China dispatched troops to become involved
in the conflict, could they win, would they draw fire against
themselves and court disaster to their own door, thus making it
impossible for the country to carry out economic construction?
In the face of such an emergency situation, the Political Bureau
of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party,
under the guidance of Mao Zedong, met several times in the first
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half of October 1950. They made an all-round assessment of the
internal and external situation, clearly took a sobre note of the
immediate difficulties and made a penetrating analysis of the
necessity and possibility of dispatching combat troops. Troops
had to be dispatched because if U.S. invading troops were allowed
to occupy the whole of Korea and their powerful forces pressed
up to the banks of the Yalu River, it would be difficult for
China to engage in peaceful construction, while international
and domestic reactionaries would be bound to swell with arrogance. The consequences would be extremely unfavourable to
China and to various countries in the East. The War to Resist
U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea meant protecting homes and the
native land. The Joint Declaration of the Various Democratic
Parties of China which was published later succinctly stated,
"The life and death of Korea and the safety and danger of China
are closely related. If the lips disappear, the teeth will be cold; if
the door is broken, the hall will be dangerous. The Chinese
people's support of the Korean people's war of resistance against
U.S. aggression was not only their moral responsibility, but also
closely linked to the vital interests of the entire Chinese people.
It was determined by the necessity of self-defence." Possibilities
of winning Jay in the fact that a war waged against aggression was
a just one and a just cause enjoys abundant support. Morale was
high and China had abundant reserves of troops. Our army,
which had always been able to defeat well-equipped enemies with
inferior weapons, possessed rich combat experience, flexible strategies and tactics and a valiant, militant spirit unafraid of sacrifice
and hardships. The battlefield was near northeast China, facilitating logistics support. On the other hand, although the U.S.
troops had advanced weapons, their forces were dispersed, their
supply line long, and their fighting will weak. China strove for
the possible defeat of the aggressors within the territory of Korea
while simultaneously remaining prepared for potential U.S. air
force bombardment of some Chinese cities and industrial bases,
and naval attacks on Chinese coastal areas. Even in this eventuality, if these dties and areas were war-torn, it would at most
mean delaying victory in the Liberation War for several years.
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On the basis of these assessments,. the conferenc~ made t~e
determined strategic decision to resist U.S. aggression and aid
Korea, protect Chinese homes and the motherland..
,
On October 8, Mao Zedong, chairman of the Chmese Peoples
Revolutionary Military Commission, ~ssued an o~der that th.e
Northeast Frontier Forces be form.ed mto t?e Chm~se Peoples
Volunteers (CPV) and Peng Dehua1 be appom~ed theu comman~
der and political commissar. They were to awaJt ~rders ~o set ?~t
to Korea and participate in operations. The Soviet U:mon onginally agreed to dispatch its air force in support, but this offer was
rescinded at the last moment. On the evening of October l~, .1950,
with no air force cover, the CPV vehemently and spmted~y
crossed the Yalu River. The arrogant U.S. imperialists simply d1d
not expect China would dispatch its troops to enter the ~ar. On
October 25, the CPV rapidly encountered the enemy which then
drove straight in. Taking advantage of the foes' weakness~s of
misjudgment and rash advances by divided forces, the Chinese
troops seized their opportunity while moving forward .and made
a surprise attack on the enemy. They won the very fust battle,
and drove the enemy from the banks of the Yalu River to areas
south of the Qingchon River.
.
.
U.S. aggressor troops, wrapped in fond delusions, contmued to
advance towards the north on a larger scale, launching a general
attack named "Christmas Day decisive conclusion campaign."
The CPV and Korean People's Army adopted the tactic of luring
the enemy in deep, under extremely trying conditions w~en
enemy planes conducted wanton and in~is~riminat~ bombmg.
The Chinese army had insufficient supplies m the bitterly cold
weather but fought valiantly, surrounded, wiped out and inflicted
heavy casualties on large numbers of enemy troops. Subsequent
victories in further battles forced the enemy troops to change
from a general offensive to a general retreat, moving .bac~ to
south of the 38th parallel line, thus reversing the war situation.
This was followed by three successive major campaigns with both
advances and retreats, and offences and defences. By June 10,
1951, our army had won all five battles, wiped out a total of
230,000 enemy troops and stabilized the battlefront near the 38th
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parallel line.
Under such circumstances, beginning in July 1951, both sides
held truce negotiations. However, the U.S. imperialists did not
willingly give up their aggressive ambitions, attempting to use
military pressure, such as air strikes and coastal offensives, to
force the Korean-Chinese side to submit in talks. The United
States mobilized one-third of all its army, one-fifth of its air force
and nearly half of its navy and threw them into the Korean
battlefields, making them the main force in the war of aggression
against Korea. Truce negotiations, which were intermingled with
the fighting, were carried out intermittently, dragging on for two
years. In the whole process, the CPV and the Korean People's
Army, made use of the terrain to dig tunnels, adopted the
operational tactic of combining positional defence and counterattack during movement, wiped out much of the enemy's effective
strength through several minor victories. They further eliminated
720,000 enemy troops in two years. China's domestic army units,
as the reserve forces of the CPV, took turns to go to fight in
Korea, the CPV air force supported by the Soviet Union also
began fighting, and logistics transport guarantees were strengthened. Thus, the United States was compelled to sign the truce
agreement on July 27, 1953. Mark W. Clark, then commander-inchief of the UN Forces, later wrote dejectedly about the moment
in his reminiscence, "I have earned an unenviable reputation. I
am the first commander in U.S. history who signed a truce
agreement in an unwon war."3
The U.S. aggressors employed every kind of modern weapon
except the atom bombs. The war, however, ended eventually with
triumph for the Chinese and Korean armed forces and people.
The victory exploded the myth about the invincibility of U.S.
imperialism. Just as Peng Dehuai stated in the Work Report on
the CPV War to Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea, the
victory eloquently proved "the time has gone forever when Western aggressors could occupy a country as long as they mounted
several big guns on the coast of the East as they did for several
centuries." The national self-confidence and pride of the Chinese
people was greatly strengthened as a result of the victory. Some
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people who once had fears and delusions about imperialism were
taught a profound lesson and wo~e ~P: The w~ole world. looked
at China with new eyes, and Chma s mternallonal prestige was
heightened to an unprecedented level. Since t~en, imperi~lists
have dare no rash ~ttempts to invade New ~h1?1a. A rel~uvely
stable, peaceful envuonment was won for Chinas econoffilC construction and social reform.
.
The Chinese People's Volunteers who entered Korea to fight
bad the enthusiastic support of the Chinese people at home as
their powerful backing. Domestically, the Party led the largescale movement to resist U.S. aggression and aid Korea. People
vied nationwide to join the CPV and to donate money for buying
aircraft and guns. They worked hard on all fronts to promote
production and practise strict economy, supporting the war with
their actual deeds. The movement to resist U.S. aggression and
aid Korea inculcated in the people the spirit of a high degree of
patriotism and internationalism and greatly inspired the people's
revolutionary enthusiasm and labour fervour, becoming a tremendous motivating force in restoring and developing the national economy and promoting various social reforms.
Beginning in September 1954, group after group of the CPV
returned home from Korea, even though at that time the United
States was still unwilling to reach agreement with the KoreanChinese side on solving the Korean question peacefully or withdrawal of all foreign armed forces from both North and South
Korea. In October 1958 the CPVs were totally recalled -h~e,
demonstrating the sincerity of the Chinese people with re~rd to
the peaceful solutfon of the Korean issue and China's stand of
having no intention to station troops in a foreign country.

Abolishing the Feudal Land System
While engaging in the War to Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid
Korea, the Party, following the plan adopted at the 3rd Plenary
Session of the 7th Party Central Committee, led the peasants
between the winter of 1950 and the spring of 1953 to accomplish
land reform in the countryside of the newly-liberated areas. Their
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population accounted for over half the country's total.
As soon as the new areas were liberated, a campaign was
launched to clean up banditry, combat despots and reduce rent
a~d. ~eturn d~po~its. Meanwhile, grass-roots political power and
m1htia organizations were established in rural areas. A number
of peasant activists were trained, in preparation for the launching
of agrarian reform. In June 1950, the Central People's Government C?uncil a~opted and promulgated the Law of the People's
Republic of China on Agrarian Reform formulated under the
guida~ce of Liu Shaoqi and submitted to the government after it
was dis.cussed at the 3rd Plenary Session of the 7th Party Central
Committee. The law summed up the experiences and lessons the
Party gained in leading past agrarian reform and set down new
policies in keeping with the new situation ;revailing after the
founding of New China. It became the basic legal basis for
guiding the agrarian reform.
The agrarian reform movement was conducted when nationwide victory had been won in the people's revolutionary war and
unified people's political power had been established. The most
important question confronting the Party was no longer how to
seize victory in the revolutionary war but rather how to rehabilitate and develop the national economy. Every item of the Party's
work was to be centred around and serve this central task which
w~s a.lso the basic aim of the agrarian reform. The first general
pnnc1ple of the Law of Agrarian Reform affirmed, "Abolition of
the land ownership of the feudal exploitative landlord class and
introduction of peasant land ownership so as to liberate rural
productive forces, develop agricultural production and pave the
way for New China's industrialization." In accord with the need
and pote~tial of the new situation, China changed the past policy
of collectmg surplus land and property from rich peasants to that
of pre~erving the rich peasant economy; that is, a rich peasant's
land tilled by himself or by a hired hand and his other property
should be protected, and a small amount of land leased by a rich
peasant was generally preserved and kept intact. Levies were to
be placed on large areas of land leased by a semi-landlord, rich
peasant that exceeded the amount of land tilled by himself or by
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hifed hand. With regard to landlords, the scope for confiscating
a perty was limited and for small plot leasers, standards were to
pro
I 1
.
be raised for the amount of land to be prese~ed. ~P ementation
of these policies was aimed at better protecting middle peas~ts,
contributing to the splitting up of the landlord class and red~cmg
esistance to the agrarian reform movement. It would contnbu~e
~o stabilizing the national bourgeoisie, and, in the last. analysIS,
facilitating the restoration and development of production. .
With regard to working methods, it was stressed that agranan
reform should be carried out in a guided, planned and orderl~
way. Since agrarian reform formed, an acu~e class str1;1ggle, it
entailed implementation of the Party s mass line, and reliance on
poor peasants, farm labourers, uniting of middle peasants a~d full
mobilization of the broad masses of peasants, so that m the
struggle to defeat the landlord class they could raise their level of
consciousness and organization. Thus they could become truly
confident of their own strength and masters of their country. The
Party opposed the peaceful agrarian reform of "bestowing" land
upon the peasants through administrative or~ers rather than mass
mobilization. At the same time, the Party pomted out that people
must not take a laissez-faire attitude towards the mass movement,
but rather boldly combine mobilizing the masses with arming
and guidU:g them with the Party's policies. In order to strengthen
leadership, the Party trained a large number of cadres a~d
organized agrarian reform work team~ ~hich went to. work m
rural areas. The Party conducted publicity and education campaigns among various circles in urban a!1d rural areas. It att_r~cted
many democratic party members and llltellectuals to par~1c1pate
in or visit the agrarian reform to form the broadest antl-feudal
united front in urban and rural areas.
.
The agrarian reform movement conducted after the foundmg
of New China was the largest in Chinese history, and also the best
organized and most smooth compared to e~rlier ~nes. T~is was
because the Party had gained richer experience m leading the
reform and conditions for its implementation were more favourable than before. By the spring of 1953, with the exception of a
few ethnic minority areas, agrarian reform had been accom-
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was basically accomplished th
h
.
last remnant feudal system r~ug t~ut the :egion. As a result, the
Republic of China was eventualnl 1·s ~erntory of the People's
Ye unmated.

Suppression of Counter-Revolutionaries
The suppression of count
.
1 .
three great movements (the o~~~;~: utio~anes was one. of the
0
. bemg War to ~esist U.S.
Aggression and Aid Korea and a
the early period after the t~undin gr;;i~n refor_m) earned out in
A large number f
g . e~ Cluna.
the mainland wbeno t::~~}~~-:evolutt0n_anes were left behind in
to Taiwan. Unreconciled to th ~d Ku?mmtang reactionaries fled
eH routing they continued t
.
.
o carry
out disruptive activities and make tro bi Af
broke out, they believed that a thi d u ~d ter the Korean War
and that the time had come fo ~hiwor w~r would soon occur
counter-revolutionary arroganc: t 1ang Ka1-shek, swollen with
They destroyed factories and 'ra~J aunch a counterattack.
citizen residences, looted grain and ways, burnt warehouses and
organized riots raided and be . Jroperty, spread rumours and
ments, and sla~ghtered revolut~~!ar grass-roots peo~l~'s governthe masses In 1950 · th
Y cadres and activists among
·
• m e vast new liberated
ar~as, nearly _40,000
cadres and masses, including more tha
murdered by counter-revolution .
n 7,000 rn Guangx1, were
on October 10 1950 the Ce t arliCoes. To ~ope with this situation,
'
'
n ra
mmlttee of the C
·
ommumst
P arty of China issued the Instruct.10
Revolutionary Activities callin
; on Suppre~sion of Counterto firmly correct the d~viatio~ o~f arty c~mlllltt~es at all levels
counter-revolutionaries at certa. r· excess1v~ lemency towards
d
.
m imes and rn some places
c~mpre henstvely implement the polic f
. .
' ~n
w1th leniency. "The chief criminals sh;llob com~mmg s~ppress1on
those who are accomplices unde d
e pumshed without fail,
those who perform deeds of r ~ress shall go unpunished and
counter-revolutionaries who are~~~~~ sh;~
_be rew~rded." Chief
are steeped in evil and f
Y0 emous cnmes and who
pressed. Beginning in Dec::i~se to {epent shall be firmly suppress counter-revolutionaries :~s' al arghe-sdcale i:nove.ment to supaunc e nat1onw1de.
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The movement was targeted mainly at bandits (chieftains,
hardened bandits), special agents, despots, heads of reactionary
secret societies and core members of reactionary parties and
leagues. A mass line was adopted for the movement. Under the
leadership of the Party committee, the whole Party and masses
were mobilized, public security and judicial organs were combined with the broad masses of the people, various democratic
parties and democrats were drawn into participation, and the
masses consciously rose to denounce and expose counterrevolutionaries. In February 1951, the Central People's· Government promulgated the Regulations of the People's Republic of
China on Punishment of Counter-Revolutionaries, providing legal weapons for the struggle to suppress counter-revolutionaries
and a standard for measuring penalties. After a nationwide
upsurge in the movement to suppress counter-revolutionaries had
taken shape, in May 1951, the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party made a timely decision to immediately implement a prudent drawing back policy and concentrated its efforts
on handling long-standing cases. In the handling of cases, the
Party stressed the need to conduct investigations and studies, to
lay the emphasis on the weight of evidence and to not easily trust
confessions, oppose taking hasty actions and extorting admissions
through compulsion and providing them with credence. Attack
should be directed mainly at those counter-revolutionaries guilty
of heinous crimes and bitterly hated by the people. A lenient
policy should be adopted towards those who commit light crimes
and were willing to repent. The nationwide movement to suppress
counter-revolutionaries was basically concl~ded in October 1951.
With its accomplishment, the counter-revolutionary remnant
forces left behind in the mainland by Kuomintang reactionaries
had been basically wiped out. The bane of wild outlawry, including bandits in west Hunan and Guangxi whom previous dynasties
of old China had been unable to eliminate, as well as black social
forces in many cities, were by and large eliminated. This brought
unprecedented stability to China's social order and effectively
supported and co-ordinated agrarian reform and the struggle to
resist U.S. aggression and aid Korea.
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Other Democratic Reforms
The P~rty also l~d the p~pl~ in c~mducting multi-faceted
reforms m co-ordmatton with agrarian reform a d
n
suppression of counter-revolutionaries.
. First~ dem?c!atic reforms were gradually unfolded in state-run
mdustnal, mmmg and communications and transport enterprises.
In N~vember 1951~ the CPC Central Committee issued the Instr.ucuons on Clean~g l!P Counter-Revolutionaries in Factories,
Mme~ and Com!11umcat10ns Enterprises and Carrying Out Democratic Reform m .1:hem. During the democratic reform, workers
were boldly mob1hzed and relied upon in a guided way to
expose ~nd denounce feudal gangmaster and various other systems which opposed the workers, systems extant in old enterprises
and not reformed i.n ti~c after take-over. The Party wiped out
~he count~r-revoluuonanes and remnant feudal forces concealed
m enterpnses, promoted a nu.mber of workers and staff prcstigi~us among the masses to leadmg posts in administration, productl~n and management. It established factory management committ~~s a~d w?rker representative conferences, drew workers into
partic1~ation m factory management and realized democracy in
en,terpnse manage~eot, so that workers would truly become
masters of.enterpnses. At the same time, the movement led to
self-educati~n among the worker masses to eliminate estrangement resultmg from feudal trade association and regional concepts and to strengthen unity among workers and between workers and. managerial and technical personnel. This gave further
expression ~o the new socialist relationship of production based
on the taking over of ownership of enterprises and placing it
under the people's state. This was an indispensable step taken to
transform bureaucrat-capitalist firms into socialist businesses.
On May 1.' 1950, the Central People's Government promulgated the Marnage. Law of the People's Republic of China, the first
law ~f New Chma. The Marriage Law stipulated, "The feudal
n:iarnage sy~tem characterized by arrangement, compulsory mar~1age, supenor male and inferior female and neglect of children's
mterests shall b~ abolished and the new democratic marriage
system characterized by free marriage of male and female, modemocra~1c
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nogamy, equal rights for men and wo~en andh probtec.tio~ of tdh~
·timate interests of women and children s al e mstitute .
1
ri~s was a great change in China's familial structure that had
persisted for several thousand. years as well as a deepening of the
anti-feudal struggle of the Chmese people. The Party an~ go~ern
ment conducted a great deal of ideological and. orgamzauonal
work for extensive publicity on and implementation of the Marriage Law, effectively promoting the emancipation of Chinese
women.
.
The struggle to ban prostitution, patronage of whores, tradmg
in and use of drugs, mass gambling and other evil phenomena,
since it was closely related with the struggle against despots,
embodied democratic reform at that time. On the afternoon of
November 21, 1949, Beijing's Second Conference of People's.
Representatives of Various Circles adopted a decision to.seal off
brothels. That evening, a large number of cadres and pohce were
sent out to close all brothels in the city. More than 200 bordello
bosses were gathered to be examined and dealt with. Over 1,000
prostitutes were assembled in a study institution, w~o, after bei~g
reeducated denounced the crimes of the old society and their
pimps for ~altreating them. They were helped to remould their
thinking, cure their venereal diseases and their participation was
organized in work and acquisition of job skills. Through study and education, the majority became self-supporting workers,
found husbands and settled down like normal people. In the wake
of the examples of Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin, other .la~ge,
medium and small cities nationwide rapidly adopted similar
measures. The ugly scars of the old society that had persisted for
thousands of years disappeared overnight. The Party and government also strictly forbade such social ills as drug use and gambling which were closely related with the reactionary ruling
forces and blackguards in old China. On the one hand, they
mobilized the masses to effectively attack and punish those who
manufactured and sold drugs for profits plus head gamblers and
hardened gamblers; on the other hand, they conducted extensive
publicity and education campaigns to raise mass political consciousness so those addicted to drugs and gambling would volun-

1
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tarily re~ounce t~eir ha.bits .. After two t? three years of efforts,
these sociaJ maladies which lmgered despite repeated prohibitions
and were considered incurable in Western society, were almost
totally banned under the leadership of the Communist Party and
the people's government. This could only surprise the world and
earn applause.
The War to Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea was the
continuation of the Chinese people's democratic revolution
against imperialism, while the agrarian reform and various other
democratic reforms marked the accomplishment of the Chinese
people's democratic revolution against feudalism. The mighty
torrent of revolution cleaned up the filth and mire left over from
the old society. China's social outlook and social mores experienced great changes. This victory further consolidated Political
power under the people's democratic dictatorship and provided
necessary social and political conditions for the work of restoring
and developing the economy.

·. III. FIGHT FOR THE RESTORATION OF
THE NATIONAL ECONOMY
The 3rd Plenary Session of the 7th Central Committee of the
Cfil?ese Communist Party proposed to the entire Party and
nation the general slogan and task "Fight for a fundamental turn
for the better in the nation's financial and economic situation "
since armed conflict had been basically concluded. Only Tib~t
and Taiwan remained to be liberated. The focus of the Party's
w?rk. had begun to. shif~ .from military to the economic sphere
with its entry to maJor cities. As early as the 2nd Plenary Session
of the 7th Party Central Committee held on the eve of the
founding of New China, Mao Zedong pointed out, "From the
very first day we take over a city, we should direct our attention
to restoring and developing production there." AU other work
would "revolve around and serve the central task." In the early
stage after the founding of New China, he solemnly declared,
"Economic construction on a national scale has been placed
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s "4 On the eve of the 3rd Plenary Session of the 7th Party
before ~ Committee the Party Central Committee telegraphed
Ce~tras localities d~manding that "the principal responsible comvariou
· personally
rades of Party 'bureaus of the Centr~l c ommittee
handle financial, banking and econom~c tasks. and that central
party bureau conferences re~ularly .discuss f i~ca~ wor~. !hey
must not slacken their effort m the s.lig~test, thi!lking this is, the
k only for financial business orgamzatlo~s. This holds true also
}as the Party committees of big cities, provmces and autonomous
~r ions under the Party bureaus. The Political Bureau. of the
~:rty Central Committee discusses financial and economic wo~k
at almost every conference."5 Moving from a~J-out leadership
over the revolutionary war to all-out leadership over. peaceful
construction marked a profound change in the Party hi~tory.
Old China's economy was extremely back~ard. T~e eight-year
Japanese imperialist war of aggressi?n agamst ~hin~ and .the
three-year conflict launched by Kuorruntang reactionaries aga.mst
the people caused serious damage to the c~untry . .In companson
with earlier record levels, in 1949 total mdustnal output had
halved in worth. The output value of heavy industry dropped by
70 percent and light industry by 30 percent. That year, steel
output was only 158,000 tons, a fall of 80 ~ercent; c?al output
32 43 million tons a drop of 48 percent; gram productwn 113.18
m:llion tons dow n about 25 percent, and cotton yield 444,000
to~s, a dip ~f about 48 percent. .Modern industry cam.e to 17
percent of total industrial and agncultur~l out~~t valu~ m 1949.
According to statistics from the UN Asia-Pac1f1c Society Committee in 1949 China's per-capita income was U.S.$27, less than
two-thirds the average U.S.$44 of Asia as a whole, and less than
half the U.S.$57 of India. This made concentrated efforts to
restore the national economy a pressing task.
.
.
The outbreak of the War to Resist U.S. Aggression and A~d
Korea adversely affected the shift of ~he focus to economic
construction. Much manpower and matenal resources we~e needed to support the war and national defence. However, smce the
conflict remained confined to the Korean battlefield, t~e. Pa~ty
Central Committee decided to "engage in combat, stabilization
1
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an? constr~ction simultaneously." Stabilization meant stabilizing
pn~es. This task was accomplished under arduous conditions
~hile t~e war was still going on. A two-fold economic construction policy focussed on key projects and planned postponements.
Another adverse effect of the Korean War on economic work
was the U.S. government's brazen declaration of dominion over
China's public and private property in the United States its
prohibition of entry to China by all U.S. goods and ships and its
manipulation of the Paris PJanning Committee to impose complete international blockades and embargoes on New China. In
fore!gn trade, China decided, "proceeding from an overall point
~f view, to put the Soviet Union in the first place, and at the same
tlffie prepare to do business with Poland, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Britain, Japan and the United States."6 The blockades and
embargoes of the imperialists obstructed China's access to the
outside world. The Chinese government was compelled to adopt
appropriate measures to control all property of U.S. authorities
and enterprises in China and freeze U.S. public and private
savings deposits in the country. Subsequently, the Chinese government dealt with American ·public and private businesses in
China through requisition, administration, purchases and tightenin~ of control. It took over various cultural, educational and
rehef organizations receiving U.S. subsidies. The economic and
cultural undertakings of other nations in China were dealt with
case to case on its own merits by the government in accordance
with the principle of reasonableness, advantage and restraint in
the light of the different conditions in the nations and trades
concerned. The difficulties caused by the blockades and embarg~s did. not frigh~e.n the Chinese people. On the contrary, inspued with the spmt of self-reliance, they redoubled efforts to
fight for restoration and development of the economy.

Restoration of Agriculture, Transport, Industry and Commerce
"The recovery of agriculture will serve as the foundation for
the recovery of all other branches, since if no food is available
everything else is out of the question." 7 The aim of agraria~
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f
was to liberate the forces of production. It was implementre ~~nly in the slack seasons of w~ter and spring in. or~e~ not
~hold up work. Agrarian reform did not change the md1v1dual
of the small peasant economy. Freedom from the feudal
na~ure reatly boosted the enthusiasm of individual peasants for
i~e~ ~asks. The Party deemed it necessary to gr.adually d~v~lop
mutual labour aid among individual peasants. w~th the prmc1ple
of voluntary participation and mutual _be~e~1t m the cou.rse of
giving full play to peasant fervour for md1v1dual econo~1c sectors. The state put in great efforts to promote the restor~tion and
development of agricultural production through reduc1~g taxes,
issuing agricultural loans, promoting supply and mark~tmg, popularizing technology and rewarding rich h~rvests, part1cularl.y by
mobilizing the masses in the effort to build water conservancy
projects. The state allocated large sums of. ~one~ for the construction of such projects despite extreme ?1!f1c~lt1~. Over three
years, the number of people directly part1c1pat1~g m such work
totalled 20 million nationwide. They accomphshed about 1.7
billion cubic metres of earth works, equivalent to 23 Suez Canals,
creating an unheard of record in China's. histo!Y· The famous
project of permanently harnessi~g t~e Hua1he Ri_ver, ~he Gu~nt
ing reservoir project, and the Jmru1an~ flood d1vers1on proJect
were all begun and stepped up ~t t~at ti~e.
.
.
The restoration of commumcat1ons links, espec~all; ra~~ay
transport, was also given priority. By 19~0, the ~at1on s. ex1stmg
railway network had been basically repaired. Rallway links s~s
pended for a decade or so between n~rth China and south Chma
were resumed . Fund raising preparation~ had ?een made for the
building of the Chengdu-Chongqing Railway m the latter years
of the Qing Dynasty. The Sichuan mass movem~nt to protect
railway rights became the fuse of the 1911 Revolution. Nevertheless, throughout the entire period during ~he. ~T rule, not even
a single centimetre of railway line was bmlt m S1chuan. ~fter t~e
founding of New China, work on the Chengdu-Chongqmg Railway started in June 19 50 and it was completed on July l, 19 52.
The day it opened, hundreds of thousands of peop~e gather~d at
the Chengdu and Chongqing stations to warmly hail the achieve-
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ment. Many could not help becoming teary-eyed. Arduous construction was also started of the Xikang-Tibet and Qinghai-Tibet
highways, leading to Lhasa, on the "Roof of the World."
In the restoration and construction of industry, the Party laid
emphasis on two points. The first placed wholehearted reliance in
the working class and the second did so in the state-run economy.
Workers who had been emancipated and become masters of the
state and enterprises exhibited greatly heightened labour enthusiasm. Numerous model workers emerged and an extensive labour emulation drive was launched. Key project construction,
apart from first restoring and revamping existing businesses in
northeast China and other places, led to the building of a group
of major enterprises, such as the Fuxin Haizhou open-cast coal
mines, the seamless steel tube factory and heavy rolling mill of
the Anshan Iron and Steel Co., the Shanxi Heavy Machinery
Plant, cotton mills in Wuhan, Zhengzhou, Xi'an and Xinjiang,
and the Harbin Flax Mill. The rails for the Chengdu-Chongqing
Railway and all steel and iron sluice gates used in the project to
harness the Huaihe River were made in China.
Restoration and development of trade were important links in
promoting material exchange between urban and rural areas and
restoration of the entire national economy. The Party held that
state-run and cooperative commerce should be gradually developed and expanded to become the main distribution channel.
After several years of efforts, by the end of 1952, an integrated
state-run commercial system encompassing various departments
at all Jevels had taken basic shape throughout the country.
State-run commerce increased its share in the nation's total retail
sales from 14.9 percent in 1950 to 34.4 percent. Cooperative
commerce was an important adjunct for state-run stores to link
up with the masses, and particularly the peasants. In 1952, its
annual retail sales constituted 19.6 percent of the nation's total
retail sales worth.
A question of vital importance in the restoration and development of the national economy was how to treat private industry
and commerce. In 1950, private industry accounted for 51 percent of total national industrial output value and private com-
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m any of the 22 years under the Kuomintang rule.

Movement Against "Thr_ee Evils" and Struggle Against
"Five Evils"
The Party and government protected th
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eomrounist Party, degenerated into arch criminals of corruption. Although they bad given some meritorious service durjng the democratic revolution, the Party never tolerated their
crimes. They were sentenced to death by the court and executed. The essence of the struggle against "three evils" that lasted
for more than half a year was maintenance of the integrity of
Communists and state cadres while they wielded power. It was
the first battle won in the long-term struggle against corruption.
The movement against the three evils, carried out as a mass
movement, was determined by existing historical conditions and
experience. Deviation into excessive action during the stage of
"fighting tigers" to uncover perpetrators of corruption was
immediately rectified. Generally speaking, the movement educated the majority of cadres, saved erring comrades and purged
degenerates from the ranks of the Party and state cadres. It
effectively resisted the bad influence of the old society and
bourgeois corrosion and played a great role in establishing
healthy social conduct.
In January 1952, the Party Central Committee issued an
instruction, calling for reliance on the working class, uniting with
law-abiding bourgeoisie and other citizens and launching of a
grand struggle against the five evils perpetrated by the lawbreaking bourgeoisie. The five evil practices exposed during the
movement were quite common among capitalists. A small number were perpetrators of shocking iniquities. Some even used
waste and rotten cotton to manufacture first-aid dressings which
they sold to the CPVs, causing disability and death to wounded
soldiers. This aroused total public indignation. "Beat back the
bourgeoisie's savage onslaught" became the strong demand of the
whole nation. After the movement reached an upsurge, the Party
issued a timely instruction, saying that the various big cities must
"pay attention to maintaining the normal progress of economic
life."8 "Production, transportation, finance and trade could not be
suspended."9 It stipulated that the number of grave and total
law-breaking households given punishment should not surpass 5
percent of all capitalists and laid down a series of rational lenient
policies to reach verdicts on the "five evils," repayment of evaded
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taxes and return of illegal gains. The Party Central Co
·
· t d
· concludmg
· the struggle in this way "enablmm1ttee
po~n e out.
·
es us to
g a1 ~ co mpIe te. pol.itical
~nd economic initiative and bring about
rap~d economic restoration and development, so capitalists ma
a~am move closer to us and rekindle their management enth:.
s1as~ and workers not face unemployment."'o To handle negatin
positive a~pects of the bourgeoisie, which emerged within th~
Party ~unng the upsurge of the movement, the Party Cent 1
Committee stres~ed: "The political and economic position ap;l~
cable to the nati~nal bourgeoisie on the basis of the Common
Pro~ramme remams unchanged." 11 The nationwide movement
a~arnst _the fiv~ evils con~luded after half a year. It attacked the
five serious evil malpractices of capitalists. Widespread education
on ~egal managemen.t was conducted among industrialists and
?us~essmen, pro~otmg the establishment of worker supervision
m private enterprises and the introduction of democratic reform
This enabled the Part~ t.o gain another round of victory in th~
struggle between restriction and opposition to restriction. After
the movement ended, th~ Party and government, in the light of
th~ newly emerged strained relations between the public and
pnvate sectors and between labour and capital and a depressed
ma~ket, took further measures to readjust relations on a new
basis. It. worked to expand.the placing of state orders with private
enterpnses for the processmg of materials, purchases and monopoly sales, to guarantee reasonable profits to ensure the relative
development of ca~ita~st _industry and commerce. In 1952, total
output value of capltahst industry increased 54 percent compared
to that of 1949.

Achievements in the Three Years of Economic Restoration
years o~ efforts, the national economy met with
restoratlon and initial development. In 1952 total
mdustnal and agricultural output value reached 81 billion 'yuan,
up by 77.5 percent over 1949, and by 20 percent over the record
1936 level. The averag.e annu~l increase rate in the three years
was 21.1 percent; total mdustnal output worth increased by 145.1
After
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rcent over 1949, with an average annual increase rate of 34.8
percent. Total agricultural output worth rose by 53.5 percent over
~ 9, with an average a~nual incre~se rate of 15.3 percent. The
tput of major industnal and agncultural products surpassed
0: peak level gained before the founding of New China. Along
~i~h the restoration and development of production, a ba~ance
was achieved between state financial revenue an~ expenditur~.
The economic structure improved .. Culture, e~ucat1on and public
health services developed appropna~ely: !he incomes o~ employees and peasants increased and theII hvmg standards improved
somewhat. In 1952, the total number of the nation's set emp~o~ees
had increased to 16 million from the 1949 figure of 8 million,
while their average wages had risen by 70 percent. A labour
insurance system was instituted among enterprises and a free
medical service among government employees and teachers. A
survey indicated that in 1936, the year which saw the highest
pre-liberation living standards for employees, average annual
spending per family member was 140 yuan (calcul~ted on the
basis of 1957 prices). The figure reached 189.5 yuan. m 1952, up
35 percent. The 1952 income of peasants generally increased by
over 30 percent compared to that in 1949.
Simultaneous with economic restoration, profound change occurred in the national economic structure. The state, private
capitalist, individual, state-capital and co-operative economi~s ~11
develo~d. With state support and the superiority of the sociahst
economy the state-run economy developed even faster. In 1949,
the shar~ of socialist industry in total national industrial worth
(excluding handicrafts) was 34.7 percent. The figure rose to 56
percent in 1952. Furthermore, industry share (including handicrafts) in the nation's total industrial and agricultural output
value rose from 30 percent in 1949 to 41.5 percent. Modern
industry went up from 17 percent to 26.6 percent. The proportion
of heavy industry in the total industrial output value climbed
from 26.4 percent in 1949 to 35.5 percent in 1952. This p~ogress
indicated that the restoration of China's economy not only mcluded quantitative development, but also change in nature and
improvement in quality.
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IV. THE PARTY PROPOSES THE GENER
LINE FOR THE TRANSITIONAL PERIO~
Near the end of 1952
,
situation and many ne~ o~~~~untry s development faced a new
continued advance, the Piirty n~:~l~0 lead ;he people in their
and goals.
put iorward fresh tasks
The struggle to resist u s
·
.
been stable and an agreem·e~ta~!ress1.on ~nd aid Korea had long
during peace talks. This war New~~?r issues had been reached
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democratic revolution, that
he ~a1ln task l~ft over from the
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lf~hFive-year Plan for national
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tailed national industrialization. of e mam pa!t of the plan encourse. This was the goal the
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to changing China's backward s~~:he past 1~ y~ars, and the key
prosperity The Chin
e and ach1evmg strength and
.
ese people were finall
bl
strides forward on the road to . d
. . . Y a e to take big
At th
.
m ustna11zation
e same tune, new dilemmas which
·
lated in society required the p t
appeared and accumuand systematic policies for th~~; to ~ork out e~plicit guidelines
areas after the agrarian reform gra u~l solution. In the rural
scattered and backward individ~a~~e main problem was that the
00
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between the working class and state-run economy on the one hand

and the bourgeoisie on the other had undergone several rounds
with no conclusion. Instead there had been vacillations that had
great impact on state economic life. The aggravation of these
contradictions resulting from rapid growth of industrialization
compelled the Party to consider measures to step up and expand
mutual-aid and cooperative movement in the rural areas and
control capital in the cities. This inevitably made it essential to
place the task of socialist transformation of the national economy
on the agenda. It was against this background that the Party
Central Committee, after nearly one year of deliberation, drew
up and put forward the Party's general line for the transitional
period: for a considerably long period of time, there would be
gradual realization of state socialist industrialization, plus state
socialist transformation of agriculture, the handicraft and capitalist industries and commerce. The clear general line proposed
the great task of building socialism to the people of the whole
country. This was a major strategic step taken by the Party at a
crucial historical moment.
Realizing socialism in China was the struggle objective laid
down by the Chinese Communist Party at the time of its founding. Contemporary Chinese history has proved that all efforts
aimed at realizing capitalism in China, whether by reformist
method or by revolutionary method, had ended in failure. This
gave rise to the historical necessity of seeking a new objective of
struggle. The objective set by the Chinese Communist Party
to realize socialism precisely embodied this historical necessity. However, China was originally an economically very backward semi-colonial and semi-feudal society. This basic national
condition determined the need to take two steps to bring about
socialism in China and the need to change over to socialist
revolution after passing through the new democratic revolution.
This was the road that Chinese revolution must follow in its
history of development. It was the reason why for a considerably
long time, the Party had invariably taken new democracy as its
primary programme and used it to determine the nature of the
revolution it led and the nature of the republic founded through
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this revolution. With regard to the issue of when the revolution
should change over to the socialist stage, the Party merely noted
that this was the inexorable trend for which certain conditions
were essential. It had not made concrete judgments and could not
do so on the time and conditions for the changeover. This needed
to be decided in the light of the concrete conditions in the process
of the development of the revolution.
The 2nd Plenary Session of the 7th Party Central Committee
held on the eve of the victory of the democratic revolution laid
down various basic policies for the republic soon to come into
being. It also set the basic orientation for changing China from
an agricultural into an industrial state and for progress from the
new democratic society to the future socialist society. However,
at the time of the founding of New China, the country's socialist
future was not written into the Common Programme formulated
by the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, which
acted as a provisional constitution. Liu Shaoqi gave an explanation about this on behalf of the Chinese Communist Party: "This
is because adopting quite serious socialist steps in China is a
matter for the distant future." He pointed out at the same time:
"There is no doubt that in the future China will advance to
socialism and then communism." During the session, some nonParty people asked Mao Zedong how long it would be before
China would advance into socialism. Mao Zedong replied it
would probably take twenty to thirty years. On several Party
occasions, including a conference of the Political Bureau in
September 1948, the 2nd Plenary Session of the 7th Party Central
Committee and at a number of inner-Party cadre meetings in the
first few years after the founding of New China, Mao Zedong,
Liu Shaoqi and Zhou Enlai all said it would take at least a decade
or at most fifteen to twenty years for China to practise socialism.
Then they had a rough idea that, after a considerable length of
time when industry had developed and the state-run economy had
been expanded, it would be possible to adopt "serious socialist
steps" to realize nationalization of capitalist industry and commerce and the collectivjzation of individual agriculture. By 1952,
after three years of practice and developments, the accumulation
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econo?lic s~rength_ was w~ak ~nd i~ consis~ed ma~y of commerce
and fmanc1al capital, with little mdustnal capital. National · _
. I was mvested
·
. I capita
mainly in light and textile indust in
·
d ustna
. l · h
·
.
nes
~nd I1tt em eavy mdustry. Pnvate factories generally were small
m scale ( 69. 7 percent had less than 10 workers), their technology
was backwar.d (~ork~hop handicraft industry accounted for 79. L
percent). ~hma s n~tional _bourgeoi~ie was unable to lead China's
democratic revolution to victory, still less was it able to undertake
the heavy_task of_realizing industrialization in China. While most
stat.e-run rndustnes ~~re comparat~vely advanced in technology,
their labour productivity was relatively high, and workers had a
s~ro~g sense of being masters of state-run enterprises. Their
hvellhood was se~ure and they enjoyed various kinds of power
an~ ~elfare. Theu labour enthusiasm was high. In short, the
soc1altst state-run economy at that time clearly demonstrated its
superiority ?ver other economic sectors and was a new thriving
and prospenng force. By 1952, the proportion of state-run industrial output in total modern industry had increased to 56 percent
and the business volume of state-run wholesale commerce made
up 60 percent of the nation's total. Socialism had become a
relatively strong factor in China's social and economic life. In
addition, the highly integrated financial and economic work
supported by the state economy and state administrative force
was naturally guided step by step onto the path of the planned
economy. The subsequent development of the planned economic
system built on this highly centralized and unified basis showed
that it had defects in certain aspects which needed to be readjusted and reformed to suit the changed situation. But this choice
made by the Party and government under the severe circumstances prevailing at that time was the only correct one when
there was a shortage of and pressing demand for materials.
Moreover, a certain degree of unity and planning was always
necessary for the stability and development of the national economy. When the First Five-Year Plan began, the demand for the
development of the state-run economy and the expansion of the
planned . economy became a basic factor by which the Party
deemed it necessary and possible to put forward the general line
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for the gradual transition to socialism.
.
.
second, because we had accumulated much expenen~e m the
e and restriction of private industry and commerce, this actual~; became the initial step towar~s the s~ialis~ transformation of
the capitalist economy. Protecting na~1onal mdu~try and commerce was another one of the three maJor e~n~IlliC progra~n_ies
for the new democratic revolution. Protection mcluded P?s1~1ve
aspects advantageous to the national economy ~nd pe~ple s livelihood and restrictions on negative aspects acting agamst these.
Because China's economy was backward, the use of the positive
role of private industry and commerce was of crucial significance.
However, contradictions existed between the capitalist economy
on the one band and the interests of the people and society, state
management and the socialist economy on the other hand. There
were some contradictions between the workers and the capitalists
within the private economy. Readjusting and solving these in
accordance with the needs of economic development and with the
greatest interests of the vast majority of the people would inevitably entail the struggle between restrictions on capitalism and
resistance to these constraints by capitalists. The 2nd Plenary
Session of the 7th Party Central Committee pointed out, "Restriction versus opposition to restriction will be the main form of class
struggle in the new democratic state." Under national economic
restoration, during the struggle waged against illegal and negative
capitalist resistance to state restrictions, in the process of rationally readjusting industry and commerce, the state created a series
of forms from low- to high-level state capitalism. They entailed
mainly rational distribution of raw materials and markets, and
sustained support of the positive role of private industry and
commerce while ensuring growth of the state-run economy. These
included the placing of state orders with private enterprises for
processing of materials, private company sales of goods for the
state on a commission basis, state monopoly of the purchase and
marketing of products of private enterprises, and state-private
operation. These measures were adopted mainly to help private
industry and commerce to overcome production difficulties. At
that time, it was difficult for many private enterprises to survive
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and develop without the s!!pport of the state, so the capitalists
welcomed these state measures. The results that ensued showed
that the series of state capitalist configurations not only aimed to
?ra~ on and restrict capitalist industry and commerce, they also
mcvttab1y deepened the links between the capitalist and socialist
state-run economy, causing different degrees of changes in their
relations of product.ion. This, thereby, to varied ex tents, started
jnitial socialis.t transformation of them, even though the Party did
not fully realize this at the very beginning. From its summation
of e~pc ricnce, the Party affirmed that the continued expansion
and improvement of various forms of state capitalism provided
th~ c~ncrete way to the gradual socialist transformation of capi
tahst mdu_stry and commerce. It changed former concepts which
regarded future declaration of nationalization and elimination of
the private capitalist system at one stroke as the only measur1,; ro1
socialist transformation. T his was another basic a~pect of th~
Pa1ty's view.that it was timely to put forward the general line for
gradual transition to social ism.
Third, ,because the Party had accumulated much experience
after the accomplishment of the agrarian reform in launching
agricultural mutual aid and cooperation in rural areas. TillS
became the initial step towards the socialist transformation of
individual agriculture. Confiscation of feudal l<tnd and placing it
under peasant ownership was one of the three major economic
programmes for the new democratic revolution. Afkr the peasants were given distributed land; the question was how could
~ndividual scattered and weak agriculture meet the r~pidly growrng needs of industrialization for food and raw material c1ops?
How could polarization between rich and poor be avoided? At
that time, each individual peasant household held only an average of some ten mu (15 mu=l hectare) of farmland, each poor
peasant household or hired hands had an average of less than half
~ draught animal. and half a plough. There were also shortages of
tund~. Even mamtenance of production was not easy, to say
noth111g or expansion on any scale, improvement of conditions
and diversified economic development. On the foundation of such
an indi vi<l ual agricultural economy, it was impossible to suit the
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needs of industrial development and avoid polarization between
the affluent and badly-off. In the light of current experience and
unJerstanding, the Party believed that only by organized mutual
aid and cooperation, was it possible to develop output and achieve
common prosperity. During the period of national economic
restoration, simple cooperative mutual-aid teams were universally set up, while primary cooperatives characterized by pooling of
land began to develop. There were also typical trials by advanced
cooperatives (collective farms) characterized by collective ownership of the basic means of production. After summing up these
practical experiences, the Party confirmed that these mutual aid
and cooperative forms not only were effective means for helping
poor peasants overcome their difficulties and increase production, but also approprjatc methods for preventing the spontaneous
tendency towards capitalism in the countryside and guiding agricult ure towards a socialist orientation. The Party also established
a new concept: China's industrialization and agricultural mechanization \:vould be a very drawn-out process, so agricultural
cooperatives could not sit back waiting for industrialization and
mechanization. Generally, small-scale agricultural mutual aid
and cooperative organizatjons which lacked large machinery
cou ld augment production by relying mainly on unified management and cooperation. They reassembled handicraft workshops
which initially also Jacked. majo1 equipment but could still raise
production by relying mainly on cooperation. Many people were
convinced by this viewpoint. This was the third basic factor by
which the Party deemed it possjble to put forward the general line
for the gradual transition to socialhm.
These three Point~ indicated that since the new democratic
future was bound to develop towards socialism, the new democratic economy already contained sociali~l factor!:. of decisive
significance that were continually expanding their force and
scope. Thus, the new democratic construction stage also meant
the transitional period from new dc111ocracy to socialism. In a
summing-up speech made in September 1953 at an enlarged
meeting of the Standing Committee or the National Committee
of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, Zhou
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Enlai said, "To put it in a nutshell, the transitional period means
the new democratic construction period, the period of gradual
transition to socialism, as well as a period of gradual increase in
the share of the socialist economic sector in the national economy."
Fourth, judging from the then international environment, the
imperialists carried out military aggression and posed a threat to
China. They imposed a strict economic blockade on the nation.
While the capitalist countries .themselves were in the doldrums
socialist countries were vigorously developing, demonstrating
their superiority over capitalism. During economic rehabilitation
and construction in the First Five-Year Plan, only the Soviet
Union aided China. Although the Party proceeded from China's
specific condiUons while formulating concrete economic policies
and methods of work, the Soviet Union's expertise in socialist
construction and its economic system still formed a role as a
model for China. It also constituted a factor that prompted the
Party to deem it necessary to begin the gradual transition to
socialism.
In September 1952, at a meeting of the Secretariat of the
Central Committee, Mao Zedong said, "We will basically accomplish socialism in ten to fifteen years, not begin the transition to
socialism after a decade." This marked the beginning of preparations to promote the general line for the transitional period.
Thereafter, Liu Shaoqi and Zhou Enlai also expounded in detail
the guiding thought and rough ideas about "beginning from now
the gradual transition to socialism." The conference of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee, held in June 1953, formally discussed the matter, forming a fairly comprehensive exposition. The slogans issued on September 24, 1953 to celebrate the
fourth anniversary of the founding of New China announced this
general line to the whole Party and the people throughout the
country. ln December, the "Outline for Study and Publicity on
the Party's General Linc for the Transitional Period- fight to
Build China Into a Great Socialist State by Mobilizing All
Forces," which was drafted by the Propaganda Department of the
Central Committee and transmitted by the Central Committee of
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·nese Communist Party, made a detailed exposition of the
Chi
· ·
hi
tent of the general line. While examining and revmng t s
con ne Mao Zedong wrote this
· succinct
·
summary: "from the
OU tli '
.
h b .
founding of the People's Republi~ of. Chma t~ ! e as1c. accomplishment of socialist transformation 1s a tra~s1t1on~l pen<>?-. The
party's general line and general tasks ~unng .this transitional
period are, within a consid~rably l?n~ pe!1od of ume, to gradua~Jy
realize the state's socialist mdustnahzauon and graduall.Y real~ze
the state's socialist transformation of agriculture,. handicraft. mdustry and capitalist industry and commerce. This general line,
like a beacon light, illuminates various fields of our work. If we
depart from it, we will commit Right or Left deviatio~ist e~rors."
Mao gave the following explanations as to why the found.mg_ of
the People's Republic of China should oe taken as t~e ~egm~mg
of the transition period from new democracy to socialism: We
say things that mark change in the nature of revoluti~n, and m~rk
the basic conclusion of the stage of new democratic revolution
and the beginning of socialist revolution, are the change in
political power, the extinction of the .counter-revoluti?nary regime of the Kuomintang and the founding of the Peoples Republic of China. We do not mean that we can set about carrying out
the great task of socialist tr~nsformation in ~11 nation~! fields
immediately after the foundmg of the Peoples Republic. Now,
we still need to solve contradictions between feudalism and
democracy; i.e., between the landlords and peasants in the vast
rural areas. Over time, the principal contradictions in the rural
areas will be between feudali'S m and democracy, not between
capitalism and socialism. The{efore, two to three years are n~eded
to carry out agrarian reform in rural areas. By then, we will, on
the one hand, carry out democratic agrarian reform in the rural
areas; on the other hand, in the city, we will immediately sta~t to
take over bureaucrat-capitalist enterprises and turn them mto
socialist enterprises, set up socialist state banks and simultaneo~s
ly set about to establish socialist state commerce and cooperative
commerce nationwide. Over the past fcw years we have begun
implementing measures for state capitalism in priv~te capit.alist
enterprises. All these facts demonstrated the complicated situat be
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lio~ p~~vailing in the first few years of China's transitional
penod. In Fe~ruary 1954, the 4th Plenary Session of the 7th

:r

Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party formall
approved this general line confirmed by the Political Bureau
the Party Central Committee.
The Party's general line for the transitional period was one
characterized by "one industrialization and three transformat~on~,''. an~ "one main body ai;id t~vo wings." "One industrialization 1mphed the gradual realization of state socialist industrialization; this is the main body. "The three transformations" meant
the gradual realization of socialist transformation of agriculture
handicraft and capitalist industry and commerce. These were th~
"two wings." "[ndustrialization" and the "three transformations"
relate~ to, ~romotcd and contained each other, demonstrating the
organic unity between the development of productive forces and
the reform of the relations of production. This was a general line
wherein socialist construction and socialist transformation were
co. ducted simultaneously. "Industrialization" and "transforma·
tion" both required a very long period of time for their realiLation, step by step. This stipulation was based on the consideration
that China\ original production forces were at a very low developmental level, and the reform of hundreds of millions of individual peasants and handicraftsmen required arduous and meticulous work. This task could be realized only through long-term
efforts, estimated at the time to take three five-year plan periods,
or fifteen years, plus three years of restoration, a total of eighteen
years. This was a comparatively careful estimate. Compared with
the original plan whereby China would first spend fifteen or
twenty years on new democratic construction and then carry out
and accomplish socialist transformation in one step, there was
change in concrete steps and methods, but the estimated time
needed was roughly the same.
After the general line for the transitional period was put
forward, extensive and intensive publicity and educational work
was conducted among the whole Party and people throughout the
country. Uniry of understanding was quickly achieved within the
Party and support was received from the populace nationwide for
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the general line, which became t~e ~ew programme f~r uniting
and mobilizing the entire populauon m the effort to build a great
socialist new China.

V. PLANNED ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION
AND THE START OF SOCIALIST
INDUSTRIALIZATION
On January 1, 1953, in an editorial of Renmin Ribao (People's
Daily), the Party and government announced: China has begun
to jmplement the First five-Year Plan for national construction.
At the 4th Session of the 1st National Committee of the Chinese
People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), Zhou Enlai
pointed out, "The year of 1953 is the startjng year for the first
Five-Year Plan .... Mobilizing the working class and the people of
the whole country in the concentrated effort to overcome difficulties and work to fulfil and overfulfil the annual 1953 construe·
tion plan is the overriding task facing us that will run through
the whole year." The following year, at the 1st Session of the 1st
National People's Congress, he further noted that since implementation had begun of the First Five-Year Plan, "Economic
construction work has held the primary position in the life of the
whole country." The whole Party and entire populace turned
their attentjon to the task of socialist industrialization, joyously
greeting and plunging into the upsurge of large-scale and planned
economic construction for New China.

The First Five-Year Plan
The drafting work of the first five-Year Plan (1953-57) was
conducted under the guidance of Zhou Enlai and Chen Yun. The
work started in 1951. In December 1952, the Party Central
Committee issued the Instruction on the Drafting of the 1953
Plan and the Outline of the Long-Term Programme. In April
1953, the Party Central Committee approved the broadcasting of
highlights of the 1953 national economic plan. The general line
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put forward d_u!ing this ~riod by the Party Central Committee
for _the. transltlonal penod was clearly defined: The gradual
realization of state socialist industrialization forms the main bod
o_f the general line. According to the spirit of the related instru;
~l~ll:s of the Party Central Committee, we, on the one hand
m1ttally drafted and began to implement the First Five-Yea;
Pia?; on the other hand, we continued to constantly discuss and
revise the proposals. The work lasted "four years and the text of
the plan was changed five times, being basically finalized in
Sep~ember 1954. Following its consideration and approval by the
National Representative Conference of the Party in March 1955
the plan was ~·ormally discussed and adopted at the 2nd Sessio~
of the 1st National P~ople's Congress held in July that same year.
The NPC was ~nammous in agreeing that the plan drawn up
under the auspices of the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party "is a programme of decisive significance whereby the people of the entire country arc working for the fulfil ment of general ~asks for the transitional period. It is a plan for
peaceful econorruc and cultural construction."
The gu~ding principle and basic tasks for the First Five-Yea r
~Jan entailed: Conc~ntrating major efforts on developing heavy
m~u.str~ and estabhshing an initial foundation for state industnahzat~on and mod~rni~ation of national defence; appropriatel y
?evelopmg c?mmumcations and transportation services, light
~dustry, agnculture an? commerce; suitably training construction personnel;_ systematically promoting cooperatives for agricultur~ a~d ~and1crafts; continuing to carry out transformation of
cap1tahst md_us~ry and commerce; ensuring steady growth of the
share of soc1ahst se~t~rs in the national economy, and simultaneously c?rrectly givmg play to the role of individual agriculture, .handicrafts and capitalist industry and commerce· and
ensunng a gradual rise in the level of the people's matcri;I and
cultural life on the basis of developing production.
( 1) Th~ Party determined at that time to take industrialization
as the ~am task of overall economic construction and concentrated maJor ef~orts on develop~g heavy industry. This was partly
due to the influence of SovLet construction expertise and also
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because China's industrial foundation, particularly for heavy
industry, was very weak. In order to acquire a material base
for realizing industrialization by relying on the nation's own
strength, every possible means had to be tried to achieve major
and rapid development of heavy industry. When China started
the First Five-Year Plan, although industry had been restored
and had surpassed record levels, planned industrialization took
off at a very low point. In 1952, the share of modern industry in
the total output worth of China's agriculture and industry was a
mere 26.6 percent, and that of heavy industry in total industrial
output value was only 35.5 percent. In the Soviet Union, these
figures had reached 45.2 percent and 39.5 percent, respectively,
in 1928 before that nation started its First Five-Year Plan. In
1952, the per-capita output of many major industrial products of
China not only lagged far behind those of developed industrial
countries, but was also lower than India's 1950 level. For example, the per-capita steel output of China was 2.37 kg, while for
India and the United States, the respective figures were 4 kg and
538.3 kg. In terms of power output, China had 2.76 kwh; India,
10.9 kwb, and the United States, 2,949 kwh. A paragraph written
by Mao Zedong to describe this situation had a profound impression on the people: "What can we make at present? We can make
tables and chairs, tea bowls and teapots, grow food grain and
grind it into flour, we can also make paper, but we cannot
manufacture even a motor vehicle, an aircraft, a tank or a
tractor." 13 The Chinese people, of course, were eager to quickly
change this situation. Light industry had some foundation, then
limited by market and raw material supplies. The utilization rate
for equipment was very low and the potential for increased
production very great. It was thought that to increase agricultural
production, main reliance could only be placed on the work
enthusiasm of the peasants and their investment of funds. Such
being the case, during the First Five-Year Plan, there was the
objective possibility for the state to concentrate its main effort on
developing heavy industry. The prevailing tense international
situation and imperialists' threat of armed aggression compelled
greater thought being given to the construction of heavy industry
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essential for the modernization of national defence.
The plan stipulated that during the five years, on the one hand
China would build a number of new industrial departments on ~
grand scale and with advanced technology, while on the other
hand, the nation should use modern, advanced technology to
expand and transform existing industrial departments. The nation should make rational use of and rebuild existing industrial
foundations in northeast China, Shanghai and other coastal cities,
and also begin to erect new hinterland industrial bases to greatly
increase China's industrial production capacity and initially rectify the irrational distribution of industries which were nearly all
concentrated in the coastal areas and northeast China. The plan
stipulated that during the five years the total value of state
investment in economic and cultural construction would bit 76.64
billion yuan. This equalled over 700 million tae!s (1 tael=l.1023
ounces) of gold, an unprecedented amount in Chinese history. Of
the capital construction investment, 58.2 percent was for industry, of which 88.8 percent was for heavy industry.
Giving priority to the promotion of heavy industry did not
mean it would be developed in isolation. There had to be overall
consideration and comprehensive arrangements to achieve a total
balance among the various closely-interlinked national economic
departments. The First Five-Year Plan stipulated that while
giving priority to the growth of heavy industry, the nation should
appropriately develop agriculture, light industry, transportation,
post and telecommunications, and commerce as well as cultural
and educational undertakings. Out of total capital construction
investment, 7.6 percent was for agriculture, forestry and water
conservancy departments, 19.2 percent for transportation, post
and telecommunications departments, 3 percent for banking and
trade departments, and 7.2 percent for cultural and educational
departments. Great attention was also paid to market stability,
and emphasis was laid on the four major balances of finance,
credit, foreign exchange and materials so the national economy
could develop proportionally and in a planned and co-ordinated
way.
(2) The Party emphasized that the scale and speed of economic
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struction must be based on actual conditions with accu~ate

co~ ates of potential increase in subjective strength. Senous

esurn
.
h · 1
shortages in funds, machinery, eqmpment and te.c mca per~on
el were an important factor restricting economic construct~on.
~he blockade and discrimination ii:nposed o~ us. by the _Druted
States and other developed capitalist countnes m the fields .of
economic, technological and scientific exchange were al.s~ maJOr
restrictive factors. Action had to be based on capability and
rea li.ty. On the question concerning speed
. of development,
ch· •a lack
of experience and constant hopes to quickly change
mas P?Or
and backward state, meant that considera~io~ wa~ ~su~lly fust
given to needs and Jess attenLion paid to ob.1ect1ve llmitat10ns an?
actual potential. For example, when the pla.n was first drafted, it
proposed that industrial production should mcrease at an .average
annual rate of over 20 percent and agricultural production at 7
percent. This plan was drawn up roughly in reference to the
1950-1952 growth rate. But that w~s a. high speed of recove~y
which was unrealistic to want to matntam for planned e~nomJC
construction after restoration. At that time, e~pectat1ons '.or
increased industrial production were placed mamly .o~ P:1ttmg
newly built projects into operation. There was overantlcipa~1on of
the speed with which new factories would start up pr~u~uon. In
particular, extravagant hopes were cn~ertained for rapid mcrease
in agricultural production, and the disadvantageous factor~ that
restricted such increase were underestim~ted: After careful m.vestigations and repeated calculations and m view .of natural dISasters causing the failure to fulfil the planned mam ~nnual t~rgets
for agricultural production in 1953 and. 1954, 1t was fmally
decided that industrial production should mcrease at an average
annual rate of 14.7 percent. Of this, 70 pc~cent sh~uld co~e from
tapping the potential of existing enterpnses, while agncultural
production should increase at an average annual rate of ~.3
percent. Such a growth rate was relatively high com~ared w.1th
equivalent rates for many countries. It ~as, however, m keeplllg
.
with China's reality and so could be fulfilled.
(3) In economic construction, the Party adhered to the_policy
of relying mainly on China's own efforts while seeking assistance
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from abroad. The drafting and implementation of the First FiveYear Plan received great help from the Soviet government. Negotiation between China and the Soviet Union determined that
the Soviet Union helped China build 156 projects. These constituted the core of industrial construction during the First FiveYear Plan (part of which needed to be carried over to the Second
Five-Year Plan). For the building of these projects, the Soviet
side not only provided loans, but gave concrete guidance and help
in prospecting for natural resources, the selection of factory sites
technical design, the supply of machinery and equipment, and aid
in construction and installation, personnel training and placfog
factories into trial run and operation. During the First Five-Year
Plan period, the Soviet Union dispatched 3,000 technical experts
to China, while China sent more than 7,000 students and 5,000
trainees to the Soviet Union. This was a glorious page in the
history of friendship between the Chinese and Soviet peoples.
However, the Party still insisted on and emphasized the need to
rely mainly on the nation's efforts and disapproved of dependence
on Soviet aid. During the First Five-Year Plan period, foreign
loans accounted for only 2.7 percent of the state's total financia l
revenue. China began in 1955 to repay these loans annually with
favourable balance of trade with the Soviet Union. In projects
designed and equipped with Soviet help, 20 to 30 percent of the
volume of design work and 30 to 50 percent of machinery and
equipment came from China itself. There was no dependence on
foreign aid for whatever the nation could supply. In 1956, the
Party Central Committee further clearly put forward the principle of establishing an independent, comprehensive industrial system. These policies and measures were of far-reaching significance in enabling China to adhere to its independent stand in the
subsequent radical change in international relations.
(4) The Party called for correct handling of the relations
between accumulation and consumption in planned economic
construction and an appropriate combination of production
growth with improved living standard. The two were fundamentally identical, since the basic aim of socialist construction is to
gradually meet people's growing material and cultural needs and
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to bring about a better life for the populace. However, in the
midst of them there also exist contradictions between in:n1ediate
and long-term interests, and between local and overall mterests.
Mishandling of these would either hinder the development of
national construction or affect improvement of the people's livelihood. In order to accumulate construction funds, the people of
the whole country had to work hard, practise economy, be industrious and thrifty and subordinate personal interests to the fundamental, long-term interests of national construction. Necessary
limitations had to be put to the range of improvement of immediate living standards. In the process of continuous expansion,
there should also be appropriate improvements in living standards through developing production and raising labour productivity. There should be no undue rise in accumulation at the
expense of consumption,.which would dampen the people's enthusiasm for building socialism. At the beginning of the First FiveYear Plan, the construction scale was very big, but the share of
accumulation in the entire national income went up only slightly
in 1953 compared with 1952, an appropriate scale for the time.
The above-mentioned guidelines were based on reality in
China and embodied the consistent ideological tenet of integrating the universal principles of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of national construction.

Upsurge in Industrial Construction
Inspired by the initial implementation of the First Five-Year
Plan and in the process of publicizing and studying the Party's
general line for the transitional period, a lively atmosphere quickly prevailed throughout the nation's rural and urban areas for
participation and support for state industrial construction.
The working class took the lead. Workers were the leading class
of the state, as well as the main force on. the industrial front. They
were known by people of all social strata as "elder brothers." They
not only strove to raise their own ideological consciousness, but
tried hard to lift their educational levels and levels of scientific
and technical knowledge. In 1953, the All-China Federation of
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Trade yni~n s! in acc~rdance .with t~e spirit of the Party Central
~om~ttee s instruction on mcreasmg production and practistng stn~t economy, issued an Emergency Circular on Further
Launching the Labour Emulation Drive for Increasing Prod uction and Practising Economy to Ensure an All-Round fulfilment
of State Production Plans. In April 1954, Wang Chonglun of
Anshan Iron and Steel Company and six other national industrial
model workers presented a proposal to the All-China Federation
of Trade Unions for launching a technical innovation movement
which took off from the vigorous labour emuJation drive going
on among the working class.
The Part~ Central Committee called upon Party committees at
all levels to follow the pallern of selecting large numbers of cadres
for the army during the war years. It was to be most determi ned
to pick outstanding cadres from various fields and assign them to
wor~ on the industrial front and train them to become key
lcadmg members for industrial construction. At that time as
many as 10,000 cadres were assembled at one time nationw,ide.
The P~rty cal~ed on experienced and new cadres to assiduously
study mdustnal construction. At the National Representative
Conference of the Party held in 1955, Mao Zedong stressed: "We
have entered a new historical period in which we should diligently study socialist industrialization, socialist transformation modern nation~! defen~e a~d begin to study atomic energy. T; keep
track of this new situation, we should immerse ourselves in these
fields and become experts. These are our tasks."
Engineering and technical personnel and scientific workers
were to give full play to their abilities in industrialization. Large
nu~bers of gr~d uates from institutions of higher learning and
vanous professional and technical schools accepted state assignm~nts. Braving all hardships, they joyously hurried to the industrial constr.uction _front in various parts of the country. University
stu~ents of the . ~cLence and engineering disciplines urgently needed m constructton were even graduated and assigned jobs one
year ahc~d of schedule in 1952 and 1953. The vanguards of
construcu~n, the geological prospecting teams, were an example
of how this worked. In old China, there were a mere 200-odd
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surveyors. In just a few years, the number quickly increased to
tens of thousands of prospectors through the transfer of pro~es
sionals from other fields, assignment of college graduates specialized in geology and who had been transferred from other disciplines to study geology, as well as adoption of large-scale training.
Peasants also showed great concern for industrial construction,
thinking that once developed it might provide chemical f ertilizers, mechanization for farming, electric lighting in homes and
telephones. They supported industrial construction by striving to
increase production and actively paying agricultural tax and
selling grain and cotton to the state. The existence of a disparity
between the prices of industrial and agricultural products became
an important channel for the peasants to contribute energy to
state and industrial construction. ln the initial development of
industrial construction, particularly in mining areas, large numbers of young peasants were accepted into the fast expanding
working class ranks.
Good news kept pouring in from the industrial construction
front. On December 26, 1953, the three major projects-the
heavy rolling mill, the seamless steel tube factory, and the No. 7
iron-smelting furnace- of the Anshan Iron and Steel Company
held the inauguration ceremony. They formed the first batch of
important projects in China's heavy industrial construction to be
completed and go into production. They greatly strengthened the
northeast iron and steel base with Anshan Iron and Steel Company in the centre. This was a victory of important significance for
the take-off of New China's socialist industrialization. All the
workers of the company wrote to Chairman Mao Zedong, reporting on this good news, and Mao Zedong sent a congratulatory
telegram in reply. Soviet experts contributed much to the reconstruction of the Anshan Company. The Soviet government sent a
delegation to attend the celebration meetin·g. The construction of
the Baotou Iron and Steel Company in north China and the
Wuhan Iron and Steel Company in central-south China also
formally started, making a good beginning for the establishment
of large iron and steel bases in the hinterland. By 1956, building
had been completed and production begun at the Changchun
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Manufacturing Factory, China's first plant producing heavy-duty trucks. China's first jet plane had been successfully manufactured by China's first aircraft manufactory. The
Shenyang No. 1 Machine Tool Plant, China's first factory manufac~uring machi~e tools, and the Beijing Electronic Tube Factory,
~h1ch eng~ged_m mass production of electronic tubes, all went
1~to operation m 1956. The Wuhan Yangtze River Bridge spannmg ~orth and south was completed in 1957, making it possible
f?r railways to_ run the en~ire length of the country. The complet10n a~d. _opem~g to ~raffle of the Qinghai-Tibet, Xikang-Tibet
and XrnJ1ang-T1bet highways linked Tibet with the hinterland.
There were countless small and large projects, with one major
project started or completed each day, on average.
In short, although New China's industrialization took off with
a weak foundation, faced multi-sided restrictive factors and arduous tasks, many favourable conditions existed. The most crucial had been the enthusiastic support of the people throughout
the country for the task put forward by the Party for socialist
industrialization, the main body of the general line and general
tasks for the transitional period. As the entire Party and people
of the whole country arduously struggled with one heart and one
mind, China's industrialization programme made steady progress.

VI. CULTURAL AND POLITICAL
CONSTRUCTION AND DIPLOMATIC WORK
. The upsurge of economic construction was followed by a high
tide of cultural construction. Construction in other fields also
developed appropriately.

Cultural and Ideological Construction
. _Cultural const~uction required first fitting and promoting political change. This meant a change from old China to New China
and the transition from new democracy to socialism. Second, it
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entailed suiting and ~oosting econ_omic constr~ctio~. These meant
paration for and unplementation of the Fust Five-Year Plan.
preAfter the founding of New China, the Party proposed that
"reform of the old school education and of the old cultural
institutions in our society should be conducted carefully step by
step, and all patriotic intellectuals should be won over to the
service of the people." 14
. .
In addition to state leadership over schools, aboltt10~ of the
original reactionary political educatio_n! and the .estabhshment
and strengthening of revolutionary political education, reform of
educational work included two main aspects. One was to solve the
problem of opening the door of education to the broad masses of
workers and peasants. Thus, the Party called f?r great effor.ts to
launch an anti-illiteracy campaign, develop pnmary and middle
schools and expand the enrolment of children of workers and
peasants. It set up worker and peasant accelerated middle schools,
open worker and peasant cadre remedial ~lasses a~d classes for
furthering their technical know-how, creatmg special avenues to
raise the educational levels of worker and peasant cadres. ~he
other aspect was the development and reform of higher educauon.
In 1952, readjustments of colleges and department~ were con~~ct
ed on a national scale. The policy was directed mamly at trammg
industrial personnel and teachers, developing spe~ial col_leges_ ~nd
training schools, consolidating and strengthemng uruvers111~s,
and forming a system encompassing eng~neer~~g colleges ~ith
comprehensive faculties. Colleges and umvers1ties substantially
increased their enrolments as a result. All these me~sures were
aimed at meeting the urgent needs of planned economic construction and construction personnel for industrialization.
For scientific work, the Chinese Academy of Sciences '"'.as set
up shortly after the founding of Ne~ China. In the ~prmg of
1954, in transmitting the report submitted by the leading Party
group of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Party Central
Committee issued this instruction: "As the state's planned economic construction has begun, we must make great cffo1is to.
develop natural sciences, to bring about constant developmcn.t ol
production technology and help with all-round understanomg
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and more effective u<;e of natural resources. China's scientific
foundation has been weak. Since bringing up scientific researchers and the accumulation of scientific research experience require
a considerably long period of time, we must work hard and
inspire ourselves to catch up, otherwise our backward science will
hold up the development of our national construction." 1s The
written instruction also systematically expounded the Party's
policy of uniting with scientists, the principle of energetically
training new scientific forces and that of establishing the national
scientific research work system with the Chinese Academy of
Sciences at the centre and including institutions of higher learn·
ing and scientific research sections of production departments. Jn
art and literature work, the Party continued to advocate literature
and art that served workers, peasants and soldiers and the people
in general. It also set forth the principle of "letting a hundred
flowers bloom, weeding through the old to bring forth the new."
In medical and health work, the Party put forward the three
major principles of "gearing work to the needs of the workers,
peasants and soldiers," "putting prevention first" and "combining
Chinese and Western medicines." Guided by these policies and
principles, remarkable achievements were gained in the reform
and development of science, culture and public health services.
Intellectuals' ideological remoulding was "an important condition for the completion of democratic reforms in all fields and
the gradual industrialization of our country." 16 In the initial
period after the founding of New China, the greater section of
intellectuals exhibited soaring patriotic fervour, most of the accomplished refused to flee with the Kuomintang and instead
remained in the mainland to greet libe.ration. The return home of
large numbers of famous intelligentsia, including Li Siguang and
Lao She, to participate in national construction was clear proof
of this. Intellectuals were enthusiastic about study and desired to
understand the new society, the Chinese Communist Party and
Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought. The Party extensively organized study for them of basic Marxism and the Party's
principles and policies. It also arranged for them to take part in
or visit mass movements, including the struggle to resist U.S.
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ression and aid Korea, the agrarian refo~m and suppression of

~~~nter-revolutionaries. They .were to garn ed~cation through

·
The activities marking the 30th anmversary of the
practice.
·
d I f. t ublica
founding of the Communist Party of Ch ma an . t 1e irs P
· of the Selected Works of Mao Zedong tn 1951 gave an
~~~etus to an upsurge in the study of the history and th~ry of
h Communist Party of China. In respo?se t? th~ Party s call,
~w~lve famous professors of Beijing Urnvers1ty, rn September
l 951, injtiated a political study movement among professors of
the university. This was followed by a study movement ~ent~e~
1·d ological remoulding, launched among teachers of msutu
on
· an.d ·r·ianJm.
·· Entrusted
tions eof higher learning, first in Beijing
by the Party Central Committee, Zh?u Enla1 gave a re~rt on the
"Question Concerning the Remo~ldu:ig of Intell~c~uals to te~ch
ers of institutions of higher learning m the. two c1tie.s. I.n the h.ght
of his personal experience in the revolution an~ m 1deol?g1cal
remoulding, Zhou expounded mainly the necess1t~ and aim of
reforming the thinking of intellectuals. He emphasized the need
to draw a distinction between ourselves ~nd the enemy and
repudiate the ideas of imperialism, feudalism and bureau~ra~
capitalism. He encouraged all nationalist-minded .and patnot1c
intellectuals to stand closer to the people and s~r~vc ~o f~rther
take the stand of the proletariat. Teachers p~rt1c~patmg m the
study sessions felt greatly enlightened and msp1re~. Throug_h
hearing reports and studying documents, th.e~ .reviewed therr
thinking and conducted criticism and sel'.·cnt1~1sm. 1:he Party
summed up this study experience and d1ssemmated 1t among
teachers of the nation's universities, colleges and secon~ary t~ch
nical schools, gradually spreading it to i~tellectuals m vanous
circles, forming an ideological remoulding moveme~t amon~
intellectuals nationwide. The movement came to a basic conc.lu
sion in the autumn of 1952. A total of 91 p~rcen~ of the teachmg
staff of higher education, 80 percent of umvers1t~ students ~n?
75 percent of middle school teachers participated m these activities. Their results on the whole were. positiv~. Nc_verthel~ss, t~e
study movement had some shortcommgs, mainly m ~akmg ~1s
tinctions between right and wrong on the grounds of 1deolog1cal
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criticism.
For example, in learning from the Soviet Union , so me
.
umts demanded that certain biological theories of the Sov·
.
b
·
"
let
U ~o~ e re~~n~zed a~. proletarian," and others of Western
scientists be cnt~c1zed as ~urgeois." These matters were handled
very crudely, with some umts adopting mass struggle means and
some people were offended. In the process of the movement, the
~arty too~ opportune ~easures to correct the shortcomings, and
issued ~ circular to vanous work units calling their attention to
prevent.ion of such s_hortcomings. Most intellectuals felt that they
~ad gamed something. Through study they had overcome old
ideas a!ld accepted new ones, had established the viewpoint
of serving the people, knowing their way ahead and gaini ng
strength.
In 195 ~· criticism of the film The Life of Wu Xun was
launched m ~ewspapers and magazines. Wu Xun, eulogized by
the new movie, became famous for developing school education
during the late Qing Dynasty by begging, and was praised as a
"perpetually strange beggar" by imperial rulers. Discussion and
criticism of this film not only raised the question of how should
a hist?rical figure like Wu Xun be evaluated, but extended to the
question of how to look upcn contemporary Chinese history and
the road of Chinese revolution. The criticism became part of tbe
movement of intellectual ideological remoulding. In 1954 starting from giving his support to critical articles by two yodths on
research on A _Dream ofRed Mansions, Mao Zedong launched and
led an extensive attack on the bourgeois idealism of the Hu Shi
school. Hu Sbi was the most influential representative of the
bourgeoisie in ideological and cultural fields after the May 4th
Movement. The issues raised not only concerned how to appraise
and study A Dream of Red Mansions, a famous classic Chinese
novel. They also concerned the liquidation and criticism of the
most influential bourgeois academic school after the May 4th
Movem~n.t in the.fields of philosophy, literature, history, sociology, pohttcs an~ 1deol~gy. In these two attacks launched by the
Party, the questions raised were important and the work carried
out was essential. Launching criticism and discussions in combination with practical examples for study and application of
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Marxism was a method for intellectuals to educate a~d remo':1ld
themselves. The two cr.iticisms p~ayed .a very goo? ~ole m studymg
and publicizing histoncal and d1al~cttcal ~atenahsm and. so had
their positive aspect. However, the 1deologic.al and aca~em1c questions they posed were complicated, belonging to the mtellectual
world. Use of the criticism movement to solve t~em was a.n ~ver
simplification and one-sided, which made deb~te m academic f 1elds
difficult. The two criticjsms turned academJC a~d cul:ural questions in to political struggles which they tended to mtens1fy, so they
also had their negative aspect. In 1955, another movement was
launched to criticize Hu Feng's literary and art theor~· 1:"1 u Fen.g was
a progressive literary and art critic who had l~ng part1c1~a~ed m the
Left-wing literature and art movement. Different opm~ons and
criticisms in progressive literary and artjstic circles had ci~culated
about his theories. A severe criticism was directed agamst the
300 000-word letter containing his ideas on the question of literatur~ and art presented by Hu Feng to the Party Central Committee.
Very soon the criticism was transformed into e~posu.~e and sup~res
sion of the "Hu Feng counter-revolutionary clique. Thus an ideological debate in the literary and art field was turned into a po~tical
struggle; Hu Feng and a group of literary and art workers associated
with him, including both Party members and non-Party progressive writers were groundlessly labelled as a "counter-revolutionary
clique," th; target of the struggle. It had made n~ distinction between friends and enemies and confused the two different types of
contradictions-contradictions between the enemy and ourselves
and contradictions among the people, creating a major case of
injustice in ideological and cultural fields after the founding of New
China.
In March 1955, the Party Central Committee released t~e
Instruction on Publicizing Materialism and Criticizing Bourgeois
Idealism. It emphasized that in order to realize China's socialist
construction and transformatjon, the fundamental task of the
Party in ideological work was to publici:le materialism and oppose
idealism so that cadres and the masses would be liberated from
the infl~ence of bourgeois ideology and raise their socialist consciousness. Fulfilment of this task required long-term efforts.
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With .rcgar? LO th~ corre~t un~olding of academic criLicism
and discussion, the rnstrucuon stipulated a series of principl
A
· · academic criticism and
es.
.mong. th ~~.we:~ "reasoned and realistic
discussion.. c.nt1c~sn:1 and discussion should Lake research work
as .the b~s1s. S1mpllst1c and rough attitudes should be opposed.
A~ad~m1c c.o?troversy should be solved through free discussion,
~llh 1mpos1uon of administrative orders opposed. Those criticized should be allowed to make counter-criticism, with the latter
not suppressed. The few people holding different opinions should
be allowed. to reserve them, the principle that the minority should
be s.ubord.1~a~~d t_? the majority not to apply in this regard."
Du:rng cnt1c1sm, We should adhere to the Party's united fronL
policy and the policy or uniting and remoulding intellectuals ..... We ~houl<l draw distinction between political cot1nterre.volut1onanes ~nd those who err in academic ideas." In dealing
wllh the latter, we should ensure they can continue to carry out
rese~rch ~seful to society, enjoy respect and give play to their
sp~cial skills thar benefit society and that they can pass on their
skills LO you.Lb. At th~ same time, we should encourage them ro
take an active part m academic criticism and discussion and
remould themselves." These stipulations were devised on the basis
of summing up experience and lessons while studying a situation
a!1d problems before carrying out academic critjcism and discussions. They .w~re ai.med at correcting and preventing the appearance of dcviauons m academic criticism and discussions so these
would develop along the correct path. They laid the initial
groundwork for the presentation for the Party's subsequent policy
of "Jetting~ hundred schools of thought contend." However, wich
the launching of the movement to expose and struggle against the
"Hu Feng counter-revolutionary clique," implementation of these
stipulations was seriously obstructed and neglected.

.

The Formulation of the First Constitution of the PRC
Along with the beginning of large-scale national economic
constr.uction, the strengthening of various forms of political construction and further stimulation of public enthusiasm were
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placed high on the Party's agenda.
Jn January 1953, in compliance with the proposal of the
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist ~arty, the Cent.ral
people's Government Council adopted a resoluuon on convemng
1ocal people's congresses elected at various levels, and, on this
basis, holding the National People's Congress. After more than. a
year's intense work, the 1st Session of the 1st NPC was held 10
Beijing in September 1954.
.
The primary task of the session was to formulate the first
Constitution of the People's Republic of China, which is the
state's basic law. Mao Zedong delivered an ebullient openjng
speech entitled "Strive to Build a Great Socialist Country." Liu
Shaoqi made the Report on the Draft Constitution of the People's
Republic of China on behalf of the Constitution Drafting Committee. The session adopted the Constitution of the People's
Republic of China, an encapsulation of the historical experience
gained in the Chinese people's heroic struggle for the founding of
New China over a century and more, as well as a summary of
new historical experience gained since the establishment of the
People's Republic of China. The session affirmed the road traversed by the Chinese Communist Party in leading the Chinese
people in the new democratic revolution and established in legal
form the Party's general line for the transitional period as the
general tasks for the entire Chinese people. The Constitution
clearly stipulated: "The People's Republic of China is a people's
democratic state led by the working class and based on the
alliance of workers and peasants.... All power in the People's
Republic of China belongs to the people. The organs through
which the people exercise power are the National People's Congress and the local people's congresses .... The National People's
Congress, the local people's congresses and other organs of state
practise democratic centralism." Thus the basic political system
of our state was established. The Constitution explicitly stated,
"The People's Republic of China, by relying on the organs of state
and social forces, and by means of socialist industrialization and
transformation, ensures the gradual abolition of systems of exploitation and the building of a socialist society." This set the
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Constitution also prescribed the fu d transitio°: to socialism. The
citizens. In short, it embodied two ~aa~ental ~ig~ts and duties of
democracy and socialism recorded t r i~al P!rnc1ples of people's
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In line with the Constitution th
.
ers. Mao Zedong was elected ·h . e session voted for state leadof China; Zhu De, vice-chair~a~~~~~ of the.Peop~e's Republic
Standing Committee of the Nat.' I Shaoq~, chairman of the
Soong Ching Ling and 12 other~o~a . Peopl~ s Co~gress, while
Enlai was decided on as premier aft~cam~ v1ce-c~aumen. Zhou
Zedong. Following this the National r bemg, nomrnated by Mao
the highest organ of sta~e power of the ~eop~e ~ Congre~s has been
and the State Council or· . .
eop es Republic of China
Congress and being the' hiJ:~t~1:g .f~om t.he National People's
that is, the Central People's G
mm1strative organ of the state,
overnment
In accordance with the princi 1
· .
tion, multi-faceted construction P ~ pres~nbed b~ the Constitufield, with the main ones as folio::~ earned out m the political
The
Political consultatlve
· Conference continued
to (I)
exert
its People's
role.
With the convening of the N .
CPPCC no longer had to act on it:~~~=:f ~eo~e's Congress, the
CPPCC held the 1st Session of th 2 · n ~cember 1954 the
which discussed and adopted th t e nd National Committee,
p~inted out that a People's Poli~i~a~t~s of th~ CPPCC. It clearly
still necessary as a people's d
, . nsu~tative Conference was
to unHe various ethnic grou ~~~~ratic umted front org~nization
democratic parties people'sporga ~e c?untry, democratic classes,
other patriotic dc~ocratic e s mzat10ns, overseas Chinese and
leadership of the Commu1~is~· o;aa~es. Its ta~ks were, un~er the
consolidate and develop the 0 1/ ~ of Chi?a, t? contmue to
through the unity of vari:s ~ s em~cratlc ~mted front, and
organ izations to more extensivel;mo~ratl~ part.1es and people's
report the masses' opinions and umte t .e entHe populace and
to. relevant
state
organs, to conduct consultations onsug~st1odns
maJor omestlc
and interna-

tional events and important arrangement of personnel, and to
jointlY promote the development of the cause of socialism. The
session elected Mao Zedong as honorary chairman, Zhou Enlai
as chairman, and Soong Ching Ling and 14 others as vicechairmen. The continued existence of the People's Political Consultative Conference conformed with the stipulation of the Constitution that "The people's democratic united front will continue
to play its part," and embodied the system of multi-party cooperation and political consultation under the leadership of the
Chinese Communist Party.
(II) Sustained Progress in Legal System Construction.
Building of the legal system started in the early period after
the founding of New China entered a new stage of development
with the enactment of the Constitution. A group of important
laws relating to state organs were reformulated at the 1st Session
of the 1st NPC. These included the Organic Laws of the NPC,
State Council, People's Court, People's Procuratorates and local
people's congresses and councils. This was followed by drafting
work on the criminal law and the law governing Criminal Procedures, and by preparations for the drafting of the Civil Law.
China's systematic work of legal system construction underwent
a new beginrung.
(II[) Development of National Regional Autonomy.
Establishing in the basic law relations of equality, fraternity
and mutual aid among various ethnjc groups in China and
guaranteeing the self-government rights of minority nationalities
are some of the most important contents of the Constitution of
the People's Republic of China. China is a unified multinational
country composed of 56 nationalities or etbnjc groups. According
to the 1953 census, the various minority nationalities, not counting the Han, totalled over 35 million people or about 6 percent of
the nation's total population. They were distributed over a wide
area, covering about 60 percent of the nation. During the long
course of Chinese history, the various ethnic groups had gradually merged into the great Chinese nation. They maintained close
economic, political and cultural relations, with various races
living together or in compact communities where the Han pre-
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Mongolia Autonomous Region and the Xinjiang Uygur AutonoJllOUS Region, 27 autonomous prefectures and 43 autonomous
counties. By 1958, the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region and
the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region had been established. The
Jtbet Autonomous Region, for which the Preparatory Committee
was set up in 1956, was formally established in 1965
{IV) Revolutionization, Regularization and Modernization of
the Armed Forces.
fhe Constitution stipulated: "The armed forces of the People's
Republic of China belong to the people. Their tasks are to defend
the achievements of the people's revolution and national conscruction and defend the state's sovereignty, territorial integrity
:.ind security." lf countries openly hostile to the PRC engage in
arms expansion and war preparations and pose a threat to China's
security, the nation cannot go without powerful, modern national
defence forces. Therefore China had to build up land, air and
naval forces strong enough to defend China's terrnorial integrity
and defend air and sea territory against invasion. During the
period of peaceful construction, China's powerful Pl.A which had
been tempered in the People's War of Liberation and the War to
Resist U.S. Aggression and Aid Korea, gained new achievements
in its advance along the road to revolutionization, standardi.zatlon and modernization.

Party Building
Strengthening the building of the Party and Pai ty unity was
the basic condition for fulfilling the tasks of industrialiLation and
socialist transformation set down in the Party's general line for
the transitional period.
After the founding of New China, the Party paid great attention to the construction of Party organizatjon when it was in
power. In 1950, as !->Ome within the Party had become arrogant
and conceited, having been heralded as heroes and given the styie
of bureaucracy and commandism under the nationwide victory
for the revolution, the Party Central Committee issued a series of
instructions concerning building up of the Party./\ campaign was
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iat of. the Pally Central Committee held separate forums on the
que.stJon of Gao Gang and Rao Shushi, continuing to expose and
ver~fy the fac~s about the~ scheming. At the same time it awaited
theu awakening, education was being conducted. Gao G ang
however, rejected Party education, and finally alienated himself
from the Party and the people by his shameful suicide. In March
1955, a resolution on expelling Gao Gang and Rao Shushi fro m
the Party and removing them from all their posts was adopted at
the Nationa~ ~arty Representative Conference. In order to strengthen superv1s1on over Party members, particularly high-ranking
Party cadres, the National Party Representative Conference decided to set up central and local supervisory committees at
various levels, and elected the central supervisory committee with
Dong Biwu as its secretary.
The anti-Gao Gang and anti-Rao Shushi struggle was carried
out under the principle of "learning from past mistakes to avoid
future ones and curing sickness to save the patient," with the
emphasis on drawing on ideological and political lessons, thereby
educating the whole Party, and in particular high-ranking Pa rty
cadres. This was a comparatively successful and healthy inncrParty struggle carried out after the Chinese Communist Part}
v.iclded power over the whole country.
Generally speaking, in the years after the founding of New
China, the meutal outlook of all Party member~ was relatively
good. They maintained the styles of hard work and clo:.e tie.'.) with
the massec; which were developed during the revolutionary war
years. The Party p::iid close attention to educating Party members
and the struggle to expel degenerates from Party ranks. The Party
Central CommiHee continued to keep up, under the condition of
wielding political power over the whole country, the strong unity
formed during the Yanan rectification campaign and following
the Seventh Pany Congress. Careerists Gao Gang and Rao Shushi
were expelled from the Party and few in leading Party levels were
implicated. As~ result, Party unity, far from being harmed, was
strengthened. Differences in policies and work at the Party leadership could be ironed out and co-ordination of opinions and
unity of understanding achieved through normal inner-Party
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Diplomatic Work
In order to create favourable international conditions. for
planned economic construction, the ~ar~Y called for various
activities and struggles in the diplomatic field. .
_
_ .
The end of the Korean War saw some easmg of tens~on ill
Asia. The United States, however, not only did not w.1sh to
withdraw its troops from Korea for the peaceful. solution. of
the Korean question, but kept its t1cet in the Tai~an Straits,
intervening in China's internal affairs. M?~eover, 1t attem~ted
to proceed from Indochina to . pose a. miht~ry, t~eat a~a1~st
China and maintain the tense mternauonal sttuauon. This ran
counter to the wishes of most countries a.n<l people around the
world, particularly those in Asia and Afnca, ?o was unpopula.r.
The Democratic Republic of Viet N:tm, wh1c~ had the great
support of China, waged resolute stru.g?lc a?amst ~he French
colonial aggressor troops and won dec1s1v? victory m 1954. In
April 1954, prompted by the Soviet ~mo~, a conference ~n
the Korean question and the Ind01,;hina issu~ was held .m
Geneva, attended by foreign ministers of China, the So~1et
Union, the United States, Britain, France and relate~ countne~.
This important conference was one which the Peoples Repub~1~
of China attended for the first time in the status a.nd ca~ac1ty
as one of the five major powers to discuss in~ernational issues.
During the conference, the Chinese delegation led. b~ Zhou
Enlai was active diplomatically. Due to U.S. obstr~~tion, the
conference failed to reach an agreement on the pol1tica~ solu-,
tion of the Korean issue, but reached one on restoration ot
peace in Jndochina. Prance withdrew it~ troo~s fron: the three
countries of Indochina, rccogni1ed thcu national nghts, thus
putting an end to the colonial war France had waged for many
years in this region.
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In order to develop relations with newly emerging independent
co~ntries, especially neighbouring nations, in December 1953, the
Chinese government in discussions with India on relations of the
two countries in the Tibet region, first proposed the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence. These included mutual respect for
sovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual non-aggression, noninterference in each other's internal affairs, equality and mutual
benefit, and peaceful coexistence. They won favour with the
Indian side. In June 1954, Zhou Enlaj visited India and Burma
on invitation. He issued joint statements, respectively, with the
Prime Ministers of the two countries. There was unanimous
agreement that the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence
should be the basis guiding relations and they were proposed as
the norm for handling international relations, a move with extensive and far-reaching significance.
With national liberation movements surging in Asia and Africa, in April 1955, heads of government from 29 Asian and
African countries with similar historical backgrounds held a
conference in Bandung, Indonesia, to discuss questions of common concern, including the defence of peace, struggle for national independence and national economic development. The
Chinese delegation headed by Zhou Enlai attended the conference. In the face of imperialist sabotage of the conference plus
complex differences among the participating countries, Zhou
Enlai unequivocally put forward the policy of "seeking common
ground while reserving differences." He called upon various
nations to put aside differences while strengthening unity and
cooperation in the strnggle against colonialism for the common
interest and thus brought the conference to a successful conclusion. The conference adopted a final communique, putting forward ten principles for promoting world peace and cooperation.
These· actually embodied and extended the Five Principles of
Peaceful Coexistence. During the conference, the Chinese delegation established contacts with participating countries. It also
declared that the Chinese people did not want to go to war with
the United States and that China was willing to discuss with the
United States matters concerning the relaxation of the tense
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situation in the Taiwan area. The decl~ration Jed to ~e ambass~
dorial talks between China and the United States, which began m
August 1955.
These fruitful diplomatic activities promoted relaxation of the
tense international situation and expansion of China's ties with
the world. They demonstrated China's important role in international affairs and created the favourable external environment
for China's peaceful construction.

VII. SOCIALIST TRANSFORMATION OF
AGRICULTURE, HANDICRAFT AND
CAPITALIST INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE
Along with the implementation of the First Five-Year Plan
and start of socialist industrialization, and publicity about the
general line for the transitional period, the systematic socialist
transformation of agriculture, handicraft and capitalist industry
and commerce also took off.

Steady Progress of Agricultural Cooperative Movement
In 1953, the Party adopted, in succession, two resolutions on
the agricultural cooperative movement. The first was the Resolution of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
on Mutual-Aid and Cooperation in Agricultural Production,
published in the spring of 1953. The second was the Resolution
of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party on
Developing Agricultural Producers' Cooperatives, published at
the end of 1953. The mutual-aid and cooperative movement in
China's rural areas made steady progress under the guidance of
these two resolutions.
The first resolution originated as a draft within the Party
in December 1951. It was brought up against a backdrop of
different views on the nature and future of the labour mutual·
aid organizations which had undergone great developmen\ ia
old liberated areas of the countryside. Individual peasants w~
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to "get organized" before they could eliminate poverty and
attain prosperity. The long-term goal of such organization was
collectivization and socialization. The Party consistently advo~ated these, with no opinion to the contrary. Differences lay
m what steps should be taken. In old liberated rural areas
along with restoration and growth of the economy, there wa~
laxity in private-based mutual-aid organizations and spontaneous development towards rich peasan ts. Faced by this
situation, some comrades proposed guiding these mutual-aid
organizations to a more advanced level. They were then mai nly
perennial mutual-aid teams with a small number of cooperatives pooling land. Measures which would raise public accum ulation of mutual-aid teams and expand the percentage of
cooperatives' distribution according to work should be adopted
to gradually overcome self initiative by peasants, slowly shaking, weakening and even negating the private foundation of
mutual-aid team organization. Some comrades opposed these
views, thinking the main issue in consolidation of mutual-aid
teams was to substantiate their production contents, and not
shake their private foundation. This latter task and collectivization of agriculture were future tasks, requiring great development of state industry and massive use of agricultural machinery. Differences of opinions also found expression among
leaders of the central authorities. The Secretariat of the Central
Committee carried out conscientious discussion of differences,
took the opinions of various parties into consideration and
reached a common understanding. On this basis, the CPC
Central Committee held the first conference on agricultural
mutual-aid and cooperation in September 1951. The abovementjoned resolution draft resulted.
The guiding thought which served as the basic starting point
of the draft was that of paying attention to the two types of
initiatives. The production enthusiasm of the Chinese peasants
roused on the basis of agrarian reform was expressed in two areas.
One was enthusiasm for the individual economy and the other
was enthusiasm for labour mutual-aid. Under Chinese economic
conditions, a substantial individual peasant economy would exist
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for a long period of time, so its popularity with peasants was
unavoidable. The Party understood the traits of the peasants as
riv ate property owners and stated that their fervour for the
fndividual sector of the economy must not be negl~c~ed a?d
dely dampened. It adhered to the policy of firmly umtmg w~th
ru.ddle
income peasants and permitting development of nch
1
; asants. The Party had invariably maintained it nec~ssary to
encourage organization and develop pea~a~t ei;ithusiasm f?r
mutual-aid labour in order to overcome d1ff1cult1cs that lay _m
decentralized management, help poverty-stricken peasants mcrease production and embark on the road to ample food and
clothing; and, to enable the country to get more fo~? and r,aw
materials, it is necessary to encourage the peasants to get org~n
ized " Lo develop the peasants' enthusiasm for labour mutual aid.
Thi; mutual-aid Jabour was based on the individual sector of the
economy (peasant private property). Its fu~ur.e development _entailed agricultural collectivization and socialist transformation.
The draft demanded that labour mutual-aid teams be developed
in a guided way and on a large scale across the country, an_d that
in areas where the masses had rich experience in mutual aid and
where the leadership backbone force was strong, agricultural
producers' cooperatives formed by pooling of land as shares
should be selectively developed. In addition, the draft also stated
that in places with the full agreement of the. peasants. and the
availability of machinery, it was all right to tnal-estabhsh a few
socialist collective farms. The resolution draft analysed the two
tendencies towards the question of agricultural mutual aid and
cooperation. One was. a negative attitude which failed to see this
was the way by which the Party guided the peasants to advance
gradually from the individual peasant economy to _a large~sc~le
collective mechanized econon1y, denying that vanous cx1stmg
agricultural producers' cooperatives were a f?rm of transit~on to
socialist agriculture. The second was the impetuous attitude,
adopted by those who ignored essential conditions, such as voluntary participation by peasant and economic preparation: Such
people prematurely and unduly tried to rescind ~r restn~t ~he
private property of peasants who joined cooperatives, thinking
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that socialism could be fully accomplished in the countryside in
one go. The Party criticized these two extreme tendencies and
demanded that agricultural mutual aid and cooperation be carried out as a major matter in accordance with the necessity and
possibility of production development. It was to be on the guiding
principle of vigorous development and steady progress and the
tenet of voluntary participation and mutual benefit, adopting the
method of demonstrations of models and gradual popularization.
After more than a year of trials, the Party believed that practice
proved the correctness of the guiding principle set by the resolution draft, which was made public as a formal resolution in the
spring of 1953. When it was published, the term "mechanization
conditions" required for the trial operation of socialist collective
farms was changed into "suitable economic conditions." This
showed that the Party's view on the use of machinery as a
prerequisite for operation of advanced cooperatives had changed
somewhat.
In 1953, after the Party's general line for the transitional
period was published, the Resolution of the CPC Central Com·
mittee on Developing Agricultural Producers' Cooperatives was
adopted and published in December alongside the CPC Central
Committee's major decision on the implementation of state monopoly on the purchase and marketing of grain during the emergence of a tense situation in the food market. The resolution
stressed that serious contradictions had been exposed with increasing clarity between the individual agricultural economy and
the growing needs for socialist industrialization. In order to
further raise agricultural productive forces and gradually overcome the disparity between agriculture and industrial development, the most fundamental task of the Party in its rural work
was to use the easily comprehensible principles and methods
acceptable to peasants to educate and urge them to become
organized and slowly carry out the socialist transformation of
agriculture. The resolution placed the hope for increased agricultural production and common prosperity on the cooperative
movement. After summing up China's experience gained in mutual aid and cooperative movement, the resolution pointed out:
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''The road to the gradua~ realization of the socialist transforma. of agriculture as pomted out by the Party leads from temuon
.
.
rarY mutual-aid teams of SlIDple and common labo~r to peren~ J mutual-aid teams with a small amount of public property
:~ed through division of work on the basis of commo.n labo~r.
It then moves on to agricultural producers' cooperatives wit.b
pooled land as shares, unified ma.nagement and so1!1e public
property, and then to advanced agncult ur~l produ~ers coope~a
tives (i.e., collective farms) under collective public ownership,
which is socialism in its full sense. This road of development ~ro.rn
socialist embryo to greater socialist factors to full-blown socialist
cooperatives, is a path charted by our Party for the gradual
realization of the socialist transformation of agriculture." The
resolution served to turn more attention to the establishment of
primary agricultural prodl!cers' c~~rative~, coot:ir~ng that
these had demonstrated theu supenonty durmg theu tnal operation and in the process of their early development. This proved
they were suitable forms for guiding the peasants to effect transition to advanced cooperatives that were socialist in a fully real
sense. They thus increasingly became an important link in the
Party's lead to the further advance of the mutual aid and cooperative movement.
Under the guidance of the two resolutions, the agricu~tural
cooperative movement had made great progress and was basically
sound during this period. Some spontaneous deviations appeared
momentarily in 1953 but were quickly corrected. T~e Party
Central Committee set up a rural work department with Deng
Zihui as its head which followed the development of and gave
'
.
concrete guidance to the movement. While actively promotmg
mutual aid and cooperation, the Party particularly stressed that
agricultural production was the overriding work in rural areas,
while other kinds of work were conducted around and served
agricultural production. The fundamental criterion for judging
whether or not mutual aid and cooperation was successful was
increase in production. According to statistics released at the end
of 1954 the number of mutual-aid teams had increased from over
4 milli~n at the end of 1951 to nearly 10 million, that of primary
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cooperatives from over 300 in 1951 to over 14,000 in 1953 and
then l 00,000 in the autumn of 1954, to 480,000 at the end of 1954.
Peasant households participating in mutual-aid teams and cooperatives jumped from 21 million in late 1951 to 70 million at the
end of 1954. Their percentage of the nation's total farm households increased from 19.2 percent to 60.3 percent. Many statistical materials available at that time showed that over 80 percent of cooperatives increased production and income. Generally speaking, mutual-aid teams did better than individual farm ing,
and cooperatives excelled mutual-aid teams. That was why the
mutual-aid and cooperative movement was welcomed by the
broad masses of the poor peasants who were eager to join them.
In many villages in the old Hberated areas, 60-70 percent and
even 80 percent of peasant households joined cooperatives in
what had become a mass movement.
In the spring of 1955, the number of primary cooperatives had
grown to 670,000 nationwide. The CPC Central Committee decided to consolidate the agricultural producers' cooperatives. This
was because, during the process of major development of cooperatives, rough work was unavoidable in new cooperatives. In
addition, in 1954 the state purchased 3.5 billion kg of grain above
quota, causing complaints from peasants. Phenomena that deserved serious attention, such as abnormal slaughter of pigs and
cattle, and neglect of collection of manure and preparations for
ploughing and sowing, had appeared in some places. The principles for consolidation were: In view of conditions in different
areas, either temporarily cease development, go all out to consolidate or appropriately reduce numbers and scale or continue
promotion in the course of consolidation. This was known as
"cessation, contraction and development." After initial consolidation on this basis, the number of the nation's cooperatives had
been cut by 20,000, and initially consolidated at 650,000. Timely
steps were taken to readjust the cooperative movement, thus
maintaining the pattern of steady advance, characterized by
development, consolidation, renewed development and renewed
consolidation.
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Planned Purchases and Supply of Grain
In October 1953, the Central Committee made a decision on
the planned purchase and supply of grain.(state mono~ly on the
urchase and marketing of grain). Its 1.IIlplementation gave a
~st to both agricultural mutual-ai.d and cooperation, _and boosted the ostracism and transformation of pnvate ~ram .traders,
thereby promoting the transformation of other pnvate md~st~y
and commerce. It was a decisive step taken for the socialist
transformation of the entire national economy.
.
The problem arose from industrialization. Industrial gro~th,
the development of urban and industrial and mj~g a~eas, the
increase in the number of peasant households and m fields for
raw material crops for industry rapidly expanded the demand for
commodity grain. The small peasant economy had only_ limited
capacity to increase production and raise the commodity r<l:te.
Where there were grain shortages, small peasant households with
surplus grain waited for higher prices to sell. Privat~ grain trad.ers
and peddlers, in particular, taking advantage of this opport~~~y,
attempted to manipulate the grain market. Speculative ~ctIV1tles
were rampant, giving rise to the grain problem. In th~ fust year
of the start of large-scale planned economic construction, a tense
situation emerged in the purchase and supply of grain. In 1953,
the sales volume of grain needed to be supplied by the state shot
up by 31 percent over the previous year. It was apparently hard
to fulfil the state's grain purchase plan that year. Grain was out
of stock in some areas. Grain market disorders began to appear
in small cities towns and disaster-stricken areas. Even in Beijing
'
.
and Tianjin, there were worries about flour suppli~s. On_ September 4 some traders in Beijing bought all the gram available on
the ~arket within two hours. People worried that the evil wind
of price hikes several times a day would blow again. Confronting
these severe circumstances, the Party needed to prudently evaluate the situation and properly handle the relations between the
state and peasants (grain-surplus households), between the state
and commodity grain consumers (workers, city dwellers and
grain-short households in the rural areas), between the state and
private grain traders and between the central and local govern-
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m.ents. or. the.se rela!ions, the first two were difficult to tackle,
~1th the fust l? particular the most challenging. Chen Yun, then
m. ch~rge of fmancial. and economic work at the central level,
sa~d, . I am now carrying a load of explosives, with black dynamlt~ m the fr_ont end and yellow in the rear. If we fail to obtain
gram, the entue market will fluctuate; if we adopt the method of
compulsory grain purchase by the state, the peasants will probably oppose us. We choose between the two, but both pose
dangers. The present problem is how to ensure obtaining grain. If
our n_iethods prov~ impracticable and fall through, I can say with
certamty, the gram market is sure to become chaotic. This is no
joke." 17
After carefully considering and weighing the eight possible
measures, the central authorities decided the only basic alternative was to implement compulsory purchases in rural areas
institute a ration system in cities and exercise strict control ove;
private businesses. This was a long-term plan of major importance. ~s long. as there was no marked increase in agricultural
production, this was the road to be invariably followed. On the
ev~n~ng of Nation~! _Day, the Party Central Committee agreed to
this important decmon at the conference room behind the Tiananmen rostrum. Since implementation of the state monopoly on
the purchase and marketing of grain affected the lives of almost
the entire urban and rural population, after the resolution was
taken, the Party Central Committee called on all Party members
and cadres at various levels to go down to grassroots units and
adopt this work as an extremely urgent economic and political
task. The Party believed it could win the support of the peasants
for ~his policy an~ this was borne out by facts. It would do so by
relym~ on close ties_ established between the Party and the peasants smce the agr~nan reform, strengthening general ideological
work and education on the general line through outlining the
future of socialism, and by giving full consideration to the
rational interests of peasants in planned grain purchases. Implementa!-io~ ~~ the state monopoly on the purchase and marketing
of gram lllitlally eased the strain on the supply of grain maintained the stability of market prices and moderately me; indus-
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· 1 needs for grain. At thal time, this was the correct, inevitable
wa
· the tension
· causedb Y excessi~
· e
cbOice.
Later, in order to alleviate
grain purchases in 1954, the Party reduced amounts of g~am
rchased and adopted the fixed quota system for production,
p~rchase and marketing. This dispelled certain complaints of the
~asants and upheld and impr.oved the system of state monopoly
of grain purchase and marketmg.
Setting up of the system of state monopoly on purchase_ and
marketing of grain required evaluation of the surplus gram of
various households, along wjth encouragement to househol~s to
sell grain to the state. rt was very difficu_lt . to conduct direct
dealings with the peasants of hundreds of m1ll1ons_ of _household~.
This made it necessary to "comb many small platts into one big
braid ." The fundamental solution to the grain shortage was to
increase grain production, but the potential for doing so by
relying on the small peasant economy ".7"as very low. L~rge-s~le
mechanization of agriculture was the distant future of mdustnal
development. At this time, reliance had to ?e placed on :he
cooperative movement wjth this as the basis for conducting
appropriate technical transformation. All_ the~e factors urged th~
Party to call for energetic development of agricultural producers
cooperatives. Mutual aid and coope~ation as wel.l as compulsory
grain purchase were the two strategic measures for the remoulding of peasants; they related to and promoted each ot_her.
In instituting the system of state monopoly over gram purchase
and marketing, it was necessary to decree that no private traders
were allowed to engage in free dealing in grain. They could only
serve as grain sales agents for the state. Private factories could
only process products entrusted by state grain departm~nt~. !hey
could not autonomously buy raw materials or seJI theu finished
products. This was the meaning behind transformaUon of private
industry and commerce for the entire grain trade. lmpl~menta
tion of state monopoly on grain purchase and marketmg was
followed by state monopoly purchase of oil-bearing crops and
state monopoly sales of edible oil. In 1954, purchase of cotton was
monopolized by the state and cotton clot~ was ~ought and sold
exclusively by the state. These all constituted important steps
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taken to promote the socialist transformation of private indust
and commerce.
ry

Steady Advance of Socialist Transformation of Private
Industry and Commerce

I

I

. In l~e course of presentation and formation of the general li ne
L1 ·We1han, head of :he United Front Work Department of th~
CPC. _Central Comm1t~e~, led an investigative group to Wuhan
Nan1ing and, Shang~a1 m _th~ spring of 1953 to survey and su~
up the Pa_rty s expenence m implementation of the policy to use
and restnct capitalist industry and commerce. Thereafter th
submitte_d a
report on Questions
Pubhc-Pnvate Relat10ns m Capitalist Industry.
_After thr~e ~ears of rehabilitation of the national economy, the
~nvate cap1tahst eco_nomy had ~ndergone profound reorganizat10n and transformation. Most pnvate enterprises had established
~ontact and cooperation with the socialist economy through various .form_s and had, ~o different degrees, changed from the
relationship of production characteristic of capitalist enterprises.
!hey were no l~ng~r purely private capitalist in nature, but
mstea~, state capitalist e~terprises under the management of the
people.s government, havmg links with the socialist economy and
accepting wor~er supervision. The development of private industry .fro!11 a pnmary state capitalist form to an advanced state
cap1tahst form (~he for~er entailed state purchase and marketing
m~mopo~y of pnvate furn products and placing of state orders
w1~h private e.nterprises while the latter involved joint statepnvate .operat.1~n) was, in fact, a gradual transformation .of
~ro~uction relat10ns and gradual advance to socialism. Therefore
m ~1s report t~ th~ Paf.~Y Central Committee, Li Weihan pointed
out: St.ate _cap1tahsm 1s the main form of using and restricting
cap~tal~st .industry, the main form for us to gradually bring
capitahst m~ustry ont_o the path of state planning and the main
form. ~or transf?r~at1on of capitalist industry and its gradual
trans1tt?n to socialism." It was also a principal link in united f t
work with the bourgeoisie and in the "transformation of

depa:tme~t

f~ndings

Conce;nin~

capit:~t
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eJements."18
The CPC Central Committee attached great importance to
this findings report. In June, the Party Central Committee
twice held enlarged meetings of the Political Bureau to discuss
it and set down the policy for transforming capitalist industry
through state capitalism. Later, it decided not to adopt the
method of pure ostracization of private commerce but enforce
state capitalist policy instead. Thus, the Party's policy towards
capitalist industry and commerce was summed up as "utilization, restriction and transformation." The process of using and
restricting capitalism would also transform it. The change
referred to here did not mean final transformation through
abolishing capitalist private ownership of the means of production and turning such bodies thus run into socialist enterprises.
It meant the gradual turning of capitalist companies into state
capitalist enterprises under the condition of recognizing the
limited and incomplete private ownership, in the process of
implementing due consideration to public and private interests
and benefiting both labour and capital. The Party estimated
that it would take three to five more years to basically complete
the task of guiding private industry and commerce onto the
path of state capitalism. The final transformation would need
a time span of three five-year plans. In September, while
talking with some representatives of democratic parties and
industrial and commercial circles, Mao Zedong said, "More
than three years of experience have shown it already certain
that accomplishing the socialist transformation of private · industry and commerce through state capitalism is a sound
principle and method ... it is the road that we must follow in
transforming capitalist industry and commerce and gradually
accomplishing the task of socialist transition."
Adoption of the policy of using, restricting and transforming
capitalist industry and commerce and the introduction of the
state monopoly system for purchase and marketing of grain and
cotton greatly expedited the process of the change for capitalist
industry and commerce. Before the end of 1953, the country
emphasized the development of primary and intermediate state
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ca!'italist forms_ based mainly on placement of state orders with
pnvate ~nterpns~s .. In January 1954, the State Finance and
Economic Comm1ss10n put forward the Opinion on Systematically Transforn;iing Capitali~t Enter~rise~ Employing Ten Workers
or ~ore Basically Into Jomt Pubhc-Pnvate Enterprises. In I 954
Cluna began to switch to priority development of state capitalism'
the adv~nced . form of public-private operation. Placing stat~
orders w~th pnv~te enterprises mainly referred to state-capitalist
cooperat~on outside enterprises. Public-private operation entailed
~o~pcrauon b~tween the socialist sector and the capitalist sector
ms1dc e~terpnse~. The pu~lic sid_e ?ad considerable equity rights,
c~nd uct1ng P?bhc and pnvate JOmt management of businesses
with the public representative in the leading position. In these two
forms_ of state capitalism, profits were distributed according to
state income tax, enterprise public accumulation funds, workers' welfare funds, and capitalist dividends which accounted for
roughly 25 percent. Most enterprise profits went to the state and
~or~ers, basic~lly serving the national economy and the people's
livelih0?<1. This produced varying degrees of socialism in these
enterpnses.
~t that time, most private enterprises were using obsolete
e~~1pment and we!e ~ackward in operation. The labour productlvlly of the textil~ mdu~try, one of the comparatively high
development level mdustnes for private enterprise, comprised
three q~arters of ~he state-run textile industry, and the gap was
expand mg. For this reason, plus restrictions on raw materials and
the market, many private enterprises found it difficult to operate.
T~ey requcste? the state to supply support and practice of publicpnvate opcrat10n.
In l ~54 ~n_d 1955, great progress was achieved in the work of
expa~drn? Jomt publi~-pr~vate operation. The number of joint
~ubhc-pnvate ent~rpnses mcreased from 1,036 in 1953 to l,746
m 1954, and the figure rose to 3,193 in 1955. Their output value
~ccounted _for 49 ..6 pe~c~nt of the nation's total output for private
~n?ustry (mcludmg JOmt ventures). After the introduction of
JOmt venture enterprises, labour enthusiasm was very high since
the state sent cadres to strengthen leadership, invested in building
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d xpansion and readjusted enterprises. As a result, production

a~ -~int venture enterprises developed rapidly, with increased
0
r~fits. Take per-capita labour productiv~ty, for ~xai:n~le. Sta~d
~ at 100 in 1950 it increased to 314 m 1955 m 1omt public-

ing
'
· it
· was 158 m
· pnva
· te
private industry, a three-fold
increase, while
· dustrY in the same period, an increase o~ over 50 percenL The
~periority of joint public-private operation w~s i:n~rked. T?e
dividend distributed to private sharehold~rs 1~ JOmt ~ublic
private factories mostly far exceeded_ the profits gamed durmg the
period of private operation. These c~cumstance~ prompted m?re
capitalists to demand joint public~p~1vate operatio~, thus ~reatmg
a favourable situation for the sociahst transformation of mdustry
and commerce.
.
Joint public-private operation _gene~ally beg~n ,with .lar~e
enterprises. However, not many existed m the nations cap1tahst
industry. The majority of firms were sc~ttered and backw~r:d
small and medium businesses. After fairly large en~erpnses
introduced joint operation, the more than 120,000 medium and
small bodies which made up half the total output value of
private indu~try, faced a diffic~lt pr~uction position due to
having simple and crude machinery, ~n~mplete work procedures and disruption of former economic links. Thus, they also
demanded joint public-private operation. In order .to guarantee
key projects, it was impossible for the state to disperse f~nds
and assign cadres for such large numbers of small enterpnses.
U nder such circumstances, in December 1954 the _Central
Committee put forward the policy of overall pl~nmng and
consideration for the interests of all concerned, makmg arrangements through relevant departments and conduct~g transformation along the lines of different trades. In vanous trades,
big entities nurtured the small and. advanced .the backward.
Small and medium enterprises were f ust reorganized. and amalgamated. Then joint public-private oper~tion w_as mtrodu~ed,
and individual joint operation was combined with reorgamzation and transformation to meet the needs of trad~s. In 195~,
joint public-private operation was fully introduced m trades rn
Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin.
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Acceleration and Hasty Conclusion of Socialist
Transformation
In the summer of 1955, a heated debate took place within the
Party concerning the speed of agricultural cooperation. Prior to
the discussion, the socialist transformation of agricuJture, handicraft industry and private industry and commerce, on the whole,
was proceeding steadily in a planned and systematic way. After
the debate, due to sharp criticism of Right opportunism, likened
to women with bound feet, the pace of the agricultural coopera·
tivc movement was drastically accelerated. So was the speed of
socialist transformation in other fields.
In the spring of 1955, the Rural Work Department of the
Central Committee proposed a plan which required that by the
spring of 1956, the number of agricultural cooperatives, which
stood at 650,000 after consolidation, should reach one million.
This plan was approved by the Conference of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee. Before long, Mao Zedong
returned to Beijing from an investigation tour of the south. He
made new observations and judgments of the grain situation
and the development of agricultural cooperation. He proposed
revising the plan and quickening development, increasing the
number of agricultural cooperatives from 650,000 to 1.3 million, doubling the figure. Deng Zihui did not agree with this
alteration. He contended that the cooperative movement should
keep pace with industrialization and growth should not be too
fast, and that the cadre leadership level and the level of the
masses' poJitical consciousness should be raised step by step.
There should be no demands for undue haste. He contended
that the development from 100,000 agricultural cooperatives in
the autumn of 1954 to 650,000 in the spring of 1955 had
already been quite fast. Many problems existed and the task
of consolidation was very heavy. Main efforts should be devoted to consolidating existing cooperatives and laying the foundation for their further development. Subsequent practice
showed that Deng Zihui's opinion was correct and conformed
with the reality. Mao Zedong, however, asserted that the
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ture, the session adopted a resolution and determined Deng Zihui
and the Rural Work Department of the Central Committee had
committed "Right oppQrtunism," stressing that "only through
criticism of this can fundamental change be brought about in
rural work." In December, the book Socialist Upsurge in China 's
C!ountryside, compiled under Mao Zedong's guidance, was pub!1shcd. He wrote the prefaces and 104 notes for the book, including the summary of concrete expei:ience in successful running of
cooperatives. They contained many correct opinions on work in
rural economic, technical, cultural, educational, women's and
youth spheres, saying, "political work is the life-blood of all
....economic work ... to foster the socialist spirit which Postulates the
principle of integrating collective interest with individual interest
as ~he criterion for judging all words and deeds ... diligence and
thnft ought to be the principle for aJJ our economic enterprises,"
and other important expositions of universal guiding significance.
However, the prefaces and some notes not only sharply criticized
Right oppQrtunism in the cooperative movement, but also posited
that the Right conservative ideas were conducting mischief in
many other fields of woxk, thus further expanding the scope of
"anti-Right conservatism."
Under such a political atmosphere, a tidal wave of fury was
formed in the agricultural cooperative movement. Although Mao
Zedong, in his On the Cooperative Transformation ofAgriculture,
focused criticism on Right conservatism, he thought that the
problem was not one of rash advance by that time. However he
insisted that socialist transformation of agriculture be acc~m
plished in 18 years, that he would adopt the method of gradual
advance from low to high and that he would control numbers of
cooperatives according to actual situations. He put forward his
estimate: By the sprfog of 1958, half of peasant households would
have joined the primary cooperatives; semi-socialist transformation would have been basically accomplished in 1960; then semisocialist peasant households should gradually be developed into
complete socialist ones by stages and by groups. However due to
the polWcal pressure formed by the severe criticism of Right
oppQrtunism, his estimate no longer formed the principle for
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·d·ng the movement while with regard to actual blind develgut i
'
f h
. . l
d
oprnent that appeared in total di~regard o t ese ~nncip .es an
lans the leadership not only failed to correct this, but mstead
pl ef~lly praised it. As a result, the tidal wave that speeded up
~h~ mass cooperative movement, like a ~eismic wave, engulfed the
whole of China's countryside. Cooperatives were suddenly accomlished in the space of only a few months. By the end of 1956,
~asant households joining the cooperative~ .accounted for 96.3
percent of the nation's total pea~ant ~am1hes. Of these, 87.8
percent joined advanced cooperatives m only seven years, 11
years ahead of schedule.
.
Pushed by the rapid development of the agncultural coope:ativc movement, a surging tide of joint public-pri~ate operation
of capitalist industrial and commercial enterpnses also rose
throughout the country. The greatly accelerated pla~ drawn up
by the Party Central Committee in November 1955 still called for
finishing joint public-private operation of all trad~, gro~p by
group and stage by stage, in two years. H~wever? pnvate industrialists and merchants in various places, mcludrng some enterprise workers and staff members, sound~d. the go~g a~d beat the
drum everyday, asking for approval for JOmt publlc-pnvate oi:eration. The government had to adopt the method o~ one~ti~e
approval, all-round joint operation. Thi~ entailed fust. g1vmg
recognition to joint public-private operation~ then carry~g out
the appraisal of stocks and assets of enterpnses, producuo~ arrangements, enterprise reorganization and personnel rea~Just
ment. On January 10, 1956, Beijing was the f1~st to declare it had
completely realized joint public-private operation ~or e~ery tr~~e.
By the end of January, over fifty large and ~edmm-sized c1t~es
across the country, where capitalist industnal and commercial
enterprises were relatively concent~~ted, ·dee.la re~ one afte~ ~n
other that they had accomplished JOlllt publ1c-pnvate oper~tlo~
in all trades. By the end of the year, 99 percent of the natlon s
privaLe industrial households and 82.2 percent of privatc.com~er
cial households had been drawn onto the path of pubhc-pnvate
.
joint ventures or cooperatives.
After the general line was put forward, the former pohcy of
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leadersh~p and steady advance was also adopted for hand1craf~ cooperatlo~. Organization proceeded from handicraft pro-

?ctive

duction .cooperative groups, handicraft supply and marketin
cooperati~es to handicraft production cooperatives. The step~
started with s~pply and sales, advancing from small to big and
from low to ~1gh, gradually introducing socialist transformation
and pro~uct1on change. The rapid development of agricultural
cooperat1ves aJ~o affected the speed of handicraft cooperatives. A
demand was r.a1sed at t~e end of 1955 that handicraft cooperation
should be basically achieved in two years. As a result of the move
from the past me~hod for transformation through stages, groups
?nd areas ~or vanous sectors of the trades to overall cooperation
m the cntuc h~ndicraft trade, by the end of 1956, over 91. 7
percent of handicraft workers had joined cooperatives.
The progress of socialist transformation between the latter half
of 1955 and 1956 obviously went too fast, forming a deviation
from real work. From the viewpcint of orientation and line
howe~er, the soci~lis~ r.ransformation of private agriculture'.
handicraft an~ capitalist mdustry and commerce, ultimately conf?rmed to obJecttve needs. Accomplishment of the transformauon was a matter of historic significance.

VIII. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOCIALIST
SYSTEM IN CHINA AND COMPLETION OF
THE FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLAN
In 1956, sociaJi~t transforma.tion of private ownership of the
me?ns of .production was earned out to a decisive victory in
Chma. Private own.ership representing individual ownership by
the. peasants, hand~craftsme? and other labouring people was
~as1cally con~erted rnto public ownership characterized by collective ow~ership by the. la~ouring people, while capitalist private
ownership by the capitalists was basically converted into state
?wnershi~ or pu?I~c ownership by the whole people. After the
mtroducuon of JOmt state-private ownership in all trades, the
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apitalists were no longer in charge of their formerly owned and

~anaged private enterprises, but were employe? as sta~f me~b~rs
of enterprises, with duties commensurate with their abilities.
TheY continued to receive a fixed interest which now, however,
was no longer related to the profits of the enterprises formerly
owned by them. They drew interest according to the checked an?
approved assets represented by their privately owned share~ (!t
was estimated at that time that the assets owned by the nations
capitalists totalled 2.42 billion yuan) and to a fixed. interest. rate
(an annual interest rate of 5 percent, which was slightly higher
than the bank interest rate at that time). A term of seven years
was set for receiving the fixed interest and later extended to ten
years. Taking into account the tremcJ?dous dcvelop1!1e~t of the
former state-owned economy, the publtcly owned socialist economy, including ownership by the whole people an.ct the colle.ctive
ownership of the labouring masses, thus occupied a dommant
position in China's national economy.
.
This situation was reflected in the composition of the national
income. The proportion of the national income from the stateowned sector rose from 19.l percent in 1952 to 32.2 percent by
1956; from the cooperative economy, it rose from 1.5 percent to
53.4 percent; from the economy under joint state-private ownership, the propcrtion increased from 0.7 percent to 7.3 percent;
meanwhile in the individual economy, it dropped from 71.8
percent to 7.1 percent and in the capitalist sector, from 6.9
percent to nearly zero. Thus the first three economic sectors
accounted for 92.9 percent. As regards total industrial output
value, socialist industry rose from 56 percent in 1952 to 67 .5
percent, and state capitalist industry from 26.9 percent to 32.5
percent, while private capitalist industry dropped from 17.1. ~er
cent to nearly zero. Of the total retail sales of commod1t1es,
state-owned commerce together with supply and marketing cooperative commerce, rose from 42.6 percent to 68.3 percei:it; state
capitalist commerce and cooperative commerce organized by
former small private merchants increased from 0.2 percent to 27.5
percent; while privately owned commerce dropped from 57.2
percent to 4.2 percent. Thus, by 1956, a socialist economic system
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had already been established in China.
Economy is the basis of a social system. The leadership of the
Chinese Communist Party, the state machine of the people's
democratic dictatorship and the guiding Position of Marxism in
the ideological field, were powerful socialist factors existing in the
superstructure which guaranteed China's transition to a socialist
society. Now, with the establishment of the socialist economic
foundation, the Party, the people's democratic dictatorship and
Marxist ideology have taken up the task of consolidating and
developing the socialist economic foundation.

Great Victory of the Socialist Reform and the Problems
Remaining
The tasks set by the Party's general line during the transitional
period in terms of the socialist reform of agriculture, handicraft
industry and capitalist industry and commerce were in the main
completed by 1956. In this sense, the transitional period came to
an end and the transition to socialism was realized. According to
our present analysis, this ·Situation indicated that China had
begun to enter the primary stage of socialism. Of course, the
building of social ism will undergo a prolonged historical process
and requires that the Party and people make tremendous efforts.
During the period, they may even face unexpected hardships and
setbacks. Nevertheless, the Chinese Communist Party did indeed
lead the Chinese people to enter the socialist society. Whatever
happens, this was a great victory and a significant milestone in
the history of the country and the Party after the founding of the
People's Republic of China.
Proceeding with socialist transformation at an accelerated pace
led to impetuosity and carelessness in the latter stages. Profound
lessons should be drawn wjth regard to the leadership of the
Party. The chief problem was that the Party became conceited in
face of such a tremendous victory. It was no longer as cautious
as before, or as careful in listening to the voice of the masses. It
also failed to pay as much respect to inner-Party democracy as it
had done in the past. However, there are two basic facts which
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one must recognize in regard to the completion
. . . of .such a pro~ und revolutionary change as that of elmunatmg pnvate owners~P in China-a large country with a Po~ulation of hundreds of
millions: first, steady growth of the_ nauonal e~onomy was all
along basically guaranteed; second, it was earned out, by an?
large, with the widespread supp0rt
the ~asses of people: This
was extremely difficult to attain, yet it was, rn _fact, accomplishe~.
Drastic change in the relations of production often resu_lts ~n
damage to the productive forc~s for ~ tii:ie. I~ general, this did
not occur during socialist transformat10n m Chma, althou?h la~k
of enthusiasm for production on the part of some people did a~1se
as a temporary problem. On the contrary, the trans~ormation
guaranteed and promoted development of the productive_ forces.
Take grain output for example. IL grew annually d1:1n~g ~he
process of the founding of cooperativ~s. Farmlal!-d lfngation
projects and the technical transformation of agn~ulture also
developed correspondingly. Production and _economic ret_urns of
former private enterprises increased considera~ly dunng the
course of socialist transformation. Naturally, agncultural t_ra°:5formation could have aroused strong objections, rocking as ~t did
the peasants' profound conception of land an? drau~ht a~als
as being privately owned, as well as contravenmg thelf trad~tion
al autonomous methods of management based on each family or
h~usehold as an independent unit. But the Party presente? the
peasants with facts, showing how coopcrat~ves would be~ef~t the
poor and lower-middle peasants wh?, ~ak1_ng ~P the ma~onty of
the rural population, were facing d1ff1culties m production, an~
assuring them that cooperatives, at least, would not damage thelf
interests. Therefore, the peasants supported cooperati;es or_ went
along with the main trend. At first, when the Par~y s pcllcy of
mutual benefit and participation on a voluntary basis fa~lcd to be
strictly jmplemented, relatively better-off peasants did suf~er
some losses. The Party, however, paid attention to correctmg
these deviations and showed them how the development of cooperative production would also benefit them. Realizin? it was the
trend of the times, they either supported the campaign or went
along with the majority. The working class, of course, fully
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supporte.d

~he ~ll-ro~nd

introduction of the joint state- riv
ow~ers:1llp m pnvate mdustrial and commercial businessct So~e
cap1~alists beat. drums and gongs to celebrate the event .in th~
dayt~me ~ut cned on each other's shoulders at night The f
the
but had to accept it, however.
In dealrng with national capitalists the Party did not ado t ~ Y:
methods of
landlords. Instead, fixed
payme~ts t~ capitalists contmued without interruption The
were given J?bs and the status of their representatives i~ stat~
organs :cmarned unchanged. Hence, they also could accept the
convers1on and follow the general trend.
When} caphalist, known as a "textile tycoon" was asked h
he ac~cpted the socialist road, he said, "It's true' I'~ a ca ·t· ~ Y
fJISt of
a Chinese." He explained
as a
national
capitalist,
he
had
all
along
dreamt
of
develo
. m
. d ustry
1 ·
pmg
t b ·
o rm~ sa vat1on and prosperity to his country, but how in the
old s~1ety,. h~ had suffered continual oppression and extortion
f~~1!1 J~~~1alis.ts and bureaucrat-capitalists. In the early days of
~a ~ona
erat10n, t~~ go~ernment extricated his enterprise from
1tso:impasse by provid:111g .1t with loans, entrusting it to process
pr .ucts and purchasrng its products, enabling it to increase its
by year.
. imp
. l ementatprofll
·
fyear
h F'
· He went on to say• "Followmg
t~n ht e ~st Five-Year Plan, many large factories were built
roug o~t t e country. Various places went in for large-scale
construction, and. achievements were made faster than I had
dreamt was possible. What an encouraging situation' Wh
would
be today if it.
for the Communist Parr'
we ~a~n t taken the socialist road?" "To me, it (abolitio~ of the
caplt~hst. system] means losing what I personally gained from
cxp~oltat1on. ~omp.ared with the government's total investment
~~~~g :~e Fl!st F~ve-Y~ar Plan period, it was just too trivial.
. ha~e gamed is a powerful and prosperous socialist
~ountry m which everybod
. Ylives a comfortable 1:"e M t . 11
m fa t I d 'd ' 1
.
l l ' ....
a ena y
.. c '
1 n t ose ~nythmg. I live quite weJI."19 These word~
v1v1dly
the basIS
and
. ..
·th reflect
d
·
. results of the Party's poli'c Yo f umtmg
w1
an r~mouldmg national capitalists. In the course of this
very comphcated, difficult and profound social reform, the na-
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tional economy grew steadily and the transformation was widely
supported by the masses. This enabled the objectives of the
socialist transformation to be achieved fairly smoothly. This fact
indicates that, in general, the socialist transformation led by the
party was a success.
Marx once envisaged that the socialist revolution might adopt
a policy of peaceful redemption towards the capitalist class. After
the October Revolution, Lenin drew an outline for this kind of
peaceful buying-out policy and plan. Owing to various reasons,
Lenin's plan was not implemented successfully. The Communist
Party of China entered into an alliance with the national capitalist class during the democratic revolution and continued to maintain this alliance during the socialist transformation. This historical background, as well as practical necessity and a real
possibility, enabled the Communist Party to buy out the capitalist
class peacefully and effectively for the first time in the history of
socialism. The Party led the masses of people to create a buyingout method which ruled out payment of large sums of state
money in redemption in favour of allowing the capitalists to
continue to receive part of the dividend from enterprises for a
relatively long period of time. Moreover, a series of forms ranging
from primary to advanced state capitalism were created to steer
capitalist industry and commerce towards a gradual transition to
socialism. During the cooperative transformation of agriculture,
a series of forms was also created for the socialist transition from
the.primary stage to the advanced stage. Thanks to these creative
methods, China's socialist transformation, while still taking the
Soviet Union as the model to follow in its objectives, nevertheless
acquired special characteristics of its own in the particular road
it chose to follow. Thus, use of this new experience and thinking
served to enrich and develop Marxist theory on scientific socialism.
Impetuosity and carelessness in the late stage of the socialist
transformation gave rise to many problems. The Party had to
make careful investigations and studies to bring about systematic
readjustments and to gradually resolve problems in keeping with
the need to develop the productive forces, and concern for the
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country's social life, ~s well as the will of the masses of people.
There were severaJ important questions which needed to be
ans~ered. One, s~cialis.t. public ownership already occupied a
dommant eco_nom1c position, but was it necessary to make it the
on_ly economic sector, or should the individual economy and
pnvate economy which benefitted the national economy and
enhanced the people's livelihood be maintained to a limited
~xt~n~? Two, with the complete transformation of capitalism and
1nd1v1dual economy and the extension of a highly centralized
~lanned economic system to cover the whole sphere of economic
life, should the role of market regulation continue to be developed, and if so, h.o~·: T_hree, how should the state-owned economy
give play to the irntiat1ve and enthusiasm of the central authorities, the local governments at various levels and the enterprises?
And should the proprietary rights and the managing power over
the collective economy be divided into different administrative
layers and gjve play to its initiative according to the different
layers and different conditions? Other questions: As to public
ownership, was the larger the scope the better? As to management, was the more concentrated the better? Most of these
problems surfaced in different degrees during the course of
transformation. However, they became submerged in the upsurge
of the transformation before there was time to discuss them
thoroughly and deal with them carefully. These questions and
other problems brought on by impetuosity and carelessness in the
later stages of the socialist transformation could have been gradually resolved in practice by relying on the accumulation of
experience, if serious investigation and readjustment had been
n:iade .in a calm manner of seeking truth from facts. The objective
s1tuat10n called for the Party to conduct readjustment and reform
in this regard.

Achievements of the First Five-Year Plan
In. 1956,_ when the socialist transformation of agriculture,
handicraft mdustry and capitalist industry and commerce was in
the main completed, the main targets .set for the First Five-Year
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were mostly fulfilled ahead of schedule. The following year,

r~~~. was one of the years which witnessed t~e most successful
ss of the country's economic construction. By the end of

l~~~emost of the targets set_for the First Five-Year Plan had been
.
.
overfulfilled by large margms.
During the five years, the government's invest~ent m capn~l
construction of the economy and in cultur~, ~ducauon ~~d public
health totalled 49.3 billion yuan, overfulfilling the. ongmal plan
b 15.3 percent. With the addition of the funds ra~sed by ente.rp~ises and various localities, the co~~try's actual investment m
capital construction totalled 58.8 billion yuai;i.. There were 921
industrial and mining projects under construcuon oyer and ab<:>ve
the set investment limit. Of these, 428 had been put mto operation
and 109 had begun partial operation by the end of 1957. The
newly added fixed assets totalled 49.2 billion yuan, about 1:9
times the original value of fixed assets owned by the country m
19

i~· 1957 the nation's total industrial output value bit 78.39
billion yu~n, overfulfilling the original plan by 21 .percent and
showing an increase of 128.3 percent as compared with 1952 and
an average annual growth of 18 percent. Of this, the output the
means of production rose 210 percent over that of 1952, registering an average annual growth of 25.4 percent, and the output of
the means of consumption rose 83 percent over that of 1952,
showing an average annual growth of 12.9 percent. T~e proportion of the output value of heavy industry to the. nauon s gross
industrial output value rose from 35.5 percent m ~ 9~2 to 45
percent somewhat of an improvement over old Chma s heavy
industr~ which had been extremely backward. As for the output
of some important industrial products, steel output reached 5.35
million tons in 1957, up 296 percent over tha.t of 1952 and 5.~
times the highest steel output before the foundlllg of the Peoples
Republic· the output of coal hit 130 million tons, 96 percent
higher than that of 1952 and 2.1 times that of the top output
before the founding of the People's Republic; an~ the output of
electric power amounted to 19.34 billion kw~, an mcrease of 166
percent over 1952 and 3.2 times that of the highest output before
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the founding of New China. A large number of basic industries
which were non-existent in old China were established one by one.
Since more than half of the investment for capital construction
was pooled in the hinterland, a large number of industrial and
mining enterprises mushroomed in these areas, initially improving the allocation of industries which had been irrationally concentrated in coastal areas in old China. The achievements attained in industrial production during the First Five-Year Plan
period greatly outstripped what old China had accomplished in
100 years. The growth rate also ranked among the advanced in
rates of performance by other countries when their industries
first began to take off.
In 1957, the country's total agricultural output value reached
60.4 billion yuan (according to 1952 prices as constant), fulfilling
101 percent of the original plan and showing an increase of 25
percent over 1952 and an average annual growth of 4.5 percent.
Grain output hit 195.05 million tons, up 19 percent over 1952 and
showing an average annual growth of 3.7 percent; and the output
of cotton reached 1.64 million tons, up 26 percent over 1952 and
registering an average annual growth of 4. 7 percent. The growth
rate of agriculture was not lower than the world's average level.
However, compared with the speedy growth of the country's
industry during the same period, relatively speaking, it lagged
behind. The growth of grain and cotton production did not reach
the level which people had optimistically expected. Tension remained uneased and pressure to increase agricultural production
remained high.
During the five years, the nation's prices basically remained
stable. Except for the year 1956 which witnessed deficit, the state
treasury registered a balance in revenue and expenditure, with
even a slight surplus. The structure of the state revenue changed
considerably. In 1950, it had mainly relied on income from taxes
on industry, commerce and agriculture, which accounted for 75
percent. Income from state-owned enterprises and institutions
had made up only 13.4 percent, of which the income from
industry accounted for 6.8 percent. By 1957 the proportion of
various tax incomes to the nation's revenue had dropped to 49.9
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.
e from state-owned enterprises and mstlpercent, w~e the mcom 46.5 rcent, of which the income fro~
tutions had mcre~sed to
~rise to 19.1 percent. The peoples
industrial enterp~1ses sho~ed dually during the five years. The
living standards ~prove gr~ion averaged 102 yuan in 1957, a
residents' per-~ap1ta. ~ons;~P uan in 1952. Of this, the average
rise of ?ne-third ag~mst ur~an employees rose from 148 yu~n
per-capita consumption of
hil that of peasants m5 uan a rise of 38.5 percent, w e
20
to
Y
'
79 uan, a rise of 27.4 percent. .
creased fr~m 62 yua~ t~hin~'s economic construction dunng the
The ~ch1evements m . laid an initial foundation .for the
The Party's general line durFirst F1ve-Y~ar_ P~an per~o~ .
country's soc~~hst mdu~t~a~~a~~~~ed socialist industrialization,
ing the trans~tlon~l ~no
e~t the original targets after the
and the task m this field_ cou m l
When the Party's general
efforts o~ another tw~ five-~e~ P ~?t~tion, the Party pointed out
line was mcorporated into t e on re uired only to lay a founthat three fiv~-y_ear. plans ~~ul~. be a:;d that it would take about
dation for soc1ah~t mdustna za ion, China into a great socialist
50 years, or ten f1 ve-year pla°:5, to thurand of time of the socialist
Th basic completion a e
od
country.
_e
. e ownership of the means of pr uctransformation of t~e f:;~at socialist industrialization-more ll!tion placed the mam h d The socialist system established in
gently o~ the order of~ e ar- ted· in particular, only when the
China still needed to e per dee ~dustry and agriculture could
nation had established a mo ~rnd fairly solid material foundait be consider~d to h~ve acq~1~efo~ndation was not solid enoug~.
tion. At that tim.e, th~s matena
a further shift to economic
The objective s1tuat1on callfedhfo~arty's work both in ternis of
construction as the focus o t e .
.
theoretical understanding and practical action.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SOCIALIST CONSTRUCTION
ADVANCES 'TORTUOUSLY
THROUGH EXPLORATION
I. THE STH NATIONAL PARTY CONGRESS
AND CHINA'S PROBING OF ITS OWN ROAD
FOR SOCIALIST CONSTRUCTION
The year 1956 went down in the Party's history as having
completed in the main the socialist transformation of private
ownership of the means of production and begun the exploration
of China's own road for socialist construction.
After the founding of the socialist system in China, a brandnew task confronted the Party. How should the country's socialist
economy, politics and culture be built up and developed? Inspired
with enthusiasm, the whole Party tried eagerly to dedicate itself
to this great new task.
However, the Party lacked adequate theoretical and ideological
preparation for how to build socialism in China. During the
prolonged democratic revolution, the Party underwent strenuous
and tortuous struggles. By its 7th Congress, it had summed up
historical experiences and acquired a fairly comprehensive understanding of the revolution in terms of theory, line, and various
principles and policies, as well as estimations and countermeasures related to different kinds of possible favourable or
unfavourable circumstances. A fairly solid common understanding had been achieved among the high-ranking Party leaders.
Hence, the Party had been relatively fully prepared as to how it
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could achieve the nationwide victor of th
.
and then begin the build.
f NY
e.democratIC revolution
·
mg 0
ew China and h d 1
h.
. istoncal process systematically But b ·1a· , . . a . ed this
IS far more difficult and co~ lie m mg soc1ali~m m China
democratic revolution countr ~ ated. than carrymg out the
should not be patterned on th~;:}d~~h~hina's r~volutionary road
path of construction copy that of th r countn~s, nor should its
days of socialist construction th ; er countnes. In the early
"learn from the Soviet Uni~ ,,eT ~rty call~d on the nation to
necessary and Jed to some o ~t . his practice was historically
ences of the Soviet Union P s1 ive results. However, the experisuccessful experiences app~~;~l~~~ ~~~uc~essful,. J?or were all its
mas conditions. After all
learning from the Soviet U .
own road. As for how Chinan~~n could .not replac~ seeking one'~
socialist construction it was . oul~ stnke out on Its own road of
theoretical preparati~n in ad1:poss1~e to~ the Party to make full
principle of combining the ba i n~e. n Y m acc~rdance with the
real situation could it sum u s ~ts enets of M~rxism with China's
experiences of other countrieta d own expenen~es, draw on the
In exploring China's own road
con.du.ct pracueal explorations.
be possible to experience fewer ~: sociahst construction, would it
searching for China's revol t. ig setbacks than was the case in
·
u 10nary road? The p
h
.
: .
arty oped so.
Later, history proved that we failed t
the fact that we underestimated o a~o1~ big detours owing to
nature of buildm·
. 1·
.
the difficult and complicated
8 soc1a ism rn Chin A
.
problem which could onl be
a. t any rate, this was a
exploration. In this respeci a s~v~d ~hr~ugh the practice of
made.
' go
egrnnmg had already been

F

tremendo~scc~~gress .was convene~ in September
tional situation. At home th ~ges ~n the domestic and internaThe 8th National Part

1956 following

~ompletion of socialist t;ans~;;:;::~~~ ::~ ~arke~ b~ the b~sic
mt? a new historical eriod f
_
~ ~hma s entenng
Shifting the focus of fhe wh ol a~l ro~nd socialist construction.
struction began at the end of tohe artly s. work to economic cone revo ut1onary war At th .
.
.
at time,
however, the heavy tasks of d
transformation needed to be fu lf~f~cr~t1c
reform
and
socialist
e simultaneously. Particular-
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ly, when socialist transformation was gaining momentum, the

whole Party, particularly the high-ranking Party leaders, really
had to concentrate a great deal of their attention on social reform.
After socialist transformation was basically completed, the focus
of the whole Party's work had to be further shifted to concentrating on the development of socialist productive forces. The newly
established relations of production were imperfect in various
aspects and needed to be stabilized, consolidated, readjusted and
reformed. This kind of readjustment and reform had to be closely
linked with the central task of developing productive forces and
to be conducted in the light of China's reality and the actual
situation and needs of the development of China's productive
forces.
The international situation underwent a change marked by
total repudiation of Stalin at the 20th Soviet Party Congress held
in February 1956 after exposing the serious mistakes committed
by him while leading the Soviet socialist construction, and the
detrimental results of the personality cult built up around him.
This caused widespread shock within the Soviet Union and all
over the world. The imperialists seized this opportunity to start a
worldwide upsurge of anti-communism and anti-socialism, creating various degrees of ideological confusion among the masses of
people and bringing tremendous difficulties to the international
communist movement. The Communist Party of China did not
agree with the complete repudiation of the history of the struggle
for socialism carried out by the Soviet Party and people under
the leadership of Stalin. The Party's principled stand was expressed in two articles published in the name of the editorial
department of Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) on the basis of
discussions at enlarged meetings of the Political Bureau of
the Party Central Committee. One, entitled "On the Historical
Experience of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat," appeared in
April; the other, "Again On the Historical Experience of the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat," in December. Simultaneously,
the Party held that as far as the Marxist parties of various
countries, including the Chinese Communist Party, were concerned, uncovering the issue of Stalin was of great importance for
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doing ~wa.y with blind faith in Stalin and Soviet experienc
emanc1patmg the min~ shackled by dogmatism, and striving~
see~ a road for. ~evolution and construction suited to each co
_
try s own cond1tlons.
un
The 8th Part~ Congress hi~lig~ted the initial results gained
by the <;o~murust Par!Y of China m exploring China's own road
for s<?Ciahst construction. Publication of "On the -ren M ·
Relat
· A pnl· 1956 marked the beginning ofii,this
. exaJor
lo. ionships" m
rat10n and paved the way for the convening of the 8th PP
Congress.
arty

"On the Ten Major Relationships" and a Series of

New Policies
~early 1956, the Party Central Committee made known to the
Chinese people the draft of the National Programme for Agricul~ral Development (1956-67) and the policy of building socialism
th. greater, faster, better and more economical results based on
the ideas of Mao Zedong and leaders of some locallties The
progra~~e and policy, ~ut forward under the situation in ~hich
the socialist transformation of agriculture was being speeded
reflected the Party's i~tention of shifting its attention to agric~~
ture an~ the construction of the national economy as a whole and
the desue of t~e Party and the people to quicken the develop~ent
of the pro~uct1ve f~rces on the basis of the new socialist relations
~ production: Parucularly, after the armistice of the Indo-China
.ar ~as realized at the Geneva Conference, the international
s1t.uation beca~e more relaxed. The Party predicted that there
might be a ~rtod of peace internationally, and planned to seize
the opport.umty to speed up the country's economic construction
Ho~ev~;» m the surge of opposition to "Right deviationist conser~
vausm,_ the Party _failed to fully understand and respect the law
goverrung economic construction and set excessively high and
eno.rmous demands ~n speed and scale for the development of
agn~ultura.1 production and construction in other fields thus
lehi~dmg to impetuosity and rash advance. The Party took .i:ote of
t s problem and began to correct it.
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Jn the beginning, Zhou Enlai agreed with the strategy for
speeding up development. Facing the ever-rising targets which
aggravated strain on finance and material supply, however, .he
pointed out early on, at a State Council meeting in February
1956, "At present there are symptoms of impetuosity. We should
guard against it. Socialist enthusiasm should not be dampened,
but we should not carelessly make suggestions which are without
good grounds, or beyond the limits of possibility, nor should we
accelerate the speed arbitrarily. Otherwise, it will be very dangerous. We should on no account raise the slogan, 'Realize industrialization at an early date.' If we think over it soberly, we shall
recognize that we really cannot do it." When drawing up plans,
whether a 12-year plan or a long-term plan, all departments
should bear actual conditions in mind." 1 In accordance with this
thinking, the meeting of the Party Central Committee presided
over by Liu Shaoqi in May set the policy of fighting against both
conservatism and rash advance. The 3rd Session of the 1st National People's Congress held in June accepted and adopted this
policy, which was put forward in the report by Li Xiannian.
LaLer, in April 1957, Mao Zedong said, "In my mind, I began
somewhat to crave greatness and success. I only began to change
in March and April last year. I bad talks with comrades from
more than 30 departments and later talked about the ten major
2
relationships at the Supreme State Conference.''
The Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee called
conferences with comrades from 34 economic departments to
make reports and discuss problems, preparation for the 8th Party
Congress. On the basis of these discussions, Mao Zedong drafted
the report which was entitled "On the Ten Major Relationships."
It was discussed at an enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau
in April. After it was approved by the Political Bureau, the report
was delivered at the Supreme State Conferencc on May 2. The
report set one basic policy; this was to mobilize all positive factors
at home and abroad to serve socialism. lt dealt with ten questions
(ten major relationships) which were put forward, on the one
hand, through summing up China's own experiences and studying
the problems in China's construction and development, and on
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the other, by drawing lessons from Soviet experience. Mao Zedong stressed that with regard to Marxist-Leninist theories
"What we must study is all that is universally true and we mus~
make sure that this study is linked with Chinese reality. It would
lead to a mess if every single sentence, even of Marx's, were
followed." 3 Foreign experience should neither be rejected out of
hand nor copied indiscriminately. "Particularly worthy of attention is the fact that in the Soviet Union certain defects and errors
that occurred in the course of their building of socialism have
lately come to light. Do you want to follow the detours they have
madc?"4 This confirmed the basic thinking that in building socialism China should take its own road in the light of its own
conditions.
"On the Ten Major Relationships" chiefly discusses economic
issues, stressing the need to mobilize all pasitivc factors in all
aspects of economic work. The first three questions focus on the
relationship between heavy industry on the one hand and light
industry and agriculture on the other, the relationship between
industry in the coastal regions and industry in the interior, and
the relationship between economic construction and construction
for national defence. The report confirmed that we had not
committed major mistakes while handling these relationships in
the past, and stressed that we should make appropriate readjustment according to the situation and our experiences and devote
greater efforts to developing agriculture and light industry, make
use of ~nd develop industry in the coastal regions, and cut the
proportions of military and administrative expenditures as much
as possible so as to spend more on economic construction. In the
long run, this would help the development of heavy industry and
industry in the interior and strengthen national defence. This, in
fact, involved the question of blazing a Chinese road of industrialization which was different from that of the Soviet Union.
The fourth and fifth questions, discussing the relationship between the state, the units of production and the producers and
the relationship between the central authorities and local go~em
ments, began to touch on the question of economic structural
reform. Thus a number of new policies for China's socialist
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Oml·c construction were advanced initially.· R 1 · hi "
econ
The last five questions in "On the Ten MaJO~
e _anons ps_
d l with the relationship between the Han nationality and nun~~itY nationalities, the relationship betwee~ the Party and
Party the relationship between revolution and counternon-lutio~ and the relationship between China and other. counrevo
•
.. ·
·· f t
poltries-questions concerning mobtllzmg ~l1 pos1t1ve ac ors m
itical life and ideological and ~ult~;al ltfe.
.
. _
Besides discussions concernmg On the Ten MaJor Relation
ships " the principle of letting a hundred flowers blossom and _a
hundred schools of thought contend was also set down, at ~his
enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau for the cou~try s. sc~en
tific and cultural work. Mao Zedong also declared t~s pr~c1ple
at the Supreme State Conference. In his report entitled . Let a
Hundred Flowers Blossom and a Hundred Schools of Thought
Contend" made on May 26, Lu Dingyi, head of the Propagand_a
Department of the Party Central Committee, elabor~ted this
· "ple of the Party to the scientific and cultural
on
prmc1
. . cncles
J
behalf of the Party Central Committee. Prior to this, m anuary,
the Party Central Committee convened a conference on t~e
question of intellectuals. On behalf of the Party Centr~l Co~rrut
tee, Zhou Enlai declared: After carrying out th~ Party s policy of
unity, education and transformati?n towards mtell:ctuals ov~r
the past six years since the foundmg of the People s Rep~bllc,
fundamental changes have taken place in the outlook of Chinese
intellectuals. "Most of these intellectuals have become gove~n
ment functionaries serving socialism and a part of the wor~ng
class."s Socialist construction must "rely upon close cooperation
between manual workers and mental workers and upon a..~ratei:
nal alliance among workers, peasants and i_ntellectuals. Th~s
estimation and judgement laid the foundation for. t~e Party s
correct policy on intellectuals for the pe~iod of socialIBm. ~b~u
Enlai also stressed: Compared with any time before, the socialist
era needs more urgently to fully upgrade t~chnol?gy, dev~~op
science and apply scientific knowledge .. Science is a declSl ve
factor concerning the development of national defence, ec?nomy
and culture. Modern science and technology are advancrng by
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I

leaps and bounds, and the human world is on the eve of a new
scientific, technological and industrial revolution. We must rouse
ourselves to catch up and "attain the heights of modern science."1
Mao .Zedong's speech at the meeting stressed the necessity of
carrying out a technological and cultural revolution to innovate
the backward technology and fight against ignorance. He called
on the whole Party to study science and unite with non-Party
intellectuals to work hard in order to quickly catch up with
advanced world technological levels. After the conference, the
State Council established the Scientific Planning Commission
which, organized and led by Zhou Enlai, Chen Yi, Li Fuchun and
Nie Rongzhen, was composed of several hundred renowned scientists. In a few months, the commission formulated the Outline of
the Long-Range Plan for the Development of Science and Technology ( 1956-67) and adopted a series of emergency measures to
put the plan into practice. Thus, several new policies for China's
socialist cultural construction were initially put forward.
While discussing the Party and non-Party relationship, "On the
Ten Major Relationships" advances the policy of "Jong-term
coexistence and mutual supervision" between the Communist
Party and all democratic parties. This clearly declared that under
the new historical conditions after entering socialism, China
would not practise the one-party system like that in the Soviet
Union and confirmed that the united front under the leadership
of the Chinese Communist Party and multi-party cooperation
would continue to exist and give play to their roles. Regarding
the question of how to deal with counter-revolutionaries, the
report, on the premise of confirming the necessity of the former
movements to suppress and eliminate counter-revolutionaries,
estimated that "counter-revolutionaries still exist, although their
number has greatly diminished"; put forward the principle that
there should be fewer arrests and executions in the suppression of
counter-revolutionaries in society at large, and that the policy
started in Yanan of "killing none and arresting few" should be
adhered to in clearing out counter-revolutionaries in Party and
government organs. In his speech at the Shanghai municipal
Party congress held in July, Zhou Enlai stressed, "With regard to
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h atient" and opposes "ruthless
curing the s1ckne~s to save.~ ;h~s a number of new policies on
struggle and merc1le_s~ blows. . cti~n were initially advanced.
d to strive for peaceful
China's socialist pohtical constru
In June that year? the _Part~ pr~~!:uze the complete reunjmea~s to liberate Taiwan m o~ ~~red that "all patriots belong to
ficatton of the motherland. It e b aces patriotism earlier or later
one family" .a~d "':"het~er one em rested the Chinese Communist
brooks no d1stmctlon~. It al~o st~~ginterest of the nation and the
Party and th: ~uommtang, J~hird round of cooperation.
motherl~nd~ J?m hands ~or ath Party sought in every way to find
All this v1vi~l~ shows. o_w euited to China's own conditions.
a road for buildu~g socia~m s of this period, Mao Zedong said
Later, when recallin~ the tory . past years was learned mainedl . Economic construction in
.
_
repeat Y. .
.
Th discussion of the ten maJor re1a
ly fro~ f~reign ~xpenenc~.nif:d that we had now begun to put
tionship~ m April_ 1956 s1g t1 ction with a content all our own.
forward our own line for cons ru

:
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The 8th National
Congress of the commum·st Party of China
f h C mmunist Party of China
The 8th National Cong1~~~~ ~ ~ ~n Beijing. This was the
was held on September
'
·
ver power countryParty's first n~tional ~ongres~ aftef. ~:~:~go~ the Party and its
1
wide, one which mamfes ts ~ ~ ~~ 1 026 delegates representing
thriving cause. It w~s _atten e . members More than 50 foreign
the natio~'s 10.73 millio~Pa:tys' Party delegations, representaCommurust Party and or er . . Cbi·na and democratic
•
.
h d ocra tic parties m
ffTation
attended the congress on
tlves of all t_ e em
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personages without party a J
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ech Liu Shaoqi,
M 0 Zedong made the opcnmg spe ·
..
· · ·
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1 Committee gave a pohtica1
on behalf of the ~arty endtra suggcstiods concerning the
. report. Zhou Enla1 reporte on
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Second Five-Year Plan for Development of the National Eco _
omy. Deng Xiaoping presented a report on the revision of t~
Party Constitution. Zhu De, Chen Yun, Dong Biwu and
th~n 100 other delegates addressed the congress or delivered
wntten speeches.
. The basic task.of this congress was to sum up the experiences
smce the 7th National Party Congress, and unite the whole Party
and all the fbrces that could be united, both at home and abro d
a '
to struggle for the building of a great socialist China.
The c~ngress co!rectly analysed the domestic situation and the
changes m the maJor contradictions at home and put forward the
Party's fu~dament~l tasks for the future. The political report
made .by _Liu Shaoq1 not only systematically expounded the series
·
of
R 1pnnciples
· hi ,,and policies highlighted in "On the -re
•, n M·aJOr
.e at1ons_ ps, but also advanced and resolved a series of strategic que~t.1ons. The decision adopted by the congress concerning
the politlcal :eport clearly pointed out: Our Party has led the
people to ac~1eve the _overall and decisive victory in the socialist
~ransformatton of agnculture, handicraft industry, and capitalist
mdustry and comme~ce. "This indicates that the contradictions
betwe~n the pr_oletanat and the capitalist class in our country
h~ve m the mam been resolved, that the several thousand years'
history of t~e class exploitation system has basically ended and
~hat the social system of socialism has been basically established
m ou! country." The Chinese people must also liberate Taiwan
a.nd fi.ght ~or the t~~rougb completion of the socialist transformatl~n,_ the .fmal abolition of the exploiting system and the continual
elJmm~tion of co~n~er-r.evolutionary remnant forces. "However,
the mam contradiction m our country has become that between
th.e people's demand for the establishment of an advanced industnal country and China's actual situation as a backward agricultural country, between the people's demand for the rapid development of economy and culture and the situation in which the
current economy .and culture cannot satisfy the people's demand.
The essence of this contradiction is the contradiction between the
advan~ed soc~alist_ system and the backward social productive
forces in the s1tuat1on where the socialist system has already been
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established in China. The main task of the Party and the people
of the whole country at present is to concentrate forces to solve
this contradiction and quickly turn China from a backward
9
agricultural country into an advanced industrial nation." These
expositions constituted the political foundation on which the
party was to set its own correct line following the establishment
of the socialist system in China. The formulation on the essence
of the principal contradiction in China, however, was not quite
correct theoretically because .it failed to point out comprehensively: Socialist relations of production have already been established
in China and suit the development of the nation's productive
forces; they are, however, still far from perfect, and these incomplete aspects, on their part, come into contradiction with the
development of the productive forces. Still, the above formulation did highlight China's basic national condition as one of
extreme backwardness in growth of its productive forces and
stressed that in circumstances under which the socialist transformation of the private ownership of the means of production had
been basically completed, the nation's chief task had switched
over from that of emancipating the productive forces to protecting and developing the productive forces under the new relations of production, and the whole Party should concentrate its
strength on developing the productive forces. History has proved
that this focus of attention was correct.
The congress adhered to the principle for economic construction of opposing both conservatism and rash advance; that is, for
seeking steady progress amidst all-round balance. In regard to the
outstanding problems which surfaced in the economic work led
by the Party in past years, Zhou Enlai's report stressed: We
should set a rational speed for the growth of our national economy in keeping with our needs and possibilities, and put our plans
on a basis which is both positive and reliable, so as to ensure a
fairly balanced growth of the national economy. The congress'
resolution also pointed out: If we underestimate the possibility of
relying on favourable conditions to develop our country's productive forces fairly quickly we will commit the mistake of conservatism; and if we set an excessively high speed irrespective of
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various kinds of objective limitations, we will commit the mistake
of adventurism. The Party must pay attention at all times to
preventing and correcting these two erroneous tendencies. The
congress also put forward the strategic plan of building a basically
complete industrial system in China within a period of three
five-year plans or an ever longer period of time. The congress
adopted Suggestions on the Second Five-Year Plan for the Development of the National Economy (1958-62) providing that by
1962, the nation's gross industrial and agricultural output value
should increase over that in 1957 by around 75 percent, of which
the total industrial output value should rise around 100 percent
and the total agricultural output value around 35 percent. The
nation's steel output should reach 10.5 million to 12 million tons,
grain output around 250 billion kg, and the national income
should increase around 50 percent.
In his speech, Chen Yun pointed out: Our socialist economic
situation will be like this: In industrial and commercial management, state and collective management should be the main form,
supplemented by a certain amount of individual management.
With regard to planning, planned production should be the main
form of industrial and agricultural production supplemented by
free production within the scope allowed by the state plan in the
light of changes in the market. In the unified socialist market, the
state-controUed market is the main form, supplemented by the
free market Jed by the state within a definite sphere. 10 The
congress attached importance to this opinion and adopted it in the
resolution. It was an important attempt to breach the socialist
pattern of the past, both theoretically and practically, and to
explore a path for economic structural reform.
With regard to the work of the state, the congress proposed
continuing to strengthen the people's democratic dictatorship,
further expand the country's democratic life, and carry out
the struggle against bureaucratism; strengthen the unity of all
Chinese nationalities; continue to consolidate the people's democratic united front, and gradually to enact complete sets of laws
and establish a complete legal system to ensure that there are laws
which the activities of the Party and government can and must
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Deng Xiaoping's report on revision of ~he Party C~ns_utuuon
put forward the main policy on strengthenmg Party building now
that the Party has come to power in Ch~na. It ~inted out ~he need
to place importance on inner-Party ideological ~ducatlo?,. enhance the whole Party's ideological level of Marx1sm-Lerumsm,
adhere to the Party's sole purpose of serving the people wh~le
heartedly, carry forward the Party's fine tr~ditions of s~eking
truth from facts and adhering to the mass lme, develop mnerParty democracy, strengthen the Party's dem?cr~tic centralism,
and tighten up supervision over Party orgamzatl?ns and Party
members. He pointed out that since the personality cult was a
long-standing social phenomenon, it ~ou~d inevitably ~ave some
reflections in our Party's life and social life. The Party s task, he
said was to resolutely oppose, as a principle of the Party's central
authorities the practice of elevating individuals spectacularly
and of so~nding panegyrics over an individual's virtues and
achievements and to adhere unswervingly to the system of combining collec~ive leadership with ind~vidu_al .responsibility,. in
order to carry out the Party's democratic pnnc1ple and mass line
in all spheres.
.
After much deliberation and consultat1on, the congress el~cted
the 97-member 8th Party Central Committee on the basis of
giving full play to democracy. The 1st Session of the 8th Par~y
Central Committee elected 17 Political Bureau members and six
alternate members to the Political Bureau. It elected Mao Zedong
chairman of the Party Central Committee, Liu Shaoqi, Zhou
Enlai, Zhu De and Chen Yun vice-chairmen of the Party Central
Committee, and Deng Xiaoping general secretary of the Pa~ty
Central Committee, and these six people for~ed the St_andmg
Committee of the Political Bureau. The Standmg Conumttee of
the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee included
four secretaries elected at the 7th National Party Congress and
two new, younger members. The 8th National Party_ Congress
inherited the leading body of the Party Central Committee elected at the 7th National Party Congress and added some new
members, making preparations for the future replacement of the
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old wit~ the new. At the preparatory meeting to discuss the list
of candidates for members of the Party Central Committee M
Zedong noted that the make-up of the list reflected the hist~ric:~
developmen~ of the Party and, as the focus of the Party's work
had been shifted to construction and the economy in the futu
t~e Party Central Committee should have many e~gineers sci:~~
tlsts and mature cadres from among the workers although the
were non_e at present. This_ set a new standard for the futu;:
constr~c.tion of the collective leadership of the Party central
authont1es.
The Const~tuti~? adopted at the 8th National Party Congress
added the article: The Party Central Committee holds that whe
necessary, an ~onor.~ry chairman can be elected in the Part~
Cent~al Committee. This was because Mao Zedong himself
mentioned to the Party Central Committee that he was preparing
that at an_ appropriate time, he would no longer hold the post of
Party chaurn_an. He also proposed that he would not hold the post
of ~t~te chauman at the next term of office, and suggested
rev1S1on of ~he country's Constitution by entering the provision
that the cham~an and vice-chairmen of the state could hold their
posts cons~c~tively only for two terms. He believed that by giving
up the ~smon at ~he first front he could concentrate his energy
on st~dyrng certam problems, and that he could still, in the
cap~c1ty ~f a member of the Party's Political Bureau, make the
maJOr-top1c ~eport at appropriate meetings after he gave up the
posts o~ cbauman of t~e state and chairman of the Party. This
su~g~st10~ can be considered as a deliberation of abolishing the
e~1stmg hfe-l?ng tenure of the posts of leaders and the preparation for _the important reform of the Party and state system of
leadership.
The new Part~ Co_nstitution stipulated that the National Party
Congress should_ institute a permanent system with a term of five
years, and a nat10nal conference should be held every year. This
conference was thus made the 1st Session of the 8th National
Party Congres~. As a matter of fact, however, no other sessions
were held dunng the term of the 8th Party Central Committee
except for the 2nd Session of the 8th National Party Congress
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which was held in May 1958.
The Party's line set at the 1st Session of the 8th National Party
congress was correct, and the many new principles and conceptions put forward at the congress were full of creative spirit. Of
course, many of these new concepts and principles could not be
firmly established or acquire common understanding as the time
for working them out in practice was very short, so that they were
unlikely to become very mature either theoretically or ideologically. Many ideas (including those put forward soon after the 1st
Session of the 8th National Party Congress) suffered setbacks
before they had been put into practice or fully applied. There
were numerous unexpected, complicated tests ahead. Nevertheless, when all is said and done, this congress did achieve initial
results in exploring China's own road for socialist construction,
and history has proved these results to be of important, farreaching significance for the development of the Party's cause.

Further Exploration After the 8th National Party Congress
After the 8th National Party Congress, efforts to further
explore China's own road of socialist construction were devoted
to the following two questions: One was how to formulate the
construction plan for 1957 and readjust some aspects of the
economic relations in accordance with the principles set at the 8th
National Party Congress; and the other was how to make preparations for the rectification of working style throughout the Party
and correctly handle the various kinds of contradictions among
the people which were becoming increasingly obvious.
In early 1956, although the trend of rash advance in economic
construction was basically reined in, it was not completely curbed
and rash advance persisted in some areas. The final accounting
of revenue and expenditure at the year's end found it to be ·the
first deficit year since 1953. As the problem of overanxiety to
achieve quick results had not been resolved ideolo~cally, the
targets collected from various departments and localities for the
formulation of the 1957 plan still greatly exceeded the limits
deemed possible for enabling the national economy to grow
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steadily through an overall-all balance. Major controversy arose
over questions relating to the assessment of the economic work of
1956 and the formulation of the economic plan for 1957. Mao
Zedong stressed that the incorrect part in the 1956 financial
expenditure and investment in capital construction was not worth
"a finger," and proposed that the budget targets should be set
higher, Zhou Enlai and many others, however, suggested that it
would be better to slow down the growth, make it more reliable,
and cut down the budget targets for 1957. Throughout the discussions, Chen Yun kept emphasizing that the scale of construction
should not exceed national strength and that a balance between
material supply, finance and credit should be maintained in
drawing up a plan. Jn a large country like ours, he said, economic
stability is of primary importance. While discussing the 1957 plan
and budget at the 2nd Plenary Session of the 8th Party Central
Committee held on November 10, 1956, Zhou Enlai had proposed
that the principle of "ensuring key projects and adequately scaling d.own" should be adopted in 1957. Everybody attending the
meetmg agreed with this principle. At a meeting during the
session on November 15, Mao Zedong said: There arc both
progress and retrogression, but mainly progress; we should cherish the enthusiasm of our cadres and people and should not pour
cold water on them. Actually, Mao Zedong had a differen t
opinion from that of the session concerning the opposition to rash
advance. However, he did not make any criticism. Instead, in
keeping with the opinion of the majority, he agreed to carry out
this principle in 1957.
All this indicates that the leading body of the Party Central
Committee at that time had kept a sober mind and worked in a
style of seeking truth from facts and giving play to democratic
discussion. The plan for 1957 thus formulated ensured the year's
economic work to be the most effective since the founding of New
China. But later Mao Zedong said that he had made a compromise at the 2nd Plenary Session of the 8th Party Central Committee. This became one of the origins of the criticism Mao
?edong brought up at the Nanning Meeting held in January 1958
m regard to the opposition to rash advance.
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Initial progress and explorations of new .ideas were ~lso made
. the readjustment of the economic relations accordJ.Jlg to the
U1 · ·pie of "three main bodies and three supplements" set by the
·
l ·
f
pnnc1
Stb National Party Congress. Soon. af~er ~he basic comp euon o
the socialist transformation of capitallst mdustry and commerce
and the handicraft industry, the Party repeatedly stressed that
individual handicraft works, small shops, small s,tall~ and street
peddling which were close)~ related to p~ople s bves should
remain under private operation for a long tune, and stated t~at
drawbacks in the state monopoly for purchase and mar~etmg
should be overcome, market management relaxed, .a certam degree of free purchase and free marketing should be mtroduc~d to
enterprises, and a portion of farm produce should be ~erm1tted
to enter the free market after the tasks for monopolized and
contracted purchase by the state were fulfilled. After t.he 8th
National Party Congress, the free market prospered consp1cuo~s
ly, and the number of individual industri~l and commercial
operations marlcedly increased. Take Shanghai .for example, there
were 1,661 individual handicraft househ?lds m September, and
the number rose to 2,835 in October, then Jumped further to 4,236
by the end of 1956. To counter opinion~ which h~ld th~t the
growth of individual businesses we?t ag~mst th~ onentatlO~ o~
cooperatives, Renmin Ribao (Peoples Daily) pu?lIS~~d an editor
ial which pointed out that the development of md1v1dual households engaged in the handicraft industry had,_ on the ?ne hand,
met the people's needs for increasing commodity supplies?~ t~e
market and, on the other, exI?a.nded employment opportumt1es 1~
the cities. Thus, it was beneficial, and not harmful, to the state.
Following the increase of such individual h?useholds, larger
self-managed handicraft households and han~1c;,aft workshops,
which became known as "underground factories, appeared, and
so did "underground shops." What the attitude should be t~wards
happenings like this following the socialist trans.formation aroused the interest of former industrialists and busmessmen and
the whole of society.
In December 1956, Mao Zedong gave many talks and held
discussions on this question with responsible member~ of the
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All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce and the Department of the United Front of the Party Central Committee. He
expressed this opinion: Underground factories develop because
society needs them. They should come above ground and be
legalized. The number of such factories may increase as long as
there are markets and raw materials. It should be permissible to
open smaJl "husband-and-wife" shops, hire labourers, and open
·up .Jarge privately run factories. It will also become an outlet for
fixed interest paid to former capitalist industrialists and businessmen if individuals are allowed to invest and open up factories.
Investment made by overseas Chinese will not be confiscated in
a hundred years. We may practise capitalism after capitalism is
eliminated. He called this "the new economic policy." 12 These
opinions of Mao Zedong were agreed to by other comrades of the
Party Central Committee. Soon afterwards, at a meeting of the
NPC Standing Committee, Liu Shaoqi said: Our country is more
than 90 percent socialist, so, in my ·opinion, there is no harm in
a capitalist development of several percent. On the one hand, this
bit of capitalism may serve as a supplement to the socialist
economy and, on the other, it can serve as a comparison with the
socialist economy in. certain respects. 13 Zhou Enlai also said at a
State Council meeting: In socialist construction, a bit of private
enterprise with flexible operation is good and makes things more
lively. 14 These new ideas for enlivening the economy represented
a new development of the policies of keeping the state and
collective operation as the main body and allowing for a certain
amount of individual operation as a supplement set by the 8th
National Party Congress. A further consideration related to this
was that capitalist private operation within definite limits under
state leadership could also be made supplementary to the main
body of the socialist economy.· In his talks with personages of
industrial and commercial circles, Mao Zedong was also in favour
of extricating from the ranks of "capitalists" the large number of
small proprietors and self-employed people engaged in industrial
and commercial businesses who entered joint state-private enterprises together with capitalists, of no longer paying them a fixed
interest (the amount was minimal), and of allowing them to join
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unfulfilled. In remote mountamous are~~s~~~I~ might be introfarm output q~otas to eac~ ~~~in~:a~t the work on each plot of
duced. Production teams m1gl b . and contract the odd jobs in
land to groups on a scasona as1s
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the fields to households The ma ·or w
c
tively and the .
·.
J
ork should be done collecduals, thus re:=~ ~~~~~:~l w~rk, ~Y househ?lds or indivibe
our wastmg practice as that of
having "all coop
.mem rs work together like a swarm of b ,,
~~~~~go~!~seT1hnstructions we~e formulated under the dire:r~~n
· ey were creative ventur
·
d
es onente towards the
production responsi"bil"t
i y system.
The 3rd Plenary Session of the 8th p
held in autumn 1957 adopted th d arty Central Committee
drawn up under the leadershi of eChrafts of thr~e stip~lations
management systems of ind ~
en Yun for improvmg the
stipulations were meant to us ry, c.ommerce and finance. The
.. appropnately transfer management
power downward
8th National Par~yt°c~o;:;;~~:s and enterprises as called for at the

I'

In essence, the readjustment of e
.
relations were designed to solve con~~~~n:t plans and economic
ic ons among the people.
Systematically posin th
.
1
contradictions arnon: thee P~~~~~ ~~do~~:i t~ correc~l~ handle
of the campaign to rectify the Part '
g it the mam theme
Y s style of work as well as of
the state's political lif
had issued an import=n~~speo~chthoe agteh~da onl~ after Mao Zedong
n is quest10n at the s
State Conference in February 1957.
upreme

II. THE RECTIFICATION CAMPAIGN AND
THE ANTI-RIGHTIST STRUGGLE
Actually, rectification of the Part '
proposed at the 8th National Party c:s styl\ of work ~as also
t~e Yanan rectification movement, M~~r~:don con~ect10n wi~h
his opening
speech to the 8th Na r·ional p arty Congres
ng pornted
.
. A out in
en.t, s~bJcctivism, bureaucratism and factionalism still s. . t. prehsthmking and working style of man
exist m t e
harmful to inner-Party unity and ~ o~ our comrades; they are
~e~~e; we must strive to overcom~ntih~see;~~~~t~~f~~~:y!o~~ t~e
rn ts way can we successfully accomplish the great co~struct~~
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work ahead of us. At the 2nd Plenary Session of the 8th Party
central Committee held in November 1956, what happened in
Poland and Hungary 15 was duly heeded as an admonition. Thus,
while giving consideration to both national construction and the
people's livelihood, the session stressed, it was necessary to guard
against and prevent cadres taking on privileges and divorcing
themselves from the people. A decision was taken to carry out a
rectification campaign throughout the Party ranks in the next
year towards which discussions and preparations were to be
instituted righl away.

The Rectification Campaign Focusing on the Correct Handling
of Contradictions Among the People
This rectification campaign centred on how to correctly handle
contradictions among the people. Since contradictions between
ourselves and the enemy were basically resolved (but not completely, however) in the country, endlessly emerging contradictions
among the people became increasing Iy conspicuous and prominent.
These contradictions were reflected in a concentrated way as contradictions between the masses of the people and their leaders; i.e.,
the people's government and the ruling Communist Party. To resolve these contradictions, from the angle of ideological education,
it was necessary on the one hand to educate the Communist Party
members who held leading posts, government personnel, and staff
members of economic and cultural organizations to listen seriously
to the criticisms of the masses and strive, in their style of work, to
overcome subjectivism, factionalism and bureaucratism which divorce them from reality and the masses; on the other hand, efforts
should be made to enhance the consciousness of the masses through
education and encourage them to foster a socialist spirit based on
the principle of combining collective with individual interests. The
first aspect should be given priority; therefore, the Party rectification campaign should stress this aspect in seeking to resolve contradictions between the masses and the leaders, and study the new
problem of how to correctly handle contradictions among the people under the new situation in which the main task of revolution has
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shifted to construction.
In the autumn and winter of 1956, instability arose. Internatio~ally, the events in Poland and Hungary were bound to exert
an rnfluence on China. Domestically, the rapid progress of social
~ransforma_tion and the profound changes, plus the rash advance
m economic construction which could not be totally overcome
resulted in some strain in the nation's economic and political life'.
In the _s~cond half of .1956, shor~a~es of grain, meat and everyday
necess1t1es occurred m many c1t1es. Many difficulties were encounte~ed by a small number of students in continuing lheir
education, by workers in finding employment, and by demobilized soldiers in getting proper arrangements for placement. A
few people created disturbances. According to incomplete statistics, during the six months between September 1956 and March
1957, more than 10,000 workers staged a number of strikes and
strikes, while more than 10,000 students became involved in
strikes and drawing up petitions. In many places in the rural
areas, after the summer harvest, peasants agitated to withdraw
from the ~~ops and complained about shortages of food grain.
Most sens1uve of all to changes in the political climate were the
intellectuals, who became increasingly uninhibited in their thinking after the policy was put forward of "letting a hundred flowers
b~oom and a hundred schools of thought contend." They criticized dogmatism and aired differing views on questions related
to culture? _e~ucation, science and other fields. Some people also
openly cnt1c1zed shortcomings and mistakes in the work of the
Party and the government as well as problems in the working
style of some cadres. Their comments, some of which were
erroneous, included many sharp criticisms. In face of these newly
emerging contradictions, many Party members and cadres lack~g i.deolo~ic~l pr~paration, found themselves in a passiv~ position, or, _still Judging new things by old standards, they regarded
a.11 the disturbances and sharp criticisms by the masses as reflect10ns of the class struggle and attempted to suppress them in a
rude, simplistic manner.
In February 1957, at an enlarged Supreme State conference
attended by more than 1,800 people, Mao Zedong delivered an
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important speech entitled "On the_ Correct Handling_ o~ Cont~a
dictions Among the People." He pointed out: Contrad1ct.1o~s eXIst
universally, and socialist society is also full of ~nt!ad1ctl?~s.
is precisely these contradictions that propel so?ia 1st soc~e ~ o
constantly advance. In socialist society the ~as1c contrad1ct1ons
are still those between the relations of production and the ~roduc
tive forces and between the superstructure a~d the economic base.
However, they are fundamentally different m character and_ h~ve
different features from the contradictions in the old soc1et1es.
These contradictions can be constantly resolved through the
self-readjustment and perfection of the soci~list system itself. ~e
also pointed out: In socialist society, there eXJst two types of social
contradictions-those between ourselves and the enemy and those
among the people. The two are totally different in nat~re. The
former should .be resolved through methods of coercion and
dictatorship, while the latter can only be resolve?. t~oug~ ~e?1cr
cratic methods, persuasion and the formula of umty-cnt1cISmunity ."We ·should never handle contradictions among the people
with methods use to resolve contradictions between ourselv~s ~nd
the enemy. Therefore the correct handli~g of contrad1ct10~s
among the people has been made the ~u?Ject_ of t~e _count~ s
political life; also, new theses on contrad1ct~ons 1:11 socialist society
have been advanced theoretically and dissociated ~rom t_ho.se
theories which, failing to recognize their existe~ce m socialist
society, lead to handling them, whenever they anse, as external
contradictions between ourselves and the enemy. He also syst~m
atically analysed and elaborated policies and methods concerm~g
how to correctly handle contradictions among the people . m
various areas connected with questions such as the c~perauve
transformation of agriculture, the industrialists and busmessmen,
the intellectuals, the minority nationalities, the attitude towards eliminating counter-revolutionaries, disturbances created
by small numbers of people, and the questions of ov~;·all. consideration and proper arrangement, the policies of lettmg a
hundred flowers bloom and a hundred schools of th?~gh~. contend" and "long-term coexistence and mutual superv1~1on, ~nd
the question of practising economy and China's path to mdustnal-
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ization. Mao Zedong said, "Today, matters stand as follows. The
lar~e-scale, turbulent class struggles of the masses characteristic
of tunes ?f revolution have in the main come to an end, but class
struggle is by no means entirely over. While welcoming the new
system, the masses are not yet quite accustomed to it. Government personnel are not sufficiently experienced and have to
undertake further study and investigation of specific policies." He
held that it was imperative for us at this juncture to raise the
question of distinguishing contradictions among the people from
those between ourselves and the enemy, as well as the question of
the c~rrect handling of contradictions among the people, in order
to urute the people of all nationalities in our country to develop
our economy and culture, consolidate our new system and build
up our new state.
· Mao Zedong's speech at the Party's National Conference on
Propaganda Work held in March 1957 by the Propaganda Department of the Party Central Committee and attended by more than
800 Party and non-Party ideological workersfurthercxpounded the
Party's eval~a ~ion of intellectuals (the overwhelming majority suppor.t t~e socialist system; a small number do not quite welcome the
socialist system but are still patriotic; the number of intellectuals
who are hostil~ to our state is very small). He affirmed as necessary
the reform of intellectuals and their integration with the masses of
workers and peasants. "Let a hundred flowers bloom and a hundred
schools of thought contend," he declared, was a basic as well as a
long-term policy. In leading our country, the "open wide" policy
should be followed, and to "open wide" means to give people a
ch.a~~e to express thefr opinions, so that they dare to speak, dare to
cnttc1ze and dare to debate.
These two speeches, passed on to the broad masses of cadres
and intellectuals to discuss, aroused enthusfastic repercussions. In
the cou.rs~ of passing on and discussing these two speeches,
contradictions among the people in various areas were also ex~sed and ~xamined. As for the Communist Party, its rectificat~on campaign had already begun. The Party Central Committee
cuculated a nu~be~ of inner-Party directives and the Party
newspaper publicly issued a series of editorials to strengthen
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supervision over the proceedings. Mao Zedong and Liu Shaoqi
went south on separate routes. Along the way they made reP?:ts,
asking Party cadres to fully understand the profound transmon
from revolution to construction, and to full~ understan~ .and
adopt the Party's policy of correctly handling cont~adict10ns
among the people. In this way, "literature and a~t, s~1c?ce ~nd
technology will prosper, the Party can always mamtam its vitality, the people's cause will flourish, and China will become a
16
powerful yet lovable country."
•
•
On April 27, the Party Central Commitlce f~rmall~ issued its
Directive on the Rectification Campaign which pom~ed out:
Since the Party has now attained the status of the party m power
throughout the nation and received the support of the ?road
masses of people, many comrades are likely to adopt the s1m~le
method of sending down administrative orders to deal with
problems. Some elements, lacking a firm .stand, ar_e prone to
become tainted with remnants of the old society working style, to
take on certain ideas of special privilege, and to even treat the
masses with methods of retaliation. Therefore, it is necessary to
carry out an overall, profound rectification campaign th.rou~~out
the Party against bureaucratism, factionalism and subJect1v1sm.
This rectification campaign should be a serious ideological educational movement to be carried out in a gentle, mild way, as
well as a movement for making appropriate criticism and selfcriticism. The methods to be adopted should include heart-toheart talks between individuals, small discussion meetings or
group meetings; in general, large-scale criticism meet~~~ or
public accusation meetings arc not recommendc~. In his Th,e
Situation in the Summer of 1957," Mao Zedong said: The Party s
aim in carrying out the rectification campaign is to create a
political situation in which we have both ~entrali~m and democracy, both discipline and freedom, both umty of will and personal
.
ease of mind and liveliness.
The advance of the theory and policies on the correct handling
of contradictions among the people, and also the proposal for the
rectification campaign, together with the political situation it was
designed to create, continued and developed the line of the 8th
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National Party Congress; they represented new achievements in
exploring China's own road for building socialism, with equally
far-reaching importance and significance to the Party's cause.
Rectification Shifts to Anti-Rightist Struggle

I

I

After publication of the rectification instructions, the Party
and government organizations at all levels, Party organizations of
institutions of higher learning, scientific research institutes and
cultural and art units each held discussion meetings and group
meetings in various forms, listened to the opinions of the masses
both inside and outside the Party and welcomed the "free airing
of views" (a simplified phrase which developed in the course of
discussing and implementing the policy of letting a hundred
flowers blossom and a hundred schools of thought contend).
From May 8 to June 3, on 13 occasions, the United Front
Department of the CPC Central Committee held the forums
attended by responsible members of the democratic parties and
nonparty democratic personages. From May 16 to June 8, on 25
occasions, the United Front Department of the CPC Central
Committee and the No. 8 Office of the State Council held forums
attended by personages from industrial and commercial circles.
Large numbers of cadres and ordinary people both inside and
outside the Party enthusiastically responded to the Party's call
and put forward many criticisms and suggestions in regard to the
work of the Party and government as well as the working style
and ideology of Party and government cadres. The Party sincerely welcomed the well-meant criticisms and suggestions from all
the personages in general outside the Party and from Party
members. In May, the Party Central Committee issued innerParty instructions on several occasions pointing out that "in the
past two months, open discussions of contradictions among the
people have been conducted at various meetings participated by
non-party personages and reported in newspapers and magazines,
thus, with exceptional speed, all kinds of contradictions have been
exposed. It seems that in the past we did not fully comprehend
the situation of these contradictions in detail. It is a good thing
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that they have been accurately exposed. The criticisms made
~o~he majority of non party personages are, fundamentally speak;g sincere and correct, no matter how sharp they are. These
· '. ·sms account for well over 90 percent and are extremely
CfltlCl
·
·
.
.
th
beneficial to rectification, corre~tmg mistake~ ~nd improving . ~
work of our Party. Without social pressure, it 1s hard for rectlfl
cation to yield results. Some people in the Party have a way of
thinking which is opposed to the peo~le. T? t~em, what are. called
people's democracy, the mass line, identifymg oneself with the
masses and being concerned about the weal and woe of the masses
are nothing but hollow words. Party members have not respected
nonparty personages, always thinking themselves. a cut above
others, and have been domineering. _Alt~ou~h tills was by no
means true of all Party members, tills s1tuat1on was extremely
common. This wrong orientation must be complete~y reversed
and what is more, the sooner the better." These mner-Par~y
inst~uctions showed that the Party sincerely hoped, through its
rectification, to handle contradictions among the people corr~ct
ly including those between the masses of the people and lead1~g
m~mbers, and also hoped to overcome the unhealthy tendency m
the Party and to strengthen unity between the Party and the
people.
. h
f th
However a complicated situation arose m t e course o
e
rectificatio~. A few bourgeois Rightists, taking advantage o~ the
"free airing of views" and "great democracy," la~n~hed unbndled
attacks against the Party and the newborn_ socialist ~~stem: The
leading position of the Communist Party m the P?ht1~al life of
the state was attacked as "overall, countrywide dommatl?n by the
Party." They brazenly demanded that the Commumst Party
withdraw from government offices and schools and t~at government representatives withdraw from the joint sta~e-pnvate enter,:
prises. They also demanded to "take turns at_ being the banker
and vainly attempted to take over leadership from the Part~.
They tried their best to gloss over the achievemen~s made m
socialist transformation and construction and, to basically deny
the superiority of the socialist syste~. They regard~d the system
of the people's democratic dictatorslup as the breedmg ground of
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bureaucratism, sectarianism and
. . .
. .
roused the vigilance of the Pa t sTuhbJecttv1sm. This situation a·
r y.
at only a few
1
peop e among
th e mtellectuals harboured h tT
ready been soberly appraised o;n~1ty _towards socialism had alseveral occasions But th .
pomted out by the Party on
foreseen. On Ma~ 16 'th;1~ c~rr~t furious attack had not been
vant inner-Party instr~ctions~;.Jh.l entral ~ommittee issued releo_f the criticisms of our Party mad1 ebstressmg that over 90 percent
smcere and correct, the Party Cen; { ~on-P~rty personages were
that recently, out in society ther ra ommittee also pointed out
Party leanings who were eager t e h';ere a f~w people with antihad made some provocative o ~ve a tnal of strength. They
Party's direction (correctly h:~~~r s and tr~e~ to deflect the
~g contrad1ctJons among the
people and consolidating th
the interests of socialist cons~r~~~iple)s democratic dictat_orshi~ in
The Party Central Committe do~ to an erroneous orientation.
injurious remarks could be . e decided that their incorrect and
.
·
issue and publ' h d ·
pcrs without interference, and for th . is e . m the newspa~ time bemg no rebuttal
would be made so that their
exposed. That is to say the p t~e react10n~ry features would be
"free airing of views" t'o one af Yf chan~ed its stance of opposing
o avounng "f
· ·
s~ as to take over the weapon fro
. re~ amng of views"
~ig-~haracter posters appeared . m the Rightists. On May 19,
ties m Beijing. The Central Co m ~omc colleges and universicharacter posters which could t mm1ttee held the view that bigproblems and Rightists had
em~er the masses while exposing
Thus institutions of hi-'ghe more_a vantages than disadvantages
r 1earnmg and
·t f
·
government saw a rapid u su
.
u~i s o the Party and
views fully, holding great d~bartegse mdspe~~mg out freely, airing
an wntmg big-cha
racter posters. This brought on an artT . 11
ical tension and instabilit J ic1a Y aggravated, nationwide polit"T .
y.
hmgs Are Beginning to Ch
,,
.
Zedong in mid-May mark d h ange, an.article written by Mao
of the Party Ccntr~l Co~m~tt~ ch~~ge m the guiding ideology
movement switched from the co e.
e th~me of the on-going
1 rrect _handlrng of contradictions
among the people to a st
inner-Party consolidation t~u;;a~· agabmskt the e~em~, and from
mg ac the Rightists. On June
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8, the Central Committee issued inner-Party instructions for
organizing forces to beat back the attack of the Rightists. On the
same day, Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) published an editorial
entitled "Why This?" A turbulent anti-Rightist mass movement
spread nationwide. The practices of speaking out freely, airing
views fully, holding great debates and writing big-character posters were also put to use in the struggle against the Rightists. The
battlefield extended inside as well as outside the Party; that is,
inside the Communist Party and the Communist Youth League,
large numbers of Rightists should also be exposed and criticized.
In late summer and early autumn the Party devoted its major
efforts to guiding and expanding the anti-Rightist movement. In
July 1957, at a meeting held in Qingdao and attended by provincial and municipal Party committee secretaries, Mao Zedong
discussed the relation between the rectification movement and
the anti-Rightist movement and made arrangements for four
stages covering the entire course of the rectification (i.e., the stage
of free airing of views, of beating back the Rightists, of focussing
on rectification and transformation, and the consciousness raising
stage of studying documents, criticism and introspections by
every person). The 3rd Plenary Session of the 8th Party Central
Committee held during the latter part of September and the
beginning of October mainly discussed the rectification and antiRightist movement.
The rectification and anti-Rightist movement ended in the
summer of 1958.

Consequences and Influence of Expanding the Anti-Rightist
Struggle
After the socialist transformation of private ownership of the
means of production was basically completed in China, there
were, in fact, Rightists who opposed the socialist system and the
leadership of the Party. It was entirely necessary to resolutely
beat back the attack of these Rightists, criticize the ideological
trend of opposing socialism and educate Party members and
people throughout the country to persevere in following the
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socialist road. If we had given up the struggle and had not clearly
beaten back the attack of a few Rightists in the spheres where
problems had arisen, it would have led to ideological and political
confusion. Experience gained by the Party in this respect is
precious and is of far-reaching significance. However, the Rightists made up a very small number. At that time, the Party made
an overly grave estimate of the class struggle and the Rightist
attack and failed to adopt a prudent view towards the ferocity of
the developing struggle. This resulted in a serious expansion of
the struggle against Rightists. Originally, the article "Things Are
Beginning to Change" encompassed the following considerations:
criticize the Rightists; with some exceptions no names need to be
mentioned, and room for manoeuvre should be left to facilita te
compromise under appropriate conditions. The Party Central
Committee issued instructions on June 29, 1957 to the effect that
the number of Rightists who should be criticized by name in
different fields should be 400 in Beijing and 4,000 nationwide.
Already this did not, in the main, criticize the political and
ideological trend as such, but placed more emphasis on specific
mention of names, the number of which, nevertheless, was still
quite limited. After only ten days, the number of people who were
to be criticized by name in accordance with the Party Central
Committee instructions was doubled. In August, as instructed,
the movement was to be further spread to prefectures and counties, urban districts and large factories and mines (later to the
teaching staff of primary and middle schools), and, as proposed,
Rig~ti.sts were to be "dug out" from in deep. According to
statistics of the 3rd Plenary Session of the 8th Party Central
Committee held in September, over 60,000 people were designated a~ Rightists; by the ti~e the movement was over, the figure
had Jumped to 550,000. With regard to the determination of the
nature of the Rightists, the suggestions of the United Front
Department of the Party Central Committee approved by the
Party Central Committee on July 11 still said that "among the
people there is the division into left, middle and right." At the
same time, it pointed out that there were indeed some ultraRightists among the Rightists and some of the ultra-Rightists
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verged on the line of demarcation between the enemy and ourJves politically. Only a few days later, the Party Central Co~
se.ttee concluded that the contradiction between the bourgeois
~ghtists and the people was contr~diction ~etween the enemy
and ourselves. This led to a drastic expansion of. the struggle
against the Rightists both in regard to the numbers rnvolved ~nd
the nature of the contradiction. The methods adopted of spea~~ng
out freely, airing views fully, holding great debates a~d wntmg
big-character posters during the movement we~e also impor~ant
factors in seriously magnifying the struggle agamst the Rightists.
Among those who were designated as "Rightists" only a very
small number opposed the Party and socialism. Many persons
simply made criticisms and suggestions about the Party's ~ork
and its cadres. Their criticisms were either correct or lopsided,
but were not in opposition to the Party or socialism. However,
many leading cadres regarded themselves as infal~ible, could not
listen to unpleasant criticisms and tended to mterpret these
criticisms as being anti-Party and anti-socialism. Some people put
forward questions and ideas about the reality and theor~ of
socialism. Even if their remarks deviate from the pro~r di:ection, their errors should have been resolved through discussions
and education and should not have come under attack as opposing socialism. Many faithful comrades, many friends who ~ad a
long history of cooperation with the Party, many talented mtellectuals and many young people who, polit~cally, were,fu~l of_ zea,~
but lacked maturity, were mistakenly designated as Ri?ht1sts.
Because of this they felt grieved and wronged for a l?ng time and
could not play their due role in socialist construction. It was a
great loss not only to them personally, but also a Joss to th~ cause
of the whole Party and state. Magnifying the struggle agamst the
Rightists was a blow to the enthusiasm of ma~y intellectuals and
their faith in the Party to definite degree. This was also a loss to
the Party and state.
When rectification of improper working styles started, the
Party Central Committee reiterated that we shoul~ not han~le
contradictions among the people with methods used m s~ruggbng
against the enemy. However, the situation was complicated: a
1
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handful of Rightists had launched attacks; leading members of
the Party at all levels tended to rely on the political experience
they had. acc~mulated and the habits that had become strengthene? dunng fierce class stru~~les over a Ion~ period of time; they
agam struck out on the familiar route of directing a mass movemen~ ~f struggle against enemies and interpreted a host of contrad1ct~ons am?ng ~he people which had newly emerged during
the penod of historical transformations as contradictions between
t?e enemy and ~:>Urselves. This is a big lesson in the Party history
since the foundmg of New China, showing how hard it is to deal
with an. unf~miliar, complicated political situation and to bring
about histoncal changes in political life.
Drastic enlargement of the struggle against the Rightists had
an extremely untoward effect on high policy: the assessment
which had been made at the 1st Session of the 8th National Party
Congress on the principal contradiction in Chinese society was
changed at the 3rd Plenary Session of the 8th Party Central
Committee. Mao Zedong pointed out in his speech in the early
days of the plenary session that the main contradiction in Chinese
society was still the contradiction between the proletariat and the
bourgeoisie, the contradiction between the socialist road and the
c~pitalist road. Many comrades expressed doubts concerning this
view at the plenary session panel discussions. They held that the
answer to the question reached at the 8th National Party Congress was still correct; that this conclusion should not be changed
because of the anti-Rightist struggle; and that the temporarily
exacerbat.ed class s~r~ggle should not be regarded as the longterm, mam contrad1ctlon. Some other comrades were of the view
tha~ although class struggle in the economic sphere had been
bas1caJ ly allayed, class struggle in the political and ideological
spheres would persist for a long time and was still the main
contradictio~ in society. In his speech at the later period of the
plenary session, Mao Zedong disagreed with the former views.
In accord~nce with Mao Zedong's opinions, the 2nd Session of
the 8th National .P~rt~ Congress further affirmed, "The experie~ce ?f the rectif~eat10n movement and the struggle against
Rightists once again demonstrates that in the entire transition
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.od that is before the completion of the socialist construction,
per1 ,
'
. .
d
the struggle between the proletariat ~nd. the bourge01s1e an
between the socialist road and the cap1tahst road has all along
been the main internal contradiction in China." The second
session announced that there were "two exploiting classes and two
labouring classes" in China. Rightists, the overthrown comprador
and landlord classes and other reactionaries ~ade up what :w.as
called one of the exploiting classes. "The national bourgeo~s1e,
which is now gradually accepting the socialist transformation,
and its intellectuals" were called the other exploiting class .. Workers and farmers were the two labouring classes. In this way,
intellectuals were, for practical purposes, classified within the
scope of the second exploiting class.
.
The judgement of the 1st Session of the 8th. ~atJOn~l Party
Congress on the change of the main contrad1ct1ons (i.e., the
principal contradiction within the country was no lo~~er the
contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeolSle, but
between the need of the people for rapid economic and cultural
development and the present state of the economy and culture
that fell short of their need) in Chinese society was, fundamentally speaking, correct. Tbe session did not negate the_ existence
of the class struggle and, what is more, it clearly pomted out,
"After the completion of the socialist transformation, _strug?le
between socialism and capitalism in regard to stand, v1ewpomt
and method will continue for a fairly long period of time." The
fact that Rightists launched attacks in 1957 proved th.at the
struggle in the ideological field over which who would wm out,
capitalism or socialism, had not natural~y come ~o an end alo~g
with the completion of the transformation of pnvate ownership
of the means of production. However, how to handle the st!uggl.e
was a complicated matter. The Party lacked experiences m this
respect. The practice of drastically m~gn~ying the struggle
against the Rightists, once it found expression m theory, unse.ttled
and revised the scientific judgement made at the 8th National
Party Congress concerning the main contradictio~ in Ch~nese
society. The revised judgement became the the?rettc.al basis on
which the Party was to commit, again and agam, JUistakes, not
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o!ll~

.of class-struggle magnification, but even those of a pure!
f1ctit1ous nature.
Y
. ~xploring the way to build socialism in China involves a very
difficult .proc~ss, and must advance through complicated trials.
At that time, m the main, two major problems confronted China:
one was the class struggle under socialist condition, and the other
the .scale and speed of socialist construction. Throughout the Ion~
penod of about 20 years (1957-76), our Party, in dealing with
these two problems, repeatedly made serious mistakes which were
mutually exacerbating and which steered the explorations astray
along a course fraught with ups and downs.

III. EMERGENCE OF THE "GREAT LEAP
FORWARD" AND PEOPLE'S COMMUNES
. Th~ ~ropo~al to lau~ch a "great leap forward" signalled the
s rntenll?n to stnve for the openjng up of a new prospect
m. its exploration of the path for China's socialist construction.
History has proved that this effort failed. But the prop<>sal in 1958
for a "great leap forward" was made against the background of
contemporaneous historical developments.
First of all, there was the influence of the anti-Rightist strugg~e. The Party h~ld that the victory of the struggle had greatly
fued the enthusiasm of the people for socialist construction
During the rectification, a new atmosphere of rapid productio~
growth emerg~d in so~e factorie~ and rural areas. Many people
were of the view that it was entrrely possible that construction
?ould be. cond~cted at a faster speed nationwide than envisaged
m the First Ftve-Year Plan. Mao Zedong believed all the more
that the 1956 opposition to premature advance was wrong. At the
3rd Plenary Session of the 8th Party Central Committee held in
late .s~pt~mber and early October .of 1957, apart from discussing
recttf1cat1on and the struggle agamst the Rightists, the topic of
rural work also came under discussion. On listening to some
leaders of local governments prop<>sing to achieve greater faster
better and more econo.mic results, Mao Zedong beca~e ver;
~a~ty
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excited. In his speech at the meeting he not only changed t~e
·udgement of the 8th National Party Congress on the m~m
~ontradiction in the Chinese society, but also changed the pohcy
of struggle against conservative ideas, on the one hand, and rash
advance, on the other, in economic construction, as had been
confirmed at the 1st Session of the 8th National Party Congress.
He criticized the 1956 opposition to premature advance as sweeping aside the slogan of achieving greater, faster, bet~er and mor~
economic results, as well as the Forty-Article Outline for Agricultural Development; with the emergence of the Rightist deviation, this provided the Rightist attackers with matter to gossip
about. The session adopted and published the revised draft of the
outline and decided that with the discussion of the outline as the
central task a big debate over the rural production would be
conducted i~ the rural areas so as to promote the rapid development of agriculture. On November 13, the People's Daily published an editorial to this end. The editorial p<>inted out, "Some
people have suffered from the disease of Right-deviationist conservatism, trailed at a snail's pace and failed to understand that
after the formation of agricultural cooperatives we have the
conditions and the need for a big leap forward on the production
front. This heralded the "great leap forward."
Mao Zedong led the Chinese delegation to attend the Conference of Communist and Workers' Parties held in November 1957
in Moscow and the Chinese Communist Party enjoyed great
prestige in' the international Communist movement. !he f~st
man-made earth satellite launched into space by the Soviet Uruon
inspired socialists throughout the world. The Soviet Union put
forward the suggestion that it would catch up with or surpass the
United States in fifteen years. Mao Zedong proposed at the
meeting that China should catch up with or surpass Britain in
fifteen years in steel output. At the 8th National Congress of the
Chinese Trade Unions held in December, on behalf of the Central
Committee Liu Shaoqi extended his congratulations and openly
announced' the call to the people of the country that China should
catch up with or surpass Britain in the output of iron and ~teel
and other important industrial products in fifteen years. In wmter
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year, the Party comn;uttees of various provinces, municipaland autonomous regions held representative conferences at
which they used the style of "speaking out freely, airing views
fully, holding great debates and writing big-character Posters" to
criticize Right-deviationist conservatism; at the same time, they
mobilized and organized farmers to work day and night to set off
a winter high tide of agricultural production centred on build ing
water conservancy projects, raising pigs so as to provide more
manure, and improving the soil. This raised the curtain on the
great leap forward.

The 2nd Session of the 8th National Party Congress
In January and March 1958, Mao Zedong held work conferences in Nanning and Chengdu attended by some of the leading
members from the central and local governments. With regard to
estimating the economic work in 1956 and the debate over fo rmulating the 1957 economic plan, Mao Zedong more sternly
repudiated the struggle against premature advance; he criticized
Zhou Enlai and Chen Yun, saying that the struggle against
premature advance, or "rash" advance as it was called, discouraged the 600 million people and committed a mistake of political
orientation. At the Nanning conference, Mao Zedong put forward the idea of "uninterrupted revolution" and held that in 1956
a fundamental victory of socialist revolution was won in the
ownership of the means of production, and in 1957 a fundamenta l
victory of socialist revolution was won in the rectification movement and the struggle against Rightists on the political and
ideological front. Now a technical revolution should be conducted
to shift the focus of the Party's work to technical revolution.
It is true, the transfer of the focus of the Party's work can be
considered a continuation of the correct strategic idea of shifting
revolution to construction repeatedly stressed before and after the
1st Session of the 8th National Party Congress. However, this
particular kind of transfer could not but depart from the correct
orientation, integrated as it was with criticism of the struggle
against rash advance and the launching of the great leap forward
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as well as with the slogan of "carrying on a bitter struggle in three
years" to basically transform bac~ard conditions, and depa~ting
as it did from the track of seeking truth from facts to direct
a steady advance. At the Chengdu conference, Mao Zedong
stressed that it was necessary to do away with blind faith and to
emancipate the mind. He also stressed combining study with
independent creation and criticized the dogmatism characterizing
the past eight years' economic work (mainly heavy industry and
the work of planning) and held that this was owing to the pressure
of foreign experience, the inability to think independently and the
failing to take warnings from the dogmatism of Wang Ming. The
Nanning and Chengdu conferences, inasmuch as they represented
a new starting point in exploring China's own road for building
socialism, had a positive aspect. That enabled the Central Committee and the whole Party to open up a new train of thought;
strive to carry forward the good traditions of maintaining independence and keeping the initiative in one's own hands and the
mass line-traditions which had been formed in the long revolutionary struggles of the Chinese people; enhance vigour and
develop China's socialist construction with better methods and at
a quicker pace. However, practice proved later that the conferences exerted a negative effect on the work of the Central Committee and the whole Party. The leaders of the Central Committee
who had opposed rashness or advocated opposition to rashness in
1956 (they represented the majority of the Party Central Committee, and what is more, their stand was affirmed at the 1st
Session of the 8th Party Congress and at the 2nd Plenary Session
of the 8th Party Central Committee) were inappropriately criticized at the two conferences; this made way for the following two
influences:
First, the new explorations actually negated the valuable, successful experience accumulated by the Party and the people from
the time of the economic recovery to the First Five-Year Plan
period and summed up by the 8th National Party Congress. The
new explorations should have been conducted on the basis of
these experiences. Totally ignoring them made h very hard to
avoid action based on conjecture and rashness divorced from
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reality.
Second, the new exploration actually negated the experience
and wisdom of the collective leading body of the Party Central
Committee and destroyed the principle of collective leadership
and democratic centralism of the Party. Thus, furthering the
tendency to make individual arbitrary decisions and easing the
development of the personality cult was hardly avoidable.
In May 1958, the 2nd Session of the 8th Party Congress was
held in Beijing. On behalf of the Central Committee, Liu Shaoqi
made a political report. In accordance with the suggestion of Mao
Zedong, the session adopted the general line of "going all out,
aiming high and achieving greater, faster, better and more economical results in building socialism." The explanation of the
general line in the political report was that the main task of the
Party is.to conduct socialist construction and implement technical
and cultural revolution (here, the implementation of the cultural
revolution was to develop culture, education and public health
that serve economic construction). The political report also put
forward the policy of walking on two legs (referring to a series of
policies for balancing the relations between industry and agriculture, industries run by the central government and those run by
local authorities, large enterprises and small and medium-sized
enterprises).
The explanation was correct. The advancement of the general
line reflected the wishes of the broad masses of people who
urgently wanted China's backward economy and culture to be
changed as quickly as possible. However, it ignored the objective
law of economic development, negated the comprehensive balance of the plan for the development of the national economy and
exaggerated the role of the subjective will and conscious efforts.
Moreover, in propaganda, the fundamental spirit of the general
line was one-sidedly stressed as "Developing our socialist prod uctive forces at the highest speed," "Speed is the soul of the general
line" and "Faster is the central link in achieving greater, faster,
better and more economical results." Consequently, blind pursuit
of faster economic results became an overriding concern. The
session held arbitrarily that the opposition to rash advance
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nched in the second half of 1956 had led to "saddle-sha~"
1:C~nomic development; t~at i~, a high tide in_1956, _a lo~ tl~e

(actually it is not a low ude) m 1957 and a ~1gger high ude m
t958. Zhou Enlai, Chen Yun and other leadmg members who
were responsible for the struggle against premature advan_ce_made
self-criticisms at the session. Many people who were re~~s.uc and
ok a sceptical wait-and-see attitude were also cntic1zed as
~~ystanders," "p~ople who are biding ~heir time to take revenge"
at the session; it was said that they did not hold the red banner
but a "white banner." All the localities and departments wer~
called upon to "pull up the white banners and plant red banners.
The pressure of these criticisms greatly encouraged the proneness
to boasting and exaggeration and further promoted th~ Lendeviationist overanxiety for quick results. Compared with the
targets suggested at the lst Session of the 8th Party Congress, ~he
targets for the Second Five-Year Plan adopted at the 2nd Session
of the 8th Party Congress were doubled generally throughout the
industrial field, and targets for agriculture were raised by ~5~50
percent. The steel output figure was increased from 12 ~on
tons to 30 million tons and grain from 250 billion kg to 350 billion
kg. In this way, the Second Five-Year Plan cast aside the "proposals" adopted at the 1st Session of the 8th Party Congress and
swerved down the road of the great leap forward.
After the session, the 5th Plenary Session_ of the_ 8th Central
Committee was held. Lin Biao was elected vice-chairman of the
Central Committee and member of the Standing Committee of
the Political Bureau, and three other members were elected to
enlarge the Political Bureau.
After the 2nd Session of the 8th Party Congress, the movement
of the great leap forward spread to all parts of the count!Y· In ~he
main, it was marked by a single-minded d~ive to attam a ~gh
speed in industrial and agricultural production and construction,
and by the constant raising and revising of the planned targets by
wide margins. The slogan "taking grain as the key ll_nk" for
agriculture called for reaching the grain output targets stt~ul~ted
in the 12-year programme for agricultural development withm a
reduced period of only five years, three years, or even one to two
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years. The call to "take steel as the key link" pressed for a reduced
period of only seven years, five years, or even three yea rs, in
which to fulfil in advance the steel output target of catching up
with or surpassing Britain within fifteen years, as originally
stipulated.
High targets brought about high estimates of yet unharvested
yields. During the 1958 summer harvest period, a wave of sending
in false reports of high yields and launching high-yield "satellites"
swept various parts of the country. The news media played it up
with approval as denoting "how bold the people are determines
how great the output of the land is," and openly criticized the
"theory of limitations to grain output" increase and the way of
proceeding on the basis of objective, practical conditions as the
theory that "conditions determine all."
The high targets and proneness to boasting and exaggeration in
production promoted eagerness for the transition to a so-called
higher form in the sphere of relations of production, and fostered
the subjective view that the larger the scale of agricultural cooperatives and the higher the degree of public ownership, the
greater the possibility to expand production. In April, the Central
Committee issued suggestions on properly merging small agricultural cooperatives into large communes; thus large communes
with one or several thousand households each were established on
trial in various localities. Between July and August, Red Flag and
People's Daily publicly propagated Mao Zedong's concept that
workers, farmers, merchants, students and soldiers would make
up each large commune to form the basic units of Chinese society.
Henan, Sbandong and other places immediately responded to the
calJ and the establishment of rural people's communes began.

Output of Iron and Steel Doubled by the Year and Upsurge of
the People's Communes
In August 1958, the Political Bureau of the CPC Central
Committee held an enlarged meeting in Beidaihe. The meeting
not only made no effort to correct the boasting, exaggeration and
confusion that was already seriously harming everyday life, but
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on the contrary, officially expressed support. Gross_ly ove~estimated yields falsely reflected enormous increases m agncultural
duction. Leading members of the related departments of the
pro
· · were JU
· b'l
t th
central government and many localmes
i ant a
. e grea t
leap forward and had not the slightest doubt ~egard.mg the
misrepresentations indicating unusually large margins of.mcrease
in production. The meeting went so .far as to pro~n?sticate th<:
expected 1958 grain output as re~c~mg 30~-350 bilhon kg 0. 8:>
billion kg in 1957) and 400-500 b1ll1on kg m 1959. The mectrng
made a formal decision that in 1958 steel output was to be.double
that of the previous year, reaching 10.7 million tons, and 111 1959
it was to reach 27-30 million tons. The planned targets for the
Second Five-Year Plan adopted at the meeting were in general
double those adopted at the 2nd Session of the 8th Party Congress
only three months earlier. The Resolution on Setting Up ~eople's
Communes in the Rural Areas adopted at the meeting. \~as
regarded as the "basic policy that should be '.o~lowe~ f~r gmd~ng
farmers to accelerate socialist construction, f m1sh buildmg s<:>cialism earlier and gradually make the transition to commu~sm."
T he meeting stipulated that the people's commun~s ~houl~ unp.lement the principle of merging government adm1111strat1on with
commune management and should include workers, farmers,
merchants students and soldiers; stressed that people's communes sho~ld adopt the system of collective ownership at present
and should not be in a hurry to change over to the system of
ownership by the whole people. Neverthel~ss, the transit~on ~o
ownership by the whole people could be realized at the earlie~t m
three or four years, or later on in. five or six Y~~rs, or 1~ a
somewhat longer period. The resolution also stat~d, . The re~hza
tion of communism in China is no longer something m the distant
future." The meeting rapidly pushed the great leap forward and
the movement to form people's communes to a high tide. "Left"
deviationist errors, mainly characterized by excessively high targets, messing things up by issuing wrong orders, proneness t?
boasting and exaggeration and the "tendency to effect the tra~s1tion to communism prematurely" spread unchecked, causmg
great harm.

...
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After the meeting, in order to fulfil the current steel production task which, with the additions made and the sum doubled
that year, had reached 10.7 million tons (only 4 million tons were
produced in the first eight months of the year), a nationwide mass
movement for making steel was started. With the first secretaries
of the Party committees at all levels taking charge, people in the
tens of millions (about 90 million) were mobilized to go to the
mountains, cut trees, excavate coaJ and find minerals for ironsmelting. Some one million small locally devised smelting furnaces and coking furnaces were put together for making steel by
indigenous methods. All modern large- and medium-sized iron
and steel enterprises also broke through various rules and regulations, went in for the mass movement in a big way and threw the
normal production procedures into disorder. At the same time,
with iron and steel as the centre, the "entire nation" also went in
for other undertakings such as power, transport, water conservancy projects and cultural and educational activities. This was
called "Taking steel as the key link, an all-round leap forward ,"
and "One takes the lead and all go full steam ahead." Scientific
research, writing articles and poems, or drawing pictures, these
also needed to have a leap forward and to launch "satellites." This
widespread blind activity on a mass scale which completely went
against objective economic laws not only brought about an enormous waste of human and material resources, but also led to
serious imbalance between the various branches of the national
economy. By the end of 1958, China had produced 11.08 million
tons of steel, but only 8 million tons were up to standard. Total
industrial output value of the year was 54.8 percent higher than
the previous year, while total agricultural output value, verified
later, registered only a rise of 2.4 percent over the year before
because several dozen million members of rural labour forces
were used elsewhere. Investment in capital construction rose by
87 .7 percent as against that of the previous year. The total
number of workers and staff members throughout the country
rose by more than 66 percent, burdening the state financial
department beyond its means. Market supplies were tight and
difficulties arose in production and the daily lives of the people.
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After the Beidaihe meeting, people in the rural areas throughout the country rushed headlong into mass action an~ organi_zed
people's communes in a big way. 'Yithout any e~per~entatlon,
it took just one month or so to basically accomplish this. By the
end of the year, 740,000 agricultural cooperatives had merged
into 26,000 people's communes and over 99 percen~ of the far1!1ers' households were now in communes. As to their charactenstics, the people's communes were "large in size .and co~lec~iv~ in
nature" ; for all practical purposes, this meant equahtanamsm
and indiscriminate transfer of resources. "Large" meant that a
former cooperative with 100-200 households was merged with
others into a people's commune of 4,500-5,000 or even
10,000-20,000 households. There was, generally speaking, one
commune in a township. "Collective" meant that after the merging of several dozen or even 100 cooperatives differing in economic conditions, some poorer, some better-off, all their pro~r
ties were handed over to the people's commune. Property of
relatively greater amount would not be returned and that of less
amount would not be made up. An account was made of all the
property and it was distributed in a unified way wit~ the
commune. Partial implementation of the supply system (mcluding the establishment of public canteens in a big way and food
provided free of charge, which were called communist factors)
led to serious equalitarianism between the former cooperatives
(they were called production brigades or teams after merging)
and between commune members. At the same time, commune
members' plots of land for their private use, domestic afil?1als,
fruit trees and so on, also came under commune ownership. In
the course of establishing various enterprises in a big way, the
local governments and communes often allocated and used land,
materials and members of the labour force belonging to the
production teams without compensation and even took over houses and furniture of commune members. All this was nothing but
expropriation of the farmers, who, very upset and ~iscontente~,
slaughtered· pigs and sheep, and cut down trees; this re~ulted rn
enormous damage to the productive forces and had a disastrous
impact on agricultural production.
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In the people's communes, the organization was strictly military. Activities were carried out as if in combat action and
everyday life was led in a collective manner. Labour power was
organized into squads, platoons, companies and battalions like a
military establishment. The method of warfare by large contingents was adopted for industry and agriculture. Continuous operations went on day and night. It was also stressed that communes
should strive for all-round self-sufficiency in production and
efforts were made to expand the distribution of commodities in
the commune. The former small peddlars and vendors, open
markets and even household sideline occupations were banned as
"capitalist tails." Many cadres were of the opinion that the less
commodity exchange there was, the nearer communism would be.
For in~tance, Xushui County in Hebei Province and Fanxian
County in Shandong Province planned the "transition to communism" after two or three years' experiment. To this end, they
proposed "eight guarantees" and "ten guarantees" and announced
that the people's communes would sustain all the expenses for
food, clothing, shelter, travel, childbirth, old age, sickness, death,
and weddings. These situations show how deeply the people's
communes at the initial stage were imbued with pronounced
characteristics of cqualitarianism and military communism.
The "great leap forward" and the movement to form people's
communes constituted one instance of a serious mistake made by
the Party in the course of exploring China's own road for building
socialism. The mistake had its source. "China's economic backwardness and poor material foundation have up to now landed us
in a passive state. We are fettered spiritualJy and we have not
emancjpated ourselves in this respect" (Sixty Articles for Work
Method 'draft'). The above remarks made by Mao Zedong jn
launching the great leap forward spoke out the common feeling
of the entire Party. To exert the maximum efforts to construct the
country quickly so as to gain more initiative was the common
demand of the entire Party and nation. All the people were
willing to believe that, confronting the Chinese people who had
speedily achieved a series of great victories, there was nothing
they could not accomplish. Because we had established an excel-
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socialist sy~tem and the masses of the people had won
1en1 ncipation in social relations and become masters of the counema then we certainly could mobilize and rely on the masses of
!~people for economic construction and could achieve the high
d we desired and which the world had never seen. It was not
:~ the wish or sentiments of an individual; _in a certain sense,
it was the wish and sentiments of the cntue P~rty and the
majority of the people at that time. It should be po~nt~d out .th~t
ssibility of a quicker development of socialist Chma s
t he po
. .
. d b th
economy indeed existed. Within the limits perm1tte
Y
e
objective conditions, so long as the Party corrcct.ly led and organized the masses and brought their initiative which conformed to
reality into full play, China's socialist constructi?n c~mld have
been quicker from the point of ~iew o_f an histoncal stage.
Therefore, the cadres and masses (rncludmg comrad_es w~o .opposed rash advance) suppor~ed ~he gr~at lea~ forward in p~nc1ple,
and fought hard for its real1zat10n. 1 he Chinese people did awa)
with superstitions and the sense of i~feriority, ex:rte~ the~selves
mightily and accomplished something ww.ards inv1.goratmg the
nation and developing socialism. The spmt they displayed was
precious. The hard work done by them also achieved ~ome real
results such as irrigation and water conservancy projects that
were b~ilt in accordance with requirements and standa~ds, newly
added industrial equipment that later became producuo~ capa~
ity and other projects. Industries were universally established m
many places in the country where there had never been any
industries in the past. Although many of them were not ~nsoli
dated at that time, they sowed the seeds for the eventual. industrial development of various regions. However, economic construction has its objective law and the deve:opment. of th~ productive forces needs a process of accumulation and 1s subject to
restriction by conditions on many sides. .
.
Our Party still lacked experience in lead mg ~c-0nom1c construction and had failed to make an earnest analysis and study of _the
experience accumulated during the ~irst ~i~e-Year P~a:i _penod.
Many comrades had rich experience m poht1cally m?b!liz~g and
organizing the masses of the people to carry out the 1e"\olut1onary
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war ~d political struggles. When they switched to leading econolDlc construction, it was very easy for them to believe that if
they a~opted the method_s. of the mass movement, as in the
revolutJ.onary war and political struggles, economic construction
could ~ conducted i_n a ~ui~ker and better way. buring the
:evolutto~~ry war penod, life m the revolutionary ranks, bordermg on mihtary communism, not only left happy memories for
~any co~rades, but also influenced their concept of the future
ideal soc1et~. Because_ o~ the anti-Rightist deviation, the three
Lransformat1ons of sociahsm were greatly accelerated and rapidly
completed. Many comrades saw only its victories, but failed to
see the man~ rough and tumble problems that were left and that
would requue a long time to adjust and solve. As a result it
stre~g~hened the~ self-confidence in relying on the anti-Righ~ist
deviation and gomg all out to step up construction and accelerate
pr~gress. Man~ comrades did not completely fail to see numerous
ffilX·Ups and d1vergencies arising in the mass movement. However, they_ofte~ regarded them as minor aspects in the development
of the situation for whlch, unavoidably, the price bad to be paid
as progress went on. They held that what was most important was
the enthusi~sm of ~h~ masses of the people. They were worried
that correct1~g deVIatmn would undermine this enthusiasm. But
what they did not understand was that only if the masses were
cor~ectly le~ to achieve practical results in construction, could
theu enthusiasm ?e r~ally maintained; and that practices which
ran counter to obJective economic laws and natural laws as well
as exaggerated an~ false reports of "leap forward results" which
damaged production, would truly undermine the enthusiasm of
~he ma_sses. In short, faced with a series of victories, many cadres,
m_cludmg many leading cadres in the Party, gradually dispensed
with m_odesty and prudence and gave way to their gradually
exp~n?ing arrogance and self-satisfaction. They did not have
~uff1c1ent appreciation of the arduousness of building socialism
ma large countr~ _with a backward economy and culture, and did
not hav~ a suff1c1ent understanding of the necessity to master
economic. laws and scientific knowledge. In 1956, proceeding
from reahty, many comrades such as Zhou Enlai and Chen Yun
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made the suggestion to oppose impatient, rash advance. At the
ti.Jne, Mao Zedong could still afford the id_eas o~ re~pect (or
compromise). However, after the struggle agamst Rightists, Mao
Zedong held that developments ~ntirely l?r?ved. the error of
opposing rash advance and that bis own ongmal ~dea ba? 1;>een
correct. After stern criticism of opposing rashness, i~ was _d~f1cult
put forward divergent opinions in the Party. Life w1thm the
10
party began to become abnormal, while the style of a patriarchal
system of what one person says goes, came into ~og1:1e. In this way
affairs were handled in line with wishful thinking and sheer
determination. Impelled by hotheads cager for quick results, the
"great leap forward" could hardly have been avoided.

IV. INITIAL EFFORTS TO CORRECT
"LEFT" MISTAKES
In the autumn and winter of 1958, the Party Central Committee began to discern many problems associated with the
"great leap forward" and the people's commune movement, of
which all along from beginn ing to end, Mao Zedong had been
the a~tive advocate and prime mover. At the same time, be
was also th~ one in the central collective leadership who,
through investigation and research, apprehended fairly early
the sharp issues arising as the movements developed. In Nov·
ember that year, Mao Zedong proposed and presided over the
First Zhengzhou Meeting, at which there were indications that
the Party had begun to institute some changes in its guidelines.
He took the lead in pointing out and seeking to correct the
"Left" mistakes he had already discovered, realizing that only
by rectifying them could the movements of the great leap
forward and the people's communes be ensured a healthy
development. The Central Committee, during the eight or nine
months from the First Zhengzhou Meeting to the Lushan
Meeting held in July 1959, Jed the whole Party in initial efforts
to accomplish this aim.
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Rectification of the People's Communes

f

First
by The
some
notZhengzhou
all of th Meetin was a work conference attended
proposed to hold the ~~~~i~:. ~~: ~~c~a~a1ers.d Mhao ~edong
movement to form peo le's c
oun t at rn the
caught up in a "rashp adva~1::~unes many p~ople had become
e and entertamed alJ sorts of
confused ideas Th
·
·
ere was a tendenc t 0 ·
d·
ownership by the whole people ab I"~ imme iately proclaim
commodity production. He felt' th o ~s commerce and eliminate
a~ it was necessary to talk wjth
these comrades to bring them
M
. roun ' to let them calm down and
read some woi·ks
arx1st theor ... h ·
0n
socialist economic revolution and e%on in .t c hght o~ China's
construc~10n ... so
that they could clarify their ideas "17 A 0
Political Bureau of the CPC Cent. 1 C en _arged meeting of the
~uchang during November and ~~ce o~mlttee was also held in
mgs made preparations for the
. m er 1958. The two meet6
8th Central Committee held . ~m~g th Plena:y Session of the
sions, the 6th Plenary Sessio~ ad~~t:~~h~~~~wi~g i:nany discusProblems Concerning the People' C
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Utopian idea that cannot materialize. The relations of production
must suit the nature of the forces of production. Transition from
socialist collective ownership to socialist ownership by the whole
people, or from socialism to communism, must be based on a
definite level of development of the forces of production. Since
we are enthusiastic about communism, we must first of all be
eager to develop the forces of production and do our utmost to
realize industrialization. No groundless announcement should be
made that the rural people's communes are about to "carry out
the system of ownership by the whole people at once," much less
that we are about to "enter communism at once." This would only
distort and vulgarize the lofty ideal of communism and encourage the tendency of petty-bourgeois egalitarianism, while failing
to promote the development of socialist construction in any
way.
The resolution countered the erroneous tendency to try to do
away with commodity production and commodity exchange too
early. It pointed out: In the future, for a requisite period of time,
it will be essential to promote an extensive development of
commodity production in the people's communes as well as of
commodity exchange between the state and the communes and
among communes. This kind of commodity production and exchange is to be conducted in a planned way on the basis of
socialist public ownership; therefore, it is not capitalist. To continue to develop commodity production and to practise distribution according to work are two major issues of principle for
promoting the socialist economy. This must be the common
understanding of all members throughout the Party.
The resolution stipulates: The means of livelihood (including
housing) and the savings deposits owned by commune members
themselves are still to be owned by· them after organization of the
people's communes, and will always belong to them.
The 6th Plenary Session also adopted "Resolutions On the
1959 National Economic Plan." As the mistakes of fixing overambitious output quotas had as yet failed to be corrected, the
ineeting formally announced 2-fold and over 2-fold increases over
1957 as the 1958 quotas for grain, cotton, steel and coal. The
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quota for grain reached 375 billion kg and for steel, 11 million
tons. Thus, although "reducing the pressure" was emphasized the
1959 quota for grain output was raised to 525 billion kg and dtber
quot~s were also kept high in the 1959 plan set at the Beidaihe
Meetmg. On the other hand, capital construction investment was
reduced from the original 50 billion yuan to 36 billion yuan and
th~ ~uota for steel output from 27-30 million tons down to 18-20
nullion ~.ons. For 1959, the plan stipulated an even "greater leap
forward than that of 1958. After the resolution was adopted
Ch~n Yun suggested that it was not necessary to announce th~
vanous quotas set for 1959 in a communique, but his view was
not put forward formally.
After the 6th Plenary Session of the 8th Central Committee
the work to rectify people's communes was conducted nationwide'.
The tendency to rush the transition to ownership by the whole
people ~nd .to .communism prematurely was stopped. However,
t~e egalit~namsm and over-centralization within the communes
still prevailed. Moreo~er, due to the obligation to fulfill the high
purcha~c quo~a resultmg from the high estimated output, and the
~aunchrng of mappropriate struggle against selfish departmentalism ~n. the part of the production team and against the practice
of hidmg the c~act production figures, tension in Party and
&?vernment relat.ionships wHh the peasants was not really alleviated. Mao Zedo~g learned of this situation during an inspection
tour and deemed 1t necessary to further straighten out the problem of "the communist wind," which was to begin with the
problem of ownership at the different levels within the commune.
Therefore, an enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau of the
CPC .central Committee. (also known as the Second Zhengzhou
Meetmg) was convened m Zhengzhou in February and March
1959.
'
~t the meeting, Mao Zedong made an important speech which
pomted out: The main problem ]n the people's commune move~ent was that we have gone a little too far in our efforts to
tmp~ov~ the relations of production; that is, the system of ownership m the commune. We did not understand. that ownership
by the commune must also undergo a process of development.
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ownership by production team was canceled ~s soon as communes were established and complete .ow~er~hi? by co~~es
was instituted. The "egalitarianism and md1scnnunate requm~10~
of manpower, funds and materials as we.11 as mone~ collectmg
threw the peasants into a panic ..Ther~ hes. the basic reason for
the present tension in our relationships with t~e pea~ants. ~e
stressed that the tendency of egalitarianism demed ratio~al. d.ifferences in income among production teams and ~mong md~v1~
ual members of the commune; that is to say, it demed the socialist
principle of distribution according to wo~k, ~nd of n:iore pay for
more work. The tendency of over-centrahzat10n ~emed the ?~n
ership by production teams, denied the proper nghts perta~mng
to production teams, and arbitrarily transferred t~e properties of
production teams to communes. The two tendencies embody the
mistaken idea of denying the law of value and the law. of exchange at equal values. Excha~ge at eq~al values dunng the
period of socialism is an econorruc .law which cannot ,be negated.
To violate it is to take over the frmts of other peopl~ s _work free
of charge. We did not adopt the method. of expropnauon of the
national bourgeoisie without compensation; how can we appro~
priate products of the peasants' w?rk with~ut compensation.
During the meeting, Mao further pomted out m a. comme~t ~at
to do so was "Left" adventurism. He also mentioned wit~ a
smaller circle that main efforts within the Party should be against
"Left" ideas and practice.
To straighten out the above two te~dencies, M.ao proposed l~
phrases to serve as principles to rectify. and build the peoples
communes. These are: "Unified leadership base~ on the production team; level-to-level management and relegating pow~r to the
lower levels; three-level accounting, wit~ each responsible fo~
profits and losses; plan of distribution decided by .the commune,
proper accumulation and rational transfer; matenals. and labour
to be exchanged at equal value; distribution according to work
and admitting differences."
.
After warm discussion, the Second Zhengzh~m. Meetmg, on
agreeing with Mao Zedong's suggestions and prmc1ples, ,worke~
out "Regulations on the Management System of Peoples Com
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munes (draft)." The "Eighteen Questions Concerning the People's
Communes" were also laid down in March and April at the
Shanghai Meeting of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central
Committee. The two documents stipulated: The production team
(about the size of the former advanced agricultural producers'
cooperative; it was called production team in some areas, production brigade in others) is the basic accounting unit of the people's
commune. Ownership by the production team, at present, is the
basic form of ownership in the commune. The second document
further stipulated that the production teams (called production
brigades in some areas, generally they were equivalent to the
elementary agricultural producers' cooperatives) under the production brigade as a contracted unit, should own part of the
means of production and exercise limited powers of management;
all old accounts arising from the organization of the people's
communes should be settled and compensations paid, either the
requisition of manpower, funds and material by counties or
communes from production teams or that done by production
teams onto commune members. The latter provision went against
the related regulation provided by the second Zhengzhou Meeting. Mao Zedong stressed: Only by settling accounts is it possible
to put into effect the law of value that exists objectively. This law
of value is like a great school, and only by making use of it can
our cadres in their tens of millions and our people in their
hundreds of millions acquire some knowledge as to how to build
up our socialism and communism. Otherwise, nothing can be
accomplished.
After the Second Zhengzhou Meeting, the Central Committee
urged provinces and counties to hold multi-level meetings of
cadres. The five-level cadre meetings at county level included
cadres from production brigades and production teams, as well as
some commune members, so as to make the principles and policies of the central authorities known to cadres and masses at the
grassroots levels. These meetings aimed to fully unveH contradictions and seek unity of thinking and actions. Mao Zedong
wrote letters several times to cadres at various levels on holding
Lhese meetings and discussed issues and methods with them. He
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repeatedly stressed, "In short, we must act according to t~e
masses' suggestions. No matter what methods they are, they will
do if they meet the demand of the masses. Otherwise, the method
won't work in the long run." "We must show concern for the
interests of the masses every day and every hour wi~hout fail and
must always see that our policy and measures smt the present
level of consciousness of the masses and the urgent cur~e~l
demands of the people. They won't work and arc bound to fail if
these two factors are missing." 18

Quotas for the "Great Leap Forward" and Production
Arrangements Readjusted
At the 7th Plenary Session of the 8th Central Committee
convened in Shanghai in April 1959, the draft regulating the
people's communes was reaffirmed and the draf~ national economic plan for 1959 was discussed. The convening of the 2nd
National People's Congress was suggested by son:ie centr~l ~m
mittee members as an opportunity to openly revIBe certam high
quotas set in the past. But they failed to elicit the s~pport of t~e
majority of central committee members. Except for ~~estment in
capital construction, which was reduced fr?m 36 billion yu~n to
26-28 billion yuan, the high quotas set m the 1959 national
economic plan adopted at the session remained u?changed. ~t~l
was still 18 million tons, 16.5 million tons of which were said m
inner Party circles to be good steel. In 1958, good steel accounted
for 8 million tons of the l l million tons of steel produced.
The 1st Session of the 2nd National People's Congress was
convened in Beijing from April 18 to 25. At the session, the 1959
national economic plan set at the 7th Plenary Session of the 8th
Central Committee was approved and these high quotas were
announced.
At the session, in accordance with the suggestion !11ade by the
CPC Central Committee, Liu Shaoqi was elected chauman of.the
People's Republic of China, Soong Ching Ling a~d Dong ~1wu
vice-chairmen, and Zhu De chairman of the Standing Comm1tte~
of the National People's Congress. It was decided that Zhou Enla1
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should continue to serve as premier of the State Council of the
People's Republic of China. Meanwhile, the 1st Session of the 3rd
~ational Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPP~C) was held in Beijing. Mao Zedong was
elected honorary chairman and Zhou Enlai chairman of the
National Committee. In 1956, 1957, early 1958 and at the end of
1958 Mao Zedong requested within and outside the Party that lie
should not serve as chairman of the People's Republic of China
f?r he wished to withdraw from this leading post to the "second
line." However, because of the new situation after the great leap
forward, he stressed at the 7th Plenary Session that power should
be concentrated in the Standing Committee of the CPC Political
Bureau and Secretariat of the Central Committee under his
.supreme command. Therefore, in fact, he still remained at the
front line.
After the 7th Plenary Session, Mao Zedong became aware of
problems among cadres who dared not reflect the real situation
to levels above them and dared not express differing opinions
from them. At the 7th Plenary Session, he urged people to learn
from Hai Rui, a Ming Dynasty official who was honest, upright,
outspoken and bold enough to state bis views in criticism of the
~mperor Jiajing. At the end of April, he wrote a letter for
mner-Party cir~ulation to cadres at all levels from the provincial
to the production team, on speaking the truth. He said "When
fixing output quotas, say the amount you can fulfil, and say the
~xact amount you have harvested. No lies should be told falsifymg th~ .r:eal situation." "Honest people who dare to speak the
truth, m the last analysis, benefit the people and do not harm
themselves. Those who are fond of telling lies bring harm to both
the people a~d themselves." "We must admit," he added, "a great
number of hes were told owing to pressure from above. Subordinates are placed in a difficult position if the superior is boastful,
puts. pressure on them and promises rewards. Therefore, enthusiasm should be there to work with, and definitely no
falsehood." 19
En~ering the second quarter of 1959, serious consequences
resultmg from imbalance in the national economy became more
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apparent. First of all, the situation in agriculture was very unfavourable. The area -sown to summer crops of that year was 20
percent less than that of the previous year. (This was because the
1958 grain output was over-estimated and therefore the slogan
"strive for a high yield on a smaller area and bring in a big crop"
was raised.) The output of summer grain and oil-bearing crops
dropped by a large margin. Vegetables, meat and other foodstuffs
were in even shorter supply. There were also many problems in
industry, while the quotas for iron and steel failed to be fulfilled.
According to the plan, 6 million tons of steel would have been
produced in the first four months of 1959, but actually the output
was only 3.36 million tons. The problem could not be solved
through the "iron and steel campaign." The principle of taking
steel as the key link worked to the disadvantage of other industrial sectors, particularly of light industry, which caused the
production of people's daHy necessities to drop drastically. The
amount of commodities in storage shrank, and supply shortages
appeared everywhere.
In this situation, Chen Yun pointed out that it was necessary
to economize in the use of grain and to control the volume to be
sold; the raising of pigs, chickens, ducks and fish should be
conducted by the state, the collectives and by individuals; raw
and semifinished materials should be specially allocated for the
production of daily necessities; the number of surplus workers
who were over-enrolled the year before should be cut down to
reduce the pressure on consumer goods. Following this, he was
entrusted by Mao Zedong and the Secretariat of the Central
Committee to work out a quota for steel production. After careful
investigation and study, Chen Yun in mid-May suggested to the
Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee that steel output
for 1959 should be cut back to 13 million tons. He also pointed
out in a letter to Mao Zedong, "I don't think that it would be
discouraging to fix the production figure a little lower (it is a
reliable figure actually). Just as Comrade Liu Shaoqi stated at the
Political Bureau of the Central Committee, it would be disap20
pointing if the quota was too high to fulfil."
The Party Central Committee and Mao Zedong attached great
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importance to Chen Yun's views. During May and June, the
Central Committee issued a series of urgent instructions: to
reduce t~e- steel output from 18 million tons (16.5 million tons)
to 13 million tons; to restore private plots of land in the rural
areas and allow commune members to raise livestock and encourage them to make full use of scattered pieces of land on which to
grow crops without being required to hand in any part of it as
public grain to the state, and to plant trees by houses and
roadsides which would be owned by themselves. The Central
Committee also clearly pointed out that for over a long period of
time it would be necessary to allow small private ownership of
this kind to exist along with large collective ownership. To permit
such small private ownership actually is to protect the fruits of
labour gained by commune members after their collective labour
hours, and cannot be considered "developing capitalism."
The Central Committee held a meeting at Lushan in early July.
With the meeting all prepared for and about to begin, Mao
Zedong, in talking with some leading cadres, clearly affirmed that
Chen Yun's view·on "placing market in good order before capital
construction" was correct, and that good arrangement for people's
clothing, food, housing, daily necessities and transport were matters of vital bearing on stability among 650 million people. He
also proposed to arrange the national economic plan in the order
of agriculture, light industry and heavy industry instead of heavy
industry, light industry and agriculture, as had been arranged in
the past. This meant stressing agriculture as the basis of the
national economy. It is necessary, first of all, to do a better job
in agriculture. He also pointed out that overaJl balance was a
fundamental problem in economic work. One of the major lessons
in the great leap forward was the failure to achieve an overall
balance.
After nine months of efforts following the First Zhengzhou
Meeting, the "communist wind," boasting and exaggeration, high
quotas and issuing orders blindly, were brought under initial
control. The situation began to take a turn for the better. Some
correct theoretical viewpoints and thinkings based on which the
policies were formulated, which were put forward during that
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period, were of great and far-reaching significance. H?wever, as
Mao Zedong at that time lacked a clear understandi_ng of the
seriousness of the mistakes, he still completely confirmed the
general line, the great l~ap forw~.rd ~nd the people's commu~es.
Therefore efforts to rectify "Left mistakes were conducted within the framework of the "Left" guiding ideology expressed in the
great leap forward of 1958 and the people's communes, though
the general understanding of the mjstakes gradually deepene?.
Moreover, with the idea regarding class struggle as the main
contradiction in society, some people held that anyone who
doubted or denied the great leap forward and the people's communes was "taking a wait-and-see attjtude," or "biding their time
to take revenge" or was an out-and-out hostile element. Since the
Central Committee's measures to correct the "Left" were not at
all adequately implemented, the "Left" mistakes failed to be
corrected completely and the situation did not take a fundamental turn for the better. In the later period of the Lushan Meeting,
particularly, when a major reversal occurred, the situation took
a turn for the worse.

V. ERRORS IN "ANTI-RIGHT
DEVIATIONIST" STRUGGLE AND
CONTINUATION OF THE "GREAT LEAP
FORWARD"
An enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau of the CPC
Central Committee was convened in Lushan from July 2 to
August I, 1959. At the beginning of the meeting, Mao Zedong
put forward 18 questions mainly concerning the current situation,
future tasks and some concrete policies. He considered that the
general situation could be described as: the achievements are
great the problems are many and the future is bright. He proposed that all of the members, under the prerequisite of full~
affirming achievements, should conscientiously sum up experiences and lessons, further unify thinking and mobilize the whole
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Party to fulfil the 1959 task of the great leap forward. The
meeting was divided into six large groups for talks and discussions. During the discussion, all the participants supported, in
principle, the general line, the great leap forward and the people's
communes. However, many participants, from varying angles,
stressed the seriousness of the problems which had arisen after
the great leap forward. They felt that the correction of "Left"
mistakes, though achievements had been made in the previous
stage, was not thorough enough, and they proposed that it should
be deepened. Some of them felt genuinely sorry about the mistakes they had committed in their work, and made earnest selfcriticisms; while many others, not willing to spell out the setbacks
and errors in their work, were even less willing to listen to
criticism from others. They even believed that the correction of
"Left" mistakes had gone too far which had made the cadres and
masses feel disappointed, and appeared as a Right deviation.

A Letter of Peng Dehoai to Mao Zedong
Peng Dehuai, member of the Political Bureau and National
Defence Minister, felt anxious about the fact that the meeting
had not completely solved the problem and had failed to
achieve unity of ideas. Therefore, on July 14, he sent a letter
to Mao Zedong, expressing his sincere views and hoping to get
Mao Zedong's support and understanding, so that the meeting
could correctly sum up experiences and lessons. After affirming
the 1958 achievements in his letter, he laid emphasis on some
serious problems in work following the great leap forward of
1958 1 and analysed the underlying reasons for them. He noted,
"The outstanding contradiction facing us in construction is the
tension in all fields caused by disproportions." Judging from
its character, the contradiction "assumes a political nature."
Objectively the reason why we made mistakes is because we
lack experience in construction, while subjectively there existed
many probJems in the way of thinking and style of work. First
of all, there is the tendency towards boasting, exaggeration and
one-sided thinking, and the mistake of "failure to adequately
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seek truth from facts." Secondly, there is "petty bourgeois
fanaticism," and "uppermost in our minds the t~ought of
entering communism in one stride." He. also ment1~n~d t~at
correcting "Left" tendencies was more difficult than eliminatmg
Right conservative ideas. So arduous efforts were needed to
thoroughly correct "Left" thinking. Peng's letter reflected objective reality and the demands of the masses. The ba~ic c?ntent
is correct. For a member of the Political Bureau to au his own
views in a letter to the chairman of the Party also conformed
to· the Party's organizational principle.
On July 16, according to Mao Zedong's instruction, Peng
Dehuai's letter was printed and issued to all the participants. Mao
Zedong also proposed among several standing committee members of the Political Bureau to "comment on the nature of the
letter." During the small group discussions, some people noted
that the letter had exaggerated mistakes, underestimated achievements and carried a note of complaint and discouragement. They
went ~o far as to consider the Jetter actually denied the achievements of the great leap forward and the people's communes, and
that it was directed against Mao Zedong.
Also there were other people who expressed basic agreement
with the contents of the letter, thought that it was good to air
one's views, but disagreed with some statements in the letter (such
as that concerning petty-bourgeois fanaticism).
.
Zhang Wentian, vice minister of the Ministry of Fore1~
Affairs, Huang Kecheng, general chief of staff of the Peoples
Liberation Army, Zhou Xiaozhou, secretary of CPC Hunan
Provincial Committee, spoke at the group meeting, and clearly
expressed their support for the basic views in Pen~'s letter. Z~ang
Wentian also made a systematic theoretical analysis of the senous
problems which emerged after the great leap forward, and he
stressed the necessity to study the reasons for the errors and
shortcomings from the angle of ideological views, methods a.nd
style of work. He also mentioned that victory was apt to give
people a "swell head," make them conceited and unable to accept
different opinions. So, it was very important to develop a democratic style in the Party. Leaders should create a kind of environ-
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ment for encouraging subordinates to dare to put forward th ·
s1:1ggest.ions. "We sh ouldn,t fear that no one will eulogize ou
eu
vrrtues and achievements," he stressed. "What we fear is tha~
nobody dares to make suggestions to us."
Peng Dehuai's letter and Zhang Wentian's speech aroused Mao
Zedong's s~rong dissatisfaction. ~ao held that after the Zhengzhou Meetrng, the Central Committee had been leading the whole
Party_ to corre~t '_'Left" mistakes, while Peng and Zhang had not
been mvolved m 1t. Mao Zedong considered the orientation of the
great lea~ f~rward and the people's communes to be correct. So
~rom begmrung to end, he had not given up certain musory aims
in reg~rd to the ~reat leap forward and the people's communes.
He believed that m 1958, the achievements predominated while
short~omings and mistakes only belonged to problems in' work;
that is t.o say, counted for only one finger out of ten. Moreover,
he considered that the problem of the "communist wind" of the
people's ~mm~nes bad, ~ general, already been resolved by the
Sha~gha1 meetmg: at which the decisions on 18 questions concerrung the peoples communes were made. He believed that when
the steel quota was reduced to 13 million tons in May 1959 "It
completely re~ected possibility based on objective reality."2• 'The
Lush~n M~etmg only needed to reach a common understanding
on this basis. Then the situation would take a turn for the better
~hroug.h a decision to readjust the quotas, which all would follow
m theu work. But Peng Dehuai and others asked to further
deepen..corr~;tion of the "Left" errors, demanding that the roots
of the Lefl errors. be cleared away from the guiding ideology.
Therefore,. Mao believed that Peng Dehuai and others had not
followed him to correct shortcomings and mistakes in work, but
had act~.ally expressed ?oubts and opposition to the "great leap
forward and the peoples communes, and had drawn up the letter
as a c~allenge to himself and the leadership of the Central
Comm1tcee. Therefore it was an expression of Right deviation.
Because ~f dissatisfaction with Peng and Zhang which had accumula~ed in the past, Mao Zedong felt even greater distrust and
aversion towards them after reading Peng's letter and the written
record of Zhang's speech. Peng Dehuai, he believed, was a "Right-
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· t Hai Rui " with evil intentions, and had formed a so-called

~~military cl~b" with Huang Kechei:ig, Zhang ~entian and Zhou
Xiaozhou. At that time, people inside and outside the Party and
at home and abroad were talking about the "great leap f~rwa:d"
nd the people's communes. Worries about the present s1tuat1on
:nd criticism of shortcomings and mistakes in the leaders' work
from many cadres and masses of people (including staff members
of government institutions, Party school students, PLA commanders and soldiers and personages outside the Party, as. wel~ as
some representative figures who had been labeled as Right~sts)
were all reported to the Central Committee through van~us
channels. Among the criticisms made there w~re some which
denied the "great leap forward" and the people's communes. Mao
Zedong took these opinions and criticisms as attacks on the Party,
and linked them with the disputes between leaders at the central
level at the Lushan Meeting. He also linked criticism and controversies on the home front with the imperialists' attack on
China and Khrushchev's criticism of China. Therefore he concluded "The Party is under attack by inner and outer forces, and
Right deviation has become the main danger at present." Acting
on such an erroneous judgement he determined to launch a
counterattack. On July 23, Mao Zedong convened a meeting at
which he made a speech saying, "Now there are some people
inside and outside the Party- Rightists outside the Party and a
group of people inside the Party- who talk as if we had no saving
graces. At the same time they fling themselves onto t~~ boun~ary
of the Rightists." He refuted point by point the op1mons raised
by Peng Dehuai and others, considering that they could not adopt
a correct attitude towards the revolutionary mass movement and
that they were repeating the mistakes made during t~e op~sit~on
to rash advance. He also criticized them for bourge01s vacillation
under the pressure of imperialism. On July 26,. in a l~t~er written
by someone in charge of Party work in reflecting op1mon~ to t~e
Central Committee, which criticized the "Left" adventunst mistakes made in the previous year (1958), Mao Zedong wrote_so~e
remarks pointing out that new circumstances had appeare~ 1!1-s1~e
the Party; that was, Right deviationist feelings, Right deviauorust
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ideology and ~ght deviationist activities were increasing their
IJ:OWe.r of a ~unous attack. The "Left" was sure to appear while
f~ght!ng aga!nst the Right, the Right was sure to appear whil
f~ghtmg ~gamst the "Left." "This is natural. Now it is time t~
fight against the Right," he noted.
~~in~ to lack of understanding of the "Left" errors in the
gu1dmg ideology for the 1958 economic work, the fact that Mao
Zedong had long enjoyed high prestige in the whole Party and the
personality cult inside the Party was growing, as well as that a
few people added fuel to the flames, the atmosphere at the
Lus?an Meeting su.ddenly became tense after Mao's speech. The
subJe~t of the 1!1eet~ng was changed from correcting the "Left" to
opposmg the Right m.a struggle directly targeted on Peng, Huang,
Zha~g and Zh?u, which formed a situation tilted to one side. On
Mao s suggest10n, the 8th Plenary Session of the 8th Central
Committee was convened from August 2 to 16. Criticism was
level~d at Peng, Huang, Zhang and Zhou at big and small
meetmgs. Moreo~er, the tone of the criticism grew sharper and
~harper. Connectmg Peng and Zhang's history, these criticisms
settle~ old and new accounts together." Lin Biao, calling Peng
Dehua1 a "hypocrite," "schemer" and "careerist," set the shrillest
tone of a~l in th~ cr!,ticism. A batch of political labels were pasted
on Peng mcludmg bourgeois democrat," "fellow traveller in the
democratic revolution, opponent in the socialist revolution " and
"opportunist who has sneaked into the Party." Peng Dehu~i was
groundlessly accused of "maintaining illicit relations with foreign
countri:s," and of ?rganizing a "military club" to "split the Party"
and to for~e Chal!~an Mao to step down." Finally, the session
adopted a Resolution on the Errors of the Anti-Party Clique
Head~d by Peng. Dehuai" and the document "Safeguard the
Pa~ty s G~neral Lme and Oppose Right Opportunism." The resolution afflfmed that the a.nti-Party clique organized by Peng,
Huang, Zhang and Zhou, m essence, denied the victory of the
general line an~ achievements of the "great leap forward"; that
they opposed high-speed development of the national economy,
opposed the movement for high yields on the agricultural front
the mass iron and steel movement, the movement of the people'~
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JJllllUnes and the mass movement for economic construction,
cod the slogan "politics in command" reflecting the leadership of
an
.
These were " mis
' tk
the Party over socialist construction.
a es of a
Right opportunist line which, in nature, opposed the Party, the
people and socialism." It was decided to remov~ the~ ~rom the
posts of Ministry of National Defe~ce? the For~ign MmIStry and
the secretarial post of a Party provmc1al committee: At the same
time they were allowed to keep their original posts m the Central
com'mittee and the Political Bureau, wit~ careful watc~ ~ver
their behaviour. The resolution formally affirmed that the Right
opportunism had become the main da~ger in t?e ~arty at the
present" and "safeguarding the general lme and f1ghtmg back t?e
attack of the Right opportunists has become the present maJor
combat task of our Party."
Out of consideration for maintaining Party unity and the
reputation of Mao Zedong and the Party. Centr~ S°~mitte~~
Peng Dehuai and others admitted and exammed their IDlStakes.
Mao Zedong welcomed their doing so.

Serious Results of the Struggle Against Right Deviation
After Mao Zedong's speech of July 23, Liu Shaoqi. once
proposed transmitting an anti-Ri?ht. deviationist resolution. to
only the provincial level, and brmgmg out .another resolution
on continuing to correct "Left" errors, to be issued to. grassroo~s
units below county level. However, it was not possible t~ .al!
this idea in the Party Central Committee under the prevailing
circumstances. The anti-Right-deviationist resolution w~s ~ad
ually made known Party-wide and a large-scale ant1-Rightdeviationist struggle was unfolded throughout the country. A
large number of cadres and Part~. ~embers wer~ w;,ongly
criticized and many people, labelled Right opporturusts, were
dealt organizational punishments which should .not ha~e been
administered. In November, the Central Committee st1?ulated
that the anti-Right-deviationist struggle should be earned out
only among Party cadres; therefore it di~ not affect members
of democratic parties or intellectuals outside the Party. In rural
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areas, large. numbers of peasant Party members and ordinary
people outside the Party were criticized, but were not labeJled.
According to statistics on the re-examination and rehabilitation
of cases in 1962, more than 3 million cadres and Party
n:iembers ~ere made the focus of major criticism and catcgonzed as Right opportunists.
Politically, the "anti-Right-deviationist" struggle had serious
consequences. Mao Zedong concluded, "The struggle which arose
at Lushan was a class struggle, a continuation of the l.ife-anddeath struggle between the two antagonistic classes, the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, occurring in the course of the past ten
years' socialist revolution." 22 This concJusjon regarded and dealt
with the normal inner-Party discussion of different opinions on
principles and policies as a life-and-death struggle between the
two antagonistic classes. This, both in theory and practice, served
to further escalate the mistake of expanding the cJass struggle in
the wake of the anti-Rightist movement, and to extend it to the
inner-Party ranks and top leading levels of the Party. That is to
say, in this connection, the struggle caused serious damage to
democratic life in the Party from the CPC Political Bureau and
the Central Committee right down to the basic units. Large
numbers of comrades who, in seeking truth from facts, dared to
r~flect the real situation and put forward criticisms and suggestions to the Party, were attacked. This only encouraged the
unhealthy tendencies of by-passing principles, fearing to speak
the truth, acting worldly-wise and playing safe to keep out of
troubJe, to the extent of actually creating opportunities for
hangers-on to flatter, toady, and seize every chance to gain
advantages through trickery. The harmful trends of the personal!ty cult and arbltrary decision-making by one person spread
widely throughout the Party. All these factors made it difficult
for the Party to prevent, oppose or correct in time the greater
mistakes which arose later.
Economically the "anti-Right-deviationist" struggle curbed
the positive progress of correcting the "Left." This caused many
of the mistakes, which had arisen during the movements of the
great leap forward· and the people's communes and which had
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been singled out for correction, to develop once more. Pro.blems
which bad come to be recognized not long before, no~ did not
seem like problems at all. For instanc~, one of th~ m.am lessons
of the great leap forward was the failure .to mamtarn comprehensive balance and proportion in the nat10nal econ~m~. However, during the anti-Right deviation, this correct ~hin~mg was
criticized as a "fallacy," and it was stubbornly mamtamed that
"the major proportions in China's national. eco~o~y are balanced and normal." Disregarding the tense s1tuat10n ~ .economic and political life, some insisted that "the po1Lt1cal and
economic situation in the country is excellent:" Some. correct
measures taken to reduce overly high quotas m the fust half
of 1959 were subjected to censure as "sha~ed like a st?-all
saddle" under the "influence of the trouble stirred up by Right
opportunists." The system of contrac~ing work and outpU.t
quotas to households, which appeared rn the process ~f rectifying the people's communes, was rega:ded as takrng th~
"capitalist road" and suppressed. The main slogan then was~
fight against the Right deviation, and go all out to set of~ a
new upsurge of the great leap forward. The Lushan Meetmg
reduced the steel output target for 1959 to 12 million t~ns. As
a political task, by means of indiscriminate use of equipment
and resources, 13.87 million tons of steel was pro?uced by the
end of the year. In 1960, the Party Central Committee demanded achieving an even better great leap forward than the . previous year. The target for the output of steel was s~t excessively
high at 18.4 million tons, which in spite o_f .everythmg was .ctu~y
fulfilled. Plans were aired for the trans1t1on of ownership m
the people's communes from ownership basically by the production team to that by the commune within t~~ next three,
five or eight years. ln order to create cond1t1ons for the
tradsition, various methods were adopted to set .up .coi:i~une·
based economic projects "in a big way" by md1~cnmmate
requisition of manpower and resources from prod.uct1on teams.
The c-0mmunity canteens of the rural areas, theu appe~a~ce
seen as a big event facilitating the "transition from socialism
to communism," were to be set up nationwide, without excep-
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tion. People's communes were also organized in many small
and medium-sized cities. In short, "Left" errors, primarily
represented by overly-high production quotas, exaggeration and
the "communist wind," as well as by issuing blind orders, again
spread rampant, persisting for a more prolonged period and
resulting in even greater harm.
The great leap forward with steel as its key link continuously
aggravated the serious imbalance in the national economy. First
of all, the movement led to disproportion between accumulation
and consumption. In the three years from 1958 to 1960, the rate
of accumulation reached 33.9 percent, 43.9 percent and 39.6
percent, respectively, greatly exceeding the 24.2 percent average
rate during the First Five-Year Plan period, which was already
relatively high. It is true, this laid a foundation for the construction of a large number of factories and mines. Nevertheless,
reliable production capacity could only take shape through readjustment. Secondly, the movement brought about an imbalance
between industry and agriculture, with heavy industry undergoing over-expanded development. From 1957 to 1960, heavy industry increased 3.3-fold, while agricultural production declined by
22.8 percent. The third setback was the imbalance between various branches of industry itself. Iron and steel production asked
for such large amounts of energy, raw and semifinished materials
and trans Port as to interfere with the normal production of other
branches. Because of large-scale capital construction and the great
increase in the number of employees and the scale of investments,
financial revenues and expenditures became imbalanced, while
social purchasing power far out-stripped the supply of commodities. The result was huge financial deficits and market shortages.
Worst of all, agricultural production was drastically undermined. Owing mainly to the renewed development of "Left"
errors during the great leap forward and the people's communes
movement, especially the overly-high estimates of output and
of state purchases, the peasants' enthusiasm was seriously undermined. In addition, vast areas of China's farmland were hit
by natural calamities for several years running, beginning from
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VI. FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS WHILE
READJUSTING POLICIES AND
OVERCOMING DIFFICULTIES
Severe difficulties and setbacks gradually awakened the whole
Party an~ th~ Ce~tral Committee. They were determined to take
up c?nsc1en~1?us mvestigations and study, correct mistakes and
~eadJust policies. In November 1960, the CPC Central Committee
issued an "Urgent Directive Letter on Current Policies for Rural
People'.s Communes." The 9th Plenary Session of the 8th Central
Comm~tte~ of the"CPC_ held in January 1961 formally adopted
th~. principle of readJustment, consolidation, filling out and
ralSlng standards" for implementation in the national economy.
T~e ~wo e~ents. marked a turning point in the Party's guiding
pnnciples m this historical period. The movement of the "great
leap forward" and the transition to ownership by the communes
were halted. The whole Party shared comforts and hardships with
the masses of ~~ple ~nd united to wage an unremitting struggle
to overcom~ ?1fflcult1es. At the same time, during the readjustment o~ policies ~nd overcoming of difficulties, the Party Central
Com~ttee continued the efforts made between the Zhengzhou
Meetmg·and the earlier period of the Lushan Meeting, as well as
efforts made before and after the 1st Session of the 8th National
Congress of the Chinese Communist Party. Thus new experience
was accumulated for further exploration of China's own road to
socialism.

Investigation and Readjustment of Rural Policies
F:om October 1960, the Party Central Committee began to
the styl_e of ~ork and consolidate the communes, so as to
ellmmate the five wrnds: namely the "communist wind" the wind
?f exagger~tion, of enforcing arbitrary orders, of blind guidance
m_production _and the wind_ of cadres acceding to privileges. But
this ~ask was first proposed m a formal, systematic way only after
the issuance of the Urgent Directive Letter, which had been
rc~ti~'y
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worked out under the guidance of Zhou Enlai. The core of the
letter was to call on the whole Party to make the utmost efforts
correct the "communist wind" as the Central Committee and
10
Chairman Mao had instructed again and again since the winter
of 1958. Since then, it was felt, some localities, communes and
production brigades basically had not committed the error again,
but most of the localities and communes had failed to rectify the
mistakes thoroughly. The wind blew again after last winter. Some
other localities, communes and production brjgades made no
correction at all, and the wind blew continuously, to the serious
detriment of the agricultural forces of production. The Urgent
Directive Letter stipulated the Twelve-Article Policy which mainly reiterated: "The three-level system of ownership with the
production team as the basic accounting unit js tbe fundamental
system of the people's communes in the present stage." (Mao
Zedong added that "beginning from 1961, it would remain unchanged for at least seven years," which was stipulated in light of
various experimental places and plans for the transition of ownership by the communes.) The error of egalitarianism and indiscriminate requisition of manpower and resources should be thoroughly rectified, and property unlawfully taken must be returned
in full, or compensation paid for it. Basic ownership by the
production team must be strengthened and ownership of minor
means of production by the production team should be carried
out. Commune members should be allowed to cultivate a small
private plot of land and engage in household sidelines on a small
scale. The principle of distribution according to work should be
persisted in. (Mao Zedong added, "This will remain unchanged
for at least twenty years.") Rural trade fairs should be restored,
and so on. At that time, the Jetter also stressed: "We cannot
commit mistakes of principle" so long as we persist in the threelevcl system of ownership, uphold a partial supply system and
persist in running the rural community canteens well.
After the Urgent Directive Letter was issued, the entire Party
was mobilized. Leaders and cadres at all levels were organized to
go deep into the villages to publicize and explain the letter to
grassroots cadres, and then join together with them in working
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hard to correct mistakes, implement policies and to turn the
situation around in the rural areas. The Central Committee also
went on to approve and transmit reports on implementation of
the Directive by various localities, so as to supervise and expedite
the work. In a document drafted for the Central Committee, Mao
Zedong wrote, "Comrade Mao Zedong ... as he himself has said
is willing to share a common fate with those comrades who wish
to correct their mistakes. He said he himself had made mistakes
and must correct them." 23 He mentioned as one of his mistakes
that he had written in the Beidaihe resolution that at the earliest
.
'
m three to four years, or at the latest, five to six years, collecti ve
ownership could be transformed into ownership by tbe whole
people. (He also explained jn "The Summing-up of the Past Ten
Years" that he had agreed to the excessive steel quotas at the
meetings held in Beidaihe, Wuchang and Shanghai, and that he
had committed mistakes the same as other people involved at the
time.) Mao Zedong made a self-criticism in the Party and hoped
to arouse the awareness of the cadres that "now is the time to
make up our minds to correct our mistakes." 24
The 9th Plenary Session of the 8th Central Committee of the
CPC was convened in Beijing in January 1961. Mao Zedong
delivered many speeches at the plenary session itself as well as al
the CPC Central Committee's preparatory work conference, calling on all Party members to resume the work style of seeking
truth from facts and of conducting investigations and study. He
said, "Our Party is by tradition one of seeking truth from facts.
In recent years, we conducted fewer investigations, and did not
know the real situation, probably because we acted like high
officials. I myself am just a high official and now seldom make
the kind of investigations I had formerly carried out in Jiangxi
Province." He asked comrades to persist in the work style of
investigations and study and to proceed in all cases from actual
conditions. Mao also noted that socialist construction should not
be carried out in haste, but would probably take half a century.
It must go slowly for a few years, and targets should not be so
high, to avoid disasters brought on by seeking an undeserved
reputation.
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following this, the CPC Central Committee issued a "Letter to
the Central Bureaus and Provincial, Municipal and Autonomous
Regional Party Committees on Making Assiduous Investigation."
At the same tjme, it reprinted and distributed "On Investigation
Work," a piece written by Mao Zedong in the spring of 1930
which had been lost for many years but discovered not long
before (the title, as revised, was Oppose Book Worship, when
published later on). The Central Committee required the leading
members above the county level to study these documents in
depth in the light of actual conditions. The letter pointed out: The
mistakes and shortcomings in our work during the last several
years occurred because many leaders slackened the work of
investigation and study which had been so successful during the
War of Resistance Against Japan and the War of Liberation. For
a time, some judgements and decisions were made on the basis of
lopsided and unrealistic materials. This is a major lesson. The
Party leaders at all levels must under no circumstances neglect or
forget this costly lesson. The letter stated: Investigation and study
deep down at the grassroots levels make up the primary task of
leadership work. "In everything, proceed from actual conditions;
no investigation, no right to speak. This must be made the first
and foremost principle in the thought and action of all cadres of
the Party." While conducting investigation, "We must not be
afraid of listening to opinions that are different from ours but
contain substance, still less of seeing judgements and decisions
negated through the test of practice." This actually pointed out
to the leading members of the Party that the problem was one of
rectification of the ideological line. It stressed taking practice as
the standard for testing truth instead of previously-made judgements and decisions, and thus paved the way for using the test of
practice to correct past decisions and mistakes. Investigation,
study and seeking truth from facts as an ideological line was
restored to a definite degree; this was an ideological prerequisite
for the definite degree of important change which was made in
the actual work of this period.
Following the session, Mao Zedong directly organized and
guided three groups to make separate investigations in the coun-
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tryside of Zhejiang, Hunan and Guangdong provinces. Also Liu
Shaoqi, Zhou Enlai, Zhu De and Deng Xfaoping each went down
to grassroots units in Hunan, Hebei and Sichuan provinces, and
in Beijing. The secretaries of Party committees of all provinces,
municipalities and autonomous regions did the same. In the
process of investigations, Mao Zedong discovered that the Urgent
Directive Letter had failed to completely solve two major important problems-egalitarianism among production teams within a
production brigade and egalitarianism among commune member~
within a production team. In order to systematically solve variou ~
problems in the rural people's communes including the abovementioned two, in March in Guangzhou Mao Zedong presided
over and drafted Regulations on the Work of Rural People's
Communes (for short, the Sixty Articles for Agriculture). Major
amendments were made in the text of the regulations several
times after repeated discussions and on-the-spot experiments by
large numbers of cadres and peasants. In the revised draft issued
in June, the provisions in the original draft concerning community canteens and the partial supply system, which were universally
opposed by peasants, were deleted. Yet the Urgent Directive
Letter and the draft of the Sixty Articles for Agriculture still
stated the two provisions as requirements which had to be carried
out. AboJishing or suggesting the abolition of community canteens were once condemned as big "Right opportunist" crimes. In
September, based on opinions from several provinces, Mao Zedong proposed placing the basic accounting unit of the people's
commune lower down to the level of the production team, which
was equivalent to the former elementary agricultural producers'
cooperative. (The original production team, which was equivalent
to the former advanced agricultural producers' cooperative, was
later called a production brigade.) In his letter to the Central
Committee, Mao Zedong said that under the original system, the
right of production was at the production team level while the
right of distribution was at the productjon brigade level. This
serious contradiction still fe ttered the masses' enthusiasm for
production. "On this issue, we spent six years muddling along in
the past (from the founding of the advanced agricultural produc-
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ers' cooperative in 1956). In the seventh year we ought to wake
up."2s This indicated that the work to rectify the policies of the
people's communes was a continuation not only of the efforts
made following the Zhengzhou Meeting, but dated back to the
formation of the advanced agricultural producers' cooperative
and the efforts to readjust the relations within the agricultural
cooperatives before and after the 1st Session of the 8th National
Congress of the Chinese Communist Party. The final revised
Sixty Articles for Agriculture stipulated: The three-level system
of ownership in the rural people's communes with the production
team as the basic accounting unit is a fundamental system which
will remain unchanged for a long period, at least for thirty years.
Although some fundamental problems existing in the people's
communes were not completely solved, the article played an
important role in mobilizing the enthusiasm of the masses and in
restoring and developing agricultural production, since .it solved
a number of urgent problems which had stirred up the biggest
complaints of the masses. The article also played a positive role
in curtailing any further blasts of the "communist wind" for quite
a long time to come.
With the initial correction of the ideological line and gradual
readjustment of the rural policies, the work to re-examine cadres
and Party members. who were criticized in the past was put on
the agenda. The CPC Central Committee's instruction on discussion and trial implementation of the revised draft of the Sixty
Articles for Agriculture worked out in June 1961 clearly stipulated that decisions in the cases of those who had been correctly
criticized in previous years would not be changed; and the
verdicts on those who had been wrongly criticized would be
corrected, their reputations rehabilitated and their posts restored.
If only part of a problem had been wrongly criticized and dealt
with, the conclusion on this part of the problem would be corrected. An apology should be made to the masses (including well-todo middle peasants) who had been criticized. If punishment had
been incorrectly meted out, it must be corrected. Actually reexamination work was for the purpose of eliminating the negative
influence of the "anti-Right-deviationist" struggle, and readjust-
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ing political relations within the Party, and also between the
Party and the masses who had been wrongly criticized.
During the discussions and trial implementation of the Sixty
Articles for Agriculture, the Party Central Committee also issued
and called for trial implementation of the Thirty-five Articles on
Handicraft Industry and the Forty Articles on Commerce which
had been worked out in the same spirit.

Readjustment of Industry
The eight-character principle of "readjustment, consolidation,
filling out and raising standards" was suggested by Zhou Enlai
and Li Fuchun in August 1960 when they presided over study of
the controlled targets for the 1961 national economic plan. The
principle was formally approved by the 9th Plenary Session of the
8th Central Committee of CPC in January 1961. There was no
great progress in the readjustment of industry at first, for they
originally planned to keep the 1960 targets for the output of iron
and steel and other heavy industrial products. On this basis, the
1961 planned targets were neither raised nor reduced. Therefore,
the 1961 planned figure adopted by the 9th Plenary Session of the
8th Central Committee was 19 million tons for steel, a little
higher than the 1960 figure; grain was 205 billion kg, a rise of
10.8 percent over the output of 185 billion kg estimated at that
time for 1960. Owing to overestimation of the actual agricultural
output and too high expectation for possible increase of output,
the decision to lower the industrial target was difficult to be
made. The results of a half-year's implementation indicated that
the output of steel and many other industrial products had
dropped by a large margin. Urged by Zhou Enlai, the economic
and planning departments did their best to clarify the figures for
the actual grain output of the previous several years. Grain for
1958 was not 250 billion kg "checked" at the Lushan Meeting, but
200 billion kg; in 1959 it was 170 billion kg instead of the 255
billion kg reported; in 1960, it was 143.5 billion kg instead of the
estimated 185 billion kg. The summer harvest in 1961 was down
by 8 billion kg as compared with the previous year. As the
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agricultural situation was made quite clear, the crux of problems
in industry was also fully revealed. So it was impossible to keep
on with the 1961 plan proposed at the 9th Plenary Session of the
8th Central Committee of the CPC.
In September 1961, the CPC Central Committee convened a
work conference in Lushan. After discussion, it adopted a "Directive on the Question of Industry at Present." It pointed out that
we had already lost more than twelve months. We can no longer
hesitate. We must make a prompt decision to resolutely cut back
where cutting back is indicated, and reduce the production quotas
of industry and capital construction to a reliable level which may
allow for unforeseen circumstances. It also pointed out that in the
next three years, implementation of the eight-character pr~ciple
must focus on readjustment. lf we do not make up our mmds to
make necessary cutbacks, but still persist in those unrealistic
quotas our industry and even our entire national economy can
fall into a passive position, or into an even more difficult situation. Following the conference, with the approval of the Central
Committee, the State Planning Commission made a bigger
. adjustment to the 1961 plan adopted by the 9th Plenary Session of the
8th Central Committee. The investment in capital construction
was reduced from 16.7 billion yuan to 8.7 billion yuan; the quota
for steel was put down from 19 million tons to 8.5 million tons,
and the quota for grain down from 205 billion kg to 135 billion
kg. After implementation, the results at the end of that year
showed that those quotas were generally met. Grain reached 147.5
billion kg, a slight rise over 1960.
Another aspect in industrial readjustment was to rectify enterprise order. The "great leap forward" gave rise to many problems
in the enterprises. There was confusion in management work. The
responsibility system and the system of business accounting became lax. Equipment was damaged, product quality lowered and
labour productivity declined. Egalitarianism dominated wages
and bonuses. Deng Xiaoping stressed many times that industrial
enterprises must be rectified. Under his auspices, Li Fuchun and
Bo Yibo were responsible for sending eleven working groups to a
large number of factories and mines to make investigations. On
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this basis, the "Regulations on the Work of State Industrial
Enterprises (draft)" (also known as the Seventy Articles Concerning Industrial Enterprises) was worked out. Adopted at the Lushan work conference of the CPC Central Committee, it was
distributed by the Central Committee in September for trial
implementation. In the draft, there were some guiding principles
for readjusting state industrial enterprises such as the "five fixed
quotas" (for product programme and production scale; the number of workers and administrative setups; the consumption of the
main raw and semi-finished materials and sources of supply;
fixed assets and circulating funds; and for cooperative relations).
Enterprises also carried out "five guaranties" to the state (product
variety, quality and quantity; operation not to exceed gross
payroll; fulfilment of cost plan; handing over profit to the state;
and utilization period of the main equipment). This served to
stabilize the sequence of production of the state enterprises under
the then mandatory plan system. It also made a detailed stipulation providing for a system of overall responsibility by the factory
director under the leadership of the Party committee, a system of
workers, representatives congresses, and for the operations and
duties to be carried out under an administrative system of management over the whole factory's united production headed by
the factory director. As the regulations were implemented, a
series of necessary rules and regulations in state enterprises was
rehabilitated or established, thus playing a positive role in the
implementation of the principle of readjustment, consolidation,
filling out and raising standards.

Scientific, Educational and Cultural Policies Readjusted
To co-ordinate with the economic readjustment, all cultural
fields underwent amendment. Repeated studies were made and
opinions in science circles were widely polled. The leading Party
groups of the State Science and Technology Commission and the
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Jed by Nie Rongzhen, put forth
the Fourteen Suggestions on Current Work at Research Institutes
of Natural Sciences (drafL) (abbreviated to be Fourteen Articles
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for Science). Nie Rongzhen also wr~te a special re~ort to. t~e
central authorities, asking for instructions on some maJOr policies
touched on in the document. In July, the draft ~as approv~d by
the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee after discussion. It was put into effect on a trial basis. Directed by Deng
Xiaoping, the leading Party groups of t~e Central Propagand~
Department and the Ministry of Educ~t10? sketche? the Provisional Regulations on Work in the Inst1tut10ns of Higher Learning Under the Ministry of Educ~tion (draft) (abbrevia.ted t~ be
Sixty Articles on ColJege Education). After thorough d1scuss10n,
the Party Central Committee approved the draft at. the ~o~k
conference held in Lushan. It went into effect on a tnal bas~s m
September. (Fifty Articles for Middle Sch?ols and Forty Articles
for Primary Schools were drafted and discussed at the Lushan
meeting. They were approved and promulgated by the ce.ntral
authorities in March 1963.) In August, urged by Zhou Enlai, the
leading Party groups of the Central Prop~ganda f?epartment, the
Ministry of Culture and China Federat10n of Literary and Art
Circles followed up with Suggestions on Certain Problems at
Present Work in Literature and Literature and Art (draft) (abbreviated to Ten Articles on the Arts and later to Eight Art~cles
on Literature and Art). It was approved by the central committee
and issued in April 1962.
One special concern of these articles was to re_adjust the ~ela
tionship between intellectuals and the Commurust Party. S1~c.e
the "great leap forward" in 1958, excessive and erroneous cntlcism had been heaped on intellectuals to keep them from beC?ming "bourgeois academic authorities" (in other words, "pro_fessionally proficient but not socialist-minded"). Pa:ty leaders m some
cultural institutions went so far as to take mtellectuals as the
target of socialist revolution, believing that most intellectuals
were part of the bourgeois class. In Decembe~ 19.58, ~ao :edong
had written a comment on a report about this situation: Please
print this and pass it on to Party com~tte'?5 and branche~ of all
institutions of hjgher learning, research rnst1tutes, art and literary
groups, mass media and publishing houses. Ask '.hem ~o read and
discuss it. It's imperative to grasp the correct onentauon and try
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to unite all professors, assistant professors, assistant lecturers and
research personnel who can be united with and who can serve the
proletarian educational, cultural and scientific causes."26 But the
endeavour made in line with this spirit had been suspended by
the "anti-Right Deviationist" campaign. The drafting and promulgation of the Eight Articles was, in fact, a continuation of the
earlier effort. The Central Committee, when ratifying the Fourteen Articles for Science, pointed out: In recent years, quite a
number of comrades have developed a lopsided view in regard to
knowledge and intellectuals. There have also been more instances
of intellectuals being treated rudely. This must receive serious
attention. The Central Committee demanded that all work institutions and departments employing intellectuals clear up the
criticisms made among them since the "anti-Rightist" campaign.
While correct criticisms should be confirmed, wrong ones whether totally or partially - should be corrected after investigation and a distinction should be made between right and wrong.
Things should be explained to them by leading Party persons and
those who were wronged must be rehabilitated in order to relieve
the strain on them, develop democracy and strengthen unity.
Another crucial problem dwelt on in the articles was that of
implementing the policy called "Jet a hundred flowers blossom
and a hundred schools of thought contend" in the fields of science
and art. This is closely related to adjustment of the relationship
between the Party and intellectuals. In view of the problems that
had cropped up in the natural sciences, social sciences, arts and
literature, these articles spelled out in detail a whole set of
principles for implementing, in a specific way, the "doublehundred" policy. One principle was that when a concept considered to be wrong was to be criticized, political ideas should be
differentiated from academic and artistic ones; a clear distinction
must be made between contradictions among the people and those
between the enemy and the people. While dealing with different
views among the people on academic and artistic questions, the
use of methods of political struggle would be impermissible, to
say nothing of adopting methods used against the enemy.
Moreover, these articles were directed against chaotic happen-
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ings such as assigning too much manual labour in production and
100 much social activities for people in scientific, educational and
cultural units, and also the proneness to boasting, exaggeration
and messing things up in these work units by giving impractical
orders in professional work. The regulations clearly stipulated
that the key task for research institutions was to strive for
scientific achievements and cultivate talents to serve socialism.
Research work at institutes should remain stable. Five-sixths of
the researchers' time should be devoted to professional work.
Schools should focus on teaching and students should concentrate
on learning. The slogan that "art should serve politics" should not
be understood in a too narrow sense. Literature and art works
should not only inspire people's revolutionary enthusiasm and
broaden their political horizon, but also offer aesthetic enjoyment
and healthy entertainment. Any piece of art that fulfills one of
the above-mentioned criteria qualifies as serving the people and
socialism.
The promulgation and implementation of the regulations mitigated the tense relationship between the Party and intellectuals.
Normal work schedules resumed. All this played an important
role in making China to gradually form, by summing up experience a series of principles, policies and specific measures for
soci~list science, education and culture. Though problems arising
from expansion of the "anti-Rightist" campaign in 1957 were not
totally resolved, the majority of intellectuals were relieved of
worries and felt more at ease. The conditions for concentrating
on professional work, by and large, were adequately establis~ed.
Some intellectuals said, "We would like to have the regulauo~s
inscribed on stone tablets." This remark fully reflected theu
support for the regulation, but also betrayed their fear that the
policies would change.
The readjustment work done for intellectuals should have led
to a scientific reassessment of their class nature. But the regulations did not touch on this basic question. Though the Seventy
Articles on Industry did broach it by reiterating that in enterprises the technicians and staff are "part of the working class," it
m~de no mention of intellectuals working in scientific, education-
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al and cultural institutions. The question was not solved thoroughly until the work conference on science and technology and
the work conference on arts were held in Guangzhou in March
1962. In a speech, Zhou Enlai reinstated the Party's assessment
made at the 1956 conference on the question of the class nature
concerning intellectuals. According to this assessment, the overwhelming majority of them belonged to the category of labouring
people and not to that of the bourgeois class. Chen Yi, in his
speech, particularly emphasized that the test of time in the past
12 years, especially in China's most difficult years, had proven
that the majority of Chinese intellectuals were patriotic, and
believed in the Party, sharing weal and woe with the Party and
the people. If the Party cannot test a person in eight, 10 or l 2
years, it only shows that the Party is too devoid of insight, he said.
He announced the removal of all the stigma attached to intellectuals as being "bourgeois" and insisted on placing them in the
category of the labouring people. Shortly after, Zhou Enlai, in his
report on the work of the government at the 3rd Session of the
2nd National People's Congress, again announced this scientific
judgment. The work report had been approved by the Party
Central Committee earlier.
Zhou Enlai's Report on the Question of Intellectuals made at
the Guangzhou conference in 1962, his Report on Intellectuals
delivered in 1956 and his report On the Transformation of
Intellectuals made in 1951 - convey a continuous inner consistency. They are histori~al documents representii~g the Party's
correct policies toward Chinese intellectuals following the founding of New China in 1949.
But the Party Central Committee had not entirely eliminated
"Leftist" jdeological and political views. A smalJ number of Party
Central Committee members were in disagreement with or fo
outright opposition to Zhou Enlai and Chen Yi's speeches at the
Guangzhou conference. When asked by Zhou Enlai to state his
position on the issue, Mao remained silent. This circumstance
foreshadowed the subsequent emergence of another major reversal in the Party's Policy in regard to intellectuals, knowledge,
culture and education.
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The 7,000-Person Conference
from January 11 to February 7, 1962, an. Enl~~ed Work
Conference of the Central Committee was held ill Be1Jmg. It was
·ded over by Mao Zedong and attended by top leaders and
d b u!eaus and
presJ
those from the Central Committee, t h e ~rr·1·
i iate
departments of the CPC and Party comm1_ttces of vanous provinces, municipalities, prefectures and.counties, as well as from the
major factories, mines and army umts - altogether some,,7 ,OO_O
persons. It is usually called the "7,000-Person Conference. Th~s
unprecedentedly large conference was held wh~n the dom_estic
situation began to change after a year's readJustment of the
economic difficulties resulting from the three.-year "gre~t leap
forward." The problems were still great; people in and outside the
Party were very much confused. The purpose of the conference
was to sum up previous experience, to reach a consensus on some
issues, to strengthen unity and to mobilize ~he Party fo_r f~rther
victory through implementation of the readJUSt!D.ent pn~c1ples.
At the initjal stage of the conference, the part1c1pants discussed
the written draft report, delivered by Liu Shaoqi on behalf of the
Party. The draft was not yet formalJy approved by the Cent~al
Political Bureau, and was directly handed to the ~onference tor
discussion, so as to pool collective wisdom and bnng out su~~es
tions for amendment. After repeated discussions and mod1f1cation a formal document was born entitled Report on the Enlarg~ Work Conference of the Central Committee.
Deng Xiaoping, then the Party's secretary general, w~s responsible for the preparation of the conference. The draftmg of
the conference report was first supervised by Deng an? then by
Liu. The report systematically summed up the experience an~
lessons in economic construction since the ''.great leap ~orw~;~·
After enumerating the achievements made in the years .socialist
construction, the report went on to the major sbortcommgs ~nd
mistakes: (I) The indexes set in the production plan were too high
and the battle line for capital construction was o~erextended.
These would cause severe imbalance between the vanous branches of the national economy. (ll) In the people's comm~nes, the
demarcation between collective ownership and ownership by the
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whole people was once blurred. The eagerness to rush transition
from one to. the oth~r violated the distribution principle of "to
each according to his work" and the principle of "exchange at
equal values." This stirred up the "communist wind" - haste to
~ra~sfe! to communism. prematurely - and the practice of equalltanamsm ..(Ill) T~e imp~oper practice of setting up a large
-?-umber of integral mdustnal systems countrywide led to excessive tran.sfe~ of power to the lower levels and overdecentr~llzat1?n. (IV) There was an over-estimation of the increase. m agricultural production and overly urgent demands
made m regard to the development of construction. This led to
overpop~lation ~n .citie~, burdening them with supply shortages
and addmg to dtffLculties of rural production.
.The report .analysed the reasons for the shortcomings and
mistakes,. holding that on the one hand we lacked experience in
constructton; on the other hand, many Party leaders had not been
mod~~t enough ?ver the years, and had abandoned the Party
traditton of seekmg truth from facts and following the mass line.
These weaknesses :indermined the Party's democratic centralism
and deterred the timely recovery and correction of mistakes.
.Th~ report emphasized that the basic directions and main
pnnc1ples of socialism, the "great leap forward" and the people's
co~munes - the "Three Red Banners" - were correct. The
ac~1evements over the years were great; the shortcomings and
~rustak.es were secondary, the report said; the Central Committee,
mclud~ng the departments under it and those under the State
Counc~ shouldere? the major responsibility for the shortcomings
and mistakes. Besides, the provincial leading organs should bear
secondary responsibility for them.
~n January 27, Liu Shaoqi delivered a speech to explain the
wnt~en ~eport. ~e offered some important insights on questions
causmg 1deolog1cal confusion within the Party. He emphasized
that the ."Three Red Banners" (the general line for socialist
construction, the ?reat leap forward and the people's communes)
would not be abolished. Instead, consistent efforts would be made
to.keep th.em. At present, s-0me issues may be unclear by now, he
said, but if we look back after five or ten years, we will be able
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to understand better, summarize exJ><:rience again and draw conclusions. As to our mistakes and ach1evem.ents, we us~d t~ comare them to the relationship between one finger and m~e fmgers,
~ut now probably the same thing might not apply. In view of the
whole country, perhaps the relationship was th~t between three
fingers and seven fingers. In some regions, the mistakes added up
to more than three fingers - they could be as many as seven
fingers. As to the causes for the economic difficulties, natural
disasters were only one aspect, mistakes in our work were, to a
large extent, another aspect. Jn some places, "30 percent of the
difficulties came from natural disasters, the other 70 percent were
man-made." These opinions moved a step further in the direction
of facing reality and bravely acknowledging, in a ~o:wn-to-earth
way, the mistakes made in the actual work and gmdrng thought
since the "great leap forward."
Liu's speech and reports were warmly applaude~ at the conference. Since the participants still had much th~y WISbed to say at
this meeting sponsored by the Central Comnnttee, Mao Zedong
suggested prolonging the conference. The delega~es s~nt the
Spring Festival in Beijing. "During the day, they aued v1ews; at
night, they watched operas, drama or films. With. t:Vo ~eals of
staple food and one of porridge, everyone was sausf1ed. At t~e
latter half of the conference, grassroots leaders offered .theu
suggestions to the central authorities and to the Party comrm~tees
of various provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions.
Several main leaders of the central committee delivered speeches.
Mao Zedong made a long speech on January 30, focusing o~
democratic centralism. He underlined the importance of sufficient democracy both in and outside the Party so that the masses
could speak their mind. If we have made mistakes, we should do
self-criticism and let others criticize, he said. Mao made a selfcriticism, saying, "I'm directly and indirec~ly responsible ,for all
the mistakes made by the Central Committee because I 11_1 th~
chairman." "l should be the first person to be held responsible.
He also emphasized that the Party was still afflicted with a lot of
blindness in carrying out socialist construction. "As far as we are
concerned, socialist economy has many unrecognized realms of
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necessity. From now on, we should put forth our utmost efforts
to study it, do research and, through practice, deepen our understanding of it, so as to gain a clear grasp of its laws," he said. Mao
also pointed out that China has a large population; it has a weak
foundation to start with and its economy is backward. "I think it
will take at least over a hundred years to develop its productive
forces and to catch up with and surpass the most advanced
capitalist countries," he said.
Both Deng Xiaoping, representing the Central Secretariat and
Zhou Enlai, the State Council, in speeches delivered a~ the
conference, made self-criticisms. Deng focused on the restoration
of the Party's fine traditions and Zhou talked about the major
ways to overcome the difficulties. Zhu De SPoke at the panel
discussion of the Shandong delegates. Chen Yun spoke to the
Shaanxi representatives after the conference. Both Zhu De and
Chen Yun focused on inner-Party democracy. Several provincial
delegates criticized the shortcomings and mistakes in the work
and work style of their local leaders.
Under the prevailing historical conditions, the conference did
achieve important results. The truth-seeking attitude adopted
towards shortcomings and mistakes, the democratic atmosphere
and the spirit of self-criticism inspired the whole Party. Jn gener~
al, the Party members felt relieved and relatively free from
worry. The conference played a positive role in mobilizing the
Party to work closely together to overcome difficulties. Of course,
at the time, the term of "Three Red Banners," a premise confirmed in principle, was not changed. As to the "anti-Rightdeviationisl" campaign, the conference only urged rehabilitation
of the lower-level Party members who had been wrongly criticized. Nothing was done to rehabilitate Peng Dehuai though his
so-ca~led mjstake in writing the "Lushan letter" was no longer
mentJOned. He was said to be leading an "anti-Party group" and
had "international support." All these accusations, of course, were
purely fictitious and completely groundless. Thus, it was impossible to thoroughly rectify the mistakes and clear up the guiding
thought in the "great leap forward" and "anti-Right-deviationist"
campaigns. Lin Biao, in his speech, said that Mao Zedong
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Thought was always correct. The occurrence of ~stakes ~nd
difficulties in the recent years r.esulted from i;iot actm~ acc~r~,mg
to Mao's instructions, or from mterference either by ~efust or
Rightist ideas. Had we listened to Mao, we would certamly have
bad fewer difficulties by far and we ~ou~d have enc~:mntered
fewer detours. Lin deviated from the pnnc1ples of seeking truth
from facts and of applying the test of practice. He appealed to the
spirit of the personality cult in summing up the. bitter lesson~ of
experience. This had a negative effect on correctmg shortcommgs
and mistakes as well as on implementing inner-Party democracy.

Further Readjustment and Exploration
After the 7,000-Person Conference, readjustment in the country's economy and political relationships u~~e.rwent furt~er d~
velopment. The household contract respons1bil1ty system m agncultural production WjlS tried boldly on a large scale.
. .
The 7 000-Person Conference assumed that the roost d1ff1cult
period f~r the economy bad been tided over. After ~be meet~~·
however it was discovered that insufficient preparatton for difficulties s;ill existed in terms of budgetary deficit and inflation. In
f ebruary 1962, Liu Shaoqi held an enlarge~ me~ting of the
Political Bureau Standing Committee (Meeting m the West
Building at Zhongnanhai) and pointed out that the country was
undergoing an "usual period." Unless resolute measures were
taken, the national economy would further deteriorate. Chen Yun
offered a systematic review at the mcetjng. On February 26,
according to Liu's proposal, Chen Yun delivered a long s~e~ch .at
a meeting of the members of the Party groups of the m1mstnes
under the State Council. It was entitled Present Financial Status
and Several Measures to Overcome Difficulties. He pointed out
that in the pace of agricultural recovery, we should "s~rive for
speed, but be prepared for slowness." The scale fo~ capital co~
struction then was based on the erroneous assumption that gram
output would reach 350 billion kilogrammes and cotton output,
3.5 billion kilogrammes, in 1958. The decision was also affected
by the predicted steel output of about 50 million tons. It turned
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out that the designed scale of capital construction was more than
industry and agriculture could suppQrt. Chen Yun prOPoSed
arranging a stage of recovery of about five years in the national
economic programme starting from 1960. In the recovery stage,
the first thing to do was to increase agricultural production so as
to meet the demand for food and clothing. The indexes for capital
construction and certain heavy industries should at first be resolutely lowered, then later raised again. The urban population
should be reduced on a wide scale and measures taken to check
inflation. Chen Yun's speech was warmly applauded and fully
supported by leaders of the various departments under the central
authorities. It was approved by the Central Committee and became the guiding document for economic work at the time. The
Central Committee decided to restore the government's Financial
and Economic Group, to be headed by Chen Yun. In May, the
standing committee of CPC's Political Bureau held an enlarged
meeting, at which the report on the 1962 readjustment plan,
which had been drafted by the Financial and Economic Group,
was discussed and adopted. The report signaled a determination
to readjust the national economy drastically. Its major provisions
included:
First, streamlining the number of employees and reducing the
urban Population. In 1961, according to the deployment plan of
the central government, the staff was reduced by more than 8
million and the urban population was cut down by l O million. In
1962, a reduction of 10 million more employees would be made
and the urban population would be further reduced by 12 million.
Between the start of 1961 and June 1963, the staff of employees
was cut down by about 20 million and 26 miWon city residents
were re-settled. Zhou Enlai exclaimed that deploying such a large
number of people was the same as moving a medium-sized
country; it was quite unprecedented.
Second, cutting down the scale of capital construction and
eliminating or slowing down the construction speed of a large
number of projects. Compared with the situation in 1960, the
1962 investment in capital construction was reduced from 38.4
billion yuan to 6.7 billion yuan. The accumulation rate dropped

from 39.6 per cent to 10.4 per cent. Construction projects were
.
_
reduced by over two-third~.
Third, reducing industrial proJects. Wherever neces~ary, facto
ries or projects were to be shut down, closed tempQranl~, merg~d
or transferred. After the readjustment, the number of mdustr~al
enterprises was reduced by 38 percent in 19~2 as ~mpared with
that in 1959. The indexes for most heavy mdustnes were also
lowered. Compared with 1960, industrial output value plummeted by 47 percent in 1962. Of this, the output value of heavy
industry was reduced by 57 percent. Steel target. was ~ut fr?m
18.66 million tons to 6.67 million tons. Weak lmks hke. mrne
excavation oil and chemical industries and the production of
supplies n;eded in agriculture were reinforced.
. .
Fourth further support for agriculture by ass1gmng more
hands and materials. Leadership in the rural areas was also
strengthened.
.
These resolute measures, coupled with efforts from residents
and leaders at all levels, proved very effective. By the end of 1962,
the national economy had started to revive. Ag!icultural p~oduc
tion was the first to pick up. That year, grain output hit 160
billion kilogrammes, 12.5 billion kilogrammes ~ore than the year
before. The total agricultural output value increased by
percent over the previous year, thus ending three consecutive
years of recession. Moreover, national f~nances showed a balance
of revenue and expenditure in 1962, with a cash surp~us of 830
million yuan. This ended four continuous years of def1~1t. Market
supply was better and trade prices dro~pe~ .b~ approxunately 35
percent as compared with 1961 . U rbamtes hvmg standards started to look up. Compared with the previous y~ar, annual percapita consumption of grain, pork and cloth mcrea~ed by 5.5
kilogrammes, 0.8 kilogrammes and 0.8 metres, respectively. Economic difficulty, however, had just barely been t1d~d over. People's living standards and the production l.evel of mdustry and
agriculture remained low. The Party and its people had yet to
make more efforts in the readjustment and recovery of the
national economy.
.
.
.
.
As to the readjustment of Political relationships, Liu Shaoq1
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held a top-level state conference after the 7,000-Person Conference and the Meeting in the West Building at Zhongnanhai. It
was foJJowed by the 3rd Session of the 2nd National People's
Congress and the 3rd Session of the 3rd National Committee of
the_ Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, both of
which had been postponed for a year. At the meetings, Liu
Shaoqi briefed the participants, both Party and non-Party, on the
7,000-Person Conference. He explained that the Party, particularly the Central Committee, was responsible for the shortcomings
and mistakes which had occurred over the years in domestic
work. On behalf of the State Council, Zhou Enlai made a sincere
self-criticism in regard to problems ex..isting in governmental
work. Those from democratic parties who attended, as well as
democratic personages without party affiliation, were moved by
the Communist Party's open-heartedness and boldness in admitting and correcting errors in these fields. They expressed their
determination "to cross the river in the same boat" with the Party,
united in a common purpose and overcome all difficulties.
After the meeting, the Central Committee held the National
United Front Work Conference and the Nationality Work Conference in order to investigate and correct "Leftist" errors. The
two meetings underlined the importance of correctly handling the
relationship among different classes, nationalities and religions,
as well as the work concerned with overseas Chinese, so as to
strengthen the unity of the various social strata and different
nationalities.
As to the rehabilitation of leaders and Party members who
were wronged during the anti-Right Deviationist campaign, Party
committees at all levels had started the work after the Central
Committee passed out instructions in June 1961. But progress in
different regions was uneven . Some regions and work units failed
lo give the instructions adequate attention. Because of this, the
Secretariat of the Central Committee, led by Deng Xiaoping,
drafted and issued the Circular on Speeding up Re-examination
of Party Members and Cadres in April 1962. Experience accumulated in army work served as a basis for the suggestion that all
wronged cadres below county-level be rehabilitated. Except for
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specific cases involving serious offenses, n?. ca~e should be left
unsolved. It was in this way that the rehab1litat1on work opened
up smoothly and comprehensively. By Au~ust 1962, more than
six million cadres, Party members and ordinary people countrywide had been cleared.
The rehabilitation of "Rightists" started around October 1959
according to Mao Zedong's suggestion. By 1962, the label of
"Rightists" was removed from most of them. As for people who
were wronged, the removal of the label did not mean the thorough solution of their problem. But removal of the label brought
improvement, to some extent, in their political status, _work and
living conditions. In July 1962, The Party Central United Front
Office proposed that "'Rightists' and their families who request
re-assessment should be re-examined," "those who were wrongly
labelled should be rehabilitated." The Central Committee did not
consent to the proposal at the time.
When the central government assigned the basic accounting
unit to the production team, which corresponded roughly to. the
elementary cooperatives, the initiative of the farmers received
quite a boost. At the same time, various forms of the hc:msehold
contract responsibility system emerged spontaneously m many
places. Ever since the establishment of cooperatives, moves
for the "household responsibility" would spontaneously surface whenever the Party called for readjustment of the relations
of production inside rural collective economic organization. They
would be stopped again and again only to emerge whenever the
opportunity arose. This fact showed that househo~d management
within the economic structure of the rural collective economy of
peasants in many ways suited the Chinese rural forces of production which consisted mainly of manual labour, and also answered
to the needs of the vast majority of peasants. In 1961, provincial
leaders in Anhui proposed to support these moves under the
premise that the principal means of production were still collectively owned and the farmers should "unify" their ~anagem~nt
to the state production plan. They proposed to set the production
quota on the field, responsibility on the individual." By July
1962, more than 20 percent of the rural areas all over the country
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had been carrying out many different forms of fixing farm output
quotas for each household. They proved highly effective and were
~elcoI?1ed_ by the peasants and grassroots leaders. After extensive
mvestigat1on and ~esearch,_ Deng Zihui aired his support for the
measu~es adopted m Anhui. He said that to inspire the labourers'
enthusiasm, there n~~d~d to be a strict responsibility system, that
a system of responsibility for the farm work in production would
be ha~d to carry out unless it was related to output. Both Liu
Shaoqt and Chen Yun approved of the idea.
Deng Xia~ping, at a Secretariat meeting and a meeting with
the Commumst.~o:uth League leaders in July 1962, gave briefings
on the _respons!bil~~Y system emerging in the vast countryside.
According to ~tm, The best production relations should be those
that most ea~ily ~nd most quickly recover and develop agricultural prod uct1on m ~he_ localities. What the masses like, we should
adopt. If th~ forI?11s illegal, we can legalize it." He quoted the
~pular saying Lm Bocheng often used: "It does not matter if it
is a yellow cat or a black cat, as long as it catches mice."27 He
announced that his was ~ tentative opinion, which might not
count. The Centr_al ~rruruttee would look into the responsibility
system at a rneetmg m August, he said.

VII. MAINTAINING INDEPENDENCE
AND SOVEREIGNTY,
COMBATING HEGEMONISM
In the ten years .betweei:i the mid-50s and mid-60s, major
place m the mternational situation and China's
foreign relations. In the early years of this period, due to cessation
of the Korean War and the war in Indo-China, the international
atmosphere surrou.ndin? China tended to relax. The Party hoped
to further such a s1tuat1on ~nd grasp the opportunity to speed up
development of the d~mesttc economy. The resolution adopted by
the_ 1st Plenary Sesston of the 8th National Congress of the
Chinese Communist Party in 1956 defined the fundamental princha~ges too~
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ciples advocated by the Party for China's dealing with international matters. In early 1957, Mao Zedong made an analysis to
the effect that on a world scale at the time, except for the forces
of socialism, there existed three kinds of forces: the forces of U.S.
.imperialism persisting in policies of war and aggression; the
forces of other developed capitalist countries; and the force of
countries having national independence, together with national
liberation movements in Asia, Africa and Latin America. In
regard to the Soviet Union and other socialist countries, the Party
stood for continuously strengthening unity and cooperation with
them. As for the oppressed nations' liberation movements and
countries fighting to gain national independence, the Party advocated giving them active support and developing extensive friendly relations with them. Regarding capitalist countries other than
the United States, the Party held that they also belonged to an
intermediate zone between the socialist countries and the United
States. (Later, Mao Zedong called these particular countries the
Second Intermediate Zone, and the countries in Asia, Africa and
Latin America the First Intermediate Zone.) Therefore, China
should also win them over and develop friendly relations with
them. As to the United States, the Party advocated determined
opposition to U.S. armed aggression and threats to China, on the
one hand, while still striving for peaceful co-existence with the
United States and settling disputes between the two countries
through peaceful consultation on the other.
From the end of the 50s to the mid-60s, the world situation was
turbulent. Between the four forces mentioned above as well as
within each of them, relations splintered and were formed anew.
The international situation on China's borders was growing
strained. China was facing open and potential threats of aggression, war provocations and military pressure from many directions. In such a turbulent and intense situation, the heart of the
Party's concerns in international relations was bow China could
preserve her independence and sovereignty and fight against
hegemonism which loomed on all sides, for the purpose of maintaining her national dignity and interests, safeguarding China's
socialist cause and defending world peace and the interests of
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national liberation and of the entire socialist cause. At that time
the Pa.rty made a grim appraisal of the danger of war; and
prepann~ for the worst possibility, made ready to fight an early
war, a ~ig war, and a war launched from several directions.
Prep~rauon for war became the major factor affecting the Party's
pobt1cal and economic strategies.

Relations Between China and the Countries in Asia,
Africa and Latin America
Relations between China and the countries of Asia Africa and
Latin America vigorously surged forward in the ye~rs after the
mid-5~s. The Chinese warmly expressed their support for the
Egyptian pe~ple's struggle to maintain their sovereignty over the
Suez Canal m the face of British and French intervention the
Algerian people's struggle against French colonial rule to' win
national independence, the struggle of African people in the area
south of the Sahara against colonialism and racism and the
Cuban people's struggle against U.S. armed intcrvcnti~n. In the
ten years, a large number of Asian and African countries establish~d diplo':1atic r~lations with China, as did Cuba, a country in
L~trn Amenca. Besides, the people of China and Japan developed
f nendly exchanges, albeit through non-governmental channels
because there were no diplomatic relations between the two
coun.tries ~t the time. In 1964, China established diplomatic
relations with France. This was an important achievement in the
expansion of its diplomatic activities in countries outside of Asia
Africa and Lat.in America.
'
Between January 1_960 and March 1963, according to principles of peaceful co-existence and good-neighbourly relations and
through co~sultation based on equality and in a spirit of mutual
understanding .and l!1utua1 accommodation, China signed agreements ~r treaties with Burma, Nepal, Mongolia, Pakistan and
Afghamstan, properly settling boundary questions unsolved in
the past.
. ~~in~ and India are two big Asian countries with ancient
c1v1lizal1ons. Peoples of the two countries always expressed mu-
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tual sympathy and support in the stru~le for. in~ependence.
After the founding of the People's ~ep~blic of.China m 1949, the
two countries actively cooperated 10 international struggles, together putting forward the famous five pri~ciples of peaceful
co-existence. China sincerely hoped to mamtam and develop ~er
friendly relations with India. In 1959 when the arme~ rebellion
launched by Tibetan reactionary elements was quickly suppressed, some Indian authorities either overtly ~r covertl.Y ~do~t
cd a supportive attjtude towards the few national sphttists 1Il
Tibet, thus casting a shadow over Sino-Indian relations..The
boundary disputes between China and Jndia grew more acrimonious.
In the past, there were no formally delimited boundaries, OI~ly
a traditional and customary line formed in accordance with
administrative jurisdiction by both sides. The boundaries advocated by the Indian government went far beyond those a~tual
ly within its jurisdiction. It put a vast expanse of Chme.seadministered territory north of the traditional and customary hne
under Indian jurisdiction. China advocated an overall solution to
the boundary discord through friendly consultation. Before delimiting boundaries, both sides should maintain the status quo.
But the Indian government refused to negotiate. Aft~r Augu~t
1959, Indian troops invaded Crunese territory many tunes. This
led to armed conflicts over the boundary. On November 7, 1959,
the Chinese government suggested that the armed forces of each
country immediately withdraw 20 km from their actually controlled positions. This was rejected by the Indian government. On
October 17, 1962, Indian troops launched large-scale attacks on
Chinese frontier troops. The Chinese frontier troops, forced to
fight back in self-defence, recovered the Chinese territories ~ccu
pied by Indian troops. To show the sincerity of the Ch1~ese
government for the peaceful settlement of the boundary que~tton,
on November 21 the Chinese government declared a cease-flie by
the Chinese frontier troops along the entire length of the SinoIndian boundary. Furthermore, from December l, the Chinese
frontier troops unilaterally drew back 20 km from the November
7 1959 line of actual con'trol by both sides. Subsequently, the
'
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Chinese frontier troops repatriated all Indian prisoners of war
and_ ret~rned all captur~ weapons and military supplies to the
Indian side. All these actions proved that China tried to limit and
caJm down the_ boundary conflicts, and place friendship between
the :wo countnes a?ove everything else. However, following this,
threats ~f reoccurrmg boundary provocations still existed for
long penod.
a

Sino-U.S. Relations
!hroughout the ten years, the United States maintained an
two most acute
armed troops in
Taiwan-a matter of intervention in China's internal affairs· the
other, .u.~ .arme? aggression in Viet Nam, which posed a threat
to Chinas secun~y. U.S. intrusions into China's territorial air
were frequent. ~Ith the Bandung Conference finished, the SinoU.S. ambassadonal talks were begun in Geneva in 1955 as a result
of a st~tement made by Zhou Enlai. An agreement was reached
regardmg the repatriation for ordinary people of both sides.
Co~sequently'. a large group of Chinese students, whose return to
China was bemg thwarted by the U.S. government, were able to
go ba_ck horn~ t? se_rve the motherland and the people. On the
que_sllon of ehrmnatmg _the tense situation in the Taiwan area, the
Umted States asked Chma to commit itself not to liberate Taiwan
by force and to acknowledge the right of the United States to
co~duct so-c~lled "unilateral and collective self-defence" on the
Cfil?,ese ~;rntory_of Taiwan,_in a ploy to substantiate "two Chinas, or one _Chma, one Taiwan." China upheld her principled
sta_nd: the Chinese government would like to negotiate with the
Taiwan authorities, to liberate Taiwan together with Penghu,
Que~?Y ~nd Matsu by peaceful means to finally realize the
reu_nif1cauon ?f the motherland. But this is an internal affair, in
which the Uruted States has no right to interfere and which can
~ot become a to~ic for Sino-U.S. talks. The dipiomatic negotia~1ons between Chma and the United States on mutual relinquishing resort to force must lead to the removal of U.S. military
attitu~e of open hostHity towards China. The
qu~sttons were: One, _the presence of American
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threats in the Taiwan area. China can in no way recognize the
status quo of U.S. infringement upon Taiwan. The talks had to
be suspended at the end of 1957 when all reasonable suggestions
made by the Chinese side were stubbornly rejected by the United
States. In order to suppress Kuomintang troops' harassment and
wrecking activities on frontline defense of the mainland coast, the
People's Liberation Army began bombarding Quemoy in August
1958. The United States hurriedly reinforced its troops in the
Taiwan StraH and, furthermore, sent its fleet to escort the Kuomintang fleet. This constituted an .invasion of Chinese territorial
seas. The Chinese government sent many serious warnings to the
U.S. government against this. At the same time, the Chinese
government reiterated its wish to solve Sino-U.S. disputes through
peaceful negotiations.
In September, Sino-U.S. ambassadorial talks were resumed in
Warsaw. The United States attempted to "give up" Quemoy and
Matsu in exchange for China's promise not to appeal to force over
Taiwan and Pcnghu. In fact, the United States was still trying to
create "two Chinas." The Chinese government by no means
agreed with the idea, nor were the Taiwan authorities satisfied
with it. In consideration of the common ground shared by the
Chinese people and the Kuomintang group which opposed the
"two Chinas" advocated by the U.S., the Chinese government
decided to leave Quemoy and Matsu in the hands of the Taiwan
authorities for the time being. On October 6, Mao Zedong wrote
a "Message to Taiwan Compatriots," which was published in the
name of Peng Dehuai, minister of national defence, declaring the
temporary cessation of shelling Quemoy on the condition that
there would be no further U.S. escort. On October 25, "Another
Message to Taiwan Compatriots" was published, announcing that
there would be no shelling of Quemoy's airport and docks on even
dates, in order to let Quemoy and other islands bring in supplies;
it was not certain whether or not there would be shelling on odd
dates. But to avoid possible losses, boats, ships and airplanes of
the Taiwan side should not come over. At the same time, the
message advised the Kuomintang authorities not to rely on others
too much, pointing out that "matters concerning Chinese can be
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settled only by the Chinese people. Matters that are hard to solve
in a short time can be taken care of later through long-term
consultations." The stalemate between China and the United
States on the question of Taiwan lasted for many years.
An armistice was realized on the Indo-China Peninsula after
the 1954 Geneva agreement was reached. With 17 degrees north
latitude as the boundary Line, north Viet Nam was put under the
administration of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam. After
the French troops withdrew from Indo-China in 1955, the United
States seized the opportunity to replace France, using military
assistance to cultivate pro-American forces, especially through
active support to the Ngo Dinh Diem ruling clique of south Viet
Nam in its cruel persecution of the people who had fought in the
former war of re::;istance against foreign aggression and other
patriotic personages. At the end of 1960, the south Vietnamese
people were forced to take up arms to resist the reactionary rule
of the U.S.-Ngo clique. In 1961, the United States dispatched
"special troops" to south Viet Nam, and in the following year,
founded the "U.S. Military-Aid Headquarters in Viet Nam," thus
intensifying suppression of the south Vietnamese people and
getting ready to raid north Viet Nam. In order to support the
Vietnamese people's resistance against U.S. aggression, China
gave the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam large quantities of
free military assistance. In August 1964, the U.S. started bombing
north Viet Nam. The Chinese Government published a statement, saying that "U.S. aggression against the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam means aggression against China. The Chinese
people must on no account sit back and watch without going to
the rescue." In March 1965, U.S. marine corps landed at Da Nang
in the northern part of south Viet Nam, ready at any time to
altack northward. U.S. planes frequently intruded into Chinese
territorial air over Yunnan, Guangxi and Hainan Island. Under
the circumstances, the Party Central Committee called on lhe
army and the people of the whole country to get ready to deal
with the most serious situation possible. By request of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam, China began sending relief troops
to Viet Nam to operate in spheres such as ground-air missiles,
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antiaircraft artillery, engineering, railway~, mine ~weeping a?d
logistics. By the end of March 1968, Chinese ~ehef tr?Ops mvoJved a total of 320,000 people. Together with. soldiers and
civilians of Viet Nam, Chinese reinforcements, wit~ blood and
Jives, defended north Viet Nam's territorial air and its transportation lines. The toll of lhe Chinese troops reached more than
5 000 and the materials in aid of Viet Nam amounted to more
than U.S.$20 billion. With the support of China and other ~oun
trics, the Vietnamese people waged arduous struggles •. frnally
driving the U.S. aggressive troops into the hopele~s predicament
of no victory in sighl. In November 1968, the United Stat~~ h~d
no choice but to declare the cessation of bombing and gunfire 111
north Viet Nam, and to prepare for negotiations to end ~he war.
Their firm resistance to U.S. imperialist hege~1orns~ a~d
aggression pol.ides demonstrated a high degree of nauonal di~mty
and a -pirit of national independence on the part of the Chinese
people led by the Chinese Communist ~arty.
Matching its threat of force, the Umted States als? adopted a
"peaceful strategy to win victory" over sociali.st.countnes .. In 19 59,.
Mao Zedona exhorted us to heighten our vigilance agamst U.S.
peaceful me~bods, namely, by means of infiltration ~nd cor~up
tion, inducing socialist countries to evolve pea~efully mto c~p1t~l
ist countries. Later, Mao Zedong repeatedly raised the ~uesti~~ m
all earnestness, and Jinked it with the danger of revisionism a~1s111.g
within the socialist countries. Prevention of peaceful evolution is
an important strategic ideology of far-reaching sign~ic~nce. How
to correctly and effectively prevent peaceful evolution is.an eve.rpresent problem that needs to be settled properly and senously m
exploring the road to build a socialist country.

Sino-Soviet Relations
The Communist Party of China has always stood for maintaining relations of friendship between the two P~rtjcs and the two
countries, unity of the international communist movement and
unity among the various socialist countries. ln 1957, Mao ~edong
led a delegation to take part in a meeting of Commurust and
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Workers' Parties of various countries held in Moscow. By way of
conducting internal consultations, the Chinese Communist Party
put forward different opinions on some questions of the 20th
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. As a result
of the efforts of the two Parties in co-ordinating their stand and
making mutual concessions, the Moscow Declaration drafted by
both sides was passed. Even so, later on contradictions between
China and the Soviet Union nevertheless gradually sharpened.
The contradictions and clashes between China and the Soviet
Union fell into two categories: 1. Differences in the ideological
field. The two Parties had sharply contrasting opinions on the
international situation, the international communist movement's
line and tactics, and each other's international and domestic
Policies. 2. On the other hand, the then leaders of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union considered their party as a sort nf
"patriarchal Party," demanding that the Communist Pa ty of
China should follow its baton, in an attempt to control China and
make China militarily and diplomaticaJly submit to the strategic
needs of "Soviet-U.S. cooperation for domination of the world."
In 1958, the Soviet Union demanded the establishment of a
jointly-controlled long-wave station on Chinese territory and a
jointly-commanded fleet in China's territorial waters. Mao Zedong and other Chinese leaders promptly delivered a stern rebuff
to a demand such as this which would impair Chinese sovereignty. In the same year, Khrushchov was deeply worried that the
mainland's shelling of Quemoy would hamper "Soviet-U.S. cooperation." So he demanded that China make a commitment not
to resort to force on the question of Taiwan. Of course, China
could not agree. When the Sino-Indian boundary conflicts broke
out, the Soviet Union did not bother to look into the rights and
wrongs of the case, but issued a statement partial to the Indian
side, thus exposing Sino-Soviet divergences to public view.
In April 1960, on the occasion of marking the 90th anniversary
of Lenin's birth, the Chinese Communist Party published Long
Live Leninism! and two other articles, criticizing some views of
the Soviet leaders without mentioning names. In June, during the
3rd Congress of the Romanian Workers' Party, Khrushchov
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Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, under the name of
t~e Ren'!'in. Ribao editorial department and the Red Flag Magazme Edllonal Department, published nine commentaries on the
~pen letter of th~ .so~iet ,,central Committee. In these articles,
Khrushchov revlSlomsm was openly criticized by name and
l~ssons drawn from world history concerning "peaceful ~v0Ju
t10n" and "c~pitalist restoration" in socialist countries were expounded: !his co~troversy, which was unprecedented in scale, led
to the dlSlnte~ratJOn .of the international communist movement
and Communist Parties of many countries.
Jn October I 964, the Central Committee of the Corn munist Party
o_f the Soviet l!nion dismissed Khrushchov from his leading position, ~nd a~pomted Brezhnev First Secretary of the CPSU. Out of
a desire t~ unprove relations between the two Parties, the Chinese
Co~mum~t Party sem a delegation headed by Zhou Enlai to the
Soviet l!mon to take part in activities celebrating the October
Re~o.Iuuon. B~t the new leadership of the CPS U claimed that their
policies on Chma did not have "even minor differences" from those
o_f Khrushchov. In March 1965, Brezhnev compelled the convocation o~ a preparat?ry meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties
of vanou~ countnes for the purpose of collectively denouncing the
Comm umst Party of China. The Chinese Communist Party and six
oth~r fraternal Parties refused to attend. From then on the Soviet
Un.ion kept increasing its armed forces on the boundaries between
Cluna and the Soviet Union, and stationed troops in the People's
Republic of Mongolia. In March 1966, when the Soviet Communist
Par~y con~ened the ~3rd Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet U m~n, the Chmese Communist Party decided not to send its
repr~sentauves to attend. Following this, relations between the two
Parties broke off.
.In ~eviewing t~e history of the controversies, it is just as Deng
X1~oprng later ~a1d: When a Communist Party comments on the
~ct1ons of a fo!e!gn fraternal Party, it may often judge them accordm? to some ng1d formula or established pattern. Facts show that
this approa.ch g~ts ?ne nowhere. The correctness or incorrectness of
the.domestic pnnc1ples and line of a Party in a given country should
be Judged by that Party itself and by the people of that country. In
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the last analysis, the answer is made through the practice of the
Party and the people concerned. It is not for others to write articles
affirming or contradicting them. Whether big, medium-sized, or
small, Parties should respect each other's choices and experiences.
We can't criticize others for conducting experiments in line with
their own conditions. Even if they are wrong, it is up to them to sum
up their own experience and try a different path. They should treat
us in the same way, allowing us to make mistakes. Even if we make
mistakes, it is up to us to correct them. We object to being ordered .
about and we, for our part, will never issue orders to others.
When Deng Xiaoping met with some visiting comrades of a
foreign fraternal Party, he talked about the relations between the
Chinese Communist Party and other foreign Parties and the past
controversies. He said: Looking back, however, we can see that
we haven't always acted correctly. We have previously expressed
some incorrect opinions concerning another Party. The visiting
foreign comrades also said that they hadn't always acted correctly
either. This was one aspect of the past controversies, that is, the
ideological divergencies. The key to the problem lies in integrating the universal principles of Marxism with the concrete practices of revolution and construction of each country, using new
thinking and new viewpoints to understand, inherit and advance
Marxism-Leninism in the face of ever-changing world situation.
As to the other aspect of the controversies, Deng Xiaoping said:
"If a Party and the country which it leads pursue a foreign policy
of interference in the internal affairs of other countries, or
invasion or subversion of them, then any other Party is entitled
to make its stand known and express its criticism. We have always
opposed the Communist Party of the Soviet Union acting like a
patriarchal Party and displaying great-power chauvinism. It pursues a hegemonist line and policy in foreign relations." 28
In dealing with the international communist movement and
relations between socialist countries, the Chinese Communist
Party upheld the independence and sovereignty of various Parties
and countries, and opposed hegemonism of any big Party or any
big country and their treating of other fraternal Parties or other
socialist countries unequally or ruling by force. With dauntless
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spirit, the Chinese Communist Party withstood the pressure from
that quarter. This demonstrated the genuine Marxism and true
principles of proletarian internationalism of the Chinese Communist Party. The Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese people
are proud of this, and have won the respect of the Communists
of various countries and the people of the world.

VIII. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF "LEFf"
DEVIATIONIST POLITICAL MISTAKES
AND SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF
ECONOMIC READJUSTMENT
During almost two years of readjustment before and after the
Enlarged Work Conference of the Party Central Committee, which
was attended by 7,000 people, the domestic situation gradually took
a turn for the better. However, the erroneous "Left" deviationist
guiding thought on the issue of economic development, especially
in the issue of class struggle, had not been basically corrected.
Actually, there still existed different views within the Party and
among the leaders of the Party on the situation and policies. In face
of serious difficulties, these contradictions and divergencies remained latent. After the situation took a favourable turn, the
deepening of domestic policy readjustment (following the West
Building Meeting and on to the proposal for assigning farm output
quotas to the household) and the further intensification of the
Sino-Soviet polemics made inner-Party divergencies gradually surface again over appraisal of the situation and guidance of work. The
Party met new twists and turns in its exploration of China's own
road for building socialism.

The 10th Plenary Session of the 8th CPC Central Committee
In August 1962, the Central Committee held a meeting on
work at Beidaihe. Originally, the topic had been discussion of the
work in agriculture, commerce and other fields, including the
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question of fixing farm output quotas to the household. However,
right at the start, Mao Zedong raised the problems of classes, the
general situation, and contradictions for discussion. These topics
also became the major content of the 10th Plenary Session of the
CPC 8th Central Committee held in Beijing in September. At
both the Beidaihe Meeting and the I 0th Plenary Session, Mao
Zedong made speeches in which he criticized Khrushchov's ideas
in the Soviet Union and discussed the questions of classes and
class struggle in China. He regarded differences in understanding
within the Party as the reflection of class struggle, and opinions
differing from his own, but which in fact, conformed fairly well
with objective conditions, as indications of Right opportunism;
that is, revisionism. All this he denounced as a "foul wind
blowing towards individual farming" and "reversal of previous
verdicts." Now some people see the situation as entirely dark, he
said. They are ideologically confused, have lost confidence, and
fail to see the brightness, therefore concluding that socialism is
no good and that individual farming is the only choice. The
higher up the wind swept, the stronger it blew. Mao criticized
Deng Zibui and others who supported the policy of fixing farm
output quotas to the household as representing the well-to-do
middle peasants who wished to go in for private farming, and
even standing by the side of landlords, rich peasants and the
capitalist class in opposing socialism. The recent tendency to
reverse previous verdicts was not correct, he added. The cases
arising in the campaign against Right deviation in 1959 could not
be reversed in one gust of wind. At that time, Peng Dehuai had
handed over a lengthy letter appealing to the Central Committee.
Mao Zedong considered it an action to reverse previous verdicts,
adding that Peng could not be rehabilitated. During the plenary
session, Kang Sheng asserted that the novel Liu Zhidan was
written to "overturn Gao Gang's case," which received the support of Mao Zedong. Xi Zhongxun and others who had stood by
the work were called an "anti-Party group" out to redress Gao
Gang's case. (Of course, criticism of the novel is permissible, but
that kind of political analysis and repudiation was groundless.)
The session thus decided to set up two commissions for making
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separate inquiries into the cases of Peng Dehuai and Xi
Zhongxun. After the session, Deng Zihui was dismissed from his
position as minister of the central committee department of
agricultural work. The reform to fix farm output quotas to the
household on an experimental basis was thus once again cracked
down on. With this, the work of rehabilitating "Right opportunists" came to an end. Those who preferred suggestions to reexamine and rehabilitate "Rightists" who carried out the work on
a trial basis were beat back amidst censures of their "extreme
recklessness."
"The 10th Plenary Session of the CPC 8th Central Committee
pointed out that throughout the historical stage of proletarian
revolution and proletarian dictatorship and as weJJ as the whole
historical stage of transition from capitalism to communism
(which needs several decades, or even a much longer period),
there exists class struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, and struggle between the socialist road and the capitalist
road." This sentence in the communique was written by Mao
Zedong himself. On the questions of the class struggle and the
danger of restoration of capitalism, he said, from now on, we
must remind ourselves of this every year, every month and every
day so that "we can retain a relatively sober understanding of this
problem and have a Marxist-Leninist line." Thus this important,
yet complicated problem concerning how to understand and deal
with class struggle in socialist society was once again put before
the whole Party in a serious, yet very simplistic way. After basic
completion of the socialist transformation of private ownership of
the means of production, besides the external enemy's invasions
and subversions, internally in socialist society, class struggle will
continue within certain limits for a long time, and can even
become sharp under certain conditions. This is an important fact.
It was proved by the attack launched by an extremely small
number of Rightists in 1957. It was further proved by the emergence of speculation and profiteering, graft and theft, sabotage by
hostile elements and the appearance of "restoration records"
written by a small number of landlords during the period of
economic recession and readjustment. It is quite necessary to face
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the reality of class struggle, handle it correctly, and acquire a
sober understanding of the problem. At the same time, we must
understand clearly that even though class struggle exists in certain areas we should not widen and absolutize it. In 1957, as the
scope of the anti-Rightist struggle widened, it was asserted that
the struggle between the two classes and between the two roads
would remain the principal contradiction throughout the entire
stage of transition prior to the completion of socialism (estimated
at that time to be more than ten years). This was certainly both
in practice and in theory, failure to keep a clear head. In 1959,
at the Lushan Meeting, struggle against the Right deviation was
also regarded as class struggle within the Party, and as a kind of
struggle which would continue for at least twenty years, even
possible for half a century. At the 10th Plenary Session of the 8th
Central Committee, the criticism of Peng Dehuai, Xi Zhongxun
and Deng Zihui was regarded as a struggle of the proletariat
against the bourgeoisie. A completely wrong judgement was
passed on the nature of this matter. Then came a new assertion
that the period of transition with class struggle as the principal
contradiction would continue right up until the higher stage of
communism is reached. The period would be longer than several
decades, possibly one hundred years, or several hundred years.
This conclusion was even more arbitrary and less clear-minded.
Not Jong after, the assertion was defined as the Party's "basic
theory and basic practice" and during the "cultural revolution" it
came to be called "the Party's basic line in the whole historical
stage of socialism." Just as "Resolution on Certain Questions in
the History of Our Party Since the founding of the People's
Republic of China" pointed out, al the 10th Plenary Session of
the 8th Central Committee, Mao Zedong "widened and absolutized the class struggle, which exists only within certain limits in
socialist society, and carried forward the viewpoint he had advanced after the anti-Rightist struggle in 1957 that the contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie remained the
principal contradiction in our society." This indicates that the
viewpoint of the widening of the class struggle had become
further systematized, and served as the theoretical preparation
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for further escalation of the Party's "Left" deviationist mistakes.
When the 10th Plenary Session came to end, Liu Shaoqi expressed full support for Mao's theoretical viewpoints and analysis
of the situation. At the same time, in view of the fact that the
criticism of Peng Dehuai's "Right opportunism" within the whole
Party after the Lushan Meeting in 1959 had hampered the work to
correct "Left" mistakes that would have continued in their actual
work, Liu Shaoqi proposed that the situation concerning criticism
of Peng, Xi and Deng at the 10th plenary session be passed on only
to high-ranking Party cadres, not to cadres at the lower levels. The
Central Committee adopted his proposal. Mao Zedong also said, do
not relax economic work on account of the stress on class struggle.
We should "give work the priority." The plenary session discussed
and passed several resolutions concerning consolidation of the collective economy to develop agricultural production and commercial work. The session also passed a revised draft of sixty articles on
the people's communes, and decided to continue implementation of
the eight-character principle for readjusting the national economy.
After the 10th Plenary Session of the Party's 8th Central Committee, a complicated situation arose in the Party's and nation's work.
On the one hand, politically, the "Left" mistake of widening class
struggle grew steadily more serious. On the other hand, the task
for economic readjustment and restoration basically continued as
scheduled, and was successfully fulfilled by 1965. The two factors
were mutually contradictory, but the contradiction was temporarily controJled within definite limits.

"Four Clean-Ups" and "Five-Anti" Movements, and Criticism
in Political and Ideological Spheres
After the 10th Plenary Session of the 8th Central Committee
'
the Party Central Committee decided to launch a widespread
socialist education movement and wage a large-scale class struggle in the cities and countryside.
At a meeting of the Party Central Committee held in February
1963, Mao Zedong introduced the experiences summed up by
Hunan and Hebei provinces and other places, and advanced the
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notion that "once class struggle is grasped, all problems will be
solved." A decision was made to launch a socialist education
movement in rural areas to clear up accounts, warehouses, property and work-points (known as the "four clean-ups") and a
"five-anti" movement in cities against corruption and theft, speculation and profiteering, extravagance and waste, decentralism,
and bureaucracy. In May, Mao Zedong himself in Hangzhou
directed and worked out The Draft Decision of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China on Certain Problems in Our Present Rural Work (known as the First Ten-Point
Decision). The decision's estimate of the domestic political situation was overly serious, considering that serious, sharp class
struggles had surfaced in current Chinese society. The "four
clean-ups" and the "five-anti" movements are "revolutionary
socialist struggles to attack and smash the furious attack launched
by capitalist forces." The decision urged various localities to train
cadres and make on-the-spot experiments in preparation for the
widespread socialist education movement. In September, in the
light of some questions arising in the experiments, the Party
Central Committee formulated "The Draft Regulations on Some
Specific Policies in the Socialist Education Movement in the
Rural Area" (known as the Second Ten-Point Decision). Based on
fully affirming the First Ten-Point Decision, the Second TenPoint Decision clearly defined the principle of "taking class
struggle as the key link." This is a principle of "Left" deviation.
However, the regulations also stipulated relatively correct specific
policies on uniting more than 95 percent of cadres and masses and
relying on organizations and cadres at the grassroots level. From
the winter of 1963 to the spring of 1964, the "four clear-ups"
movement was carried out in a large number of rural communes
and brigades throughout the country, and the "five-anti" movement was in its trial stage in a small number of cities.
After the autumn of 1963, the polemics between the Chinese
and Soviet Parties grew fiercer by the day. Under the circumstances, Mao Zedong held that revisionism had already appeared
within our Party. The correct proposition on rural work, which
Deng Zihui and others had advocated, was epitomized as san zi
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yi bao (the extension of plots for private use, the extension of free
markets, the increase of small enterprises with sole responsibility
for their own profits or losses, and the fixing of output quotas
based on the individual household) and was regarded as a "revisionist domestic programme." In the spring of 1962, Wang Jiaxiang, head of the International Liaison Department of the Central Committee, suggested to the central committee that to gain
time for overcoming difficulties and speeding up construction, it
is necessary to strive for a relative relief of tension in foreign
relations; in the struggle with the United States, the Soviet Union
and India, careful consideration should be given to tactics; in the
field of foreign assistance, we should be realistic and act within
our capability. The general spirit of these suggestions was correct,
and as to makjng suggestions to the central commjttee, this was
in complete conformity with organizational principles. But these
suggestions were distortedly generalized as san he yi shao (liquidation of the struggle against imperialism, the reactionaries and
modern revisionism, and reduction of assistance and support to
the revolutionary struggle of other peoples) and regarded as a
"revisionist international programme." Many suggestions on a
united front made by Li Weihan, head of the United Front
Department of the Central Committee were also criticized as
"capitulation to the bourgeoisie." Both Wang and Li were severely
criticized as "revisionists in the Party" and dismissed from their
positions.
The "four clean-ups" and "five-anti" movements were looked
upon as important strategic measures in fighting against revisionism, preventing revisionism and digging out the domestic roots of
revisionism. In the movements, some units conducting on-thespot experiments came up with material describing examples of
the "class enemy usurping leadership" or cadres involved in
"peaceful transition" (i.e. to capitalism). In May and June of
1964, Mao Zedong and Liu Shaoqi made a further estimate that
leadership in roughly one-third of the grassroots units in the
country was not in our hands, but in the hands of the enemy and
their allies. With this in mind, the central committee, under the
direction of Liu Shaoqi, revised the Second Ten-Point Decision.
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In it, the domestic situation was grossl~ exaggerated and. even
further out of keeping with the actual cucumstances, and 1t was
asserted that the enemy was trying to entice a?d corrup~ .the
cadres, that "establishing a dual counter-revolutionary ~ht1c~~
power" was the "principal form adopted by the enemy agamst us,
and that "the current movement is a large-scale mass movem~nt
that is more extensive, more complicated and more deep-gomg
than the land reform movement." It was dec~ded tha~ "t~e whole
movement is to be led by work teams," that ~· org~mzat1on~ and
cadres at grassroots level were to be put aside. Lrn Shaoq1 also
urged sending large numbers of work teams to concentrate forces
for a battle of annihilation, and using the work methods of !he
land reform movement, such as visiting poor peasants, showmg
concern for them and stribng roots among the commune members. The central committee continuously transmitted,~ocuments
which later were proved to be wrong, such as the Report on
Taking Back Leadership of the Baiyin Nonferrous Metal Co~pa
ny," submitted jointly by the Gansu Prov~~ial Party Comm1~tee
and the Party Leadership Group of the M1mstry of Metallu!g1cal
Jndustry, the "Report on the Struggl.e t<:>. Seize ~a~k Power m the
Xiaozhan Area" submitted by the T1anJJO Muruc1pal Party Committee and a d~cument on summarizing experience in the socialist ed~cation movement of the Taoyuan Prod~ction Bridge of
funing County in Hebei Province, all of which stressed the
struggle to seize power. Because many local cadres had dou?ts
and resentments, the central committee stressed that the maJOr
danger then was "Right deviation," urging cadres at prefect~ra1
and county levels to criticize fear of "Left," but not . of Right
ideas. Therefore, in the second half of 1964, "Left" deviation
developed a step further.
. From the latter part of 1964 to early 1965, the Ce.ntraJ Co~
mittee held its working conference. Mao Zedong pres1ded o~er.1t
and worked out "Some Current Questions Raised in the S?ciahst
Education Movement in the Rural Areas (i.e., the 23-Pomt Document). The document, affirming that most of our cadres were
good or fairly good, stipulated that we should free th~m as
quickly as possible from being examined and gradually realize the
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"three-way combination" representing the masses, cadres and
work team. The work method we advocated was to take the mass
line'. and not create an aura of mystery or adopt the "human sea"
tactics that smacked of the military. The results of the "four
clean-ups'.' movement were to be seen in doing the work of
co~st~uctlon well, and raising production should be one of the
cntena. of how well the movement is being conducted. These
:egulat1ons pa~tiaJly corrected the overly "Left" practices which
mfluenced vanous localities while Liu Shaoqi was directing the
"four cle~n-ups" work during the second half of 1964. However,
the 23-Pomt Document unduly emphasized that the nature of the
movement was to solve the contradiction between socialism and
capitalis~, pointing ?ut that "this movement targets the Party
persons. m power takmg the caphalist road." (Later, this became
the major slog~n of the "cultural revolution.") Some, such as the
Party persons m power were out in the open, others were behind
the scenes; some of the people supporting the Party persons in
power were at the lower levels, others were in higher levels. There
were even some people working in provincial departments and the
c~ntra~ or.gans who opposed socialism. Mao Zedong wrote instructions m mner-Party documents, pointing out that the leaders
ta~g .the cap!~aUst r?,ad were "bad cadres of the bureaucratcap1tahst class. They have become or are becoming bourgeois
elements who suck the blood of the workers." "The bureaucrat
class on. the one hand and the working class and the poor and
lower-~1ddle peasants on the other are two bitterly antagonistic
classes. The ~pearhead of the struggle was thus pointed at Party
~eaders at vanous levels. This served to develop "Left" deviation1st error of b~?adening class struggle to a new stage, that is, a stage
of so-cal~ed class struggle" created artificially, arbitrarily and
systemat1cally.
According to the provisions of the "23-Point Document" the
socialist educatio~ movement in both the cities and rural' areas
should be calle~ m short ~~e "four clean-ups" movement (i.e.,
~our cl~an-u~s m the political, economic, organizational and
ideological fJelds). By the spr":1g of 1966, the "four clean-ups"
movement had been conducted m about one-third of the counties

and people's communes in China's countryside, and in about 3.9
percent of the nation's total state-owned industrial enterprises and
communications departments. As for the rest, such as the financial, trade, cultural and educational departments, the "four cleanups" movement had been conducted as on-the-spot experiments
in only a few units. The socialist education movement in both the
cities and rural areas, which had been carried out for three
years and more, played a positive role in correcting unacceptable behavior among cadres such as grabbing more than their
share, issuing mandatory orders, bullying people and oppressing
the masses, as well as many shortcomings in management of the
collective economy. It was also useful in cracking down on graft,
embezzlement, speculation and profiteering, and in checking
unhealthy activities tending to foster feudal superstitions. But
due to "taking class struggle as the key link," many problems
differing in nature were regarded as class struggle or as reflections of the class struggle within the Party. This led to confusing
the two different types of contradictions and caused many cadres
and ordinary people to suffer under attacks which should not
have been made against them. Some correct policies and measures
for helping to enliven the rural economy, develop farm production and improve peasants' living standards could not be carried
out well because more often than not they would be censured as
a "capitalist tendency" or a "capitalist tail." Nevertheless, this
movement was conducted only in some areas under unified
leadership, in stages and in groups. Moreover, certain deviations
arising in the movement were corrected, thus limiting and alleviating to some extent the negative aspects of the movement. By
and large, industrial and agricultural production had not been
adversely affected nationwide, and no widespread social chaos
eventuated.
In the ideological sphere, the criticism and struggle were also
aggravated. As early as in the autumn of 1962, Jiang Qing
censured a new kunqu opera Li Huiniang as a "ghost play" (a
ghost appears on the stage as a character) incompatible with
socialism. In May 1963, Jiang Qing organized some people to
write articles criticizing Li Huiniang and former articles praising
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This created a tense atmosphere in literary and art
December 1963, Mao Zedong wrote these comments:
Problems abound in all forms of art such as the drama ballads
music, the fine .arts, the dance, the cinema, pcetry and llterature'.
a.nd the people mv~lved are numerous; in many departments very
little has been achieved so far in socialist transformation." "Isn't
~t absurd that man~ C?mmunists are enthusiastic about promotmg feudal and cap1tahst art, but not socialist art?" He also said
on many occas~ons that the Ministry of Culture was a "ministry
of emperors, kings, generals and ministers," a "ministry of schola~s ~nd beauties," and a "ministry of foreign dead people." The
Mrn1s~ry of Cul~u_re ~nd the literary and art circles immedfately
orgamzed a rectification campaign to study these instructions.
In June 1964, after reading the "Report on the Situation in the
Rectification Campaign Carried Out in the China Federation of
Literary and Art Circles and the Associations Under lt (Draft),"
Mao ~e?ong wrote an instruction: "In the last fifteen years these
associauons, most of their publications (it is said that a few are
good), and by and l~rge the people in them (that is, not everybody) have not earned out the pclicies of the Party. They have
acted as high and mighty bureaucrats, have not gone to the
worker~, peasants and soldiers and have not reflected the socialist
r~vol~uon and socialist construction. In recent years, they have
slid nght d?wn to the brink of revisionism. Unless they remold
themselves m real earnest, at some future date they are bound to
?ecome groups lik~ the Hungarian Petofi Club." At that time,
m the sphere of literature and art, there really existed some
~nhe~lth.y phenomena. It is necessary to pcint out the problems
m this f1eJ.d and solve .them by the means of normal criticism,
strengthening leadership and improving work. However Mao
Zedong'~ two. wri~ten .instructions did not objectively appralse the
whole .s1tual1on rn llterary and art circles. Hence this led to
launc~mg mass movements and political struggles to settle problen:is m c~lture .and art. In cultural departments, culture and art
u~1ts and m nationwide periodicals and newspapers, Li Huiniang,
XLe. Yaohuan and. other operas, Jiangnan in the North, Early
Spnng and other films, and many theoretical views on literature
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and art were subjected to open political .criticism. From the
summer of 1964 onward, this kind of crit~c1sn:i was expanded to
academic circles. A number of representative figures and ~heoret
ical viewpcints in the spheres of philosop~y, econom1~~ .and
history and all other academic spheres were vigorously cr_ltlc~zed
in research institutes, schools of higher learning, and publications
throughout the country. Among the criticized works, many were
excellent or rather good. Some bad shortcomings, t;mt y-;e!e
groundlessly criticized as having anti-Pa~ty an_d ant1-.sociahst
political problems. Among the theoretical v1ewpcmts w~ch were
criticized some were correct, while the others could be d1scusse~.
In either' case, it was also groundless to criticize them as anuParty and anti-socialist political problems. Among the representative figures criticized, most were important leading cadres, a~
eomplished writers and scholars who w_ere P~~t~ members m
cultural and academic spheres. After being cnt1c1zed, many of
them were dismissed from their leading posts, or unable to
continue their normal work.
During the Spring Festival of 1964, Mao Zedong held a forum.
Soon later, on many occasions, he issued written directives a~d
made speeches, advancing many extreme proposals for reform in
education.
With criticism intensified in the spheres of literature, art,
science and education, the large majority in the whole contingent
involved were once again called "bourgeois intellectuals."
The erroneous and aggravated criticism carried out in the
ideological sphere trampled on the policy of "letting a hundred
flowers blossom and a hundred schools of thought contend." This
brought about a tense atmosphere among the broad r~nks of
intellectuals who were thrown into a state of extreme anxiety and
nervousness. It impaired their enthusiasm and hindered the development of cultural, scientific and educational unde.rtakii:gs.
At the time when "Left" deviationist criticisms were gr?wmg
increasingly exacerbated, Deng Xiaoping made efforts trymg to
control the situation. Jn March 1965, the Secretariat of the CPC
Central Committee held a meeting on correcting the "Le!t"
deviation which arose in the socialist education movement earned
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out in experimentation at Beijing University. In speaking of the
current situation in ideological and cultural spheres, Deng Xiao·
ping said: Now people dare not write articles, and the theatres
put on plays only about soldiers and fighting. As to the cinemas
this film can't be shown, that film can't be shown. What film cat;
you find that's ever so perfect? Those "revolutionaries" want to
achieve fame by criticizing others and try to climb up by stepping
on other people's shoulders. He propQsed that such practices
should be stopped at once. In September 1965, Peng Zhen in a
speech at a national meeting of directors of cultural departments
and bureaus under the Ministry of Culture, also attempted to ease
the tense atmosphere in literary, art and academic circles by
leading the criticism into the orbit of argument and reasoning.
However, the developing situation could not be held up for long.
In November 1965, Yao Wenyuan's article "Comment on the
New Historical Opera 'Hai Rui Dismissed From Office"' was
published. It stirred up an even more erroneous, violent tide of
criticism, and which acted as a fuse touching off the "cultural
revolution."

Three Years of Economic Readjustment from 1963 to 1965
After the 10th Plenary Session of rhe 8th Central Committee
of the CPC, although "Left" deviationist mistakes had developed
further, they had not yet come to dominate the situation countrywide before the launching of "cultural revolution." The major
attention of the Party and the people throughout the country was
focused on readjustment of the national economy, while restoring
and developing production. In the first half of 1963, the overaJI
situation of the national economy took a favourable turn. With
this, a mood of impatience began to gain ground, the feeling was
that the task for national economic readjustment had been ba·
sically completed, therefore we could now turn to speeding up
national economic development. In September the same year, the
Party Central Committee made an objective analysis of the
current economic situation; the conclusion was that agricultural
production had not yet been restored to the level of 1957; some
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blems had not been solved properly such as imbalance in the

~{r ucture of industry, poor quality of. pro~ucts and ~ow produc0

tive efficiency; many problems remamed m_ enter~nse manage·
ment as well. Therefore, the central comrmttee s_tipulate~ that
from 1963, three more years should ~e spent m con~mu_ous
· lementation of the principle of "readjustment, consoltdation,
i:::~ng out and raising standards" as a transit~onal stage between
the second and third Five·Year Plans. That 1s to say, ~962 ~as
the last year of the Second five-Year Plan, and the Thud F1veYear Plan would be put off and would begi~ from 1966. In the
three years of transitiona'l stage, th~ readjust~ent would be
conducted under conditions of the basic completion of the lar?escale reduction and retreat of the national ~conomy. Its major
tasks and targets were: Agricultural produ~t1on should reach or
exceed the level of 1957; industrial product10n should be a~ound
50 percent higher than the level of 1957; ro~jor proporuonate
relations in the national economy would be bas.1c~lly ~alanced on
the new base of 1962; the managerial and admuustrative work of
various departments would be led onto a normal path. develop·
mcnt; enterprise labour productivity and the econommng of raw
and processing materials and fuel shou~d reach or surpas.s form~r
top records. To realize the above·ment1oned_ ta~ks and targets? 1t
was imperative to implement the general pnnc1ple of de~elopmg
the national economy with agriculture as the base and mdustry
as the leading factor. The economic plan should be drawn up
according to the order of first solving the ~roble~s .of food,
clothing and daily necessities, then strengthemng b~s1c mdustry,
while giving consideration to the development of national defence
and breakthroughs in top-level science. .
.
In the three years of continuous readjustment, some experiments were made on reform of the economic_ system.1:'wo reform
measures merit attention. One was the tnal establishment of
industrial and transport trusts. Many enterprise~ that pr?duced
and managed similar products were integrated mt~ special cor·
porations. They were managed according to econonuc Jaws ~ather
than by administrative means. In Mar~h 1963, on the m<?t~on of
Liu Shaoqi, China's first trust-the China Tobacco and Cigarette
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Company- was set up on a trial basis. Subsequently, a dozen or
so national, provincial and municipal trusts were founded, thus
accumulating experiences for future reforms. The other measure
was reform of the labour system. In 1957, Liu Shaoqi advocated
the idea of employing fewer regular workers, but more temporary
workers who were both workers and peasants. In 1958, he further
advocated two labour systems and two educational systems: one
was a full-time working system and full-time schooling system;
the other was a work-study, or farm-study labour system and
educational system. In 1964, Liu Shaoqi again made the above
proposals, which were confirmed by the central committee. Since
then, the labour system of employing both permanent workers
and temporary workers was gradually introduced on a nationwide
scale. The work-study, or farm-study programme was carried out
in some experimental units.
After May 1964, as the United States and the Soviet Union
were intensifying their military threats against China, the problem of war preparations in economic work became an important
item on the Party's agenda. Large-scale construction of the ThirdLine Region (strategic rear) in southwest China was laid out. To
help promote it, the central committee decided to carry out the
principle of "stopping" (all new projects), "reducing" (projects
under construction), "moving" (some enterprises and institutions
to the Third-Line Region), "separating" (some enterprises and
institutions into two, with some of them moving to the Third-Line
Region) and "helping" (enterprises in the Third-Line Region with
technical force and equipment from enterprises of the same
category in the First-Line and Second-Line regions). Actually,
this was another large-scale readjustment of the national economy.
To consider economic construction from the angle of war
preparation involved not only the re-distribution of industry.
Mao Zedong advanced the slogan: "Be prepared against war, be
prepared against natural disasters, and do everything for the
people"; this was especially aimed to develop agriculture and
mobilize local enthusiasm for construction. He said: "First, be
prepared against war. The people and army must first solve the
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roblem of food and clothing, then they can fight a war. Ot~er
firearms would be useless. Secondly, be prepare?. agamst
atural disasters. Once a famine year comes, and locahtles have
~o stores of grain, cotton or edible oil, the~ have to rely on
assistance from other provinces for support. Its not a perma~e~t
solution. Once we have a war, ~e wo.ul~ have many more ~iff1culties. No matter which provmce 1s mvolved, local nat~onal
disasters are unavoidable, to say nothing of several provmces
combined. Third, the state should not accumulate too m_ucb. We
should give consideration to sections of the population who
still haven't enough food and clothing; furtherm?re, we sh~uld
consider storing grain locally among the people rn preparat1?.n,
for war and natural.disasters; and thirdly, consider a.ccu~ulauon
of funds by localities for use in expanded reproductlon.. ~e also
said that we have had several years' experience of drammg t_he
pond to get all the fish (referring to high purchase ~uo~as), w!th
many localities unable to maintain simp~e reprodu_ction ~ famme
years. We should take warn~ng from t~s. Preparmg aga1.nst war
and natural disasters and domg everything for the peopl~ is at the
same time the best method for serving the state accordmg to the
old saying that if the common people have ample food and
clothing, how could the monarch be hard up? 29
After five years of readjustment between 1961 an~ 1965~ t~e
relation between industry and agriculture, the relations w~thm
industry and the relation between accumulation and_ expend1tu_re
were brought into relative balance. I~dustry had. mcreased its
ability to support agriculture. Enterpnse manage~ial l~ve~s and
economic results were somewhat improved. On this basis, mdustrial and agricultural production was revived and ~eveloped;
market supply was improved; revenue and expenditure were
balanced; prices nationwide were st~ble •. and the ?1arket was
brisk. At a time when the task of readJUSlmg the ~allonal economy was in the main accomplished, the 1st Session of the 3rd
National People's Congress met during the ~nd of 1964 and the
beginning of 1965. At the session, Zhou Enla1 announced that the
national economy as a whole would soon enter a new stage. of
development and that China would begin to carry out the Third
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Five-Year Plan beginning from 1966. The Chinese people should
redouble their efforts to make China a socialist power with
modern agriculture, industry, national defence, and science and
technology. This was the first time the Party had taken such a
solemn occasion to call on the people of the whole nation to
realize the task of the four modernizations. But owing to the
outbreak of the "cultural revolution" this great task could not be
implemented according to plan.

IX. TEN YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENTS AND
TWO DEVELOPMENT TENDENCIES
IN THE EXPLORATION
The ten years from the 1st Session of the 8th Central Committee of CPC to the eve of the "cultural revolution" (1956-66)
witnessed a tortuous development in the Party's exploration of
how to build socialism in China.
In the ten years of large-scale socialist construction, although China suff~red serious setbacks, it nevertheless won
great achievements as well. In one year and more following 1956,
efforts were made to continue carrying out the original tasks set
in the First Five-Year Plan ( 1953-57), and to surpass them. It was
then followed by the Second Five-Year Plan period (1958-62).
However, the five years were marked by three years of the
anomalous (i.e., casting aside scheduled tasks) "big leap forward"
and a serious economic recession brought on by it. To overcome
the difficulties, the Party and the Chinese people waged an
arduous struggle. In the latter two years of the Second Five-Year
Plan (1961-62), China went in for readjustment of the national
economy. Then followed three years (I 963-65) of continuous
readjustment. This was regarded as a transitional stage between
the Second Five-Year Plan and the Third Five-Year Plan (beginning from 1966 ). The readjustment, resulting in smooth economic
development, required a total of five years. The achievements
scored in various fields were notable.
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Taking 1962 as the base period (which marked the lowest point
in the readjustment process), in the three years from 1963 to
1965, the average annual total output value of industry and
agriculture increased 15.7 percent; the average annual total output value of agriculture rose 11 percent; and the averag~ a?-nual
total output value of industry went up 17 .9 percent. While m the
first Five-Year Plan period, the rates of growth in the three fields
were, respectively, 10.9 percent, 4.5 percent and 18 percent.
Considering that the base numbers in 1962 were very low, economic growth in the following three years of the readjustment
period was restorative in nature; therefore, it cannot be fully
compared with that in the First Five-Year Plan.
With 1957 as the base period, in the eight years between 1958 and
1965, investment in capital construction reached 93.8 billion yuan,
with which 531 large and medium-sized projects were completed.
Total industrial and agricultural output value increased by 59.9
percent. Of this, total agricultural output value rose by 9.9 percent,
and total industrial output value by 98.1 percent. In major industrial products, steel increased 2.3 fold, to 12.23 million tons; raw
coal 77 percent, to 232 million tons; electricity 3.5 fold, to 67 :6
billionkwh; crude oil 7.75 fold, to 11.31 million tons; and synthetic
ammonia 8.7 fold, to 1.484 million tons. In the major agricultural
products, the output of cotton reached 2.098 million tons, up 27.9
percent; grain 194.55 billion kg, close to 195.05 billi?n. kg in 1957
(original estimates of grain output stood at 185 billion kg, not
including the output of soybean.); ups and downs in the year of "big
leap forward" lowered the average growth rate during the period
from 1958 to 1965. However, due to the painstaking efforts made
by the Chinese people nationwide, agricultural production was
restored at a fairly quick paced and even increased in some fields.
Industrial production rose in every branch, and even showed a
considerable growth in some fields.
The "big leap forward" inflicted tremendous damage and waste
on China's industrial and agricultural production and construction.
However, these years still saw development. There was the beginning of an overall arrangement for ind us trial constructio!1 for the
most advanced branches of scientific research, and national de-
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fence, construction of water conservancy works, mechanization of
agriculture, and for many other projects in modernization. Statistics showed that from 1949, the year of the founding of New China,
to 1964, over two-thirds of the total large and medium-sized projects
in various departments of heavy industry were put into operation
in the three years of the "big leap forward." The growth of steelmaking capability in the three years accounted for 36.2 percent of
the total increase in steel-making capabili ty from 1949 to 1979; coal
mining capability made up 29.6 percent and cotton spinning spindles amounted to 25.9 percent. · After carrying out the principle
of readjustment, consolidation, filling out and raising standards,
newly-begun work projects, and capacity added to old, made steady
gains.
ln the development of industry, the nation's total industrial
fixed assets in 1966 were four times that of 1956. In the iron and
steel industry, besides further development of the Anshan iron
and steel base, the largest in China, two big iron and steel bases,
Wuhan and Baotou in the interland, as well as a number of large
and medium-siz~d iron and steel plants in other parts of China,
were also built in the ten years. In addition, the construction of
a strategic rear iron and steel base in Panzhihua of Sichuan also
started in this period. In the machine-building industry, China
was able to manufacture equipment for metallurgical, mining,
power and petrochemical industr~es, as well as to set up factories
in the fields of aircraft making, automobile manufacturing and
mechanical engineering. China was also able to design and manufacture some kinds of large modern equipment. In 1964, China
could independently supply over 90 percent of its major machines
and equipment. Industry in support of agriculture had developed
considerably. Jn the ten years, tractors and chemical fertilizers
used in the countryside jncreased by seven fold, and the supply
of electricity for the rural areas went up by 71 fold. There was
an improvement in the regional distribution in the composition
of industri al departments.
The most outstanding was the development of the pelrolcum
industry which was vital to China's national econom y at that
time. ln 1959, industrial oil currents were discovered in the area
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of Daqing, and in 1960, the most difficult year, the Party C~n.tral
Committee decided to muster workers, ~adres and t~h°:1c1ans
from various fields to conduct oil prospectmg and expl01tauon on
the boundless grasslands. In only one ye~r, they ascer~aii:ed the
area of the oilfield and conducted experunent~l explo1~ation: In
three years, they built up the largest oil-producing base m China,
with an oil output covering two-thirds of the national total. They
also made breakthroughs in the geological theory of oil reserves,
oil exploitation and oil refining technology. Subsequently'. Shengli and Dagang oilfields were also opened up. By 1965 Chin~ was
self-sufficient in oil. The Chinese people proudly proclaimed:
Gone are the days when the Chinese people had to depend on
"foreign." oil. The petrochemical industry, closely related to the
oil .industry, was also gradually built up.
.
In the ten years, a total length of 8,000 km of new railways
were built. Of these, the Yingtan-Xiamen, Baotou-Lanzhou,
Lanzhou-Haiyan, Lanzhou-Urumqi, Chongqing-Guiyang, a~d
Guiyang-Liuzhou railways were complete~ and opened to tr~ff1c.
The Chengdu-Kunming, Guiyang-Kunmmg, L1uzhou-Gmyang
and Xiangfan-Chongqing railways were speeding up construct~on.
Apart from Tibet, various provinces and. aut~nomous.. reg10ns
were linked by local railways. For the fust time, FuJ1an and
Qinghai provinces, as well as Ningxia and ?Cinjiang autonomous
regions, saw railways running through theu land. Tb~ proposal
and plan for building the Third-Line Region gave an Important
impetus to railway construction.
In the ten years, scientific and technical achievements were
outstanding. ·Many specific requirements in the Twelve-Year
Long-Range National PJan for DeveloI?ment of Science a~d Technology worked out in 1956 were fulfilled. In 1963.' Chma went
ahead in advance to work out another ten-year national plan for
the development of science and technology (1963-72). Mao Zedong gave instructions in regard to drawing up the new plan: The
battle for science and technology must definitely be fought, and
moreover , must be fough t well. Without
science
and technology,
.
m
the productive forces can not be mcreased.
The achievements made in the fields of science and technology
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for national defense were particularly striking. The work in these
fields, presided over by Nie Rongzhen, started in 1958. In 1961,
the Central Committee made an important decision to speed up
the development of scientific research and industry for national
defense, with the research and production of atom bombs and
guided missiles as the central tasks. In November 1962, the
Central Committee established a fifteen-member special commission headed by Zhou Enlai, including Nie Rongzhen and Luo
Ruiqing, to be in charge of the research and production involved.
Mao Zedong instructed: "Make major efforts for coordination to
do the work welJ." 3 ' Zhou Enlai devoted a great deal of energy to
this task. After strenuous efforts made by the broad masses of
scientists, technicians, commanders and fighters of the People's
Liberation Army, as weJl as by workers, staff members and cadres
of concerned departments, China successfully exploded its first
atom bomb on October 16, 1964. This was a concentrated expression of the new level in science and technology reached by China
at that time. This brilliant achievement attained through the
policy of self-reliance effectively broke the nuclear monopoly and
defused the nuclear blackmail of the superpowers and raised
China's international status. The Chinese government stated :
China has consistently advocated the complete prohibition and
thorough destruction of nuclear weapons. China is forced to
conduct nuclear tests and develop nuclear weapons for defense
and for protection of the Chinese people from nuclear threat. The
Chinese government hereby solemnly declares that China wilJ
never at any time or under any circumstances be the first to use
nuclear weapons.
In the field of basic sciences, in 1965 China first produced
synthetic crystalline bovine insulin, taking the leading position in
the world.
In the ten years, educational undertakings forged rapidly
ahead. From 1957 to 1966, graduates from institutions of higher
education totalled 1.4 million and graduates of technical secondary schools numbered 2.11 million, or respectively, 4.9 times and
2.4 times that of the period from 1950 to 1956. After readjustment, educational quality was improved greatly.
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Particularly worth notice was that th~~ ec~nomi~ and ~ultural
chievements were attained under conditions m which C~na was
:uffering serious economic difficulties at home and. fa~mg war
threats and tremendous pressure from abroad ( capital~st countries had been enforcing a blockade and embargo on Chma for a
long time and the Soviet U~1ion had ~om u~ contract~ and
withdrawn its assistance). Durmg the penod, Chma ~lso paid off
all its debts to the Soviet Union (mainly debts ~curred f?r
munitions during the War to Resist. U.~ .. Ag~ress1on and Aid
Korea). upholding the policies of marnta:unng .independence ~nd
self-reliance, the Chinese people and the Chrnes~ ~om~umsts
braved the foreign pressure and overcame the difficul~ies. T~e
heroic spirit of the Chinese people. s~ould go down unnvaled m
history. It is in this period that shmmg examples emerged, such
as that of Jiao Yulu, Lankao County Party Secretary of Henan
Province who displayed the spirit of serving the peo~le wholehearted!; and giving his all till his heart ~topP<:d ~eatmg; Wang
Jinxi a Communist oil worker at the Daqmg 01lf1eld~ who_c~me
to be' known was as "Iron Man" for his hard work and spmt of
fearing no difficulties; the Co~munist commune ~embe~s of
Dazhai Production Brigade of Xiyang County, Shanxi Pro_v~nce,
who, together with the local people, demonstrated the sp.mt of
persisting in self-reliance in their arduous efforts to preva~ ov~r
natural disaster and to conduct construction and p~oducuon ~
farming; Lei Feng, a Party member and PLA soldier, who displayed a selfless Communist spirit. The Party called on all cadres,
Party members and broad masses of people to l~ar~ from. t~em.
This became a tremendous spiritual force f?r b~lldmg s~ciahsm.
Just as the "Resolution on Certain Questions m th~ H1stor~ o;,
Our Party Since the Founding of the People's Republic. of China
pointed out in expounding the ~chiever_nents made 1~ ~he ten
years: "The material and technical basis for ~oderruzmg our
country was largely established during that period. It was also
largely in the same period that the core personnel !or our work
in the economic, cultural and other spheres w.ere. tramed and that
they gained their experience. This was the prmc1pal aspect of the
Party's work in that period."
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years of exploration, there were two trends of developmen~ m the Party's guiding ideology. One trend was correct or
relatively corr~ct. That is to say, the Party had developed some
cor~e~t or relatively correct theoretical viewpoints, principles and
~hcies, an? accur~ul~ted some correct or relatively correct practlc~l .expen~n~es m 1~s exploration of a road of its own for
bmldm~ socialism. This correct trend was in force mainly during
the pen?<l of exploration lasting over a year before and after the
l~t Session .of the 8th Party Central Committee held in 1956, the
~ight: or nme-~onth exploration before the 1959 Lushan Meetm.g, and the five-year exploration for readjustment after the
wmter of 1960.
The other trend was errone<:>us. 1:hat is to say, the Party had
form~d some er:oneous_ theoretical viewpoints, policies, ideas and
pr~ct~cal expe~1ences rn the exploration of its own road for
bt~ild1~g soc~ahsm. In thinking back on the Party's history Deng
Xiaopmg said on many occasions, "From 1957 on Chi~a was
plagued b~ 'Left' _ideas, which gradually became do~inant."32 He
was refe!nng mam.ly to the "big leap forward," which had led to
?vera_nxiety for qmck economic results and the "Left" deviation1st n;i_1sta~es. from th_e ~ro~ de?iflg of the anti-Rightist struggle, to
the ant1~R1~ht deviation 1 fight at the Lushan Meeting, and to
the magnifymg of the class struggle after the 10th Plenary Session
of the 8th Party Central Committee. Just what is correct needs to
be.analysed; so does what is incorrect. Errors are often caused by
going b~yond the ~imits of truth. As to the speed of socialist
econ~m1c construction, we should strive for a possible effective
sustamed, stable and balan~ed. high speed. This is nec~ssary and
correct. If w~ go beyond lnmts and subjectively seek rash advance, w~ wlll go astray and do great damage to economic
const.r~ct10~ ..on lhe question of class struggle under socialist
co?-dit1ons, 1t ts necessary and correct to attach importance to the
e~l~tence of ~lass struggle in certain spheres and to maintain
~1g1lance agamst the danger of peaceful evolution and revisionism. IL would. be extremely erroneous if we failed lo see the class
struggle and Its dangers.
·
To exceed the limits of truth by broadening and absolutizing

class struggle which does exist in certain spheres, or by virtually
fabricating class struggle, is wrong and harmful. Equally detrimental is overestimating the practical possibility of peaceful
evolution in a particular setting, as well as opposing many correct
ideas and policies by dubbing them revisionist. At the same time,
we must see that in the ten years of exploration, the correct trend
and the erroneous trend did not each separately go their own way,
but were often interspersed and intertwined. They co-existed not
only in the process of the whole Party's exploration, but also in
the developmental process of the individual's cognition. Sometimes this trend got the upper band in the whole Party; sometimes
that trend, or different trends co-existed in different spheres.
Ten years' development and accumulation of "Left" deviationist errors eventually prevailed for a time over the correct trend
of development to bring on the launching of the "cultural revolution." Of course, the mistakes made before the "cultural revolution" cannot be equated with those of the "cultural revolution,"
whether in scope, gravity, or in nature. In 1967, when speaking
about why it was necessary to launch the "cultural revolution,"
Mao Zedong stressed that it was because all the past struggles
launched in the rural areas, factories and literary and art circles,
as well as the socialist education movement, "could not solve the
problem." This clearly indicates that the errors which occurred in
the struggles before the "cultural revolution" and the errors of the
"cultural revolution" itself were different in nature. One cannot
fail to see the difference between them, just as one cannot fail to
see their inner links. The former was the precursor of and
preparation for the latter.
In the ten years, correct and relatively correct trends of development also spread. However, because the correct trend itself was
not yet mature or thoroughgoing enough, it was powerless, in the
end, to prevent the erroneous trend from developing further, so
that later, on the contrary, it was overwhelmed for a period of
time by the development of erroneous trend. But in the long run,
the correct trend could not be completely abandoned and destroyed. A considerable part of the correct trend (for example, the
Sixty Articles for Agriculture) still played a positive role among
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the broad sections of cadres and masses during the "cultural
revolution." This is one of the reasons why, when the guiding
ideology of the "cultural revolution" was fundamentally wrong,
the broad masses of cadres and people still during the period
scored definite achievements in their actual work. More important is the fact that these correct things which had accumulated
served as preparation for the subsequent process of correcting the
mistakes and the erroneous guiding ideology of the "cultural
revolulion." Of course, while pointing out this kind of historical
sequence, it is necessary also to see that after things which were
in disorder had been set to rights and the policies of reform and
opening were in effect, the Party's guiding ideology advanced to
a completely new historical eight on the basis of the thorough
correction of the error of the "cultural revolution." This new
advance, as compared with the correct trend which pad grown in
the ten years before the "cultural revolution," is much broader
and much more profound. It embraces many new creations and
new development which never existed before. The two advances
cannot be put on a par.
The successes and correct things which accumulated during the
ten years of construction and exploration were achieved by the
Party and the Chinese people through collective struggle. Among
the leaders of the Party Central Committee, Mao Zedong undoubtedly played the most important role. Liu Shaoqi, Zhou
Enlai, Zhu De, Chen Yun and Deng Xiaoping all played important roles. Many correct ideas and decisive policies were advanced
by Mao Zedong and won the support of the Party Central
Committee's collective leadership. With the support of Mao Zedong, other leaders' correct suggestions could also be passed and
carried out in practice. Undoubtedly, Mao Zedong should bear
major responsibility for the mistakes made in the ten years. It is
not only because he was chairman of the Central Committee at
that time, but also because he advanced and supported some
major erroneous ideas and decisive policies. Sometimes, these
even resulted from his personal arbitrariness which impaired the
Party's democratic centralism and suppressed relatively more
correct ideas. But just as Deng Xiaoping said: "When we talk
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mistakes we should not speak only of Comrade Mao
about
'n other leading comrades in the Central ComZedong, for m~ Y
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE "CULTURAL REVOLUTION":
TEN YEARS OF NATIONWIDE
CHAOS
I. THE"CULTURAL REVOLUTION"
INITIATED
By i966 China had successfully readjusted the national econ-

omy, bad overcome serious economic difficulties, and had begun
implementing its Third Five-Year Plan for the development of
the national economy. Just at such a time, the "cultural revolution" took place. [t was called "cultural revolution" at the time,
but it was not a revolution at all. Actually, it was an internal
disorder which damaged the development of China's socialism.
This so-called "great revolution" was initiated and led by Mao
Zedong to prevent the restoration of capitalism, maintain tbe
Party's purity and search for China's own socialist road. However,
he did not recognize as incorrect the broadening of class struggle
during the socialist stage, and he misjudged the political situation
of the Party and state. These mistaken ideas had developed to a
very serious extent. He confused right and wrong in regard to a
series of important theoretical issues and policies. This led to
blurring tbe distinction between ourselves and the enemy, to the
conclusion that revisionism had in fact appeared in the Party
central authorities, and that the Party and the state were facing
the danger of a capitalist restoration. He held that the "four
clean-ups" movement in the rural areas and the "five-anti" movement in the cities launched in the past several years, as well as
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criticism in the idelogical field, had proved ineffective in solving
these problems. Only through the form of a "cultural revolution"
- mobilizing the broad masses from bottom to top in an open,
all-round way - could the dark side in the Party and the state
be thoroughly exposed and the power usurped by so-called "persons taking the capitalist road" be taken back. This "great revolution" was entitled "cultural" because it had been started with
"criticism" in the cultural field. Mao added that the "great
cultural revolution" was in essence a «political revolution." Because_ he ha~. misjudged the situation and wrongly applied his
theones, pohc1es and methods, things went contrary to his wishes,
and moreover created opportunities for conspiratorial activities
by Lin Biao, Jiang Qing and others who evinced out-and-out
support for Mao's proposals but, in reality entertained wild
ambi~ions of their own. These careerists used what power they
held m the Party Central Committee to flaunt the reddest h.mner
of "revolution," fan up a fanatic personality cult with Mao
Zedong as the idol, and swung the "Left" deviation as far as it
~ould go. They instigated and connived with a batch of opportunISts, adventurers and degenerates, stirred up the masses to "made
revolution by way of kicking out Party committees." This
raised a relentless, anarchical tide of "down-with-everything"
and brought on nationwide chaos, with untold damage to the
work of the Party and the state and to normal and social order in
general. The most serious setbacks and losses were inflicted on the
s?Cialist cause in China since the founding of the People's Republic.

Fuse of the "Cultural Revolution"
On November 10, 1965, the Wenhui Bao in Shanghai carried
Yao Wenyuan's article "Comment on the New Historical Opera
Hai Rut Dismissed from Office." This served as the fuse which
touched off the "cultural revolution."
Jn February 1965, Jiang Qing who held no post in the Party
except that of Mao Zedong's secretary, had gone to Shanghai to
meet Zhang Chunqiao, who was then secretary of the Secretariat
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of the Shanghai Municipal Party Committee. They organized
Yao Wenyuan, a member of the writing group_under_t_h~ ~hang
hai Municipal Party Committee to write an article c~1~1cizmg the
play Hai Rui Dismissed from Office. The :whole wntmg process
was conducted in a highly abnormal, secret1v~ atmosphere. I~.~he
article, Wu Han, a famous historian and a vice-mayor of Be~Jmg
at the time, was criticized by name. Jn 1960, Wu Han had wntten
an opera Hai Rui Dismissed From Office after Mao Zedong had
advocated the mentality of Hai Rui, a figure in Ming Dyna~ty
(1 368-1644) history. Yao groundlessly insinuate~ that '.'retur~m~
farmland" and "redeeming unjust cases" as mentioned m Haz Ruz
Dismissed From Office alluded to the "tendency to go it alone in
agriculture" and the "pressure to reverse correct ver~ic~s" that
had been criticized back in 1962. On the strength of this imput~
tion he launched a fierce political attack on the opera, calling it
a reflection of the bourgeoisie's struggle against the dictatorship
of the proletariat. ln fact, the article touch~d. upon_ a. large
number of important political differences ex1stmg within t.he
leading stratum of the Party Central Committee since 1961, with
its range of attack not limited to Wu Han alone. For more th~n
ten days following publication of the article, no newspaper_ m
Beijing, including the People 's Daily reprinted ~t. As ~o an article
published in Shanghai, newspapers elsewhere m C~m~ have always had the right to decide whether or not to reprmt ~t. ~owe.v
er this instance deepened Mao's suspicions as well as his d1ssatisfa~tion with some major leaders in the Beijing Municipal ~arty
Committee and the Party Central Committee. He felt convmced
that Peng Zhen, first secretary of the Beijing Municipal P~rty
Committee and mayor of Beijing, was Wu Han's backer behmdthe-scenes and that Beijing was an independent kingdom, "impenetrable and watertight." Later,. when Beij_ing newspape~s
reprinted the article, they treated lt as a topic for aca~e;1111c
discussion. Meanwhile, in a talk with a small number of officials,
Mao said: "The crucial point (of Hai Rui .Dismissed From Of/ke ~
is 'dismissed from office'; the Emperor Jiajing dismissed Hai Ru1
from office, and in 1959 we dismissed Peng Dehuai; and ~~ng
Dehuai is 'Hai Rui."' These words of Mao's added pohtical
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stringency to the criticism of Hai Rui Dismissed From Office. By
early 1966, the criticism had developed into a movement. Ideological and cultural criticism spread widely throughout the circles
of historical studies, literature, art, and philosophy. What position
and attitude one adopted towards Hai Rui Dismissed From Office
(and later towards any propaganda or comments on Hai Rui as
well) seemed to have become the only criterion for judging
whether he or she was against the Party and socialism or not.
On February 3, 1966, Peng Zhen, head of the Cultural Revolution Group established in 1964, held a group meeting at which
an "Outline Report on Current Academic Discussion" (later
known as "The February Outline") was worked out. In the
Outline they tried to set appropriate restraints on the ultra-left
tendency which had already arisen in the academic discussion
regarding its nature, principles and objectives, and to keep the
movement under the leadership of the Party and within the limits
of an academic discussion. They did not agree to turn it into a
movement of serious political criticism. The Outline was passed
by the Standing Committee members of the Political Bureau of
the Party Central Committee then in Beijing, reported to Mao
Zedong in Wuhan, and then on February 12 transmitted to the
whole Party. According to the spirit of the Outline, the Propaganda Department of the CPC Central Committee did not agree to
publish the so-called "crucial-point" article by Guan Feng and Qi
Benyu in criticism of Hai Rui Dismissed From Office.
When Jiang Qing saw that the criticism of Hai Rui Dismissed
From Office was meeting with resistance, she secured the support
of Lin Biao, vice-chairman of the Military Commission of the
CPC Central Committee and minister of National Defense, and
from February 2 to 20 in Shanghai held a forum on work in
literature and art in the armed forces. In its summary, the forum
wrote off the tremendous achievements of the revolutionary
literature and art since the founding of New China under the
leadership of the Party, slandering the literary and art circles as
having been "under the dictatorship of a sinister anti-Party and
anti-socialist line." It declared, "We must resolutely carry on a
great socialist revolution on the cultural front." Mao Zedong
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revised the summary three times, and suggested it be reported, in
the name of the Military Commission, to the Party Central
Committee for approval. On April 10, it was transmitted to all
levels of the Party. The grave political censure in the summary
was directed not only against leaders of the literary and art
circles but also against some leaders in the central authorities.
The d~awing up of the summary also marked the beginning of
collusion between Lin Biao and Jiang Qing, each using the other
for personal ends.
At the end of March, Mao Zedong had talks with Kang Sheng,
Jiang Qing and Zhang Chunqiao, one after another; he. severely
denounced the "February Outline" as wrong, as blurnng class
lines and as mixing right with wrong; he called the Propaganda
Department of the Central Committee the Palace of ~ell, whe!e
it was necessary to overthrow the king and set the little devils
free adding that the Central Committee Propaganda Departme~t and the Beijing Municipal Party Committee were shielding
scoundrels, suppressing the Left and disallowing revolution; if
they continued to shield undesirable persons, the Central Committee Propaganda Department, the Beijing Municipal Party
Committee and the Cultural Revolution Group should be dissolved. He also said, I have always proposed that if the central
organs did harmful things, I would call on local organizations to
rebel and launch an offensive against them. After Mao finished
speaking, the Secretariat of the Central Committee suspended
Peng Zhen from work in April.
Around the same time that Hai Rui D;smissed From Office
was being criticized, a political frame-up was perpetrated in the
army at the instigation of Lin Biao against Luo Ruiqing, member
of the Secretariat of the Central Committee, vice-premier of the
State Council and general chief-of-staff of the People's Liberation
Army. Believing the ·false accusations lodged by Lin Biao and Ye
Qun, Mao in November 1965 suggested, "We should be on g~a.rd
against those who have no faith in giving prominence to poht1cs
but feign agreeement with it while spreading eclecticism (that is,
opportunism)." Mao's remarks showed that he did not trust Luo
Ruiqing. Because of this, Luo was wrongly criticized, and isolated
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to undergo investigation on fabricated charges of "usurping military power and opposing the Party." At this time, Yang Shangkun, alternate member of the Secretariat and director of the
General Office of the Central Committee, was transferred on the
basis of fabricated charges. Lu Dingyi, member of the Secretariat
of the Central Committee, vice-premier of the State Council and
minister of the Propaganda Department of the Central Committee, was also calumniated and forced to stop work.
These serious political incidents arising in succession and
implicating high-ranking leaders of the state and Party, added
to the strident political criticism echoing through the press,
shook the people with rousing forces both in and outside the
Party, and created a hectic atmosphere of ubiquitous, omnipresent, "class struggle." This gave people an overwhelming, false
impression that revisionism had really appeared in the Central
Committee.

Two Meetings of the CPC Central Committee Mark
All-Round "Launching of the 'Cultural Revolution"'
An enlarged meeting of the CPC Central Committee's Political
Bureau held in May 1966 and the 11th Plenary Session of the 8th
Central Committee in August marked the all-round launching of
the "cultural revolution." On the 16th of May, the meeting
adopted the "Circular of the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party" (the "May 16 Circular," for short), and the
session of August passed the "Decisions of the Central Committee
of the Chinese Communist Party on the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" (for short, the "Sixteen-Article Decision," a
document having sixteen articles). The two documents and the
reshuffling of leading organs of the Central Committee put the
"Left" deviationist principles of the "cultural revolution" in a
dominant position in the Central Committee.
The "May 16 Circular" began with criticism of the "February
Outline," then put forward the problem of representatives of the
bourgeoisie who have sneaked into the Party, the government, the
army and all spheres of culture. The Circular grossly distorted
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the Outline and censured it, stating that it covered up the political
nature of the academic criticism, and that it was a revisionist
program to prepare public opinion for the restoration of the
bourgeoisie. Therefore, the "May 16 Circular" called upon the
whole Party to "hold high the great banner of the proletarian
cultural revolution, thoroughly expose the reactionary bourgeois
stand of those so-called 'academic authorities' who oppose the
Party and socialism, thoroughly criticize and repudiate the reactionary bourgeois ideas in the sphere of academic work, education, journalism, literature, art and publishing, and seize leadership in these cultural spheres. To achieve this, the Circular
pointed out, it was necessary at the same time to criticize and
repudiate those representatives of the bourgeoisie who have
sneaked into the Party, the government, the army and all spheres
of culture, and to clear them out or transfer some of them to other
positions. Above all, we must not entrust these people with the
work of leading the cultural revolution." In light of the assessment that representatives of the bourgeoisie had sneaked into the
Party, the government and the army, the circular warned of the
danger of a bourgeois restoration, pointing out that "those representatives of the bourgeoisie who have sneaked into the Party, the
government, the army and all spheres of culture arc a bunch of
counter-revolutionary revisionists. Once conditions are ripe, they
will seize political power and turn the dictatorship of the proletariat into a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. Some of them we
have already seen through, others we have not. Some are still
trusted by us and are being trained as our successors, persons like
Khrushchov, for example, who are still nestling beside us. Party
committees at all levels must pay full attention to this matter."
The circular was a concentrated reflection of Mao Zedong's
serious miscalculation of the po}jtical situation in the Party and
state at that time. The incisive remarks quoted above were all
added by Mao himself. He considered that the struggle in the
country between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie had reached
a very serious pitch. Under the fierce attacks of the bourgeoisie,
quite a large majority of units in the cities and countryside were
not in the hands of Marxists, or of the masses. More serious was
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the fact that revisionists had appeared in the leadership of the
Party. As he saw it, a bunch of veteran cadres, who had been able
to cooperate with him in the stage of the democratic revolution,
did not agree when, in the socialist stage, it became necessary to
combat the bourgeois class and carry out collectivization in the
countryside. They had already become the persons in authority
within the Party taking the capitalist road. These persons al.ready
constituted a bourgeois headquarters inside the Central Committee, and they had a revisionist political and organizational line.
They had agents in various provinces, municipalities, au tonomous regions and departments of the Central Committee and the
central government. He felt that they were obstructing the implementation of a series of ideas and methods he had advocated for
the construction of socialism and that there was no way to carry
them out. Therefore, Mao harbored increasing dissatisfaction and
distrust towards Liu Shaoqi and other leaders of the central
authorities. When Mao linked these firm convictions about the
situation with the lessons he drew from the occurrence of Khrushchov revisionism within the Soviet Party, he was filled with
anxiety about the future of the Party and the country. In a talk
with Ho Chi Minh soon after the "May 16 Circular" was passed,
he said: "We are all over seventy years old. We are bound to be
invited by Marx some day. Who on earth will be our successors?
Bernstein, or Kautsky or Khrushchov? Nobody knows. Prepare
at once while there's still time." That was Mao's reason for
mentioning in the "May 16 Circular" that there were "persons
like Khrushchov" within the Party.
In May, at an enlarged meeting of the CPC Central Committee's Political Bureau, Peng Zhen, Luo Ruiqing, Lu Dingyi and
Yang Shangkun were wrongly criticized for their "anti-Party
clique." At the meeting, Lin Biao listed instances of coup d'etats
in ancient and modern times, in China and elsewhere. While
attacking Peng, Luo, Lu and Yang, Lin spilt preposterous lies that
there were people within the Party Central Committee who
wanted to stage a coup d'etat. At the same time, he did his utmost
to create a personality cult, proclaiming that "Everything Chairman Mao says is the truth. A single sentence of his carries more
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weight than ten thousand ordinary sentences." "Whoever is
against Chairman Mao will be punished by the entire Party and
condemned by the whole nation." In an abnormally tense atmosphere, the "May 16 Circular" was passed without proper disc_ussion, and in compliance with Mao's suggestion, the meetmg
decided to suspend Peng Zhen, Luo Ruiqing and Lu Dingyi from
their posts as members of the Secretariat of the Central Committee, and Yang Shangkun from his post of alternate secretary of
the Secretariat of the Central Committee. The meeting also
removed Peng Zhen from his posts as first secretary of the Beijing
Municipal Party Committee and mayor of Beijing, and Lu Dingyi
from his post as head of the Propaganda Department of the
Central Committee. Furthermore, the meeting decided to cancel
the Cultural Revolution Group headed by Peng Zhen, and founded the Central Cultural Revolution Group directly under the
Standing Committee of the Political Bureau. The Central Cultural Revolution Group was set up with Chen Boda as head, Kang
Sheng as adviser, and Jiang Qing and Zhang Chunqiao deputy
heads. Its members included Wang Li, Guan Feng, Qi Benyu and
Yao Wenyuan. (Some of its other appointed members were before
long persecuted and expelled.) Actually the group, operating as a
special setup, was not subject to any restraint whatever by the
Political Bureau and became the de facto headquarters of the
"cultural revolution."
Before the meeting came to a close, Jiang Qing and Kang
Sheng had already spread these decisions to the general public.
Fierce attacks were launched against the Beijing Municipal Party
Committee in the newspapers. A work team headed by Chen Boda
went to the office of the People's Daily to seize power. On June
1, the People's Daily published an editorial entitled "Sweep Away
All Monsters and Demons," calling on the masses to make "cultural revolution." Next day, the newspaper published a bigcharacter poster written by Nie Yuanzi and a few others of
Beijing University, which slanderously attacked the Party Committees of Beijing University and of Beijing Municipality. The
poster, supported by Mao, was also broadcast nationwide. The
newspaper also carried a congratulatory commentary. Students of
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universities and middle schools in many cities were the first to
rise in response to its call. They started with the struggle against
so-called "sinister gangs" making their presidents and teachers the
targets, wreaking havoc in the schools. Many school Party committees were helpless in the face of it, their work brought to a
standstill. In early June, the CPC Political Bureau's Standing
Committee, then presided over by Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping, decided to send work teams to universities and middle
schools in Beijing to lead the "cultural revolution," and also drew
up the "Eight-Point Directive" which was designed to put the
movement under the Party's leadership and restore order. Then
in many universities and schools strife arose between two or more
student factions, and incidents occurred of some students opposing the work teams. Jiang Qing, Chen Boda and Kang Sheng first
fomented discord among students, then unilaterally reported to
Mao. Mao scathingly censured the work teams, saying that they
"have done a disservice and obstructed the movement." Liu
Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping bore the responsibility and examined
their mistakes. In compliance with Mao's suggestion, the Central
Committee ordered the withdrawal of all work teams on July 28.
Mao considered that the just rising "cultural revolution,"
which had just risen after the enlarged meeting of the CPC
Political Bureau in May, had been suppressed. In order to clear
away the "obstruction," it was necessary to mount another allround launching of the revolution. On August 1, Mao himself
presided over the 11th Plenary Session of the 8th Party Central
Committee. At the enlarged meeting of the Standing Committee
of the Political Bureau on August 4, Mao Zedong again scathingly censured the dispatch of work teams as "an act of suppression
to the students' movement" and "a mistake in matters of political
line." And he added, "There are 'monsters and demons' among
people present here." At the session on the 7th, Mao made public
his big-character poster "Bombard the Headquarters," asserting
that "in the last 50 days or so, some leading comrades from the
central down to the local levels ... have adopted the reactionary
stand of the bourgeoisie, enforced a bourgeois dictatorship and
struck down the surging movement of the great cultural revolu-
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tion of the proletariat. They have called black white and stood
the facts on their heads, encircled and attacked the revolutionaries suppressed opinions differing from their own, and imposed a
whlte terror, and they have done all this with great smugness.
They inflated the arrogance of the bourgeoisie and clamped down
the morale of the proletariat. This is utterly vicious!" In light of
the disputes on the question of socialist construction within the
leadership in the Party, the big-character poster pointed out:
"Associating this with the erroneous tendencies of the Right
deviation in 1962 and the apparently 'Left' but actually Right
deviation in 1964, shouldn't this awaken people and make them
ponder?" In his big character poster, be mentioned there was a
bourgeois headquarters in the Central Committee. Obviously, he
was accusing Liu Shaoqi and other leaders who presided over the
routine work of the Central Committee, although he did not
mention their names. From criticism of Hai Rui Dismissed From
His Office to the "May 16 Circular," and to the big character
poster of Mao's, the spearhead of struggle kept escalating. Now,
finally, the meeting clearly pointed out the principal target of
attack in the "great cultural revolution."
In light of Mao's suggestion, the 11th Plenary Session of the
8th Central Committee adopted the "Decisions of the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party on the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution" (the "Sixteen-Article Decision," for
short). The decision stipulated that "our objective is to struggle
against and crush those persons in authority who are taking the
capitalist road, to criticize and repudiate the reactionary bo_u~
geois academic 'authorities' and the ideology of the bourgeolSle
and all other exploiting classes, reform education, literature and
art and all superstructures unsuitable to socialist economic basis,
in order to consolidate and develop the socialist system." "The
main target of the present movement is those within the Party
who are in authority and are taking the capitalist road." The
decision stressed that young people's main revolutionary orientation has been correct from the beginning; let the masses educate
themselves and liberate themselves in the movement; they should
put daring above everything else and not fear creating disturb-
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ances; they ~annot be so refined, so leisurely and gentle, so
temperate, kind, courteous, restrained and magnanimous. They
should make the fullest use of big-character posters and great
debates to argue matters out. The "Sixteen-Article Decision," like
the "May 16 Circular," failed to set clear criterions for disting~ish~g betwe~n persons taking the capitalist road, Leftists,
Rightists and nuddle elements, or to provide specific regulations
concerning how to realize the Party's leadership. Although the
"Sixteen-Article Decision" also proposed that we should distinguish the tw?. different types of social contradictions, it actually
fostered a blmd, spontaneous mass movement which largely confused friends with enemies. As a result, those correct regulations
were never followed later on in the .movement.
In compliance with Mao's suggestion, the plenary session reorganized the leading body of the CPC Central Committee. It
elected eleven instead of seven as members of the Standing
Committee of the Political Bureau. The additional members were
Tao Zhu, Chen Boda, Kang Sheng and Li Fuchun. Tao Zhu,
former first secretary of the Bureau of Central South China, was
transferred to the post of standing secretary of the Secretariat of
the Central Committee and head of the CPC Propaganda Department, according to the decision of the enlarged meeting of the
Political Bureau held in May. But he was soon removed after
being elected a member of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau. (He was later persecuted to death.) Not long after, Li
Fuchun was also removed from his position. Liu Shaoqi was
demoted from the second to the eighth place on the name list of
Stat?-ding Committee of the Political Bureau. Although no vicechairman of the Central Committee was elected Lin Biao was
.
.
named v1ce-chauman
of the Central Committee ' soon after the
session. Former vice-chairmen Liu Shaoqi, Zhou Enlai, Zhu De
and Chen Yun were no longer mentioned. During the session and
in the days following the session, Liu Shaoqi, Deng Xiaoping and
other central leading comrades were criticized one after another.
The two meetings made it possible for the erroneous "Left"
leadership by Mao Zedong himself to replace the collective leadership by the Party Central Committee.

This meeting, just as the enlarged meeting of the Political
Bureau in May, was held in a very tense political atmosphere.
Many of the participants were utterly astonished at such a sudden
and important change of personnel in the central leadership; their
minds were filled with all sorts of perplexities and suspicions. The
passing of the "Sixteen-Article Decision" at the plenary session
marked the fulfillment of the legal procedure within .the Party
for the launching of the "cultural revolution."

Nationwide Chaos
On the same day the 11th Plenary Session of the 8th Party
Central Committee was convened, Mao Zedong wrote to Red
Guards of the middle school attached to Qinghua University,
expressing his warm support for their rebellious spirit. The Red
Guard movement soon spread throughout the country. From
August 18 to November 26, Mao Zedong received over 11 million
college and middle school teachers, students and Red Guards on
eight occasions in Beijing. The CPC Central Committee and the
State Council jointly issued a circular on inviting students or
representatives of students of colleges and middle schools, representatives of revolutionary students of middle schools, and representatives of teachers and other staff members of various parts of
the country to Beijing, free of charge, to look around and see the
"great cultural revolution." This brought the spreading exchanges
of experience between these groups to a nationwide high tide.
This was a grave step which led to social chaos throughout the
country. The Central Cultural Revolution Group launched a
so-called defense of Mao Zedong and Mao Zedong Thought. ln
feverish response, Red Guards of various parts of the country
charged into the premises of cultural and educational circles,
Party and government organs, as well as social entities, inflicting
widespread damage on whatever they deemed to be "feudal,
bourgeois and revisionist." Many people in cultural units and
educational institutions, Party organs and government offices
were criticized and denounced as members of "sinister gangs,"
"representatives of the bourgeoisie," "reactionary academic au-
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thorities" and "counter-revolutionary revisionists." They were
subjected to criticism, humiliation, beating and persecution, and
their homes were searched. Many patriotic, democratic personages who had cooperated with the Communist Party over a long
period, former industrialists and businessmen and returned overseas Chinese were also assaulted anc;i persecuted. This kind of
behavior which cut deep rifts in the social order and trampled
democracy and legality underfoot evoked universal resentment
among the masses. The Red Guard organizations, which contended head-on because of differing views or interests, kept disintegrating and reorganizing. Under this or that signboard, they
waged fierce factional struggles. Some persons among them came
to realize that any behavior oppcsing and assaulting Party and
government organs was wrong, and they determined to resolutely
oppcse any such destructive behavior. Party and government
leading cadres at various levels filled with skepticism towards the
movement, were thrown into a state of extreme anxiety over the
situation. The "May 16 Circular" said that the overwhelming
majority of Party committees "have a very poor understanding of
the movement and their leadership is far from conscientious and
effective." This created a problem which obstructed the movement. In a continued effort to overcome this so-called "obstruction," the Central Committee held a work conference in Beijing
in October 1966. The meeting focused on criticism of Liu Shaoqi
and Deng Xiaoping, accusing them of pursuing "an erroneous
line of repressing the masses and attacking active revolutionaries," which was a "reactionary bourgeois line" opposing the masses' self-liberation. In his speech at the meeting, Chen Boda lauded
the Red Guards' acts of sabotage to the skies, but accused people
who harbored reservations and vigilance as fearing the masses
and revolution, or even as repressing the masses and opposing the
revolution. After the meeting, a storm of criticizing the "reactionary bourgeois line" was whipped up nationwide. Afterwards, any
behavior beyond normal or legal limits suffered no restraint; but
any intervention in such impermissible behavior bad slapped on
it the label of "reactionary bourgeois line." Society was thus
caught in continuous chaos. In early October, the Central Com-
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'ttee distributed an emergency directive issued by the Military
~ mission of the CPC Central Committee. It rescin~ed the
~·on that the cultural revolution in military academies and
.
Af
th "~
decIS1
hools should be led by the Party committees.
ter at, io
~~ck out Party committees in making revolution" became a ~pu
l slogan which opened wider the floodgates of anarchism.
I~stigated by the Central Cultural Revolution ~roup, re~ls
turned their attacks on Party and government leading orgamzations at various levels. As a result, many Party and gov~rnment
cadres from central to local levels were struggled aga~st ~n~
criticized, leaving the work of Party and governme~t .h?dies ma
state of paralysis or semi-paralysis. All Party activities at the
grassroots levels \lS well as the regular activities of Party members
came to a standstill.
.
.
In November 1966, a national meeting of mdustnal an~ ~ransport enterprises was held. In the~ s~e~c~es, th~ participants
suggested that the "cultural revolution in mdustnal and transport enterprises be led by the Party ~mmittees, and that the
relation between revolution and production be handled. correc~ly.
They were against stopping production to make revolution, which
in essence negated the "Left" draft regulations put forward by
the Central Cultural Revolution Group. However, these ~orr~t
suggestions at the meeting were scathingly censured by Lm Biao
and Jiang Qing. Upon their intervention, two documen~s were
issued in the name of the Central Committee conce~g the
"cultural revolution" in industrial and transport enterpnses and
in rural areas (the "ten-point regulations on industry" and the
"ten-point directive on agriculture," for short). '!he two documents were intended to push the cultural revolut~on beyon~ the
original limits, which confined it to cultural ~.mits.' educ~tional
circles Party organs and government bodies, mto mdustnal enterpri;es and the rural areas. This was another grave step towards
nationwide upheaval. The countryside was not affected by the
cultural revolution for very long, since the peas~nts knew that
they could not "stop production to make revolution." Nevertheless many rural cadres, activists of the Party and m~el workers
we;e struggled against and criticized. More destructive was that
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large numbers of industrial enterprises became involved in the
cultural revolution. As a result, backbone members of the leading
core of these enterprises were criticized, and a large number of
workers left their posts in production, and the enterprises were
thrown into confusion.
From beginning of the movement, Mao Zedong took an affirmative attitude towards the serious confusion in society. In his
Jt_IlY 8 letter to Jiang Qing, Mao held the opinion that great
disorder under heaven could bring in great order across the land.
In his view, this demonstrated that the masses were fulJy mobilized; it threw the enemy into disordet, and tempered the masses.
In a very perilous position, Zhou Enlai did his best to get the
agreemei;it of Mao Zedong to protect a group of veteran cadres,
outstandmg personages of democratic parties, experts and scholars.
He tried his utmost to lead Party and government departments
whic~ were still functioning to keep social production going and the
f~nctions of state power in operation. However, now that the great
disorder under heaven had already begun to take on startling dimensions, it inevitably burst out of control and could only get
worse. Fraught with enormous destructive force, it advanced fiercely along .its vi~ious. course, wreaking catastrophe difficult for people
to have unagmed m the early stages of the "cultural revolution."
The "cultural revolution" initiated by Mao Zedong had undergone deli~eration and preparation for a period of time. Later, he
regarded 1l as one of the two great things he had done in his life
(the other was the revolution led by him to establish the new
China). This shows clearly how important the "cultural revolution" was in his eyes. As a leader of the proletarian party in
power, Mao Zedong showed great concern for consolidation of
the Party and people's power which had been established with
such great difficulty, maintained strict vigilance against the danger of c~pitalist restora.tion, and tried hard to find out a way to
solve this problem. This was priceless and far-sighted. And his
unremitting efforts to eliminate corruption in the Party and
government bodies, as well as to prevent cadres becoming divorced from the people, also won the support of the Party and the
masses. But he magnified the class struggle in socjalist society and
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considered it absolute, to the point of confu~i~g friends with
enemies. He still held to the concept of a~ta~g g~eat order
def heaven through great disorder, even m a situatlon where
un
· of "Left''
power was still in the bands of the people. The senes
deviationist fantasies which Mao developed were completely
wrong, and were not only opposed to Marxism, but als~ .to ~he
real situation in China. Mao stressed that ~here.were revmomsts
within the Party and in the Party leadership; his assessmen~ ;-vas
also not true. The implications of what he referred to as revlSlonism were very vague. Consequently, many things that were ?-ot
revisionist and many that were actually principles of Marxism
and sociallsm were criticized as revisionist. For example, the
so-called "dark wind," "rush towards private farming" ~1:d. "pres·
sure to reverse verdicts," which Mao had repeatedly cnt1cized as
revisionist since 1962, were nothing but the reasonable an? c?r·
rect suggestions put forward by some officials and ~eople inside
and outside the Party for redressing mistakes made m the movements of the Big Leap forward and the People Com~une~ as well
as the anti-Rightist deviation at the Lushan Meetmg m 1?59.
Now, as clearly seen, the proposals and support for m?.n~ .kinds
of farm production responsibility systems, such as the f~xmg of
farm output quotas for each household," by Liu Shaoq1, Deng
Xiaoping, Chen Yun, Deng Zihui and others heralded the rural
reforms made since 1978. However, these proposals were called a
.
revisionist programme by Mao Zedong.
For a long time, Mao Zedong was loyal to MarXISm and the
people's interest, continuously observed ~~d thou.gh.t deep~y about
problems in the real life of the ne~Jy ns~ng so~ialis~ society and
strived to perfect the ideal of socialism. His .basi~ tr~m of thought
about socialism was consistent with the basic pnnc1ples. o~ Ma:xist scientific socialism. Mao's unique concept of so~ia~isi:n mcludes both some valuable foresights and some unreahst1c ideas.
Several days before the "May 16 Circula.r" w.as. adopted, after
reading a report submitted by the General Log1sti~s Depart~ent
of the PLA on developing agricultural productt0n and s1deoccupations in the armed forces, Mao wrot~ a l~tt~,r of al?pro~al
(which came to be known as the "May 7 Duect1vc ) to Lm Brno
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in which he de.scribed the i~eal society he had been looking
forward to. In his letter, he said that all trades and professions in
the cou~try shoul? be made a social organization in which people
engage m mdustn~l. and agri~ultural productions, study cultural
knowledge and military affaus. They also should criticize the
"?~r~eoisie. The organization would be run as one in which social
div~s1~n of labour and commodity production should be gradually bm1ted, and so ~ho~ld the principle of distribution according
to ~ork and the pnnc1ple of material interest. The social organization also should be economically self-sufficient or semi-selfsufficicnt. (Mao considered that ignoring these limitations would
give rise t~ capi!alism.) Ma~'s c?ncept was then highly valued by
the Peoples Dazly as the guideline for establishing "great schools
of communism" throughout the country. As a matter of fact, this
was a further de~elopment of his 1958 concept of the people's
co~m~nes. ~ut his concept of socialism characterized by equalitanamsm with Utopian coloration got us absolutely nowhere.
Therefore, the concept could not but be resisted in various
degree~ by many comrades within the Party. Some leading comrades m the Central Committee, who did not agree with Mao's
erroneous suggestions, but put forward some correct proposals,
were accused. of fostering !evisionism or taking the capitalist
road. He cons1dere~ that senous resistance from the leadership of
the Centra~ <;ommHtee was blocking his efforts to seek a just,
~rfect socialism. In conclusion, he saw them as an independent
kingdom or a bourgeois headquarters within the Party. Such an
assessment was obviously groundless and completely wrong.
The~e are reasons rooted in social history which led to the
~or~a.tion ?f ~ao Zedong's erroneous viewpoints, determined the
mab1bty w1thm the Party to resist them and enabled many people
to accept them. As the Party rapidly entered the new historical
stage of soc~alis~, i~ did ?ot make ample ideological preparation
or proper sc1entif1c mvestigation of how to carry out the all-round
construction of socialism in a country with a poor economic and
cultural background. In the past periods of revolutionary wars,
the Party had accumulated a great deal of experience in class
struggle. In observing and dealing with new problems and diffi-
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culties arising in socialist construction, people were susceptible to
mechanically copying former practices and experience. As a
result, they saw problems which were not related to class struggle
as class struggle, took the class struggle which existed to a limited
degree under the new conditions as occupying a dominant position, and continued to adopt methods of mass struggle on a large
scale as a solution. It was easy to resume the practices which
resembled their life experience under military communism and
had proved so effective in the revolutionary ranks in past periods
of war, and to take them as a sort of basis to plan an ideal society.
Although the founders of Marxism expounded and proved the
historical trend that capitalist society would inevitably be transformed into socialist society, they could only proceed from the
status quo of the relatively developed capitalist society to draw a
general inference about a future socialist society which they had
not experienced. Using only one or two particular theses of theirs
and then misunderstanding them certainly can never solve concrete problems in China and makes it very easy to fantasize
socialism. for a Jong time, Mao's series of "Left" deviationist
theoretical viewpoints on class struggle in the socialist period and
his concepts of socialism which were tinted with Utopianism had
been regarded as an important development of Marxist theory
and spread far and wide; thus people thrown into a situation of
broadened class struggle were confused and misled. Upholding
the erroneous deviation was even regarded as defending the
sacred cause of Marxism. Those who took a skeptical attitude
towards the erroneous deviation still found it hard to oppose it
with perfect assurance.
In the 60s, our Party was compelled to conduct intense polemics with the Soviet Party on the line and principles of the
international communist movement. This international background also exerted a great influence on domestic political life.
Normal debates arising among comrades in the Party holding
different opinions were often looked upon as serious struggles
between Marxism and revisionism. As a result, inner Party relations became more strained with each passing day. Mao's great
merits in the Chinese revolutionary cause and the cause of
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socialism made him an indisputable pblitical leader and ideological authority. For this reason, though broad masses of Party
members and cadres, including many high-ranking officials, had
growing reservations about many abnormal phenomena in the
"cultural revolution," they still found it hard to resist the series
of "Left" deviationist viewpoints advanced by Mao and to hold
back the outbreak and development of the "cultural revolution."
In leading the unfamiliar cause of socialist construction, our
Party specially needed prudence. However, some leading cadres
had gradually become arrogant in midst of a series of successes.
At that time, Mao Zedong's prestige was at its peak among the
Chinese people. He also gradually became conceited, divorced
from the masses and isolated from the reality. His subjectivism
and arbitrary style became more serious as times went on. The
cult of Mao Zedong was so widespread that it had gradually became a craze by the time the "cultural revolution" was
launched. Just as Deng Xiaoping said: "After criticism of the
opposition to rash advance in 1958 and the campaign against
'Right deviation' in 1959, democratic life in the Party and state
gradually ceased to function normally. There was a steady growth
of such patriarchal ways as only one person having the say, one
person making important decisions, practising the cult of personality and one individual placing himself above the organization.
Lin Biao propagated the 'peak theory,' saying that Chairman
Mao's words were supreme instructions. This theory was widespread throughout the Party, army and country."' Consequently,
this led to the sabotage of the collective leadership principle and
democratic centralism in Party and state political life. In this
aspect, Lin Biao, Jiang Qing, Kang Sheng and other careerists
played the most abominable role. Among them, some had been
Party members for many years, had done useful work for the
Party and assumed important Party and state important positions, while some had only a few achievements during their
official careers and had formerly occupied low positions. But they
had one point in common; that is, they joined the Party with a
strong blend of exploiting-class ideology and a thirst for personal
power and influence which developed as conditions changed. In
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ordinary circumstances, their erroneous wor~s ~nd acts ~e:e,
after all, somewhat restrained by Party orgaruzation and_ ~1sc1p
line and, therefore, their true colors could not be suff1~ien_tly
exposed. Once they had the extremely a~~ormal O~J?Ortumty like
the "cultural revolution," their wild political ambitions and conspiratorial methods for usurping Party and state power could be
carried to extremes. Due to various historical reas_ons~ after the
founding of New China, the process of democratization of the
Party and State political life had not been able to develop smoothly. And there were many defects in the system of Party an~ state
leadership and the organizational system. These def;cts m our
systems made it possible for Mao Zedong, the ~eopl~ s re~pec~ed
leader, to make mistakes unchecked, for careensts like Li_n Biao
and Jiang Qing to run amok for a time, and for the di~aster
ridden "cultural revolution" to take place and develop without
any restriction.

II. "OVERTHROW EVERYTHING" BRINGS
ON ALL-ROUND CIVIL STRIFE
"All-Round Seizure of Power" Evokes Escalation of
Nationwide Turbulence
In January 1967, a violent storm of rebels seizing the powe~ of
leadership at various levels of Party and government orgamzations first started in Shanghai, then spread throughout the country. The "cultural revolution" had e_ntered a new stage of so-called
"all-round seizure of power." This stage brought about ~ore
serious social turbulence and greater disasters than the previous
stage.
In early January 1967, under the command of Zhan~ Chunqiao and Yao Wenyuan, rebel organizations in Shanghai headed
by Wang Hongwen of the Shanghai No.17 State-Owned Cotton
Mill, seized leadership power from the Party and g?vernme~t. of
the city. Mao Zt:dong vigorously supported the action of seiz~ng
power and saw it as an effective method to thoroughly reorganize
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the leadership at various levels in implementation of the principles ?f the "cultural revolution." On January 16, the Red Flag
pubh,~hed a ~ommentary which transmitted Mao's remarks, saymg: ~he se1~ure of power from a handful of Party persons in
authonty takmg the capitalist road was a revolution in which one
class o~e~~hrew another under the conditions of proletarian dictat_ors~1p. O_n January 22, the People's Daily also published an
ed1tonal callmg on all the proletarian revolutionaries to "launch
~n all-round struggl~ of seizing power throughout the country
and _s uccessfully,fulf1Jl the gre~t historical mission entrusted by
Chair~an Mao. _Then rebels m Shanxi (January 14), Qingdao
(January 22), Gmzhou (January 25), Heilongjiang (January 31)
and other pr~vinces proclaimed the all-round seizure of pawer
from provmcial and municipal Party and government leading
organs'. and their seizure of power was approved by the Central
Commlltee. In a short period, the storm of all-round seizure of
power swept from departments under the Central Committee and
the State Council t_o local. Party and government organs, as well
as to all _walks of life. This gave rise to a sharp struggle between
persons rntent on taking over power and the masses inclined to
suppart the existing Party and government leadership and betwe~n oi:ie power-seizi?g faction and other ones. As a' result, a
ragmg tide of anarchism stemmjng from all-round civil strife
marked by stampedes of "down with everyone" forged ahead got
out of hand, and threw China into unprecedented chaos.
'
Although Mao Zedong expressed his support for "great disorde_r .under heaven," nevertheless, in face of the daily worsening
cnsts, he c~uld not ~ut try t~ res_train it. At that time, newspapers
and magazines published ed1tonals and articles, one after another, _repeate~ly transmittin¥, Ma?'s instruclives on seizing power,
mainly. urgu:ig people to realize great alliances of proletarian
revolutJo!,rnnes" and "set up a 'th~ee-~n-one combination" composed of leaders_ of the rebel orgaruzations, representatives of the
PLA t:~ps stationed in the locality and revolutionary leading
cadres. The temp~rary po_wer organs established after seizure of
~~er w~;e call~d re~oluuonary c~mmittees." To form the "great
alliances and three-in-one combmations," Mao urged the cor-
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rect handling of cadres and various rebel organizations, that
various rebel organizations should be rectified and the anarchist
idea of "suspecting everyone and overthrowing everyone" be
opposed.
In order to stabilize the situation, the CPC Central Committee,
the Military Commission of the Central Committee, the State
Council and the Central Cultural Revolution Group published a
series of circulars and directives, urging teachers and students of
colleges and middle schools to stop exchange of experiences with
other localities and to resume school classes and carry on the
revolution; asking factories, mines, enterprises and rural production teams to persist in making revolution in their spare time, that
is, to grasp revolution and promote production; demanding the
return to normal order of railways, ports, communications and
transportation, and the protection of radio stations, banks, warehouses, prisons and other units. Most impartant was Mao's decision to dispatch PLA troops to carry out the task of "three
supports and two militaries" (supparting industry, supporting
agriculture, supporting the broad masses of the Left, military
control, palitical and military training).
In appraisal of the situation, Mao considered that the "allround seizure of power" would signalize a positive outcome in
February, March or April 1967. But things were far from what
Mao imagined. Many requirements and regulations published in
above-mentioned editorials and directives had produced very
little effect. The "great alliances" and "three-in-one combination"
as the basic principles in the process of seizure of power had not
been carried out; but, on the contrary, they became the focus of
further struggles. Two or more sharply contrasting large rebel
organizations in various places had somewhat different political
inclinations, but, in general, they all operated under the influence of "Left" deviationist principles and ultra-"Left" trends of
thought. Some rebel organizations chose their own favorite leading cadres as prospective members for the "three-in-one combination," and strived to realize a "great alliance" and the seizure of
power with their own faction as its nucleus. After being overthrown, many leading cadres were unwilling to, or could not,
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come out to join leading groups. Some were "combined" with this
rebel organization, but soon overthrown by the other. Following
their own interests, each faction took only those directives of
Chairman Mao or those of the Central Committee which were
favourable to itself and each thought what it did was right. On
the fundamental issue of "power," the contention among rebel
organizations was so acute that countless disputes and conflicts
occurred which led to ruthless armed struggles. After getting
involved in supporting the "Left," the PLA troops found it hard
to avoid supporting this faction or that faction. As a result, this
brought about many disputes and conflicts between rebel organizations and troops supporting the "Left." Some rebel organizations in various places assaulted military units, giving rise to
bloody incidents. People showed universal discontent with the
chaos that had seriously endangered the security of the state
society and the troops.
'
Confronted by such a situation, revolutionaries of the older
generation came out boldly and rose up to resist the turbulence.
At an enlarged meeting of the Military Commission of the CPC
Central Committee, Ye Jianying, Xu Xiangqian, Nie Rongzhen
and others demanded that the stability of the army must be
maintained, and did not agree to the free airing of views as
p~~ctice? in civilian life (in the forms of speaking out freely,
aumg v1ews fully, holding great debates and writing big-character
posters). Over this problem, they had a sharp dispute with Jiang
Qing, Chen Boda and Kang Sheng. At two meetings, on February
11 and 16, with many members of the Political Bureau participating, Tan Zhenlin, Chen Yi, Ye Jianying, Li Fuchun, Li Xiannian, Xu Xiangqian and Nie Rongzhen, leaders of the Political
Bureau or Military Commission, sharply criticized many of the
wrong actions taken by the Central Cultural Revolution Group
and spoke out, justly denouncing Chen Boda, Kang Sheng and
Zhang Chunqiao. Ye Jianying said: "You have caused chaos in
the Party, government, factories and the countryside! As if that
is not enough for you, you still want to cause chaos in the army!
If you go on like that, what is it you're trying to do?" "Can we
make revolution without the leadership of the Party, without the
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army?" Tan Zhenlin said: "You don't want the leadership of the
Party always letting the masses liberate themselves, educate
them~elves and make revolution themselves. What's this anyway?
It's metaphysics." He added, "Your purpose is to overthrow
veteran cadres." These criticisms spoken out with the force of
justice represented the will of the Party and the people and
demonstrated the qualities of selflessness and uprightness of the
proletarian revolutionaries of the older generation. On hearing
the report from the Central Cultural Revolution Group, Mao was
highly dissatisfied with these veteran cadres, because their arguments and resistance were actually aimed at completely correcting "Left" deviationist errors of the "cultural revolution," and
also directed against the absurd practices of the "cultural revolution." Mao severely criticized these veteran comrades. At a meeting of the Political Bureau of the CPC, the Central Cultural
Revolution Group attacked them on charges of stirring up an
"adverse current of bourgeois restoration." Following this, the
functions of the Po}jtical Bureau of the CPC Central Committee
were basically taken over by the Central Cultural Revolution
Group.
The crux of these questions put forward by revolutionaries of
the older generation came down to whether Party leadership was
necessary. This was the root cause of the chaotic situation featured by "overthrowing everyone" in the "cultural revolution."
The "Left" deviationist theories and principles of the "cultural
revolution," under the signboard of criticizing revisionism. and
capitalism, denied the Party's basic policies and basic achievements made in the seventeen years since the founding of New
China, wrongly accused the majority of leading cadres who
upheld the Party's correct line and policies from the Central
. Committee down to the Jocalities as capitalist readers and attempted to strike them down, and further to overthrow all the
Party and state leading bodies. The "all-round seizure of power"
which confused right and wrong, the enemy and ourselves, was
absolutely wrong. How could it be said to correctly handle cadres
and let "representatives of revolutionary cadres" come out to
make revolution? Nominally, the "cultural revolution" relied
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directly on the masses, but, in reality, in the "cultural revolution," large numbers of leading Party and state cadres were
ferreted out and persecuted, the Party's leading bodies and organizations at various levels lapsed into a state of paralysis or
semi-paralysis, the broad masses of Party members and activists
were unable to play their roles, Party disciplines and state laws
were discarded, and the state's judicial and public security organs
were unable to perform their functions. These circumstances
provided just the right conditions for a handful of careerists
adventurers, opportunists, degenerate elements and all sorts of
social dregs habituated to destructiveness to get together, grow
and run riot without restraint. This horde of anti-socialist forces
flaunting the most "revolutionary" banners provided the social
base on which careerists Lin Biao, Jiang Qing and their likes
relied to create chaos. Out of their trust in the Party and Mao
Zedong, in the early stage of the "cultural revolution," many
people became involved in the movement, but they definitely did
not support cruel struggles and ruthless attacks of the ultra"Left." Later, as their consciousness was raised through different
experiences they had, they kept leaving the rebel organizations.
Many of them in turn used different forms to resist and oppose
the "cultural revolution." They were therefore persecuted in
varying degrees, and some even lost their lives. In reality, the
"cultural revolution" divorced them both from the Party and the
masses. So how could there be realization of "great alliances"
among the masses? Facts proved that it was hard to stabilize the
turbulence through the self-contradictory way which one had to
uphold the "cultural revolution" as a whole, but as to details, one
was also asked to correct some activities which went too far.
After resistance from revolutionaries of the older generation in
February was suppressed, anarchism ran increasingly rampant.
Jiang Qing and her group denounced the resistance as the "February adverse current," and even spread news of it out into
society by way of agitating the masses to launch a widespread
counter-attack against the "February adverse current sweeping
down from above." This started a new wave of ferreting out,
attacking and persecuting Party and state leading cadres at vari-
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ous levels, as well as assaulting leading organs of the Party and
state. In addition, factional struggles among rebel organizations
escalated continuously. In April 1967, the People's Daily published Qi Benyu's article clearly criticizing Liu Shaoqi, though his
name was not mentioned. This touched off a high tide of so-called
"great revolutionary criticism" consisting of a series of all-round
attacks on "China's Khrushchov." This kind of "great criticism"
did everything possible to slander and frame Liu Shaoqi, by
obscuring right and wrong, confusing friend with foe. This helped
spread and abet "Left" deviationist ideological trends and exerted
a very bad influence. Mao Zedong considered that the "great
criticism" would promote the great alliances, but things went
contrary to his wishes. The great criticism promoted great chaos.
In many places for a long time, it was not possible to found
revolutionary committees. In May, armed clashes took place in
some places. From June to early August, instigated by the Central
Cultural Revolution Group, tens of thousands of people were
mustered by around 1,000 rebel organizations of Beijing and
other places to besiege Zhongnanhai (the gathering was dubbed
the "Frontline of Ferreting Out Liu Shaoqi") and to assault the
highest organ of state power. On July 22, Jiang Qing provoked
violence by raising the slogan of "attack by reasoning, and defend
by force" among rebel organizations. In his August 7th speech,
the minister of Public Security Xie Fuzhi, in league with the gang
of Lin Biao and Jiang Qing, incited the smashing of judicial and
public security organs. On the same day, Wang Li made speeches
provoking the seizure of power from the Foreign Ministry leadership. In the first half of August, large-scale armed conflicts
flared up in Shanghai, Nanjing, Changzhou, Zhengzhou,
Changchun, Shenyang, Chongqing, Changsha and other places.
Many more public security, judicial and procuratorial organs
throughout the country were assaulted. In the name of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, rebel organizations of the ministry
recklessly issued directives to Chinese embassies abroad to rebel,
and even set fire to the office of the British Charge d' Affaires in
Beijing. After Lin Biao advanced the slogan of "Down with the
Palace of Hell in the General Political Department" in the second
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half of July, newspapers and other publications raised the slogan,
"Down with a handful of capitalist roaders in the army!" Thus,
many local rebel organizations started a wave of storming military institutions. Conflicts between rebel organizations and troops
helping the Left increased. Illegal incidents such as ransacking
banks, warehouses, vehicles, vessels, files and confidential documents, and sabotaging railway traffic- were perpetrated one after the other in many localities. A large number of people were
wounded or killed in armed conflicts. In particular, the city of
Wuhan on July 20 witnessed crowds surrounding Wang Li, representative of the Central Cultural Revolution Group, and hemming him in, while a demonstration took place numbering
hundreds of thousands of local armymen and people. (Mao
Zedong was in Wuhan just at that time.) These events reflected
the growing dissatisfaction of broad masses of people, army
officers and PLA soldiers towards the "Left" deviationist errors
committed by the Central Cultural Revolution Group. The developing tension created a situation almost beyond control.
In face of the spreading disturbances, Mao Zedong was compelled to adopt a series of urgent measures. At the end of August,
he approved a report submitted by Zhou Enlai requesting that
Wang Li and Guan Feng, both members of the Central Cultural
Revolution Group, be kept in isolation for investigation. The
Central Committee kept issuing orders to maintain public order,
ensure the safety of state-owned materials and equipment, and
protect the life and property of the people. It also took measures
to protect foreign embassies and foreigners residing in China.
Military control was also instituted over the most turbulent
provinces, municipalities and Party and government departments. In October, the CPC Central Committee transmitted
throughout the country a summary of the talks given by Mao
Zedong during his inspection tours of north, south central and
east China between July and September. In view of the endless
conflicts among many rebel factions, Mao once again called for
the realization of "great revoJutionary alliances," and criticized
the Red Guards, saying, "Now is just the time they are apt to
make mistakes," so we must help them through education. In
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ard to the overthrow of large numbers of cadres, Mao reiter~
reg
· of cad ~es," an d "he1Prn·g
ated the necessity of "correct handhng
more people through education and narrowrn~ the target of
attack." We must "liberate a number of cadres, h~ added, ~nd
"let cadres step forward." In compliance w~t~ M~~ s suggestion,
the central authorities, provinces and muruc1pallties held ca~re
study courses in rotation, thus extricating a number of ~eadrn~
cadres from the ordeal of investigation. Newspapers, by rntensifying criticism of factionalism and anarchism, helpe~ somewhat
to suppress ultra-"Left" activities. In. Janu~ry ~ 968, Qi Benyu was
also isolated for the convenience of rnvesugauon. Althou~h th~se
measures taken by Mao Zedong could not change. the ~1tuation
basically, they did prevent in certain degrees the s1tuauon from
deteriorating.
.
In the winter of 1967 and the spring of 1968, .the chaotic
situation in society changed for the better, comparatively speaking. As long as ultra-"Left" thought and ultra-"Leftis_ts" were .h~Jd
under a certain degree of restraint, there was growing suspicion
of the "great cultural revolution" and of the Central Cultural
Revolution Group among the masses. People often expressed
views against the "January seizure of po":'e:" ~nd "February
adverse current" and complained of the 1IlJUSt1ce to a larg~
number of veteran cadres who had been overthrow~..1~ ~hangha1
and Beijing, there appeared big-character posters cnt1c1zmg Chen
Boda and Kang Sheng, and calling for the overthrow of Zha!1g
Chunqiao and Xie Fuzhi. Ninety-one leading cadres of the M1?istry of foreign Affairs (most of whom were a~~assadors m
foreign countries, or occupied other important pos1t1o~s) put up
a big-character poster thoroughly criticizin~ the !eact1onary slogan of "Down with Chen Yi" and demandrng his retu~ to .the
ministry to preside over the wor~. These t.rends threw Lrn Biao,
Jiang Qing and others into a pamc. Following the last ten days of
March 1968, newspapers came out with one article afte: an~th~r
criticizing the "Right-deviationist trend to reverse verdicts. Lm
Biao and Jiang Qing collaborated to frame up false charges
against Yang Chengwu (acting chief of the CJ:e~eral Staff ~f ~he
PLA, Standing Committee member of the Military Commission
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of the Military Commission), Yu
LiJm (political commissar of the PLA Air Force) and Fu Chongb ·
(comm an?er o~ .the Beijing Garrison). They were all remove~
fro~ the1!" pos1t1,?ns in the army for "having made extremely
seno~s mistakes. Meanwhile, Huang Yongsheng was appointed
as c~1ef of the G~~eral Staff of the PLA and head of the General
Offic~ of the M1ht.a:y Commission. It was not long before the
funct1ons of the !'Jihtary Commission of the Central Committee
w~re ~ctually b?mg performed by its General Office. This gave
Lrn. Bia~ and lus gang more powerful control in the army. The
ragmg tl~e of. anarchism that had somewhat abated now began. r~nn~ng high again as fanned up by opposing the "RightdeviatJonist. tre~d to reverse verdicts." Factional struggles among
rebel organizations a~d bloody incidents caused by violence be~ame acceler~t~d . This .le~ to deterio.ration in public order again
m some localities. The mc1dents of violence increased again such
as as~aulti.n_g_ PLA u~its,_ lo_oting state-owned property, damaging
public f~cihties, and mfhctmg casualties on PLA officers, soldiers
~nd ordrnar~ pe~p.le. Armed conflicts among rebel organizations
m some ~ruvers1lles and colleges escalated, causing casualties.
Once again, ~ao .Zedong had to take emergency measures to
co~trol the ~ituation. Apart from military control over some
senous chaotic provinces and municipalities, Mao also instructed
departments concerned to dispatch "Mao Zedong Thought propaganda teams" <i:nade up of. workers, PLA officers and men) to
schools to exercise leadership over them. In his talks with a few
h~ads of rebel ~rg~?izations, Mao criticized them for resorting to
v1ole~ce. He sa1~: Now, workers, peasants, soldiers and residents
are displeased with what you have done; so are the great majority
of your s~udents, as well as some who had supported your faction.
You are.ts~Jated from workers, peasants, troops, residents and the
vast maJonty of the students." After two years of practice Mao
Ze~ong gradually realized that these Red Guards who had been
praise~ a.s rebels at one time were not a reliable force for carrying
out his ideas and proposals. Two years earlier, sending work
teams to schools had been completely discredited. However this
time, sending "workers' propaganda teams" and "PLA prop~gan-
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da teams" to schools and some Party and govern.~ent depa!tments was called a revolutionary ~easure for .re~liz10g the. a~
that "the working class must exercise leadership m everythmg.
for two years, all universities and many middle schools throughout the country still failed to respond to the repeated call from
the central authorities to resume classes while making revolution.
After entering schools, the workers' and PLA propaganda teams
set about the work of resuming classes.
The struggle to seize power lasted twenty months and proceeded amidst wave after wave of grave social turbulence. All twentynine provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions throughout the country managed, in the end, to establish their revolutionary committees. Though the "three-in-one combin~tion" was
comprised of "army representatives, revolutionary leadmg cadres
and leaders of the rebel organizations," actually, in many places
and units, the army representatives were in charge of the revolutionary committees. In the complicated situation, the PLA troops
did a lot of work in carrying out the task of "three supports and
two militaries." They played an active role in easing tension,
maintaining social order and reducing losses caused by turbulence. But, influenced by the "Left" deviationist general principle
in effect at that time, they could not avoid mistakes which had
some negative consequences. Many of the PLA officers taking up
administrative duties in civil organs found they were not familiar
with the work. Among the small number of former leading cadres
admitted into revolutionary committees, some were competent,
but found it hard to play more than a limited role due to the
prevailing conditions. Some bad cadres and bad leaders of rebel
organizations in revolutionary committees ganged up on each
other, or worked in opposition. They continuously s~irred ~P
trouble in and outside revolutionary committees, becommg maJor
factors of instability. Interrupted by frequent disputes and disorders, many revolutionary committees could not function norm~l
Iy. Revolutionary committees exercised a centralized le~dersh1p
system incorporating the Party and government functions, or
integrating government administration with economic management, therefore, they formed a highly concentrated focus of
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power which had to carry out "Left" principles in every field of
work. As a matter of fact, they represented a serious retrogression
in the state's political system and administration.

The 9th National Congress of the CPC
After the setting up of the revolutionary committees in 29
provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions across the
country, Mao Zedong decided to convene the 9th National Congress of the Communist Party of China. To make preparations for
the congress, the enlarged 12th Plenary Session of the CPC 8th
Central Committee was held in Beijing October 13-31, 1968. The
circumstances were extremely unusual. At that time, members
and alternate members who had succumbed under the label of
"renegade," "enemy agent," "having illicit relations with foreign
countries," or "anti-Party element," had reached 52.7 percent of
the 8th Central Committee. They were deprived of the right to
attend the session. Many of the members of the Central Committee who were allowed to attend the plenary session had just been
libera.ted from the "cowshed" (referring to the place where people
were isolated for further investigation during the "cultural revolution"). Of the 97 full members, with 1O having died since the
11th Plenary Session, only 40 were qualified to attend the session.
When it began, 10 alternate members were elected to fill the
vacancies of full members in order to have a quorum. Among the
alternate members, only 9 were qualified to attend the session
w_ith ~O having been elected to full membership and 12 havin~
died smce the 11th Plenary Session. On the other hand, members
of the Central Cultural Revolution Group and the General Office
of the Military Commission, principal leading members of the
provincial, municipal and autonomous region revolutionary com~it.tecs and the major military commands, totalling 74, were
rnvited to the session, accounting for over 55 percent of the total
participants.
Mao Zedong presided over the session. In order to maintain
that the fundamental direction of the "cultural revolution" was
correct, in his speech, Mao persisted in praising the "cultural
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·on" in spite of the facts and asked the session to discuss
revo1u tl '
k h.
por
the issue. Lin Biao, Jiang Qing and others. too. t is ~s an op ~
tunity to launch attacks on Chen i'.'i, Ye Jianymg, L1 Fuchun, Li
Xi nnian Xu Xiangqian and Nie Rongzhen, who ha~ been
in:olved 'in the "February adverse current" (Tan Zhenlm ~as
deprived of the right to attend the sessi?n)~ a~? to orga~ize
criticism of Zhu De, Chen Yun and Deng Zihm as die-hard nght
deviationists."
.
if
d
Due to the extremely abnormal st~te of .mner~Party 1 e, an
without thorough investigation or serious discussto~, t~e plenary
session wrongly approved the "repo~t on the .exammation ?,f the
c ·mes of Liu Shaoqi-renegade, hidden traitor and scab, and
~~de the erroneous decision "to expel Liu Shaoqi from the. Party
forever and remove him from all the posts he has held m ~nd
outside the Party." Chen Shaomin, who was present at the session,
f ' sed to agree to the decision in the face of great pressure.
~u~ing his period of examination, Liu Shaoqi had been comp~ete
ly deprived of the right to defend himself. Liu suffered all kin~s
of torture and died of illness under the weight of false charges m
Kaifeng of Henan Province on November 12, 1969. Lat~r, aft~r
serious re-examination, facts prov~d t~at th~ cha:,ges agamst Lm
Shaoqi of "renegade," "hidden tra1~or, a~d scab were false and
had been all put up by Lin Biao, Jiang Qmg and co~~any. It was
completely wrong for the session to reach such a i:x>ht1cal ~oncl?
sion and mete out such an organizational pun~s~me?t ~ Liu
Shaoqi's case. This is the most ~er!ous case of mJustice m the
Party's history. According to statistics drawn up by the Supreme
People's Court before September 1980, more t~an 28,000 people
who were implicated in the case were . pena~1zed. As ea:l~ as
March 1967, Kang Sheng and Jiang Qmg stured up a _sm~ster
campaign of "ferreting out renegades." R~bel organ~zat1ons
throughout the country set up this ~r th~t kmd of sp~cial c~se
group. They dished out materials on hIStoncal problems involving
many cadres on whom the Party had already long before made
correct conclusions. They even fabricated a l~.rg~ ~.umber of cases
such as the so-called "61-person case," the XinJiang renega~es
clique," the "northeast renegade clique" and the "south Chma

.
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renegades clique." Many faithful veteran Party members who had
fought heroically under enemy rule and many non-Party personages who had made special contributions to the Party were
labelled "renegades," "special agents" and so on. Some of them
were even persecuted to death. Besides, many innocent cadres and
ordinary people, accused of being "counter-revolutionary elements," became involved in many wrong cases framed by Lin
Biao, Jfang Qing, Kang Sheng and company. They were also
persecuted, and some died without being cleared of the unjust
accusations. It is another bitter lesson to be learned in the Party's
history, following the magnified compaign of the 1930s to ferret
out undercover counter-revolutionaries in the early Soviet areas.
The 9th National Congress of the CPC was held in Beijing on
April 1, 1969. One thousand five hundred and twelve deputies
representing nearly 22 million Party members attended the con·
gress. At that time, various provincial, municipal and a ut~mo
mous regional Party committees and primary Party organizations
at the basic level had not yet recovered or been re-established.
The large majority of Party members had not yet resumed their
organizational life. In view of this situation, conditions for convocation of the congress were not ripe. Deputies to the congress
could not be selected through voting, but were recommended
through consultations by the Central Committee and the Party
core leading groups of revolutionary committees in various provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions. This provided the
chance for Lin Biao and Jiang Qing to arrange their company into
the ranks of the 9th Congress, making the congress far from pure
organizationally.
At the congress, Lin Biao, on behalf of the Party Central
Committee, delivered the political report. The "theory of continued revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat" was the
basic idea in the report, and was looked upon as the latest
development of Mao Zedong Thought. The term "theory of
continued revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat"
had specific implications determined by the particular historical
background. It was the generalization and summation of Mao's
erroneous "Left" deviationist viewpoints on class struggle in the
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of socialism which were further developed in the "c~ltural
stag~ution.''. It was also the general guiding ideology dur~g the
:ev~tural revolution," and was indivisibly connected with the
~~ctice of the "cultural revolution." The report expounded ~he
mation and meaning of the theory, recalled the pr~paration
0

r~ execution of the "cultural revolution" under the gmdance of

:~e theory, extravagantly lauded this ,"revoluti~nary theo,~y'' as a
"great contribution" and praised the' great achiev~ments scored
in the "cultural revolution." However, the report d~d ~ot expourl:d
how the Party was to lead and organize the sociahst economic

~~nstruction and cultural advance. The congress adopted a new

Party Constitution which wrongly reversed the cor~ect content of
the old Party Constitution adopted at the 8th Nat~onal Congress
of the CPC. The "theory of continued rcvolut~on under the
dictatorship of the proletariat" was put down ~ the gen~ral
while development of the productive forces and
· d t
programme,
construction of socialist modernization were not roentione a
11 Articles on the rights of Party members were deleted, and
~u~therroore Lin Biao was put down in the general programme
"Comrad~ Mao Zedong's close comrade-in-arms and succesas "This measure was in outright violation of the Party's organ~~~ional principles of democratic centralization, and had never
before occurred in the Party's history.
In March 1969 before the convening of the 9th Congre~s,
incidents of armed conflict at the border area oc~urred. as S?v1et
troops intruded into the area of Zhenbao Island m He1lonru1ang
Province on several occasions. Before the congre~s met, Mao
Zedong discussed the question of preparedness agam~t war at a
· f' wi'th members of the Central Cultural Revolution Group.
bne
mg
·
· I 't t·on
Four years earlier, in 1965, in light of the mternationa s1 ua 1.
China faced the Party Central Committee had made a gnm
appraisal of' the danger of war. This time, it e:cagg~rated the
possibility of war breaking out. as even more unm~ent. The
report to the 9th Congress contained references to 1!1aking rea~y
to fight an early war, a big war and a nuclear w~r with the Soviet
Union and the United States. Preparations agamst war not only
became an important topic for discussion at the congress, but also
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was a guiding principle for all work. Before long, a nationwide
campaign was begun to dig air-raid shelters, speed up construction of the thiid line region and undertake other work in preparation against war.
The congress elected 170 members and 109 alternate members
to the Central Committee. Only 32 percent of the original members or alternate members of the 8th Central Committee (not
counting the deceased) were admitted into the 9th Central Committee. A large number of prestigious veteran cadres were excluded from the Central Committee. Quite a number of followers and
trusted supPorters of Lin Biao and Jiang Qing became members
or alternate members of the Central Committee. At the 1st
Plenary Session of the 9th Central Committee of the CPC, Mao
Zedong was elected Chairman, and Lin Biao, the only vicechairman of the Central Committee. The members of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee
were Mao Zedong, Lin Biao (the following were listed in the
order of the number of strokes of the surnames), Chen Boda,
Zhou Enlai, and Kang Sheng. Among the newly-elected members
of the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee, more
than 50 percent were the followers and trusted supporters of Lin
Biao and Jiang Qing. Chen Yun, Li Fuchun, Chen Yi, Xu
Xiangqian, Nie Rongzhen were elected as members of the Central
Committee, but excluded from the Political Bureau of the Party
Central Committee.
As an outstanding feature, the 9th National Congress was
dominated from beginning to end by an atmosphere full of "Left"
deviationist thinking and fanatical worship of the personality cult
of Mao Zedong. Mao's brief opening address to the congress was
interrupted as many as several dozen times by strident slogans of
"Long live ... long, long live ... " The congress had legitimized the
erroneous theory and practice of the "cultural revolution," and
solidified the position of Lin Biao and Jiang Qing in the Party
Central Committee. The ideological, political and organizational
guidelines of the 9th Congress were utterly wrong. The congress
failed to play any Positive role at all in the Party's history.
On many occasions, Mao predicted that "cultural revolution"
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would show good results in one to two years, or two to three years.
Even to a leader like Mao, it was still hard to have the sit~at~on
well in hand, and many of his predictions failed to matenahze.
The 9th Congress had been convened, but it bad not initiated any
trend towards bringing the "cultural revolution" to a victorious
end as he had expected. On the contrary, because ideological and
political "Left" deviationist errors escalated, :While organiza~ional
life deteriorated and there were more undesirable persons m the
Party, actually, a more profound crisis smoldered be~d the
scenes; sharper and more complicated struggles were brewmg.

I
I

III. THE DOWNFALL OF THE LIN BIAO
CLIQUE AND FRUSTRATION
IN CORRECTING "LEFT" ERRORS
Implementing the "Left" Policy
of Struggle-Criticism-Transformation
After the 9th Party Congress, the movement of strugglecriticism-transformation was unfolded throughout the country
according to Mao Zedong's plan. Mao said, "Struggle-criticismtransformation in a factory, on the whole, goes through the
following stages: Establishing a three-in-one revolutionary corn·
mittee; carrying out mass criticism and repudiation; purifying
the class ranks, consolidating the Party organization, and simplifying the administrative structure; changing irrational rules and
regulations and sending office workers to the workshops." Although here only factories were mentioned, the same met~~ was
actually applied in all other fields. Mao personally par~1c1~ated
in the experiment of struggle-criticism-transformation m srx of
Beijing's plants and two of its universities ·(namely, the Be~jing
General Knitwear Mill, the Xinhua Printing House, the Beijing
No.3 Chemical Plant, the Beijing Beijiao T:iriiber Mill, the Beijing
"February 7" Locomotive and Rolling Stock Plant, Qinghua
University and Beijing University), and demanded that other
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places sum up their experiences and follow suit. Mao Zedong
attempted to realize his ideal of "great order across the land"
through struggle-criticism-transformation, which also by implication included his intention to end the "cultural revolution."
However, the movement itself was an expression of the "Left"
policy. As a matter of fact, the struggle-criticism-transformation
carried the "Left" errors of the "cultural revolution" to specific
embodiment in all fields. As a result, social contradictions as well
as contradictions within the Party continued to intensify and
there was little improvement in the social order or in stale affairs.
Party consolidation and Party building was an important task
during this period. One of Mao's instructions called the "fiftycharacter guiding principle for Party-building," read: "The Party
organization should be composed of the advanced elements of the
proletariat; it should be a vigorous vanguard organization capable of leading the proletariat and the revolutionary masses in the
fight against the class enemy." Under socialist conditions, in
which the exploiting class had been eliminated as a class and class
struggle only existed in a certain situation, the "fight against the
class enemy" was regarded as the sole purpose of Party building,
with not a word on state construction of material and spiritual
civilizations. The "class enemy" then mainly referred to the
so-called "bourgeois headquarters" represented by Liu Shaoqi and
its "agents" all over the country. Such a Party building principle
was obviously wrong and harmful. In Party consolidation and
Party building, the Party organizations were required, in accordance with this principle, to carry out rectification and absorb new
Party members. That was called "getting rid of the stale and
ta.king in the fresh." As a result, some qualified Party members
couldn't resume their regular membership activities in the Party,
or were erroneously expelled from the Party, while among the
new Party members taken in, some were by no means qualified. Because of the incorrect guiding principle, many problems
emerged during that period of Party consolidation and Party
building. Outrageous ideas and behavior during the "cultural
revolution" involving the personality cult, the scramble for power
and profit, sabotage of the Party's organization and discipline and
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rampant factionalism which undermined and harmed the Party,
were basically impossible to overcome. The relations between
Party members and between the Party and its members were
abnormal. But of course the re-establishment of Party organizations at all levels and the restoration of regular activities for most
Party members helped in some degree to stabilize the situation
and promote industrial and agricultural production.
The so-called "educational reform" was carried out in this
period. With the launching of the "cultural revolution," institutions of higher learning stopped enrollment and "suspended classes to make revolution" for four years. According to Mao's instruction that "students should be selected from among workers and
peasants with practical experience, and they should return to
production after a few years' study," in June 1970, the Party
Central Committee decided to resume enrollment experimentally
in some colleges and universities and instructed that the past
nationwide entrance exantinations and the method of enrolling
those with excellent marks be abolished in the institutions of
higher education. Instead, students were to be enrolled "through
recommendation by the masses, approval by their leaders and
re-examination by the school authorities." Students enrolled in
this way were called "worker, peasant and soldier students." The
period of schooling was shortened to two or three years. Later, the
students were assigned the task of "studying in the university,
administering it and transforming it with Mao Zedong Thought."
This so-called reform entailed harmful results: teachers were
relegated to the status of having to be reformed ma.king it
difficult for them to fulfill their proper role; nor~al teacherstudent relationships and procedures were thrown into disorder
the .educational level of many new students was quite low; pr~
fess1onal and cultural courses were drastically reduced, seriously
lowering the quality of education; the practice of entering university "through the back door" came into vogue. But most
teachers, under the extremely unfavorable conditions, remained
devoted to their work and many students did their best to achieve
good records. However, generally speaking, the prolonged "suspension of classes and making revolution" and "educational re-
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form" seriously weakened education and the growth of a whole
generation of teenagers. In 1971, a National Educational Conference was held in Beijing. The conference passed the summary,
finalized with modifications by Zhang Chunqiao and Yao Wenyuan, which made "two assessments," namely, in the seventeen
years since the founding of the New China, "Chairman Mao's
proletarian revolutionary line has not been implemented in the
main, as a result of which the bourgeoisie has exercised dictatorship over the proletariat"; and the great majority of teachers "stiU
remain basically bourgeois in their world outlook." At the time,
Mao Zedong pointed out: Don't go too far in assessing the
seventeen years, it is not the majority; instead, it is only a handful
of people who have implemented an erroneous line under the
proletarian dictatorship; most intellectuals still support the socialist system. Nevertheless, disregarding these opinions, Zhang
Chunqiao and others pushed the "Left" tendency to the extreme.
The completely wrong two assessments written into the conference summary acted as heavy spiritual shackles on the teachers
and other intellectuals for a long period of time.
Since colleges eruolled no students and factories recruited no
workers following the launching of the "cultural revolution," the
commercial and service industries stagnated and middle school
graduates in cities could neither continue higher education nor be
assigned to jobs. In December 1968 Mao sent out the call: "It is
highly necessary for young people with education to go to the
countryside to be re-educated by the poor and lower-middle
peasants." This brought about an upsurge of educated young
people going to mountainous areas and the countryside. The
movement was advocated as highly significant for "combatting
and preventing revisionism" and "reducing the differences between town and country, industry and agriculture, physical and
mental labor." In a few years, over 16 million educated youths
went to the mountainous areas and the countryside. Although
they tempered themselves and made contributions in developing
China's backward rural and frontier areas, they lost the opportunity to receive formal schooling when they were young. This
left a gap in the training of professional personnel, and brought
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long-term difficulties to the country's modernization drive. To
settle them down, the government, the enterprises and other
institutions spent at least 10 billion yuan. In addition, the movement aggravated the burdens of the teenagers' families as well as
of the peasants in some areas. That constituted one of the main
factors in the social unrest at that time.
During this period, a large number of cadres and intellectuals
from governmental organizations and institutions went down to
the countryside to do manual labor in various "May 7" cadre
schools. Although they were tempered by the labor and had a
better understanding of the countryside, they for a long time were
deprived of the opportunity to carry on their professional work
and scientific and cultural research, causing heavy losses to
China's modernization construction. What is more ludicrous is
that some workers in state-owned plants were also sent to the
countryside "to learn from the poor and lower-middle peasants"
because of insufficient production tasks or factional strife, thus
artificially aggravating social contradictions. After the Lin Biao
incident, struggle-criticism-transformation was seldom mentioned.

The Downfall of the Lin Biao Clique
Mao Zedong thought that the issue of Party building had been
initially resolved and he shifted the emphasis to government
building. On March 8, 1970, Mao proposed to convene the 4th
National People's Congress and revise the Constitution. Meanwhile, he proposed to abolish the state chairmanship.
.
The Lin Biao clique visualized the coming 4th People's Congress as an opportunity to grab more power. This factional group
was gradually formed on the basis of personal ambition during
the "cultural revolution." Since Lin held the position of "deputy
commander" during the early stage of the "cultural revolution,"
the clique's power rapidly swelled and reached its peak through
the 9th Party Congress and the 1st Plenary Session of the 9th
Party Central Committee. By that time, Lin's position as "successor" had been formally written into the Party Constitution and
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the clique's other principal members including Huang Yongsheng, Wu Faxian, Ye Qun, Li Zuopeng and Qiu Huizuo had all
entered the Political Bureau of the Central Committee. Through
the special organization of the General Office of the Military
Commission of the Central Committee, they were actually in
charge of the routine military work. Chen Boda, who became
powerful through the "cultural revolution," joined the Lin Biao
clique at a time when his contradiction with Jiang Qing was
sharpening. These people plotted to take advantage of the 4th
National People's Congress and the revision of the Constitution
to raise Lin Biao to the state chairmanship. Although Mao
declared time and again that the office of chairman of the
People's Republic of China should be abolished and that he
himself would not take up the post, on April 11, 1970, Lin made
a counter proposal by suggesting that Mao be the chairman. The
real intention, however, was revealed by Ye Qun privately in their
group in July 1970 when she asked: "What about Lin Biao if the
state chairmanship is abolished? Where will he be placed?"
During the "cultural revolution," the Lin Biao and Jiang Qing
cliques colluded with each other on the one hand, while on the
other hand, fought without scruples against each other for more
power. These careerists took every opportunity available to make
trouble and played vile tricks under the most high-sounding
pretexts. In examining the draft revised Constitution, contradictions between the two cliques surfaced. At a meeting of the
Constitution working team on August 13, 1970, and at the Political Bureau meeting the following day, Wu Faxian insisted on
adding three qualifiers to the Constitution-"with genius, comprehensively and creatively"- in the sentence stating that Mao
had developed Marxism. Kang Sheng and Zhang Chunqiao opposed the addition, bringing on a fierce debate. Superficially, that
was only an argument over wording, but actually, it was seizing
on an incidental difference of opinion to exaggerate matters, arid
symbolized the prelude of a bigger strife.
On August 23, 1970, the 2nd Plenary Session of the 9th Central
Committee of the CPC was held in Lushan, presided over by Mao
Zedong. Right at the beginning of the session, Lin Biao seized the
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initiative to make a speech in which he p~rsisted in h~ proposal
not to abolish the office of the state chauman.. He du~cted the
spearhead at the Jiang ~ing clique by a~vocatmg the idea that
"Mao Zedong is a gernus." Group meetmgs were held on the
afternoon of August 24 to discuss Lin's speech. Previously, Chen
Boda had compiled some material entitled "Quotations from
Engels, Lenin and Mao Zedong on Genius." At the meeting~, ~he
members of the conspiratorial group made speeches explallllilg
the materjal- Chen Boda in the North China Group, Ye Qun in
the Central China Group,, Wu Faxian in the Southwest China
Group, and Li Zuopeng in the Northwest China Group. In a
veiled attack on Zhang Chunqiao without naming him, they also
brought up two issues: namely, the need to resume the office of
state chairman, and the title of genius, in accordance with the
proposals in Lin's speech. Their speeches, printed in Bulletin No.2
of the North China Group that evening, aroused strong responses
in all the other groups. Most of the participants were indignant
on hearing that some people "deny that Mao Zedong is a genius,"
"depreciate Mao Zedong Thought" and "don't agree that Mao
Zedong should be state chairman." They demanded that people
like that be "ferreted out," bringing on a strained situation.
At this point, Mao became aware of the factional activities
carried on by Lin Biao and his followers in scrambling for
personal power. On August 25, at an enlarged meeting of the
Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee called by Mao Zedong, it was decided to stop discussing
Lin Biao's speech, recall Bulletin No.2 of the North China Group
and instruct Chen Boda to make a self-criticism. On the 3 lst, Mao
wrote "An Opinion of Mine" in which he severely criticized Chen
Boda's "launching of a sudden attack, stirring up trouble and
fearing only failure to bring on nationwide chaos, striking with
powerful bravado, as if to blast Lushan flat and stop the rotation
of the earth." Mao said that "on no account should the people get
mixed up with Chen Boda's rumors and sophistry" or "be f oo~ed
by those who claim to know Marx but actually know nothmg
about Marx." The plenary, on the proposal of Mao Zedong,
exposed and criticized Chen. Wu Faxian and others were also
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criticized. The plenary session resumed its pre-planned agenda on
September 6, passed in the main the revised draft Constitution
and suggested that the Standing Committee of the National
People's Congress hold its 4th National Congress at an appropriate time; approved the State Council's report on the National
Planning Conference and the National Economic Plan for 1970
and the report of the Military Commission of the Central Committee on strengthening preparedness against war. During the
session, the Central Committee proposed that Chen Boda be
investigated. After the session closed, the Central Committee
issued a directive in November calling on senior cadres to study
Marxist and Leninist works, saying that "only after reading some
basic works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin can the highranking cadres distinguish genuine from sham Marxism." Then
the Central Committee held the North China Convention and for
more than one month, exposed and criticized Chen Boda. In
addition, the Central Committee appointed new persons into the
General Office of the Military Commission controlled by the Lin
Biao clique. In April 1971, the Central Committee convened a
meeting to report on "criticism of Chen Boda and Party rectification" at which Huang, Wu, Ye, Li and Qiu of the Lin Biao
clique were instructed to make self-criticisms. On April 29, the
Central Committee issued a circular announcing a decision to
expand the campaign of "criticism of Chen and Party rectification" to grassroots units throughout the country.
Measures taken by the Party Central Committee and Mao
Zedong after the 2nd Plenary Session of the 9th Central Committee weakened the power of the Lin Biao clique. The clique,
thrown into confusion, fell into a passive position, and seeing that
the situation was unfavorable, decided, in a reckless move, to
stage an armed coup d'etat.
Early in October 1969, the then Air Force Commander Wu
Faxian appointed Lin Liguo, the son of Lin Biao, as deputy
director of the General Office and concurrently of the War ·
Department of the PLA Air Force Headquarters. In October
1970, Lin Liguo took advantage of his position and power to
secretly organize members to form the backbone for the coup
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d'etat, the code name of which was "combined fleet." They set up
secret strongpoints in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou and
stored ·up firearms, ammunition, transceivers and taping ~evices,
and collected confidential documents of the Party and state.
Meantime, they organized "fighting platoons" and "training units" made up of meticulously culled members in Guangzhou and
Shanghai to receive special training. In March 1971, the main
figures of the "combined fleet" met in Shanghai and settled on
the plan for an armed coup d'etat, the code name for the plan
being "Outline of 'Project 571 "' (in Chinese pronunciation, 571
sounds similar to "armed rebellion"). The "outline" analyzed the
situation and stipulated the main ~ints in the procedure, the
slogans and the tactics. In mid-August just when the "combined
fleet" actively prepared to trigger the crime, Mao went on an
inspection tour of south China. In Wuhan, Changsha and Nanchang, Mao Zedong had conversations with Party, government
and army leaders of provinces and autonomous regions including
Hubei, Henan, Hunan, Guangdong, Guangxi, Jiangxi, Jiangsu
and fujian. In the talks, he stressed the struggle at the 2nd
Plenary Session of the 9th Party Congress and criticized by name
Lin Biao, Huang, Wu, Ye, Li and Qiu. He pointed out: "Someone
is impatient to be chairman of the state and wants to split the
Party and seize power." "The recent Lushan meeting was another
struggle between two headquarters." He also said that "What has
happened at Lushan is not over yet. The problem remains to be
solved" and Lin Biao "should, of course, be held responsible to
some extent." By sharply raising the problem of Lin Biao, Mao
made known that he did not trust Lin any longer. On the
contrary, he thought Lin had become the head of another headquarters against him.
Lin Biao and Ye Qun, who were at Beidaihe then, learned of
Mao's remarks from reports sent by their followers and were
thrown into a panic. On September 7, Lin Liguo ordered the
"combined fleet" to enter into "first-degree combat readiness." On
the 8th, Lin Biao issued his hand-written order for approving the
act and decided to assassinate Mao during his tour. Simultaneously, they made preparations to flee south to Guangzhou with their
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followers and to set up another Party center there.
On September 3, Mao arrived in Hangzhou from Nanchang.
After he had been alerted to certain suspicious circumstances, he
returned to Beijing promptly on the 12th ahead of schedule, thus
defeating the plot of the "combined fleet."
At 10:30 pm on the 12th, Zhou Enlai received a telephone
report from the Central Guards Bureau saying that Lin Liguo had
flown a Trident plane from Beijing to Shanhaiguan that evening.
Zhou ordered an investigation into the sudden flight of the plane
to Shanhaiguan and demanded that the plane immediately return
to Beijing. Seeing that their intrigue to flee south was exposed,
Lin Biao, Ye Qun and Lin Liguo hurriedly got on board the plane
and fled the country in the small hours of the 13th. The plane
crashed at Undur Khan, Mongolia, killing them all. The remaining principal figures of the "combined fleet" either committed suicide or were arrested. The plot to mount a counterrevolutionary armed coup d'etat was thus scattered to the winds.
These were the events making up what is now known as the
"September 13th Incident."
The incident of the Lin Biao counter-revolutionary clique
intriguing to seize supreme power and plotting the armed coup
d'etat was a disastrous effect of the "cultural revolution" due to
overthrowing a series of basic Party principles. In the five years
following the "cultural revolution," the Party's leading role was
greatly weakened and the Party's organizational disciplines were
undermined. A large number of experienced veteran cadres who
stuck to revolution were overthrown or expelled. The Party
organizations at all levels were lax and the state's democracy and
legality were trampled on. Factionalism and strife over power and
profit burst into the open and became legitimized. The whole
country was plunged into chaos. All these created conditions
in which the Lin Biao counter-revolutionary clique could run
amuck and dare to hatch a reckless plot. From this imbroglio,
people saw clearly that Lin Biao, the very person who so enthusiastically advocated the personality cult, went so far as to plot
the assassination of the chairman of the Party, the "great teacher,
great leader, great commander and great helmsman" whom he
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had lauded so vociferously; that he, named as the c~airman's
"successor," in the Party Constitution, went on to co~t treason
and flee the country; that six newly-promoted Pol~tical Bur:a~
members altogether engaged in the counter-revolutionary activities-all this, and more.
The events roused people to serious thought: What result and
prospect did the "cultural revolution" bring to the Part~ and
nation? Was the "cultural revolution" necessary and rational?
Why must great order across the land be r~ache~ through g!ea.~
disorder under heaven? Was it necessary to contmue revolution
under the proletarian dictatorship? :Yas it true tha~ those ov~r
thrown by the "cultural revolu~on were people. m authority
taking the capitalist road? Was Chma really faced with t~~ danger
of capitalist restoration then? In other words, could the cultural
revolution" possibly advance the interests and hopes of any
stratum of the Chinese people? What social support bad the
"cultural revolution" relied on in the five years since. it was
launched? What was the significance of all t~e l~sse~ and dJ.Saste~
it brought on? What point was there in contmumg 1t any longer·
The "Incident of September 13" woke up many cadres and masses
to the fanatical personality cult and objectively declared the
bankruptcy of the "cultural revolution" both. in theor~ and practice. Mao himself was also painfully disappomted by it.

Readjustment of the National Economy Following Ups and
Downs in the Turmoil
During 1967-68, the national economy speedily de~eriorated in
the social turmoil following the "cultural revolution." In the
second half of 1966, the Red Guard movement and the travels
made by the so-called revolutionaries to other cities to agitate and
to exchange experiences in making revolution across the country
brought great losses to industry, communications. and transportation. Because the turmoil mainly took place m c~ltu~al .and
educational departments and Party and governmental mstitu~ons
at that stage, the system of production, by and large, ~em~med
intact, which, together with the relatively sound foundation m the
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national economy as a result of the preceding five-year readjustme~t, all field_s of production made comparatively satisfactory
achievements rn 1966. Industrial and agricultural output value
reached 253.4 billion yuan, an increase of 13.4 percent over 1965.
!he output of major industrial and agricultural products also
increased by a great margin. The state's financial revenue increased by 18 percent over the previous year and there was a
surplus of 1.72 billion yuan after revenue and expenditure were
balanced. Many production and construction projects were completed or surpassed the state's annual quotas. But soon by the end
of 1966 the turmoil spread to industrial and communications
enterprises, wreaking disaster to economic construction. "Going
all out to seize power" threw the leadership, adjustment and
management systems in economic work into a state of semi- or
complete paralysis, throwing the national economy ·o ut of control.
The 1967 national economic plan was impossible to implement
and as a matter of fact, it was cast aside. It was not even pcssible
to dra~ up a_l968 annual economic plan. These were the only two
y_ears m. wh1~h the annual planning failed to be implemented
swce ~htna first established the economic planning system. Many
effec_tive rules and regulations in the enterprises, especially the
relat~vely complete policies formed in the previous five years of
readJustment, such as the seventy articles for industry, were
tram~~ed on as "revisionist" rules to "interfere, block and supp~ess. Even the system of overall leadership by the factory
duector led by the Party committee, the distribution principle of
"to each according to his work" and profit targets were discarded
as bourgeois trappings. Thus followed chaotic enterprise manage~ent, low_ product quality, high cost, lax labour discipJine and
increased i~dustrial accidents. With workers leaving their posts,
t~anspo!tat1on obstructed, materials supply blocked, cooperation
discontinued and poor social security, many industrial, mining
a_nd transport_ enterpr!ses completely or partly suspended operation. ~roduc~1on durmg the two years dropped drastically. In
1967, mdust~ial and agricultural output value fell by 9.6 percent
compared with that of 1966, and in 1968, the figure dropped
another 4.2 percent lower than that in 1967. The national income
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in 1968 was 13.3 percent lower than that of 1966. The financial

revenue greatly decreased, market supplies tightened and the
people's livelihood deteriorated. Residents received fewer ration
coupons for heating-coal and cotton cloth.
With the establishment of provincial, city- and county-level
revolutionary committees, together with the convocation of the
Party's 9th Congress and restoration of Party organizations at all
levels, China's domestic situation gradually stabilized and the
national economy slowly recovered.
In February 1969, the national planning conference was resumed after two years of abeyance. The 1969 National Economic
Planning Outline (draft) was discussed at the meeting and later
distributed to lower levels as a key document to be supplemented
while being implemented. At the time, leaders like Zhou Enlai,
who was in charge of government work, grasped the opportunity
to restore the work in the major industrial departments and other
comprehensive economic fields, thus strengthening the macrocontrol over the national economy. Their efforts were instrumental in reviving the 1969 national economy to some degree. Industrial and agricultural output value for the year reached 261.3
billion yuan, an increase of 23.8 percent over the preceding year,
and the national income hit 161.7 billion yuan, an increase of 19.3
percent. However, the increase was obviously of a recuperative
nature, for most production indexes of major industrial and
aoricultural products were still below or equivalent to the levels
of 1966. Many difficulties and problems in economic work caused
by the "Left" errors still remained as serious repercussions.
The national planning conference during February and March
1970 drew up the Outline for the 1970, and the Fourth Five-Year,
National Economic Plan (draft). Due to over-estin1ation of the
possible war danger caused by foreign aggression internationally
and over-optimism in regard to the domestic economic situation,
emphasis was placed on "preparation a_gainst war" as.the guiding
principle, concentration on strengthemng the strategic rear area,
establishing self-sufficient area of economic cooperation ~nd
promoting a "new leap forward" in the economy. The planrung
outline drawn up according to this guideline repeated the prob-
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!ems of over·a~xiety to get quick results and blind pursuit of high
mdexe~ and high speed. Also prob~ems arose because of a rapid
and bl~~d transference of enterpnse managing power to local
authonues. In 1~70, meas~res in economic construction were
adopted to e~pedJte the ~wift, extensive building of a strategic
~ear area agamst war (mamly construction of the national defense
mdustry)._ The l~~l "five small" (small iron-and-steel, machiner_y, chemical fert~bzer, coalpits and small cement works) industries _de~elo~d swiftly and the widespread transfer of enterprises
a~d mst1tut1ons from the _central departments to local authorities
tnggered abrupt changes m the economic structural system. Consequently, the 1970 national economy underwent a relatively big
dev_elopment .. The actual levels of the year's economic progress
basically fulfilled t~e majo! indexes of the Third Five-Year Plan.
The outp~t of most mdustnal and agricultural products surpassed
the 1966 mde~es. ~ut the blind and rash construction and structural ch~nges mev1tably gave rise to many serious problems. By
the yea: s _end, eco~omic development was beset by a series of
~ontrad1ctions. For mstance, the production of grain and economic crops fell ~hor_t of the requirements of industrial development
and popul~t10n mcrease; the raw materials industry could not
keep up with the dev~lopment of the processing industry; the
many, large ~cale capital construction projects made the rate
of acc~mulation exceedingly high; product quality deteriorated, mamtenance of _equipment was neglected, accidents increased
and s_o on. Economic construction in 1971, however, was carried
on _wlt~out reg_ard for all these contradictions and without hesit~tion m pressmg fo: the high indexes stipulated in the Fourth
FI~e-Year Pl~n outlme. Too much enterprise managing power
being too quickly transferred to the local authorities greatly
weake_ned th~ central government's macro-control. In order to
estab_h~h theu own "small but complete" economic system, the
!~ahties mount~d t~eir work ?n too large a scale, proposing to
. double production. _Meanwhile, the proportion of investments
1~ rear area c:onstruction and military projects remained steadily
h~g~. !hus, m 1971, the scale of capital construction did not
durumsh but further expanded and the rash drive for economic
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construction only accelerated. By the end of 1971, a serious
problem of "three breakthroughs" emerged in ~hina's national
economy, namely, the number of workers and office staff exceeded 50 million, the total payroll was over 30 billion yuan and the
volume of marketable grain sales topped 80 billion jin, all three
figures much higher than the pre-planned indexes. In 1972, the
problem of the "three breakthrough~" contin~e~ to mount s~ as
to seriously affect the nation's supplies of gram m storage which,
in turn, led to a series of disastrous results such as severe
imbalance in the national economy, tight market supplies and
deterioration of the people's living standards.
During 1972-73, according to Zhou Enlai's instruction, the State
Council adopted all kinds of measures for readjusting the national
economy. First of all, great efforts were made to solve the problem
of the "three breakthroughs," by reducing the scale of capital construction, streamlining the payroll, strengthening the management
of labour wages and rectifying the work of grain marketing. Efforts
were also made to readjust the ratio between agriculture, light
industry and heavy industry and accord agriculture the first place
in the national economy; readjust the relationships between the
national defense construction and economic construction and cut
down national defense expenditure to a proper level; lower the
excessively high economic indexes in the Fourth Five-Year Plan;
strengthen the centralized and unified leadership in economic work
and stress unified planning and discipline.
Although the overall "Left" errors were not basically corrected
and lots of problems still remained in economic work, read~ust
ment for nearly two years alleviated to a large degree the disastrous effects of the rash advance in economic work, particularly
in the second half of 1973. · The economic situation took an
obvious turn for the better and economic work, including foreign
economic and technological exchanges, developed decisively. In
1973 China imported a number of technologically advanced
sing!~ pieces of machinery as well as complete sets of equipment,
including thirteen complete sets of equipment for chemical fertil·
izer four sets for synthetic fiber manufacture and three sets for
the 'petrochemical industry. Major targets of the 1973's national
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economic plan were fulfilled or surpassed. Industrial and agricultural output value hit 396.7 billion yuan, with an increase of 9.2
percent over the previous year; the national income reached 231.8
billion yuan, an increase of 8.3 percent, and the financial revenue
80.97 billion yuan, an increase of 5.6 percent, while revenue and
expenditure were balanced. The year 1973 turned out to be
economically the best in that period.
T~e achieve~ents in construction by no means represented any
ments of the cultural revolution" but rather the concerted
successful efforts of cadres at all levels together with the broad
masses. This period of time also witnessed conspicuous achievements in some key engineering and scientific projects. In railway
construction, the Chengdu-Kunming railway was completed in
July 1970, the Zhuzhou-Guiyang railway in October 1972 and the
Xiangfan-Chongqing railway in October 1973. These railways,
together with the previously built Baoji-Chengdu, ChongqingGuiyang and Guiyang-Kunming railways, opened up southwestern China which had languished in prolonged seclusion from the
outside world because of underdeveloped transportation. These
arterial railways were constructed under extremely arduous and
harsh conditions. Their completion was not only an outstanding
feat of pioneering in China's railway history but also rare in the
world. In the realm of science and technology, April 1970 saw the
successful launching of China's first man-made earth satellite
which signalled a historical breakthrough in China's astronautics.
The Daqing Oilfield, as a major pillar of China's energy resources
construction, was not immune to "Left" obstruction either. But
the Daqing people staunchly withstood the disturbances and
st.eered exploitation of the oilfield onto normal channels beginnmg from 1971. Crude oil production increased steadily and
rapidly over a long period. By 1975, annual output reached 46.259
million tons, laying a foundation for the country to surpass 100
million tons in crude oil output. In addition, China accumulated
rich technological and managerial experience in building extra
large oilfields like Daqing. All these demonstrate that despite the
long social turmoil, workers, engineers, technicians and cadres on
the industrial, scientific and technological fronts, like the cadres
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and masses on other fronts, had alw~ys put the. Party's, n~t~on's
d people's interests above everythmg. At their own positions,
::ey worked hard and surmounted unto~d diffi~ulti.es to make
contributions to the socialist cause. Theu contributions are an
embodiment of the Chinese people's great strength released under
the banners of patriotism and socialism.

Frustration in Efforts to Correct "Left" Mistakes
After the Lin Biao incident, Mao Zedong, with the ~ssistance
of Zhou Enlai, adopted a series of measures to solve i~po~tant
problems related to it. The CPC Central Com~ittee ~ismissed
Huang Yongsheng, Wu Faxian, Li Zuopeng and Qm Hmzuo from
their official positions to reconsider and make a clean breast of
all they did. The Central Committee also decided to dis_band the
General Office of the Military Commission and established the
Military Commission Work Council, with Y_e !ianying in_ cha:ge
of the daily affairs of the Military Comm1ss1on. The Lm .Biao
incident was reported to cadres and Party members from higher
to lower levels. Beginning from December 1971, the CPC Centr~l
Committee successively distributed three installments of ~aten
als concerning the struggle to put down the counter-revolutl?nary
coup d'etat of the Lin Biao clique. ~ rec~ification campaign to
criticize Lin Biao was conducted nationwide to expose and condemn the crimes of the Lin Biao clique and to ferret out people
and clarify events related to its intrigues an~ activities. The
results of all the measures were useful and considerable. However, although Mao learnt some lessons fro~ the incident a~d
readjusted policies to a certain degree, he failed t~ f ~l~y realize
the encompassing mistake of the "cultural revolution _itself. He
let Jiang Qing and her followers continue to pla~ an important
role in the political life of the Party and state. With t~~ pro~lem
remaining basically unresolved, big relapses in the political situation were bound to appear later.
Following the Lin Biao incident, Mao himself took care of
implementation of the cadre policy. Zhou Enlai's close c~
operation proved a good help. On November 14, 1971, when he
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~e~ w~th the participants in the Chengdu Forum Mao said
md1catmg Ye Jianying, "Don't call him an expo~ent of th~
'February adverse current' any longer. What was the nature of
the 'current'? It was opposition to Lin Biao, Chen Boda Wang L"
Guan Feng and Qi Benyu." Thus Mao reversed the verdict on th~
case of the "February adverse current." On January 10 1972
Mao attended the funeral ceremony for Chen Yi. Mao's' word~
and _Zh~u Enlai's ~emorial _speech delivered at the ceremony
c?nfirmmg Chen Y1 s great, life-long contributions to the revolut10na~y _cause r~habilitated Chen. During April 1972, acting on
Z~ou s mstruct1on, the People's Daily carried an editorial which
pomted out tha~ veteran cadres who had been tempered in long
years of r~volut10nary struggles were precious assets of the Party;
an~ that 1t w_a~ ?eccs~ary to carry out correctly the Party's cadre
~licy, _to cntlc1ze Lm Biao's erroneous political and organizat1?nal line ~nd to remove obstacles from both the "Left" and the
Righ_t. To implement the policy, many veteran cadres or their
relatives wrote to _Mao and the Central Committee asking to have
the facts set straight. Mao wrote instructions or comments on
some of the letters and Zhou repeatedly urged departments
concerned to s~eed up their investigations of special cases so that
some former important officials could have their reputations
restore~ _and a large number of responsible Party, governmental
and mili_tary cadres at all levels, who had gone down to the
countryside to labor or who had been directed to "stand aside"
could return to leading positions. A number of specialists, sch~
lars and p~of~ssor~ also came back to their working posts. Although theu situation was still hard, most of them tried their best
t~ p~omote the difficult development of the socialist undertaking,
difficult as were the prevailing conditions. On March 10 1973
the CPC C~ntraJ Co~~ittee_decided to reinstate Deng Xi~opin~
to enable hrn:i to participate i~ ~he regu_lar activities of the Party
and to work m his former position as vice-premier. In December
th~ _same year, during a conversation with participants in a
Military_ ~ommission conference, Mao suggested that He Long
Luo ~~1qmg, Yang Chengwu, Yu Lijin and Fu Chongbi b~
rehabihtated. Mao made a self-criticism, admitting that he had
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believed one-sidedly in Lin Biao's words and made mistakes.
These actions had a powerful political influence within and
outside the Party.
During this period, Zhou Enlai combined criticism of the Lin
Biao counter-revolutionary clique's crimes with criticism of the
ultra-"Left" trend. The action was an extension of the correct
proposals put forward in February 1967 by many leading comrades of the Central Committee who early on had called for
correcting the errors of the "cultural revolution." Zhou raised the
issue of criticizing the ultra-"Left" tendency at some important
national conferences as well as on other occasions. He pointed out
that the people would lack courage to implement the Party's
correct line unless the ultra-"Left" tendency was completely
repudiated. As to the cadres' misgivings regarding the production
and professional work, he pointed out, "The movement and
vocational work should not be placed in opposition" and "politics
in command" "should be expressed in one's vocation." He encouraged cadres at all levels to engage in production and professional
work with perfect assurance. In accordance with his suggestions,
economic departments under the State Council worked out specific rules and measures to rectify the enterprises and strengthen
economic management. With regard to work in the countryside,
the CPC Central Committee reaffirmed that rui:al work must be
conducted according to the sixty articles on agriculture. Additionally, the Central Committee issued instructions on distribution in
the commune, to solve problems such as failure to honor commitments and equalitarianism in remuneration, which seriously
dampened the peasants' enthusiasm for production. In regard to
culture and education, Professor Zhou Peiyuan of Beijing University, in line with Zhou Enlai's opinions, proposed three points
for strengthening teaching and research in basic theories. The
article was carried in the Guangming Daily for propaganda. The
People's Daily also published experiences of Shacheng Middle
School in Huailai County, Hebei Province, in educational reform.
It was proposed that middle school education should center
around classroom teaching and book knowledge. This sort of
propaganda reportage reflected the earnest hopes of scientists,
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researchers, teachers and students.
However, the Jiang Qing clique which had established itself
through the "cultural revolution" and the ultra-"Left" trend were
certainly not about to leave the matter at that. They continued to
grasp at the supreme power, in the path of which the downfall of
Lin Biao meant to them only one less obstacle. The efforts made
by cadres in all fields to fight off the effects of the ultra"Left" tendency, restore production and a proper routine of
work, achieved results. These were welcomed by the broad masses, but opposed by Jiang Qing and her followers. They denounced
the articles carried in the Guangming Daily and the People's
.Daily, repudiating the ultra-"Left" trend, and directed the People's Daily office internaJly to carry out proceedings criticizing
the comeback of Right deviation among its staff members. Meantime, they directed the Shanghai-based Wenhui Bao to attack
Zhou Peiyuan's views emphasizing the basic theories of natural
sciences. In 1973, the State Planning Commission, according to
instructions given by Zhou Enlai, drafted "Regulations on Adhering to Unified Planning and Improving Economic Management" to be submitted for discussion at the National Planning
Conference. Twenty-eight provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions were all in favor of the document, while only
Shanghai under the control of Zhang Chunqiao and Yao Wenyuan, opposed it. Zhang brazenly said, "I am strongly opposed to
pressure from the majority. It's an honor to be isolated." Consequently, the J972 and 1973 documents of the National Planning
Conference were not officially distributed.
Mao Zedong was not completely wakened by the Lin Biao
incident. He was still dreaming that the "cultural revolution"
might have a certain satisfactory end close to the one he originally
envisioned. When the leading cadres headed by Zhou Enlai came
into sharp confrontation with the Jiang Qing clique on the issue
of criticizing the ultra-"Left" trend, Mao erroneously supported
the stand of Jiang Qing and Zhang Chunqiao. The "cultural
revolution" was an outcome of "Left" errors. Criticism of the
ultra-"Left" trend, if it developed, would inevitably lead to repudiation of the "cultural revolution." That was unbearable for
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Mao; he made the erroneous decision that the Lin Biao cli~~e w~~
ultra-Right beyond all doubt, and by no means ult~a- Left.,
therefore it was permissible to criticize only the ultra-Right. This
cut short Zhou Enlai's efforts to correct "Left" mistakes.
During August 24-28, 1973, the 10th Nation~l Congress of the
CPC was held in Beijing. This was one year m advance of :he
Party ConstHution stipulation that a congress be held every f1.ve
years. Presided over by Mao, it was attended by 1,249 deputies
representing 28 million Party members throughout the country.
The l Oth Party Congress continued the "Left" errors of ~he ?th
Congress. It passed the political report and Par ty Constitution
drafted by Zhang Chunqiao, Yao Wenyuan and Wang H~ngw~n,
which did not correctly analyze the reason for the Lm Brno
incident nor sum up necessary lessons. On the contrary, it affirmed that "both the political and organizational lines of the 9th
Congress were correct." As ~ormerly, the ~hole Party wa~ called
upon "to persist in the continued revolu~1on under the dict~to~~
ship of the proletariat" and the "prolctanan cultural revoluuon.
It maintained, as an "objective law," that "great disorder across
the Jand leads to great order and it will be repeated every seven
or eight years." Jn addition, it was predi.cted .that "the stru~gle
between the two lines within the Party will exist for a long time
to come." The criticism of Lin Biao's "ultra-Right nature" was
listed as a primary task. Guided by such a wrong "~ft". policy,
the "cultural revolution" was slated to go on and on with mcreasingly disastrous results.
The congress elected l 95 members and 124 alt~rnate ?1embers
to the Central Committee. Some veteran cadres mcludmg. Deng
Xiaoping, Wang Jiaxiang, Ulanhu, Li Jingquan'.Tan Zh~~hn and
Liao Chengzhi, who had been persecuted dunng the cul~ural
revolution" and excluded from the 9th Party Central Committee,
were elected to the new Central Committee. Although more core
members of the Jiang Qing clique were balloted in, th~ r~-~ntry
of some revered veteran cadres displayed another s1gnif1cant
trend.
On August 31, 1973, the 1st Plenary Session of.the 10th
Central Commmittee of the CPC elected the Party s central
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organs. Mao Zedong was made chairman, and Zhou Enlai,
Wa~g Hongwen, Kang Sheng, Ye Jianying and Li Desheng vicec~aumen, of the CPC Central Committee. Wang Hongwen made
his ~ame as a rebel in Shanghai. Then merely because he was
relatively young and had been a soldier and factory cadre, he was
suddenly promoted to the high.position of vice-chairman. Kang
S~eng, although a veteran Party member, had made many serious
mistakes, but because of his close link with Jiang Qing and her
follower~ during the "cultural revolution," he was also elevated
to the high rank of vice-chairman.
Afte_r the 10th National Party Congress, Jiang Qing, Zhang
Chunqiao, Yao Wenyuan and Wang Hongwen formed the "gang
of four" in the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee.
The force of the Jian~ Qin~ cliqu~ _was strengthened and they
became more reckless m theu ambitious attempts and activities
to usurp supreme Party and state power. However through the
Lin. ~iao incid~nt, many cadres and Party memb~rs had their
political consciousness and discernment raised. The issue of
~hethe~ to aff~rm or negate the "cultural revolution" was becommg an tncreasmgly intense struggle.

IV. CREATING A NEW SITUATION IN
DIPLOMATIC WORK
Diplomatic Disputes Caused by "Left" Mistakes
In the earl~ period _of the "cultural revolution," the work of the
P~rty. on fo~e1gn_ affa~s was ~eriously disrupted by "Left" way of
thmkmg. Lm Biao, Jiang Qmg, Kang Sheng and their cohorts
created a great deal of trouble by meddling in departments which
handled foreign affairs. They even went so far as to usurp the
power of the C_entral ~ommittee in that sphere. They wilfully
~ega~ed _the maJOr ach.1evements of the previous seventeen years
m this field_ by attackmg the relevant Party line of that period.
!hey repu~1ate~ the conduct of foreign affairs as tantamount to
three capitulations plus one liquidation" (capitulation to imper-
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ialism, revisionism and reactionaries of various countries and the
liquidation of people's revolution). At their instigation, leading
officials in departments which handled foreign affairs became
targets of attack. Work in these departments was sabotaged for a
considerable period of time. Practically all the ambassadors were
recalled from abroad to take part in the "cultural revolution" and
many of them were persecuted. Under the influence of anarchism
and ultra-leftist thinking, some people in these departments skirted state policies and acted according to their own inclinations.
Violations of discipline occurred from time to time. In publicity
oriented to foreign audiences, no attention was paid to the principle of drawing a distinction between propaganda geared to the
outside and that devoted to the home front. The propagation of
Mao Zedong Thought was made the main task in China's foreign
activities. This led to the mistake of assuming ourselves to be the
only revolutionary Party or country in the world and of trying to
impose our own ideology on others. Our mistaken dealings with
foreign countries also included adopting overly rude attitudes or
overreacting iri disregard of the norms for international exchanges.
It was natural that all this should have aroused the suspicion
and uneasiness of the governments and officials of the countries
in which Chinese embassies had been established. China's relations with the Western countries became very strained, particularly as a result of the serious inci~ent that took place in August
1967, when some 10,000 people in Beijing encircled the British
charge d'affaires' office and set the office building on fire. Within
a year or more, among the over forty countries which had
established frill or partial diplomatic relations with China, close
to thirty had become drawn into disputes. Some of these were the
result of mishandling by China. This seriously impaired China's
image in the world and made its diplomatic work increasingly
difficult. Premier Zhou Enlai and most cadres dealing with
foreign affairs always opposed such ultra-"Left" mistakes and
tried their best to prevent them. Mao Zedong also criticized these
mistakes and asked for their correction. The deviations in handling foreign affairs were rectified and abnormalities eliminated
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soon after remedial measures were taken. Compared with other
fields, the damage done to the work in foreign affair was smaller,
and the time of the disruption shorter. On May First International Labour Day in 1969, Mao Zedong met with some of the foreign
diplomatic envoys to China on the grandstand over the Tiananmen rostrum and had a friehdly talk with them. This was to pass
on a message that China wanted to improve and develop its relations
with other countries. Not long after that, China began sending out
its diplomatic envoys, charged with adopting the initiative in mending relations with their resident countries and repairing the damage, which had been done mainly because of ultra-"Left" actions on
the part of China. In this way, China's foreign relations were again
put back on the track of normal development.

Relaxation of Sino-U.S. Relations and Establishment of
Diplomatic Relations Between China and Japan
Tremendous changes took place in the world situation in the
1970s following the enormous development of events in the more
than twenty years since the end of World War II. Mao Zedong
and Zhou Enlai, after making a careful examination of the new
world situation, made an important and timely policy decision
which showed their farsightedness, courage and resourcefulness.
This, coupled with the adoption of flexible measures, enabled
China's foreign relations to take a turn for the better, resulting in
a new situation for Chinese diplomacy. The key link in the
favourable change was the amelioration of Sino-U.S. relations.
For twenty years, ever since the founding of the People's
Republic of China, the United States had maintained a hostile
attitude towards it. U oder the impetus of a changed world,
leaders of both China and the United States saw the need as well
as the possibility of holding talks to improve and normalize their
relations. From the point of view of the United States, the serious
problem facing it was the antagonism between itself and the
Soviet Union. However, a few power centers had already arisen,
with China as an important force among them. The United States
found it necessary to improve its relations with China in order to
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eliminate the after-effects of the Viet ~~m war as soon as
possible, to stop the decline of its world position as a super~wer,
and to meet the challenge of the Soviet Union. The ~orsemng of
Sino-Soviet relations made this idea feasible. From its own ~r
spective, China also wanted a rapproch7ment with the Uruted
States in order to deal with the direct, senous threat ~sed by the
concentration of large numbers of Soviet troops along !t~ n~rthern
borders, to achieve the great cause of national un~f1cation. by
solving the Taiwan issue, and to restore and expand its relations
with other countries.
After Richard Nixon became president in Janu~ry 1969, the
United States began to approach China through vanous channels.
In July 1971, Dr. Henry Kissinger, special assi~tant to ~he V.S.
president in national security, made a secret tnp to Chma. The
news when published, shook the world. In February 1972, Presiden; Nixon visited China, met with Chairman Mao Zedong and
held talks with Premier Zhou Enlai. Through the talks, t~e
Sino-U.S. Joint Communique was signed on February 28 ~
Shanghai. This marked the beginning of t~e process of normali.
. .
zation of relations between the two countnes.
Jn the joint communique, both sides stat~d theu own p~c1pled positions and recognized the need to implement the Five
Principles of Peaceful Co-existence a~d oppo~e the threat. of
hegemonism. On the Taiwan issue, which ha~ unpeded the_ improvement of Sino-U.S ..r~lations for a ~ong time, the .Amencan
side expressed its recogrut1on t~at all Chinese. on both sides o~ the
Taiwan Straits maintain there is but one Chma and that Taiwan
is part of China. Later, leaders of t~e two ~overnments held talks
on the establishment of diplomatic relations betw~en the two
countries. The Chinese government stated that, m order .to
achieve this objective, the U.S. government s~ould sever its
"diplomatic relations" with Taiwa~, withdraw all ~ts arm~~ forces
and military equipment from the island and abolish the ~utual
Defence Treaty" it had signed with Taiwan, and recognize ~h~
Government of the People's Republic of China as the sol~ l~gitl
mate government of China. In accepting China's stated pnnc1ples
with regard to the Taiwan issue, the United States constantly put
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up obstacles to ~ormalization by expressing certain reservations,
su~h as demandu:ig a s~atement by China pledging peaceful solu_t1on of the Ta1wa~ _issue as a pre-condition for U.S. troop
w1thdraw~ls and abolition of the said treaty. The Chinese govern~ent, f~r its part, cl~arly pointed out that the Taiwan question is
its o~ internal a~fau and how the question will be solved should
be dec1~~d by ~hrna alone. In December 1975, President Gerald
f?rd VlSlted C~ma and held talks with Vice-premier Deng Xiaopmg. At tha~ time, the attitude of the U.S. government indicated
a _retro.gres~1~n fr~m the previ_ous commitments made by the
~1x?n adm1mstration on the Taiwan question. Sino-U.S. normal1zat10n was delayed owing to the fact that the American governm~n~ had n~l made up its mind to solve these problems. However
a liaison office was established in each other's capital in 1973 a
for severa~ years exchanges in trade, science, culture and techn~l
ogy expenenced subst_antial growth. The protracted hostility between the two ~ou~tnes was ended and initial steps were taken
~owards_ normahz~t10n. This was without a doubt a major event
rn t~e h1stor.y of S1?0-~.S. relations. It also had a great impact on
the mternat10nal situation.
S~o-U.S. detente made way for improvement in Sino-Japanese
relations. The Japanese government had long toed the line of the
U.S. government by maintaining a hostile attitude towards China
T?e fact ~hat the United States had taken the lead in carrying out
d1plomatic activities aimed at rapprochement with China produced profou?d repercussions in Japan both in the government
and th~ publi~ at large. Public opinion strongly demanded diplomatic relations wit~_China ~s. quickly as possible so as to attain
a. favo~rable competi~1ve p~slt1on politically and economically
v1s-.a~vis othe_r coun~r1es. With the help and support of many
Pol~tlcal parties, social org_anzations and personages friendly to
C~a, the Japanese Prem1er Tanaka Kakuei began his visit to
China on Septemb~r 25, 1972. Chairman Mao Zedong met with
the Jap~nes: prem_ier and other guests. Premier Zhou Enlai held
talks with h1~ which resulted in the signing of a joint statement
on the_estabhshment of diplomatic relations between the two
countnes on September 29. The statement declared the ending of
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the abnormal situation in Sino-Japanese relations. The Japanese
side, sharply aware of its responsibilities in causing tremend~us
losses to the Chinese people during the war, expressed the desue
to make a deep self-examination. The Japanese government recognized the government of the People's Republic of China as the
sole legitimate government of China, and Taiwan as an inseparable part of the territory of the People's Republic of China.
Consequently, Japan severed its "diplomatic relations" with the
Taiwan authodties. In early 1973, each country set up an embassy
in the other's capital and the two countries exchanged ambassadors. A series of agreements were signed regarding trade, aviation, ocean transport, fishery, science and culture, resulting in the
rapid development of exchanges in all these spheres. The two
countries commenced their talks on the signing of a treaty of
peace and friendship beginning 1975. The establishment of d~
plomatic relations between China and Japan put an end to_ thelf
history of long-standing hostility and opened a new chapter m the
history of neighbourliness and friendship between the two nations. This was of great significance for both countries as well as
for world peace and development.
Those years were also a peak period in which many Western
European countries established diplomatic relat~ons with Ch!na.
With the increase in their political and economic strength srnce
the end of the war, their drive to compete with the two superpowers became increasingly stronger. Their tendency toward mutual
support and cooperation with China in defending world peace
and the independence and prosperity of their countries was also
growing. China had the same desire as these countries. Before
1969 of all the Western, Northern and Southern European countries.' only six had full diplomatic relations with China, while
Britain and Holland had such relations with China as were
compatible with maintaining a charge d'affaires' office in respective capitals. By the end of the 1970s, China had established
diplomatic relations with all the countries in thes: regions, ".'ith
the exception of Andorra and three other small nat10ns. Relat10~s
were also normalized between China and the European Economic
Community. In the early 1970s, China successively normalized
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diplomatic re.lations with Canada, Australia and New Zealand in
~orth Amenc.a and the southwest Pacific region, respectively.
Smee t~en? China has developed cooperative exchanges with these
c?untnes m the economic, scientific, technological and cultural
fields.

The Restoration of China's Rightful Seat in the UN
~n October 25, 1971, the 26th General Assembly of the United
Nations passed a resolution on the restoration of the rightful seat
?f the ~eople's Republic of China in the United Nations and the
in;imediate expulsion of the representatives of the Kuomintang
chque. from all UN organizations. For a long time since its
~ou~d1ng, the P~ople's Republic of China had been deprived of
its ~1ghtful seat 111 the :United Nations due to obstruction by the
Umted States. The Chinese government had waged a consistent
~tru~gle for its restoration. ~ith China's position steadily improv·
mg m the world commumty, and the successive admission of
newly-independent Asian and African countries into the United
Nation~, the United States found it more and more difficult to go
on puttmg up obstacles. In the course of deliberation on China's
seat at .the 26th UN General Assembly, obstructions put up by
the United States and some other countries now in the form of
a "two Chinas" scheme~ ~ere removed, and the problem finally
resolved, thanks to the Jomt efforts of many Asian African and
other countries which upheld justice. This was a maJor victory on
China's diplomatic front. From then on, as a permanent member
of the ~ecurity Council of the United Nations, China has worked
unceasmgly for the realization of the objectives of the United
N~tions .- the maintenance of world peace, the strengthening of
fnendsh1p and cooperation among nations, and the promotion of
the cause of human progress.

Sino-Soviet Negotiations and the Worsening of
Sino-Vietnamese Relations
The crucial issue between China and the Soviet Union in the
1970s was the threat to China's security posed by the latter. While
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intensifying a political campaign against China, th~ Soviet_ Union
concentrated large numbers of troops along the Smo-~ov1et bor·
ders, sent troops into the Mongolian People's Rep~blic and provoked armed conflicts on the borders. Under these cucumstances,
China was forced to strengthen war preparations while at the
same time seeking to improve the strained relations between the
two nations. In September 1969, when Premier Zhou Enlai ~et
with Soviet Prime Minister Kossigin in Beijing, an understandmg
was reached between the two sides that negotiations on the border
question should be held under circumstances where no threat
existed, and that in order to achieve this, an agreement should be
signed first of all to maintain the status quo along the border,
avoid armed conflicts and disengage the armed forces of both
sides in the disputed areas. The Soviet side initially opposed the
discussion of signing such an agreement. Later, when they could
not refuse to carry on discussions, they denied the existence of
disputed areas, a question which Kossigin had agreed to disc~ss.
from the middle of the 1960s onwards, the Soviet Union, taking
advantage of the decline of the Ullited States as a superpo~er,
intensified its expansion abroad in its rivalry with the Umted
States for world hegemony. The Chinese Communist Party and
the Chinese government, while opposing the hegemonism of the
United States, waged a resolute struggle against the hegemonism
and big-nation chauvinism of the Soviet Union which were man·
ifested in the way they handled Sino-Soviet relations and other
international affairs.
A deep-rooted friendship between the peoples of China ~nd
Viet Nam was forged through their long-term struggles agamst
imperialism and colonialism. After the foun~ing of New China,
the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese Government,
despite their own difficulties and hardships at a time when
everything had to be started from scratch, gave full support t~ the
Vietnamese people's resistance against French and Amen~an
aggression and later to reconstruction of their c?~nt~y, rendenng
them tremendous and selfless assistance both militarily and econ·
omically. However, after the Vietnamese completed the liberation
of their whole territory in 1975, following the withdrawal of the
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American troops from south Viet Nam in 1973, the Vietnamese
authorities pursued a course of regional hegemonism in an attempt to set up a "federation of Indo-China states." It was natural
that China should adopt an attitude of opposition to this scheme.
The Vietnamese authorities reacted by adopting an anti-China
policy. In a flagrant manner, they provoked border disputes,
invaded Chinese territory, and ruthlessly persecuted and expelled
large numbers of Chinese residents from Viet Nam. Since 1975,
China had repeatedly proposed negotiations on the border question, but Viet Nam used various pretexts to postpone the talks.
After the invasion of Kampuchea by Viet Nam, its leaders closely
linked this action with their attack on China, claiming that China
was their ~·most direct and dangerous enemy." Proceeding from the
fact that China always treasured the traditional friendship between
the two peoples, the Chinese side gave them repeated warnings and
remonstrations. But since the Vietnamese leaders thought they
could count on the support of the Soviet Union, they went farther
and farther down the road in their opposition to China, resulting in
a serious deterioration of the Sino-Vietnamese relations.
After the 1970s, China's relations with several East European
countries, including Poland, Democratic Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Bulgaria, improved in various degrees. Trade
and exchanges in science and technology were restored. Since
both China and Rumania advocated the principle of independence in international affairs, they were able to support each other
and cooperate closely in the international arena. China's relations
with Yugoslavia also improved outstandingly after 1970.

Developing Friendship and Cooperation with
Third-World Countries
Building friendly and cooperative relations with the thirdworld countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America was one of the
notable achievements made by China during the 1970s. The
number of third-world countries which had established normal
relations with China greatly increased, reaching another hightide
of diplomatic successes on a more extensive scale. During this
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·od a large number of countries in Southeast Asia, South
Africa, South America, including. the C~ribbea~ regi~n,
Western Asia and Oceania, establis~ed d1plomat1c ~elations with
China. The friendship and cooperation betwee~ China an_d these
tries and their coordination in international affairs ~as
~~r~~gthened all round. The overwhelming m_ajorit~ of the th1rdworld countries, though they had gained na~ion~l m?epen~e~ce,
were still faced with the serious task of fightmg 1mpenah~m,
colonialism and hegemonism. Some faced _th~ task of combat~ng
racism South Africa• and foreign expansionism of Israel.
· · Chma
th ·
gave resolute support in various ~ays to. these countries m eu
just struggle to defend their nat1on~l mdepe~dence and state
sovereignty, oppose foreign aggression and mterf~rence, and
maintain peace in their respective regions as well as m the whole
world. China always worked earnestly in the ~ommon_ struggle to
promote third-world unity, change the old. mternatl~nal ord~r
under which big nations bully small ones, nch countnes exploit
poor ones, and to set up a new iD:ternational order based on the
five Principles of Peaceful Co-exis~ence.
.
.
In the first half of the 1970s, while engaged m an appraisal of
the international situation, Mao Zedong gradually formed a
concept of the three worlds. He mai~tained that the two superpowers the Soviet Union and the United States, belonged to the
first w~rld, and the other developed countries in the West, as well
as the East European countries, belonged !o the seco~d worl~,
while the developing countries in Asia, Africa and ~atm America, which were great in num_ber,_ belonged to the t~1~d world. In
making this distinction, he highbghted the cont:ad1ct1~m between
the Soviet Union and the United States, countries which were on
a head-long course of hegemonism on the one hahd, and t?e world
forces who opposed them on the other! a1.1d emp~asized .the
important role of the third-world countn_e~ m t~e fight agamst
world hegemony. The importance of umtmg with the s~c~nd
world countries in this fight and exploiting the contrad1ct1ons
between the two superpowers was also stressed, as was_ the fact
that China belonged to the third world and therefore it should
unite with all possible forces in the world to form the broadest
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international united front in a common struggle to defeat aggression, control and oppression by the superpowers, and work for
world peace. From a theoretical point of view, although some of
these analyses did not accord with reality, they certainly played
a positive role in providing guidelines for Chinese diplomacy in
the fight against superpower hegemonism and the threat of war,
as well as in the work to build friendly and cooperative relationships with third-world and other types of countries, including the
work on Sino-U.S. normalization. To a certain extent, these
guidelines also paved the way for the implementation of China's
open policy in later years.

V. THE DOWNFALL OF THE JIANG QING
CLIQUE AND THE CONCLUSION OF THE
"CULTURAL REVOLUTION"
Although the 10th National Party Congress fully reaffirmed
the "cultural revolution," the masses of cadres and people felt
growing weariness, doubts and grievances toward it. Zhou Enlai's
efforts to rectify the "Left" mistakes, though thwarted halfway,
won general approval and support. Mao Zedong wanted to see the
end of the abnormal situation that had existed for a long time,
and had already corrected some of the mistakes he had come to
recognize, in the hope that there would be stability and unity and
China's economy would recover and grow. On the other hand, he
was worried about a possible "restoration and retrogression," and
the negation of the "cultural revolution." In fact, he was experiencing a sharp mental conflict.

Re-Emergence of the Turmoil and
Struggle Around the 4th NPC
Around the time when the 10th National Party Congress was
in session, on several occasions, Mao Zedong stated that the
criticism of Lin Biao should be linked up with the criticism of
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Confucius and Confucianism and the promotion of the legalist
school of thought. In his talk with Wang Hongwen and Zhang
Chunqiao in July 1973, he said that Lin Biao, like the Kuomintang, was a worshiper of Confucianism and an opponent of the
legalist school of thought. In January 1974, a selection of statements by Lin Biao on the one hand, and Confucius and his
disciples on the other, which was entitled "Lin Biao and the
Doctrines of Confucius and Mencius," was issued to all Party
organizations for the purpose of criticism. A nationwide campaign to criticize Lin Biao and Confucianism soon swept the
country. Mao Zedong Jaunched the campaign not only because he
wanted to bring out criticism of Lin Biao and his clique who were
promoting the ideological principles of Confucius and Mencius
- criticism which was to be made by tracing the clique's ideology
to its origin - but also because he wanted to uphold the "cultural
revolution" by propagating the idea that historically speaking, the
exponents of the legalist school of thought were in favour of
reforms while the followers of Confucianism were always against
them.
The Jiang Qjng clique, in order to consolidate and expand the
power they had gained during the "cultural revolution," tried
their best to make use of the campaign. When they realized that
in July 1973, Mao Zedong had criticized the work of the Foreign
Ministry, which was under the leadership of Zhou Enlai, and the
work of the Military Commission of the Central Committee of
the Chinese Communist Party, which was in the charge of Ye
Jianying (in December), the situation seemed to offer opportunities for them to spearhead the attack on Zhou Enlai and other
revolutionary veterans in the course of the campaign. On two
occasions in January 1974, Jiang Qing made speeches at large
assemblies attended by army cadres in the Beijing area and by
officials from central Party and government organizations, calling on them to take an active part in the criticism of Lin Biao
and Confucianism. Assuming herself to be the leader of the
campaign, she attacked by name a number of cadres at the central
and local levels and cadres in the army, and thus put Zhou Enlai
and Ye Jianying in a position facing all the blame. In another
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speech, she openly declared that there was a "very important
Confucian" and called for the criticism of the "present-day Confucian." Using her own name, she wrote letters to some army
units and government organizations and sent them relevant materials, instigating them to "ignite the fuse and fire the cannon"
and to "seize power." She also sent people to some army units,
instructing them to "start a prairie fire." A group of writers under
her control published many critical essays attacking by innuendo
certain correct policies and measures of the pre-"cultural revolution" period which had been abandoned for some time only to be
resumed recently. The measures included the re-appointment of
some revolutionary veterans to official posts in keeping with the
Party's policy on cadres. All these innuendoes were made under
the name of criticizing the Confucian doctrines of "restraining
oneself in order to restore the old rituals," and "restoring
the toppled state, re-establishing heirless family line and reappointing dismissed officials." Jiang Qing and her followers
resorted to distortions and provocations in opposing what they
called "attempts to turn the tide and make a comeback" while at
the same time, they set up models for "going against the tide." At
their instigation and direction, meetings were held in all possible
places to denounce revolutionary veterans and to criticize personages in cultural and educational circles. This again created a
highly strained political atmosphere. Factional strife recurred
following the re-appearance of liaison offices, of visiting groups
from the localities to seek help from higher authorities, groups
sending up reports and of other factional cliques. Some people
raised slogans such as "Stop production under the erroneous line,"
aimed at provoking strikes and walkouts. Some of the leading
cadres were again toppled or forced to leave their posts, while
others became involved in factional strife, helping one faction to
push aside another faction. This, again, paralyzed the leadership
in many areas and departments. The campaign to criticize Lin
Biao and Confucius wrought new havoc on the initial political
stability and economic growth - both of which had been but
recently achieved through arduous efforts following the Lin Biao
incident. Industry again took a downward turn. According to
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statistics gathered from January to May of 1974, the production
of coal dropped 6.2 percent as compared with the corresponding
period in the previous year, railway freight transport dropped 2.5
percent, steel production, 9.4 percent, and chemical fertilizers, 3. 7
percent. Financial revenues were 500 million yuan less, while expenditures were 2,500 million yuan more than the previous year.
Mao Zedong, while supporting the campaign to criticize Lin Biao
and Confucius, did not want to see the recurrence of a big social
upheaval. To prevent a more turbulent situation, the Party Central
Committee, with the approval of Mao Zedong, issued a notice on
the I 0th of April, instructing that no fighting squads or similar mass
organizations should be formed, and no effort should be made to
establish tics between the different trades and regions. In the notice
issued by the Party Central Committee which was entitled "Circular on Grasping Revolution and Promoting Production," fallacious
slogans such as "Stop working for the erroneous line" were criticized. The circular pointed out that the manipulators who were
instigating strikes behind the scenes should be exposed and criticized.
Mao Zedong, who had detected the ulterior motives of Jiang
Qing and her ilk in making use of the campaign to further their
own interests, criticized them on many occasions. On July 17, at
a meeting of the Politburo, he warned her against "establishing
two plants - an iron and steel works and a label making factory
- and sticking labels on people at her own will." He openly
declared before many people: "She doesn't represent me; she only
represents herself." Mao Zedong also criticized Jiang Qing, Zhang
Chunqiao, Yao Wenyuan and Wang Hongwen for their factional
activities and admonished them: "You should watch your step
and avoid forming a small faction of four!" These criticisms made
them pull in their horns for some time.
On October 11, 1974, the Party Central Committee issued a
circular on the decision to convene the 4th National People's
Congress within a short period. The circular passed on Mao
Zedong's comments: "It is already eight years since the beginning
of the proletarian Cultural Revolution. At present, it would be
good if stability prevails. The whole Party and the whole army
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should unite."
Disregarding Mao's opinions, the "gang of four" intensified
their underhanded activities, as they saw in the forthcoming NPC
new opportunities for them to seize more power. On October 4,
Mao Zedong proposed Deng Xiaoping for the post of first vicepremier of the State Council. Jiang Qing and her cohorts were
very dissatisfied with this. On many occasions at Politburo meetings, they created trouble and attacked Deng, who justly and
forcibly refuted their attacks.
After plotting for a long time, the "gang of four" sent Wang
Hongwen to Changsha on October 18 to make a report to Mao
Zedong, which consisted of false accusations against Zhou Enlai
and Deng Xiaoping. This was done behind the back of the majority
of the Politburo members with a view to preventing Deng from
becoming first vice-premier and "forming a cabinet" by the "gang
of four." Mao Zedoog warned Wang Hongwen on the spot, asking
him to set a watch on Jiang Qing and not to gang up with her. Mao
then asked Wang to go back and see the premier and Ye Jianying
for a talk, saying that if he had any comments to make, he should
make them in front of the people concerned. Mao dismissed Wang's
way of accusing Zhou and Deng behind their backs as no good. On
October 20, Mao sent a message to Zhou Enlai and Wang Hongwen
by word of mouth reaffirming that the premier was still the man to
exercise over-all control, and that the preparatory work for the 4th
NPC and the appointment of senior officials at the congress should
be handled by the premier and Wang Hongwen.
On December 23, 1974, Zhou Enlai, who was seriously ill, went
with Wang Hongwen to Changsha to make a work report to Mao
Zedong. In his talk, Mao again warned Wang against "forming a
gang of four," advising him to "refrain from forming any cliques,
since those who do are bound to trip and fall." He also said:
"Jiang Qing has wild ambitions. Don't you think so? I think she
has." Mao asserted that Deng Xiaoping was strong politically and
ideologically and that he was a rare talent not easy to find. He
proposed that Deng should hold three posts simultaneously first vice-premier, vice-chairman of the Military Commission of
the Party Central Committee and the chief of the general staff of
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the PLA. Back in December 1973, at the suggestion of Mao
Zedong, the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
decided that Deng should become a member of the Politburo and
take part in the work of leadership of the Central Committee a decision co be confirmed by the 2nd Session of the I 0th Central
Committee of the Party. It was also decided that Deng should
become a member of the Military Commission and take part in
the work of leadership of the commission. On January 5, 1975, at
the suggestion of Mao Zedong, the Party Central Committee
issued a document appointing Deng Xiaoping as a vice-chairman
of the Military Commission of the Party Central Committee and
concurrently the chief of the General Staff of the PLA, and
Zhang Chunqiao as the director of the General Political Department of the PLA. At the 2nd Session of the 10th Party Central
Committee held in early January, the deci~ion to make Deng
Xiaoping a member of the Politburo was affirmed and he was
elected a vice-chairman of the Party Central Committee and a
member of its Standing Committee. The fact that Mao Zedong
continued to criticize Jiang Qing and her ilk on many occasions,
his re-assertion that Zhou Enlai was in charge of the day-to-day
work of the Party Central Committee and of the government, and
the fact that Deng Xiaoping was again entrusted with important
jobs - all these played an important role in thwarting the "gang
of four" in their plot to form a cabinet of their own, and in
ensuring the smooth convocacion of the 4th NPC.
Between the 13th and l 7th of January 197 5, the 1st Session of
the 4th NPC was held in Beijing. ln his report on the work of the
government, Zhou Enlai re-asserted the blueprints propo!)ed by the
3rd NPC in Dccember 1964 concerning the two steps to be taken in
developing the Chinese economy - the first step was to use fifteen
years to accomplish, before 1980, the building of an independent
and relatively complete industrial system and national economic
system, and the second step was co fully realize the modernization
of agriculture, industry, national defence, science and technology
within this century so that China's economy would be in the forefront of the world. The NPC re-elected Zhu De chairman of the
NPC Standing Committee, and elected Dong Biwu, Soong Ching
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Ling and twenty others vice-chairmen of the NPC Standing Committee. The congress decided that Zhou Enlai continue to be the
premier and Deng Xiaoping, Zhang Chunqiao, Li Xiannian, Hua
Guofeng and eight others to be the vice-premiers. The congress
reaffirmed the objective of achieving the four modernizations (although the time set for their completion was too short to be realistic). The appointment of Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping to the key
posts of the State Council was a great inspiration to the Chinese
people and aroused new hopes in them.

Work of Consolidation in 1975 and Reversals
After the 1st Session of the 4th NPC, Zhou Enlai's illness
became more serious. With the support of Mao Zedong, Deng
Xiaoping took charge of the day-to-day work of the Party Central
Committee and of the State Council. By that time, work in every
field had suffered from interference and sabotage by the "gang
of four" and was in a state of serious chaos. It was at this critical
juncture that Deng Xiaoping was entrusted with the important
job. Disregarding the fact he had just been rehabilitated and was
beset with a great number of difficulties, he showed great revolutionary courage, wisdom and leadership talent and soon succeeded in changing the situation. Basing himself on Mao Zedong's
instructions on the need to maintain stability and unity and to
boost the economy, he presided over various types of meetings
where he clearly and firmly put forward the guiding principle of
consolidation in all spheres of work. He stressed that every sphere
of work in the country required consolidation, which was essential for industry, agriculture, commerce, finance and trade, culture and education, science and technology, as well as for the
armed forces. He pointed out that the central issue was the
consolidation of the Party, with the consolidation of the leadership as the key to the solution of all other problems. Through the
work of consolidation, it was essential to set up a leadership which
was powerful and bold. He emphasized the need to maintain
stability and unity and develop the socialist economy; it was also
necessary to strengthen Party leadership, to give play to the
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Party's good style of work and wage a resolute struggle against
factionalism. Those involved in factions had all sorts of wild
ambitions, he said. They jostled for power and gain, resorted to
vicious plots and intrigues, stirred up trouble and strife. Deng
maintained that one must not budge an inch in the struggle
against factionalism. He called the attention of people to the
implementation of the Party's policies, including the policies
towards cadres of old, middle and young age, the policies towards
model workers, veteran workers and intellectuals - all this was
aimed at calling into play the initiative of people in all spheres.
He also set forth the important Marxist viewpoint that science
and technology represented a force of production and stressed the
need to do a good job in these fields. These and other statements
made by him awakened a lot of people who had long been
influenced by the trend of "Left" thinking and gave them great
encouragement and inspiration. Under Deng's leadership, and
with the full support and cooperation of Ye Jianying, Li Xiannian
and many other veteran comrades who had resumed work in
leadership posts, bold and resolute steps were taken to consolidate
the work in every field, with the result that notable achievements
were soon registered.
Because of factional contention and strife, rail transport under
the railway bureaus at Xuzhou, Nanjing, Nanchang and other
places was obstructed for a long period, preventing smooth operation of the four trunk lines of the Tianjin-Pukou, BeijingGuangzhou, Lianyungang-Lanzhou and Hangzhou-Nanchang
Railways and interfering with transportation over other trunk
lines. This posed a serious threat to industrial production and
normal city life and stood as the major obstacle to improvement
of the situation countrywide. In late February, the Party Central
Committee convened a meeting of Party secretaries in charge of
industry and made a decision on March 5 on the solution of
railway transportation and other problems. Work teams were sent
out which cooperated with the local Party committees in starting
the work of reorganization at railway bureaus with serious problems. The work teams aroused the masses and mobilized them to
criticize factionalism, removed a number of trouble-making fac-
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tionalist leaders, rehabilitated people who had been wronged,
reshuffled the leadership in certain organizations, and reinstituted and improved relevant rules and regulations. These
measures, which proved highly effective, won the support of the
great majority of railway workers and staff members. By April,
nineteen out of twenty railway bureaus had overfulfilled their
transportation plans. The daily average loading of freight cars
amounted to more than 53,700, which was more than 10,000 over
the February figure of the same year. The numbers of freight cars
loaded with coal daily reached 7,800. This was the first time in
five years that the plan for coal transport by rail was completed.
The work of railway consolidation served as an example for all
other industries, first of all, for the iron and steel industry. The total
amount of iron and steel produced in the first four months of 1975
fell short of the original planned target by 1.95 million tons. This
was attributed primarily to the unsatisfactory performance of the
big iron and steel mills in Baotou, Wuhan, Anshan and Taiyuan. In
May, the Party Central Committee held a forum on the iron and
s~eel industry. After a month's work of consolidation, the production of iron and steel showed a clear upward turn. In June, the
average daily production of steel reached 72,400 tons, which exceeded the planned daily average figure for the whole year and
helped to make up for the shortfall of the previous months.
After several months of consolidation, the economic situation
showed stead} improvement. According to a State Council report
on industrial production for the first half of the year, "Industrial
production and communications have improved month by month
since March." In May and June, the production of crude oil and
coal, electricity, chemical fertilizers, cement, diesel engines, paper
and paperboard, railway transportation - all these recorded their
highest monthly level in history. In 1975 the total production
value of industrial and agricultural production was 11.9 percent
higher than the corresponding period of the previous year. Industrial production increased 15.l percent; agricultural production ·
increased 4.6 percent. This shows that the work of consolidation
in this period was highly fruitful.
In the same period, vigorous measures were also taken to carry
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on the work of consolidation in the armed forces, agriculture,
science and technology, culture and education. Outstanding results were achieved in every field.
Great progress was made in consolidating the army with regard
to reshuffling the leadership of some major units and implementation of the Party's policies on the question of cadres. The
Science and Technology Commission for National Defence succeeded in: solving the knotty problem of factional strife between
two large groupings in the Seventh Machinery Ministry. In
literature and art, the Party's policy of "let a hundred flowers
bloom, let a hundred schools of thought contend" was emphasized, and the ban on the publication and performance of a
number of good works was lifted. The literary field, which had
been lying fallow, with all the flowers withering, began to show
signs of life.
Particularly noteworthy were two documents - one, drafted
.by the State Planning Commission entitled "Certain Questions on
Speeding Up the Development of Industry" (abbreviated as the
"Twenty Articles for Industry") and the other drafted by the
Chinese Academy of Sciences entitled "A Report Outline on the
Work of the Chinese Academy of Sciences." Both documents
were important for their systematic rectification of "Left" mistakes, and the restoration and formulation of correct policies in
the fields of industry, science and technology. Not confined to the
work on consolidation, the two documents put forward many
important, far-sighted ideas on the reform of industry, science
and technology. In fact, they paved the way for the reform in
these fields which took place in subsequent years.
From the very beginning, the "gang of four" obstructed and
resisted the all-round consolidation carried out under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping, seizing every opportunity to raise objections. On October 20, 1974, while discussing the theoretical question of the dictatorship of the proletariat in meeting with Danish
Prime Minister Paul Hartling, Mao Zedong said, "In a word,
China is a socialist country. Before liberation she was much the
same as a capitalist country. Even now she practises an eightgrade wage system, distribution according to work and exchange
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through money, and in all this differs very little from the old
society. What is different is that the system of ownership has been
changed." On December 26, he also touched upon this question
in his talk with Zhou Enlai and others in Changsha. He said, "Our
country at present practices a commodity system; the wage system is 1,mequal, too, as in the eight-grade wage scale, and so forth.
Under the dictatorship of the proletariat such things can only be
restricted. Therefore, if people like Lin Biao come to power, it
will be quite easy for them to rig up the capitalist system." These
statements made by Mao Zedong led people to think that distri·
bution according to labour and commodity exchange were of a
capitalist nature or apt to turn capitalist. They were an extension
of his conceptions about socialism which were tinted with utopianism. These erroneous statements were exaggerated and played
up by the "gang of four" and were used as weapons in their
opposition to the work of consolidation.
On February 9, 1975, the People's Daily published an editorial
entitled "Do a Good Job in Studying the Theory of Dictatorship of
the Proletariat," making public Mao Zedong's statements on theoretical questions. A movement to study these statements soon swept
the country. At the direction of the "gang of four," a large number
of articles were published in the press in refu ta tion of "empiricism,"
calling on people to "abolish bourgeois right" and instigating them
to "attack the strongholds." They slandered the various measures
adopted in the work of consolidation as "empiricist," which was a
direct attack on Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping and other Party and
state leaders with rich experience. By "attacking the strongholds,"
they meant that the cadres, intellectuals and the rank and file of
people who opposed the "Leftist" mistakes, were like the enemy in
the strongholds in the period of the democratic revolution, and
should be subjected to "over-all dictatorship."
Mao Zedong detected the ulterior motive behind the gang of
four's opposition to empiricism and criticized them for this. In
the light of Mao's opinions, the Politburo held several meetings
to criticize the "gang of four." But their wild ambitions proved to
be irrepressible. They seized upon every chance to create trouble.
On August 14, 1975, in answer to a request from a woman teacher
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at Beijing University, Mao Zedong gave his personal views on the
classical Chinese novel Outlaws of the Marsh. The gang of f~ur
immediately seized on this subject to launch a country-wide
publicity campaign in the press for so-call~ comments on Outlaws of the Marsh. Jiang Qing brazenly fabnc~ted t.he story tha~
"the crucial thing in Outlaws of the Marsh was isolatmg Chao Ga1
and and turning him into a mere figureh~ad.". By innue~do she
falsely accused Zhou Enlai and Deng X~aopm~ of havmg deprived Mao Zedong of his power. ~earning this, Mao Zedong
refuted Jiang Qing's statements. This was another blow to the
arrogance and aggressiveness of the ·~gang of four."
The situation in 1975 took a noticeable turn for the bet~er,
thanks to the common effort and struggle o_f many leading
comrades in the Politburo and the ~tate Council :;presented b~
Deng Xiaoping, a measure of restramt put on the gang of four
by Mao Zedong, the popular desire for law and order, and the
enthusiasm of the broad masses of people as well as of t!1e Party
members and the cadres in their work and producuon. T~e
various regional armed conflicts were brought to. ~ halt, social
order became stabilized in most areas, and the rev1v11~g e~onomy
swung rapidly upward. However, the work of ~nsolidation car·
ried out in each sphere inevitably went agau:~st man~ of the
"Leftist" policies and theories implemented dorm~ the .c~ltu.ral
revolution" and gradually constituted a systematic rectificat10n
of these e;roneous policies and theories. This represented a. tendency towards a radical negation of the ''.cultural ~~volutlon."
This situation aroused not only the frenzied opposition of the
"gang of four," but also the dissatisf.act!on of ~ao Zedong.
.
After Mao Zedong fell seriously ill m the wmter of 1971, his
condition varied, sometimes taking a turn for the better, so~e·
times for the worse. Nevertheless, he continued to be responsible
for all major decisions of the Party and the state. As the persons
who could approach him and enjoy his tru~t gre:w fewer and fewer
in number, his understanding of the real situa~ion beca~e poorer
and poorer, and therefore his proposals and ideas on important
matters of the Party and the state became more and m~re abstract. Following the latter half of 1975, his health detenorated
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to such a degree that he could hardly walk or speak. The little
contact he had with other members of the Politburo was maintained through a liaison person. Under such circumstances he
failed even more to have a complete picture of actual conditi~ns.
The distorted and provocative information provided him by the
"gang of four" played an extremely insidious role in eliciting
erroneous policy decisions from him.
In November 1975, Mao Zedong believed the false accusations
of the "gang of four" against Deng Xiaoping, and his trust in the
latter wave.i:ed. He decided to remove Deng from most of his
ix:sts. _Not Jong after, Deng Xiaoping was accused of supporting
Liu Bmg, the deputy Party secretary of Qinghua University who
had written a letter of complaint against two confidants of the
"gang of fot:r." The pret~xt was that Liu's letter had been handed
to Mao through Deng an<l that the letter was directing an attack
on Mao. Thus a campajgn to "criticize Deng and counter the
Rightist wind to reverse verdicts" was launched.
However, after ten years of turmoil, the masses of cadres and
people now had an understanding which was quite different from
what the~. had entertained in the early period of the "cultural
revolution." The achkvcments of the consolidation work sponsored by 01.:ng Xiaopjng were universally acknowledged. The
campaign to "criticize Deng and counter the Rightist wind to
reverse verdicts" went against reason as well as the will of the
people, and was widely boycotted from the very beginning. From
~he printed -:naterials prepared for- the criticism of Deng, people
m fact acquue~ a better understanding of him. They developed
a greater trust m Deng as a person who persisted in the Party's
correct principles and policies.2 Obviously, this was far from what
the "gang of four" had anticipated.
In early February 1976, leaders of the Party Central Committee
convened several meetings, to which responsible comrades of the
provinces, municipalities, autonomous regions and the area milita1!' commands were invited in groups. These meetings were held
to inform them of the statements made on many occasions by Mao
Zedong concerning the current campaign. In these statements, Mao
Zedong stressed repeatedly that "Class struggle is the key link, all
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other things are secondary." He also said, "What is the Cultural
Revolution? It is class struggle." According to him, the reason why
some veteran revolutionaries were "dissatisfied with the cultural
revolution" was that "their thinking still remained at the stage of
the bourgeois democratic revolution." He said, "You are making the
socialist revolution, and yet don't know where the bourgeois is. It is
right in the Communist Party - those in power taking the capitalist
road. The capitalist-roaders are still on the capitalist road." Mao
Zedong assessed the "cultural revolution" in general as "30 percent
versus 70 percent; i.e., 70 percent representing achievements, with
30 percent consisting of mistakes." The mistakes were: 1. down with
everything; 2. a full-scale civil war. To the great majority of cadres
at that time, the arguments he put forward in these statements in
favour of the "cultural revolution" were hardly convincing.
This campaign, which was very unpopular, upset the r~latively
stable situation which had just emerged. Many correct policies and
measures put forward in the course of consolidation were negated,
leading officials who resolutely implemented these policies were
persecuted, while factionalists and leaders of factions who had been
dismissed or removed from office now returned to their jobs. Factional strife again raged in certain regions, bringing on work stoppages and communication tie-ups. Chaos again reigned throughout
the country. This situation aggravated the dislike which the masses
of people had for the "cultural revolution" and helped them see the
real features of the "gang of four," who had brought disasters upon
the nation and people. Feelings of uncertainty, discontent and
indignation, which had accumulated in their minds over a long
period, grew very quickly and could easily explode like a huge keg
of gunpowder with a fuse which could be lit at any time.

Victory in Smashing the Jiang Qing
Counter-Revolutionary Clique
On January 8, 1976, Zhou Enlai, one of the main leaders of
the Party and the state, passed away. He was boundlessly loyal to
the Party and people to the last breath of his life. Placed in a very
difficult position during the "cultural revolution," he put the
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overall interests of the n~tion above everything else, worked very
hard ~nd tolera.ted all. kinds. of unjust criticism. He spent all his
energies and wisdom m a tueless effort to carry on his normal
work for the Party and state, to reduce to a minimum the losses
caused by the turmoil, and to protect large numbers of cadres
both inside and outside the Party. He waged a struggle against the
"~an~ of four" in various ways. His death aroused boundless grief
w1thm t~e Party, ar~y and among all nationalities of the country.
The tragic and movmg scene of tens of thousands of people lining
the st~eet when t~e h~~.rse carrying his body drove through
Chang an A venue m Be1Jmg, reflected the infinite sorrow of the
people in losing their leader at a time when the Party and the state
were in grea~ jeopardy~ an~ their sincere yearning for a way to
free the nauon from its disastrous situation and open up the
prospect for a bright future.
Du~ing the preparations for Zhou Enlai's funeral, the "gang of
four'' issued a series of prohibitions in an effort to obstruct and
mali.gn the mo~rning activities of the people which were being
earned on an immense scale. This could not but arouse the
indignatio~ of the great numbers of cadres and people involved.
Commencmg in late March, people from all walks of life in
Nanjing, Hangzhou, Zhengzhou, Xi'an, Taiyuan and other cities
broke down the restrictions put up by the "gang of four," and held
sole~ commemorative activities to honour the late premier by
making use of the old Chinese tradition of paying respects to one's
ancestors during the Qing Ming Festival on April 5. At the end
o~ March, people in Beijing began to converge spontaneously at
Tiananmen Square to hold memorial activities in honour of Zhou
Enlai, and this continued for several days on end. Wreaths and
baskets of flowers were laid at the Monument of the People's
Heroe~. People also i;>~t up handwritten memorials, recited poems
of theu o~n composition, and delivered speeches in honour of the
late preffiler and also in denunciation of the evil deeds of the
"gang of four." On April 4, the commemorative activities in
Beijing reached their climax. Some two million people, including
~an! from other parts of the country, went to Tiananmen Square
m disregard of repeatedly stated official restrictions. The scene
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was just magnificent! Popular indignation mounted, with the
"gang of four" as the target of censure.
On the evening of April 4, Hua Guofeng presided over a
meeting of the Politburo (Ye Jianying and Li Xiannian being
absent) to discuss the situation at Tiananmen Square. Hua Guofeng had worked in Hunan province for many years both before
and after the outbreak of the "cultural revolution," and was
transferred to work in the State Council in 197 l. He was a
member of the 9th and 10th Central Committees of the CPC and
a member of the Politburo of the 10th Central Committee. In
January 1975, he was appointed a vice-premier by the 4th National People's Congress. After the death of Zhou Enlai, during the
campaign to "criticize Deng and counter the rightist wind to
reverse verdicts," he was appointed acting premier and was put
in charge of everyday work of the Party's Central Committee by
Mao Zedong in February. Under the manipulation of Jiang Qing
and her ilk, the Politburo meeting defined Tiananmen event as a
counter-revolutionary incident, which had allegedly interfered
with the orientation of the campaign. It was also decided at the
meeting that all the wreaths and slogans be removed from Tiananmen Square that very night. A report of the proceedings as well
as the decisions of the meeting were written up by the liaison
person and handed by him to Mao Zedong, who gave his approval
after reading the report.
In the early morning of April 5, on discovering that all the
wreaths, poems and memorial couplets had been removed from
the square, people became very angry and some of them came
into serious conflict with the militiamen, police and soldiers who
were on the spot. At 9:30 that evening, 10,000 militiamen and
police armed with wooden clubs were ordered to march into the
square to drive away, beat and arrest people in the square. On the
night of April 7, it was broadcast nationwide over the radio that
at the suggestion of Mao Zedong, and with the approval of the
Politburo, Hua Guofeng had been made first vice-chairman of
the Party's Central Committee and premier of the State Council,
and Deng Xiaoping had been removed from all posts both inside
and outside the Party, while still retaining his Party member-
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ship.
The Tiananmen Incident was a concentrated expression of the
people's protest movement against the "gang of four," an event
which had developed under the influence of the correct leadership of the Party. The disastrous "cultural revolution," which had
lasted almost ten years, was increasingly detested by the masses
of cadres and people, who pinned their hopes on veteran revolutionaries like Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping for the restoration
of soci11l order and of the correct policies of the Party. Yet it was
these veteran . revolutionaries ~ho were now receiving unjust
treatment. This poured oil on the flames of the people's anger
against the "gang of four," which finally burst out so vehemently
with the outbreak of the Tiananmen Incident. This movement of
protest was also an expression of support for the correct leadership of the Party represented by Deng Xiaoping. Clearly demonstrating what the people supported.as well as what they opposed,
it helped to dig the grave of the Jiang Qing counter-revolutionary
clique.
On July 6, 1976, Zhu De, another important leader of the Party
and the state, passed away, only to be followed by the death of
Mao Zedong, the principal leader of the Party and state, on
September 9. The death of the three outstanding leaders within
less than a year immersed the whole Party, the whole army and
the people of all nationalities in great sorrow. This was because
millions upon millions of people had high respect and a deep
sense of gratitude for the three leaders for the great achievements
and magnificent contributions they had made in founding the
Party, the army and the state, in leading the Chinese democratic
revolution and socialist construction, and in applying and developing Marxism under China's own circumstances.
After the death of Mao Zedong, the "gang of four" intensified
their activities to seize the supreme power of the Party and state.
Wang Hongwen circumvented the official unit on 24-hour duty
under the Party Central Committee's General Office, and on
September 11 set up a separate office for similar functions in
Zhongnanhai. He informed the Party committees of all provinces,
municipalities and autonomous regions that they should report to
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Wang Hongwen and company through this office and ask for
instructions. This move on the part of the "gang of four" wa~ an
attempt to sever contacts between the Party Central Comnntt~e
and the various localities and put the whole country m.1der. theu
direct control. Moreover, the "gang of four" ordered theu faithful
followers in Shanghai to redouble their arms build-up of the
militia which could be called into use as a strong backing in their
eventual bid for power. They also falsified what they ~alled the
last words of Mao Zedong which stated: "~ct accordn~g ~o set
principles." They publicized this statement llme and agai~ i~ the
· press, posing as the. legitimate arbiters of the Party's ~rmc1ples
and policies. An openly menacing press release of thel!s. stated
that "any revisionist ringleader who dares to temper wllh the
Chairman Mao's set principles will come to no good end." Thi~
insinuating-remark was a slanderous attack on Hua Guqfeng, Li
Xiannian ·and .otners then in charge of the work of the Party
Central Committee.
.
.The blatant intrigues of the "gang of four" to seize the supreme
ihe Party and state aroused the deep concern and
power
anxiety of the veteran revolutionaries. Although most of them
were in a difficult position, they exchanged information through
various channels and discussed ways to solve the problem. Under
attack by the "gang of four," Hua Guof.eng,. who. direct~ the
work of the Party Central Committee as its f 1rst vice-chal!man,
was well aware of the need to eliminate this bane, which festered
in the body of the Party and the state like an ulcer. He repeated!~
studied the matter and discussed it with Ye Jianying a~d Li
Xiannian. With the approval of the majority of the Politburo
members, a decision was made to adopt resolute measures. Representing the Politburo and fulfilling the will of the Party and the
people, Hua Guofeng and Ye Jianying put Jiang Qin~, ~hang
Chunqiao, Wang Hongwen, Yao WenyU;an and the factions core
members in Beijing under investigation on the night of October
6. That same night, the Politburo held a meeting to discuss the
major issues to be dealt with by the Party and the state a~ter
heading off the conspiracy. The meeting passed a resoluti<:>n
naming Hua Guofeng as chairman of the Party Central Comrrnt-
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tee and of its Military Commission; this was later confirmed by
the 3rd Plenary Session of the 10th Central Committee of the
CPC held in July 1977.
On hearing the news that Jiang Qing and others were being
held under investigation, their faithful followers and the core
members of their faction desperately mobilized an armed rebellion. This was a last-ditch struggle to save the Jiang Qing counterrevolutionary clique from demise. The Party Central Committee,
through effective measures to control the situation in Shanghai,
thwarted the plot to launch an armed insurrection. The news of
the overthrow of the "gang of four" was published by the Party
Central Committee on October 14. It was received with the
greatest of joy and excitement. People could hardly wait to be the
first to inform their friends and neighbours.
It was difficult to list all the crimes the "gang of four" had
committed during the "cultural revolution." Their downfall realized the common hopes of the Party and the people and crowned
the combined, long-term struggle that had been waged against
them. Hua Guofeng, Ye Jianying and Li Xiannian played an
important role in smashing the "gang of four." The Party and the
people, after ten years of hardships and setbacks, at long last put
an end to the disastrous "cultural revolution" by overthrowing
two counter-revolutionary cliques, one headed by Lin Biao, the
other by Jiang Qing. These victories helped social order to return
to normal, and put the work of the Party and the state back onto
the track of sound development. They also ushered in a new era
of development in the history of the Party. This was a great
triumph of the Party and of the people; it was also a great
triumph of Marxism and socialism.
The "cultural revolution" which lasted more than ten years,
marked a period when "Left" mistakes dominated for the longest
time in the history of the Party, and caused the greatest damage;
when
kinds of social contradictions were revealed in sharp
focus and full range, and when extremely rich experiences and
lessons were accumulated and learned.
The protracted upheavals in the "cultural revolution" caused
great losses and reverses to the Party, state and Chinese people of

all
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all nationalities. These setbacks, the most serious sinc.e lh:e foundand
. of the PRC, greatly weakened the Party .orgaruzauons
ing
. .
state power. Large numbers of cadres and ordmary citizens were
persecuted. Democracy an~ law ~~re trample~ u~~ and ~e
whole country was gripped m a pohucal and social cnsis. D~r~ng
the ten years, national income suffered a loss of a~ut 500 ~1llion
yuan, and the living standard ?f the people declined. Scien~,
culture and education were senously damaged, and the gap m
science and technology between China and ~he advanced ~un
tries of the world widened. The cultural hentage le~t. by history
was destroyed on an enormous scale. The fine traditions ?f the
Party and the excellent moral _fibre. of the people were seno~sly
undermined. Metaphysics and idealism ruled the day. Anarc~s~
and extreme individualism ran riot. The "cultur~l revolution
was not in any sense a revolution or a form of social progress. It
was a tumult of civil strife which had been laui;tched un~er wrong
leadership and made use of by counter-revolutionary cliques, and
which brought serious internal disorder to the Party, the state and
the people of all nationalities.
During the "cultural revolution," the Party and people never
ceased their struggle against "Left" mistakes and the tw~ cou1~ter
revolutionary cliques, one headed by Lin Biao, the other by ~iang
Qing. The struggle was extremely difficult a~d ~?°k a zigzag
course. The severe test of the "cultural revolution sh?wed t~at
the Party's 8th Central Committee, and the ove~whelmm~ _maJority of the members in the Politburo, the Standmg Committee ?f
the Politburo, and the Secretariat elected by the Central Committee stood on the correct side in the struggle. Many of them
suffered severe attacks and persecution. Nevertheless, they took
the interest of the whole nation into account, showed great
tolerance, and kept a close watch on the major ~cts a.nd. futu~e
prospects of the Party and state. They did everythmg w1thm their
power to render valuable service ~o the _P.a~ty. Som:;. ou; of.~
strong sense of justice, made outnght cntic1.sms o[ Left rms
takes. Others persevered in cool-headed deliberat~ons, took up
writing in all seriousness, and produced th~~retical ~orks ?r
memoirs of past events in order to sum up positive experiences m
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Party history. Still others drew up suggestions and proposals to
the Party concerning certain major issues in practical work, or
made known the Party's fine traditions to the people they came
in contact with. In fact, all these activities represented the various
forms of combatting or boycotting the "cultural revolution."
Unfortunately, some of these comrades, such as Liu Shaoqi, Peng
Dchuai, He Long and Zhang Wentian, who were members of the
Politburo of the 8th Central Committee before the "cultural
revolution," fa.iled to survive its ordeals. These leaders of the
Party and state had made outstanding contributions to the people's revolution and construction in China. Their boundless loyalty and selfless spirit of dedication to the Party and the people
will live forever in the minds of the people of various nationalities. The overwhelming majority of the Party cadres, whether
they had unjustifiably been toppled, or had been able to persist
in their work, or had resumed work earlier or later, were loyal to
the Party and people and had displayed a firm faith in socialism
and communism. Those intellectuals, model workers, patriotic
democrats, patriotic returned overseas Chinese, and cadres and
people of different social strata of the various nationalities who
had been under attack or had suffered in other ways, never
wavered in their love for their motherland or their support for
the Party. It was precisely because of the struggle and boycott
launched by the Party as a whole, along with the masses of
workers, peasants, soJdjers and commanders of the PLA, intellectuals, young people and cadres at various levels, that the destructive role of the "cultural revolution" was held in abeyance to a
certain degree.
Despite all the tremendous losses during this difficult period,
the Chinese economy continued to make some progress thanks to
the joint efforts of the masses and the cadres. Grain production
was steadily on the increase, reaching 286.3 biUion kilogrammes
in 1976, an increase of 91.75 billion kilogrammes over the 1965
figure. A number of major achievements were made in industry,
communications, capital construction, science and technology.
The production of crude oil in 1976 was 6. 7 times the 1965 figure.
The construction of certain new railways, at times involving
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exceptional feats of engineering, was ~~mplete<_l, and thes~ were
opened to traffic along with the magnificent bndge spannmg .the
Changjiang River at Nanjing. A number. of large e~terpnses
equipped with advanced technology went mto pr~uctlo~. Success was scored in the crossbreeding of a new stram of n~e a~d
in its promotion. Outstanding achievements were also att.amed m
the fields of nuclear technology, artificial satellites, carne~ rockets and other branches of high-tech research. Under the CJicumstances of a nationwide turmoil, the PLA continued to perform
its duties in safeguarding the security of the country. A new
situation was created in China's diplomatic work. Quite understandably, all these advances were by no means results of the
"cultural revolution." Greater achievements would have been
made if the "cultural revolution" had not taken place. During the
"cultural revolution," the Party, the people's government, the
people's army and the society as a whole did not change in nature.
History again proved that the Chinese people are a ~re~t people,
and that the Communist Party of China and the socialist system
have immense, powerful vitality.
The "cultural revolution" was launched and led by Mao Zedong and, therefore, he was mainly responsible for t~ over-all
"Left" mistake which lasted for so long. However, the m~tak.e w~s
made, after all, by a great revolutionary of the proletariat in his
pursuit of a pure, perfect socialist .societ~ ~nd a new way to
prevent capitalist restoration and build soc1all~m. In ~ctual fac~,
Mao Zedong was tied to an abstract conceptlon which was divorced from reality. When he was making serious mistakes, he
always thought that his theory and practice "'.ere Mar.xist, and
were necessary for the consolidation of the d1ctatorsh1p of the
proletariat. This is where his tragedy lies. While insisting on
carrying out the "cultural revolution," which was an overall
mistake he stopped and corrected a number of mistakes on
specific' questions, such as giving protection to certain l~ading
Party officials and celebrities outside the Party~ and helpmg to
put a number of responsible comrades back to rmportant posts.
He had entrusted members of the Lin Biao clique with important
jobs. But it was also he who was leading the struggle to liquidate
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this counter-revolutionary clique. He had once placed high trust
in Jiang Qing and other members of the counter-revolutionary
clique. But he also made important criticisms and exposures of
them and prevented them from attaining their ambition of usurping supreme power. This was vital to the Party's subsequent
struggle to smash the "gang of four." Even in his late years, he
was on the alert in safeguarding the security of the country, and
stood up against the great pressure exerted on China by Soviet
big-power hegemonism. He implemented a correct foreign policy,
and gave resoJute support to the peoples of various countries in
their just struggles. During the "cultural revolution" our Party
was not destroyed and was able to retain unity, the State Council
and the PLA were still able to perform duties which were required of them, the foundations of socialism continued to exist,
socialist economic construction was still in progress, and our
country retained its unity and played an important role on the
international stage; all these facts were part and parcel of the
great role which Mao Zedong had played.
The "cultural revolution" was the consequence of going astray
in the effort to explore China's own road in building socialism; it
was an incorrect practice carried out under the guidance of an
incorrect theory. It fully revealed, in very stark forms, the defects
of our Party and state, both in respect to their work and structure.
It also presented profound lessons to be learned so that a serious
mistake like another "cultural revolution" or any similar disastrous upheavals would never be repeated. A scientific summing
up of the lessons of the "cultural revolution" will help us to find
the correct road to build socialism with Chinese characteristics
and march triumphantly along ~his road.

NOTES
1. Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping (1975·82), Chin. ed., People's Publishing
House, 1983, p.290.
2. The materials then printed for the criticism of Deng, labelled "The Three Big
Poisonous Weeds," consisted of the Twenty Articles on Industry, A Report
Outline on the Work of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and another unpub-
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- ed
icle entitled "A Discussion on the General Guidelines for the Work_ in
Ji.sh ~~es for the Whole Party and Country," which. was written by ~he P~licy
~~;:rch Department of the State Council on the basis of the 1nstrucuons given
by Deng Xiaoping.
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Despite the downfall of the "gang of four," the power in some
Party and state organs remained in the bands of remnants of the
Jiang Qing counter-revolutionary faction. In certain localities,
they had struck deep roots and still had a definite influence, and
in some places, turbulence had not ended. These were the most
pressing problems that had to be solved. On October 18, 1976, the
Party Central Committee issued a document entitled "Circular on
the Incident of the Wang Hongwcn, Zhang Chunqiao, Jiang Qing
and Yao Wenyuan Anti-Party Clique." Commencing on Decem:ber 10, the Party Central Committee issued three documents
providing more evidence of their crimes. The documents exposed
and criticized the attempts of Jiang Qing and others to seize the
supreme power of the Party and state, and to frame Zhou Enlai
and other veteran revolutionaries, as well as the harm caused on
all sides by their ultra-"Left" line. At the same time, a nationwjde
screening was carried out to find out their entire factionalist
organizational connections, and the events and persons involved
in their plot to usurp the supreme power of the Party and state.
The leadership at various levels was gradually readjusted and
strengthened. Resolute measures were taken to expose the factionalist leaders and core members and to put them under investigation. The Party Central Committee sent work teams to the remaining few turbulent areas to stop the armed conflicts and
restore normal social order. By the first half of 1977, the armed
conflicts and turmoil caused by factional strife were basically
stopped and a stable political situation gradually emerged. By
1978, the work of screening was basically completed in the great
majority of areas and work-units, and the counter-revolutionary
political force which had brought great disasters to the people
throughout the country for a decade was thus destroyed and the
power usurped by them retrieved.
With the situation in the whole country returning to normal,
the 3rd Plenary Session of the 10th Party Central Committee was
convened between July 16 and 21, 1977. The session decided to
expel Wang Hongwen, Zhang Chunqiao, Jiang Qing and Yao
Wenyuan from the Party once and for all and remove them from
all posts both inside and outside the Party.
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!o reverse the unjust verdicts made during the "cultural revo-

lut10~" and rehabilitat~ the innocent victims was one of the most
pressmg tasks at the time. But the work in this field made very
slow prog:ess. At a Party Central Committee's work meeting
convened m March 1977, Chen Yun made a written proposal to
:estore the work ~f Deng J_Ciaoping, and to reverse the wrong
JUd~ment. concern_mg the Tiananmen Incident as well as other
ma3or unJus_t ~erd1cts. At the meeting, Wang Zhen also expressed
the same opm1ons. It_ was not until the 3rd Plenary Session of the
10th Central C~mn~1ttee that an official decision was made to
rest?re Deng Xiaoping to his previous posts as member of the
Politburo of the CP~ Central Committee, Standing Committee
memb~r of the ~olitb~:o, vice-chairman of the CPC Central
Comrruttee ~nd its ~1htary Commission, vice-premier of the
State C?unc1l and chief of the General Staff of the PLA. At the
same time, work had started on sorting out and solving the
problems left over from the political movements preceding the
"cultural revolution."
In ~he ~ields of science, education and culture, a completely
n~w snua ~ion er:nerge?, th?nks to the leading role of Deng Xiaopmg. Settmg ~hmgs ~1ght m these fields was particularly significant becau~e ll was Just there that the "cultural revolution" had
started. ~c1ence and education were put under Deng Xiaoping's
leadership after he had _resumed work. In August 1977, at a
forum on the ~ork of sc1~nce and education held by the Party
Centr~l Committee, he pomted out that the main aspects of the
work l~ the seventeen years since the founding of the PRC on the
educational and scientific fronts represented a red (correct) line
and that ~h~ ove~w~elming majority of Chinese intellectual~
served socialism wllhnglY_ and voluntarily. By making this statement.', he_ negated_ the claims made by Lin Biao and Jiang Qing
t~at a d1ctatorsh1p of the black line" had existed in the field of
literature, art and education. Deng Xiaoping called on people to
re~pect mental labour and talents. In March 1978, at the National
Sc1en~e C~ngres~ held in Beijing, Deng Xiaoping emphasized the
Marxist_ v1ewpolllt that science and technology were forces of
productlon. He also pointed out that mental labourers in the
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service of socialism were part of the working people. From then
on, the leftist policy towards intellectuals which h_ad been pra~
tised for so many years was corrected and attention was agam
paid to the importance of knowledge and int~lle~tuals. T~is was
a great inspiration to the intellectuals working m the f1elds of
science, education, literature and art. The ban on a great number
of good films and plays and other literary and art works, both
Chinese and foreign, was lifted. Mass organizations such as the
Chinese Federation of Literary and Art Circles and the Chinese
Writers' Association resumed their activities. Creative work in
various spheres of literature and art began to be revitalized step
by step. From late 1977 to early 1978, the examination system in
schools that had been abandoned during the "cultural revolution"
was restored, and new college students were once again enrolled
through a nationwide unified examination.
In the economic field, chaotic conditions prevailed in production as after-effects of the "cultural revolution," particularly
in manufacturing, mining, communications and transportation.
Harmful consequences were also reflected in obtructions in
commercial transactions, serious imbalances between the various sectors of the national economy, and the lack of improvement over a long period in the people's material well-being.
Soon after the smashing of the "gang of four," the State
Council adopted resolute measures to eliminate traffic jams
along the railway lines. Beginning in December 1?76 and
during the first half of 1977, the Party Central Committee and
the State Council held a series of meetings to discuss the urgent
need to put things in order in the enterprises, and to work out
various rules and regulations for restoring and developing
production. After the work of consolidation, a number ~f
enterprises on the brink of collapse began to emerge from theu
previous chaotic situation in production. National. econoll?Y
recovered rapidly and even made some progress m certalll
respects. In agriculture, a bumper harvest was reaped in 1978,
with grain production exceeding 300 billion kilogrammes, the
highest figure on record. The total value of industrial pro~uc
tion, which increased 14.3 percent in 1977 over the prev10us
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year, again increased 13.5 percent in 1978. Financial revenues
wh~ch increased 12.6 percent in 1977 over the previous year'
registered an even higher increase of 28.2 percent in 1978.
financial balance was achieved both years, even with a littJe
surplus. The living standards of the people were also on the
rise. For the first time in many years, 60 percent of the workers
and other employees throughout the country received various
raises in pay in 1977. In 1978, the level of consumption among
both the urban and rural residents rose 5.1 percent as compared
with the previous year.
Between August 12 and 18, 1977, only four years after the
10th Party Congress, the 11th Party Congress was held. Its
convo~ation ahead of schedule was obviously necessary in order
to decide on the major principles in the work of the Party and
to elect a new Central Committee. Some 1,510 deputies attended the congress, representing more than 35 million Party
members. Hua Guofeng made the political report on behalf of
the. ~arty Central Committee. Ye Jianying gave a report on
rev1~ion of the Party Constitution. Deng Xiaoping delivered the
closi~g spe~ch. The congress summed up the struggle against
the Jiang Qmg counter-revolutionary clique and announced the
conclusion of the "cultural revolution," which had lasted ten
years. I.t re-affirmed the building of China into a powerful
modermzed country within the present century as the fundamental task in the new period. The congress also revised the
Party Constitution. The new Party Central Committee elected
Hua Guofeng chairman of the CPC Central Committee and
elected Ye Jianying, Deng Xiaoping, Li Xiannian and Wang
Dongxing its vice-chairmen.
In February and March 1978, the 1st Session of the 5th
National People's Congress was held. As the previous National
Peo~}e's. Congress wa~ elected in early 1975 when the "gang of
four still posed a senous threat to the country the election of a
new National People's Congress ahead of sched;le was completely
necessary. At the session, Hua Guofeng made a report on the
work of the government on behalf of the State Council. The
congress elected Ye Jianying chairman of the Standing Commit-
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the NPC re-appointed Hua Guofeng as premier of the
tee of
'
x· . L. x· ·an Xu
State Council, and appointed Deng 1~opmg, 1 ianm ,
Xiangqian and nine others as vi~e-preffilers. ,
Simultaneously with the Nat10nal Peoples Con.gress, the l~t
Session of the 5th National Committee of the Chinese Peoples
Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC_) was also h~ld. Deng
Xiaoping was elected chairman of the National C_omm_1ttee. ~he
· lof the CPPCC which had been completely macuve dur~ng
rev1va
•
. .f.
t ·
h cmg
the "cultural revolution," was highly s1gm ican . m en . an
ation between the CPC and the democratic parties and
cooper
.
. df t
strengthening the people's democratic umte ron ·
The 11th Party Congress and the 1st Session_ of the 5th N~C
were unable to accomplish the task of ~ormulatrng a c?rrect line
and policies for the new period followmg the conclusion of. the
"cnltural revolution." The reasons for this w~re ~hat at the time,
the Party Central Committee, in its ba~~c th~?ki~g, had not yet
been able to make a clean sweep of the Left mistake~ not o~ly
of the "cultural revolution" but also of many ye~rs standmg
within the Party, and that Hua Guofeng, then cha1_rman of t.he
CPC, continued to make "Left" mistakes on a senes of maJOr
issues.
. h'
h t t·
the
It was indeed not easy to cl.iminate wit m a ~ or ~me . _
ff cal and ideological confusion caused by the cultural revo
fut{o~" which had lasted ten years. The confusion was due partly
to the interference and sabotage by two coun~er-rev?luti?nary
cliques one headed by Lin Biao, the other by Jiang Qmg; it was
also th~ result of some of the decisions and measures adopted ~Y
Mao Zedong under a "Left" guideline,_ a~d was connected with
the "Left" tendency that had existed w1thm the Part_Y f~r a long
·
Although Hua Guofeng bad performed a mentono1:-s role
~::he struggle to smash the Jiang Qing counter-rcv?lutwnary
clique and had attempted to put an ~nd to the confusion caused
by the "cultural revolution," be failed to have a fun.da~ental
understanding of the problem of the "~?ltural revolutl~n, ,, particularly of the relationship between the cultural revoluuon and
Mao Zedong's mistakes in his late years. Hua eJ:uofeng also lacked
the insight and courage to solve the comphcated problem of
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dealing with and eliminating thoroughly the mistakes of the
"cultural revolution," and at the same time upholding the historical position of Mao Zedong and the role of Mao Zedong Thought
as the guiding ideology of our Party. He failed to realize that,
only by honestly pointing out Mao Zedong's mistakes in his late
years in launching and persisting in the "cultural revolution" and
correcting them, would it be possible to carry on the fine traditions of the Communist Party of China and the Chinese revolution with Mao Zedong and Mao Zedong Thought as their banner.
He maintained that in order to uphold Mao Zedong's heritage, it
was impermissible to negate his important ideas and decisions in
the "cultural revolution." Proceeding from this wrong position,
Hua Guofeng continued to persist in promoting the idea of
"taking_ class struggle as the key link," and "continuing the
revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat" even afrer
the liquidation of the "gang of four." It was due to his ob$tructions that progress was slow and further advance was difficult
wit_h regard.to r~sto:ing the work of veteran cadres and reversing
un3ust verdicts m history (including that of the 1976 Tiananmen
Incident). These ideas of Hua Guofeng's found concentrated
expression in two of his statements: "We should firmly uphold
whatever policy decisions Chairman Mao made; we should always follow whatever instructions Chairman Mao issued."! In
fact, this "two-whatevers" approach, which denied the necessity
to do any analysis, far from upholding the historical position of
Mao Zedong and the authority of Mao Zedong Thought, could
only serve to destroy them. Hua Guofeng regarded himself as the
successor to_ Mao Zedong. While maintaining the old personality
cult, he cultivated and accepted a new personality cult of himself.
The fact that the 11th National Party Congress and the 1st
Session of the 5th NPC, instead of correcting the erroneous
theo:ies, policies and slogans of the "cultural revolution," fully
conflimed them, of course had something to do with the historical
limitations of the time, but it was mainly the result of the
influence of Hua Guofeng's mistakes.
The Party Constitution that had been revised by the 11th Party
Congress still contained "Left" mistakes. The work on revising the
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PRC Constitution at the 1st Session of the 5th ~PC_ restored
many good points in the contents of the 195~ constltutio~. Ne~
ertheless, it failed to thoroughly correct the fillStakes contamed m
the 1975 Constitution.
.
.
.
In economic work, just as stated m prev1o~s passage~, Chine~e
economy was freed from a state of paralysis or..sem1-paralysi~
within the two years following the collapse of th~ g~ng of four.
This was an achievement. But it was just_ at this time an overanxious desire for achievements resulted m r~sh advance and a
one-sided stress on speed. Starting from the wmter of 1976, Hua
Guofeng and the departments concerned ~n the Par~y Ce~tral
Committee successively set unreali_stically hi~h targets m agncultural mechanization, the production of gram, ~troleum, coal,
steel and chemicals, and raised lofty slogans wh1~h. could never
be realized. In a report written by the ~tate ~uncil rn July 1977,
·twas stated that "a situation is emergmg which re~resents a new
~eap forward in the national economy." At the Nat10nal People's
Congress held in February 1978, Hua Guofeng put forward a
programme of the State Council on the development of ~he
national economy during the ten years from 197~ to 1985, ':~ch
was based on a proposal made by the S~ate Plan~mg Comm1ss1on
and other related departments. Accordmg to this progr~~me, by
1985 the production of steel should have reached 60 million tons
(the actual output turned out to be 31.78 millio~ t_ons in 1978),
that of petroleum should have reached 250 million tons (the
actual output was 104 million tons in 1~78), and so forth. The
unrealistic nature of these targets can be illustrated b~ the example of petroleum. The target for petroleum pro~uctlon was set
without the necessary data obtained from geological surveys. As
a matter of fact, petroleum production had not r_eac~ed ~40
million tons by the end of the 1980s. T~e extr~ordma~ily high
targets could not but require correspondmgly high cap~tal construction investment. According to the programme, capital construction investment during the eight years bet~een_ 1978 and
1985 was equivalent to the total capital construction mvestment
of the previous twenty-eight years. Although the programme ha~
only been submitted to the National People's Congress for deli-
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beration and had not yet been made public, it already played a
destructive role in practical work. In 1978, the accumulation fund
increased 30.6 percent over the previous year, while the fund for
consumption increased only 8.4 percent. The 36.5 percent increase in the accumulation rate made 1978 the year with the
highest increase rate in the twenty years since the "great leap
forward" in 1958. The 31 percent increase in capital construction
investment over the previous year also made 1978 the year with
the biggest capital construction investment and the highest increase rate in investment in the twenty years since the "great leap
forward."
In light of the scientific and technological progress in foreign
countries, Hua Guofeng put forward the watchwords "Don't be
complacent and conservative" and "Guard against parochial ar·
rogancc" (which were actually the words of Mao Zedong). These
were, of course, correct. However, proceeding from these watchwords, Hua Guofeng attempted to realize his plans for high-speed
development by relying on foreign loans and premature, excessive
import of foreign equipment and technology. The plans for highspeed development in metallurgical and chemical industrial departments were based on large-scale imports, and the funds
needed for such imparts were to be raised by means of foreign
loans. The domestic capacity of supplying the corresponding
equipment and of digesting the imported technology was not
taken into account, nor was China's capacity for repaying its
debts considered. That was why the plan was called a "rash
advance planned on the basis of foreign resources." Although the
implementation of such plans had just started, and some of the
planned projects were completed in later years and produced
some results, these plans were on the whole inadvisable. Despite
some differences in socio-economic conditions, the "rash advance" planned for this period bore some resemblance to the
"great leap forward" in the 1950s, with both originating from a
"Left" ideological guideline which ignored objective conditions.
The recent "rash advance" was planned for a period when the
economy badly needed recuperation after suffering from the
highly destructive 10-year-long turbulence. This was tantamount
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to asking a sick person to run swiftly after just beginning to
recover from a prolonged serious illness. The results could only
run contrary to one's wishes. This "rash advance" violated the law
of proportionate development of various sectors of the national
economy by one-sidedly emphasizing the development of iron
and steel, petroleum, chemical and other heavy industries, and by
seeking high speed, huge accumulation and heavy investment.
This could not improve, but could only aggravate the imbalances
between the different sectors of the national economy.
Considering the situation as a whole, although the "cultural
revolution" had been brought to an end, and progress had been
made in various spheres of work in the two years since the
counter-revolutionary clique headed by Jiang Qing was toppled,
the Party's jdeological guideline failed to undergo a fundamental
change. This seriously obstructed the entire work of the Party and
the state. The situation, which was marked by two years of
hesitant progress, was only ended by the 3rd Plenary Session of
the 1 lth Central Committee held in December 1978.
The continuation of the "Left" ideological guideline in these
two years, for which Hua Guofeng was mainly responsible,
caused new ideological confusion among people both inside and
outside the Party, and was also boycotted in various degrees by
some Party members as well as ordinary people. On the one band,
there was a demand among people for making a distinction
between what is right and what is wrong after a long period of
turbulence and for eliminating "Left" mistakes, a demand which
bad not been met; on the other hand, there was a feeling of doubt
and even of total distrust among some people towards Mao
Zedong Thought, the leadership of the Party and socialism as a
result of the "cultural revolution," which had tarnished the image
of the Party and socialism. Jl was obvious that it would be
difficult to withstand and overcome this erroneous tendency
without distinguishing between the rights and wrongs and eliminating the "left" mistakes.
Before he resumed work, Deng Xiaoping painted out in his
letter of April 10, 1977, to the Party Central Committee that it
was essential to have a precise and full understanding of the
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system of Mao Zedong Thought, a viewpoint which was put
forward in contradistinction to the "two-whatevers" approach. 1n
May, he clearly stated that the "two-whatevers" approach was
erroneous. In his speech at the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th
Central Committee, he warned against interpreting Mao Zedong
Thought by hanging on his individual phrases or sentences, and
stressed the need to be good at studying and grasping the system
of Mao Zedong Thought and using it as a guide in our work in
all fields. Only in this way, he added, can we avoid taking Mao
Zedong Thought out of context or distorting it.
The dissatisfaction and protest over the continued "Left" ideological guideline within the Party, from the top leadership to the
rank and file, found their concentrated expression in the big
debate on the criterion for judging truth which started in May
1978. On May 11, the Guangming Daily published an article
under the by-line of Special Commentator which was entitled
"Practice Is the Sole Criterion for Judging Truth." This article
reiterated the basic Marxist principle on the theory of cognition
that practice is the sole criterion for judging truth. It sharply
pointed out that the mental shackles imposed on people by the
"gang of four" were far from being completely broken, that
people should dare to go and touch the "forbidden zone" set up
by the "gang of four" and have the courage to thrash out what is
right and what is wrong, that people should not apply set formulas to limit, misuse or delete revolutionary practice which is
boundlessly rich and forging ahead with flying speed, and that
people should be brave enough to look into new problems posed
by most recent practice. This article attracted great public attention for its refutation of the erroneous "two-whatevers" approach
from the viewpoint of basic theory, and gradually led to a
discussion.
At this moment, Hua Guofeng instructed the propaganda
departments under the Party Central Committee to refrain from
making any comments and avoid getting involved. Wang Dongxing criticized this article on a number of occasions. But the
discussion could no longer be cooled down by their will. Commencing in June, leaders of the Party and government depart-
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ments and the armed forces at the central level, and of most
provinces, autonomous regions, municipalities directly under the
administration of the central government, and the big mHitary
area commands made open speeches or had articles published
supporting or expressing agreement with the viewpoint contained
in this article.
Veteran revolutionaries including Deng Xiaoping, Ye Jianying, Chen Yun, Li Xiannian, Hu Yaobang, Nie Rongzhen, Xu
Xiangqian and Luo Ruiqing supported the discussion. On different occasions, they emphasized the principle of seeking truth
from facts, and stressed the need to restore the fine traditions of
the Party, to follow the principle of acting in the light of China's
resources in. economic construction and to resist and overcome
the "Left" tendency that still existed.
On fone 2, 1978, in bis speech at a meeting on the political
work in the PLA, Deng Xiaoping reiterated Mao Zedong's viewpoint of seeking truth from facts. He criticized certain comrades
who "speak about Mao Zedong Thought every day, but forget,
abandon or even oppose the basic Marxist viewpoint and approach of Comrade Mao Zedong on seeking truth from facts,
proceeding from practice and integrating theory with practice."
He said that "proceeding from their point of view, it is enough to
copy, to pass on and to follow the original words of Marx, Lenin
and Comrade Mao Zedong." Deng further pointed out that anyone who opposed seeking truth from facts could not claim to be
following Marxism-Leninism or Mao Zedong Thought, but could
only lead us to idealism and metaphysics and cause damage to
our work and failure of the revolution. Basing himself on this
belief, he maintained that "it is essential to make a clean sweep
of the poisonous influence of Lin Biao and the 'gang of four,' set
things right, shatter mental shackles and achieve the great emancipation of our minds."2
With the leadership of Deng Xiaoping and other veteran
revolutionaries, and with the support of the masses of people both
inside and outside the Party, the Party was finally able, by the
end of 1987, to start solving the problems which had not been
solved in the two years of hesitant progress.
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II. A GREAT TURNING POINT - THE 3RD
PLENARY SESSION OF THE 1lTH
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
The 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee of the
CPC held in December 1978 was an event of far-reaching significance and marked a great turning point in the history of the
Party since the founding of the People's RepubJic of China.
The session put an end to the two years' mcandenng in efforts
to set things right following the downfall of the "gang of four."
But as a great turning point, .its significance went far beyond this.
In the long years of revolution and construction, the Party
Central Committee and Mao Zedong always upheld the Marxist
principle of seeking truth from facts, stressed the importance of
proceeding from reality in all matters as well as of integrating
theory with practice, and after the socialist transformation was
completed, made great efforts towards the industrialization of
China which resulted in great achievements. But starting from the
"great leap forward" in 1958, a "Left" ideological guideline
repeatedly emerged within the Party in the course of the its effort
to break down fetishes and superstitions and explore China's own
road to socialism. This seriously impaired the Party's correct
ideological guideline as well as its correct line of action, eventually leading to the I 0-year-long turbulence of the "cultural revolution." In the zigzag course of advance during the years from 1957
to 1966, the Party Central Committee and Party organizations at
various levels, Mao Zedong and many other leaders of the Party
Central Committee, and leading officials at various levels as well
as ordinary Party members, put forward many good ideas, proposals and schemes which accorded with China's real conditions,
and therefore were beneficial to the development of socialism.
Some of these produced initial results when implemented, while
others were put into practice only on a limited scale. But practically all of them were engulfed and jettisoned in the turbulence
of those ten years. After the "cultural revolution," the fine
traditions of the Party should have been restored, all the good
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ideas that had been put forward in previous years adopted and
developed on a new basis, thereby eliminating the "Left" ideological guideline and all its manifestations as they had proved
through practice extremely harmful to the cause of the Party and
of the people. These objectives, which the two years of meandering progress failed to achieve, were attained by the 3rd Plenary
Session of the 11th Central Committee. This is why the 3rd
Plenary Session was recorded as a great turning point in Party
history.
At a Central Committee work meeting held before the 3rd
Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee, Chen Yun and
many other veteran revolutionaries raised some important issues
that were of common concern to people both inside and outside
the Party. They maintained that the mistakes of the "cultural
revolution" should be thoroughly corrected and unjust verdicts of
the past years, such as in the case of Peng Dehuai, be rescinded.
At the closing session of the Central Committee work meeting,
Deng Xiaoping made an important speech entitled "Emancipate
the Mind, Seek Truth from Facts, Unite as One and Adopt a
Forward-Looking Approach." This in fact provided the basic
guideline for the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee, which was held between December 18 and 22 immediately
following the work meeting. According to Hua Guofeng's original
plan for the session, the main topic of discussion at the session
was to have been focused on economic questions. The speeches
and statements made by Deng Xiaoping and many other veteran
revolutionaries at the work meeting enlarged the sphere of discussion and changed the session into an important meeting aimed at
setting things right and creating a new situation in all aspects of
work.
In his speech, Deng Xiaoping emphatically pointed out that in
realizing the four modernizations, just as in making revolution in
the earlier years, the principle of seeking truth from facts must
be followed; this was the foundation of the proletarian world
outlook and of Marxist ideology. At present, he argued, the
restoration of the tradition of seeking truth from facts required
emancipation of the mind and overcoming the ossified thinking
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that existed in the Party for various reasons. He sharply pointed
out that without emancipation of the mind, thinking was bound
to become ossified. The result would be "strange phenomena":
people would be wrapped up in the trammels of conventional
ideas, bend in whatever direction the wind blew, and practise
book worship which was divorced from reality. He said that
"there would be no hope for China's four modernizations if
ossified thinking was not done away with, or bold steps were not
taken to emancipate the minds of cadres and of the people."3 The
3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee expressed
agreement with the contents of Deng Xiaoping's speech by stating
in its communique: "The plenary session highly appraised the
discussion on practice being the sole criterion for judging truth
and considered that it had a profound historical significance for
the entire Party and people in promoting emancipation of the
mind and in correcting the ideological guideline. No Party, state
or nation will be able to make progress, or grow in vitality, but
w;ll instead court its own destruction, if it proceeds from book
worship in everything and if its thinking is ossified." By breaking
the shackles of the "two-whatevers" approach in people's minds,
this statement laid the ideological foundation for overcoming the
"Leftist" ideological guideline that had prevailed for many years,
restoring the Party's fine traditions, and seeking China's own road
to socialism along a correct direction.
The plenary session earnestly discussed the question of shifting
the emphasis of the Party's work. It maintained that the nationwide
campaign to expose and criticize Lin Biao and the "gang of four"
had achieved tremendous successes, and that the emphasis of the
Party's work and the focus of attention of the entire people should
be resolutely and opportunely shifted to socialist construction and
modernization. This was an extremely important decision. The
11th National Party Congress held in 1977 had played a positive
role in mobilizing the entire Party to build China into a powerful,
socialist, modernized country. But the Party was then also faced
with the task of exposing and criticizing Lin Biao and the "gang of
four." Moreover, the erroneous theories, policies and slogans of the
"cultural revolution," which the 11th Party Congress had contin-
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ued to confirm, ran counter to the cause of s~ia~ist const~uction
and modernization. Only on the basis of emancipatmg th~ m.u:td and
overcoming "Left" ossified thinking, could the great histonc task
of shifting the emphasis of the work of the entire Party to construction for modernization be accomplished.
The communique of the plenary session pointed out: "The
realization of the four modernizations requires an increase by a
large margin in the forces of production; it also calls for changes
in the relations of production and the superstructure, methods of
management, form of activity and ways of thinking w~ich do not
accord with the development of the forces of production; therefore it represents an extensive and deep-going revolution." This
mea~s that the relations of production and the superstructure,
methods of management, and forms of activity and ways of
thinking are subject to change, but changes must meet the_ need
for development of the forces of production and be conducive_ to
their increase. This was a basic break with the harmful standpomt
of trying to change, according to one's own will, the relations of
production and the superstructure in disregard of the_ level of
development of the forces of production-actually no~g but a
"Left" idea of making revolution for the sake of revoluuon.
In his speech Deng Xiaoping said: "Democracy is an important condition for the emancipation of the mind." "In a fairly
long period in the past, democratic centralism was not really
practised, centralism was talked about in is~lation from ~emo~
racy, and there was too little democracy .... With?ut chan~mg _this
situation how can you expect people to emancipate theu mmds
and acti~ate their brains? How can the four modernizations be
realized?" Therefore, for the good of socialist construction and
modernization, it was necessary to strengthen democracy and
practise democratic centralism in a correct way. While stres_sing
democracy, Deng Xiaoping pointed out that there were still a
small number of counter-revolutionaries in China and that we
should of course, not lessen our vigilance against them. The
comm~nique of the plenary session elaborated in detail on_ the
issues of democracy and dictatorship, democracy and centralism,
and democracy and the legal system. The plenary session held
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that in view of the existence of an extremely small number of
counter-revolutionaries and other criminals, the dictatorship of
the proletariat must definitely not be weakened. In dealing with
the class struggle in a socialist society, a strict distinction must be
made between the two types of contradictions which are different
in nature and must be handled correctly. Only in this way can we
ensure stability and unity which are essential to socialist construction and modernization. In the ideological and political life
witnin the ranks of the people, only democratic methods can be
adopted, whereas methods of repression and attack should not be
used. Socialist construction and modernization require centralized, unified leadership and the strict implementation of various
rules and regulations and labour discipline, but full democracy is
also needed for the correct implementation of centralism. In this
historical period, stress on democracy and a relationship of dialectical unity between democracy and centralism is particularly needed. To guarantee people's democracy, it is necessary to
strengthen the socialist legal system and institutionalize and
legalize the democratic system so as to ensure the stability,
continuity and maximum authority of this system as well as of
the laws. All this will help to create a situation where people can
resort to law and must abide by the law, where law is strictly
implemented and violations of law are invariably dealt with,
where all the people are ensured of being equal before their own
laws, and where no one is allowed any special privilege of being
above the law.
Apart from political democracy, Deng Xiaoping delivered a
special discourse on economic democracy. He said that in our
economic structure, power was too much centralized, and that
bold measures should be taken, step by step, to decentralize the
power so that the initiative of the four sides-the state, the
locality, the enterprise and the labourer as an individual - could
be called into full play. What was most pressing at the time, he
added, was to give more power to the factories and mines as well
as the production teams in the rural areas; this would enable
every factory and production team to display, in one thousand
and one ways, a spirit of initiative and creativity. In discussing
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economic problems, the plenary session expressed complete agreement with Deng Xiaoping's opinions. While confirming the principle of decentralizing power, it pointed out that bold steps should
be taken to streamline the economic administrative organs at
various levels, that people should resolutely act according to the
laws governing economic affairs, that they should pay great
attention to the role of the law of value, that earnest effort should
be made to solve the problems in differentiating the functions
between the Party, government organizations and enterprises,
such as the problem of Party organizations superseding the power
of the government, the problem of government organizations
superseding the power of the enterprises, and so on.
The plenary session attached great importance to agriculture,
the base of national economy. In order to call into play the
socialist initiative of the millions upon millions of peasants, the
session worked out a series of policies and economic measures,
including raising the prices for the planned purchase of grain by
the state while lowering the prices for marketing industrial goods
used in agriculture. The plenary session adopted the Decision on
Certain Questions in Speeding Up the Development of Agriculture (draft), and started eliminating the "Left" mistakes in agricultural work. It clearly stated the need "to strengthen labour
organizations and establish a strict production responsibility system." The session also endorsed the system of contracting a job
with the production team as the basic accounting unit and of
linking remuneration with output.
In his speech, Deng Xiaoping put forward a major policy by
saying: "I am of the opinion that it should be allowed for some
of the localities, enterprises, workers and peasants to have a
bigger income or larger revenues and a higher standard of living
as a result of their hard work and greater achievements. The fact
that they enjoy a good life before others will definitely serve as a
powerful example for their neighbours, enabling other localities,
work-units and individuals to learn from them. In this way, the
whole national economy will continually be pushed forward in a
wave-like manner, with the result that the people of all nationalities in the country will become well off fairly rapidly." Deng said
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this was "a policy which can influence and propel the whole
national economy forward."4 Subsequent events proved the great
positive role of this policy, since it was in keeping with the
requirements of objective laws.
In a word, while persisting in socialism as the pre-condition,
the plenary session already took the first decisive step toward a
much-needed reform in economic system and a corresponding
reform in political system.
In view of the actual situation in the economic sphere, the session
called for an effort within a few years to gradually readjust the
serious imbalances that existed in the economy, eliminate the confusion in production, construction, circulation and distribution,
and solve the problems in the lives of the people which had accumulated over the years. In opposition to the proposed "rash advance" based on foreign resources, the plenary session stressed the
need for an over-all balance and a step-by-step advance in capital
construction in the light of the country's own resources.
The session also put forward the principle of opening China to
the outside world and the principle of attaching great importance
to science and education. In its communique, it was said, "On the
basis of self-reliance, we should actively develop economic cooperation characterized by equality and mutual benefit with other
countries of the world, try our best to adopt the world's advanced
technology and equipment, and exert every effort to strengthen
the work on science and education which are essential to the
realization of the four modernizations.
In light of the experience and lessons in Party history, the
plenary session decided to strengthen the system of democratic
centralism, to round out the Party's rules and regulations and to
strictly implement discipline. It stressed the importance of collective leadership in the Party Central Committee and the Party
committees at varjous levels; it required that the press and the
literary and art works of the whole country should sing more
praises of the masses of workers, peasants, soldiers, the Party and
veteran re·volutionaries, and give less publicity to individuals.
The plenary session laid it down that leading cadres at all levels
should be the first to observe Party discipline, that whoever
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violates the Party's discipline should be subject to punishment,
that Party organizations should be strict and fair in appraising
merits and demerits and in meting out awards and punishments,
and that they should promote healthy tendencies while combatting unhealthy ones. The decisions made in these respects were
highly significant in redressing the damage inflicted on P~~ty
organizations by the "cultural revolution" and the abnormahtles
that still existed during the two years of meandering progress. In
order to uphold the Party's rules and regulations, and cultivate a
good style of work for the Party, the plenary session established
through election the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection with Chen Yun as the first secretary.
The plenary session held a serious discussion on some major
political events that had taken place during the "cultural revolution" and some other questions left over by history before the
"cultural revolution." It decided to annul the erroneous documents issued in 1976 concerning the campaign to "counter the
Rightist wind to reverse verdicts" and concerning disposition of
the Tiananmen Incident. It examined and corrected the wrong
judgments on Peng Dehuai, Tao Zhu, Bo Yibo, Yang Shangkun
and other comrades, and proposed that in solving problems left
over by history, the principle of seeking truth from facts and
correcting whatever mistakes are found must be followed. .
Some people were perplexed by the possibility that correctm~
the "Left" mistakes of the "cultural revolution" and earlier penods might lead to the negation of Mao Zedo~g .an~ of ~ao
Zedong Thought. The plenary session, w~e persisting ~ ~olvmg
the problems left over by history accordmg to the pnn~1ple of
seeking truth from facts, fully affirmed the. gre~t ment~ and
achievements of Mao Zedong in the light of hlStoncal reality. It
further pointed out that to require a revolution~ry leader. to be
free of shortcomings and mistakes was not Marx1st, and did not
accord with the appraisal Mao Zedong made of himself over the
years. As to the overall ~ork of summ~g UJ? the "cultural
revolution," the session left it for later consideration ~t an appropriate date (it was taken up at the 6th Plenary Session of 1 ~th
Party Central Committee two and a half years later). The session
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solemnly declared: "The lofty task facing the Party Central
Committee on the theoretical front is to give guidance and
education to the entire Party membership and the entire people
in recognizing the great merits and achievements of Comrade
Mao Zedong from a historical and scientific perspective, to have
an overall and precise understanding of the scientific system of
Mao Zedong Thought, and to integrate the universal theories of
Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought with the concrete
practice of socialist construction and modernization and develop
them under new historical conditions."
The plenary session elected Chen Yun additional member of the
Central Committee Politburo and of the Standing Committee of the
Politburo, and vice-chairman of the Central Committee; Deng
Yingchao, Hu Yao bang and Wang Zhen additional members of the
Politburo; and Huang Kecheng, Song Renqiong, Hu Qiaomu, Xi
Zhongxun and Wang Renzhoog additional members of the Central
Committee. Although Hua Guofeng remained as chairman of the
Party Central Committee after the plenary session (Hu Yaobang
was soon appointed secretary-general in charge of the everyday
work of the Central Committee), Deng Xiaoping had become the
leading core of the Party Central Committee in terms of the ideological guideline and practical work of the Party.

III. SETTING THINGS RIGHT
AND STARTING CHINA'S REFORM
AND OPENING TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD
The guiding principles of the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th
Central Committee won the resolute support of the entire Party
membership and the people of various nationalities throughout
China. Having gained the initiative in setting things to rjghts after
the session, the Party in the period from 1979 to 1982, step by
step, solved many problems left over by history since the founding of the PRC and dealt with many new problems which had
emerged in everyday life. It made readjustments in the various
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social relations which had been seriously upset during the "cultural revolution," undertook the arduous task of construction and
reform, and succeeded in creating an excellent political and
economic situation.

Correcting the Ideological Guideline
Emphasis in the overall work was to be shifted to socialist
construction and modernization. A smooth transition required an
earnest effort by the Party to sort out the "Left" mistaken ideas
on the relationship between economic construction and class
struggle. After resolutely abandoning use of the slogan "grasp
class struggle as. the key link," the Party Central Committee made
a new, correct exposition of the roajn contradiction in socialist
society. llf March 1979, Deng Xiaoping pointed out: "Our forces
of production still remain at a very low level of development and
lag far behind the needs of our people and our country. This is
our main contradiction in the present period. To solve this main
contradiction is our central task." This does not mean, of course,
that there will be no class struggle in the future. He explained,
"Class struggle in socialist society is an objective fact, which
should neither be understated, nor overstated." Understatement
5
or overstatement will lead to serious mistakes. On the basis of
this understanding, the Party went a step further to criticize the
theory of "continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the
proletariat," which served as the fundamental ideological guid~
line for the "cultural revolution." It was pointed out that this
theory, according to the interpretation at the time, had been
aimed at "seizing power from capitalist-roaders," pushing the
Party committee aside to make "revolution" and "Down with
everything!" Practice proved this theory to be erroneous. Fr?m
then on, slogans with unclear implications such as these, which
might again become factors of instability, should therefore no
longer be used.
In the course of setting things to rights, the masses of cadres
and people were freed from the mental shackles of the personality
cult and dogmatism that had prevailed for a period of time. There
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was muc~ liveliness in the intellectual life of people both inside
and o~ts1d~ the Party, st~mulating them to work hard in studying
ne~ s1tuat10ns and_ solvmg new problems. This represented the
mamstream at the time. In the meantime, certain phenomena also
appeared which required attention and vigilance. On the one
hand, some comrades showed a lack of understanding of the
Party's line and policies adopted since the 3rd Plenary Session
~n~ even harboured a feeling of resentment towards them. Thi~
md1cated that they had not yet shaken off the yoke of "Left"
ide?logy. On the other hand, there was a handful of people who,
taking advantage of the Party's effort to set things to rights
waved the banner of "social reform" and distorted the meanin~
~f the s~ogan of "emancipat~g the mind." They used the tactic of
attackmg a person for a smgle fault without considering his
other aspects," and of exaggerating the Party's mistakes to the
utmost extent. In this way they tried to negate the leadership of
the Party and the road to socialism pointed out by the Party.
Some ~.£ therr;i;, by raising demagogi~ slogans such as "Oppose
hunger and S~ruggle for human nghts," instigated people to
~old demonstrations, break into Party and government organizations by _for~e, or even organize illegal organizations and publish
clandeslme Journals, establish ties between the different localities
of the ~ount~y, and work in collaboration with the hostile political
forces m Taiwan and certain foreign countries. Inside the Communist Party, there was an extremely small number of people
~ho wave~ed ideologically when the Party exposed and corrected
its own mi~ta~es. In~tea? of recognizing the danger of this trend
of bourgeois. hberalizatton, which manifested itself in opposing
the leadership o~ th~ Commu~ist. Party and the socialist system,
they supported it directly or mduectly to a certain extent. This
state.of a~fairs, if al_l~wed to go_ unchecked, was bound to disrupt
the s1tu.at10n of stab~hty and umty, leading to grave consequences.
In view of a~ this,_ Deng Xiaoping, as entrusted by the Party
Central Commlttee, issued a declaration at the Forum on the
Party's Theoretical Work held in March 1979. Adopting a clearcut stand, he st~te? that the '.our cardinal principles of upholding
the road of sociahsm, the dictatorship of the proletariat or peo-
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ple's democratic dictatorship, the leadership of the Communist
Party and Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought are "the
fundmental pre-conditions for realization of the four modernizations." "Wavering in any .o f these four cardinal principles," he
added, "will endanger the cause of socialism as a whole, as well
6
as the entire cause of construction and modernization." While
criticizing the "Left" tendency of doubting the line of the 3rd
Plenary Session, Deng Xiaoping put the emphasis on sharply
exposing the capitalist essence of the so-called "social reform"
advocated by certain people. He clearly pointed out that China
should introduce the advanced technology and other useful things
of the capitalist countries selectively and in a planned way, but
would never emulate or bring in the capitalist system with all its
ugliness and decadence. He also gave a scientific definition of the
phrase "the emancipation of the mind," stating that "emancipating the mind means the application of the fundamental principles
of Marxism-Leninism-Mao· Zedong Thought to the study of new
situations and the solution of new problems"7 with the aim of
promoting the cause of socialism in China. We should never allow
some people to use it to attack Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong
Thought, he warned. His speech demonstrates that from the very
beginning, the reform and open policy carried out by the Communist Party of China had a clear socialist orientation.
The Party Central Committee was of the opinion that in order to
completely overcome the "Left" and Right deviations, and help the
entire Party membership and the people of the whole country to
identify themselves with the line of the 3rd Plenary Session, it was
necessary to have a correct understanding of the historical path the
Party had travelled since the founding of the PRC and to sum up
in a scientific manner the historical experience gained by the Party
during this period. This was because it was necessary not only to
bring order out of the chaos created by Lin Biao and the "gang of
four," but also to correct the mistakes made by Mao Zedong in his
later years. Such correction was essential as it was indispensable to
the complete shattering of the "Left" mental shackles and the
further advance of the cause of the Party. But in order to do so, it
was necessary to deal with the problem of how to appraise the career
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and thinking of Mao Zedong. However, the career and thin.king of
Mao Zedong "are not the career and thinking of himself alone, they
are at the same time the career and thinking of his comrades-inarms, the Party and the people; they are the crystallization of the
experience of the Chinese people in their revolutionary struggle in
more than half a century."8 If the Party had not been able to handle
this problem properly, there would have been serious confusion
within the Party and among the people, and the Party would have
lost its bearings.
The 4th Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee convened in September 1979, discussed and endorsed Ye Jianying's
speech which was to be made at the rally in celebration of the 30th
anniversary of the PRC. This speech gave an initial summing-up of
thehistoryofthePartysince thefoundingofthePRC. ln November
of the same year, the Party Central Committee started work on
drafting the Resolution on Certain Historical Questions of the
Party Since the founding of the PRC, with Deng Xiaoping in
charge. He pointed out the general ideological guideline for the
resolution consists of three points: 1. Establish the historical position of Mao Zedong, persist in and develop Mao Zedong Thought.
This is the most crucial point; 2. It is necessary to make an honest
analysis of the major events in the thirty years since the founding
of the PRC and see which are correct and which are wrong. This
should include a fair appraisal of the merits and demerits, rights
and wrongsofsomeleadingcomrades; 3. Makea basic summing-up
of the past events.9 After the draft for discussion was completed, it
was submitted to 4,000 Party comrades for their deliberation and
then revised in the light of opinions from various quarters. In June
1981, the 6th Plenary Session of the Party's 11th Central Committee
adopted the resolution.
As the resolution pointed out, the history of the Party since the
founding of the PRC, taken as a whole, was one in which the
Party led the people of various nationalities of the country in
carrying out socialist revolution and socialist construction and
gaining great achievements under the guidance of MarxismLeninism and Mao Zedong Thought. Owing to the Party leadership's lack of experience, deviations of a subjectivist nature
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occurred in its analysis of situations and its understanding of the
country's conditions, with the result that the Party commit~ed
mistakes of enlarging the scope of class struggle and making
impetuous and rash advances in economic construction, including
such serious mistakes as the "cultural revolution" which affected
all spheres of work and lasted for a long time. However, the
achievements gained in the last thirty-two years arc primary. It
would be wrong to ignore or cover up the mistakes, or to ignore
or negate the achievements and the successful experience behind
them.
The resolution appraised the historical position of Mao Zedong
in a matter-of-fact way, and fully expounded the great significance
of Mao Zedong Thought as the guiding thought for the Party. It
pointed out that Mao Zedong was a great Marxist, pr~let~rian
revolutionary, strategist and theoretician. Considering his_ life as
a whole his contributions towards the Chinese revolution far
outweighed his mistakes. His contributions were i:>rimary w~ilc ~s
mistakes were secondary. Mao Zedong Thought 1s the application
and development of Marxism-Leninism in China. It represents the
correct theoretical principles and the summing-up of experience
concerning the Chinese revolution and its correctness has been
borne out by practice; it is the crystallization of the collective
wisdom of the Communist Party of China. The resolution made a
scientific summary of Mao Zedong Thought in all its aspects as well
as of the stand, viewpoint and method that run through all
its component parts. The resolution stressed that Mao Zed~ng
Thought is an invaluable intellectual treasure of the Party which
shall serve as a guide for our action for a long time, that we must
continue to uphold it and enrich and develop it with new principles
and conclusions that accord with reality.
This resolution made a scientific analysis and criticism of the
"Left" mistakes that had existed for many years and of Mao Zedong's mistakes in his later years, while on the other hand, resolutely upheld the Party's fine traditions that had formed through long
struggles, as well as the scientific system of Mao Z~dong Thought
and the historical position of Mao Zedong. Thus it drew a clear
distinction between right and wrong, corrected the "Left" and Right
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erroneous points of view existing at the time, and achieved ideological unity in the Party and among the people of the whole country.
The resolution provided the fundamental guarantee for maintaining unity in the Party and among the entire people as well as for the
smooth development of socialist construction. The fact that this
resolution could be drawn up not long after the ending of the
"cultural revolution," providing correct conclusions on extremely
important and complicated historical questions, fully demonstrates
the foresight, the sagacity and the high level of political maturity
of the collective leadership of the Party Central Committee with
Deng Xiaoping at the core.
The adoption of the resolution marked the victorious conclusion of the Party's task of correcting the ideological guideline.
In the course of discussing the draft resolution, many comrades
criticized the mistakes made by Hua Guofeng in his work since
the smashing of the "gang of four," and asked for a change in his
post. At the Politburo meeting held in November and December
1980, it was pointed out that Hua Guofeng had done some useful
work in the previous four years, but his mistaken ideas on some
questions of principle had not fundamentally changed, and obviously he lacked the political and organizational ability required
as chairman of the Party Central Committee. At the suggestion
of the Politburo, the 6th Plenary Session of the Party's 11th
Central Committee held in June 1981, simultaneously with the
adoption of the resolution, decided to endorse Hua Guofeng's
rcq uest to resign from his posts as chairman of the Party Central
Committee and of its Military Commission (prior to this, at the
suggestion of the CPC Central Committee, the 3rd Session of the
5th National People's Congress held in August and September
1980 had decided that he no longer hold the premiership of the
State Council, a post which was taken over by Zhao Ziyang).
The session elected Hu Yaobang chairman of the Party Central
Committee, 10 'Deng Xiaoping chairman of the MiJitary Commission of the Central Committee, and Hua Guofeng vice-chairman
of the Central Committee. In view· of the need for younger
comrades to assume leadersrup in the Party Central Committee,
and of the fact that Hu Yaobang had many years' work expcri-
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ence in the Red Army, the Party and the Youth League an~ t~at
he had made outstanding achievements in the work of bnngmg
order out of chaos and reversing unjust verdicts after the "cultural revolution," he was elected chairman (general secretary) of the
Party Central Committee.

Readjusting Social Relations
One of the important measures for readjusting social re_lations
was to reverse large numbers of unjust verdicts made dunng the
''cultural revolution" and handle step by step the many problems
left over by history since the founding of the PRC.
Although after the downfall of the "gang of four," the work on
reversing unjust verdicts was partially carried out, progress was
quite slow. After 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee, Party, government and other organizations at ~he cen~ral
and local levels all quickened their pace in reversmg un3ust
verdicts according to the principle of seeking truth from facts and
correcting whatever mistakes were found. Cadres in these Party,
government and army organizati?ns who had been_ persecuted
were rehabilitated, and democratic personages and intellectuals
who had been attacked, framed or persecuted in other ways ~ad
their names cleared. In February 1980, the 5th Plenary Session
of the 11th Central Committee decided to annul the various false
charges against Liu Shaoqi and the wrong resolution concer~ing
him, and restored his reputation as one of the great Marxists,
proletarian revolutionaries, and principal lead~rs of the P~rty and
state, thus reversing the biggest unjust verdict made smce the
founding of the People's Republic.
.
.
The Party also re-examined some of the ma3or cases which had
occurred in the periods before the "cultural reyolution.''. The work
mainly consisted of reversing the wrong verdict mad~ m _1955 o?
the "Hu Feng counter-revolutionary clique," correctm~ m. ~pril
1978 the wrong verdicts passed on those who had been ~n3ust1f1a~ly
labelled as "Rightists" in 1957, and reversing the unJUSt verd1c~s
passed on those who had been labelled as "Right opportunists" m
the campaign to "combat Right opportunism" in 1959.
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By the end of 1982, the extensive work on reversing unjust
verdicts had been basically completed, and unjust verdicts involving more than three million cadres had been reversed. With a light
heart, they went back to work or were apJ)Ointed to new jobs. Tens
of millions of people who were their family members, relatives or
close colleagues and who had been treated unfairly because of such
relationships no longer suffered from discrimination. With their
minds relieved, they plunged heart and soul into the cause of
socialist construction and modernization. The names of the comrades who had been persecuted to death also had their names
cleared. In the course of carrying out this work, the Party's fine
tradition of seeking truth from facts was restored and developed.
While calling the initiative of the cadres into play through
reversing unjust verdicts,, the Party adopted measures to readjust
all types of social relations with the aim of mobilizing all possible
positive factors and trying all passible means to turn negative
factors into pcsitive ones:
l. Beginning in January 1979, landlords and rich peasants were
allowed to discard their class labels and were treated as rural
commune members, while the class status of their children was
uniformly defined as that of commune member. During the land
reform, to classify the landlords and rich peasants as such was
necessary; because the situation changed, it was also necessary to
change their class status.
2. Commencing in January 1979, the Party's policies were
implemented with regard to former Kuomintang personnel who
had taken part in a rebellion against the Kuomintang authorities
or who had come over to our side. Soon after, release from
custody was granted to those still being held among the former
Kuomintang officials and officers who had worked in the Kuomintang Party, government, army or secret service and who were
of a rank no higher than a county magistrate or a regimental
commander. Besides, the Party's policies were also implemented
towards Taiwan compatriots residing on the mainland and the
family members and relatives of people who had left the majnland for Taiwan.
3. Beginning in November 1979, work started on differentiat-
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ing small traders, peddlers, small handicrafts men and other labouring people from former industrialists and businessmen. By
1981, out of the original 860,000 industrialists and businessmen,
some 700,000 had their class status re-defined as labourers. Not
long after, it was clearly stated that former industrialists and
businessmen had become labourers in the socialist society and
their class status changed to that of cadres or workers.
4. An earnest effort was made to implement the Party's palicy
towards intellectuals and attention was paid to improving their
working and living conditions. The state began to set up a system of
academic degrees and restored the standards for evaluating academic and professional titles. Work was accelerated on the training
and promotion of professionals and a number of unemployed scientific and technical personnel were given appropriate jobs.
5. Suppart was given to the democratic parties to resume their
activities, develop their party organizations, and play an active
role in palitical life, economic construction and in the fields of
culture, education, science and technology. In August 1980, Deng
Xiaoping painted out: "We must further strengthen on a broad
scale the unity among all socialist labourers, patriots who support
socialism and patriots who uphold the unity of our motherland."
Our united front became further expanded and consolidated.
6. Jn 1980 and 1981 , the Secretariat of the Party Central
Committee held several meetings to discuss questions concerning
Tibet, Yunnan, Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia and to make an
earnest effort to implement the Party's palicies on minority
nationalities. The central and local authorities took the tags off
comrades who had been labelled as "local nationalist elements."
7. In March 1982, the Secretariat of the Party Central Committee issued a document on religious questions during the period
of socialism which elaborated on the Party's relevant basic viewpoints and policies. Around this time, patriotic religious organizations resumed their activities; monasteries, temples and shrines
were re-opened after being repaired or reconstructed and the
Party's religious palicies were implemented.
8. The Party reaffirmed its policies towards overseas Chinese,
protecting and praising their enthusiasm in loving their country
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and homeland, and encouraged them to make contributions in
support of national construction.
The readjustments made in the Party's policies and their
implementation, both of which are described above, were a correct handling of a series of contradictions among the people; they
played an important role in effectively calling into play the
initiative of people of various social strata, promoting social
stability and unity, consolidating and expanding the patriotic
united front, and propelling the cause of construction and modernization forward.

Strengthening Party-Building
During the ten years of turbulence, the Party's fine traditions
and good style of work were seriously damaged. Party discipline
slackened, ideas of individualism and anarchism were rampant,
and corrupt practices also spread among some cadres. A lot of
effective work had to be done in Party building so that the Party
could play its role even better as the core of leadership in socialist
construction and modernization.
In order to implement the decision of 3rd Plenary Session of
11th Central Committee on perfecting Party rules and regulations, the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection held its
first plenary session in January 1979. The session studied and
formulated practical measures to strengthen disciplinary education and the work on maintaining a good style of work, and
started solving some outstanding problems in Party building.
Party commissions for disciplinary inspection at various levels
seriously dealt with infractions of discipline by Party members.
In November 1979, the CPC Central Committee and the State
Council jointly issued a document entitled "Regulations Concerning Living Conditions and Benefits for High-Ranking Cadre,"
reaffirming some of the regulations laid down in the periods
before the "cultural revolution" which had proved effective. In
issuing these regulations, the Party CentraJ Committee and the
State Council stressed that the high-ranking cadres should take
the lead in displaying the fine traditions of the Party. The 5th
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Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee held in February
1980 adopted "Guiding Principles for Inner-Party PoliticaJ Life."
It laid down basic regulations on 12 questions related to persisting
in the Party line, upholding collective leadership, and maintaining centralism and unity of the Party. At a forum convened in
November of the same year by the Central Commission for
Disciplinary Inspection, Chen Yun sharply pointed out: "The
style of a political party in power determines its very survival." 11
He called for a better understanding of the question by Party
organizations at all levels and greater effort made by them in
Party-building.
The Party Central Committee seriously summed up and
learned from the experiences and lessons in the political life of
the Party and the state and began to raise the question of reform
of the leadership system of the Party and state. The enlarged
meeting of the Politburo of the Central Committee held in
August 1980 discussed and approved Deng Xiaoping's important
speech entitled "Reforming the Leadership System of the Party
and the State." Deng Xiaoping pointed out: "It is true that our
various mistakes in the past had something to do with the thinking and style of work of certain leaders, but more important were
the problems of organizational set-up and work systems." He
maintained that the socialist system had great superiority, but
"many malpractices exist in the current specific institutions of
our Party and state which hinder or even seriously impede the
display of the superiority of the socialist system." "The major
malpractices are bureaucracy, over-concentration of power, patriarchal behaviour, and leading cadres enjoying life-long tenure
and privileges of all kinds." The crucial problem was the overconcentration of power. Most of these malpractices were caused
by an unscientific approach to the solution of certain problems
due to lack of experience. But they were "more or less tainted
with feudalism." Therefore, while opposing the influence of bourgeois ideology, there was the problem of eliminating the influence
of feudal ideas. But we should oppose feudal ideas with socialist
ideology, and should never allow opposition to socialism under
the guise of opposing feudalism. The idea that one is entitled to
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propagating capitalist ideology in order to eliminate the remnant
influence of feudalism is totally wrong. 12 This speech provided
the basic guiding thought for reform of the system of leadership
of the Party and the state.
The Party took the first steps in the reform of the cadre system
in order to meet the need of modernization. The Party Central
Committee stressed that the selection and promotion of cadres,
especially from among the middle-aged and young people, must be
carried out according to principles of moral integrity and professional expertise. Moral integrity is primarily represented by upholding the road of socialism and the leadership of the Party as well
as the revolutionization of the cadres as individuals. With this as
the prerequisite, the contingent of cadres should be made up of
younger, more educated and more professional persons. In February 1982, the Party Central Committee adopted the "Decision
on Institututing the Retirement System for Veteran Cadres,"
whereby the de facto life tenure of leading cadres was abolished. In
response to the call of the Central CommHtee, many veterans willingly retired, left their posts or "withdrew to the second front," as
as the saying goes. A large number of middle-aged and young tested
cadres assumed leadership in succession. The step-by-step replacement of the veterans by new cadres was a strategic move adopted
by the Party to ensure the steady advance of the socialist cause and
the continuity of the Party's line and policies.
Under the leadership of the Central Committee's Military
Commission headed by Deng Xiaoping, the quality of the People's Liberation Army has been raised both in its military and
political aspects; this has been achieved through an effort to make
it a modernized and standardized armed force. The Party assumed absolute leadership over the army. The PLA has made
tremendous achievements in cementing the relationship between
the armed force and the people, in defending China's borders,
protecting China's security and participating in socialist construction. In February and March 1979, Chinese border troops
launched a successful campaign of self-defense against the Vietnamese invaders. This dealt a blow at the arrogance of the Viet
Nam authorities and their regional hegemonism, and brought a
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relatively long period of stability to the Sino-Vietnamese bo~ders.
With a consolidated defense as a pre-condition, the proportion of
military expenditures in the national budget has been reduced
year by year since 1979 in order to divert more funds to construction. (Military expenditures accounted for
.5 percent of the
national budget in 1979, and only 8 percent m 1988) ~n 1985,
China decided to cut down the armed forces by a million, and
smoothly completed a reduction the scale of w?ich ~as rar~ly
been seen anywhere. The implementation of this ma1or policy
decision was highly significant for the maintenance of ~o~ld
peace, promoting China's four modernizations and the bu1ldmg
of its modernized armed forces.

1?

Readjustment of National Economy and Rural Reform
After the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central CoID:'11it~ee,
the Party shifted the focus of its work to social~st moderruzat1on.
This brought an end to the economic stagnatto~ an~ retrogression with a change for the better, but the senous imbalances
amdng the major relationships within the national economy p~r
sisted. Chen Yun and Li Xiannian wrote to the Central Comrmttee proposing that "there should be a period ~f tw? or three years
for readjusting the economy so that th_e var~ous 1mbalan~es ~an
be basically eliminated." 13 Only by solvmg this problem, Li Xiannian added, could better conditions be created for future growth
of the national economy, and a good start be made for the y.rork
of the entire Party and the country as a whole after the shift of
emphasis is completed. 14 The Central Committee'~ W_ork Conference, convened in April 1979, formulated a pnnc1pl~ for the
allocation of three years to "readjust, restructure, consohdate and
improve" the national econo~y (the principle was called the
eight-character policy for brevity).
.
Readjusting the national economy was. m fa~t a proce~s of
exploring the way to socialist modernization suited to Chmese
conditions; it was also a process of carrying out reform and
. .
opening to the outside world.
.
Deng Xiaoping pointed out, "In carrymg out construction,
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is al~o t~e problem of acting according to Chinese conditions and fmdmg a Chinese way to modernization." In modernizing China, he maintained, there are at least two major features
o_ne must pay attention to. One is that China has a pcor foundation; the other is China has a large population and little arable
land. 15 Chen Yun also noted that the major Chinese socioeconomic hallmark lies in the fact that rural people account for
80 percen_t of the population, the population as a who.le is very
larg~, while the area of arable land is small. One must clearly
reahze that our four modernizations are to be carried out under
these circumstaoces. 16 In readjusting the economy, the Party
resol.utely corrected the mistakes made in economic work in the
previous years, eliminated the influence of the "Left" mistakes
that had exi~ted for a long time, and made an initial summing up
of the _expenences and lessons in economic construction since the
foundmg of the People's Republic. It was pointed out that econo~c c_onstruction must proceed from the actual conditions in
Chma; lt must accord with economic laws and natural laws· it
must be carried out in the light of China's own resources· it m~st
adva~ce in an orderly way, undergo corroboration and strive for
practic~l r~sults; the development of production must go hand in
h~nd with Improve~ent of people's livelihood; economic cooperatI~n and technological exchange with foreign countries must be
actively. promoted on the basis of independence and self-reliance.
The e~tue work of economic readjustment was carried out under
the guidance of these principles.
As the initial stage in implementing the eight-character policy
cente~ed around readjusting the economy, most of the Party leaders
at vanous levels, failing to fully comprehend the seriousness of the
economic situation, were rather slow in addressing the problems. In
197? an~ 1980, the work on readjusting the economy proved ineff ect1ve smce the total scale of capital construction had not been
reduced sufficiently. Commencing in 1981, under the leadership of
the Ce~tr~l Committee, the entire Party membership carried out
~he policy m real earnest. This resulted in a rapid turn for the better
~ t~e economic situation. A further gain was the gradual rationalization of the various relationships in the national economy, such
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as the proportion between accumulation and consumption, between
agriculture and industry, between light and heavy industry. An
inappropriately high rate of accumulation had long existed alongside an extremely backward agriculture and light industry; this
situation underwent a fundamental change.
While making readjustments in the economy, the Party Central Committee led the people in taking giant steps toward reform
and opening to the outside world.
Engels pointed out long ago that socialist society, like all
previous societies, is not an invariable entity; it is a society
subject to continual development and reform. The basic system
of socialism has struck roots on the land of China and has initially
manifested its superiority. However, there are still many shortcomings and drawbacks in the economic, political and cultural structures as well as certain specific institutions. The socioeconomic structure of the past; in which the state exercised
overall control over everything, was necessary under the circumstances at the time and proved effective at a certain historical
stage. If continued today, it would put an unbearable burden on
the state, hamper the growth of all vital forces in the society,
bring about an ossified situation, and seriously hinder the further
development of the forces of production. Therefore, it is imperative to reform those parts in the relations of production which do
not accord with the forces of production, as well as those parts in
the superstructure which do not accord with the economic base.
By so doing, the vitality of the socialist system can be maintained
and its superiority further called into play. When the work on
readjusting the economy started, Deng Xiaoping emphatically
pointed out: "In order to realize the four modernizations in an
effective way, we must make an earnest effort to solve the various
problems in the economic structure." 17 Of course, reform is a
difficult and complicated undertaking. What is the correct way
to carry out reform and opening to the outside world? How can
economic growth be promoted through reform and opening while
at the same time consolidating and strengthening the ground
already gained by socialism? This was a completely new task
facing the Party and the people. To accomplish it, there had to be
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a stage of exploration, a process of accumulating experiences on
the basis of practice. In the process, twists and turns, and even
mistakes, were well-nigh inevitable.
Progress in economic structural reform achieved its first breakthroughs in the rural areas.
Following agricultural cooperation, the forces of production in
the countryside increased to a considerable extent on the basis of
a collective economy. However, the people's commune, where
government administration and commune management were integrated, practised a management system which was highly centralized and a distribution system which leaned too much towards
egalitarianism. This kind of structure failed to arouse the enthusiasm of the peasants for production, and seriously offset the
tremendous agricultural input provided by the state. Consequently, advance in rural production and improvement in the livelihood of the peasants were slow. In 1978, there were still more
than 100 million peasants who did not have adequate food or
clothing. To overcome the difficulties in agricultural production
and peasants' livelihood, the Provincial Party Committees of
Anhui and Sichuan Provinces relaxed their policies and followed
the principle of "rest and recuperation." In these two provinces
rural cadres at the grass roots and peasants started experimenting
with a responsibility system in which the fixing of output quotas
was based on the household or the team.
When the eight-character policy was first introduced, the Central Committee of the Party worked out twelve major measures
in April 1979, the first of which was to "concentrate its major
effort on increasing agricultural production and readjusting the
relationship between agriculture and industry." Apart from raising the price for planned state purchase of grain and lowering the
cost price and market price of industrial products for agricultural
use, which had already been called for by the 3rd Plenary Session
of the 11th Party Central Committee, the proportion of state
investment in agriculture was increased, while restrictions were
put on the quota for planned state purchases of grain. All these
measures greatly enhanced the enthusiasm of the peasants for
production. The "Decision on Certain Questions Concerning the
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Acceleration of Agricultural Development," which was passed as
a draft resolution at the 3rd Plenary Session of the 1lth Party
Central Committee, was formally adopted by the 4th Plenar~
Session of the Central Committee in September 1979. The Decision stressed that no instructions or comments made by governments at different levels, except "those stipulated by law, should
be imposed on the communes or production teams through ~d
ministrative methods. They should be allowed, under the gmdance of an overall state plan, to act in the light of their
cal conditions, to follow their own schedules, exercise
self-management, and to bring their initiative into play.~'
These principles encouraged the peasants to create ne""'. expenence through practice, and in this way threw the door wide open
for the structural reform in the rural areas.
.
The greater enthusiasm and initiative sl~own by ~h~ peasants m
the.Lr work gradually led to breakthroughs m the ongmal manag~
ment system of the people's communes. Responsibility systems.m
different forms quickly emerged in the rural areas. In the beginning, most of them were based on team management, linking the
total output with remuneration for all the team member~. L~t~r,
they developed into systems of management based on t~e md1v.1dual and then on the household, with the team leadership reaching
an agreement or signing a contract with each househ~ld on the
farm output quota or tax-plus-sales quota to be fulfilled, and
leaving farm management, as well as any products over and above
the quota, entirely to the households.
.
At that time, many cadres both inside and outside the Pa~ty
were worried by these new forms of farm management, feanng
that they might result in a departure from socia~sm. Th~ understanding of the Party Central Committee on this questio~ also
underwent a course of development. ln a Party docu~ent issued
in September 1979, it was noted that the respons1bihty sys~~m
based on household management could be adopted by famil~es
engaged in certain kinds of sideline production where. special
circumstances required it or by families living in remote, isolated
mountainous regions where transportation was difficult, but not
under normal conditions in other areas. Jn May 1980, Deng
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Xiaoping made a speech entitled "On the Question of Rural
Policy," noting that "after the relaxation of rural policy, good
results and rapid changes have occurred in some places which are
suitable for the household management system." He pointed out
that there was no reason to worry about whether this kind of
system would affect the collective economy. So long as production
was developed in these areas, he added, so long as the social
division of labour and the commodity economy was promoted,
collectivization at a low level would move to one of a higher level,
and collective economic units which were not consolidated would
become consolidated. 18 In September 1980, the Party Central
Committee issued a documem entitled "On Certain Questions
Concerning the Further Strengthening and Improvement of the
Responsibility Systems in Agricultural Production." While stressing the need to make further improvements on the collective
economy, the document pointed out: "The responsibility ~ystem
based on household management, which is practised undtr production team leadership, depends for its existence on the socialist
economy; it is not a departure from the socialist track and does
not represent any danger of capitalist restoration." Later on, the
Party Central Committee further confirmed the household management system as a form of responsibility system of the socialist
collective economy, a layer of management in the cooperative
economy. Encouraged and promoted by the Party Central Committee, the household management system had by early 1983
spread nationwide to 93 percent of the production teams, most of
which carried out the tax-plus-sales quota system.
After the household responsibility system was introduced, the
collectively-owned land was parcelled out to peasants for their use
on a long-term basis. Agricultural production was carried out
virtually with the household as the basic unit for management, as
well as accounting, each responsible for its own losses and gains.
"After ensuring the needs of the state and the collective, the
remaining farm produce belongs to the peasants themselves."
This responsibility system gave peasants the decision-making
power with regard to production and distribution, and integrated
responsibility, power and interests. Not only did it overcome the
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egalitarianism in distribution by doing away with tbe old practice
of "eating from the same big pot," but also cor!ected the dra.wbacks of highly centralized management and a smgle-comm?d1ty
production. The household responsibility system was .established
on public ownership of the land; between the collective and the
household there existed a relationship bound by contract. T~e
collective was responsible for the management and use o~ big
pieces of farm equipment as well as water conservancy proJects.
It had a public fund collected from the households and undert~k
to look after the families of army men and martyrs, t_he five
guarantees family (the aged, the infirm•. old w~do"'.s ~nd w1d?wers
and orphans) and other families which were m ~1ff1culty; it ~as
also responsible for making overall plans for capital_ c??structton
of farmland. Therefore, this type of family respons1b11lty sy~tem
was different from the small private economy that ~ad existed
before agricultural cooperation. It was not a negation of. the
superiority of the collective economy th~t. ha~ appeare~ .s1.nce
agricultural cooperation. It integrated ll:nif1cat1on and d1v1Slon,
exhibiting the superiority of the collective economy and at the
same time bringing into play the positive factor_s of peasant
household management. This system was well rec~1ved by peasants everywhere. It enhanced their labou: enthusiasm. a.nd p:omoted the growth of agricultural production. The rap1d1~y with
which it produced desired results was beyo_nd. expe~tat1on. In
many places, the changes were noticeable w1thi.n a smgle year.
Peasants' income, increasing remarkably, sometimes doubled or
even redoubled.
Some production teams, brigades or even people's co~mun~s,
did not adopt the household responsibility .system. N~1ther did
they preserve the original collective managen.al sys~em mtact, but
made necessary changes or reforn:is, and "m this. ~ay. moved
towards what Deng Xiaoping descnbed as collectiv1za~1on at a
higher level." Some communes and teams where col~ect1ve economy had been relatively steady in ~revious year~ failed to make
use of the superiority of the collective economy m the cours~ of
promoting the responsibility system. This was a shortcoming.
Nevertheless, they continued to make use of many of the successA
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ful experiences of the collective economy and applied them to the
building of a new collective economy on the basis of the household responsibility system.
Other shortcomings also showed up in the course of promoting
the rural responsibility system. For example, inadequate attention
was paid to the protection of collective properties, including water
conservancy and other public facilities. The division of land for
the use of peasants was too scattered, which made it difficult to
promote mechanization and irrigation. After discovering these
problems, the Party Central Committee instructed the various
localities to adopt measures for their gradual solution.
The economic structural reforms in the dties were far more
complicated than the rural reforms. Experiments in this field began
after the Jrd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee. These
included expanding the decision-making power on the part of the
enterprises, putting some of the enterprises originally administered
by the central, provincial or autonomous regional authorities under
the control of city governments, making enterprise independent of
the government, and experimenting with the comprehensive reform of urban economic structure in some cities.
In the late 1970s, more than 10 million educated youths who
had gone to the countryside during the "cultural revolution"
began to come back to the cities in great numbers. Their urgent
demand for jobs aggravated the problem of insufficient employment already caused by the newly emerging labour force in the
cities. It was impossible for the state to find jobs for them all.
After the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Party Central Committee, the Party proposed solutions to this problem by enlivening
the whole economy and creating more opportunities, and by
adopting, under unified planning and guidance of the state, a
mu lti-channel approach - introducing job opportunities to people through labour departments, getting people organized to
create new jobs, and asking people to look for jobs themselves. By
October 1981, more than 20 million people had found jobs. In the
meantime, collective and joint enterprises mushroomed alongside
private businesses. A situation began to emerge in which various
forms of ownership and management existed side by side, with
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public ownership occupying the dominant position, and in which
different forms of distribution were practiced, with the principle
of "to each according to his work" playing the major role. Commerce, service trades and enterprises producting consumer goods
quickly flourished, This was conducive to readjusting the composition of industry. All these gave impetus to the subsequent
structural reform of the economy.
In the same period, two major steps were taken in opening China
to the outside world. One took place in July 1979 when the Party
Central Committee and the State Council, in view of the fact that
the two provinces of Guangdong and Fujian had the advantages of
proximity to Hong Kong and Macao and of their role as the homeland of numerous overseas Chinese, decided that the two provinces
implement special policies and enjoy preferential treatment in foreign economic transactions. The other one was the establishment of
Special Economic Zones (SEZ) in Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shantou
of Guangdong Province and in Xi amen of Fujian Province. In these
SEZs, foreign investment and the introduction of foreign advanced
technology and management was encouraged through the adoption
of various forms of cooperation, such as the processing and assembling of imported materials or parts, compensation trade, joint
ventures, cooperative projects and enterprises based solely on foreign capital. In August 1980, the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress approved "Regulations Concerning the
Economic Zones in Guangdong Province." Construction of the
SEZs soon started one after another.
The readjustments in the national economy as well as the introduction of reform and opening China to the outside world began to
reap good results. The achievements had become evident by 1982
even though work on readjustment had not yet been completed.
Between 1978 and 1982, total industrial and agricultural output
value increased at an annual average rate of 7.3 percent. This
rate of increase which represented a relatively rapid growth, was
achieved under circumstances in which the major relationships in
the economy were becoming much more proportionate and better
coordinated. During the same period, people's livelihood also improved at an unprecedentedly fast rate. Take the year 1982, for
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example. The average income of peasants reached 270 yuan, which
was double the 1978 figure. Living expenses in urban families
averaged 500 yuan a year, an increase of 38.3 percent over 1978
takin~ ii:to account the factor of inflation. Bank deposits reached
67.5 bllhon yuan, a 220 percent increase over the 1978 figure. It was
on this basis that the Party Central Committee started working out
a grand development strategy for China's socialist modernization.

IV. THE 12TH NATIONAL PARTY CONGRESS
AND FULL-SCALE REFORM AND OPENING
TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD
Formulating the Programme for
Creating a New Situation in Socialist Modernization
On September 1, 1982, the 12th National Party Congress opened
in Beijing. Attending the Congress were 1,545 deputies and 145
alternate deputies, representing more than 39 million Party members. Deng Xiaoping made the opening speech. On behalf of 11th
Party Central Committee, Hu Yaobang delivered a report entitled
"Create a New Situation in All Fields of Socialist Modernization."
Ye Jianying and Chen Yun made speeches on issues of cooperation
between old cadres and younger ones who would eventually succeed
them. Li Xiannian made the closing speech.
In his opening speech, Deng Xiaoping emphasized the following points: "In carrying out our modernization programme, we
must proceed from the realities of China. Both in our revolution
and construction, we should also learn from foreign countries and
draw on their experience. But mechanical copying and application of foreign experience and models will get us nowhere. We
have had many lessons in this respect. To integrate the universal
truth of Marxism with the concrete realities of China, blaze a
path of our own and build socialism with Chinese characteristics
- this is the basic conclusion we have reached in summing up
long, historical experience." 19 The idea put forward by Deng
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Xiaoping on building socialism with Chinese characteristics was
the ideological guideline of the 12th Party Congress; it is also the
ideological guideline for the entire new historical period of reform, opening and modernization. It is under the guidance of this
idea that China's reform, opening to the outside world and its
modernization effort have achieved great successes.
As proposed by the 12th National Party Congress, the general
task of the Communist Party of China in the new historical
period was: To unite the people of all nationalities to work hard
strive for regeneration through our own efforts, and step by ste~
modernize our industry, agriculture, national defence, science
and technology to make China a culturally advanced and highly
democratic socialist country. The most important task, according
to the congress, was to press forward with economic construction
in order to bring about an all-round new situation. In keeping
with proposals made by Deng Xiaoping since 1979, the congress
decided that the general objective of China's economic construction for the two decades between 1981 and the end of this century
was: while steadily working for more and better economic results
to quadruple the gross annual value of industrial and agriculturai
production - from 710 billion yuan in 1980 to 2,800 billion yuan
or so by. the year 2000, thus enabling the Chinese people to
become comparatively well-off. The change from the earlier
objective of achieving modernization by the end of this century
to the stage where people would be comparatively well-off was a
decision made in accordance with China's realities - her economic backwardness and extremely uneven development. In
terms of strategic thinking, this solved the problem of impetuosity
in seeking quick results, a mentality which had existed for a long
time. Impetuosity and rashness, which had led people to mistakenly setting unattainably high objectives for the immediate future, was a major cause of the U-shaped up-and-down cycle in
economic construction that had occurred repeatedly since the late
19 50s. In a spirit of seeking truth from facts, the congress pinpointed agriculture, energy, transportation, education, science
and technology as the key areas in economic development which
were of strategic importance. The congress mapped out a strategic
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pJan consisting of two major steps: the first ten years would be
mainly devoted to building a relatively solid base, accumulating
strength, and creating favourable conditions; the next decade
would usher in a new period of upsurge in China's economy. The
key to bringing about an aJl-round upsurge in socio-economic
development, the congress maintained, was to concentrate funds
on major economic development projects. In accordance with the
principle "first, feed the people, and second, build the country,"
the congress stressed the need to continue improving people's
livelihood. The leading position of the state economy was to be
upheld while developing diverse economic forms. Also stressed at
the congress were the leading role of planned economy and the
supplementary role of market regulation, as well as the principle
of persevering in self-reliance while expanding economic and
technological exchanges with foreign countries. All these were
problems in socio-economic development which demanded urgent
solutions at the time.
A special feature of this congress was the propasition that
while setting objectives for economic construction, China must
strive to attain a high level of socialist culture and ideology and
a high level of socialist democracy. The congress pointed out
socialist culture and ideology constitutes an impartant characteristic of the socialist system and a major aspect of its superiority.
Generally speaking, socialist culture and ideology embodies two
aspects, the cultural and the ideological. The socialist character
of our culture and ideology is determined by ideological education, important aspects of which include revolutionary ideals,
morality and discipline. It is essential to propagate revolutionary
ideas and spirit so as to inspire the masses of people to take part
in socialist construction with great enthusiasm and enable more
and more members of our society to become working people with
lofty ideals, moral integrity, education and a sense of discipline.
This is a strategic principle in buHding socialism. The congress
pointed out that sustained sociaUst democracy provides the guarantee and support for the building of a socialist material civilization and a socialist culture and ideology. To attain a high level of
socialist democracy is therefore one of our fundamental goals and
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tasks. It is imperative to closely link the building of socialist
democracy with that of the socialist legal system, so that socialist
democracy is institutionalized and codified into laws. The fact
that these theories and tasks were put forward reflects the overall
requirements of socialist modernization. They have enriched the
theories of scientific socialism and helped people to gain a more
comprehensive and deeper understanding of socialism.
The congress call.ed for the building of the Party into a strong
leading core for the cause of socialist modernization; it also
adopted a new Party Constitution. ln the new Party Constitution,
the "Left" errors in the Constitution adopted in 1979 by the 11th
Congress were discarded, while the merits of the Party constitutions passed respectively by the 7th and 8th Congresses were
carried forward. The General Programme section in the new
Constitution includes Marxist stipulations concerning the character and guiding ideology of the Party, the principal contradiction
in our society at the present stage and the general task of the
Party, and the correct way to bring into play the Party's leading
role in the life of the state. The ideological, political and organizational requirements this Constitution sets for Party members
and cadres are stricter than those in all previous constitutions.
According to the new Constitution, the Central Committee has
no chairman but only a general secretary. Advisory commissions
are to be established at the central and provincial levels as
transitional organizations for the succession of younger cadres to
the old ones, so that many veteran comrades rich in political
experience who have retired from their former posts may act as
consultants in the service of the Party's cause. The congress
stressed the need to improve the Party's system of democratic
centralism and further normalize inner-Party life; to reform the
leading bodies and the cadre system and ensure that the ranks of
the cadres become more revolutionary, younger in average age,
better educated and more professionally competent; to strengthen
the Party's work among the workers, peasants and intellectuals,
and establish close ties between the Party and the masses. In view
of the fact that impurities in ideology, style and organization still
existed within the Party, the congress pointed out with all serious-
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ness that the style of a p<>litical party in p<>wer determines its very
survival. As decided by the congress, an overall rectification of
the Party style and consolidation of Party organizations would
begin from the latter half of 1983.
The congress elected a new Central Committee, Central Advisory Commission, and Central Commission for Discipline Inspection. At the 1st Plenary Session of the 12th Central Committee
that immediately followed the congress, Hu Yaobang was elected
general secretary, Hu Yaobang, Ye Jianying, Deng Xiaoping,
Zhao Ziyang, Li Xiannian and Chen Yun were elected members
of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of the Central
Committee. At the 1st Plenary Meeting of the Central Advisory
Commission, Deng Xiaoping was elected chairman of the Commission. At the 1st Plenary Meeting of the Central Commission
for Discipline Inspection, Chen Yun was elected first secretary of
the Commission. At that time new members were made part of
the Party central leading collective, in addition to veteran rcvolucionaries. Beginning from September 1980, Deng Xiaoping, Li
Xiannian and Chen Yun no longer held the p<>sts of vice-premiers
of the State Council. But togecher with Ye Jianying, they still
played an imp<>rtant role in leading the work of the Party and the
state, with Deng Xiaoping at the the core of this generation of
collective leadership.
The 12th Party Congress was important in Party history inasmuch as it had summed up the experience of setting things right,
mapped out a correct programme for creating an all-round new
situation in socialist modernization, and worked out a new,
improved Party Constitution.
In November and December 1982, two months after the 12th
Party Congress, the 5th Session of the 5th National People's
Congress was convened. Fresh revisions of the Constitution were
made, with Peng Zhen presiding over the work. The new Constitution adopted by the National People's Congress not only thoroughly corrected still remaining shortcomings of the 1978 Constitution, but also enriched its original contents and included new
stipulations suited to socialist modernization. This is the "Constitution of the People's Republic of China" in operation at present.
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As the 1st Session of the 6th National People's Congress held in
June I 983 pointed out, the main task for the next five years was to
mobilize people of all nationalities to strive for the comprehensive
overfulfilment of the Sixth Five-Year Plan, for the drawing up and
implementation of the Seven th Five-Year Plan, and forging ahead
with all undertakings centred around economic construction. The
National People's Congress elected Li Xiannian president of the
People's Republic of China, Peng Zhen chairman of the Standing
Committee of the National People's congress, appointed Zhao Ziyang as premier of the State Council, and elected Deng Xiaoping
chairman of the State Central Military Commission.

All-Round Implementation of Reform and Opening to
the Outside World
following the 12th National Party Congress, economic structural reform was rapidly carried out on a nationwide scale. Its
main features were: rural reform deepened on a solid basis; the
focus of national reform gradually shifted from the countryside
to the cities; economic reform spread from a small number of
cities selected for experiment to all urban areas; reform in other
spheres also took giant steps forward.
Rural reform concentrated on the main task of stabilizing and
improving the household resp<>nsibility system which linked remuneration with output. By 1987, the system was adopted by 180
million peasant households, accounting for 98 percent of the
national total. In early 1984, it was announced that the peasants'
tenure of the land covered by this resp<>nsibility system would be
extended to more than 15 years. For those long-term development
projects, such as fruit orchards, forests, the utilization of barren
hills and wasteland, the land tenure was even longer. The implementation of the household resp<>nsibility system engendered
changes in the rural people's communes. In October 1983, the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the
State Council jointly issued the "Circular on Separating the
Functions of Government from Commune Management and
Establishing Township People's Government." Township or town
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government would be established as the basic organ of state
power. At the same time, village committees would be universally
set up as a mass organization for self-government. By the end of
1984, the separation of government from the people's commune
had basically been completed throughout the country and 91,000
township and town governments had been set up alongside 926,000 village committees. By then, the system of rural people's
communes had in fact ceased to exist.
The universal implementation of the household responsibility
system and the abolition of the people's communes created favourable conditions for the growth of rural commodity economy.
The Party Central Committee grasped this good opportunHy to
speed up the process of turning the traditional rural economy into
a commodity economy. In January 1985, the Party Central Committee and the State Council proclaimed the "Ten Policies on
Further Enlivening the Rural Economy." The proclamation abolished the previous planned or compulsory purchases of agricultural and sideline products by the state, and introduced new ways
of planned state purchases of only a few important items of farm
products such as grain and cotton, which were to be done on the
basis of contracts signed between the state and the peasants. This
reflected a new policy which showed respect for peasants' power
of decision. Products other than those purchased by the state
according to contracts could be sold freely by the peasants, or sold
to the state at negotiated price. Control on most other products
was to be relaxed gradually so that they could be traded freely.
The state would no longer issue mandatory production plans to
the peasants. Agricultural tax, which had been paid in kind, was
to be paid in cash. In this way, the planned purchase and
marketing by the state, which had been practised for more than
thirty years, was basically changed. The rural economy was
channelled into the mainstream of planned commodity economy,
thus enabling the traditional way of farming to move towards a
specialized, commodity-oriented and modernized agriculture.
A big windfall from rural reform was the upsurge of township
enterprises. The implementation of the household responsibility
system released a large amount of labour from the countryside.
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Under the impact of reform and opening to the outside world,
collective and private enterprises and family businesses soon
multiplied. In 1987, there were 88.05 million people working in
township enterprises; their output value reached 476.4 billion
yuan, or 50.4 percent of total output value in rural China. This
was the first time that the output value of township enterprises
surpassed that of agricultural production, marking a historical
change in the Chinese rural economy. The rise of the township
enterprises not only helped to increase peasants' incomes, promote agricultural production and bring greater prosperity to the
· rural economy - while at the same time playing a tremendous
role in changing the peasants' outlook - it also added more
revenue and earned more foreign currency for the state, thus
making important contributions to China's industrialization.
With the development of township enterprises, a great number of
small towns entered the scene. This new thing, which emerged in
the course of building socialism with Chinese characteristics,
occupies a place of strategic importance in China's socioeconomic development.
The rural economic reform was not established at a single
stroke, nor was it brought about in a rush. It was done by
proceeding from realities, opportunely summing up the creations
of the masses of peasants, leading them along when conditions
were ripe, and promoting the trend in a proper way - the whole
process represents a successful example of how the Party gives
guidance to social reform. The deep-going social reform, which
was carried out smoothly among several hundred million people
in the Chinese countryside, has profoundly influenced the development not only of the rural economy, but of the entire Chinese
economy including the reform in other spheres.
The successful experience of rural reform and the new demands
put on the cities by rural development created favourable conditions for the entire economic reform with emphasis on urban reform. The experiments and explorations with urban reform carried
out in a small number of cities since the 3rd Plenary Session of the
11th Central Committee also achieved remarkable results, accumulated important experience and laid the foundation for further
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reform. Opening China to the outside world broadened people's
horizons, helped them see opportunities and challenges for China's
economic development in the new worldwide technological revolution, and made them understand more keenly the urgency of economic structural reform. The "Decision on Economic Structural
Reform" adopted by the 3rd Plenary Session of the 12th Central
Committee in October 1984 summed up experience since the founding of the Republic, especially the experience of economic structural reform since the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee, put forward and elaborated more systematically a series of
important questions, both theoretical and practical, concerning this
issue. It is a programmatic document for carrying out overall economic structural reform.
The important theoretical contribution made by the Decision
was that it shattered the traditional concept of setting planned
economy against commodity economy, and confirmed that our
socialist economy was a planned commodity economy based on
public ownership. This is the basic theory and practice of our
structural economic reform. Taking this as the point of departure,
the Decision goes on to give an exposition of the major problems
to be solved in establishing a socialist economic structure full of
vigour: enhancing the vitality of enterprise, which remains the
key issue of economic structural reform; establishing a planning
system which would enable the purposeful use of the Law of value
in the development of socialist commodity economy; setting up a
reasonable pricing system and paying full attention to the role of
economic Jeverage; separating enterprise from government; giving government organizations a proper role in economic management; setting up various forms of the economic responsibility
system; strictly implementing the principle of "to each according
to his work" in matters of distribution; actively developing various economic forms and expanding domestic and international
economic and technological exchanges. The Decision also stressed
the importance of promoting a new generation of leaders, of
training large numbers of cadres for the management of the
socialist economy, and of strengthening Party leadership in order
to ensure the smooth progress of reform.
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Under the guidance of the spirit of the Decision, the entire
economic structural reform with emphasis on the cities unfolded
full-scale in 1985. By 1987, the year when the 13th National Party
Congress was convened, the reform had made noticeable progress.
The main achievements were:
.
First, diverse economic forms were further developed while
public ownership retained its d.oi:ninant posit~on in the econo~y
and continued to grow. The ongmal econoffilc structure consisting only of the single economic form of public owners~i~, which
did not fully accord with the current level of productivity, had
undergone a great change. The state-owned enterprises still held
a predominant position. Of China's total industrial output value,
their share decreased from 77.6 percent in 1978 before the reform
to 59.7 percent in 1987, despite a considerable increase in their
output value; in the same period, the share represented by the
collective economy increased from 22.4 percent to 34.6 percent;
the share of individual economy, private economy, joint ventures,
cooperative ventures, foreign-capital owned enterpr~es and other non-public businesses, all of which had been vutually nonexistent in the past, now accounted for 5.6 percent. Of the total
value of retail sales of social commodities, the share of stateowned commercial enterprises decreased from 54.6 to 38.7 percent, that of collective commercial enterprises decreas~d from
43.3 percent to 35.7 percent; while that of the non-public sector
of commerce increased from 2.1 to 25.6 percent. The number of
individuals engaged in their own industrial or commercial unde.rtakings increased from 150,000 to 5.69 million. The c~anges m
economic structure in terms of different forms of ownership played
a positive role in developing economy, making life m~r~ convenient
for the people and offering them more job opportumt1es._
Second in accordance with the principle of separating enterprise fro~ government and the proper separation o~ ownership
and management, the previous form of ma~agement m.the stateowned enterprises, under which they obtained operatmg funds
from the state and turned over their gains to the state, changed,
and their power of decision was enlarged. Compared with 1978,
the profits they retained for themselves increased from 3. 7 per-
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cent of the total amount of profits to more than 40 percent in
1987 (or about 20 percent of the total after taxes and other
expenses were deducted). This enhanced their capacity to renovate and expand. By 1987, more than 80 percent of state-owned
enterprises throughout China had been implementing some kind
of management responsibility system on a contractual basis.
Within the enterprise, a system of reform was carried out in
which the main task was to implement the director's (or manager's) responsibility.
Third, the scope and form of macroscopic regulation and
control by the state was readjusted and improved by reforming
the system of administration through planning. Compared with
the pre-reform period, in 1987 the number of items of industrial
products under mandatory plans of the State Planning Commission decreased from 120 to 60, with their proportion in the total
industrial output value decreasing from 40 percent to 17 percent;
the materials whose distribution was monopolized by the state
decreased from 259 to 26 in number; the type of commodities
controlled by state plans decreased from 188 to 23 in number; of
the total amount of funds used for production and construction,
those from state revenues decreased from 76.6 percent to 31.2
percent, while those from banks increased from 23.4 percent to
68.8 percent. The role of economic leverage in macroscopic regulation and control had obviously strengthened.
Progress was also made in varying degrees in the reform of
financial, taxation, pricing and monetary systems, as well as
commercial, labour and wage systems.
Through these reforms, an unprecedented, flourishing situation emerged in urban economic life. Meanwhile, certain confusion occurred as a result of inadequate measures in strengthening
and improving macroscopic control by the state in the course of
laying more stress on relaxing policies and invigorating enterprises. Nevertheless, the changes as a whole were positive; they were
changes towards a new system of planned commodity economy
based on pubUc ownership.
With both rural and urban reforms spreading gradually over
the land, structural reforms in science and technology and edu-
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cation were also placed on the agenda. In March 1985, the Party
Central Committee adopted the "Decision on Structural Ref?r!11s
in Science and Technology." The main contents of the Dec1Slon
were: reforming the system of fund allocation; developing the
technology market; cultivating the capacity of scientific ~nd
technological institutions to develop themselves and enhancmg
their vigor and initiative in serving economic construction;
strengthening enterptises in their capacity_ to absor? and d~velop
new technology; promoting the cooperation ~nd mtegration of
scientific, designing, and higher educational institi:tioi:is ~ith
enterprises; changing the situation where research mstitutlons
were somewhat isolated from enterprises, while departments and
localities also .worked in isolation from each other; encouraging
the reasonable flow of personnel. The main purpose of these
measures was to turn technological achievements into commodities and accel~rate their transformation into forces of production,
so as to meet the developmental needs of a socialist commodity
economy. The subsequent reforms in science and technology were
developed in this direction.
In May of the same year, the Party Central Committee made
the "Decision on Structural Reform in Education." It included
proposals that the management system be reform~d, more power
of decision be given to the schools, the educational structure
readjusted, the labour and personnel system modified c:orrespondingly, educational concepts, contents and methods wh1c~ d~d not
accord with socialist modernization be changed. The obJecuve of
these reforms was to enable various kinds and levels of education
to take positive steps toward adapting to the diverse needs. of
socio-economic development on their own initiative. Education
was invigorated through the implementation ?f the Decision ..
After the 12th National Party Congress, simultaneously with
the steady advance of the rural and urban reforms, several major
steps were also taken in opening China to the outsi?e world. In
April 1983, by decision of the Party Central Committee and the
State Council, certain policies practised in the SEZs were granted
to Hainan Island, giving it enlarged powers of decision to expedite
its development. In April 1988, Hainan Island was made a
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province and declared a Special Economic Zone. Earlier, in April
1984, fourteen port cities - Tianjin, Shanghai, Dalian, Qinhuangdao, Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyungang, Nantong, Ningpo,
Wenzhou, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Zhanjiang and Beihai - were
opened to the outside world. This was a major step in expanding
the open policy. In February 1985, the Changjiang Delta Zhujiang Delta and the Xiamen-Quanzhou-Zhangzhou D~lta in
southern Fujian were opened as coastal economic development
areas. Thus, in implementing the open policy, a multi-level
framework with several emphases and a combination of cities and
areas was formed - which started with the Special Economic
Zones, and extended to the coastal open cities, the coastal economic development areas and finally to the interior, altogether
comprising two cities directly under the administration of the
central authorities, 25 provincial cities and 67 counties, involving
150 million people in the coastal regions of China now opened to
the outside world. The introduction of foreign capital and advanced technology and equipment was speeded up, more Chinese
goods exported, and more foreign currency earned. By 1987,
10,350 contracts were signed involving the use of foreign capital
up to an agreed total amount of 62,509 million U.S. dollars, of
which direct investment by foreign capital reached 25 773 million. In the fourteen port cities, technical revamping' projects
numbered 5,000, with transactions valued at 3,450 million U.S.
dollars. This gave great impetus to the revamping of the current
enterprises, the upgrading of products and the readjustment of
product mix. New technologies were introduced and a number of
new products developed, some of which helped to fill up certain
blanks in Chinese industries.

Fulfilment of the Sixth Five-Year Plan and
Adoption of the Seventh Five-Year Plan
After the l~th National Party Congress, economic development was relatively smooth for several years, especially for the
first two years. Achievements in economic construction found
expression mainly in the successful completion of the Sixth

Five-Year Plan (National Economic and Social Development
Plan for the 1981-1985 Period). Thanks to the realistic nature of
the plan and the economic readjustments made in the previous
years, the major proportional relationships in the economy became more balanced. This created a favourable environment for
economic growth. The urban and rural reforms, in particular,
called into play the initiative of all parties concerned, and became
a great driving force for economic development. By the end of
1985, the Sixth five-Year Plan was overfulfilled in an all-round
way. The total industrial and agricultural output value increased
from 770.7 billion yuan in 1980 to 1,333.5 billion yuan in 1985.
Calculated in terms of the constant prices of 1980, the annual
average increase was 11 percent. Gross national product increased
from 447 billion yuan to 856.8 billion yuan. Again, calculated
according to the constant prices of 1980, the annual average
increase was 10 percent, surpassing the planned increase rate of
4-5 percent. Major industrial and agricultural products increased
in quantity by a wide margin. Economic results and efficiency
took an upward turn and state revenues, which had declined year
by year during the later period of the Fifth Five-Year Plan, began
to climb each year and helped achieve a basically balanced
budget. Capital construction and technological transformation
made notable progress. Investment in capital construction during
these five years was 46 percent over that of the Fifth Five-Year
Plan, while investment in technological transformation increased
77 percent. During the Sixth Five-Year Plan period, foreign
economic relations and trade and technological exchanges opened
up new vistas. The total amount of imports and exports more than
doubled the figures of the Fifth Five-Ycar Plan period, bringing
about a notable change in China's position in world trade. Science
and technology flourished side by side with education and culture. The income of urban and rural people rose remarkably, and
so did their level of consumption. The national consumption level
of residents, which averaged 227 yuan in 1980, rose to 406 yuan
in 1985. Taking into account the factor of inflation, the annual
average increase rate was 8.7 percent, which was much higher
than the average increase rate of 2.6 percent of the previous 28
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years (1953-80).
The fulfulment of the Sixth Five-Year Plan brought a happy
solution to many perplexing problems of long duration. The steep
increase in grain and cotton production created conditions for
solving the problem of feeding and clothing the people. As a
result of the relatively sufficient supplies of consumption goods,
many commodities, with the exception of grain and vegetable oil,
were sold without any restrictions, and many types of ration
coupons formerly in use were abolished. Certain shortcomings
and mistakes in economic development also occurred during this
period. The arrangements set by the 12th Party Congress for the
next ten years, which had been mainly aimed at laying a solid
foundation, were not implenmented in earnest. Jn fact, Hu Yaobang did not agree with the principle of readjusting the economy,
nor with the principle that economic construction should proceed
on a solid basis, that the various relationships in the economy
should be properly readjusted, a solid foundation be laid for a
steady, measured advance. In his talks with leaders of various
localities, he stressed high speed, high targets, fulfillment of plans
to redouble production figures ahead of schedule and competing
for top place. He put consumption before production and stressed
promoting production by stimulating consumption. The second
half of 1984 saw overheating of the economy hand in hand with
an excessive issue of paper currency and a distribution of national
income characterized by overspending. New elements of instability emerged in economic life as a result of excessively high-speed
industrial growth, drastic increase of investment in fixed assets,
and excessive expansion of consumption funds, and sharp price
hikes for some commodities. These created difficulties for economic growth in the next few years. However, taking everything
into account, the Chinese economy made rapid progress and
attained notable successes during the years of the Sixth Five-Year
Plan period.
Its smooth implementation enabled the Party Central Committee to begin drafting the Seventh Five-Year Plan (1986-90) early
in 1983. In September 1985, the National Party Conference
approved the "Proposal for the Seventh Five-Year Plan for Na-
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tional Economic and Social Development (draft)." The proposal
put forward the basic guideline concerning economic work, the
major targets related to overall socio-economic development and
its orientation, the strategic principles, major policies and measures for its implementation, as well as the tentative ideas and
planned steps for carrying out economic structural reforms. The
State Council, in accordance with the Proposal put forward by
the Party Central Committee, made deeper researches into the
proposed arrangements, tried to achieve an overall balance,_ and
finally worked out "The Seventh Five-Year Plan for National
Economic and Social Development of the People's Republic of
China." In April 1986, the plan was approved for implementation
by the 4th Session of the 6th National People's Congress.

Party Consolidation and Building Socialist Culture
and Ideology
Overall work on Party rectification was begun following a
decision made at the 2nd Plenary Session of the 12th Central
Committee held in October 1983 and based on a decision of the
12th National Party Congress.
The tasks of Party consolidation were: first, to unify thinking, to
attain a high level of ideological and political unity throughout the
Party, correct all erroneous tendencies, either "L~ft" or Right,
which violated the Four Cardinal Principles or deviated from the
line pursued by the Party since the 3rd Plenary Session_ of the 11th
Central Committee; second, to rectify the Party style, give full play
to the revolutionary spirit of serving the people wholeheartedly,
thwart any attempts to make use of one's position and power to seek
private gains, and combat bureaucracy which showed an irresponsible attitude towards the Party and the people; third, to strengthen
discipline, uphold the organizational principle of ~emocrat~c centralism, oppose patriarchism, factionalism, anarchl:>m and hb~ra~
ism all of which were against organizational principles and d1sc1pim'e, and overcome the flabbiness and lack of unity within cert~in
Party organizations; fourth, to purify the Party ranks by act mg
according to the Party Constitution, resolutely ferreting out those
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elements who firmly oppose and endanger the Party and expelling
them from the Party. The crucial task was to clear out three kinds
of people: rebels who climbed to relatively high positions by following the Lin Biao and Jiang Qing counter-revolutionary cliques,
persons with serious factionalist ideas, and those who had engaged
in reckless beating, smashing and looting.
Party consolidation was carried out under unusual circumstances. Impurities in ideology, style and organization as well
as slack discipline left over by the "cultural revolution" still posed
serious problems within the Party, and the entire state and social
life, still in the midst of many profound changes, were stirred up as
never before. For these reasons, the masses of people both inside and
outside the Party were bound to be deeply concerned about Party
consolidation, and to place high hopes on it, while at the same time
many unexpected problems were bound to crop up during the
process. All these made the task extremely arduous and complicated. However, Hu Yaobang, who was concurrently chairman of the
Central Committee's Directorate for the Work on Party Consolidation, did not pay enough attention to the job. He willfully steered
the task of "attaining ideological unity" to "rectifying professional
guidelines," and adopted a one-sided approach by advocating the
"promotion of economy through Party consolidation, and testing
the result of Party consolidation by the economy." Thjs made it all
the more difficult to accomplish the task well.
Party consolidation, carried out among Party members in groups
and at different times, extended over a period of three and a half
years and was basically brought to a conclusion in May 1987. On
the whole, through Party consolidation, improvement was made
with regard to ideology, style, organization and discipJine of the
entire Party. The situation took a favourable turn in the effort to
eliminate impurities in ideology, style and organization which had
existed to a serious degree within the Party, and important experience was gained in the correct handling of inner-Party contradictions. This helped to lay a solid foundation for strengthening and
promoting Party building in the new period. According to statistics,
through membership registration and other organizational procedures, 33,896 members were expelled, 90,069 were denied registra-
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tion, 145,456 were not allowed to register for t~e time being, 184,071
were accorded disciplinary measures of one kind or another - put
on probation, removed from Party posts and sug~ested to ?e removed from other posts, served an inner-Party seno_us _warning or
warning. However, Party consolidation was uneven m 1~s develo~
ment. Some Party and government organizations, includmg certam
high- or middle-level leading organizations, failed to fu~y accomplish the four tasks of Party consolidation, or worse, JUSt went
.
through the motions.
.
The 12th National Party Congress gave a promment place to
the building of a socialist society with an advan~e c~lt:i!e ~nd
ideology. Generally speaking, the buildi~g ?f matena.l c~v1llzat10n
made it necessary to strengthen the bu1ldrng of sociahs~ culture
and ideology. Specifically, the development of commo~1ty economy and the objective environment of reform and opemng ~o ~he
outside world made it more imperative to strengthen the bu1ldmg
of socialist culture and ideology. As a matter of fact, under the
circumstances when the development of commodity economy and
reform and opening to the outside world were .so .much stre~se.d,
there did exist a lack of attention to the bu1ldmg of socialist
culture and ideology. This facilitated the spread of the tre~d of
bourgeois liberalization. At a time when the Party exerted itself
to correct "Left" mistakes, a Right erroneous tendency appeared
which went against the Four Cardinal Pr~nciples. ~t the 2nd
Plenary Session of the 12th Central Committee hel~ m October
1983 Deng Xiaoping took a clear-cut stand, saymg: On the
ideoiogical front, spiritual contamination should not be allowed.
The essence of spiritual contamination was to spread all sorts ?f
corrupt and decadent ideas of the .bourgeois~e and other e~p~oit
ing classes, and disseminate feehngs of dIBtru~t. of sociahs~,
communism and the leadership of the Party. Spmtual contam1·
nation was extremely harmful; it could bring ~avoc _to_ the country and people. He sharply exposed the c?nfus1on existmg on the
ideological front, pointing out that speaking about_ human values
and humanitarianism in abstract terms, propagatmg d~mocracy
in an abstract sense and setting it against th~ leadersh~p of the
Party contradicted the fundamentals of Marxism and Jlllgbt lead
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young people astray. He pointed out that one must use Marxism
to analyse, judge and criticize the modern bourgeois culture of
the West, and should not hold it in esteem without discrimination. "The use of Western decadent bourgeois culture to corrupt
young people should no longer be tolerated." 20 He said that it was
still necessary to continue the criticism and correction of "Left"
mistaken ideas in the ideological and theoretical fields. But it
should be clearly pointed out that the current problem on the
ideological front calling for prior solution was the Right tendency
of flabbiness and laxity. The Party committees at aIJ levels should
effectively strengthen their leadership over the ideological front.
The struggle against spiritual contamination, or bourgeois liberalization, which was to be unfolded in accordance with the spirit
of the plenary session, fizzled out as a result of the passive
attitude on the part of the Party General Secretary Hu Yaobang.
The consequences were quite serious.
To strengthen the building of socialist culture and ideology, the
6th Plenary Session of the 12th Central Committee held in
September 1986 made the "Resolution on the Guiding Principles
for the Building a Socialist Society with an Advanced Culture
and Ideology." The Decision elaborated on the strategic role of
and the fundamental tasks in building socialist culture and ideology. It called for using the common ideal of building socialism
with Chinese characteristics to arouse and unite the people of all
?ation~lit_ies thro~~hout the country in establishing and developmg socialist morality, strengthening education in socialist democracy, the legal system and discipline, spreading and raising the
level of education, science and culture, while at the same time
upholding the guiding role of Marxism in the building of socialist
culture and ideology. The Decision called on Party organizations
~t all levels and the masses of Party members to take the lead in
building socialist culture and ideoJogy. The Decision pointed out
socialist culture and ideology with Marxism as the guide constituted an important characteristic of socialist society; it provided
spiritual and intellectual support for the development of material
civilization, while guaranteeing the correct orientation for its
development, and therefore it was a matter of great importance
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which might determine the rise or fall, the success or failure of
the cause of socialism. The Decision further pointed out that the
overall reform and opening to the outside world put new and
higher demands on the building of socialist culture and ideology.
Whether it could meet these demands, whether the decadent ideas
of capitalism and feudalism could be effectively resisted, and
whether the various dangers of losing one's bearings could be
averted - this was a great historic test. The Decision stressed that
bourgeois liberalization was a negation of the socialist system and
advocation of the capitalist system, that it went diametrically
against the interests of the people and the historical trend and was
firmly opposed by the masses of people. Countering the erroneous
view expressed at the session that no mention should be made of
"bourgeois liberalization," Deng Xiaoping clearly pointed out:
Liberalization itself was bourgeois, and pushing liberalization
would mean leading us onto the road of capitalism. "If this ideological trend were not resisted, once combined with the many dirty and
evil things that would inevitably come in when China opened its
doors, they would become a destructive force against our four
socialist modernizations, which was not to be ignored." Therefore,
he added, "We should talk about opposing bourgeois liberalization,
not only this t4J1e, but keep on talking for ten or twenty years." 21 In
March 1987, Deng Xiaoping said that not only should we talk about
it for ten or twenty years, but "for fifty more years." 22
The important ideas on strengthening the guiding role of
Marxism in the building of socialist culture and ideology and
opposing bourgeois liberalization, which had been much stressed
by the Decision, were not immediately and vigorously put to
practice, while no struggle was effectively waged against a reaJ
erroneous Right tendency existing at that time. Towards the end
of 1986, student unrest spread to quite a few cities. Deng Xiaoping made a speech entitled "Take a Clear-Cut Stand in Opposing
Bourgeois Liberalization." This speech and his speech made at the
6th Session of the 12th Central Committee on the same subject,
which was conveyed to Party members and people throughout
China, gave them an ideological weapon for com batting bourgeois
liberalization. Following the "Circular on Party Members' Strict
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Observation of the Party Constitution," which was issued by the
Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, a handful of Party
members who openly advocated bourgeois liberalization were expelled from the Party. Thanks to timely and competent guidance,
student unrest soon subsided. The direct causes leading to student
unrest varied with different localities and different schools, including feelings of distrust towards Party leadership caused by the
mistakes made by the central, local or school authorities in their
work. But taking the problem as a whole, student unrest was the
result of lack of a clear-cut, firm position towards bourgeois liberalization. Flabbiness and confusion prevailed on the ideological
front both at the central and local levels. In school forums as well
as in many other places, there was failure to resist the assault of
bourgeois liberalization, resulting in its rampancy. A handful of
Communist Party members played an extremely harmful role by
tiling a lead in touting bourgeois liberalization. For all these, Party
General Secretary Hu Yaobang was largely responsible.
On January 16, 1987, the Political Bureau of the Central Committee called an enlarged meeting, where Hu Yaobang made selfcriticisms for violating the principle of collective leadership, and
for mistakes made on major political questions of principle in his
capacity as the general secretary of the Party Central Committee,
and requested the Central Committee to allow him to resign his post
as Party general secretary. The meeting made serious criticisms of
his mistakes in a comradely manner, and at the same time made a
realistic appraisal of his achievements. The meeting approved his
request for resignation, but allowed him to retain his posts as
member of the Political Bureau and member of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau. In view of the fact that prior to 1980,
Zhao Ziyang had made achievements in his work at the provincial
level, and after becoming the premier in September 1980, had also
made accomplishments in the field of economy, he was elected
acting general secretary of the Party Central Committee. The Decisions at this enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau were confirmed by the 7th Plenary Session of the 12th Central Committee
which was held in October of the same year.
In view of the lessons learned from the student unrest, the 6th
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Session of the Standing Committee of the National People's
Congress made the "Decision on Strengthening Education in the
Legal System and Maintaining Stability and Unity" on January
22, 1987. On January 28 of the same year, the Party Central
Committee issued the "Circular on Questions of Combating Bourgeois Liberalization." The Circular required Party organizations
at various levels to acquire a full understanding of the importance
and long-term nature of the struggle against bourgeois liberalization, and to conduct education among Party members about the
need to firmly uphold the Four Cardinal Principles, and fully and
correctly understand and implement the line, principle and policies formulated since the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central
Committee. The Cfrcular also contained a number of specific
policies on opposing bourgeois liberalization.

V. The 13TH NATIONAL PARTY CONGRESS,
BEGINNING OF ECONOMIC
RECTIFICATION AND QUELLING OF
TURBULENCE IN 1989
The 13th National Party Congress systematically expounded
the theory of the primary stage of socialism and its basic Party
line. This theory and line were drawn up in reference to experiences in economic reform and opening up and in the construction
of socialist modernization following the 3rd Plenary Session of
the l l th Central Committee, as well as in recognition of the
national strength and the summarizing of practical experience.

The 13th National Party Congress and the Basic Party Line
for the Primary Stage of Socialism
The 13th National Party Congress was held from October 25
to November 1, 1987, in Beijing. The 1,936 deputies represented
more than 46 million Party members. At the congress, Zhao
Ziyang on behalf of the 12th Central Committee delivered a
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report entitled "Advance Along the Road of Socialism With
Chinese Characteristics." The congress approved the report, revised some articles of the Party Constitution and elected a new
Party Central Committee, Central Advisory Commission and
Central Commission for Discipline Inspection.
The salient contribution made by the 13th Party Congress was
its systematic exposition of the theory of the primary stage of
socialism and the basic Party line for this stage.
Soon after the convention of the 3rd Plenary Session of the
11th Central Committee, while summing up historical experiences, the Party Central Committee instituted a study of the
ideological reasons for the mistakes made in the previous period
from the angle of recognizing Chinese socialist society as being in
the developing stage. Earlier, in September 1979, in a speech
approved by the 4th Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee and delivered at a meeting to celebrate the 30th anniversary
of the founding of the People's Republic of China, Ye Jianying
pointed out that China is still a developing socialist country. Its
socialist system is still immature and imperfect, while the economy and culture are still under-developed. China's socialist modernization must pass from a lower to a higher level and its
socialist system is still in its infancy. This initially revealed the
ideas on the primary stage of socialism. The "Resolution on
Certain Questions in the History of Our Party Since the Founding
of the People's Republic of China," adopted by the 6th Plenary
Session of the 11th Central Committee in June 1981, clarified for
the first time that our socialist system is still in an early phase
and must undergo a long process of development before it can be
perfected. Later this thesis of socialism as being in its early phase
was reaffirmed in the report to the 12th Party Congress and in
the "Resolution on the Guiding Principles for Building a Socialist
Society with an Advanced Culture and Ideology," adopted at the
6th Plenary Session of the 12th Central Committee. In light of
these probings, the 13th Party Congress summed up fresh experience in the reform and opening up and carried understanding of
the primary stage of socialism in China a big step forward. The
congress pcinted out that the correct understanding of the histor-
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ical period of current Chinese society is th~ ~aramount iss_ue in
building socialism with Chinese characteristics .and constlt~tes
the basic reference for stipulating and implementing correct Imes
and policies.
.
. .
. .
The congress also pointed out that this theSIS imphes. fust, that
China is already a socialist society and must _pe~seve~e i_n and _not
deviate from socialism, and second, that Chma s soc:1alist ~oc1ety
is still in its primary stage; we must proceed fr?J? th~s re~lity and
this stage cannot be skipped. Under the specific hi~toncal conditions of contemporary China, failing to. recogm~e that the
Chinese people can take the socialist road wlthout g?1~g t~rough
the stage of fully developed capitalism is a me~h~rustlc vie~ _on
the question of revolutionary development. This is the cogm~1ve
root of Right deviationist mistakes. On the other h~~· to b~heve
that it is possible to skip the primary stage of socia~m with~ut
the massive development of the pro~uctive ~~rces is a u~~pia~
view on this question. This .is the maJor cognitive root of Left
mistakes.
The congress made a profound analy~is .of China'~ present
society, pointing out, on one hand, the socialtst econom1~ system
based on public ownership of the means of p_rod':1cuon, t~e
socialist political system of the p~opl~'s de~ocratt~ d1ct_atorsh1p,
and the guiding position of Marxism m the ideological field ?~ve
already established. The system of exploitation. and expl01tmg
classes have been eliminated, national economic strength bas
increased tremendously and education, science and culture have
made great progress. On the other hand, China has a la~ge
population and poor foun~ation. Also., China ranks far behmd
other countries in per-capita gross national. product. ~he backwardness of the forces of production determmes that_ w~th ~egard
to the relations of production, the degree ?f. sociah~at1on of
production required for the promotion of socialist public owne~
ship is still very low. The commodi!Y econom~ a.nd domest~c
market are still underdeveloped while the socialist eco~om1c
system is immature and imperfect. In superstructu~e'. a sen~ of
economic and cultural conditions necessary for. bmld_mg a h1ghlevel socialist democracy and politics are also highly madequate.
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The influence of decadent feudalist and capitalist ideas and the
forces of tradition engendered by small production is still widespread and has time and again penetrated into the ranks of Party
cadres and state administrators. All this shows that China bas not
passed beyond the primary stage of socialism.
These scientific theses have offered a key to understanding
both th~ suc~esse~ and ~ailures in socialist construction following
the na~10nw1de liberation and have also provided a powerful
~heoretlcal weapon for the reform and opening up and for buildmg China into a socialist country with Chinese characteristics.
T?is is an important contribution made by the Chinese Communists to the theory of scientific socialism.
. The congress has systematically expounded the Party's basic
line for building socialism with Chinese characteristics in the
primary stage of socialism. The line is: leading and uniting with
the people of all nationalities, focusing on economic construction
persisting in the four cardinal principles, firmly push forward th~
reform a~d opening up, self-reliance, hard work and building our
country mto a prosperous, democratic, civilized modern socialist
country. This basic line is summed up as "one central task and
two basic points," the central task being economic construction
while the two basic points refer to persisting in the four cardinal
principles and the reform and opening up. This is a principle our
Party has consistently maintained since the 3rd Plenary Session
of the ! 1th Central Committee. Practice proves that the imple~entatlon of this basic line is a fundamental guarantee of success
rn work of all kinds. Departing from it would lead to committing
mistakes of one kind or another.
The Party congress stipulated a three-step strategy of economic
development. The first step is to double the 1980 GNP and ensure
~hat the people have enough food and clothing. The second step
1s to quadruple the 1980 GNP by the end of this century and
guarantee a comparatively more comfortable life for the people.
The last step is to increase the per-capita GNP to the level of the
second rung developed countries by the mid-21st century. Then
the people ~ill be well.-off and modernization will be basically
realized. This strategy is a further enrichment and development

of the strategy of economic development stipula~ed by the 12th
Party Congress based on the thesis of the primary stage. of
socialism. The three-step strategy was advanced by Deng Xiaoping in 1985 after serious consideration.
The central task of the 13th Party Congress was to speed up
and deepen the reform. The congress proposed that reform of ~he
economic system should focus on transforn:ation of the operatrng
mechanism of enterprises. The accompanymg reform of the systems of planning, investment, materials an~ equipm~nt supply,
finances and foreign trade should advance m stages m order. to
establish a general framework of a new pla~ned. commodity
economic system. So the congress called for enhvenm~ the stateowned enterprises according to the principle o~ se~aratmg own~r
ship from management powe!, further_promotmg mter~en_terpns~
economic cooperation, boostrng establ~hmcnt o~ a socialist i:iar
ket system, perfecting a macro-economic re_gulallon system bas_ed
on indirect control, continuously developmg an ~conOI?Y w1:h
various systems of ownership with public ownership as its marn
body and introducing a diversified system of p~yment based on
distribution according to work and a correct pohcy. Based on the
experience of previous years, the congress analysed the arduous
nature of the reform of the economic sys~em and ~hai;iged the
basic objective for achieving a new economic system m five years
or longer which had been advanced by the Party Cen:ral Committee in its Seventh Five-Year Plan. The congress _po~ted out,
"Assessment of the current situation indicates that 1t will take a
longer time than expected for establishing the fr~mework of a
new system."23 This demonstrates the spirit of seekmg truth from
t ·
facts.
·
The 13th Party Congress pointed out that the imp1emei;i ation
and deepening of reform of the economic structure has ra~ed .an
urgent demand for reform of the political system. ~he ob3ect~ve
of reform of the political system for the near f~t~re is t~ es~ablish
a leadership structure which can increase eff1c1enc~, mv1gorate
vitality and fire enthusiasm on all sides. Accordrng to Deng
Xiaoping's speech entitled "Reform of the Party and State Le~~
ership System" delivered at an enlarged conference of the Politi-
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cal Bureau of the Party Central Committee held in August 1980,
the Party and the state have adopted a series of important
?1easures in this field and made marked progress in separating. ~arty fr~m government administration, decentralizing the
declSlon-making power to lower-level units, strengthening estab-.
lishment of a legal system and eliminating the system of life-long
tenure of leaders. These reform measures were being implemented all along, both before and after the 13th Party Congress.
The congress also pointed out that in the process of combining
Marxism with Chinese practice in the last sixty years or more
there were two leaps of historical significance. The first leap was
in the ?ew democratic revolutionary period. During this period,
the Chinese Communists summed up both successful and unsuccessful experiences, found a revolutionary road which was characteristically Chinese and led the revolution to success. The
second leap occurred after the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th
Central Committee. During this period, the Chinese Communists,
ba~ed on the positive and negative experiences summed up in the
thirty years and more following the founding of New China and
on the study of international experience and the world situation
found a road for building socialist China with Chinese character~
istics and entered a new stage of socialist construction. Advancing
along this road is the basic guarantee for leading our cause to
victory.
The 1st Plenary Session of the 13th Central Committee held
on Novem~e.r 2 elected Zhao Ziyang, Li Peng, Qiao Shi, Hu Qili
and Yao Yllm members of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau with Zhao Ziyang as the general secretary. At the
session~ £?eng Xiaoping was appointed chairman of the Military
Comm1ss1on of the CPC Central Committee, Zhao Ziyang its
first vice-chairman, and Yang Shangkun standing vice-chairman;
Chen Yun was approved chairman and Bo Yibo and Song Rcnqiong vice-chairmen of the CPC Central Advisory Commissiow
and Qfao Shi secretary of the CPC Central Commission
Discipline Inspection. The Standing Committee of the Political
Bureau proposed to the session that although Deng Xiaoping had
retired from his positions on the Central Party Committee and

fo;
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Standing Committee of the Political Bureau, his statu_s and _function as a policy-maker on important Party and national ~sues
should not change. He was needed to control the ~elm m an
exigency. This was needed for the Party's cause. This proposal
was agreed to by all deputies to the session.
.
The lst Session of the 7th National People's Congress held m
March and April 198'8 elected Yang Shangkun president of the
People's Republic of China, and Wan Li chairman of th~ Stand:
ing Committee of the National People's Congress; appo1~ted. L1
Peng premier of the State Coui1:c~ and elect~d _Deng X1aopmg
chairman of the CPC Central Military Comffilss10n.

Beginning of Economic Readjustment
In the five years from the 12th to the 13th Party Congr~ss,
China achieved great progress in economic reform and opcrung
up. But there were still a lot of problems and difficulties. Some
of them had accumulated over many years and co_uld not be
solved in a short period of time, while some arose dunng the past
few years in the process of advance. While implementing co~rect
strategies, principles and policies, the PartY_ Central Com~ttee
and the State Council made some mistakes m concrete guidance
on economic construction and reform and opening up. In regard
to agriculture, the Party Central Commit~ee a!ld t?e State Council were once over-optimistic about the situation m the countryside slackened their guidance and decreased the.ir assistance to
agri~ultural production. This resulted in fluctu~tion and stagnation in grain production for several consecu~1ve ye~rs ~fter _a
bumper harvest in 1984. In industry they we7e ineffective m t~el!
efforts to correct the indiscriminate expansion of the processmg
industry. In the course of reforming the overcentralized and
over-tightly eontroJlcd economic system, th~y_negle~ted necessa~y
and suitable centralization. While emphas1zmg micro-economic
enlivening, they neglected overall balance an~ weakene~ ~acr?
control. Lacking an overall, deep understandmg of conditions m
the country they were anxious for quick results in both construction and reform. Although the 13th Party Congress issued the call
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once again to seek truth from facts in economic construction, in
the actual work, the trend of seeking quick results failed to be
corrected. All these problems in economic construction are inseparable from weaknesses in the Party's leadership and ideologicalPolitical work.
Overheating of the economy and other problems became apparent beginning in the second half of 1984. The Party Central
Committee and the State Council failed to adopt effective measures in time to keep it within limits. At that time Zhao Ziyang,
who was then premier, advocated the so-called "soft landing." The
result showed not even an inclination to "land." On the contrary,
the overheating trend continued to develop. Although the dual
principle of tightening revenue and credit was adopted in 1987,
it was not put into effect resolutely enough. This caused more
problems to pile up, such as higher inflation, an imbalance
between social production and consumption, and an economy
structurally irrational and in disorder. The main problem in
development of the economy deeply penetrating all levels was
that total social demand far exceeded total social supply. From
1984 to 1988, the national income increased by 70 percent (by 149
percent calculated at the then current prices), but the fixed
capital investment rose by 214 percent and urban and rural
residents' currency income by 200 percent. Owing to ups and
downs in grain production in a row of years and the overexpansion of the population (guidance over family planning work
had been relaxed for a period), the per-capita grain output
decreased while industrial production went up too quickly, resulting in a new imbalance between industrial and agricultural production. In the industrial field, basic industry and infrastructural
construction were not proportionally in balance with the processing industry. Energy, communications and supply of raw materials lagged behind the over-expanded processing industry. Great
quantities of industriaJ production capacity lay idle for long
periods. The distribution power over funds, foreign exchange,
materials and equipment was over-decentralized. From 1984 to
1988, the proportion of the state revenue to the national income
decreased from 26. 7 percent to 22 percent and that of the central
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revenue to the total revenue dropped from 56.l percent to 47.2
percent. As a result the state's macro-control cap~city ~as w_eakened. The fields of production, construction and cuculation fields
saw a common phenomenon of high consumption, investment
and expenditure but low efficiency, output and benefits. i::rom
1985 to 1988, inflation rose drastically. In 1988, the national
retail price index rose by 18.5 percent after big consecutive
increases in the previous years, scoring the biggest rise in many
years. This seriously upset wide sections of the population.
Accompanying this steep inflation, price reform was impr?~er
ly introduced in the summer of 1988. In August, the. Poll~1c~l
Bureau of the Party Central Committee discussed and m pnnc1ple passed the "It:titial Plan for Price and Wage Reform." Although the conference called for the adoption of strong measures
for controlling inflation in a comprehensive way, it still emphasized that now was the favourable opportunity for implementing
price and wage reform. Reform of the price system was undoubtedly necessary. But announcement of this big step, with inflation
climbing day by day, and without ample consideration of how the
state and enterprises could bear it, how the people could endure
it in fact fired a burst of panic purchasing countrywide in the
s;cond half of 1988. That same year in September, in this grim
economic situation, the 3rd Plenary Session of the 13th Central
Committee proposed to improve the economic environment, rectify the economic order and deepen overall economic reform. 1:'he
session also decided to shift the focus of reform and constructlon
in 1989 and 1990 to improvement of the economic environment
and rectification of the economic order. The plenary session
pointed out that the main purpose of improving the eco~omic
environment was to decrease overall social demand, control inflation and rectify the economic order. That meant correcting disorders of all kinds in economic life, particularly in the field of
circulation. Resolute and effective measures were to be adopted
in these two fields. Improvement of the economic environment
and rectification of the economic order were in keeping with the
objective requirements of economic construction and reform of
the economic system.
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Political Upheaval in 1989
The campaign to oppose bourgeois liberalization started in
early 1987 could not keep going because of Zhao Ziyang's passive
attitude. In mid-May, Zhao arbitrary asserted that the conservative tendency to oppose reform and opening up was as dangerous
as the ideological tendency of bourgeois liberalization and both
should be opposed equally. Since then the orientation of the
campaign was changed and the ideological tendency of bourgeois
liberalization ran rampant again. Zhao also seriously neglected
Party-building, the building of an advanced socialist culture and
ideology and political-ideological work. He suggested the "reform" of political-ideological work and denied some fine traditional and effective methods of Party political-ideological working methods. He failed to adopt effective measures to curb or
solve the problem of the deteriorating Party style and social
order, and severe decadence among some Party cadres and, in
particular, among a very small number of leading cadres. For a
time, the Party's prestige among the people declined and its
fighting power dwindled. The price hikes and economic disorder
brought widespread complaints from the people. The temporary
difficulties which arose during the economic rectification also
caused misunderstanding and worry on the part of the masses.
These factors were used by persons both in and outside the Party
who were keen on bourgeois liberalization to attack the Party
leadership. On the pretext of reforming the political system, they
published their political views and directly demanded cancellation of the four cardinal principles, all-out Westernization and
the introduction of a capitalist economic and political system. At
this time antagonistic forces abroad were trying their best to
promote a strategy of peaceful evolution and to exert influence
on China through various channels. Furthermore, the trend of
thought in favour of "democratic socialism" was widespread and
activities of anti-socialist forces were rampant in some socialist
countries of Eastern Europe. The pro-bourgeois-liberalization
forces in China were encouraged and began to hold political
gatherings and write letters to the state leading organs in some
big cities, especially in Beijing, in late 1988 and early 1989, in an
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attempt to change the system of the country. An upheaval was
taking shape.
On April 15, 1989, Hu Yaobang died of heart failure. His death
acted as a fuse to touch off the outbreak of turbulence. In some
institutions of higher learning in Beijing, a few anti-Party and
anti-socialist conspirators had been scheming and manipulating
underground for a long time. In order to confuse peopl~ and
poison their minds they spread rumours that Hu had died of
political persecution. The memorial activities quickly developed
into a political demonstration. For a while, rumours were spread
everywhere, while numerous big-character posters and sloga~s
appeared attacking the chief Party and state leaders, the Party s
leadership and the socialist system. In just a few days, serious
incidents occurred; crowds gathered outside the Xinhuamen Gate
of Zhongnanhai, the headquarters of the CPC Central Committee
and the State Council; illegal occupation of Tiananmen Square
and massive street demonstrations took place. At the same time,
such serious criminal activities as beating, smashing and looting
were perpetrated in Xi'an, Changsha, Chengdu and other cities.
During this period, the fabricators of the disturbances used the
student unrest to put forward a series of programmatic political
demands. The two main ones were: first, they demanded reappraisal of Hu's merits and shortcomings and cancellation of the
Party Central Committee's decision to dismiss him from his post
in 1987; second, they demanded complete negation of the opposition to bourgeois liberalization, and called for rehabilitation of
those who were criticized and punished in the campaign to oppose
bourgeois liberalization. Thus, these demands, made at the very
beginning of the turbulence, showed the diametr~cal OPPo~ition
between bourgeois liberalization and the four cardmal principles.
Confronted with this serious situation, Zhao Ziyang, then general
secretary of the Party Central Committee, like Hu Yaobang, did
not oppose or resist it. In fact, he supported the students and
connived with their demonstrations.
On April 24, Li Peng presided over a conference attended by
the Standing Committee members of the Political Bureau of the
Party Central Committee (Zhao Ziyang had left for a visit to
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Korea on the previous day) to study the situation. The Standing
Committee believed that China was confronted with a planned,
organized political upheaval which was against the Party and
socialism. The conference decided to establish a group under the
Party Central Committee to stop the disturbance. Also the People's Daily issued an editorial explaining the essence of the
struggle to the whole Party and the country. On April 25, Deng
Xiaoping in an important speech expressed his complete agreement with and support for the decision of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau. He also offered a profound analysis
of the essence of the unrest pointing out that the demonstrations
were not ordinary student strikes, but political upheavals rejecting the leading role of the Party and denying the socialist system.
On April 26, People's Daily published an editorial entitled "A
Clear Stand Against the Turbulence Is Essential." The editorial
pointed out that a few people "flaunted the banner of democracy
to undermine the democratic legal system, their purpose being to
spread disunity among the people, throw the country into confusion and destroy the political situation of stability and unity. This
was a planned conspiracy, a situation of turmoil. Its essence was
basically to deny the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party
and the socialist system from the foundation. This was a serious
political struggle confronting the Party and people of all the
nationalities throughout the country." The editorial made clear
the essence of the turbulence for the vast majority of the cadres,
and many students began to realize the seriousness of the issue.
After May 4, about 80 percent of the students who had participated in the demonstrations went back to school and order was
quickly restored throughout the country.
At this point, Zhao Ziyang, who had only been back for a few
days from his visit abroad suddenly changed his original attitude
of support for Deng's speech and said the People's Daily editorial,
based on the decision of the CPC Central Committee Political
Bureau and on Deng's speech, had misjudged the nature of the
student unrest. He demanded correction of this mistake. His
wrong proposal was opposed and resisted by other members of the
Standing Committee of the Central Committee. Without solicit-
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ing ideas from other Political Bureau members, he expressed
opinions differing from the stand and principles of the Central Committee when meeting with representatives from various countries and regions at the meeting of the Council of the
Asian Development Bank on May 4. He said, "There will be no
big turmoil in China," ignoring the disturbances which had
already surfaced. A host of facts had proved that the real aim of
the turmoil was to negate the Communist Party leadership and
the socialist system. Disregarding this, he still insisted, "They by
no means oppose our fundamental system." When facts proved a
handful of people were making use of the student unrest to
instigate a turmoil, he simply said that it was "unavoidable" that
"some people would take advantage of this." He totally negated
the correct judgment of the Party Central Committee that a few
people were creating turmoil and in so doing, brought out into
public the differenccs within the Party Central Committee. Inspired by his speech, the engineers of the disturbance hectically
redoubled their activities, again stirring up trouble in a situation
which had already tended to subside. On May 6, Zhao Ziyang,
while meeting with comrades in charge of publicity and ideological work under the Central Committee, said, "Loosening up a bit
and reporting on the demonstrations increases the degree of press
openness a bit. There's no great risk in this." Soon the media
began supporting the student demonstrations and the turmoil,
misleading public opinion. The scale of demonstrations in the
capital and other cities expanded and the number of participants
increased. The instigators of the turbulence adopted a dual policy.
On the one hand they expressed their willingness to hold "dialogues" with the government leaders, and on the other, organized
a hunger strike. Commencing on May 13, they incited and forced
some students to hold a hunger strike at Tiananmen Square, and
used these students as "hostages" and "stakes" for realizing their
political plot. The students' hunger strike aroused the feelings of
a section of the people who sympathized with the students from
different angles, together with the misleading publicity; more and
more people came forward to express their support, from tens
of thousands to hundreds of thousands. The Sino-Soviet high-
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ranking talks suffered serious interference and some state affairs
had to be suspended or cancelled. At the same time, demonstrations in big cities and provincial capitals expanded quickly, and
some appeared in a number of small and medium-sized cities as
well. The situation was unprecedented.
In this dangerous turn of events, the Standing Committee of
the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee held an
emergency meeting on the evening of May 16. The majority
considered that in face of this situation, it was absolutely impermissible to retreat, but necessary to counterattack resolutely tind
gain control over the turmoil. Zhao Ziyang disagreed with the
majority and still insisted on retreating. The next day, attendance
at the demonstrations and attacks on Deng Xiaoping increased on
an unprecedented scale. Also, slogans extolling Zhao were aired
above Tiananmen Square and in the ranks of the demonstrators.
To prevent worsening of the situation and in consideration of the
inadequate police force in Beijing to maintain normal production,
work, communication and social order, the Standing Committee
of the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee decided at
a meeting held on May 17 to implement martial law in some areas
in Beijing. On the evening of May 19, a conference attended by
leading members from the Party, the government and military
institutions in Beijing was held. It called for emergency action
and decided to adopt resolute measures to stop the turmoil. Zhao
Ziyang opposed the CPC Central Committee's decision and refused to attend the conference, openly revealing his split with the
Party. According to the State Council's decision, starting at 10
a.m. on May 20, some areas in Beijing were put under the martial
law. The engineers of the turbulence still occupied Tiananmen
Square and tried to spread the disturbances and escalate the
disorders. Finally, the upheaval in Beijing developed into a
counter-revolutionary rebellion.
Throughout the progress of the student demonstrations and the
hunger strike, the Party and government were patient and did
what they could. But as the Chinese saying goes, "The tree may
prefer calm, but the wind will not subside." On June 3, while the
martial law troops were heading for their positions in the capital
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according to schedule, the ringleaders of some illegal organizations instigated people to set up roadblocks to halt military
vehicles. They burnt some of the vehicles and killed PLA soldiers
and army officers. Moreover, they took advantage of the next day
being Sunday to incite more people to take to the streets. This was
for the purpose of creating momentum for an insurrection to
overthrow the government and usurp state power. At this crucial
moment, the CPC Central Committee, the State Council and the
CPC Central Military Commission were compelled to act resolutely. They ordered the martial law troops stationed around the
capital to move in by force on the night of June 3 to put down
the counter-revolutionary rebellion. During their advance into
their positions, the troops met with fierce attacks from large gangs
of marauders and had to adopt necessary armed action in selfdefense. In the early morning of June 4, several thousand students withdrew peacefully from Tiananmen Square following
patient persuasion by the army soldiers, and the square was
cleared again. As the square returned to the hands of the people
and the ·m artial law troops entered the areas under the martial
law, the counter-revolutionary rioting was quelled. The situation
in Beijing was quickly brought under control: order was restored
in other big and medium-sized cities fairly soon.
The occurrence of this unrest and counter-revolutionary rebellion had a profound social and historical background. As Deng
Xiaoping said, "This storm was bound to break out sooner or
later. As determined by the international and domestic climate,
it was bound to happen and was independent of man's will." 24
The international situation had a significant bearing on the
events. Since World War II, the capitalist world was restored
following the post-war crisis, and began to develop again. The new
science and technology in particular brought about ·a rapid development in production and speeded up the transfer of new achievements to productivity. Some people were puzzled by this situation
and failed to see the uncompromising, sharp contradictions still
existing in the capitalist system. At the same time, some socialist
countries made serious decision-making mistakes which caused
numerous difficulties to economic construction and social pro-
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gress. As a result the superiority of the socialist system could not
be brought into full play consistently from beginning to end, and
the image of socialist society among the ~ople was undermined.
In this way, the idea that "socialism is not as good as capitalism"
began to spread unchecked. The political forces in some Western
countries advocated a strategy of peaceful evolution and strengthened penetration of their ideological thought and politics into
socialist countries in a planned way and through various channels, and gave all-out support to all kinds of anti-Communist
Party and anti-socialist activities in an attempt to shake and seize
the precincts socialism was occupying. The serious effects of this
"big climate" on intellectuals, young students and some Party
members in socialist countries including China should not be
underestimated in the least.
At home, the tendency of bourgeois liberalization appeared
after the overthrow of the "gang of four." Some people blindly
worshipped the "democracy" and "freedom" of the Western capitalist countries and negated socialism and the leadership of the
Communist Party. When this tendency emerged in early 1979,
Deng Xiaoping took a clear-cut stand in his speech "Uphold the
Four Cardinal Principles." Later, he seriously proposed the task
of opposing spiritual pollution and bourgeois liberalization. But
the principle of opposing bourgeois liberalization was not conscientiously implemented in the following years. After Zhao
Ziyang took over Hu Yaobang's work in the Central Committee,
the tendency of bourgeois liberalization was not checked. On the
contrary, it was allowed to expand steadily and run wild. A group
of diehards who persisted in their stand on bourgeois liberalization and engaged in political conspiratorial activities became the
main instigators and organizers of the turmoil and riots. Zhao
Ziyang who connived at, encouraged and supported bourgeois
liberalization, became the representative within the Party of those
who supported the turmoil.
The victory in quelling the turmoil and counter-revolutionary
rebellion has consolidated our socialist position and the 10-year
reform and opening up. It provides invaluable experiences and
lessons for the Party and the people.

VI. ADVANCE FURTHER IN ECONOMIC
IMPROVEMENT AND RECTIFICATION AND
DEEPENING THE REFORM
The 4th Plenary Session of the 13th Party Central Committee
and Formation of the New Central Leadership
After winning a decisive victory in quelling the counterrevolutionary rebeJlion in Beijing area, the Communist Party
held its 4th Plenary Session of the l3th Central Committee in late
June 1989, in Beijing. Before the session, the Political Bureau of
the CPC Central Committee held an enlarged meeting to make
necessary preparations.
The main task of the session was to discuss the serious
mistakes committed by Zhao Ziyang during the anti-Party,
anti-socialism turbulence and to adopt disciplinary measures
against him. The session examined and approved the Political
Bureau's "Report on Comrade Zhao Ziyang's Mistakes in the
Anti-Party, Anti-Socialism Turmoil" delivered by Li Peng. It
held that at a juncture involving the destiny of the Party and
the whole country, Zhao Ziyang made the mistake of supporting the turmoil and splitting the Party. He bore unshirkable
responsibility for the formation and development of the rebellion. The nature and consequences of his mistakes were very
serious. Although some of the things he had done were beneficial to China's reform, opening to the outside world and
economic development when he held leading posts in the Party
and the government, he departed from guidelines and erred in
practical work. Especially after coming to the leading position
in the Central Committee, he took a passive approach towards
upholding the four cardinal principles and opposition to bour·
geois liberalization, and neglected Party building, cultural and
ethical development and ideological and political work, causing
serious losses to the cause of the Party. In view of his mistakes,
the session decided to dismiss him from his posts of general
secretary of the Central Committee, member of the Standing
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Committee of the Political Bureau, member of the Political
Bureau, member of the CPC Central Committee and first
vice-chairman of the Military Commission of the CPC Central
Committee. Later at the 8th Session of the Seventh NPC
Standing Committee, he was dismissed from his post of vicechairman of the Central Military Commission of the People's
Republic of China.
The session made the necessary adjustments in the Party's
central leadership. Jiang Zemin was elected general secretary
of the Central Committee (Jiang held leading positions in
industrial departments for a long period, once served as mayor
of Shanghai and secretary of the Shanghai Municipal Party
Committee); was elected member of the 12th and 13th CPC
Central Committees and member of the Political Bureau at the
1st Plenary Session of the 13th Central Committee. Jiang
Zemin, Song Ping and Li Ruihuan were elected members of
the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of the CPC
Central Committee; the Standing Committee of the Political
Bureau was made up of Jiang Zemin, Li Peng, Qiao Shi, Yao
Yilin, Song Ping and Li Ruihuan; Li Ruihuan and Ding
Guangen were made members of the Secretariat of the Central
Committee; Hu Qili and two others were removed from their
positions in the Political Bureau and the Secretariat of the
Central Committee for supporting Zhao Ziyang's wrong stand
during the turmoil.
Before the plenary session, Deng Xiaoping pointed out that the
political turmoil of the late spring and early summer "prompts us
to calmly think about the past and consider the future" and that
it also "will enable us to more speedily correct our mistakes and
better develop our strong points."25 In this spirit, the plenary
session initially summed up lessons and clarified the Party's
principles and tasks for the present and the future.
Should we continue to resolutely implement the Party's line
laid down at the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Party Central
Committee? Should we still follow the basic line of "one central
task, two basic points" summed up at the 13th Party Congress?
These were problems our Party and the whole nation thought
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about calmly after the turmoil. They were also issues of close
concern to the whole world. The 4th Plenary Session pointed
out clearly that "the line, principles and policies adopted since
the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee will
continue to be resolutely implemented, and the basic line of
the 'one central task and two basic points' established at the ·
13th Party Congress will also continue to be resolutely carried
out. The four cardinal principles, as the foundation of national
construction, must be adhered to unswervingly and consistently,
and the policy of reform and opening to the outside world, as
the road to prosperity, must be implemented as usual in a
steadfast manner. The country must not return to the old,
closed-door path."26 Practice proved that the line, principles and
poUcies laid down since the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th
Central Committee were correct. But these principles and policies were not implemented consistently and were not used as
the basic concept to educate the people, the students, the cadres
and the Party members. Therefore the Party's task was, on the
basis of conscientiously summing up experience, to "persevere
in what is right, correct what is wrong, and do a bit more
where we lag behind."27 This was none other than the approach
adopted by the new leading group of the Party Central Committee for dealing with this most fundamental problem.
In face of the grim reality in which some people, who persist
in bourgeois liberalization, advocate "full Westernization" or
capitalism under the banner of "reform and opening up," and
by absorbing the lessons drawn from Zhao Ziyang's mistakes
of separating the reform and opening up from the Four Cardinal Principles and opposing the one against the other, Jiang
Zemin spoke at the plenary session. He stressed, "As proposed
by Deng Xiaoping, the reform and opening up which we
resolutely carry out and implement is that carried out under
the principles of persisting in the socialist road, the people's
democratic dictatorship, the leadership of the Communist Party
and Marxism, Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought. In stark
contrast, the "reform and opening up" advocated by those who
stubbornly stick to bourgeois liberalization is one for reaUzing
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W~tern capi.talism, giving up the people's democratic dictatorship, ca~celhng t?e leadership of the Communist Party and

abandonmg Ma:x1sm, Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought. The
pur?"s~ of their reform and opening up is to bring about
capJtahsm. Of course, this is absolutely unacceptable to our
P~r~y ~nd the peoplc.''. 28 _Jiang's speech provided a prjncipled
dlS~~nct.1011 between socialist and capitalist "reform and opening
up. ~1s remarks were of special importance to overall undcrstandmg by. the broad masses of the Party members and cadres
a?-d to theu conscious implementation of the line stipulated
since the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee
and to the healt~y development of China's construction and
reform and openmg up, along the socialist orientation.
The 4th Plenary Session of the 13th Central Committee also
made an earnest study of the current situation and called on the
whole Party to do the following four things well: the first was to
resolu.tely st~p the .tu!moil and quell the counter-revolutionary
rebell.10?, ~tnctly distinguish be~~een the two different types of
contrad1ct1ons and further stab1hze the situation of the whole
country? the s.econd was to persist in the policy of improving the
econo~c envuonment and rectifying the economic order so as to
bett~r lmplement the policies of reform and opening to the
outs1d~ world and develo~ the economy in a sustained, steady and
co-ordn~a.ted way; the third was to earnestly improve ideological
~nd pol!ll~al work and make great efforts to carry out education
I? yatnot1sm, socialism, independence and self-reliance, plain
l~vmg and hard work, and strictly oppcse bourgeois liberalization; the fourth was to greatly enhance the building of the Party
democracy and the legal system, resolutely penalize corruption'
and accomplish a few items of popular concern so as to live up t~
the people's expectations of the Party.
Th~ ~~cc~s~ful ~onvening of the plenary session symbolizes the
Party s dcclSlve victory won in a life-and-death struggle"29 of the
~arty and the ~ountry in st~pping the turmoil and quelling the
c.:ou~ter-revolut1?nary rebel lion. After the plenary session, the
n~~ ce?tra! leading group has resolutely implemented the Party's
basic line m an overall way. It strengthened the economic im-
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provement and rectification and deepened the reform and opening up. At the same time it strengthened ideological and political
work and Party-building, overcoming the problem of stressing
material advance to the neglect of cultural and ideological progress. As a result, the nationwide political situation was stabilized
rapidly, the economic situation improved and affairs in the
ideological field took a turn for the better.
On several occasions before and after the 4th Plenary Session
of the 13th Central Committee, Deng Xiaoping said: Soon after
the new leading group has established its prestige, he would
resolutely retire from his posHion on the Central Committee. He
hoped everyone would unite around Jiang Zemin. He explained
several times that it is extremely unhealthy and indeed very
dangerous to place the fate of a country on the prestige of one or
two persons. On the eve of the 5th Plenary Session of the 13th
Central Committee held in November 1989, Deng Xiaoping,
considering that the new central leading group was effectively
carrying on its work and had gradually gained the trust of the
Party and the people, again handed to the Central Committee his
resignation as chairman of the CPC Central Military Commission
and expressed his willingness to set an example in establishing a
retirement procedure to end the existing system of life-long
tenure in the leading posts of the Party and state. On November
9, 1989, based on his request, the 5th Plenary Session of the 13th
Central Committee adopted the Decision Endorsing Comrade
Deng Xiaoping's Resignation from the Chairmanship of the CPC
Central Military Commission and appointed Jiang Zemin to the
post. The session paid great tribute to Deng's revolutionary career
and outstanding service, stressing, "The series of viewpoints and
theories he has put forth under the principle of combining Marxism and Leninism with China's realities constitute an important
component of Mao Zedong Thought and an inheritance and
development of Mao Zedong Thought under new historical conditions, and are a priceless ideological treasure of the Chinese
Communist Party and the Chinese people." The session asked all
Party members to "conscientiously study Comrade Deng Xiaoping's works so that they will play an impcrtant guiding role in
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the great process of our country's socialist modernization in the
years to come."30
After the 4th and 5th Plenary Session, the second generation
of the central leading group with Deng as its nucleus smoothly
and gradually transferred its leadership to the third generation of
the central leading group with Jiang Zemin as its nucleus as
planned. (The first generation was established after the Zunyi
Meeting with Mao Zedong as its nucleus.) This was of great
significance for guaranteeing the stability and continuity of Party
policies and the lasting security of the country. It also attested to
the high political maturity and organizational strength of the
Party.

Strengthen Party-Building and Improve Ideological
and Political Work
After the 4th Plenary Session, the Party Central Committee
first of all concentrated on strengthening Party building.
The struggle to stop disturbances and to quell the counterrevolutionary rebellion proved that, in general, the Chinese Communist Party was strong and the majority of Party organizations
and members were good. No hostile forces could shake them. Also
the turmoil exposed some serious problems in the Party. Some
Party members were involved in the riots to various degrees and
a few even became organizers and manipulators of the disturbances and rebellion. Some Party organizations were weak and
ineffective and gave up their leadership. A few even supported
the demonstrations. The serious corruption of some Party cadres,
especially a few leading members, became one of the main factors
causing such a large number of people to become involved in the
unrest instigated by the conspirators. Therefore, Deng Xiaoping
warned the new central leading group, "It is time to strengthen
Party-building; otherwise it will be too late."31 To help the whole
Party realize the significance and urgency of strengthening Partybui lding, Jiang Zemin stressed: While analysing the situation
within the Party, we should not underestimate the impact on the
Party of foreign hostile forces' attempt to change socialist coun-
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tries by means of peaceful evolution. We also should not_u~deres
timate the damage to the Party-t>uilcfutg' caused by the unchecked
bourgeois liberalization and confusion Zhao Ziyang's mistakes
brought to the Party and the harm done to the actua.l w~rk.~~ As
"the problems mainly stemmed from the Party or~at11zauon, . the
Party Central Committee asked '~the Par~y comrrutt~es at_vanous
levels to concentrate their efforts on domg a good JOb of Partybuildfog· according to the requirements of the Pa~ty's ba~i~ ~e,
and determine to solve current urgent problems _m the bulldmg
of the Party."33 Only then could the Party stand the tests of the
role of a ruling party, of the reforri1 a11d opening up, developm~nt
of commodity economy and opposition to peaceful evoluuon
under the new historical conditions.
In the autumn and winter of 1989 and in the next year, the
Party organizations under the Party Central Com~it~ee undertook to deal with the impurity <;>f some Party orgamzat10ns. The~
checked all the key persons who had participated in the turm01l
and rebellion and sorted out the major events involved. After the
checkup was basically finished, the whole Party carried. ~ut
education among its members on the standards for qualified
Communists. Based on the principle to be severe with Party
members, some departments proceeded with re-registratio~ ?f
their Party members. The purpose was to solve problems within
the Party which were exposed in the turmoi~ and reb~llio~, as well
as the outstanding problems which existed m the dally life of the
Party.
.
.
The work of checking and sorting out was combmed with
testing and judging cad~es, mainly Party cadres at county level
or above. The standards· related to whether they held the same·
viewpoint as the Party Central Comrri.ittee. in regard to bo~h
ideological recognition and actual behaviour m the current political struggle; whether they upheld the four cardinal pr~ciples,
persisted in the reform and opening up, opposed bourge01s liberalization·' and whether they were honest and law-abiding
.
. in
performing their official duties as well as _bra~e m opposmg
corrupt tendencies. According to the resultmg Judgments, the
leadiiig groups of some organizations and departments were read-
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justed, with the aim of guaranteeing that the Party's leadership
at various levels remained in the hands of Marxists who upheld
the four cardinal principles and the reform and opening up, and
of building the leadership at various levels into a strong nucleus
for implementing the Party's line, principles and policies. Considering that the future of socialism in China depended to a great
extent on the younger generation, the Party Central Committee
called on the whole Party to do its best to train large numbers of
successors to the socialist cause. Jiang Zemin also warned the
whole Party that unless we went ahead to solve this problem, it
would be impcssible for our Party to have strong reserve forces
and to advance successfully. This was a problem of great strategic
significance determining whether our socialist cause could long
endure and keep developing. 34
Party-building should be strengthened first of all in the Party's
ideological enhancement, especially in the field of theory. The
Party Central Committee proposed that to help Party and government leaders at county level and above to draw a clear distinction
between right and wrong, and to maintain the correct orientation
in a complicated situation, it was necessary to educate them
in the basic theories of Marxism, Leninism and Mao Zedong
Thought, and to make it a regular, systematic practice. In the
future all new leading members should be trained in Party
schools. Other leading members should also, in turn, study for a
certain period of time in Party schools. At the same time the
Party Central Committee paid great attention to the summing up
and publicity of experiences in stepping up Party building at the
grassroots units, particularly in stepping up the building of grassroots Party organizations in rural areas, and commended those
who had done excellent work in this field.
One important aspect in strengthening Party-building was to
carry out the Party's fine traditions, forge closer relations between the Party and the masses, promote clean and honest government and to resolutely oppose corruption and degenerates. In
July 1989, the Party Central Committee and the State Council
made the "Decision to Do Several Things of Concern to the
Masses in the Near Future." In keeping with this decision, the
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Party and the government took up. t.he followin~ seven items:
further checking up and reorgamzmg companies, reso~ute~y
prohibiting the children of high-ranking cadres from engagmg m
business cancelling the "special supply" of a smal~ number of
foodstuff for high-ranking cadres, assigning cars stnctJy according to state regulations and ~o!biddin~ the iml?°rt ~f sedan c~rs
and limousines, strict prohib1t10n against holdmg ~~ncr parties
or giving gifts at state expense, strict control o~er vmts abroad by
leading cadres, investigation and seve~e ~umsh~e~~ of cor~up
tion bribery, speculation and other cnmmal activities, part1cularl; of big cases. People appreciated this work. ~he 6th Plenary
Session of the 13th Central Com~ittee he~d m Mar~h 19.90
passed the "Decision on Strengthenm~ Party s C~nnection w.1th
the Masses." The session held that the hne of trusting and relyrng
on the masses and the principle of "from the mass~s,. to the
masses" which was created and developed by the Party i~ its .long
struggles, was the basic working line o~ th.e Party, one .of its ~mest
traditions and greatest political supcnonty. The session pomted
out that relations between the Party and the masses as well as
between the cadres and the masses were good in gene~al. But
bureaucracy, subjectivism, formalism and other negauve and
corrupt tendencies, which seriously divorced the Party fro~ the
masses have affected some Party organizations and cadres m the
preceding few years. In view of this, all Party mem~ers were
enjoined to maintain sharp vigilance and to struggle agamst these
tendencies, and also stdve bard to restor~ and carr~ forw~rd the
fine traditions and working style of forgmg ~lose links wit~ the
masses. The session pointed out that work m the seven !iel.ds
mentioned should be done well so as to stren~tben the ~arty s ties
with the people. After the session, the Standmg O?mm1t~ee members of the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee took
the lead in going deep into the grassroots units and among the
masses to do investigation and research. The Party and government departments al various levels stipulated relevant measures
and implemented them conscientiously. All these efforts promoted Party-building. Jn November of the same year, th~ Party
Central Committee approved the "Opinions on Tmprovmg the
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Party Style and Strengthening the Building of a Clean and Honest
Government" put forward by the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, and called on Party organizations at various
levels to enforce Party discipline, seriously investigate all breaches of discipline and handle them properly. The Party Central
Committee also made the suggestion to correct unhealthy tendencies and disregard for the law and discipline on the part of those
Party and government cadres who illegally build and equip
homes for themselves with public money according to standards
higher than those stipulated by the state. The Party Central
Committee emphasized that improving Party style and building
a clean and honest government must start with the leading
organizations and cadres, and should be implemented resolutely
and consistently.
In December 1989, the Party Central Committee passed the
"Views on Upholding and Perfecting the Multi-Party Cooperation and Political Consultation System Under the Leadership
of the Communist Party of China" emphasizing that the system
was China's basic political system. The opinions also reaffirmed
that "long-term coexistence, mutual supervision, esteem for
each other, and sharing honour or disgrace jointly" are the
basic principles guiding cooperation between the Chinese Communist Party and other democratic parties. The Party Central
Committee decided to strengthen cooperation and consultation
of the Communist Party with various democratic parties, further bring into full play the role of the democratic party
members as well as of personages without party affiliation in
the people's congresses; recommend democratic party members
and non-party personages to take leading positions in governments at various levels and judicial organs; further bring into
play the role of the democratic parties at the people's political
consultative conferences and support the self-construction of
the democratic parties. Since restoration of their activities, the
democratic parties have played an important role as participants in the administration and discussion of state affairs, the
development of education, science and technology and the
application of knowledge jn the construction of the border
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areas. The CPC Central Committee pointed out that persisting
in and perfecting the system of multi-party cooperation and
political consultation under the le~d~r~hip of the Chin~se . Communist Party was of important s1gmf1cance to the bmldmg of
socialist, democratic politics in China.
While consolidating the Party building, ideological work
among the masses, especially ideological and political work
among students, was also strengthened.
After the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Party Ce~t~al
Committee, the ideological and propaganda work made pos1tiv_e
contributions to criticism of the "two whatevers," and emancipation of the mind as well as to exploration of the l~ws
governing socjalist modernization and the reform and openmg
up. But afterwards, some erroneous tende~cies, especially the
decadent bourgeois ideas of Western countnes, have been coming in a continuous stream and some quite ~eriou~ problems
have been exposed. Ideas such as preoccupation with mon_eymaking, scorning lofty ideals and worshippin~, or having blind
faith in whatever is foreign, have spread, while vulgar, or even
degenerate and decadent moods have developed. U~eal~hy
practices which were eliminated in the early post-hberat~on
years have reappeared. While there are ~any factors ~hind
their reappearance, one important reason is the weakemng of
ideological work. For a period of time, Zhao Ziyang opposed
those comrades who upheld the Four Cardinal Principles and
resisted decadent ideas and bad practices. As a result, part ?f
the media and ideological and cultural front were no longer m
the hands of the Party and the people. Therefore the CPC
Central Committee emphasized that the related departments
must adopt resolute measures to restore a wholesome situation.
In July 1989, the CPC Central Committ?e issued t~e "Circular
on Strengthening Propaganda and Ideological Work. The whole
Party was alerted to clearly understand t~at China's ~eform a.nd
opening up and modernization construction wer~ bemg c~rned
out in a complicated international situatio~. _Hostile ro:ces m _the
Western countries were carrying out political and ideological
infiltration in various ways. They have tried their best to advo-
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"democracy," "freedom" and "human rights," and have
instigated and supported bourgeois liberalization in China. We
must ad?pt a cl.ear stand and carry out sustained, resolute struggles a~amst their attempts and activities to bring about "peaceful
evolution." 1:he Party organizations at various levels should
attach g~eat importance to this. They should strengthen their
leadership ove~ p~opag~nda and ideological work in order to
chec~ bourgeois liberalization and ensure that socialist ideas
donunate the field of ideology.
Great efforts over a period of time brought a change for the
?etler. ~tressing material progress to the neglect of cultural and
1deolog1ca~ pr~gress ~as counteracted in the following fields:
Education m basic theory of Marxism, Leninism and Mao
Zedong Thought was emphasized again. From 1990 to the first
half of 1991 , education in socialist ideas was carried out among
t~e ~arty and government cadres and the broad masses. Ed ucat~on 1~ m~dern .and contempcrary Chinese history and the present
situation m C?m~ was regarded as impcrtant from many sides. A
group of co_nv~crng_ the?retical articles on socialism and criticism
of bourgeois hberahzation were published. These measures fundam~ntally change~ the situation in which works propagating
~ca_ctionar~ bourgeois and decadent ideas had spread unchecked
rn 1deolog1cal and cultural fields.
. Some effective ideological and educational systems and workmg methods . which had been followed for a Jong time in the
past .but which had been set aside for a time, were restored
and. t?lpro~ed. Education was strengthened in patriotism, colJ_ect1vtsm, rndepe?-d~nce, self-reliance, hard work and respect
for la~. and d1sc1pbne. Through a series of programmes such
as pra1smg pac~-setters and o~tstanding workers and learning
from such heroic persons as Lei Feng, Jiao Yulu and Lai Ning
a. mor: ~~althy socialist. atmosphere was created. The Party'~
fme tradn~ons and working styles shone again in splendour.
. The anti-pornography campaign (the nationwide effort to rect1.fy and ?heck on the ~arkets selling books, magazines and
v1deo-aud10 tapes, especially those emblazoning sex violence
fcudallsm and superstition) checked the spread of' bourgeo1~

decadent ideas and evil social tendencies.
The leading groups of some ideological departments were
readjusted and consolidated; some newspapers and publications,
social and scientific research institutes, and literary and art
troupes, which had committed mistakes of pclitical orientation,
were rectified ideologically and organizationally in an earnest
way.
On the premise of adhering to Marxism, Leninism and Mao
Zedong Thought, the principle of "letting a hundred flowers
blossom and a hundred schools of thought contend" was conscientiously implemented. Rectification was strengthened while literature and art was flourishing. All this resulted in the production
of a group of g9od works in the fields of philosophy, social
science, literature and art.
In a word, a series of positive changes have taken place in the
fields of ideology and propaganda.
The improvement in Party building and ideological and political work played a positive role in China's pclitical and social
stability; it also provided impcrtant political and ideological
conditions for the rectification and the improvement and deepening of reform in the field of economy.

Economic Improvement and Rectification; Completion of the
Seventh Five-Year Plan
The 3rd Plenary Session of the 13th CPC Central Committee,
held in September 1988, decided to improve the economic environment, rectify economic order, and deepen reforms. But, as it
was nearing the end of the year, little time was left to take
practical measures. Furthermore, the steps that had been adopted
proved to be ineffective in a short time. Overheating of the
economy and inflation had not been eased in 1988. Rather, social
demand continued to swell that year.
Compared with the previous year, in 1988 total investment in
fixed assets surged by 23.5 percent; the average per-capita income
of urban and rural residents for living expenses increased by 22.2
percent and 17.7 percent, respectively, far above the 11.l percent
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of growth rate of the national income. The gross industrial output
~alue rose by 20. 7 percent. The growth rate of the processing
mdustry went beyond what the energy and raw material industries
could cope with. Contradictions within tlie-industrial structure had
intensified, while tensions in transportation and communications
deepened. In agriculture, the output of grain, cotton and edible oil
bad shrunk to some extent due to frequent natural disasters and
policy mistakes. Under the pressure of excessive social demand the
issue of currency was increased by a big margin. This resulted.in a.
massive financial deficit. The retail price index rose by 18 .5 percent,
a scale unmatched in many years.
The situation created difficulties·for economic development in
1989. Moreover, the political turmoil in 1989 seriously interfered'
~ith the economic improvement and rectification and the deepenmg of refor!fl, .to ·the fu~ther detriment of China's economy.
We.stern capitalist powers unposed. "economic sanctions" against
Chma on the excuse of the incident of the recapturing Tiananmen
~qu~~e by the martial law enforcement troops in Beijing (a
JUS~if1ed deed that was grossly distorted by the Western media).
This further exacerbated China's economic troubles. All these
factors demonstrate how great China's economic difficulties were
in June 1989, when the 4th Plenary Session of the 13th CPC
Central Committee was convened.
In this serious economic situation, the Party Central Committee, while grappling to stabilize the political situation resumed
.
'
im~rovement and rectification of the economy to bring about
social and economic stability and development. In the early days
of November 1989, the 5th Plenary Session of the 13th CPC
Central Committee made the decision to further carry out the
policy of economic improvement and rectification and deepen the
ref~rm: T~e meeting projected a period of three or more years
begmnmg m 1989, for reaching this goal.
To this end, the meeting stressed the reduction of total social
demand and implementation of a policy for stringent control over
finance and credit. It focused on strengthening basic fields of
production such as agriculture, adjusting the structure of industry, earnestly rectifying economic order, especially in the circu-
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lation area, raising economic efficiency by all means, deepening
the reform and opening the door wider. As determined at the
meeting, the Party's leadership in achieving these aims was to be
strengthened effectively. On the basis of summing up experience,
the meeting proposed that economic construction must adhere to
a long-term policy of sustained, stable and co~certed development.
Resolutions made at the meeting helped the entire Party to
unify its views on the economic situation. Thanks to the implementation of the Party's economic policies coupled with correction of Zhao Ziyang's mistakes in economic guiding thought and
measures, China's economy, though still in difficulty, was gradually brought back onto the path of healthy development. By the
latter half of 1989, the improvement and rectification policy had
gained initial success, while greater achievements were scored in
1990:

-Inflation was brought under control. Reduction of investment in fixed assets and curb of rapidly increasing consumer fund
had somewhat allayed the contradiction between rising total
social demand and inadequate supply, which had been the
mainspring of the inflation spiral. Beginning in October 1989, the
price-rise fell below 10 percent. Retail prices in 1990 were only
2.1 percent higher than the year before. As compared with the
period of panic buying in 1988, commodities now were plentiful
and prices were stable.
-Industrial restructuring started. Of investment in basic capital construction, the proportion allocated for agriculture, energy
resources, transport and communications - the weak links in the
national economy - was increased. Investment in productive
enterprises rose, while the construction of such non-productive
projects as buildings, halls and hotels was curbed. With the
building of key state projects accelerated, a string of them were
established and put into production.
-Disorders in the field of circulation were rectified on a
preliminary level. According to statistics, by the end of 1990,
more than 100,000 companies, 35.2 percent of the total number
of firms of one kind or another, were disbanded or merged. Most
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o.f the comp~nies operated by the Party and government instituuons were dismantled or detached from these institutions. Party
and. ~overnment offici~ls co~ld no longer concurrently hold their
pos1~ions .and accept Jobs m these companies. The haphazard
proliferat~on of companies in the sphere of circulation was
hemmed m a.nd market order was greatly improved.
-The ~at1onal economy grew at an appreciable rate. In 1989,
the GNP mc:eased by 3._9 percent and in the following year by 5
percent. Gram output witnessed bumper harvests in two straight
years, 1989 and 1990, up from the stagnation of the previous four
years. Following the s~uggish market and slow 'growth in the latter
?alf o~ 1989 and t~e fust half of~ 990 (unavoidable when fighting
mflatlon and coohng an overheatmg economy), industry gradually
resum~d a no~mal growth rate in the latter half of 1990. ln 1989 and
1990, md~stnal production growth averaged 8.1 percent.
-Foreign trade and economic and technical exchanges continued to develop. Exports increased by 10.5 percent in 1989 and
18.1 percent the following year. Exports of finished industrial
products~ e~~ecially m~ch~ery and electrical equipment, increased significantly, w~e ~ports of high-grade consumer goods
~ere cut down. The mix of unport and export commodities was
unproved. Ch~na cont~nued to absorb foreign capital in proper
amounts. The mternatmnal tourist industry gradually returned to
normal. I.hanks to :educed imports and expanded exports, as well
as to an ~ncrease m foreign exchange from sources other than
~rade, China reached a favorable international balance overcommg se_veral years ?f defi?it. Cash balances increased substantially.
O~enmg up to neighbormg countries advanced apace. The Shanghai Pu~ong New Development Area was established.
. -Sc1e~ce, technology, education and various social undertakmgs contmued to develop. New progress had been made in
the .spread and popularization of new technologies. Important
ach~evement~ ":ere scored in key scientific and technological
projects. Chinas science and technology reached the world's
advanc.ed level in many fields, as indicated by: the successful
launchmg of the Asia No.1 communications satellite and the
Long March No.2 cluster carrier rocket; the construction and
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normal operation of 5 megawatt low-temperature nuclear heatsupply test reactor; and the successful trial run of 10,000-ton
combined trains on the Datong-Qinhuangdao Railway. Various
educational ventures continued to prosper. China had splendidly
hosted the XI Asian Games, firing the national spirit and promoting the nurture of socialist culture and ideology.
To the surprise of many, China, beset by internal difficulties
and external pressure, had curbed the rising inflation and turned
the national economy onto a path of healthy development in a
short period. This demonstrated China's huge economic potential
and correct macro-economic policies. Economic stability was
conducive to social stability on which economic stability itself
was based.
Economic improvement and rectification were interlocked
with the deepening of reform. They required the support of
structural reform, and at the same time created conditions for the
deepening of reform and its healthy development. While the focus
was on improvement and rectification, economic restructuring
continued to be carried out by centering on this focus and serving
its aims. A rural socialized service system emerged. The enterprise contract responsibility system was constantly perfected. The
establishment of enterprise groupings made headway. The system
of foreign trade was revamped by establishing export-oriented
enterprises responsible for their own profits and losses. The
pricing system was also revamped by focusing on the priceadjustment of coal, grain, edible oil, labor service, and transport
fees. In all these reforms, the anticipated successes were achieved.
China's multi-type economy with public ownership as the main
body continued to grow. The econo11Uc sphere of non·public
ownership which was expanding in the national economy contributed to economic growth during the period of economic improvement and rectification.
The Seventh Five-Year Plan expedited by improvement, rectification and the deepening of reform was fulfilled by the end of
1990. The majority of targets for national economic and sociai
development were fulfilled or over-fulfilled. The annual average
growth rate of the GNP reached 7.8 percent, and the national
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in.come, 7.5 percent, surpassing the requirements of the Seventh
~1ve-Year Plan. The gross agricultural output value annually
increased by 4.7 pe~cent, a?ove the prescribed 4 percent. Overall
~rowth took. place m .farmmg, forestry, animal husbandry, sideline production and fishery. The equipment was up-graded somewhat. The gross .industrial output value grew by an average of
13_. 1 pe.rcent. Tlus exceeded the planned 7.5 percent, gaining the
thud h1ghe?t rate ?f speed next to that of the First Five-Year Plan
and t?e Sixth Five-Year Plan periods. Industrial production
capacity expanded a~d t.he tec~nical level was raised. Average
annual ?utput. of maJor m~ustn~l products increased greatly in
companson with the previous five-year period. People's Jiving
standards rose fu~ther. Real income for consumption in urban
~nd rur~l areas mcreased by an average of 4.1 percent. Net
income mcrease for farmers averaged 2.4 percent each year In
the last two years of improvement and rectification the li~ing
standards of the majority of urban and rural residents were
assured, and even raised somewhat.
Since. rc~orm a~d opening were introduced, China's socialist
modernization dnvc had scored substantial achievements that
attracted worldwide attention. China's social and economic image
under~ent a profound change. Between 1978 and 1990 Chin '
GNP increased by 2.74 times (during 1980 and 1990,
annual gr?wth rate was 9 percent, three times that of the world
e~nomy m ~he 1980s). Gross industrial output value rose by 3.89
umes~ ?f this s.teel rose by 2.1 times, raw oil 32.7 percent and
electnclt!' 2.4 times. T~e level of industrialization was raised to
a. new h1~h. Gross agncultural output value increased by 2.03
times. Sc~en~e, technology, culture and education further develope?. Chma s defenses continued to be strengthened. China has
basically s.et.tled the problem of feeding and clothing the people,
and the h~mg standards of the urban and rural people have
generall!' .improved. In 1990, farmers' bank deposits totalled
184.l billion y.uan. The whole outlook in the rural areas has
c~~nged consp1cu?usly. The per-capita income of residents in
ctt1es and. towns mcreas~d by 68.l percent as compared to ·10
years earher. Urban service faciUties have expanded. The family
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"shopping-baskets" carry supplies of ever greater variety and
worth. The historical achievements made by the Chinese people
indicate that China's socialist construction towards modernization has passed through an important stage.

The 7th Plenary Session of the 13th CPC Central Committee
and Beginning of Implementation of the Ten-Year
Programme and the Eighth Five-Year Plan
When the Seventh Five-Year Plan had been fulfilled and
implementation of the Eighth Five-Year Plan (1991-95') was
about to begin, the 7th Plenary Session of the 13th CPC Central
Committee met to examine and approve the "Proposals of the
CPC Central Committee for the Drawing-Up of the TenYear Programme (1991-2000) and the Eighth Five-Year Plan
(1991-95) for National Economic and Social Development."
The proposal was worked out after full deliberation and full
preparation. Early in 1990, the State Council set out to write the
Ten-Year Programme and the Eighth Five-Year Plan.
The method of planning, which differed from past methods,
was advantageous. First, it integrated the Five-Year Plan into the
Ten-Year Programme. This was because many issues in economic
and social development are continuous, therefore need a longer
time for consideration. Some key construction projects, scientific
and technical topics for solving key problems, and the fostering
of personnel cannot be completed within only one five-year plan
period. A five-year plan based on the general tendencies and
targets of the ten-year economic development is bound to be more
effective and farsighted.
Second, the basic train of thought for drawing up the ten-year
programme and five-year plan had been studied, domestic conditions and the international situation were analysed, while the
direction and policies for construction and reform were considered in their broader aspects before specific formulations were
worked out.
Third, in writing the proposals, opinion were repeatedly solicited from provinces, autonomous regions, municipalities under
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direct central control, the departments under the CPC Central
Committee, government organizations, major army units, people's organizations, scholars and specialists, as well as leaders of
democratic parties. Thanks to the democratic , process and to
following the mass line, the proposals had concentrated the wisdom from all sides rather successfu1ly, thereby winning endorsement and support.
The "Proposals" stipulated that in the last ten years of this
century China would realize the second step of the strategic
objective and raise the quality of the national economy as a whole
to a new level. This would be a more important stage in modernization construction. The basic requirements are: to increase the
GNP at an average annual rate of about 6 percent in order to
quadruple the 1980 GNP by the end of this century in terms of
constant price, by dint of greatly improving economic efficiency
and optimizing the economic structure; to raise the people's living
standards from just having enough to eat and wear to a state of
leading a fairly comfortable life; to expand educational undertakings, promote scientific and technological progress, improve economic management, readjust the economic structure, and give
priority to key construction projects so as to lay the material and
technological foundation for China's sustained economic and
social development in the early 21st century; to initially establish
an economic structure and operating mechanism, which suit the
development of a socialist-planned commodity economy based on
public ownership and which combine planning with market regulation; and to raise socialist culture and ethics to a new level, and
further improve socialist democracy and the legal system.
These basic requirements of the second step of the strategic
objective reflect the historical process of China's national economic and social development and express the Chinese people's
earnest wish and ambitions for re-energizing the nation to create
a strong and prosperous homeland.
The gist of the document includes: l. Stressing economic
construction as the center and regarding economic development
as the basis on which people's living standards improve and social
progress is made; setting a clear-cut demand on the speed and
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and laying more emphasIS on
quantity of econonuc develop~~nt,of economic growth and t~e
the improvemen~ of the qua Y Underlining further econormc
quality of the nat10nal econo?IY· 2:der to the outside world, and
structural reform and. op~nmg w; socialist spiritual civilization,
strengthening the cultivation o~hese will provide guarantees for
democracy and a legal system.
f the strategic objective and
the fulfillment of the secon1 t~~~c~nomic system, politics, ideolthe sustained develop~ent o
21th century.
ogy and other aspects l~ the early b . of summing up historical
The 7th Plenary ~ess1on, on ~~~u~~~mental guiding principles
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in the 1980s and in line with the objective requirements for

developing the productive forces, so that they can become a
stronger impetus in pushing forward our economic and social
development.
-Firmly implement the principles of developing the national
economy in a sustained, stable and coordinated way. It is necessary to strike a basic balance between aggregate social demand
and supply; oonscientiously follow the principle of doing what is
within our capacity in arranging for economic construction
and the people's livelihood; guard against and surmount overeagerness for success. While potential of resources is brought to
a full play to promote economic growth, excessive allocation of
the national income should be avoided, to guard against rekindling jnflation.
-F~m~y follow the principle of self-reliance, hard struggle
and building up the country through thrift and diligence. China
is a big developing socialist country and must base economic
construction on its own efforts. The use of foreign capital and
technology must go along with the efforts to develop China's
economy and enhance its capacity for self-reliance, so as to fulfill
the strategic goal of social and economic development. The realization of China's modernization requires the hard work of several generations. For a long time to come, we must persist in the
principle of building the country through thrift and diligence
practice economy in all fields of work, do everything with dili~
gence and thrift, and eliminate extravagance and waste that exist
to a serious extent in various fields.
-Firmly implement the principle of promoting both material
civilization and socialist culture and ethics. The promotion of
socialist culture and ethics is one of the fundamental tasks in
building socialism with Chinese characteristics. In face of the
complicated international situation and the arduous tasks of
reform and construction at home in the 1990s, it is all the more
necessary for us to promote socialist culture and ethics in real
earnest. We should make sustained efforts to carry out the strug?le against ~~rgeois liberalization; we should strengthen ideological and political work in real earnest, carry out in-depth educa-
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tion in patriotism, collectivism and socialism, re-e~ergize the
national spirit, and improve the general mood of society. Th~se
will guarantee the healthy development of reform and operung
and economic construction.
.
The plenary session pointed out that t~e !ast ~ec~de of this
century will be crucial in the process of China s so~iahst ~odern
ization. This is determined by the current domestic and mt~rna
tional situation. We must consolidate and carry on th~ achievements made in the 1980s and greatly promote economic growth
and social progress, to ensure that China enters the 21st century
full of vitality. Party members as a whole and. ~eopl~ of .all
nationalities must consolidate and develop the polltlc~l s1tuauon
of stability and solidarity, and concentrate on economic constru~
tion, reform and opening. In this way, our great country will
emerge more dynamic and prosperous.
.
Jn accordance with the "Proposals" of the. meetm~, draft
outlines of the the Ten-Year Programme and Eighth Five-Year
Plan hammered out by the State Council were implemented a~ter
being approved by the 4th Plenary Ses~ion of the Standmg
Committee of the NPC in March and April of 1991.
The successful completion of the Seventh Five-Year Plan, the
formulation and execution of the Ten-Year Programme and .th~
Eighth Five-Year Plan signify China's emergence from the dif~1culties of 1989 and entrance onto a new stage of development m
China's socialist modernization.

VII. READJUSTMENT IN FOREIGN
RELATIONS AND PROGRESS
IN REUNIFICATION
After the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee
of the CPC in December 1978, the Party .made nec~ssary and
important re-arrangemen.ts in. foreign relations to adJust to t~e
changing international s1tuauon and t~e demands of domestic
construction. In this work along these lmes, the Party and state
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presented_ a new image. In this work, as in that of socialist
construction at home, the chief architect was Deng Xiaoping.

Foreign Policy at the New Stage
In his s~~ech early int~~ 1980s entitled "The Present Situation
a~d ~asks, Deng stated, It can be said that internationally the
e1g~ttes

are an extremely turbulent period, full of crises but we

~ehe".'e that war can be _put off and peace maintained for~ longer

tm~e ~f the ~truggle agamst hegemonism is carried on effectively
This is possible, and it is precisely what we are working for Lik ·
the _people of the rest of the world, we really need a pe~cefu~
envuonment, a~d thu~, f ~r the interest of our own country the
goal of our foreign policy is a peaceful environment for achieving
the four modernizations."35 This put forward a new concept fo
!he Par~y and state in setting general and specific poli ·
r
mternatlonal affairs.
cies m
Later in his talks with foreign guests and on other occas·
Deng repeatedly explained that, following the 3rd Plenary se:~~~
of the 11th Central Committee of the CPC there has b
chang · Ch· ,
•
een some
em
mas 1ong-term viewpoint which had laid stress on
the d~nger of war. Although the danger still remains the fo
checking the war are growing encouragingly. With the fur~~~;
development of gl~bal peace-maintaining forces, a large-scale
wor~d war was not likely to break out for a relatively long period
~~ t~e and t~ere was hope of preserving world peace. In May
8 .' Deng said to g~ests from a West European country "Con~ernm~ the overall mtemational situation in my opi~on ·t
is ~ss1ble to maintain peace for a rathe; long time w ' ~
avoidable."36 This _re-ap~raisal of the issue between war a.nd
serve~ as the startmg pomt for the foreign policy of the Party and
~tate m the_ new stage. Practice in the past years has proved the
Judgement is correct.
To say war is avoid~ble refers to a world war. Possibilities for
a long-term peace requue the concerted efforts of all peace-lovin
forces. In fact, regional wars have been occurring every year eve!
one such as the 1991 Gulf War which the United States and ~any
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other countries became involved in. Striving for peace requires
opposition to hegemonism and power politics. In his abovementioned talks in the early 1980s, Deng said that one of the
three major tasks facing us in the 1980s was "to oppose hegemon37
ism and maintain world peace in international affairs." As for
opposition to begemonism, the Party has been consistent in its
international policy both in the new period and before. In March
1985, Deng pointed out, "In the days when Chairman Mao
Zedong and Premier Zhou Enlai were leading the country, China
was already opposed to superpower hegemony, regarding it as the
source of war." "It follows that opposing superpower hegemony
means preserving world peace. Since the downfall of the 'gang of
four,' we too have made it a state policy to oppose superpower
38
hegemony and uphold world peace."
The Communist Party of China and the People's Republic of
China under the leadership of the CPC have adhered to the
principle of independence and self-reliance, never giving in to any
foreign pressures or obeying the baton of any foreign country.
During the new stage, China's policy of independence and selfreliance is embodied in the policy of non-alignment. In his talks
with the head of a Latin American country in May 1984, Deng
said, "China's foreign policy is independent and truly no~
aligned. China does not align itself with any country but invanably pursues a policy of independence. It will not play the 'United
States card' or the 'Soviet Union card.' Nor will it allow others to
play the 'China card."'39 China's independent foreign policy of
peace and non-alignment conforms to the highest interests of the
Chinese people, and is conducive to world peace and stability. It
is an important contribution to the preservation of world peace.
During the new stage, China will continue to uphold the five
principles of peaceful co-existence advanced by Chinese leaders
in the 1950s and to develop normal relations with other countries
in the world based on these principles. China pays special attention to relations with the third world nations.
In his talks in May 1984, Deng Xiaoping said, "China will
always belong to the third world, and this position is the foundation of our foreign policy. It means that China, being a poor
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country, belongs to the third world as a matter of course, that it
shares a common destiny with all third world countries and that
it will remain one of them even when it becomes prosperous and
powerful, because China will never seek hegemony or bully
others, but will always side with the third world."40
A major problem facing the third world countries is the
development of their national economy. Deng summarized the
current world problems as consisting of two: peace and development. Development requires the establishment of equal and mutually beneficial economic relations among countries in a bid to
help narrow the expanding economic gap between the developed
countries and the developing countries, and to reverse the tendency toward widening imbalance and growing instability in the
world economy.
Therefore, China should strive to maintain world peace, and at
the same time, improve North-South relations, strengthen SouthSouth ties, and jointly promote a common economic prosperity
among all the countries in the world.
At the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th CPC Central Committee, the focus of the whole Party's work was shifted to modernization in socialist construction. The adjustment in foreign policy
was in line with the shift in the focus of the Party's work. China,
made up of a quarter of the world's population, is economically
backward and must stick to the socialist road in its drive towards
modernization. Deviating from the socialist road would make it
impossible for China to realize the four 111odernizations.
In its modernization drive, China needs a peaceful environment. It is most advantageous for China's construction if lasting
world peace can be achieved. In his above-mentioned talks with
the head of a Latin American country, Deng stressed, "The aim
of China's foreign policy is world peace. Always bearing that aim
in mind, we are wholeheartedly devoting ourselves to the modernization programme to develop our country and to build socialism
with Chinese characteristics.
"We are now devoting ourseJ ves wholeheartedly to the modernization of our country, and therefore we sincerely hope that no
war will break out and that we can gain a long-lasting peace,"41
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Deng added.
·
h
At the 3rd Plenary Session of the. 11th Central Comi:ruttee, t e
Party initiated the policy of openmg up t? the ?uts1de world.
Unless a big country like China mainly relies on its own e!for~s
in socialist construction, it will not work. But at the same tune n
will not v..-ork unless China opens up.
.
.
ln his talks with Japanese guests in June 1984, Deng .x1~op;~~
· t d out that the current world is an open one. He said, A
~:~~unding of the People's Republic, we were b.lockaded, an~ s?
the country remained closed to some extent, which create~ d1:~1culties for us. Some 'Left' policies and the 'cultural re.volution m
particular were disastrous for us. In short, the expene~cc of the
. t thirty years or more proves that a closed-door policy would
hr~dcr construction and inhibit development." "A~ for our r~la
tions with foreign countries, we shall pursue the policy o~ ~pemng
still wider to the outside world,"42 he added. Because C~a has
adopted a long-term policy of opening, it. mus.t establish a~d
develop diplomatic, economic an~ c_ultural_ ties with all co.untnes
in the world based on the five pnnc1ples ot peaceful co-~xistence.
During the new period following the 3rd Plenary Session o~ t~e
11th Central Committee, the Party has. carried. on the polictes
proved to be correct in practice in f~re1gn relations, and at the
·me ·t has made necessary adJustments and added some
same t1 , 1
·
· t.
d to
new factors to conform to the new ~ternat10na 1 situa ion an
meet the needs of socialist construction.

Foreign Affairs Work of the Party and State
China's foreign policy in the new stage is embodied .in the work
involving both state diplomatic affairs and other foreign matters,
and in the Party's own foreign Uaison work. .
.
Beginning in the early 1980s, t.he Com~u~i,st Party of ~h1~a
readjusted its relation<; with foreign parties. I~~ 12th Nat10nal
Concrress of the CPC held in 1982 made the declSl?n to adhere .ro
four° principles in developing relations with foreign. commurust
parties: independence and self-reliance, ~ul.l equality, ~utual
respect, and non-interference in each others mternal affaus.
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In accordance with these principles, the Party has improved
and strengthened its friendly relations with some parties, resumed
once-broken ties with others and newly established links with still
others. Early in 1977, the CPC resumed relations with the party
of Yugoslavia. In 1980, ties between the CPC and the communist
parties of Italy and Spain were restored. Then, the communist
parties of Greece, France and the Netherlands sent delegates to
visit China. In tum, the CPC dispatched delegates to attend these
parties' conventions. In May 1989, in the wake of normalized
state-to-state relations between China and the Soviet Union, the
relations between the two parties were also restored. Prior to this
development, the CPC had resumed its suspended relations with
some East European communist parties.
In addition, the CPC established relations with socialist parties, social democratic parties and labor parties of many nations
such as Japan, France, Australia and New Zealand. Various links
and contacts with the nationalist parties in third world countries
were also established.
By the first half of 1991, the CPC had made contacts of one
kind or another with more than 270 political parties in the world.
In the last two years, more than thirty foreign political parties
began to have contacts and exchanges with the CPC. The principles governing relations with foreign communist parties, put
forward by Deng Xiaoping and approved by the 12th National
Party Congress, are likewise applicable to relations with foreign
social parties, social democratic parties, labor parties and nationalist parties. Developing relations with dlfferent countries and
parties of various kinds will not be influenced by fine distinctions, or outright disparity in ideology.
The preface of China's Constitution, passed by the National
People's Congress in December 1982, stipulates: "China consistently carries out an independent foreign policy and adheres to the
five principles of mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial
integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each other's
internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit, and peaceful coexistence in developing diplomatic relations and economic and
cultural exchanges with other countries. China consistently op-
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poses imperialism, hegemonism and colonialism, works to
strengthen unity with the people of other countries, supports the
oppressed nations and the developing countries in their just
struggle to win and preserve in national independence and develop their national economies, and strives to safeguard world peace
and promote the cause of human progress." This formalized the
state's foreign policy in legal terms.
After years of negotiations during the 1970s, China and the
United States issued the "Joint Communique on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations" on December 16, 1978. According
to its stipulation, China and the U.S. established diplomatic
relations on January 1, 1979, realizing normal ties.
The Taiwan issue is an important one between China and the
U.S. Through negotiations, the U.S. government finally recognized the Chinese government's position that there is only one
· China, that Taiwan is part of China, and that the Government of
the People's Republic of China is the only legitimate government
of China. The U.S. government also made the commitment that
after establishing diplomatic relations with China, it would immediately suspend its "diplomatic relations" with Taiwan, and
withdraw U.S. military forces and facilities from Taiwan and the
Taiwan Straits. On this basis, China and the U.S. reached the
agreement on the establishment of diplomatic relations.
However, soon after, the United States suddenly passed the
"Taiwan Relations Act." Actually, the law deliberately treated
Taiwan as a state and the Taiwan authorities as a government.
Many stipulations of the act violated the principles of the communique. The Chinese government solemnly warned Washington
that failure to abide by the agreement on the Taiwan issue and
attempts to interfere in China's internal affairs would only damage Sino-U.S. relations and result in no advantage at all to either
side.
The establishment of Sino-U.S. diplomatic ties ushered in a
new period in the two countries' relations and thus was welcomed
by all countries in the world. However, the U.S. had not completely given up its intentions to meddle in China's internal matters,
and this cast a shadow on Sino-U.S. ties.
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Since the establishment of Sino-US. diplomatic relations, che
exchanges and cooperation between China and the U.S. and the
other West~rn countries have increased in the fields of economy,
culture, science and education, thanks to China's adherence to
reform and opening, and her independent foreign policy of peace
and self-reliance.
After China and Japan estabUshed diplomatic relations in
1972, the two countries concluded the Sino-Japanese treaty on
peace and friendship. During their exchange or visits in 1982 and
1983, top leaders of the two nations put forward the four principles of "peace and friendship, equality and mutual benefit, mutual trust and long-term stability," laying the foundation for
long-term, frien dly cooperation on an equal footing. While SinoJapanese ties arc developing and expanding, the Chinese government and the Chinese people, from their position of preserving
peace in the Asia-Pacific region, arc concerned about the attempt
of some Japanese to revive militarism.
In the late 1980s, China and the Soviet Union normalized
relations after they had settled or partially settled some of the
issues which had presented obstacles, conforming to the wish of
the peoples of the two countries. In May 1989, Mikhail Gorbachev, general secretary of the Soviet Communist Party, visited
China, making a breakthrough in normalization of relations
between the two countries and the two Parties that had been
suspended for more than twenty years. The tours to the Soviet
Union of Chinese Premier Li Peng in 1990 and CPC General Secretary Jiang Zemin in 1991 further enhanced the goodncighborly relations. The restoration of Sino-Soviet relations fundamentally reversed the situation of confrontation which had
prevailed in the 1960s and 1970s, but did not revive the a lliancc
which existed in the 1950s. These good-neighbourly relations arc·
based on the five p.tinciples of peaceful co-existence and arc of
worldwide importance.
The internal political situations in the East European countries
changed dramatically in l 989. In accordance with the existing
foreign policy and the five principles of peaceful co-existence,
China's normal relations with these countries were maintained
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except in the case of the German Democratic Republic, which
later merged with the German Federal Republic (West Germany).
While China maintains and develops relations with the West,
some powerful political interests in the United States and the
West keep attempting to realize peaceful evolution in China; that
is, to turn socialist China onto the path of capitalism through
economic and cultural exchanges as well as other channels. The
Communist Party, government, and people of China maintain
vigilance over this tendency.
At the turn of spring and summer of 1989, some Western
backstage provocateurs became deeply involved in China's political turmoil. Afterwards, certain Western nations imposed socalled "sanctions" aimed at putting pressure on China, meddling
in China's internal affairs, and reversing China's socialist direction. Setbacks and complications arose in China's relations with
the U.S. and other Western countries to different degrees. China's
foreign trade was damaged to some extent. The People's Republic
of China did not yield to the unreasonable "sanctions," just as in
the past it had never yielded to pressure from outside. To isolate
China and to impose "sanctions" were unfavorable not only to
China, but to those who implemented them. Since the second half
of 1990, some Western countries have come to see the importance
of restoring and maintaining normal relations wi lh China and
have set about to improve them. Those Western political forces
that attempted to impose sanctions and put pressure on China to
give jn failed. China stood the test, was tempered and came out
even more resolute in continuing reform and opening along the
socialist path.
China has long maintained friendly relations with the countries and the peoples of the third world. These relations were
strengthened after Western powers imposed "sanctions" against
China. That is one of the reasons why some of them had to halt
the "sanctions." In the 1980s, China established diplomatic relations with more countries in Latin America, Africa, Western Asia
and the South Pacific. During 1990 and J 991, there were frequent
exchanges or visits between Chinese leaders and leaders of coun-
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tries in Asia, Africa, Latin America and Oceania. In 1990 alone,
China established diplomatic relations with four countries -Namibja, Saudi Arabia, Singapore and the Marshall Islands, and in
the case of Indonesia, restored diplomatic relations which had
been suspended for nearly twenty-three years. In addition, China
normalized relations with Mongolia and Laos.
Because of the anti-China policy of expelling ethnic Chinese
from Viet Nam carried out for many years by the Vietnamese
authorities, and following massive military aggression by Viet
Nam against Democratic Kampuchea, Sino-Vietnamese relations
sharply deteriorated. By 1990 and 199 l, the Vietnamese Party
and the government expressed hopes to restore friendly and
neighbourly relations with China, following which ties between
the two countries improved. Thanks to the framework document
issued by the five UN Security Council permanent members and
supported by painstaking efforts of the ASEAN countries, and
thanks to China and Viet Nam's shared hopes for an early
settlement of the Kampuchean question, the emergence of a
peaceful, independent and non-aligned Kampuchea, the long
cherished hopes of the Kampucheans, begins to look possible.
In accordance with the principles that all countries, big or
small, should be equal and should not interfere in each other's
internal affa.irs, that all countries have an equal right to development, and the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, China
joined other developing countries in advancing a proposal for
building a new international economic and political order. This
aroused wide attention throughour the world and an especially
warm response from the developing countries.
As a member of the United Nations and a permanent member
of the UN Security Council, China has played a positive role in
this organization. China has been a strong advocate of the maintenance of world peace, easing of international tension, disarmament - in particular, the reduction of nuclear arms and other
arms of the superpcwers - opposition to all kinds of aggression
and hegemonism. China's activities in the UN are characterized
by firmly standing with broad third-world countries, in a ceaseless endeavor to implement the UN Charter and its principles. Jn
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addition to affairs involving world peace and each individual
country's own security problems, China also enthusiastically participates in international economic, social and cultural cooperation. In 1990, China played a special role in the efforts of the
United Nations to solve the Gulf crisis.
Jn the 1980s, China settled the problems of the return of Hong
Kong and Macao. This was an impcrtant event in China's history
and a great victory for China's foreign policy. On Deng Xiaoping's initiative, representatives of the Chinese government and
the British government negotiated on the Hong Kong issue. On
December 19, l 984, following two years of talks, the heads of the
two governments formally signed a joint declaration on Hong
Kong in Beijing. The document clearly stipulates that the Government of the People's Republic of China will resume sovereignty over Hong Kong as of July 1, 1997. The settlement of the Hong
Kong issue set an example for the settlement or the future of
Macao. Representatives of the Chinese government and the Portuguese government heJd negotiations and on April 13, 1987, the
heads of the two governments signed a joint declaration in Beijing
on the Macao issue. lt states that the Government of the People's
Republic of China will resume the sovereignty over Macao as of
December 20, 1999. Hong Kong and Macao have been part of
China's territory from the very beginning. However, the two
regions have long been occupied by Britain and Portugal for
reasons buried in history. It is a historically-inherited problem
which could not have been solved or even dreamt of being solved
by governments of the past. The idea of "one country, two
systems" put forward by Deng Xiaoping provided favorable conditions for an agreement over Hong Kong and Macao. When
China and Britain reached basic consensus during the talks on the
Hong Kong problem, Deng said to Sir Jeffrey Howe, British
foreign secretary at the time, "I am confident that the 'one
country, two systems' concept will work. International reacrion to
such a solution will be favorable, and the solution will set an
example for other nations in settling disputes which history has
imposed upon them."43
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"One Country, Two Systems'' Scheme and the Great Cause of
Reunification of Motherland
Restoration of China's sovereignty over Hong Kong and Macao
is a matter of diplomacy which requires negotiations with the
British and Portuguese governments. However, after Hong Kong
and Macao return to the motherland, what policy China follows
in the two regions is China's own internal affairs. In the SinoBritish and Sino-Portuguese joint declarations, the Government
of the People's Republic of China reaffirmed its basic future
policy towards Hong Kong and Macao. After China resumes
sovereignty over the two regions, it will set them up as two special
administrative regions. The two regions will enjoy substantial
self-government, except in foreign affairs and national defense,
which will be controlled by the central government. Their current
social and economic systems as well as life styles will remain
unchanged. Further detailed explanation regarding this kind of
basic Policy was provided by the Chinese government and attached to the joint communique as an appendix. Jt concretely
specifies that when the two special administrative regions are
established, the socialist system and its policies will not be introduced, and that Hong Kong and Macao's existing capitalist system and life styles will remain unchanged for fifty years. This is
the "one country, two systems" programme. The Basic Law or the
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China, passed by the National People's Congress in April
1990, spells out the programme in greater detail. It explains how
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region within socialist
China is to operate the capitalist system. The Basic Law of the
Macao Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of
China drawn up by the NPC drafting committee was also discussed and passed by the National People's Congress.
Why will China implement a special policy in Hong Kong and
Macao after regaining national sovereignty there? This was an
important decision; its point of departure, the actual historical
situation. Hong Kong and Macao have long been carrying out the
capitalist system. To maintain their original socio-economic sys-
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tern is conducive to the sustained prosperity and stability of the
two regions; and to maintain the prosperity and ~tability of the
two regions is not only conducive to the people m them but ~o
China as a whole. The main part of China is socialist. In a b1g
socialist country, to allow a tiny region to practice capitalism will
not hurt the overall course of socialism, but, will benefit it.
The idea of "one country, two systems" was first presented as
a means of settling the Taiwan issue. The pcliey on Taiwan's
return to the motherland and the peaceful reunification (the
nine-point declarations), put forward o~ the eve of the 1~81
National Day by Ye Jianying, then chauman of the Standmg
Committee of the National People's Congress, actually proposed
"one country, two systems," though the term was not used.
How could the Taiwan problem be solved and cleavage between
the two sides of the Taiwan Straits be removed and reunification
realized? Force should not be used unless Taiwan moves towards
"independence" or imperjalists launch armed invasion of Taiwan.
Tbe problem should be settled in a peaceful way. How, then, can
the question be settled in a peaceful way? Jn his speech on
February 22 1984, Deng Xiaoping pointed out, "The plan we
have propos~d for reunifying the mainland with Taiwan is_ ~air
and reasonable. After reunification, Taiwan can go on practlcmg
capitalism while the mainland practices socialism, all within the
•
same unified China. One China, two systems."44
A concrete programme has been formed gradually on the basis
of the only reasonable proposal leading to China's reunification .
An official of the Taiwan Affairs Office of the CPC Central
Committee said on June 7, 1991, "'One country, two systems'
means that two differcnt political, economic and social systems
will be practiced in one country. Neither of the two parties seeks
the defeat of the other; instead, they respect each other and share
prosperity. In accordance with the poli~y,_after the reu:iifica~ion,
China's mainland will carry out the socialist system while Taiwan
will practice capitalism. The current political, economic an?
social systems as well as life styles will remain unchanged. Taiwan, as a special administrative region, will hav~ a h~gh degree
of autonomy with an indcpendenl judiciary; the final Judgement
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will not rest with Beijing. Also, Taiwan can keep its army. The
fundamental interests of the Taiwan authorities, parties concerned and the Taiwan people will be guaranteed. This is not a
measure of expediency but a basic, long-term policy."
The officia. formally propased that "the CPC and the Kuomintang send representatives to establish contact in order to
create conditior.; for negotiations towards the formal ending of
hostilities between the two sides of the Taiwan Straits and gradual
peaceful reunification. They can also, while adhering to the
principle of one China as a premise, discuss other problems that
the Taiwan authorities are concerned about. Representatives of
other political parties and groups of the two sides can be invited
to the negotiations."45
"One country, two systems" is a bold, highly creative policy.
Socialism, as China's main form, has made great achievements in
the modernization drive and has unlimited vitality. The state does
not seek to obtain even one penny from Hong Kong and Macao
after reunification. (It is stipulated that the entire revenue of the
special administrative regions of Hong Kong and Macao should
be used for local purpases, and not to be handed over to the
central people's government, and nor should it levy taxes on the
two regions. This principle is also applicable to Taiwan after
peaceful reunification.) The mainland is not fearful of capitalism
practiced in several other regions. It believes that reunification
will make China even more prosperous in its modernization drive.
Although the Taiwan problem is an internal one, it is related
to Sino-U.S. relations. A peaceful settlement of the Taiwan problem will be favorable to the whole world. On October 31, 1984,
Deng Xiaoping said, "The question of Taiwan constitutes the
main obstacle to better relations between China and the United
States, and it is even possible that this qt1cstion could develop into
a crisis bet ween the two nations. If the 'one country, two systems'
approach is adopted, not only would China be reunified, but the
interests of the United Stales would not be impaired. There are
some influences in the United States today who, carrying on the
'Dulles doctrine,' regard Taiwan as a U.S. 'aircraft carrier' or as
a territory within the US sphere of influence. Once the Taiwan
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question is solved through peaceful coex~st~ncc'. the issue ~ill be
defused and these people will shed their 1llus1ons accordingly.
This would be a very good thing for the peace and stability of the
· and of the rest of t h e wo~Id ."46 .
Pacific region
.
The great unity of the motherland mcludmg Taiwan, Hong
Kong and Macao is a trend certain to reach f~lfillment. Hong
Kong and Macao will return to the motherland rn the 1990s and
follow the plan of "one country, two systems." Using the same
approach, all kinds of obstacles will. be solved conce~ning the
Taiwan problem, with the long-standmg efforts by marnland~rs,
Taiwanese and overseas compatriots, and with the increasing
exchanges and deepening of mutual understanding betw~en the
people on borh ~ides of the Taiwan Straits as well as w1tb the
motherland becoming stronger and more prosperous.
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ADVANCE ALONG THE ROAD OF
SOCIALISM WITH CHINESE
CHARACTERISTICS
After its founding in l 921, the Communist Party of China,
continuing the efforts put forth by generations of its advanced
predecessors, resolurely took up the cause of the nationaldemocratic revolution in order to change China's fate as a scmicolonial and semi-feudal nation. The Party led the Chinese people
in a struggle lasting twcnty-eight years to gain the great victory
of the new-democratic revolution, and finally in 1949 found the
People's Republic of Chi na. China then entered upon a historical
period of establishing and developing socialism.
The 42nd anniversary of the founding of the People's Republic
was celebrated three months after the 70th anniversary of the
founding of the CPC. This meant that it had been forty-two years
since China entered the socialist period, which is still continuing.
Before the victory of the new-democratic revolution, the Party
Central Committee called on the whole party and people to
struggle for the building of an independent, united, democratic,
prosperous and strong new China. Have all these goals been
attained?
First, independence. The People's Republic of China was
founded against the will of the imperialist countries which had
oppressed, exploited and controlled China for a long time. Subjected to foreign pressure of all kinds after its founding, the
republic nevertheless succeeded in maintaining its independence,
sovereignty, territorial integrity and national dignity. Tl
triumphed over the isolation, blockade, interference and provo836
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cation leveled against it by foreign aggressive forces. China has
built up a strong enough national defense to safeguard its security. New China stands erect in the East as an independent and
sovereign state, developing equal exchanges with the rest of the
world and actively participating in world affairs.
Second, unification. This represents a fundamental change in
the state of disintegration China fell into as a result of the
scramble for entry. The unity of the whole people and among all
nationalities has been increasingly strengthened. This unity is
based on the people's democracy, a situation which had never
emerged in China's modern history or even in China's entire past
history. China will go on to bring about the unification of Hong
Kong, Macao and Taiwan with the motherland according to the
principle of "one country, two systems."
Third, democracy. The founding of New China put an end to
the rule of the exploiting classes which had lasted for thousands
of years, as well as to the rule of the reactionary classes supported
by imperiaJjsm. It also ended infringement upon the most elementary rights of the broad masses to existence. The people have
become masters of the coun try and society.Their right to freedom
is guaranteed; workers and peasants who had been oppressed at
the lowest stratum of the old society have stood up. The Constitution stipulates: The People's Republic of China is a socialist
state under the people's democratic dictatorship led by the working class and based on the alliance of workers and peasants. The
dictatorship is aimed at only a handful of enemies who try to
sabotage the basic state systems. T he broad masses of workers,
peasants, intellectuals and people of other classes and strata enjoy
political, economic and cultural democratic rights. Through various channels and forms, they can participate in the management
of state affairs, economic and cultural affafrs and other social
affairs.
Fourth, prosperity. Old China's industry was extremely backward, its agricultural production could not satisfy the barest
needs of the population and the country had almost totally lost
the abilitv to defend itself. -::-his impoverishment and weakness
have gon~ forever. New China has established an independent
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and complete industrial setup and national economic system
which is initially thriving and prosperous. The output of major
industrial and agricultural products has leaped to leading places
in the world . Without economic development, the state's independence and unification could not have been guaranteed, neither would the people's democracy. At present, China is striving
to accomplish its construction of socialist modernization and
there is still a long way to go before it attains the prosperity
desired by the people. However, the 42-year struggle has laid a
solid founda tion for the country's prosperity and an inspiri ng
perspective is within reach.
Independence, unification and prosperity are goals which
several generations in modern Chinese history aspired to but
failed to reach. Now all these goals have been attained. They
were possible only because of the victory of the new-democratic
revolution and after it, setting out on the socialist road. China's
new-democratic revolution and socialist revolution and construction are all led by the Communist Party. Without it~
leadership, there would have been no victory of the newdemocratic revolution or of socialism, let alone of any of the
above-mentioned goals.
Historically, practice has fulfilled the prediction of Mao
Zedong. Early on in the late 1930s, he expounded the whole
process of the Chinese revolution. He said the whole revolution
led by the Communist Party of China includes two stages the
democratic revolution and the socialist revolution. Because
China's bourgeois-democratic revolution could win victory only
under the leadership of the proletariat through the Communist
Party, it is a new-democratic revolution. The first stage prepares conditions for the second and the two stages must
dovetail, allowing no bourgeois dictatorship between to intervene. The victory of the new-democratic revolution inevitably
leads to socialism.
The Communist Party of China is a great party capable of
lcac.lmg the whole course of the Chinese revolution, including the
new-democratic revolution, the socialist revolution and socialist
construction.
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Tortuous Course
Just as during the new-democratic revolution, ~he Party d~ring
the 42-year socialist period struck a path which was neither
smooth nor straight.
After the founding of the People's Republic, the Party spent
seven years in basically finishing the task of the socialist r_ev?lution to realize the transition from new democracy to socialism.
That is an amazing achievement. To realize this tr~nsition, the
Party under the leadership of Mao Zedong, creatively S?lved
many' complicated problems. With the socialist system _basically
set up, the Party was confronted by a number of ques~1o?s such
as how to continue to advance, how to undertake ~~iahst construction and how to improve and perfect the social~st system.
Generally speaking, there was no ready-made expe_ne~ce anywhere in the world, and according to Marxist pnnc1ples, no
country's history can be a repetition of another country's. Eve!y
party and people must pursue a road of developm~nt that s~1ts
the specific conditions of its own country._ In particular~ China
was a big, backward agricultural country m ~he East, dif~erent
from European countries. It had accumulated its own ex~nences
during long-term revolutionary struggles and f~r~ed _its. own
traditions. Furthermore, the painful lessons from md1scrllll1Il~te
ly copying the Soviet experience prohibited C~i~a from cop~mg
that of other countries. In the early days of socialist construction,
China learned from the Soviet Union in many aspects (not
copying indiscriminately). But the Chinese communists head~d
by Mao Zedong soon found out that the experience of the Soviet
Union was not completely successful and that China must t~ke
warning from its unsuccessful aspects. China's socialist road, like
the road of the democratic revolution, must be discovered by the
Chinese themselves.
The Party Central Committee with Mao Zedong at the core led
the whole party and people to seek this road. They made trem~n
dous efforts achieved magnificent results and accumulated wide
experience, 'both Positive and negative. As pr~ct_ice has pro-~ed,
both in the democratic revolution and the socialtst undertakmg,
the general principles of Marxism and Leninism must be com-
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bined with China's concrete realities. To work out such a combination, especially a good one, is particularly difficult, considering
that socialism is a brand-new undertaking in the history of
mankind and China is building its socialism on an extremely
backward foundation. There is the problem of correctly understanding China's concrete realities - that is, China's national conditions- viewed from the angle of socialist construction and also
the problem of how to properly grasp the principles of Marxism
and Leninism concerning socialist society.
Not until the 3rd Plenary Session of the J l th CPC Central
Committee held in 1978 could the Chinese Communist Party,
under the leadership of its Central Committee with Deng Xiaoping at the core, finally find a road for socialist construction with
Chinese characteristics. This road is generalized as having "one
central task and two basic points." This is also a road adhering to
the principles of Marxism and Leninism on socialism and one
proceeding from the reality in everything.
The 42-year history of the CPC after the founding of New
China can be divided into two periods. The first period consists
of the twenty-nine years before the 3rd Plenary Session of the
11th Party Central Committee and the second, of the following
thirteen years.
During the thirteen years, China made far greater achievements in all aspects of its socialist undertaking compared with the
preceding twenty-nine years. Although there were some small
setbacks during this period, the Party could always correct its
deviations in time, solve problems and gain new experience.
Practice has proved that the Party's lines and policies since the ·
3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee are correct.
History cannot be disjoined. The recent thirteen years can not
be separated from the preceding twenty-nine years. Without the
achievements of t.he preceding twenty-nine years as the foundation, there could not have been the greater achievements of the
next thirteen years, or the correct road after the 3rd Plenary
Session of the 11th Central Committee. The lines and policies
following the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee
were made on the basis of both positive and negative experiences
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of the previous twenty-nine years.
Except for the beginning seven years which were relatively
smooth, it can be said that the road traveled by China during all
the twenty-nine years was rough and bumpy. In its socialist
undertaking, the Party made two big mistakes which brought it
two big setbacks. One mistake, made between 1958 and 1960, was
epitomized by the "great leap forward"; the other, between 1966
and 1976, was marked by the "cultural revolution." These two
mistakes and setbacks were caused by serious deviations during
the Party's independent search for China's own socialist road.
How should these mistakes be viewed? It would be quite wrong
to say that the Party was devoid of any merit and to describe it
as an utter failure just because it had made mistakes, since that
is not in accordance with the facts. On the other hand, to
disregard these mistakes and refuse to investigate them or to sum
up experience an(! lessons from them, would also be wrong.
The two big mistakes and setbacks during the twenty-nine
years were manifestations of the "Left" guiding ideology. During
that time, the Party launched several incorrect struggles against
the Right deviation. This does not mean that Right errors should
not be opposed and corrected. The Party had made the Rightdeviationist errors during the period of the new-democratic revolution and it assimilated experiences in correcting these errors.
Even after the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Party Central
Committee, the Party corrected, in time, a number of Right
tendencies which would have been otherwise very harmful. The
experience of many foreign parties also enabled us to see the
serious harm of the Right deviation. Historical experience warns
us that in the period of socialist construction, the Right tendency
may lead to the abandonment of socialism and the Party leadership. Therefore, it is necessary to guard against and oppose Right
tendency. "Left" tendency, under Chinese conditions, usually
reveals itself as impatience to make headway, over-anxiety for
quick results, and the blind pursuit of advanced production
relations together with speedy development of the forces of production regardless of objective conditions and laws. The other
manifestation of "Left" tendency consists of undue emphasis on
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class struggle, magnifying it without overall objective investigation and analysis of the actual social, economic and political
situation. As a matter of fact, "Left" tendency never leads to
development and progress but only causes chaos and retrogression. "Left" tendency can fabricate "class struggle" and wreak
havoc within its own ranks. It cannot use proper methods to
handle or solve class contradictions and class struggle which
really do exist within a definite sphere. Therefore, in socialist
construction, "Left" tendency can similarly lead to the abandonment of socialism and the Party's leadership and thus must also
be prevented and opposed.
There is no party which is immune to making mistakes. What
is important is whether it can learn lessons from them, and from
those of others as well. Its own errors are usuaJly better textbooks.
Big mistakes are, of course, very bad, but since they usually
reflect profound problems, they are especially worth earnest
study as textbooks. Error is often the precursor of what is correct,
but this is not unconditional. The key point lies in knowing how
to sum up experience.
The CPC is a great, glorious and correct party not because it
never makes mistakes but because it is good at summing up
experiences and lessons, understanding objective laws better
through errors, and amending errors as well as making them the
precursors of correct action.
During the new-democratic revolution, the Party made two big
mistakes which accounted for the two big defeats in 1927 and
1934. The Party learned lessons from these two big mistakes and
defeats so that it could take the correct road in the late 1930s and
win the great victory of the new-democratic revolution at the end
of the 1940s.
The 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Party Central Committee
became an epoch-making turning-point, because the Party Central Committee with Deng Xiaoping at the core summed up,
carried forward and enhanced the past positive experiences and
ideas; furthermore, it profoundly, rather than shallowly, comprehensively rather than lopsidedly, learned lessons from past errors
and derived the correct line, principles and policies.
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This is why we should pay attention to negative experiences as
well as learn the positive ones as we study the Party's history.
We are fully confident in the future of China's socialist undertaking under the leadership of the Communist Party. This is not
only because the Party has scored great achievements in this
endeavor, but also because the Party has made serious mistakes
and through the lessons and experiences comprehends what it had
failed to understand in the past.
At the 70th anniversary of the founding of the Chinese Communist Party, General Secretary Jiang Zemin said, "These
past seventy years show that our Party, armed with MarxismLeninism and Mao Zedong Thought and endowed with revolutionary creativity, bas been able to maintain independence and
rely on itself. It has kept close ties with the masses, struggled
ceaselessly and made endless sacrifices for the fundamental interests of the Chinese people. It has held fast to what is right and
amended what is wrong. And it was able to stand the trials of
success and setbacks, high and low tides, favorable and unfavorable circumstances, proving that no enemy or adversity could
ever crush or destroy it. Enduring countless ordeals, our Party
has never gone into decline; tempered by innumerable hardships,
it will become even stronger. Our Party has proved itself to be a
great, glorious and correct party!"

Great Achievements in Forty-two Years
Reviewing the past forty-two years, people keep saying that if
there had been no setbacks, we would have ma.de greater achievements. Although we may make this hypothesis, the development
and progress of human society have never gone ahead in a
straight line. In the search of a new road for socialist construction
on the basis of an extremely backward economy and culture left
by old China, mistakes in work and setbacks in development were
inevitable. Various factors determine how great the complications
are, but one cannot conceive of there being no complications at
all.
One must realize that in spite of the tortuousness and setbacks,
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gen~ra~y speaking, China has made remarkable achievements
during its forty-two years of socialist construction. The following
are some facts and figures:
. I:° 1990, China's gross national product (GNP) reached 1,768.6
bllllon yuan, with the national income hitting 1,442.9 billion
yuan. The price factor taken into consideration the national
.
'
rncome was 20.23 times that of 1949.
From 1950 to 1988, the total investment in fixed assets by units
the entire population reached 2, 153.8 billion yuan;
owned
~,393 big ~nd med_ium-sized projects were constructed and put
~nto operation, addmg 1,561.9 billion yuan to the fixed assets. An
~dependent a_nd relatively complete industrial setup and a national economic system have been established. Statistics show that
the daily production of major industrial products is equivalent to
the production of two months in 1949. This means that the whole
year's production in 1949 can now be finished in six days. In
1?9?, steel output climbed to 66.35 million tons, raw coal 1.08
billion tons, crude oil 138.31 million tons and generated electrici~y 621.2 billion kwh. They were 419.9 times, 33.8 times, 1,152.6
tlffies and 144.5 times that of 1949, respectively.
As to agriculture, in 1990, grain output was 446.24 million
tons, cotton 4.51 million t?n.s, oil crops 16.13 million tons, pork,
be.er. and mutton 25.14 milhon·tons and aquatic products 12.37
1?"Illlon tons._ They were, respectively, 3.9 times, 10.2 times, 6.3
times, 11.4 tlffies and 27.5 times that of 1949. It is considered a
miracle that China feeds 22 percent of the world's population
with only 7 percent of the world's land.
Great progress flas been made in science, education, culture
public health and sports. In 1990, units owned by the entir~
population boasted 10.808 million scientists and technicians 25.4
!imes the number in 1952. All along during the forty-two ;ears
tmportant achievements in scientific and technological research
were being scored. Some technological levels in the fields of
atomic energy, bi?logy, agronomy, high-energy physics, computer
technology, earner rocket and satellite communications have
reached or approached international standards.
In 1990, the attendance rate of school-age children reached
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97 .9 percent. Students in institutes of higher learning, secondary
schools and primary schools were 17.63 times, 36.17 times and
5.02 times that of 1949. By 1988, the number of graduates from,
and postgraduates in, institutes of higher learning was 30 times
of the total in the thirty-seven years prior to the founding of New
China.
As to public health and medical care, in 1990 the country had
3.898 million professional medical personnel with 2.624 million
hospital beds, 7.72 times and 30.87 times, respectively, that of
1949. Simultaneously, cultural and sports undertakings also de·
veloped rapidly.
The people's living standards show conspicuous improvement.
In 1990, the actual consumption level of the Chinese people rose
from an annual 76 yuan per person in 1952 to 714 yuan. The price
rise considered, the annual average increase rate was 3.5 percent.
The problem of food and clothing in China bas been basically
solved and some of the people have begun to live a comparatively
comfortable life. The death rate has decreased to 6.67 per thousand (it was as high as 25 per thousand in old China before the
Anti-Japanese War) and average life expectancy rose to 70 years
from only 35 years in oJd China before the War of Resistance
Against Japan.
Although the socialist system established in China is imperfect,
contains flaws and has even experienced big setbacks in the
course of its construction, the 42-year economic development,
relying on the socialist system, has been fast as compared with
developed capitalist countries and developing countries taking the
capitalist road during the same period. From 1949 to 1989, the
average annual GNP increase rate was 7.37 percent in China, 3.17
percent in the United States, 6.98 percent in Japan and 4.01
percent in India. The average annual per capita GNP increase
rate during the same period was 5.44 percent in China (despite
the rapid increase of population), 1.87 percent in the United
States, 5.95 percent in Japan and 1.73 percent in India. As for
industrial production, the average annual increase rate was 11.5
percent in China during 1953-1988, compared with 4.2 percent in
developed countries, 5.9 percent in developing countries and 4.4
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percent in the world as a whole, between 1951 and 1986.
Since the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee
of the CPC, China has conducted a policy of reform and opening
up. As a result, the speed of China's economic development
greatly surpassed that of major capitalist countries. From 1979 to
1989, the average annual GNP increase rate was 2.6 percent in
the United States, 4.3 percent in Japan, 2.1 percent in Federal
Germany, but 9.1 percent in China. The average annual increase
rate in industrial production during 1979-90 was 2.2 percent in
the United States, 4.1 percent in Japan, 1.9 percent in the German
Federal Republic, and 12.0 percent in China.
Of course, these kinds of comparisons are relative, because
they involve factors which cannot be compared. However, one
basic fact is certain: socialist China is one of the countries of
relatively high speed in economic development; the economic gap
between China and the developed countries is not widening. On
the contrary, it is narrowing. This is illustrated by the foremost
places occupied by major Chinese industrial and agricultural
products in the world. Comparing 1989 with 1949, China's steel
output rose from 26th to 4th place, raw coal from 9th to 1st, crude
oil from 27th to 6th and generated electricity from 25th place to
4th; grain from 3rd in 1957 to 1st in 1987, cotton and pork, beef
and mutton from 4th and 3rd in 1949 to 1st in 1987. Some other
products have also reached a leading place in the world. For
example, cement, cloth and television sets occupy 1st place,
sulphuric acid and chemical fertilizer the 3rd, and chemical fibre
the 4th. China's GNP has also risen to the 8th in the world.
But generally speaking, the level of China's social development
is relatively low in the world. Calculated by the method used in
"the World Bank Atlas," i.e., calculating a country's per capita
GNP in U.S. dollars according to the exchange rate in that
specific year, although China's GNP.doubled in the 1980s, its per
capita GNP is only U.S.$300 or so, ran.king after the lOOth in the
world, due to the several reductions in the exchange rate of
Renminbi against the U.S. dollar. Because the exchange rate
between the Renminbi and the U.S. dollar reflects only a price
relation in foreign trade, the per capita GNP calculated according
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to this method does not completely show the level of economic
increase and the people's consumption level.
To compare the per capita GNP among countries in different
stages of development is a complicated matter. This is because the
extent of commercialization and the price levels vary in different
countries, while in addition, the exchange rate betwe~n the currency of each country and the U.S. dollar keeps changmg. Therefore, the above-mentioned method is limited and often leads to
underestimation of the development and income levels in developing countries. Chinese scholars make estimations according to
purchasing power parity, a method tried out by the World Bank
in scores of countries, and calculated that China's per capita GNP
has reached U.S.$500 to U.S.$700.
.
Economic index· alone is not enough to have a correct and
comprehensive judgement of the degree of society's progress.
Early in the 1960s, developed capitalist countries and some
international organizations set up a new social index system to
assess and monitor the trend of social development and various
social problems. Considering Chinese conditions and referring to
the theoretical framework of the foreign index system, Chinese
researchers made an analysis of the social index system consisting
of 16 major indexes. In 1987, the average score of 120 countries
and regions was 76 Points, with China scoring 68 points and
ran.king 70th jn. the world. That was 33 percent higher than the
average 51 Points of 39 low-income countries, and 13 percent
lower than the average 78 points of 48 medium-level income
countries. China's general level of social development is lower
than medium. This estimation is similar to that made by foreign
scholars. According to the human development indexes of the
United Nations Development Programme's Human Development
Report of 1990, which was based on average life expectancy, adult .
literacy rate and per capita GNP, China was placed 65th among
the 130 countries that were brought into comparison.
Through these comparisons with other countries, we should
learn to recognize our deficiencies as well as our achievements.
Due to historical reasons, there is still a big gap between China
and the developed countries in economy and culture. The devel-
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oped capitalist countries are still advancing fast and_ they will set
up various obstacles against socialist China. If we fall to ~ate~ up
with them the narrowing gap will become larger again, smce
China bas 'a huge population, relatively speaking, but a limited
amount of arable land, water and other natural resources. All
these are difficulties China must confront over a long time, and
we must do our utmost to surmount them. In the 1990s and early
in the next century, China will go on as before-i t will continue
to develop diplomatic, trade and cultural relations with all countries in the world on the basis of the five principles of peaceful
co-existence develop good-neighbourly relations with surrounding countri~s, continue its friendly relations of cooperation with
the third world countries and make contributions to maintaining
world peace, improving North-South relations and establis_hing a
new international order of equality and mutual benefit. We
believe that all these efforts will result in considerable achievements since they conform to the interests of peace and progress
for all mankind.
However we must bear in mind an objective factor independent of ma~'s will to change; i.e., the Western powers' basic policy
of seeking to dominate the world and to sabotage socialist countries will never change. Therefore, the Chinese people must
remain aware of this harsh international factor. While giving full
play to the advantages of the socialist system, Chin~ must d~vclop
its economy, culture and science and technology m the nu~st of
fierce international competition and struggle. Currently, science
and technology are making giant strides. Although China has
made progress in science and technology, it still has a long way
to go to reach the world advanced level. We ~ust try _to master
all advanced science and technology, otherwise we will lag be·
. .
hind.
Historical conditions have determined that only by mamtaming its socialist system can China stand erect in the w_or~d as an
independent and strong nation. Deviating from the soc1ahst road,
China will fall behind, sink into chaos and collapse. Even tho~gh
we have the correct policies and line for socialist construction,
backwardness will be inevitable if we are content with the victo-
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ries already won and fail to sense the urgency of working with a
will to make the country strong. A backward China can be
attacked, insulted and even reduced to the status of a sernicolonial dependency. In today's world, negative examples of this
which constantly emerge present a disturbing sight. As attested
by seventy years' history, the Chinese people will not. resign
themselves to backwardness and the Communist Party of China
is fully competent to lead them to get rid of poverty and advai:ice
along the socialist road. In the future, the Party and the nation
as a whole must keep up the spirit of "sleeping on brushwood and
tasting gall" (strengthening resolve to wipe out national humiliation) as well as the spirit of the Foolish Old Man Who Removed
the Mountains. Concerted efforts must be pooled to surmount all
kinds of difficulties and hardships so as to make China a strong
and really great socialist country.
Upholding the socialist system in the past, we have made
brilliant achievements in China, a country with a huge population
and a poor foundation. Looking into the future and upholding
socialism as a premise, so long as we continue to improve our
economic and political systems (namely reform) and absorb all
the achievements of world civilization (namely opening up), we
can certainly accomplish a great deal more.

The Road Ahead and Its Objectives
General Secretary Jiang Zemin said in his speech celebrating
the Party's 70th anniversary, "In the struggle of the past seventy
years, our Party has accumulated a wealth of experiences. This
experience boils down to one point: we must integrate the fundamental principles of Marxism with the concrete realities of the
Chinese revolution and national construction and keep to our
own road."
Beginning from the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Central
Committee and through the 12th and 13th National Party Congresses, our Party has re-established the ideological line of emancipating the mind and seeking truth from facts. Combining the
general truth of Marxism with China's concrete realities as a
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principle and taking the profound study of historic and present
practical experience as the foundation, the Party has advanced
the scientific thesis that China is in the primary stage of socialism, and drawn up its basic line of focusing on economic construction, upholding the Four Cardinal Principles and persisting
in reform and opening up. In keeping with the basic line, a series
of effective policies was adopted. In regard to the basic theory
and practice of building socialism with Chinese characteristics,
the whole Party has reached a common understanding. As for the
building of socialist road with Chinese characteristics, the Proposals for Drawing Up the Ten-Year Programme and the Eighth
Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development
adopted by the 7th Plenary Session of the 13th Central Committee held in December 1990 made the following generalizations:
1. Adhere to the people's democratic dictatorship led by the
working class and based on the alliance of the workers and
peasants; continue to perfect the system of the people's congresses, of multi-party cooperation and of the p0litical consultation led
by the Communist Party; steadily consolidate and develop the
widest patriotic united front and try to strengthen the construction of socialist democracy and a socialist legal system.
2. Develop the social forces of production as the fundamental
task of socialism; concentrate on the successful construction of
modernization and keep raising the people's material and cultural
living standards.
3. Perfect the socialist economy, political structure and systems
of management in other fields through reform, and fully mobilize
the initiative and creativity of the central and local governments,
enterprises as well as of the broad masses of working people.
4. Continuously broaden the opening up to the outside world
by adopting various forms such as developing foreign economic
and trade relations, using foreign investments and introducing
advanced technology, as well as by establishing special economic
zones and economic development zones and carrying out necessary special policies and flexible measures.
5. Stick to the ownership structure with socialist public ownership as the main form, in co-existence with various other econom-

ic sectors; impose correct management and guidance on individual economy, private economy and other economic sectors in
order to enhance their function as supplementary and beneficial
to the public-owned economy.
6. Actively develop the socialist planned commodity economy,
combine the planned economy with market regulation and try to
promote the sustained, stable and co-ordinated development of
the national economy.
7. Implement the distribution system of "to each according to
his work" as the main form with other methods of distribution
existing as supplementary; permit and support some people and
some areas to get rich first through honest labour and legal
operation and encourage those getting rich first t0 help those ~ho
are still p00r so that the Chinese people as a whole and vanous
regions can gradually get rich together.
8. Under the guidance of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong
Thought, -inherit and carry on the outstanding Chinese cultural
legacy, borrow and assimilate all excellent cultural achievements
in the world and continue to raise the whole nation's ideological
and moral level as well as its scientific and cultural qualities to
build a socialist society with an advanced culture and ideology.
9. Among the nationalities, establish and develop socialist
relationships based on equality, mutual help, unity, cooperation
and common prosperity, persist in and perfect the system of
regional national autonomy and oppose racial discrimination,
ethnic oppression and separatism.
IO. Further the motherland's reunification according to the
concept and practice of "one country, two systems."
11. Stick to the peaceful diplomatic policy of maintaining
independence and keeping the initiative in our own hands, develop friendly relations with all countries on the basis of the five
principles of peaceful co-existence, oppose hegemonism and power politics, support the just struggle of the oppressed nations and
peoples, maintain world peace and promote the progress of mankind.
12. Adhere to the leadership of the Communist Party, improve
the Party's system of leadership, working style and methods of
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leadership, strengthen Party-building politically, ideologically,
theoretically and organizationally so that the Party can always be
the strong leading core of the socialist undertaking.
In his speech at the Party's 70th anniversary, Jiang Zemin said,
"In short, the Party's basic line and the twelve principles point to
the need to build a socialist economy, political system and culture
with Chinese characteristics through the self-improvement and
self-development of the socialist system, in order to facilitate and
promote the continued development of the social productive
forces and social progress in all fields and achieve socialist
modernization."
The twelve basic principles specify the basic line of "one
central task and two basic points" and clearly outline the socialist
road with Chinese characteristics. If over ten years ago we had
little idea of what socialism with Chinese characteristics meant or
of bow socialism with Chinese characteristics was to be built, we
are now clearer.
Looking backward, we feel proud; looking ahead, we are full
of confidence. After the 3rd Plenary Session of the 11th Party
Central Committee, the Central Committee decided on the strategic plan that China's construction of socialist modernization
should be divided into three steps. The strategic objectives of the
first step, i.e., double the 1980 GNP and solve the people's
problem of food and clothing were basically fulfilled in the late
1980s. In the 1990s, efforts must be pooled to realize the strategic
objectives of the second step. China's output of major agricultural
and industrial products are to increase by a big margin. By the
year 2000, it is predicated that grain output will reach 500 million
tons; steel, over 80 million tons; coal, 1.4 billion tons; and
generated electricity, 1,100 billion kwh. The production categories will be more complete, the levels of science, technology and
management will be higher and the national defence further
strengthened. The building of socialist material civilization and
socialist culture and ideology will proceed band in hand. By then,
China's composite strength will have been risen to a new level.
On reaching the second-step strategic objectives, the standards
of living will see a rather big improvement on the basis of
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economic development, so that people will be relatively well off.
By well off, we mean an upgraded quality of life on th~ basis of
enough food and clothing, which includes not only an imp~ov~d
material life but also a rich spiritual life, and not only a nse m
people's individual consumption level but also the betterment of
social welfare and work environment.
After attaining the second-step strategic objectives, we will
strive to realize the strategic objectives of the third step. A
development of thirty to fifty years will help basically achieve
socialist modernization and approach the level of moderately
developed countries.
. .
The road of building socialism with Chinese charactenstics
opened in the 1980s provides a firm guarantee for realizin~ the
strategic objectives of the second step. The enormous achievements made in the reform and opening-up drive and modernization construction laid a solid foundation for social-economic
development in the 1990s. We are confident that the second-step
objectives will definitely be fulfilled by the year 2000 and the
third-step objectives, in the 2050s or earlier, given the concerted
.
efforts of the Party and the people.
More than 140 years ago, Marx and Engels clearly proclaimed
in The Communist Manifesto that the ultimate aim of the Communist Party is the realization of communism. At its founding,
the Communist Party of China also clearly proclaimed its aim to
be the establishment of a communist society. Over the past
seventy years, the Party has led the people in carrying out the
new-democratic revolution, the socialist revolution and socialist
construction. All these efforts were aimed at the realization of
communism. In the days to come, we will firmly continue the
struggle to build communism. So long as we advance victoriously
on the road of socialism with Chinese characteristics, we can
surely reach the magnificent goal of socialist modernization, and
the lofty ideals of communism will certainly be realized at last.
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